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Preface

Next to electric motors, centrifugal pumps represent the
most frequently utilized machine on earth. It has been
estimated that over 10,000,000,000 of them are in use
worldwide. This appears to be a rather credible number
when compared against United States Government data.
In 2003, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that in the year
2000 alone, a total of 7,224,552 pumps valued at
$1,621,323,000 were produced by US companies! (Ref. I-
1). And, while these numbers include virtually any de-
vice that moves fluid, they provide a glimpse of the
value of pump life extension, maintenance cost reduc-
tion and safety and efficiency enhancements.

Pumps certainly are simple machines, for quite
unlike an aircraft jet engine that consists of somewhere
between 6,000 and 9,000 parts, a centrifugal pump is
made up of a rotor, two or three bearings, a few casing
parts, perhaps a mechanical seal and a bunch of fasten-
ers. And yet there are, in the United States alone, many
thousands of pumps that achieve mean-times-between-
failures (MTBF’s) of only a year or less, whereas in nu-
merous other identical services MTBF values of over
eight years are not uncommon.

This text will explain just how and why the best-of-
class pump users are consistently achieving superior run
lengths, low maintenance expenditures, and unexcelled
safety and reliability. Written by practicing engineers
whose working career was marked by involvement in
pump specification, installation, reliability assessment,
component upgrading, maintenance cost reduction, op-
eration, troubleshooting and all conceivable facets of
pumping technology, this text endeavors to describe in
detail how you, too, can accomplish best-of-class perfor-
mance and low life cycle cost. Or, how your facility will
get away from being a 1.1, or 2.7, or 3.9 year MTBF plant
and will join the plants that today enjoy a demonstrated
pump MTBF of 8.6 and, in at least one case further de-
scribed in Chapter 16, over 10 years.

WHAT PUMPS DO

Pumps are used to feed liquids from one place to
another. There is no liquid that cannot be moved by
pumps. If pumps cannot move a product, the product is
probably not a liquid. Pumps are used in every industry
conceived by man and are installed in every country in

the world.
But pumps are machines and machines need to be

properly designed. The parts for the pumps need to be
correctly manufactured and assembled into a casing. The
assembled pump may have to be inspected and tested; it
certainly has to be properly installed. It also needs to be
serviced or maintained with appropriate care and
knowledge. And, it needs to be operated within the in-
tended design envelope.

In other words, pumps can, and usually will fail, if
one or more of eight important criteria are not met. It has
been proven (Ref. I-2) that:

• The design has to be correct
• The various components have to be fabricated just right
• Pumps must be properly selected for the application
• Pumps must be operated within an intended service

condition envelope
• Pumps must be maintained as required
• Pumps have to be assembled and installed correctly
• Pumps will not tolerate certain types of operator errors
• Component materials must be without defect

WHAT PUMP FAILURES REALLY COST

When pumps fail, the cost can be staggering. In
1996, a South American refinery repaired 702 of their
1,012 installed pumps. In that year, these pumps con-
sumed 1,420 rolling element bearings. In 1984, a U.S. oil
refinery performed close to 1,200 repairs on 2,754 in-
stalled pumps. Of these, 40% were done in the shop and
60% in the field. Based on work order tracking, the direct
charges per repair amounted to $5,380, or $6,456,000 per
year. The true costs, however, amounted to $10,287 per
repair. Here, yearly pump maintenance expenditures
were calculated to exceed $12,000,000 when incremental
burden consisting of employee benefits and refinery ad-
ministrative, plus overhead and materials procurement
costs were taken into account.

Statistics from a plant with 3,300 centrifugal pumps
installed indicate that 30% of the plant’s yearly repair
events are traceable to maintenance deficiencies. Neglect
and faulty procedures fall into this category. Another
refinery supplied Figures I-1 and I-2, pointing to bearing
failures (40%) and lubrication issues as being the main
culprits. Quite obviously, these illustrations show that
considerable resources are expended on bearing and
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lube-related maintenance. Yet, speaking of lubrication, a
report from a Mid-Eastern refinery with 1,400 pumps on
dry sump oil mist specifically pointed out that there
were no bearing failures in the year 2004 (Ref. I-3).

Figure I-1: Causes of equipment outage at a major re-
finery by component description, years 2003 and 2004

Assembly and installation defects are responsible
for 25% of pump failures at that facility, and 15% of the
pump problems encountered were attributed to opera-
tion at off-design or unintended service conditions.

Figure I-2: Causes of bearing failures at a major refin-
ery by cause category

Improperly operated pumps constitute 12% of
pump failures here. Fabrication and processing errors
cause 8% of this plant’s pump failures; faulty design was
found responsible for 6% of pump failures, and 4% of
the failure population suffered from material defects.

These statistics convey a number of very important
facts:

• Most pumps fail because of maintenance and in-
stallation-related defects

• Since pumps generally represent a mature product,
fundamental design defects are relatively rare

• Pump failure reductions are largely achieved by
appropriate action of plant reliability staff and
plant or contractor maintenance work forces. The
pump manufacturer rarely deserves to be blamed,
although it is unfortunate that the pump manufac-
turer is not always knowledgeable in pump failure
avoidance.

In the mid-1980’s, a chemical plant in Tennessee
had over 30,000 pumps installed and a large facility near
Frankfurt, Germany, reported over 20,000 pumps. How-
ever, the largest industrial pump user appeared to be a
city-sized plant situated on the banks of the Rhine river
south of Frankfurt. There were approximately 55,000
pumps installed at that one location alone.

United States oil refineries typically operate from
600 pumps in small, to 3,600 pumps in large facilities.
Among the old refineries are some that have average
pump operating times of over 8 years. However, there
are also some that achieve an average of only about a
year. Some of the really good refineries are new, but
some of the good ones are also old. Certain bad perform-
ers belong to multi-plant owner “X” and some good
performers also belong to the same owner “X”. It can
therefore be said that equipment age does not preclude
obtaining satisfactory equipment reliability.

But it can also be said that facilities with low pump
MTBF are almost always repair-focused, whereas plants
with high pump MTBF are essentially reliability-fo-
cused. Repair-focused mechanics or maintenance work-
ers see a defective part and simply replace it in kind.
Reliability-focused plants ask why the part failed, deter-
mine whether upgrading is feasible, and then calculate
the cost justification or economic payback from the
implementation of suitable upgrade measures. Needless
to say, reliability-focused plants will implement every
cost-justified improvement as soon as possible.

And so, again, why pumps fail and how to avoid
failures will be discussed in this text. Why the same
pump model does well at one plant and does not do well
at another plant will be described and analyzed. Pump
life extension and energy cost reduction will be the over-
riding concerns and will be the overall themes of this
book. This updated ssecond edition contains experience-
based details, data, guidance, direction, explanations,
and firm recommendations. The material will assist all
interested facilities to move from the unprofitable repair-
focus of the mid-20th century, to the absolutely impera-
tive reliability focus of the 21st century.
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The primary objective of life cycle costing is to
evaluate and/or optimize product life cost while satisfy-
ing specified performance, safety, reliability, accessibility
maintainability, and other requirements.

Pumping systems account for an estimated 25%-
50% of the energy usage in many industrial plants, and
perhaps 20% of the world’s electric energy demand (Ref.
1-1). Centrifugal pumps rank first in failure incidents
and maintenance costs. That is why centrifugal pumps
in critical applications are installed in identical pairs, one
serving as the operating, the other one serving as the
standby or spare pump.

Despite these statistics, many pump purchase deci-
sions are still made solely on the basis of lowest initial
purchase and installation cost. The notion exists that, if
a cheap pump doesn’t perform well, it can always be
upgraded. While this may be true in those pumps that
suffer from installation errors or component defects, it is
not true for pumps that suffer from fundamental design
compromises. Moreover, these decisions seem to disre-
gard that initial purchase price is generally only a small
part of pump life cycle cost in high usage applications.
Market conditions, short-term financial considerations,
and organizational barriers are to blame for this short-
sighted approach.

Conventional Wisdom: You can always upgrade an inferior
pump

Fact: Certain bad choices defy cost-effective upgrading. A
plant may have to buy a better pump or suffer
through and endure its bad decision.

Progressive, reliability-focused pump users who
seek to improve the profitability of their operations will
have to consider using Life Cycle Costing, or LCC. The
conscientious application of LCC concepts will help reli-
ability-focused plants minimize waste. LCC will also
dramatically reduce energy, operating and maintenance
costs.

Life cycle pump cost is the total lifetime cost to
purchase, install, operate, maintain (including associated

downtime), plus the cost due to contamination from
pumped liquid, and the cost of ultimately disposing of a
piece of equipment.

A simplified mathematical expression could be

 LCC = Cic + Cin + Ce + Co + Cm + Cdt + Cenv + Cd

where:
LCC  = Life Cycle Cost

Cic  = Initial Cost, purchase price (pump, system,
pipe, auxiliary  services)

Cin  = Installation and commissioning cost
Ce  = Energy costs (pump, driver & auxiliary ser-

vices)
Co  =  Operation costs

Cm  = Maintenance and repair costs
Cdt  = Down time costs

Cenv  = Environmental costs
Cd  = Decommissioning and/or disposal costs

Energy, maintenance and downtime costs depend
on the selection and design of the pump, the system
design and integration with the pump, the design of the
installation, and the way the system is operated. Care-
fully matching the pump with the system can ensure the
lowest energy and maintenance costs, and yield maxi-
mum equipment life.

When used as a comparison tool between possible
design or overhaul alternatives, the Life Cycle Cost pro-
cess will show the most cost effective solution, within
the limits of the available data. Figure 1-1 shows a typi-
cal breakdown of pump life cycle costs. In this case, the
initial pump purchase cost represents only nine percent
of the total life cycle cost. Ref. 1-2 offers more details on
Life Cycle Cost analysis.

Conventional Wisdom: There’s not enough data to calculate
life-cycle cost

Fact: There’s always enough data for a reasonably close
estimate of pump life-cycle cost.

Chapter 1

Pump System

Life Cycle Cost Reduction
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INITIAL COSTS

The initial investment costs include the initial
pump and pumping system costs. Initial costs also in-
clude engineering, bid process (“bid conditioning”), pur-
chase order administration, testing, inspection, spare
parts inventory, training and auxiliary equipment. The
purchase price of the pumping equipment is typically
less than 15% of the total ownership cost. Initial cost is
also influenced by such critical factors as the size and
design of the pump piping, pump speed, the quality
and/or duty rating of the equipment being selected,
materials of construction and control system. All of these
choices can substantially affect the life cycle cost and
working life of the pump.

INSTALLATION COSTS

Pump installation and commissioning costs include
the foundations, grouting, connecting of process piping,
connecting electrical wiring, connecting auxiliary sys-
tems, equipment alignment, flushing of piping and per-
formance evaluation at startup. The care and
effectiveness in executing these installation activities will
have a great impact on subsequent reliability, mainte-
nance and down time costs, during the life cycle of the
pump. Unless shown to be outdated, the equipment
manufacturer’s installation, start-up and operation in-
structions should be adhered to. A checklist should be
used to ensure that equipment and the system are oper-
ating within specified parameters.

ENERGY/OPERATING COSTS

Pump/system energy consumption is often one of
the larger cost elements and may dominate the total life
cycle costs, especially if pumps run more than 2,000
hours per year. Energy and maintenance costs during
the life of a pump system are usually more than 10 times
its purchase price (Ref. 1-1). Energy costs are dependent
not only on the best efficiency of the pump(s), but also
on the energy consumed by the pump system (pipe size,
etc.), and by how much time and how far the pump
spends operating away from the best efficiency flow
rate. Additional influencing factors include minimum
flow bypasses, control valve pressure breakdown, auxil-
iary service energy consumption, and driver selection
and application.

Operating costs are labor costs related to the opera-
tion of a pumping system. These vary widely depending
on the complexity and duty of the system. Regular ob-
servation of how a pumping system is functioning can
alert operators to potential losses in system perfor-
mance. Performance indicators include changes in vibra-
tion, shock pulse signature, temperature, noise, power
consumption, flow rates and pressure.

Conventional Wisdom: Pump initial cost is the most impor-
tant selection factor.

Fact: With rare exceptions, pump initial cost should be the
least  important selection factor.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR COSTS

Obtaining optimum working life from a pump re-
quires special care in the design of the system (pump
piping, etc.), design and selection of the pump, installa-
tion, and regular and efficient servicing. The cost de-
pends on the time and frequency of service and cost of
materials. Pump design can greatly influence these costs
through the hydraulic selection, materials of construc-
tion, components chosen, and the ease of access to the
parts to be serviced.

Downtime can be minimized by optimized preven-
tive maintenance programs, and programming major
maintenance during annual shutdown or process
changeover. Although unexpected failures cannot be
predicted precisely, they can be estimated statistically by
calculating mean time between failures, or possibly
avoided through continuous monitoring fault tolerant
smart pump control systems.

Figure 1-1: Typical life cycle cost breakdown
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LOSS OF PRODUCTION

The cost of unexpected downtime and lost produc-
tion is a very significant item in total life cycle cost, and
can rival the energy costs and replacement parts costs.
All of the above factors affecting the working life of a
pump can impact downtime and loss of production.
Despite the design or target life of a pump and its com-
ponents, there will be occasions when an unexpected
failure occurs. In those cases where the cost of lost pro-
duction is unacceptable, a spare pump may be installed
in parallel to reduce risk. If a spare pump is used, the
initial cost will be greater, but the cost of lost production
will be avoided, or at least minimized.

Figure 1-2: Pump reliability factors

PUMP RELIABILITY FACTORS

Figure 1-2 summarizes the many factors that influ-
ence pump reliability. These, obviously, include selection
(type chosen), installation, usage (application), opera-
tion, and maintenance-related parameters. While each of
these will be covered in much more detail throughout
this text, it should also be noted that correct operating
instructions are often lacking. It is certainly obvious that
pump start-up, operating surveillance, shut-down and
related procedures can and will influence pump reliabil-
ity. Detailed guidance on the correct procedures to be
employed can be found in Appendix 1.
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As observed earlier in this text, of the many ma-
chinery categories represented in the petrochemical in-
dustry, centrifugal pump sets, i.e. pumps and their
respective drivers viewed as an assembled set or equip-
ment train, rank first in number. This fact is sometimes
cited to defend the high rate of failure incidents and
sizeable maintenance costs associated with centrifugal
pumps.

Centrifugal pumps are generally installed in iden-
tical pairs; one serving as the operating, the other one
serving as the standby or spare pump. While certainly
routine in the United States, the practice of installing full
spares is not as universally accepted as we might be led
to believe. For instance, many reputable German chemi-
cal companies install only one pump casing and keep
spare internal assemblies on hand for emergencies. They
find this practice feasible and profitable for many ser-
vices in a typical plant.

We suspect that the successful lengthening of
mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) at many European
facilities could be attributed to careful operation and
careful equipment selection. The merits of conscientious
operation are intuitively evident and require no further
elaboration. They are summarized in Appendix 1. There
are also a hundred or more hydraulic and/or mechanical
issues of interest. These, of course, are the subject of this
book. May of these points are recapped in Appendix 2.

But there are certain pump selection guidelines
which we should consider as well. Their implementation
can be expected to result in fewer failures and reduced
maintenance expenditures for centrifugal pumps. The
first of these selection guidelines is aimed towards the
development of a good specification.

SPECIFICATION OVERVIEW

The determination of pump flow, pressure, and
pumpage-related physical properties is usually left to
the process engineer. This person fills in the applicable
contractor or vendor-supplied data sheet, although us-
ing the current edition API-610 data sheets is highly rec-
ommended and always represent your best choice. They

must be filled in as diligently and completely as pos-
sible. The layout of the API data sheets can be gleaned
from two sample pages, Figures 2-1 and 2-2, taken from
a previous edition of API-610 so as not to infringe on the
API’s copyright. For API pump specifications, be sure to
always use the current edition of API-610.

However, it is the job of the machinery engineer to
review these standard data sheets for accuracy and com-
pleteness. The various API specification clauses stipulate
minimum requirements and even at that the American
Petroleum Institute (API) informs industry that these are
not mandatory compliance items. The machinery
engineer’s review is greatly facilitated if he or she has a
thorough understanding of previous experience with
equipment in similar service under similar operating
conditions. This knowledge also makes it easier to re-
view special component requirements, seal types, metal-
lurgy, construction features, etc. The type of pump best
suited for the particular service should now emerge in
the reviewer’s mind. Next, he or she can direct attention
to the minimum flow and control aspects of the pump
and pumping system.

ANSI VS. API—HOW DO THEY DIFFER?

Having mentioned the two principal pump types,
we might explain their main areas of difference and their
main areas of application.

Compared to an API pump, the typical ANSI pump
exhibits

• A thinner casing, i.e. less corrosion allowance.

• Reduced permissible nozzle loads. It is even more
sensitive to pipe-induced stresses than the API
pump.

• Smaller stuffing box size. Unless a large bore op-
tion is chosen, an ANSI pump may not be able to
accommodate the optimum mechanical seal for a
given service.

• Impellers designed and manufactured without
wear rings. Many ANSI pump impellers are open

Chapter 2

How to Buy a Better Pump
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Figure 2-1: API-610 Pump data sheet (customary units)
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Figure 2-2: API-610 Pump data sheet (SI units)
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or semi-open, whereas API pumps feature closed
impellers with replaceable wear rings.

• Foot mounting, whereas the API pump will be
centerline mounted, as is best shown in Figure 2-26
near the end of this chapter. In foot-mounted
pumps, depicted later in Figure 2-11, casing heat
tends to be conducted into the mounting surfaces
and thermal growth will be noticeable. It is gener-
ally easier to maintain alignment of API pumps
since their supports are surrounded by the typi-
cally moderate-temperature ambient environment.

API pumps are simply pumps that comply with
the safety and reliability-focused stipulations promul-
gated by American Petroleum Industry Standard 610.
The decision on API vs. ANSI construction is experience-
based; it is not governed by governmental or regulatory
agencies. However, rules-of-thumb are shared by many
reliability professionals.

Conventional Wisdom: A governmental agency prescribes
when an API-style pump must be used

Fact: The user decides if he wants to purchase an API-style
pump. Once that decision is made, it is customary to
adhere to, or even exceed, the minimum requirements
stipulated in API-610.

For toxic, flammable, or explosion-prone services,
especially at on-site locations in close proximity to fur-
naces and boilers, a large number of reliability-focused
machinery engineers would use the latest Edition API-
610 pumps if one or more of the following were to exist:

• Head exceeds 350 ft (106.6m)

• Temperature of pumpage exceeds 300°F (149°C) on
pumps with discharge flange sizes larger than 4 in.,
or 350°F (177°C) on pumps with 4 inch discharge
flange size or less.

• Driver horsepower exceeds 100 hp (74 kW)

• Suction pressure in excess of 75 psig (516 kPa)

• Rated flow exceeds flow at best efficiency point
(BEP)

• Pump speed in excess of 3,600 rpm.

We have seen exceptions made where deviations
from the rule-of-thumb were minor, or in situations

where the pump manufacture was able to demonstrate
considerable experience with ANSI pumps under the
same, or even more adverse conditions.

Conventional Wisdom: API-compliant pumps are always a
better choice than ANSI or ISO pumps.

Fact:  Unless flammable, toxic or explosion-prone liquids
are  involved, many carefully selected, properly in-
stalled, operated and maintained ANSI or ISO
pumps may represent an uncompromising and satis-
factory choice.

PROCESS INDUSTRY PRACTICES (PIP)

Process industry voluntary, or recommended prac-
tices are found to cover elements of detailed design,
procurement of many manufactured products. Among
other things, they harmonize non-proprietary individual
company engineering practices, or engineering stan-
dards. Occasionally, this work product leads to the stan-
dardization of specifications, data sheet format,
installation methods, design practices and, at times, even
the final equipment configuration. These voluntarily
shared practices can cover machinery, baseplates, piping
layout, and a host of other issues.

To be technically relevant and to reflect the indis-
pensable needs of mature, reliability-minded organiza-
tions, a modern pump specification must go beyond the
minimum requirements stipulated in API or related in-
dustry standards. Supplementary specifications are pref-
erably based on an existing Industry Standard and must
be

1. Periodically updated to reflect state-of-art compo-
nents and executions.

2. Structured to reflect owner’s needs in areas of
spare parts commonality, etc.

An “industry-composite,” or “Corporate Engineer-
ing Practice”—essentially an example of a supplemen-
tary specification for Heavy Duty Pumps, can be found
in Appendix 3. It was derived from various non-propri-
etary user company and contractor sources.

SUPPLEMENTARY SPECIFICATIONS

In addition to both the API-610 Standard and the
“Corporate Engineering Practice” described in Appen-
dix 3, competent users will often devise and invoke a
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third document. This site-specific, or project-specific
supplementary specification document may reflect un-
usual site preferences or requirements that are unique to
just the particular service considered. It may also cover
items relevant to site component standardization, use of
existing common spare parts, etc. An example of such a
supplement is highlighted in Figures 2-3 through 2-5.
Similarly, a mechanical seal specification sheet such as
shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7 may be provided by an
experienced engineer. Together with relevant data sheets
and checklists found in the latest edition of API-610,

these user-developed addenda would complete the en-
tire specification package for pumps intended to achieve
extended mean-times-between-failures.

SPECIFICATION CHECKLISTS

Specification checklists are an excellent memory
jogger. They can be used to verify that the specification
is complete and may be as brief or as elaborate as
deemed appropriate by the specifying engineer. He or

Figure 2-3: Supplementary pump specification, part 1 of 3
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she can let background and experience be the relevant
guides.

It is important that the specification review encom-
passes the applicability of ANSI pumps versus API
pumps. The reviewer will generally know the principal
differences between ANSI pumps and API pumps: cor-
rosion allowance, permissible nozzle loads, stuffing box
dimensions, wear rings, foot mount vs. centerline
mount, bearing housing seals, and bearing style, type
and rating. However, unless his company has in-house
specifications to determine whether ANSI or API pumps
should be selected, he may wish to use selection criteria
similar to those given earlier in this Chapter.

Once the specification package has been prepared
and reviewed, we come to the task of defining potential
vendors. Let’s see how we do this.

SELECTING A KNOWLEDGEABLE
COOPERATIVE VENDOR

Selecting from among the many pump manufactur-
ers may be tricky. That said, picking the right bidders
may well be an important prerequisite for choosing the
best pump. Note that three principal characteristics iden-
tify a capable, experienced vendor (Ref. 2-1):

Figure 2-4: Supplementary pump specification, part 2 of 3
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• He is in a position to provide extensive experience
listings for equipment offered and will submit this
information without much hesitation.

• His centrifugal pumps enjoy a reputation for sound
design and infrequent maintenance requirements.

• His marketing personnel are thoroughly supported
by engineering departments. Also, both groups are
willing to provide technical data beyond that
which is customarily submitted with routine pro-
posals.

Vendor competence and willingness to cooperate
are shown in a number of ways, but data submittal is the
true test. When offering pumps which are required to
comply with the standards of the American Petroleum
Institute, i.e. the latest Edition of API-610, a capable ven-
dor will make a diligent effort to fill in all of the data
requirements of the API specification sheet shown ear-
lier, in Figure 2-1. However, the real depth of his techni-
cal know-how will show in the way he explains
exceptions taken to API-610 or supplementary user’s
specifications. Most users are willing to waive some
specification requirements if the vendor is able to offer
sound engineering reasons, but only the best qualified
centrifugal pump vendors can state their reasons con-
vincingly.

Pump assembly drawings are another indispens-
able documentation requirement. Potential design weak-
nesses can be discovered in the course of examining
dimensionally accurate cross section view drawings.

There are two compelling reasons to conduct this draw-
ing review during the bid evaluation phase of a project:
First, some pump manufacturers may not be able to re-
spond to user requests for accurate drawings after the
order is placed, and second, the design weakness could
be significant enough to require extensive redesign. In
the latter case, the purchaser may be better off selecting
a different pump model (Ref. 2-2).

The merits of a drawing review prior to final pump
selection are best explained by looking at several ex-
amples of weaknesses in pumps.

It is intuitively evident that purchasing the least
expensive pump will rarely be the wisest choice for us-
ers wishing to achieve long run times and low or mod-
erate maintenance outlays. Although a new company
may, occasionally, be able to design and manufacture a
better pump, it is not likely that such newcomers will
suddenly produce a superior product. It would thus be
more reasonable to choose from among the most re-
spected existing manufacturers, i.e. manufacturers with
a proven track record.

The first step should therefore involve selecting
and inviting only those bidders that meet a number of
predefined criteria. Here’s the process:

• Determine acceptable vendors

— Acceptable vendors must have experience with
size, pressure, temperature, flow, speed, and
service conditions specified

— Vendors must have proven capability in manu-
facturing with the chosen metallurgy and fab-

Figure 2-5: Supplementary pump specification, part 3 of 3
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The second step would be for the owner/purchaser to

• Specify for low maintenance. As a reliability-fo-
cused purchaser, you should realize that selective
upgrading of certain components will result in
rapid payback. Components that are upgrade can-
didates are identified in this book. Be sure you
specify those. To quote an example: Review failure
statistics for principal failure causes. If bearings are
prone to fail, realize that the failure cause may be in-
correct lube application, or lube contamination. Ad-
dress these failure causes in your specification.

Figure 2-6: Mechanical seal specification sheets lead to more reliable pump components

rication method, e.g. sand casting, weld over-
lay, etc.

— Vendor’s “shop loading” must be able to ac-
commodate your order within the required
timeframe (time to delivery of product)

— Vendors must have implemented satisfactory
quality control (ISO 9001, etc.) and must be
able to demonstrate a satisfactory on-time de-
livery history over the past two years

— If unionized, Vendor must show that there is
virtually no risk of labor strife (strikes) while
manufacturing of your pumps is in progress
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• Evaluate vendor response. Allow exceptions to the
specification if they are both well-explained and
valid.

• Future failure analysis and troubleshooting efforts
will be greatly impeded unless the equipment de-
sign is clearly documented. Pump cross-section
views and other documents will be required in the
future. Do not allow the vendor to claim that these
documents are proprietary and that you, the pur-
chaser, are not entitled to them.

Therefore, place the vendor under contractual obli-
gation to supply all agreed-upon documents in a
predetermined time frame and make it clear that
you will withhold 10 or 15 percent of the total
purchase price until all contractual data transmittal
requirements have been met. (See “Documentation
is Part of Initial Purchase,” later in this chapter).

• On critical orders, contractually arrange for access to
factory contact or even designation of “Manage-
ment Sponsor.” A Management Sponsor is a Vice
President or Director of Manufacturing, or a person
holding a similar job function at the manufacturer’s
facility or head offices. You will communicate with

this person for redress on issues that could cause
impaired quality or delayed delivery.

The merits of a drawing review prior to final pump
selection are best explained by looking at several ex-
amples of weaknesses in pumps.

DESIGN WEAKNESSES
FOUND IN API CASING CONSTRUCTION

Figures 2-8 and 2-9 show two-stage overhung
pump designs by two major manufacturers (Ref. 2-3).
When purchased in the 1970’s, each of these pumps
complied with API Standard 610 and supplementary
specifications then issued by the engineering offices of
many contractors or major petrochemical companies.
However, the pump illustrated in Figure 2-8 gave poor
service and required frequent replacement of thrust
bearings. Also, the pump experienced rapid perfor-
mance deterioration which prompted the user plant to
replace the motor driver (which had seemed adequate at
plant start-up) with a higher horsepower motor.

After several such repair events, the pump design
depicted in Figure 2-8 was analyzed in more detail and
basic deficiencies found in the cover-to-casing fit-up at
points (1) and (2). This design utilized a slip-fit engage-
ment which allowed pumpage at elevated pressure to
flow towards regions of lower pressure. In this specific
case, high velocity flow through an average annular gap
of 0.032 inch (0.8 mm) caused progressive erosion and
performance drop off. In addition, rotor thrust could not
be kept within original design limits and tended to
shorten bearing life.

In contrast, the two-stage overhung pump of Fig-
ure 2-9 employed a gasketed step fit at internal joints (1)
and (2). Flow bypassing was effectively prevented by
this design feature and pump mean-time-between-fail-
ures significantly extended.

Conventional Wisdom: You cannot go wrong buying from
a reputable manufacturer.

Fact:  Even reputable manufacturers are known to have
produced non-optimized pumps and components.

CASING DESIGN COMPROMISES IN ANSI PUMPS

The design conservatism found in pumps made to
comply with ANSI Standards was not necessarily in-
tended to match that of API pumps. It is not unusual,

Figure 2-7: An illustrative sketch will assist in describ-
ing desired seal auxiliaries (Source: Burgmann Seals
America, Inc., Houston, TX 77041)
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therefore, that the reviewer may find interesting differ-
ences among the various ANSI pumps offered on a
given project. And, while these differences may not be
very significant in terms of initial purchase cost, they
could have a measurable impact on future maintenance
costs and even the safety performance of the equipment.

As is the case with so many potential component
design problems, the casing design weakness inherent in
the pump shown in Figure 2-10 will become critically
important only in the event of operating or maintenance
errors. In one documented failure event, the pump was
shut down and left full of liquid. It was then inadvert-
ently started against a closed discharge block valve

which, following the laws of thermodynamics, caused
temperature rise and vaporization to take place. The
casing was over-pressured and blew apart.

Failure analysis quickly showed that this particu-
lar pump model depended upon the cast iron bearing
housing adapter (1) to hold cover (2) against the pump
casing (3). The casing could blow apart abruptly be-
cause the bearing housing adapter was never designed
to serve as a pressure containment member. The same
design also invites uneven torque application to con-
tainment bolts. This could cause breakage of the un-
supported bolt hold flange incorporated in the cast
iron distance piece. Leaving a gap “F” between parts
(1) and (3) as was done in this pump design is simply
not good practice.

Figure 2-11 depicts a similar pump which should
be given preference in procurement situations concerned
with superior reliability. The superior design incorpo-
rates design features which avoid the above problems.
Here, the pump cover (2) is fastened to the casing (3); the
adapter piece (1) is fastened to the cover.

BEARING HOUSING DESIGNS
MERIT CLOSER ATTENTION

Pump manufacturers have occasionally offered
basic designs that worked well in theory, or under
ideal operating conditions. Unfortunately, the user's
site conditions or installation and maintenance prac-
tices will often differ from ideal and the user will now
be faced with a marginal design. Since the manufac-
turer can always point to a few successful installations,
and with the legal implications of admitting fault hav-
ing potentially far-reaching effects, seeking redress
from the manufacturer will rarely bring tangible or sat-
isfactory results.

In those instances then, the user may attempt to
obtain partial cooperation from the manufacturer and
then proceed with implementing the changes himself.
One of the authors has had success with an up-front ac-
knowledgment that the manufacturer's design was
deemed adequate, while at the same time requesting
feedback on the feasibility of modifying the design "for
site-specific reasons."

Safe bearing housing designs are a case in point.
Figures 2-12 through 2-15 relate to the bearing housing
portion of a generally well-designed single stage over-
hung pump. In the mid 1970’s this pump complied with
the then applicable revision of API-610 and was widely
used by the petrochemical industry in the U.S. and over-

Figure 2-8: Vulnerable Two-Stage Overhung Pump
Design

Figure 2-9: Preferred Two-Stage Overhung Pump De-
sign
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seas. However, bearing distress occasionally encoun-
tered in these pumps has several times led to failure of
the cast iron bearings housing with consequences as far-
reaching as major fires. For this pump, Figure 2-12 illus-
trates the standard execution utilizing a double row
thrust bearing (1) inserted into a cast iron bearing hous-
ing (2). A snap ring (3) determines the installed location
of the thrust bearing.

Double row thrust bearings in centrifugal pumps
have generally not performed as well as two single row
thrust bearings mounted back-to-back (Ref. 2-4). The
reason for this is probably not a fundamental weakness
in the design of double row bearings. It may be sus-
pected that the need for using proper radial as well as
axial internal fit double row bearings, as pointed out in
some of the better pump repair manuals is sometimes
disregarded or overlooked by the user’s repair facility.
On the one hand, loose radial internal fits allow for such
contingencies as unexpected thermal expansion of the
bearing inner ring and higher-than-intended interference
fit between shaft and inner ring bore. However, with
axial (thrust) loading, the loaded side of the bearing will
undergo component deflection, whereas the unloaded
side is now prone to skid. This is graphically represented
in Figure 2-13 for a specific double row bearing in the
size range found in centrifugal pumps and is further
highlighted in the chapter dealing with bearings. A skid-
ding bearing can be likened to an airplane tire at the

instant of landing. The moment the tire touches the run-
way, it will leave a skid mark and tell-tale smoke.

In any event, many user specifications wish to
avoid skidding and heat-related lubricant degradation.
Therefore, they often disallow this bearing construction
and mandate, instead, that two single row angular con-
tact bearings be installed back to back, as shown in Fig-
ure 2-14. However, to comply with this requirement in
the case illustrated, the pump manufacturer elected to
accommodate the two single row thrust bearings by fab-
ricating a retainer bushing (4) whose outside diameter
would engage the bearing housing bore over a very
narrow distance “D” only. While this practice would be
of little consequence in numerous pumps operating
within the limits of process and mechanical design in-
tents, it proved costly for at least one user whose pump
shaft was mechanically overloaded. Excessive forces and
moments caused the retainer bushing to deflect and the
cast iron bearing housing to break.

Whether or not a retainer bushing designed for
wider engagement “E,” as shown in Figure 2-15 would
have prevented fracturing of the bearing housing is dif-
ficult to determine. On the other hand, the uncompro-
mising conventional design of Figure 2-16 utilizes a cast
steel bearing housing and duplex bearings without re-
tainer bushing. It could hardly have cost significantly
more to execute and has since proven to give superior
service in many installations.

Figure 2-10: ANSI pump with cast iron bear-
ing housing adapter constituting significant
design weakness
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In the 1980’s, observation of these and similar me-
chanical vulnerabilities prompted a major petrochemical
company to develop a specification for what can be
loosely called an Upgraded Medium Duty (“UMD”)
pump (Ref. 2-5). From failure statistics, field observa-
tions and reviews of available literature, it was found
that seven improvements in the design of medium-duty
process pumps in certain plant environments could
lengthen mean-time-between-failures from the average
of 13 (actual operating) months for existing pumps to a
probable 25 on-line months for the UMD pump. Hy-
draulic performance—hence, energy efficiency—could
be enhanced by allowing pump external dimensions to
deviate from the constraints imposed by the present
ANSI standards. The design changes needed were iden-
tified by the application of reliability engineering con-
cepts.

Satisfactory performance and long periods between
failures or overhauls can generally be achieved as long
as centrifugal pumps are operating at near-design condi-
tions. It should be noted, however, that “design” refers
not only to pressures, flows, temperatures and other
process parameters, but includes flange forces and mo-
ments, coupling forces and moments, bearing lubrica-
tion and similar mechanical considerations.
Conservatively designed pumps will tolerate a certain

Figure 2-11: ANSI/ISO pump designs with cover di-
rectly bolted to casing overcome design weakness
(Source: Emile Egger & Co., Ltd., Cressier, NE, Switzer-
land)

Arrangement “B”

Arrangement “C”
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amount of off-design operation, either process or me-
chanically induced, before reaching the distress level.

Putting it another way, it is reasonable to expect
that deviations from anticipated process operation, in-
stallation oversights and improper maintenance will
adversely affect the ultimate life expectancy or mean-
time-between-failure (MTBF) of centrifugal pumps. Con-
servatively designed centrifugal pumps should not,
however, experience near-instantaneous catastrophic
failure simply because one or more of the design condi-
tions are exceeded or violated by small margins.

Figure 2-16: Least vulnerable execution of a pump
bearing housing

Figure 2-12: Bearing housing with double row thrust
bearing equipped with snap ring groove

Figure 2-13: Load deflection curves for typical double-row
bearings

Figure 2-14: Vulnerable bearing housing modification

Figure 2-15: Improved adapter bushing inserted in
bearing housing
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UPGRADING OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

The vast majority of pumps in chemical process
plants and oil refineries operate below 300 psig and
350°F. Even at these conditions, an inordinately high
percentage of the maintenance expense for rotating
equipment goes into pump repairs. In the late 1980’s, a
typical work order for pump repair in a United States
Gulf Coast process plant exceeded $5,000. The reduction
of such repair costs through the improvement of pump
reliability should, obviously, rank high on any list of
plant priorities.

Computerized record-keeping has made it possible
to identify when and why a particular piece of equip-
ment failed, and to compare its failure frequency and
repair costs with similar equipment operating under
similar process conditions. Such record-keeping has re-
vealed the following :

• Although there were no doubt many exceptions, in
the late 1990’s standard ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) pumps had a mean-time-be-
tween-failures (MTBF) of only 26 months in what
were considered well-maintained facilities in North
America. The actual total industry average was
probably closer to 12 months (see Note 1, below).

• Attempts to correct the causes of pump failures
have traditionally been repair-focused. Parts break,
and parts are being replaced in kind. This old-style
organizational approach is no longer sufficient.
Plants must purchase better pumps and plant per-
sonnel must take the lead in implementing the re-
liability-focused approach. The reliability-focused
approach implements systematic upgrading wher-
ever feasible and cost-justified.

• Allowing pumps to leave the dimensional con-
straints of the ANSI specifications is sometimes
justified. In other words, some of the ANSI pumps
now installed could be replaced with types having
an average efficiency that could add 10 or even
more percentage points to the present hydraulic
efficiency.

• API pumps in medium-duty service are not always
cost-effective. Therefore, before choosing an API
pump for a mild service, consider using an “in-
between” pump. We might say that ISO and modi-
fied ANSI pumps fit this description.

• Typical shortcomings of certain ANSI pumps
needed to be identified. The study described in Ref.
2-5 revealed the following weaknesses:

(1) shaft deflection is often excessive

(2)  the dimensional limits imposed by ANSI B73.1
for a standard stuffing box do not generally al-
low  sufficient space for the application of the
superior mechanical seals now available and
often curtail the attainment of optimum effi-
ciency. (ANSI B73-1 large bore seal chambers
do provide significantly more space.)

(3)  bearing life is shorter than it could be because
of weaknesses in  present bearing designs and
lubrication systems

(4)  frangible pressure-containment sealing de-
vices can create an unnecessary safety hazard,
and

(5)  the average ANSI-design baseplate does not
always provide adequate structural integrity
and load-bearing capability.

NOTE 1: UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, MTFB CALCULATIONS WERE

MADE BY DIVIDING THE NUMBER OF ALL INSTALLED PUMPS BY THE

NUMBER OF REPAIRS PER YEAR. ALSO, EVERY INCIDENT OF PARTS

REPLACEMENT IS COUNTED AS A FULL-FLEDGED PUMP REPAIR.

Conventional Wisdom: An API-style pump is always a
better life-cycle cost choice than an ANSI or ISO-
style pump.

Fact: For light or medium duty services, non-API pumps
may give equally satisfactory service at lower initial
cost.

EXCESSIVE SHAFT DEFLECTION

Pumps of overhung impeller construction are
prone to excessive shaft deflection, which often leads to
internal contacting of wear rings, bushings and sleeves,
and frequently reduces the life expectancy of mechanical
seals. In extreme instances, frequent stress reversals
cause shaft fatigue. Because operating and maintenance
costs tend to rise with increasing shaft deflection, re-
duced deflection should be a key feature of any new
pump design.

The amount of shaft deflection can be calculated
via the following equation (Ref. 2-6):
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Y = F/3E(N3/IN + (M3 – N3)/IM + (L3 – M3)/IL +
L2X/IX)

Where,
Y = shaft deflection at impeller centerline,

in.;
 F = hydraulic radial unbalance, lbs;

M and N = distances from impeller centerline to the
steps on the shaft, in.;

L =  distance from impeller centerline to
centerline of inboard bearing, in.;

X =  span between bearing centerlines, in.;
 IL, IM, IN

and IX =  moments of inertia of the various diam-
eters, in4 and

E = modulus of elasticity of shaft material,
psi (see Figure 2-17).

For a reasonably accurate approximation, let
y = FL3/3EIM

Note that, because IM = DM
4/64, shaft deflection is

a function of L3/D4. At least one major oil company
makes use of this fact in its engineering specifications
(Ref. 2-7). The pump data sheets of this company include
spaces for the L3/D4 ratio to be provided by the vendor.
This ratio is called the shaft flexibility factor, or SFF. In
competitive bidding, the SFF values given by bidders are
compared against the lowest SFF value, and the higher
values are assigned a “maintenance assessment” of a
certain percentage of their bid price (see Figure 2-18).

Shaft deflection changes as a function of the fluid
flow rate through the pump. As the throughput capacity
of a pump increases or decreases and thus moves away

from the best efficiency point, the pressures around the
impeller become unequal, tending to deflect it. In an
overhung impeller pump having a standard single vo-
lute casing, this deflection can reach serious magnitudes
(Figure 2-19).

Special casings—such as diffusers and double-vo-
lute and concentric casings—can greatly reduce the ra-
dial load and, hence, the deflection. However, not even
the best-designed casing can completely eliminate pres-
sure-induced shaft deflections.

That a single volute pump will not give satisfactory
long-term service if operated too far from its best effi-
ciency point is indicated by Figure 2-19. Regardless of
the volute design, the mechanical strength of a pump
tends to be improved by low actual shaft deflections.
While low shaft flexibility factors tend to indicate low
shaft deflections, it should be pointed out that full-
fledged deflection calculations should be made.

Figure 2-17: Shaft deflections vary with shaft diameter
and overhung impeller distance

Figure 2-18: “Maintenance Assessment” allows credits and/or debits for L3/D4 ratios of pump shafts

Where:
SFF = Shaft flexibility factor

L = C of radial bearing to C of impeller on overhung
pumps; or C to C of bearings on impeller - between
- bearings pump, inches

D = Shaft diameter under shaft sleeve, inches

SFF =
L3

D4
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Suppose the detailed calculation for one
manufacturer’s pump model “A,” indicates an actual
shaft deflection of only 0.0001 inches. In that case,
even a five-fold deflection of 0.0005 inches in the
competitor’s pump “B” will be so low that it should
be of no concern. The upshot of this observation deals
with marketing strategies. The manufacturer of pump
“A” will proudly point out that his pump shaft exhib-
its one fifth of the shaft deflection of “B.” While this
may be fact, both “A” and “B” should certainly be
considered acceptable selections.

FACTORS AFFECTING BEARING LIFE

Less than 10% of all ball bearings run long
enough to succumb to normal fatigue failure. Accord-
ing to the Barden Corporation (Ref. 2-8), most bearings
fail at an early age because of static overload, wear,
corrosion, lubricant failure, contamination, or overheat-
ing. Skidding (caused by a bearing operating without
load) is a frequent cause of failure in angular contact
ball bearings operating as pairs. As will be shown later
in Chapter 7, this problem can be solved by using a
matched pair of bearings and proper shaft fits that re-
sult in a slightly preloaded condition after installation.

Actual operations have shown that better bearing
specification practices will avert the majority of static
overload problems. Other problems caused by wear,
corrosion, lubricant failure, contamination and over-
heating can be prevented by the proper selection, ap-
plication and preservation of lubricants. Oil viscosity
and moisture contamination are primary concerns, and
higher-viscosity lubricants are generally preferred (Ref.
2-9). The detrimental effects of moisture contamination
are indicated in Table 2-1 (Ref. 2-10).

Unlike API pump bearings, which petrochemical
companies often specify for an L10 life of 40,000 hours,
ANSI pump bearings are selected on the basis of an
expected 24,000-hour life. Nominally, this means that
90% of the ANSI pump bearings should still be ser-
viceable after approximately three years of continuous
operation. However, the failure statistics quoted in Ref.
2-5 indicate that conventionally lubricated ANSI pump
bearings do not even approach this longevity. Lack of
lubrication, wrong lubricants, water and dirt in the oil,
and oil-ring debris in the oil sump all cause bearing
life expectancies to be substantially less. It must be as-
sumed that similar findings by other major users of
ANSI pumps prompted the search for “life-time lubri-
cated” rolling element bearings (Ref. 2-11).

Problem incidents caused by dirt and water have
been substantially reduced by the pressure differential
at the bearing housing seal provided by oil mist lubri-
cation. However, serious failure risk can also be intro-
duced by certain specification practices—including
some contained in API-610. Without going into the
many possible reasons for bearing life reductions, we
can list several observations which should be consid-
ered when preparing a modern pump specification.
These observations supplement, and summarize, the
more detailed application criteria and data given later
in Chapter 7 of this text:

• Deep-groove Conrad-type ball bearings with
loose internal clearance (C3) are more tolerant of
off-design pump operation than bearings with
normal internal clearance. With few exceptions,
this clearance should be specified for pump bear-
ings.

• In centrifugal pumps that occasionally see tem-
perature excursions, destruction of the cage may
be experienced. Phenolic cages are generally lim-
ited to operation below 100°C (212°F). They tend
to become brittle at both high and excessively
low temperatures. New cage materials, such as
polyamide 66, provide a marginally higher tem-
perature limit and excellent lubricity at somewhat
higher operating temperatures.

• All plastic cage material must be avoided in
equipment where vibration data acquisition and
analysis are used as the predominant predictive
maintenance approach. Cage deformation and
wear-related distress will not show up in the
overwhelming majority of vibration data acquisi-

Figure 2-19: Shaft deflections are potentially high for
single volute pumps
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tion and detection instruments used by mainte-
nance and reliability engineering work forces.

• The relative temperature sensitivity of both ther-
mosetting (phenolic) and thermoplastic (polya-
mide) cages makes it impractical to entrust shaft
mounting via heat dilation to anyone other than a
select few, conscientious and highly experienced
repair shops.

• Metallic cages are least temperature-sensitive. De-
terioration of metallic cages will generally show up
in vibration spectra displaying vibration amplitude
vs. vibration frequency. Therefore, rolling element
bearings with metallic cages (brass, steel) are the
preferred repair, replacement, and/or retrofit com-
ponent.

• The API-610 requirement to utilize duplex 40° an-
gular contact angle thrust bearings was prompted
by the desire to obtain maximum load capacity
from a given size bearing. Similarly, the require-
ment of installing these bearings back-to-back with
a light axial preload was aimed at reducing axial
shuttling of rotors to prevent brinelling of contact
surfaces (raceways) and to prevent ball skidding.
The FAG Bearing Corporation has shown that, for
the same load, 40° angular contact bearings gener-
ate less heat than thrust bearings with lower con-
tact angles. However, preloading adds to the heat
load, and using an interference fit between shaft
and inner ring generally compounds the problem.
Unless lubricant application methods take into ac-
count all of the above, bearing life and reliability
may be severely impaired.

Table 2-1: The effect of water on the fatigue life of rolling contact bearings
———————————————————————————————————————————
Base Oil Description Water Content Fatigue Life Test Equip. % Author(s) and

of Wet Oil Reduction, % Hertzian Stress and References
———————————————————————————————————————————
Base mineral 0.002% 48 Rolling Four- Grunberg
Oil dried over 0.014% 54 Ball & Scott
Sodium 3.0% 78 8.6 GPa 1960

6.0% 83 1.25 × 10E6 psi
———————————————————————————————————————————
Squalene and 0.01% 32-43 Rolling Four- Schatzberg
0.001% water Ball & Felsen

6.34-8.95 Gpa
0.92-1.3 × 10E6

———————————————————————————————————————————
Dried mineral not stated, moist 80 Rolling Four- Ciruna &
oil air environm. Ball Szieleit, 1972
———————————————————————————————————————————
Two formulated 0.05% 29; 73 #204 Brgs, Feinstein
tetraester oils- 2.48 Gpa 1969
0.005% water 0.36 × 10E6 psi
———————————————————————————————————————————
Emulsifying hyd. 1% sea 45 Rolling Four- Schatzberg
fluid purged w/ water Ball, 6.89 Gpa 1971
argon 1.00 × 10E6 psi
———————————————————————————————————————————
Mineral oil- 0.1% 45 Angular Con- Felsen,
based emulsi- tact Bearing et al
fying hyd. oil, 2.27 Gpa 1972
0.02% water 0.33 × 10E6 psi
———————————————————————————————————————————
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• Double or single-row “filling notch” bearings are
considerably more vulnerable in pump thrust ap-
plications than other bearing types and should not
be used.

• Ball bearings are sensitive to misalignment and
must be mounted properly to eliminate this mode
of failure. Misalignment must be no greater than
.001" per inch of shaft diameter. Bearings operating
in a misaligned condition are subject to failure re-
gardless of cage type.

Conventional Wisdom: Assuming the same external load is
acting on a high load capacity bearing and an exter-
nally equivalent-sized lower capacity bearing, the
high capacity bearing will give longer life.

Fact: If the high load capacity is achieved by accommodat-
ing an additional bearing ball via filling notch, such
bearings will give inferior life and should not be used
in process pumps.

As mentioned at the outset, improvements can
come from better specifications, more careful engineer-
ing and better dissemination or presentation of perti-
nent data. It is in these areas where close cooperation
between user, contractor, pump manufacturer and com-
ponent suppliers (bearings, seals, couplings) could
prove highly advantageous to all parties.

The upgraded medium-duty (UMD) bearing
housing shown in Figure 2-20 incorporates the various
bearing-related features that have been discussed: (1) a
deep-groove Conrad-type, loose-fitting radial bearing;
(2) a set of duplex angular contact (40°), lightly
preloaded back-to-back-mounted thrust bearings; (3) a
vent port that remains plugged for dry-sump oil-mist
lubricated bearings and that can be fitted with an ex-
pansion chamber, if conventionally lubricated; (4) a set
of magnetic bearing housing seals; and (5) bearing
housing end covers made to serve as directed oil-mist
fittings. (It should be noted that there is no official in-
dustry standard covering UMD pumps. The term was
coined by one of the authors while employed by a
major multinational petrochemical company, as de-
scribed in Refs. 2-5 and 2-6.)

Tables 2-2 through 2-4 illustrate different studies
aimed at determining the approximate cost justification
for upgrading a certain pump type. Table 2-2 uses
typical statistics to determine the payback of initially
spending an extra $1,600 for pumps with superior

bearing housing protection (“hermetic seals”) and finds
this payback to occur in roughly 13 months. After that,
the plant saves over one million dollars each year due
to avoided repair incidents.

In Table 2-3, an attempt was made to determine
the cost and benefit of retroactively upgrading a
plant’s pump population. Here, the payback period
was six years. (It should be noted that the MTBF calcu-
lation was made on the average number of operating
pumps rather than the total number of pumps in-
stalled.)

Finally, and perhaps most realistically, the plant
described in Table 2-3 is again represented in Table 2-4.
However, a projection is made of the value of system-
atically upgrading only those pumps that are sent to
the shop. At an incremental cost of $1,120 per repair,
the MTBF of upgraded pumps is thought to exceed
that of the standard pumps by a factor of 1.9. Monthly
repair averages are reduced from previously 17 to per-
haps only 9 and in less than two years these routine
upgrades or conversions will have paid for themselves.

Conventional Wisdom: Pumps are shipped with the re-
quired documentation.

Fact: Pumps often leave the factory without proper in-
stallation and maintenance documentation. It is im-
portant to link  final payment to fulfillment of all
obligations, including  documentation.

Figure 2-20: Upgraded medium duty (UMD) pump in-
corporating some maintenance reduction features
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DOCUMENTATION IS PART OF INITIAL PURCHASE

We had started out by highlighting the importance
of documentation. Efficient and accurate repair and
troubleshooting of machinery requires good documenta-
tion. Also, it is important that plant maintenance and
technical service personnel be given ready access to this
documentation. Experience shows that major contractors
and owner’s project engineers orient their initial data
collection efforts primarily towards construction-related

documentation. As the project progresses, more empha-
sis is placed on obtaining design-related machinery
documentation as listed in the appendices of API speci-
fications for major machinery. These requirements are
generally understood by contractors and machinery
manufacturers. Before the project is closed out, this col-
lection of data is assembled in many volumes of me-
chanical catalogs.

Unfortunately, data collection using API guidelines
alone does not result in a complete data package or

Table 2-2: “Method I” for estimating the economic justification of “ANSI-Plus” retrofits
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Method I
——————————————————————————————————————————————

ESTIMATING THE ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION FOR ANSI-PLUS RETROFITS*
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Example Plant Your Plant
——————————————————————————————————————————————

1. Total number of ANSI pumps in plant/ mill/ unit 872

2. Pump repairs due to bearing failures, per year 521

3. Failures which could be avoided by selecting hermetically
sealed bearing housing, per year 387

4. Cost of each bearing failure (including cost of removal,
re-installation, alignment,  planner’s and supervisor’s time,
parts and direct labor) $2,679

5. Process/production loss debits attributable to failure
of unprotected bearings, each year (average) $28,372

6. Yearly combined costs due to failure of unprotected bearings
(Item 3 × 4) + Item 5 $1,065,145

7.  Pump repairs due to mechanical seal failures, per year 217

8. Failures which could be avoided by selecting Big Bore
or taper-bore seal chamber 52

9. Cost of each seal failure (including cost of pump removal,
reinstallation, alignment  check, planners and supervisor’s
time, parts and direct labor) $3,011

10. Process / production loss debits attributable to seal failures
induced by non-optimized seal environment, each year (average) $52,738

11. Yearly combined costs due to failures initiated by
non-optimized seal environment, each year (average) $209,310

12. Average cost of purchasing ANSI-PLUS Retrofit Kit $1,600

13. Estimated cost of retrofitting all ANSI pumps with
ANSI-PLUS retrofit (Item 6 + Item 12) $1,395,200

14. Anticipated savings attributable to ANSI-PLUS
retrofits (Item 6 + Item 11)  $1,274,455

15. Payback Period—Item 13 divided by Item 14 ~13 Months

16. Anticipated savings - Years 2, 3, etc. >$1,000,000
per year

——————————————————————————————————————————————
*An upgraded ANSI pump
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adequate data format. Moreover, data collection in itself
does not automatically provide means of letting plant
maintenance and technical personnel have ready access
to all pertinent machinery data. This is where machinery
data file folders, or their computer-based equivalents fit
in (Ref. 2-12). 

Reliability-focused plants will insist on the devel-
opment and compilation of machinery data file folders,
whether on paper, as shown in Figure 2-21, or in a com-
puter memory using the data listed in Figure 2-22. Some
of the leading owner-purchasers have made this a con-
tractual requirement. They have put pump manufactur-
ers on notice that an amount of perhaps 10% or even
15% of the agreed-upon purchase price of the pump will

be held in escrow until the following nine key items
have been provided:

1. Installation, operating surveillance and mainte-
nance instructions. These could be instruction
manuals routinely available from equipment ven-
dors, or instruction sheets and illustrations specifi-
cally prepared for a given machine. All of this
information is generally intended to become part of
the plant’s equipment reference data library. How-
ever, some specific instructions may also be re-
quired for field posting, as illustrated in the steam
turbine pump drive latching diagram example of
Figure 2-23.

Table 2-3: “Method II” for estimating the economic justification of “ANSI-Plus” retrofits
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Method II
——————————————————————————————————————————————

ESTIMATING THE ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION FOR ANSI-PLUS RETROFITS
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Example Plant* Your Plant
——————————————————————————————————————————————

1. Total number of ANSI pumps installed 417

2. Number of ANSI pumps operating on any given day 238

3. Number of ANSI pumps repaired each year, all causes 212

4. Mean-Time-Between-Failures, all causes (Item 2 divided by Item 3) 13.5
months

5. Number of ANSI pumps requiring bearing and/or seal repairs
each year 172

6. Mean-Time-Between-Repairs, bearing and seal-related failures
only (item 2 divided by Item 5) 16.6

7.  Average cost of bearing and/or seal related repairs
(including cost of removal,  re-installation, alignment, planner’s
and supervisor’s time, parts and direct labor) $3,122

8. Anticipated Mean-Time-Between-Repairs, bearing and seal-
related failures only, after retrofitting with ANSI-PLUS kits 31.5
(1990 calculations project 1.9 - fold increase in MTBR) (Item 6 × 1.9) months

9. Number of ANSI-PLUS retrofitted pumps requiring bearing
and/or seal repairs each year (Item 2 × 12 divided by Item 8) 91

10. Number of pump repairs avoided, per year (item 5 - Item 9) 81

11. Avoided repair costs, per year (Item 7 × Item 8) $252,882

12. Assumed average cost of ANSI-PLUS retrofit kit (materials only) $1,600

13. Assumed average cost of ANSI-PLUS retrofit conversion
(parts, labor, overhead) $3,670

14. Total cost of retrofitting entire plant (item 1 × Item 13) $1,530,390

15. Payback period (item 14 divided by Item 11) 6 years
——————————————————————————————————————————————
*Using savings, Mean-Time-Between-Failures (MTBF), and cost projections published by a major chemical company
in 1990.
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Table 2-4: “Method III” for estimating the economic justification for “ANSI- Plus” retrofits
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Method III
——————————————————————————————————————————————

ESTIMATING THE ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION FOR ANSI-PLUS RETROFITS
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Example Plant Your Plant
——————————————————————————————————————————————
1. Total number of ANSI pumps installed 417

2. Number of ANSI pumps previously repaired each year, all causes 212

3. Average cost of each repair (direct labor, materials, associated
costs, overhead) $3,122

4. Number of pumps failing, Month #1, and being retrofitted with

ANSI-PLUS parts 18

5. Failure projections of remainder of 2-year conversion period:

17 repairs Month #2
16 repairs Month #3
16 repairs Month #4
16 repairs Month #5
15 repairs Month #6
15 repairs Month #7
14 repairs Month #8
14 repairs Month #9
13 repairs Month #10
13 repairs Month #11
12 repairs Month #12
12 repairs Month #13
12 repairs Month #14
12 repairs Month #15
11 repairs Month #16
11 repairs Month #17
11 repairs Month #18
11 repairs Month #19
10 repairs Month #20
10 repairs Month #21
10 repairs Month #22
10 repairs Month #23
9 repairs Month #24

and every month thereafter.

Total pump repairs in a 2-year period 308

6. Cost difference, average, for repairing with ANSI-PLUS retrofit
instead of conventional repair parts $1,120

7. Additional maintenance cost outlay for installing ANSI-PLUS
retrofit parts instead of conventional repairs: (Item 6 × Item 6) $344,960

8. Avoided repairs in 24-month time period [(2 × Item 2) - Item 5] 116

9. Value of avoided repairs In 24-month time period.
(Item 3 × Item 8) $362,152

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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2. Equipment specification sheets, such as API data
sheets and supplementary data used at time of
purchase.

3. Cross-section drawings showing the equipment
assembly. These drawings must be dimensionally
accurate. Dimensional outline drawings should
also be included.

4. Bill of materials or complete parts list identifying
components and materials of construction.

5. Tabulation of minimum number of parts to be kept
on hand by storehouse or local vendor.

6. Performance curve.

7. Mechanical seal and seal gland drawings, if appli-
cable.

8. Design change data. A typical design change form
is shown in Figure 2-24. This particular form was
used to document one of the many minor modifi-
cations that will inevitably be made after the ma-
chinery reaches the plant. Our example shows a
change which had to be implemented on oil mist
lubricated motor bearings. After modifying the
upper bearing retainer to provide oil mist flow
through the bearing instead of past the bearing, the
design change form was placed in the file folder
and a notation made on the front of the cover to let
the users know how many design change forms
they should find inside.

9. Computer input forms. These forms should be
given to the equipment vendor as part of the
specification package for pumps, motors and small
steam turbines. Providing basic equipment data
should be part of the vendor’s contractual require-
ments. Some elements of a typical computer input
form for pumps were highlighted in Figures 2-21
and 2-22. In addition to information given in the
API data sheets, the equipment vendor must pro-
vide such important maintenance information as
impeller and bushing clearances, manufacturing
tolerances, and as-built internal dimensions. The
computer input forms can later form the nucleus of
a computerized failure report system for a given
plant. As a minimum, properly filled-in forms rep-
resent a data bank of valuable maintenance and
interchangeability information. Large petrochemi-
cal companies may derive additional benefits from
using these computerized data sheets for intra-af-
filiate analyses of commonality of spare parts, etc.

BID TABULATIONS LEAD TO FINAL SELECTION

As mentioned earlier, it is essential that completed
API data sheets be submitted with each proposed pump.
The proposal package must also include performance
curves and typical pump cross-sectional drawings. In
addition to the above, the vendor must state minimum
allowable flow and NPSH required (NPSHr) for the en-
tire capacity range. Since minimum allowable flow list-
ings could be governed by either thermal or
recirculation-induced mechanical considerations, the
vendors should be asked to specify their basis.

With the above data and any notable exceptions
given by the various bidders, the comprehensive bid
tabulation shown in Figure 2-25 can now be constructed.
Careful review will narrow this bid tabulation to two or
three principal manufacturers. These would be manufac-
turers whose equipment more consistently offers im-
proved performance by demonstrating such features as
low risk suction energy and operation near the best effi-
ciency point (BEP).

We have alluded to cost considerations other
than pure bid prices. When energy costs are high,
pump efficiency becomes a major factor. However, the
reviewer might have justifiable concern that quoted ef-
ficiencies could be falsely inflated. On large pumps,
mere consideration of quoted efficiencies should be re-
placed by certified test-stand efficiencies, field feed-
back, and perhaps contractual bonus/penalty clauses.

Figure 2-21: Machinery data file folder
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Figure 2-23: Steam turbine pump drive latching diagram intended to be laminated in
plastic and mounted at the pump set

1. Open all 6 drains (casing, inlet, exhaust drains).
2. Verify operation of lube oil system and all steam traps.
3. ESTABLISH CONDENSER VACUUM, MOTIVE STEAM TO EJECTOR, COOLING

WATER.
4. Turbine exhaust verified open.
5. Governor speed control knob turned “CCW” to minimum speed.
6. Handwheel turned clockwise to completely close trip valve.
7. Push S/U logic reset button on Local Panel.
8. Be sure ball “E” is pushed in to relatch overspeed trip.
9. If hydraulic pressure is established in line “A,” rod “B” should have stroked in the

direction of the arrow. This should allow latch “C” to engage lever “D.”
10. Carefully open the handwheel and at the same time pull the reset lever “F” at the

turbine governor valve to reset the governor hydraulic amplifier. Turbine should start.
Slow roll for 15 min. at 500 RPM.

11. If rod “B” does not stroke to the right, check if electric solenoid is operating properly.
If solenoid is open, hydraulic pressure cannot be established in line “A.”

12. Verify that governor is functioning properly by observing movement of turbine inlet
steam valves.

13. After governor has taken over, open handwheel fully. Verify turbine is operating at
proper speed.
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Figure 2-24: Pump design change form
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Credits and debits for efficiency deviations must com-
pare the present value of money and the anticipated
operating life of pumps.

Conventional Wisdom: The average pump repair costs
about $3,000 (in 2003).

Fact:  Using appropriate calculation methods that include
burden and overheard, many US process plants
spend well in excess of $10,000 per average pump
repair.

Depending on the rate of return acceptable for en-
ergy conservation on the project, the value of one horse-
power saved may be worth an incremental investment
of several times the yearly cost of energy saved.

Also, some users debit bids on the basis of exces-
sively high suction specific speeds ("Nsss"). Although
there seems to be no valid calculation basis for this deb-
iting practice, it has been found that operation away
from the best efficiency point (BEP) typically causes
greater failure risk in high suction specific speed pumps
than it does in lower suction specific speed pumps.

One user accepts pumps with suction specific
speeds up to 9,000 without raising questions. Assuming
now that he receives tree bids and calculates their re-
spective Nsss values as (offer "A") 12,840, (offer "B")
8,790 and (offer "C") 14,886—the number listed in the
example of Figure 2-25. This user would now use the bid
cost for pump "B" as his comparison basis. He would use
a cost multiplier of (12,840/9,000), or 1.43, in calculating
the "imputed cost" of pump "A" and (14,886/9,000), or
1.65, in calculating the "imputed cost" of pump "C." As-
suming, then, original as-bid costs of $43,000, $53,000,
and $41,000 for pumps A, B, and C, respectively, this
user's bid comparison would show ($43,000 x 1.43) =
$61,490 for "A," ($53,000 x 1.00) = $ 53,000 for "B"' and
($41,000 x 1.65) = $67,650 for offer "C." He would pur-
chase pump "B" for $ 53,000, reasonably assuming that
repair cost avoidance will quickly make up for the
($53,000-$41,000) = $12,000 premium he is paying over
the least cost bid.

Credits can be assigned also to recognize lower
maintenance costs for superior lube application or stur-
dier couplings, to name just two of several parameters.
If it is possible to make such an assessment based on

comparisons of repair costs, the credit or debit number
can be used outright, i.e. without attempting to calculate
a multiplier.

If only repair frequencies are available for compari-
son, it should be remembered that for API pumps in an
average size around 27 kW, the average repair cost was
$5,000 per event in 1981. This figure included the cost of
shop labor, materials, field labor, technical service cover-
age, warehousing, spare parts procurement and burden
(overhead). In 1984, and for API pumps with an average
size of 58 kW, the cost was slightly over $10,000 in large
refineries in the U.S. Gulf Coast area.

There is value also in demonstrably better, heavier,
more easily groutable baseplates for large horizontal
centrifugal pumps. A superior baseplate design may be
worth $1,000 or more. An example is shown in Figure 2-
26 where the circled portion discloses how reinforcing
plates could serve to stiffen, and thereby upgrade, the
pump support pedestals (Ref. 2-13).

Interestingly enough, the superior baseplate instal-
lation techniques described later in this text will lower
the combined cost of baseplate and field work, while
demonstrably increasing the strength and life expect-
ancy of the entire installation.

Ponder, therefore, the probable cost of mainte-
nance, or the value of self-venting and self-draining (Fig-
ure 2-27). Involve your maintenance and operating
technician work forces in the final buy-in, which should
be the very last step in the bid assessment and review
process.

Unlike a bid tabulation sheet that lists only API
data and bid cost, the so-called bid conditioning effort
should serve to bring all offers on the same common
denominator by assessing all relevant parameters. The
best centrifugal pump for your application is often nei-
ther the most expensive nor the least expensive one on
the bid slate. The best pump manufacturer is the one
who realizes that addressing a user’s concerns allows
him to outflank the competition. And the most capable
pump purchaser is the one who is always mindful of the
advice given by a 19th century observer of England’s
industrial scene, John Ruskin: “There is hardly anything
in the world that some man cannot make a little worse,
and sell a little cheaper, and the man who buys on price
alone is this man’s lawful prey.”
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Figure 2-25: Comprehensive bid comparison sheet
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Figure 2-26: Pump support pedestal showing stiffening
re-enforcement

Figure 2-27: Principal features of tangential and radial
discharge pumps
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Experience shows that many pump distress events
have their root cause in the often neglected areas of pip-
ing, baseplates, installation and foundation soundness.
These factors and issues are often intertwined and the
pursuit of pump troubleshooting by focusing primarily
on symptoms rather than root causes makes them elu-
sive as well.

The pump engineer or reliability technician is un-
derstandably concerned with the physical pump. How-
ever, to achieve pump failure reductions,
reliability-focused contributors must become familiar
with these perceived “non-pump topics.”

PUMP PIPING

The purpose of pump piping is to provide a con-
duit for the flow of liquid to and from a pump, without
adversely affecting the performance or reliability of the
pump. However, many pump performance and reliabil-
ity problems are caused, or aggravated, by inadequate
system piping.

Suction Piping
The function of suction piping is to supply an

evenly distributed flow of liquid to the pump suction,
with sufficient pressure to the pump to avoid cavitation
and related damage in the pump impeller. An uneven
flow distribution is characterized by strong local cur-
rents, swirls and/or an excessive amount of entrained
air. The ideal approach is a straight pipe, coming directly
to the pump, with no turns or flow disturbing fittings
close to the pump. Furthermore, the suction piping
should be at least as large as the pump suction nozzle
and be sized to ensure that the maximum liquid velocity
at any point in the inlet piping does not exceed 8 ft/sec
(~2.5 m/s).

If the suction piping fails to deliver the liquid to
the pump in this condition, a number of pump problems
can result. More often than not, these include one or

more of the following:

• Noisy operation.
• Random axial load oscillations.
• Premature bearing and/or seal failure.
• Cavitation damage to the impeller and inlet por-

tions of the casing.
• Occasional damage from liquid separation on the

discharge side.

Discharge Piping
System piping size is normally dictated by friction

losses, which could have life cycle cost impact. System
piping is also influenced by process considerations, with
the maximum recommended velocity at any point in the
pump discharge piping being 15 ft/sec (~4.5 m/s). Dis-
charge piping flow characteristics normally will not af-
fect the performance and reliability of a centrifugal or
axial (“dynamic”) pump, but a few exceptions exist nev-
ertheless in a number of situations. Here are some ex-
amples:

• High-energy pumps, i.e. pumps with high values
of “head times specific speed,” as will be explained
later, might be sensitive to flow-disturbing fittings
mounted close to the pump discharge flange.

• Sudden valve closures might cause excessively
high water-hammer-generated pressure spikes to
be reflected back to the pump, possibly causing
damage to the pump.

• Discharge piping might affect pump starting, stop-
ping and priming.

• The discharge piping configuration also might alter
any discharge flow recirculation that might extend
into the discharge piping at very low flow rates.
This could have a small effect on the head devel-
oped by the pump.

Chapter 3

Piping, Baseplate,

Installation, and Foundation Issues
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Piping Mechanical Considerations
Two of the more common detrimental effects from

pump piping are the excessive nozzle loads the piping
can place on a pump and the excessive nozzle loads that
unsupported equipment such as valves or vertical in-
line pumps can place on the piping. Excessive nozzle
loads can be caused by thermal expansion of the pipe,
unsupported piping and equipment weight, and mis-
aligned piping (Ref. 3-1).

Proper piping and pump layout design and analy-
sis prior to installation of a system are absolutely essen-
tial to the life and reliability of a pump. These steps can
help ensure nozzle loads remain below acceptable limits
for installed pumps. A properly supported piping sys-
tem minimizes field adjustments during installation,
saving both time and money. There has never been a
process plant with high pump MTBF that allowed exces-
sive pipe strain. Conversely, plants with low pump
MTBF will not experience significant reductions in repair
frequencies unless pipe stress has been eliminated or, at
least, substantially reduced.

Final installation of restraints and anchors should
take place after the pipe has been completely installed
and all terminal and equipment connections are made.
Provisions for a final piping field weld close to the pump
are being used by the best performing reliability-focused
user companies to ensure the piping system will be near
a zero load condition, and to meet the offset and parallel
recommendations listed below.

Conventional Wisdom: Let the pipe fitter decide how to
route the pipe and where to install pipe supports

Fact: Only a computer-model can accurately determine
where and what types of supports must be installed
for stress-free installation.

More specifically, the process piping is led and in-
stalled to within 10-15 feet, or approximately 3-5 meters,
of the pump nozzles. The remaining pipe runs then start
with pipe flanges and reducers being placed at the
pump nozzles, and “piping away” from the flanges to-
ward the main pipe runs. Either welded or flanged con-
nections are then provided at the points of juncture.

Flanges of connecting piping should never be al-
lowed to be “sprung” into position. Pipe flange bolt
holes must be lined up with nozzle bolt holes within the
limits of the flange bolt hole manufacturing clearance, to
permit insertion of bolts without applying any external
force to the piping.

The use of “come-alongs,” chainfalls, or other
means of pulling piping into place to align the piping

with the pump flanges is simply not acceptable. The
pump and piping flange faces should be parallel within
less than 0.001 inch per inch of pipe flange outer diam-
eter, or 0.010", whichever is greater. Flange face separa-
tion should be within the gasket spacing, plus or minus
1/16 inch (1.5mm). This should ensure that the piping
system will be within allowable pump nozzle load re-
quirements, prior to hydro-test and start up.

Nozzle loads affect pump operation in various
ways. At low levels, the effects might be insignificant. At
high levels, nozzle loads can contribute to:

• Coupling or coupled shaft misalignment, which
will inevitably load up the bearings. Rolling ele-
ment bearings will thus be edge-loaded (Figure 3-
1), and the reduced area in contact will almost
always cause excessive pressure to exist between
rolling elements and races. The oil film will rup-
ture, metal-to-metal contact will be produced and
high temperatures will result. This heat buildup
will reduce oil film thickness, cause the lubricant to
oxidize, and vastly decrease remaining bearing life.
In many instances, fractures within the pump cas-
ing, decreased coupling life, increased noise and
vibration levels, and breakage of the pump shaft
have been experienced.

It is both intuitively evident, and field experience
has proven, that high nozzle loads will cause:

• Shaft movement, which can lead to reduced me-
chanical seal life.

• Fatigue or failure of the shaft.
• Catastrophic structural failure of pump hold-down

bolts/supports and pump nozzles.
• Pump casing gasket leaks.
• Pipe-to-pump flange leaks.
• Decreased mean time between repair, or failure.

Figure 3-1: Pipe stress is likely to cause bearing inner
and outer rings to be non- concentric. Edge loading
will result in rapid failure
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Figure 3-3: Eccentric reducer—with top horizontal

Hydraulic Considerations
Suction Piping

In general, pumps should have an uninterrupted
and unthrottled flow into the inlet (suction) nozzle.
Flow-disturbing fittings should not be present for some
minimum length. Flow disturbances (Figure 3-2) on the
inlet side of the pump can lead to:

• Deterioration in performance.
• Damage to the impeller and shortened impeller life

(especially with high-suction-energy pumps).
• Shortened mechanical seal life.
• Shortened bearing life.

Figure 3-2: Flow disturbances at pump inlets will cause hydraulic load and force
unbalance

Isolation valves, strainers and other devices used
on the inlet (suction) side of the pump should be sized
and located to minimize disturbance of the flow into the
pump. Eccentric reducers should be installed with the
top horizontal and the bottom sloped, as noted in Figure
3-3 and the more detailed views of Figure 3-4.

The most disturbing flow patterns to a pump are
those that result from swirling liquid that has traversed
several changes of direction in various planes. Liquid in
the inlet pipe should approach the pump in a state of
straight, steady flow. When fittings such as “T” fittings
and elbows (especially two elbows at right angles) are lo-
cated too close to the pump inlet, a spinning action or
“swirl” is induced. This swirl could adversely affect

pump performance by reduc-
ing efficiency, head and net
positive suction head (NPSH)
available. It also could gener-
ate noise, vibration and dam-
age in high-suction-energy
pumps.

Elbows must be vertical
when next to a double suction
pump (Figure 3-5). It is always
recommended that a straight,
uninterrupted section of pipe
be installed between the
pump and the nearest fitting.
This should follow the mini-

mum straight pipe length recommendations of the Hy-
draulic Institute Standards (Refs. 3-2 and 3-3). Essentials
can be seen in Chapter 5; they range from:

• One to eight pipe diameters (for low suction en-
ergy/low specific speeds).

• Three to 16 pipe diameters (for high suction en-
ergy/high specific speeds).

The specific straight pipe length recommendation
depends on the type of fitting(s), the pump type, the
suction energy level and pump specific speed. Generally,
high-suction-energy pumps have suction nozzle sizes of
10 or more inches at 1,800 revolutions per minute (rpm),
and 6 in. or more at 3,600 rpm (see Chapter 5). High-
specific-speed (Nss) starts above a value of 3,500. If the
minimum recommended pipe lengths can’t be provided,
flow-straightening devices, Figures 3-6 and 3-7, should
be considered. The contoured insert of Figure 3-6 is pre-
ferred over the somewhat more elementary welded-in-
place insert shown in Figure 3-7. Table 3-1 represents a
summary of the causes, effects, and anticipated results of
installing Koch Engineering’s “CRV® Flow Condition-
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ing Unit” depicted in Figure 3-6 in certain pump suction
lines.

In addition to the minimum required lengths of
straight suction pipe, it is equally important that the
NPSH margin ratio, i.e. net positive suction head avail-
able/net positive suction head required (NPSHa/
NPSHr) guidelines listed in Chapter 5 be followed (Ref.
3-4).

These NPSH margin ratio guidelines are depen-
dent on the application and range from:

• 1.1 to 1.3 for low -suction-energy pumps.
• 1.3 to 2.5 for high-suction-energy pumps.

Figure 3-4: Eccentric reducer installations, correct vs. incorrect orientations

Figure 3-5: Elbows must be vertical when directly adja-
cent to pump

It is especially critical for plants to follow these
NPSH margin recommendations for high-suction-energy
pumps. By doing so, they avoid excessive pump noise,
vibration and/or damage, particularly in the region of
suction recirculation.

Discharge Piping
Pipe fittings mounted close to the outlet (dis-

charge) flange normally will have a minimal effect on
the performance or reliability of low-energy
rotodynamic pumps. On the other hand, high-energy
pumps can be sensitive to flow-disturbing fittings
mounted close to the pump outlet flange. These fittings
could result in increased noise, vibration and hydraulic
loads within the pump.

According to the Hydraulic Institute, pumps with
specific speed values below 1,300 that generate more
than 900 feet of head per stage are considered to be high-
energy pumps. The differential head value for high en-
ergy drops from 900 feet at a specific speed of 1,300 to
200 feet at a specific speed of 2,700.

It is recommended that high-energy pumps meet
experience-based minimum straight discharge pipe
length requirements of, preferably, four to eight pipe
diameters. The specific straight pipe length recommen-
dation will depend on the type of fitting(s) downstream
of the pump and pump discharge energy level.

For tracking and verifying proper field implemen-
tation, the following piping-related overview material
and checklist will prove helpful. It should be noted that
all of these data and procedures reflect experience values
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Figure 3-6:
Contoured flow
straightening
insert for pump
suction lines
(Source: Koch
Engineering
Company Inc.,
Wichita, Kansas
67208)

Figure 3-7: Elementary flow straightening insert
welded into pump suction line

Hanger and spring support-related installation over-
sights are responsible for many excessive pipe stress in-
cidents. Piping-induced loads will very often cause
pump casings to deflect; internal parts, especially bear-
ings and mechanical seals, become misaligned and fail
prematurely. Pump reliability improvement efforts must
include verification of acceptable pipe stress values.

Conventional Wisdom: Piping installation is straightfor-
ward and is traditionally entrusted to a competent
pipe fitter.

Fact: Pipe stress problems can be elusive. Important pumps
and pumps that have experienced repeat failures
should have their piping configuration and support
systems analyzed using a pipe stress computer pro-
gram.

It is always wise to consult the plant’s record sys-
tem for listings of line numbers and system spring iden-

that are routinely achieved by reliability-focused “Best
Practices Companies”—high performers—in the United
States and elsewhere.

FIELD INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR
PIPE SPRING HANGERS AND PIPE SUPPORTS

Many different pipe hangers and pipe supports,
Figure 3-8, are used in industry. To accommodate the

High flow
High pressure

    Low flow,
    low pressure

Bearing
failures
due to high
end thrust

Single flow plane

Uniform flow and
pressure both
sides of impeller

Flow control
assembly

Cavitations

wide-ranging needs of reliability-focused pump piping
installations, Houston/Texas-based Piping Technology
and Products, Inc., designs and manufactures variable
springs, constant force supports, hydraulic shock and
sway suppressors, clevis hangers, beam attachments,
saddle supports, shoes, anchors, slide plates with and
without coating, to name but a few. Hazardous situa-
tions are often created by improper piping analysis and
some computer programs cannot handle hot condition
calculations correctly.

Overlooking the need for pipe stress calculations
and not using appropriately designed supports are
known to defy attempts to reach high pump reliability.
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Table 3-1: Summary of causes, effects, and anticipated results of installing engineered flow straight-
ening devices in pump suction lines (Source: Koch Engineering Company, Inc., Wichita, KS 67208)
——————————————————————————————————————————————

IF YOU HAVE… WHICH CAUSES… THE CRV® FROM KOCH IS THE ANSWER…
——————————————————————————————————————————————

PUMP OR • Reduced Flow Rate • Typically 5-10% Efficiency Improvement in
COMPRESSOR • Cavitation Pressure and Flow

NON-UNIFORM • Noise • Extended Maintenance Period
SUCTION INLET • Bearing Wear • Reduced Piping Cost (Space & Cost)

FLOW • Vibration • Reduction in Noise/Vibration
• Reduced Discharge Pressure

——————————————————————————————————————————————
METER RUNS WITH • Inaccurate Flow • Shorter Straight Pipe Runs (Space & Cost)

CLOSE COUPLED Measurement • Accurate Flow Measurement
UP/DOWN STREAM

ELBOW
——————————————————————————————————————————————

ELBOW PRESSURE • Reduction in Pump • Reduced Operating Cost
LOSS Horsepower • Capacity/Head Gain in Retrofit Applications

——————————————————————————————————————————————
SLURRY, CATALYST, • Elbow Erosion • Extends Life of Elbow

TWO PHASE OR
PARTICULATE FLOW

——————————————————————————————————————————————
WATER HAMMER • Hydraulic Pressure Waves • Minimize Damage to Piping, Instrumentation

and Transients and Process Equipment Due to Rapid Valve
or Pump Shutoff

——————————————————————————————————————————————
NOISE & VIBRATION • Elbow Generated Noise • Reduction in Noise Level

——————————————————————————————————————————————

Figure 3-8: Different styles of variable spring pipe
hangers (Source: www.pipingtech.com)

tification numbers, types and sizes of springs, calculated
cold setting values and the calculated travel. This travel
must never come close to the upper and lower limit
stops shown in Figure 3-9. In new construction projects,
such lists are generated for field follow-up and future
checking of springs in their respective hot positions.
Observe the following:

Figure 3-9: Travel stops for variable spring hangers

Upper Limit
Travel Stop

Lower Limit
Travel Stop
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• Spring support/hanger stop pins or travel con-
straints affixed by construction contractors and/or
plant mechanical work forces shall not be removed
until

(a) line hydrotesting, flushing and cleaning and, if
the line requires insulation, with the pipe insu-
lation either fully installed or replicated by a
dummy load such as sand bags

(b) flange alignment has been verified to be correct
and free of excessive stress

• Special precautions are required for lines carrying
liquids. Standard practice calls for spring hangers/
supports to be calibrated such that when the piping
is at its hot position, the supporting force of the
hanger/support is equal to the calculated opera-
tional pipe load. Note that the maximum variation
in supporting force will therefore occur with the
piping in its cold position, when stresses added to
piping and/or equipment nozzles are less critical.

• Weight calculations and spring calibration must,
therefore, include pipe, insulation, and liquid to-
tals. Verify that this was done.

• After the locking pins or constraints have been re-
moved, the construction contractor or plant main-
tenance technician must adjust all springs to their
required cold load marking values.

• Substantial forces could develop when machinery
flanges have been aligned/bolted up on liquid-
filled lines, the pins removed, and the spring travel
indicator adjusted to the cold marking. Most of
these forces would act directly on the pump
nozzles, possibly exceeding allowable load limits.
It is therefore recommended to provide sandbags
or similar counterweights on 8" or larger liquid-
carrying lines. This will account for the weight of
the liquid after the lines have been connected to the
pumps. (Alternatively, springs in those particular
systems could be reviewed by responsible engi-
neering groups and different load values calculated
and provided for the simulation of startup condi-
tions.)

• If the above step shows a particular spring load or
travel indicator settling outside of the middle third
of the total working range of the spring, the

contractor’s engineering staff and/or the plant
mechanical work forces must determine appropri-
ate remedial action.

• The proper cold setting of hangers/supports will
now have been achieved. Equipment is typically
turned over to plant operations personnel and pip-
ing is free of liquid. When flange bolts are now re-
moved, a certain amount of pump misalignment
may be introduced.

• Before a flange is opened up for any reason, all
preloads on springs resulting from previous cold
setting adjustments have to be eliminated first.
Preferably, the spring settings should first be re-
stored to the position they were in before the pins
were pulled.

A Final Word
Following the above steps will go a long way to-

wards ensuring that piping forces and moments will not
be excessive. It must be re-emphasized that excessive
pipe stress will definitely shorten machinery MTBF, the
all-important mean time between failures. Neither cen-
trifugal pumps nor pump support elements such as
baseplates and pedestals are designed for zero deflection
or warpage when subjected to excessive piping loads.

Centrifugal Pump Piping Checklist
1. The preferred method of piping a pump is to

bring the piping toward the pump and then “pip-
ing away” the final 10-15 feet (3-5 meters). After
the pump is grouted and aligned, suction and
discharge flanges with gaskets are 4-bolted to
pump. Piping is then field-fitted and welded to
the flanges

2. Check pump discharge flange for level in two
directions 90° apart. Maximum out of level .001"/
foot (~0.1mm/m)

3. Check parallelism of suction and discharge pipe
flanges to pump flanges. Maximum out of paral-
lelism not to exceed .010" (0.25mm) at gasket sur-
face

4. Check concentricity of suction and discharge pip-
ing to pump flanges. Flange bolts must slip into
holes by hand

5. Check to see if proper pipe supports are installed.
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6. Check for recommended length of straight pipe
(Ref. 3-2) before suction and after discharge
flanges of pump

7. Tighten piping flange bolts in crisscross pattern to
proper torque. Coat bolt threads with anti-seize
compound before tightening

8. Check pump shaft deflection using face and rim
method during flange bolt tightening. Maximum
allowed defection is .002" (0.05 mm) TIR (total in-
dicator reading)

9. Provide a drop-out spool piece at the suction
flange for a cone-type temporary mechanical
strainer

10. Verify that a temporary mechanical strainer is in-
stalled. (Be sure not to leave temporary strainers
in place permanently.)

Cleaning Mechanical Seal Pots and Seal Piping
Pump piping must be clean. Cleanliness is of great-

est importance for auxiliary or otherwise pump-related
piping. You or your piping contractor may wish to use
any approved cleaning procedure. A typical approved
procedure is given below. However, while useful for
many pump applications, it is intended only as a typical
example and must be reviewed by your designated rep-
resentative—a person with corrosion know-how—before
implementation. It is listed here in helpful checklist for-
mat.

Scope of Typical Cleaning Procedure
1. This specification covers the inspection, cleaning,

and preservation of mechanical seal pots and their
associated piping on new pumps prior to start-up
and commissioning, and on existing pumps that
have their mechanical seal piping modified.

2. This work is to be done concurrently with cleaning
and setting of mechanical seals on new pumps.

Materials
The following materials are required for this work:

> Fresh water > Sodium Hydroxide
> Sodium Metasilicate > Trisodium Phosphate
> Non-Ionic Detergent > Hydrochloric Acid
> Ammonium Bifluoride > Armohib 28 or Equivalent
> Citric Acid > Soda Ash
> Sodium Nitrite > 10 Micron Filter Screens

Note the following:
• Special procedures are to be used to clean stainless

steel piping or seal pots.
• Quantities will vary based on the size and amount

of piping to be cleaned.
• Observe that it will be your responsibility to en-

gage the services of a knowledgeable chemical
cleaning company.

• Insist that this company submits a rigorous proce-
dure for your review and gives you written assur-
ances that their procedure will not harm either the
piping or the connected appurtenances.

Disassembly
1. All instrumentation in the seal piping shall be re-

moved prior to disassembly of the piping and seal
pots.

2. The instrumentation shall be tagged and stored in
a safe manner.

3. The seal piping shall be separated at the two clos-
est flanged or union connections to the pump or
gland and taken to the shop in one piece.

4. If the piping can be separated into shorter seg-
ments for easier cleaning it may be done at the
shop.

5. Openings on the pump and/or gland shall be
plugged or capped to prevent entry of dirt into the
pump while the piping is in the shop.

Cleaning
1. All piping and seal pots shall be flushed with 77°-

93°C (170°-200°F) alkaline solution containing three
percent (3%) NaOH, one percent (1%) sodium
metasilicate, one percent (1%) trisodium phosphate
and one tenth percent (0.1%) non-ionic detergent in
fresh water. This solution is to be circulated for at
least six (6) hours. The piping and pots shall then
be drained and flushed with fresh water until the
pH level is less than 8.0. Water for stainless steel
piping and seal pots shall contain less than 50 ppm
chloride.

2. Stainless steel piping and seal pots shall be further
flushed with 71°-93°C (160°-200°F) fresh water con-
taining less than 50 ppm chloride at a high enough
velocity (5-10 fps, or 1.5-3 m/s) to remove all dirt.
The piping runs shall be positioned and supported
so as to have no dead spots with the water entering
at the lowest point in the piping and exiting at the
highest point. The circulated water shall be filtered
through ten (10) micron filter screens and returned
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to an open storage tank before being recirculated.
When the filter screens remain clean for five (5)
minutes, circulation may be terminated and the
piping and seal pot air-dried.

3. Carbon steel piping and pots shall be flushed in the
same manner as the stainless steel piping and seal
pots except that six (6) to ten (10) percent inhibited
hydrochloric acid by weight with twenty-five hun-
dredths percent (0.0025:1 ratio) ammonium
bifluoride by weight, inhibited with two (2) gallons
per 1000 gallons Armohib 28, Rodine 213, or
equivalent in fresh water, shall be used.

4. The acid solution shall be heated to 71° C (160° F)
and circulated at a slow rate for six (6) hours or
until the reaction is complete.

5. Samples of the acid solution shall be taken at
hourly intervals and tested for acid strength and
total iron concentration. If the acid concentration
drops below three percent (3%), acid shall be
added to raise the concentration to five percent
(5%). Cleaning shall continue until iron and acid
concentration reach equilibrium.

6. After acid flushing has been completed, the piping
and seal pots shall be drained and flushed with
fresh water containing one tenth percent (1000:1
ratio) by weight citric acid.

7. The piping and seal pots shall then be neutralized
with one (1) percent by weight soda as NaNO2
solution in fresh water circulated for two (2) hours
heated to 79° to 88°C (~175°F to 190°F).

8. After neutralization the piping and seal pot shall
be rinsed with fresh water and air-dried.

Preserving
1. Immediately after drying, the piping and seal pots

shall be flushed or sprayed with the same oil as
will be used in the seal system.

2. After the oil treatment the piping shall be reas-
sembled if it was disassembled in the shop. All
openings shall be plugged or capped to prevent
entry of any contaminating matter.

3. As soon as all work on the mechanical seals has
been completed, the piping and seal pots shall be
re-installed and the lines filled with proper seal oil.

4. The instrumentation shall be re-installed at this
time.

5. After filling the lines with oil and re-installing the
instrumentation the pump shall be tagged to indi-
cate that the seal system is ready for service.

Using Your Machinists on New Projects
Suppose you entrusted a contractor with the instal-

lation or pre-commissioning of pumps on new projects.
Suppose further that during that time period you had a
surplus of mechanical personnel since the plant is either
not operating, or is operating at less than full capacity.
This time period could be used to actively and produc-
tively engage your mechanical work force members in a
wide range of tasks that will later result in improved
pump reliability. Here, then, are some of these tasks:

• Verification of spare parts existence, condition, lo-
cation and correctness in storehouse

• Witness and follow-up on equipment storage pro-
cedures

• Pre-grouting inspection checks:

— Preliminary alignment of rotating equipment
— Cleanliness and surface preparation of founda-

tion
— Witness grout pours on critical equipment
— Ensure compliance with job grouting specifica-

tions
— Witness leveling of equipment prior to grout-

ing

• Check for pipe strain on rotating equipment

• Improve coordination and communication between
contractor and equipment owner

• Coordination of protection and transportation of
unit spare equipment to storehouse
— Rotating equipment, gearboxes, pumps, mo-

tors, etc.

• Inspection of critical equipment piping for cleanli-
ness
— Suction and discharge piping
— Lube oil system
— Sealing fluid lines

• Check and accept final alignment of rotating equip-
ment.

• Assist in pre-startup and run-in
• Assist in startup by training maintenance and pro-

cess personnel (on-the-job training) on new equip-
ment.
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PUMP BASEPLATES AND GROUTING

Pump baseplates are available in cast iron, fabri-
cated steel, “enhanced feature fabricated steel,” molded
polymer concrete, polymer shell repair elements, so-
called “PIP-Compliant Fabricated Steel,” and free-stand-
ing as well as stilt-mounted configurations. Torsional
stiffness, rigidity and flatness are important for all of
these and grouting and lifting issues must be addressed
for most of these.

It is intuitively evident that every one of these con-
figurations has its advantages and disadvantages (Ref. 3-
5).

• Cast iron tends to warp, unless it has been allowed
to age for a substantial time period. It must then be
finish-machined, properly leveled, and grouted in
place.

• Fabricated steel must be sufficiently heavy, prop-
erly welded, stress relieved and machined.

• Flimsy fabricated steel bases led to the develop-
ment of “enhanced” versions.

• Molded polymer concrete has superior stiffness
and warp resistance, polymer shell repair elements
are hollow and fit over the old foundation. The
voids are then being filled with concrete or epoxy
grout.

• PIP-compliant fabricated steel baseplates are meant
to represent a further enhancement of enhanced
baseplates, or so it seems.

• Free-standing, or stilt-mounted baseplates (Figure
3-10) are available from pump manufacturers that
wish to respond to user demands for low-cost in-
stallations. Stilt-mounted bases can involve a num-
ber of options, as shown in Figure 3-10, and the
entire assembly is expected to move on the floor.
The movement “tends” to equalize the forces ex-
erted by cheaply-installed piping, and is expected
to provide equal loads on both suction and dis-
charge flanges. This assumes that all pump piping
loads act in the same direction, which is seldom the
case. While stilt-mounted bases may not have to
contend with grout problems, they are rarely, if
ever, the best choice for reliability-focused users.

Overcoming Insufficient Baseplate
Stiffness and Rigidity

Needless to say, insufficient baseplate stiffness has
plagued hundreds of thousands of pump installations. A
weak, or improperly supported baseplate will make it
impossible for centrifugal pumps to operate successfully

over long periods of time. Installing better bearings, or
upgrading one’s mechanical seal selection, will often
remain nothing but costly exercises in futility. The cycle
of failures can be broken only if the basic installation is
brought into compliance with applicable standards of
reliability engineering.

With the possible exception of large pumps, virtu-
ally all process pumps are typically mounted on
baseplates. Steel is still the predominant material, al-
though the non-metallic configurations mentioned
above are making inroads and can be economically jus-
tified in well thought-out applications. A clean steel sur-
face and the application of a suitable primer are needed
before proceeding with epoxy grouting.

Specialty companies (Ref. 3-6) explain the impor-
tance of selecting an epoxy primer that will bond to the
steel underside with sufficient tensile bond strength.
They reviewed a large number of primers with the
manufacturer’s laboratory to determine the tensile bond
number. All products are based on proper surface prepa-
ration and blast profile, i.e. white metal blast with 0.003"
(0.08mm) profile.

Ref. 3-7 determined the products listed in Table 3-
2 to be among several well-bonding primers found ac-
ceptable at the time of this writing, but the same
reference hastened to add that it should be the user’s
responsibility to obtain warranty information from the
selected manufacturer.

Table 3-2: Epoxy primers that were found to properly
bond to steel (Source: Ref. 3-7)
—————————————————————————

TENSILE

PRODUCT STRENGTH (psi) EVALUATION

—————————————————————————
ITW Corrosion Inhibitive Primer 1,800 Acceptable

Rust Ban Penetrating Primer 1,500 Acceptable

Carboline 890 1,930 Acceptable

Tnemec Series 66 Epoxy Primer 800-1,200 Acceptable

Master Builders Ceilcote 680 2,000 Acceptable

Devoe 201 Primer 900 Acceptable

—————————————————————————

Optimized Method of Stiffening Baseplates
In the late 1990’s Houston/Texas-based Stay-Tru®

Services developed a highly effective method to mini-
mize field installation costs and improve the reliability
of pump baseplates. Their “Stay-Tru® Pre-Grouted Base-
plate Procedure” accomplishes these goals and is able to
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provide a superior finished product. When coupled with
their so-called Stay-Tru® Plus Machinery Quality Assur-
ance Program, the pump train is 60% mechanically com-
plete when it arrives at the plant site.

The Stay-Tru® procedure is a comprehensive pre-
grout plan that includes a detailed inspection of the

primer system used on the underside of the baseplate,
proper preparation of this primer for grouting, grouting
of the baseplate, post-curing of the grout material, and a
detailed post-grout inspection of the baseplate mounting
surfaces. If the mounting surface tolerances fall outside
of the API 686 specifications for flatness, co-planar, and

Figure 3-10: Free-standing, “stilt-mounted” baseplates (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148
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co-linear dimensions, precision grinding or machining is
performed to restore or achieve the necessary tolerances.

The essential results of following this company’s
baseplate installation procedure include

• Void free grout installation.

• Proper surface preparation of baseplate underside.

• All machine surfaces are flat, co-planar, and co-lin-
ear, in accordance with API-686.

• Eliminating the need for costly and less effective
field machining.

• 30% cost savings over traditional field installation
procedure.

A brief description of the Stay-Tru® process is as fol-
lows:

Preparation and Grouting of Baseplate
The coating on the underside of the baseplate will

be checked for bond, sanded, and solvent wiped prior to
grouting. Any tapped bolt holes that penetrate through
the top of the baseplate, such as the coupling guard hold
down bolts, will be filled with the appropriate sized
bolts and suitably coated to create the necessary space
for bolt installation after the grouting of the baseplate. If
anchor bolt or jack bolt holes are located inside the
grouted space of the baseplate, provisions will be made
for bolt penetration through the baseplate after grouting.
Baseplate grout holes and vent holes will be completely
sealed.

For applications using epoxy grout as the fill mate-
rial, the epoxy grout will be poured directly into the
baseplate cavity. For applications using a non-shrink
cementitious grout, an epoxy adhesive will be applied to
the surface prior to placement of the grout.

Post Curing of Grout Material
After the initial set of the grout material, a post

curing procedure is used for both epoxy and
cementitious grout, to assure that the grout has com-
pletely cured before any additional work is performed
on the baseplate. For epoxy grout materials, the tem-
perature of the baseplate will be elevated 20°F (12°C)
above ambient temperature, for one day, to achieve full
cure strength.

For cementitious grout materials, the surface of the
grout will be kept wet for two to three days to facilitate
hydration and reduce the potential for cracking of the
grout. Plastic sheet will then be applied and taped to the
baseplate to further assist the curing process. Curing

agents will not be used as part of the post curing pro-
cess. Curing agents prevent bonding to the grout mate-
rial during the final grout pour in the field.

Post Grout Inspection of Baseplate
After the post curing process, the baseplate mount-

ing surfaces will be inspected to assure conformance to
API-686. Baseplate flatness, coplanar, and co-linear, or
relative level, checks will be performed to the tolerances
outlined below. Any deviation to the specifications for
flatness, coplanar, and relative level, after the grouting
process, will be corrected by having the baseplate sur-
face ground. A detailed report of the inspection is pro-
vided as a record.

The Stay-Tru® process is utilized when only the
bare baseplate has been received by this company.
When the equipment is mounted on the baseplate,
they employ their own, well-proven procedure. Called
“Stay-Tru® Plus,” this procedure has the added benefit
of providing the opportunity for resolving all equip-
ment deficiencies, such as motor soft-foot, bolt-bound
alignment conditions, and coupling hub run-out, be-
fore the equipment ever reaches the field. This elimi-
nates costly idle time for the field crews, and avoids
the additional field engineering time required too re-
solve these problems.

A brief explanation of the Stay-Tru® Plus proce-
dure is of value. Essentially, it consists of the following:

• “As-Received” Inspection. The “as-received” inspec-
tion is documented in a report. It includes a general
condition review of the pumping system, and
checks for bolt-bound condition, coupling hub run-
out, baseplate mounting surface flatness, coplanar,
and relative level checks, and a check for motor
soft foot.

• Disassembly of Pump/Motor Train. Once the specifi-
cations for the “as-received” inspection have been
satisfied, the pump/motor train will be disas-
sembled. All components of the system are being
tagged and stored on wooden pallets. The equip-
ment number is then metal- stamped on the base-
plate for tracking through the grouting process.

• Re-Assembly and Final Alignment of Pump/Motor
Train. Once the Stay-Tru® process has been com-
pleted, the pumping system is reassembled on the
baseplate and prepared for final alignment. The
driver is centered in its bolt pattern, and the pump
is moved to achieve final alignment. This will pro-
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vide optimum flexibility for future motor align-
ments in the field. The tolerance for the final cou-
pling alignment between the pump and motor will
be 0.002" (0.05 mm) for parallel offset, and no more
than 0.001" per inch (0.001mm/mm) of coupling
spacing for angularity. Finally, a written record of
the final alignment and soft foot readings will be
provided with each pumping system.

It has been demonstrated that utilizing the com-
bined hardware and procedural approach spearheaded
by this company will save 30% of the cost associated
with traditional machinery grouting methods, and pro-
vide a superior finished product. It can be inferred that
superimposing the somewhat more elusive value of the
resulting reliability improvement will substantially
lower the life-cycle cost of pump installations that make
use of this methodology.

Considerations for the Specification and
Installation of Pre-grouted Pump Baseplates*

According to statistical reliability analysis, as much
as 65% of the life cycle costs are determined during the
design, procurement, and installation phases of new
machinery applications (Ref. 3-5). While design and pro-
curement are important aspects for any application, the
installation of the equipment plays a very significant
role. A superb design, poorly installed, will give poor
results. A moderate design, properly installed, will give
good results.

A proper installation involves many facets; good
foundation design, no pipe strain, proper alignment, just
to name a few. All of these issues revolve around the
idea of reducing dynamic vibration in the machinery
system. Great design effort and cost is expended in the
construction of a machinery foundation, as can be seen
in Figure 3-11. The long-term success of a proper instal-
lation and reduced vibration activity, is determined by
how well the machinery system is joined to the founda-
tion system. The baseplate, or skid, of the machinery
system must become a monolithic member of the foun-
dation system. Machinery vibration should ideally be
transmitted through the baseplate to the foundation and
down through the subsoil. “Mother Earth” can provide
very effective damping (vibration amplitude attenua-
tion) to reduce equipment shaft vibration. Failure to do
so will result in the machinery resonating on the base-

plate, as shown in Figure 3-12, very often causing conse-
quential damage of the type indicated in Figure 3-13.
Proper machinery installation will result in significantly
increased mean time between failures (MTBF), longer
life for mechanical seal and bearings, and a reduction in
Life Cycle Cost.

The issue is to determine the most cost effective
method for joining the equipment baseplate to the foun-
dation. Various grouting materials and methods have
been developed over the years, but the issue always
boils down to cost: Life Cycle Costs versus First Cost. It’s
the classic battle between machinery engineers charged
with achieving high equipment reliability, and project
personnel whose career is advanced by cost and sched-
ule considerations. The machinery engineer wants to use
an expensive baseplate design with epoxy grout. The

*Footnote: Excerpted, by permission, from commercial litera-
ture provided by Stay-Tru® Corporation, Houston, Texas

Figure 3-11: Good pump foundations are thoroughly
engineered and well constructed

Figure 3-12: Void areas under pump baseplates often
give rise to destructive resonant vibrations
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project engineer favors using a less expensive baseplate
design with cementitious grout support.

Conventional Grouting Methods
The traditional approach to joining the baseplate to

the foundation has been to build a liquid tight wooden
form around the perimeter of the foundation, and fill the
void between the baseplate and the foundation with ei-
ther a cementitious or epoxy grout. There are two meth-
ods used with this approach, the two-pour method,
shown in Figure 3-14, or the one-pour method, shown in
Figure 3-15.

The two-pour method is the most widely used, and
can utilize either a cementitious or epoxy grout. The
wooden grout forms for the two-pour method are easier
to build because of the open top. The void between the

foundation and the bottom flange of the baseplate is
filled with grout on the first pour, and allowed to set. A
second grout pour is performed to fill the cavity of the
baseplate, by using grout holes and vent holes provided
in the top of the baseplate.

The one-pour grouting method requires a more
elaborate form building technique, but does reduce labor
cost. The wooden grout form now requires a top plate
that forms a liquid tight seal against the bottom flange of
the baseplate. The form must be vented along the top
seal plate, and be sturdy enough to withstand the hy-
draulic head produced by the grout. All of the grout
material is poured through the grout holes in the top of
the baseplate. This pour technique requires good flow
characteristics from the grout material, and is typically
only used for epoxy grout applications.

Field Installation Problems
Grouting a baseplate or skid to a foundation re-

quires careful attention to many details. A successful
grout job will provide a mounting surface for the equip-
ment that is flat, level, very rigid, and completely
bonded to the foundation system. Many times these at-
tributes are not obtained during the first attempt at
grouting, and expensive field correction techniques have
to be employed. The most prominent installation prob-
lems involve voids and distortion of the mounting sur-
faces.

Voids and Bonding Issues
As shown in Figure 3-16, the presence of voids at

the interface between the grout material and the bottom
of the baseplate negates the very purpose of grouting.
Whether the void is one inch or one-thousandth of an
inch deep, the desired monolithic support system has

Figure 3-13: Lack of baseplate stiffness and the result-
ing vibration can lead to piping failures. Small piping
is especially vulnerable

Figure 3-14: Two-pour grouting method

Figure 3-15: One-pour grouting method
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not been achieved. Voids inhibit the foundation system
from damping resonance and shaft-generated vibration.

Voids can be caused by a variety of factors. These
include:

• Insufficient vent holes in baseplate
• Insufficient static head during grout pour
• Grout material properties
• Improper surface preparation of baseplate under-

side
• Improper surface primer

Insufficient vent holes or static head are execution
defects that, unless addressed through proper installa-
tion techniques, tend to leave large voids. The most
overlooked causes of voids are related to bonding issues.
These types of voids are difficult to repair because of the
small crevices to be filled.

The first issue of bonding has to do with the mate-
rial properties of the grout. Cementitious grout systems
have little or no bonding capability. Epoxy grout systems
have very good bonding properties, typically an average
of 2,000 psi tensile to steel. However, as was mentioned
earlier in this chapter, surface preparation and primer
selection greatly affect the bond strength. The underside
of the baseplate must be cleaned, and the surface must
be free of oils, grease, moisture, and other contaminants.
All of these contaminants greatly reduce the tensile bond
strength of the epoxy grout system.

The type of primer used on the underside of the
baseplate also affects the bond between epoxy grout and
baseplate. Ideally, the best bonding surface would be a
sandblasted surface with no primer. Since this is feasible

only if grouting immediately follows baseplate sand-
blasting, a primer must be used, and the selection of the
prime must be based on the tensile bond strength to
steel. The epoxy grout system will bond to the primer,
but the primer must bond to the steel baseplate to elimi-
nate the formation of voids. The best primers will be
epoxy based, and have minimum tensile bond strength
of 1,000 psi. Other types of primers, such as inorganic
zinc, have been used, but the results vary greatly with
how well the inorganic zinc has been applied.

Figure 3-17 shows the underside of a baseplate
sprayed with inorganic zinc primer. This primer has
little or no strength, and can be easily removed with the
tip of a trowel. Moreover, the inorganic zinc was applied
too thick and the top layer of the primer is little more
than a powdery matrix. The ideal dry film thickness for
inorganic zinc is three mils (about 0.08 mm), and is very
difficult to achieve in practice. The dry film thickness in
this example is 9 to 13 mils (about 0.2-0.3 mm) as is
being verified in Figure 3-18.

The consequences of applying epoxy grout to such
a primer are shown in Figure 3-19. This is a core sample
taken from a baseplate that was free of voids for the first
few days. As time progressed, a void appeared, and over
the course of a week the epoxy grout became completely
separated (“disbonded”) from the baseplate. The core
sample shows that the inorganic zinc primer bonded to
the steel baseplate, and the epoxy grout bonded to the
inorganic zinc primer, but the primer delaminated. It
sheared apart because it was applied too thick, and cre-
ated a void across the entire top of the baseplate.

Conventional Wisdom: Epoxy will bond to anything. No
priming is needed.

Fact: A suitable primer is required if grout jobs are to be long-
term effective.

Distortion of Mounting Surfaces
Another field installation problem with costly im-

plications is distortion of the baseplate machine surfaces.
Distortion can either be induced prior to grouting due to
poor field leveling techniques, or the distortion can be
generated by the grout itself.

Baseplate designs have become less rigid over
time. Attention has been focused on the pump end of the
baseplate to provide enough structural support to con-
tend with nozzle load requirements. The motor end of
the baseplate is generally not as rigid, as shown in Fig-
ure 3-20. The process of shipping, lifting, storing, and
setting the baseplate can have a negative impact on the
motor mounting surfaces. While these surfaces may

Figure 3-16: Void areas deprive the baseplate of needed
support and often promote unacceptable vibration
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baseplate can be properly leveled. This confusion has
caused many baseplates to be installed with the mount-
ing surfaces out-of-tolerance for both flatness and level.

The other issue of mounting surface distortion
comes from the grout itself. All epoxy grout systems

Figure 3-17: Underside of a baseplate sprayed with in-
organic zinc primer

Figure 3-18: Verification of coating thickness is impor-
tant

Figure 3-19: Core
sample showing
“disbonding” due to
incorrect prime coating

have initially been flat, experience shows that there is
work to be done by the time the baseplate reaches the
field.

Using the system of jack bolts and anchor bolts,
Figure 3-21, the mounting surfaces can be re-shaped
during the leveling process, but the differing concepts of
flatness and level have become confused. Flatness can-
not be measured with a precision level, and unfortu-
nately this has become customary practice. A precision
level measures slope in inches per foot. However, flat-
ness is not a slope, it is a displacement. In the field, flat-
ness should be measured with a straightedge, or with a
ground bar and feeler gauge, as shown in Figure 3-22;
flatness is thus not measured with a level. Once the
mounting surfaces are determined to be flat, then the

Figure 3-20: The motor end of this pump baseplate
lacks the strength of the pump end
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stronger than the baseplate itself. Referring back to Fig-
ure 3-23, after the grout has cured, the motor mounting
surfaces often become distorted and are no longer copla-
nar. Acceptable tolerances for alignment and motor soft
foot become very difficult to achieve in this scenario.
This “pull down” phenomenon has been proven by FEA
modeling and empirical lab tests performed by Stay-
Tru® personnel working cooperatively with both a ma-
jor grout manufacturer and a major petrochemical
company.

Hidden Budget Impact
Correcting the problems of voids and mounting

surface distortion in the field is a very costly venture.
Repairing voids takes a lot of time, patience, and skill to
avoid further damage to the baseplate system. Field
machining the mounting surfaces of a baseplate also
involves resources that are in short supply: time and
money.

The real concern with correcting baseplate installa-
tion problems on site, is that repair-related issues are not
reflected in the construction budget. Every field correc-
tion is a step backwards, in both time and money. On
fixed-cost projects, the contractor must absorb the cost,
whereas on cost-plus projects, the user-client must pay
the bill. Either way, there will be extra cost, controversy
and contentiousness.

Installing a Pre-grouted Pump Baseplate
Using the conventional method for installing a pre-

grouted baseplate is no different from the first pour of a
two-pour grout procedure. After the concrete foundation
has been chipped and cleaned, and the baseplate has
been leveled, grout forms must be constructed to hold
the grout, see Figure 3-24. To prevent trapping air under

Figure 3-21: Manipulation of jack bolts and anchor
bolts can re-shape equipment mounting surfaces

Figure 3-22: Flatness being measured with ground bar
stock and feeler gauges

Figure 3-23: Epoxy grout systems cure from the inside
towards the outside

have a slight shrinkage factor. While this shrinkage is
very small, typically 0.0002"/in (0.2 mm/m), the toler-
ances for flatness and level of the mounting surfaces are
also very small. A chemical reaction occurs when the ep-
oxy resin is first mixed with hardener (to which the
aggregate is added a little later so as to form what is
commonly termed the epoxy grout). This reaction results
in a volume change that is referred to as shrinkage.
Chemical cross-linking and volume change occur as the
material cools after the exothermic reaction. Epoxy grout
systems cure from the inside out, as shown in Figure 3-
23. The areas closest to the baseplate-to-grout interface
experience the highest volume change.

Baseplates with sturdy cross braces are not affected
by the slight volume change of the grout. For less rigid
designs, the bond strength of the epoxy grout can be
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the pre-filled baseplate, all the grout material must be
poured from one side. As the grout moves under the
baseplate, it pushes the air out. Because of this, the grout
material must have good flow characteristics. To assist
the flow, a head box should be constructed and kept full
during the grouting process. (See Appendix 4 for addi-
tional information).

Table 3-3: Grout head pressure required to lift a pre-grouted baseplate
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Grout Head Pressure Required to Lift a Pre-Grouted Baseplate
——————————————————————————————————————————————

ANSI Type Baseplates

Base Length Width Height Area Volume Exact Base Epoxy Equalizing Grout
Size (in) (in) (in) (in2) (in3) Weight Weight Grout. Pressure Head

(lbs) (lbs) Weight (psi) (in)
(lbs)

——————————————————————————————————————————————
139 39 15 4.00 585 2340 93 169 0.45 6.22
148 48 18 4.00 864 3456 124 138 250 0.45 6.22
153 53 21 4.00 1113 4452 178 322 0.45 6.22
245 45 15 4.00 675 2700 108 195 0.45 6.22
252 52 18 4.00 936 3744 150 271 0.45 6.22
258 58 21 4.00 1218 4872 195 352 0.45 6.22
264 64 22 4.00 1408 5632 225 225 407 0.45 6.22
268 68 26 4.25 1768 7514 283 544 0.47 6.47
280 80 26 4.25 2080 8840 332 639 0.47 6.47
368 68 26 4.25 1768 7514 283 544 0.47 6.47
380 80 26 4.25 2080 8840 332 639 0.47 6.47
398 98 26 4.25 2548 10829 407 783 0.47 6.47
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Density of Grout 125 lbs/ft3

Specific Gravity 2.00
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Figure 3-24: Grout forms are constructed to contain the
grout. Note protective plastic on pump set

Hydraulic Lift of a Pre-grouted Baseplate
When using a head box, the pre-grouted baseplate

must be well secured in place. The jack bolt and anchor
bolt system shown later in this chapter must be tight,
and the specific size anchor bolt nut in our example
should be locked down to the equivalent of 30 to 45 ft-
lbs (40-61 n-m).

The bottom of a pre-grouted baseplate provides
lots of flat surface area. The specific gravity of most
epoxy grout systems is in the range of 1.9 to 2.1. Large
surface areas and very dense fluids create an ideal envi-
ronment for buoyancy. Table 3-3 shows the inches of
grout head necessary to begin lifting a pre-grouted ANSI
baseplate. During the course of a conventional grouting
procedure, it is very common to exceed the inches of
head necessary to lift a pre-filled baseplate. For this rea-
son, it is very important to ascertain that the baseplate is
locked down. As a point of interest, the whole range of
API baseplates listed in Appendix M of API-610 can be
lifted with nine inches of grout head.

New Field Grouting Method for
Pre-grouted Baseplates

Conventional grouting methods for non-filled
baseplates are, by their very nature, labor and time in-
tensive. Utilizing a pre-grouted baseplate with conven-
tional grouting methods helps to minimize some of the
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cost, but the last pour still requires a full grout crew,
skilled carpentry work, and good logistics. To further
minimize the costs associated with baseplate installa-
tions, a new field grouting method has been developed
for pre-grouted baseplates. This new method utilizes a
low viscosity high strength epoxy grout system that
greatly reduces foundation preparation, grout form con-
struction, crew size, and the amount of epoxy grout used
for the final pour.

While there may be other low viscosity high
strength epoxy grout systems available on the market,
the discussion and techniques that follow are based on
the flow and pour characteristics of Escoweld 7560. This
type of low viscosity grout system can be poured to
depths from 1/2" to 2" (13-50 mm), has the viscosity of
thin pancake batter, and is packaged and mixed in a liq-
uid container. As shown in Figure 3-25, this material can
be mixed and poured with a two-man crew.

Concrete Foundation Preparation
Irrespective of baseplate style, i.e. pre-grouted or

traditional unfilled, correct preparation of the top of the
concrete foundation will have long-term reliability im-
plications and is important. The laitance on the surface
of the concrete must be removed for proper bonding,
regardless of grouting method and material selected.
Traditional grouting methods require plenty of room to
properly place the grout, and this requires chipping all
the way to the shoulder of the foundation. However,
utilizing a low viscosity epoxy grout system will greatly
reduce the amount of concrete chipping required to
achieve a long-term satisfactory installation.

As illustrated in Figure 3-26, the new installation
method allows for the chipped area to be limited to the

footprint of the baseplate. Either a pneumatically or an
electrically operated hammer can be used to remove the
concrete laitance, and the required depth of the final
grout pour is reduced to 3/4" to 1" (18-25 mm).

New Grout Forming Technique
With the smooth concrete shoulder of the founda-

tion still intact, a very simple “2×4” grout form can be
used, see Figures 3-27 and 3-28. One side of the simple
grout form is waxed, and the entire grout form is sealed
and held in place with caulk. While the caulk is setting
up, a simple head box can be constructed out of readily
available material. Due to the flow characteristics of the
low viscosity epoxy grout, this head box does not need
to be very large or very tall.

The low viscosity epoxy grout is mixed with a
hand drill, and all the grout is poured through the head
box to prevent trapping air under the baseplate.

This new installation method has been used for
both ANSI and API-style baseplates with excellent re-
sults. With this technique, field experience has shown
that a pre-grouted baseplate can be routinely leveled,
formed, and poured with a two-man crew in three to
four hours. Here, then, is the proof:

Field Installation Cost Comparison
The benefits of using a pre-grouted baseplate with

the new installation method can be clearly seen when
field installation costs are compared. This comparison
applies realistic labor costs; it does not take credit for the

Figure 3-25: Epoxy grout being mixed Figure 3-26: Foundation chipping in progress
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elimination of repair costs associated with field installa-
tion problems, such as void repair and field machining.

Industry experience shows that eight men are typi-
cally involved in the average size conventional grouting
job. An actual labor cost of $45 per man-hour must be
used in U.S. installations when employee benefits and
overhead charges are included as of 2004.

A cost comparison can be developed, based on the
installation of a typical API baseplate using epoxy grout,
for the conventional two-pour procedure and a pre-
grouted baseplate using the new installation method.
The following conditions apply:

Baseplate Dimensions: 72" × 36" × 6"
(1.8 × 0.9 × 0.15 m)

Foundation Dimensions: 76" × 40" × 2" (1.93 × 1.0
(grout depth) × 0.05 m)

Labor Cost: $45/hr

Epoxy Grout Cost: $111/cu. ft. ($3,920/m3)

In 2001, a baseplate with the listed dimensions
could be pre-grouted $2,969. This would include surface
preparation, epoxy grout, surface grinding, and a guar-
anteed inspection.

Table 3-4 shows a realistic accounting of time and
labor for the installation of a typical API baseplate. The
total installed cost for a conventional two-pour installa-
tion is $6,259. The total installed cost for a pre-grouted
baseplate, installed with the new installation method, is
$4,194. Aside from the very obvious cost savings, the
reliability impact of this void-free and fully co-planar
installation is of great importance to reliability-focused
pump users.

While it must be pointed out that year 2006 costs
differ from the above, it is of interest to note that the
reliability advantage of pre-grouted baseplates has been
well proven and several pump OEM’s are now routinely
employing the method.

Polymer Composite Baseplates
Polymer composite baseplates (Figure 3-29) are a

less expensive option that may be suitable for certain
applications and services. ITT/Goulds offer their smaller
pump sets on stilts and a “PermaBase®.”

Another baseplate manufacturer, BASETEK® offers
products claimed to outperform both steel and vinyl
ester resin baseplates. The various BASETEK® products
are primarily serving the ANSI pump sizes and can ac-
commodate both close-coupled and spacer-type cou-
pling installations (Figures 3-30 and 3-31). Threaded
stainless steel inserts are cast into the thermally rela-
tively stable Zanite®, a blend of silicon dioxide ceramic
quartz aggregate, epoxy resin, and proprietary additives.

Requirements of Principal Foundation
Having dealt with baseplate issues and grout sup-

ports, we are now ready to work our way down to an
overview of foundation-related topics.

Although generally falling within the jurisdiction
of design contractors and civil engineers, pump users
looking for years of trouble-free pump operation and
lowest possible life cycle cost must understand the re-
quirements of a principal pump foundation. All but the
smallest pumps must be placed on foundations and the
few process plants that decades ago opted for stilt-

Figure 3-27: Simple grout forms are sufficient for new
grout forming technique

Figure 3-28: Typical grout form details
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mounted baseplates, i.e. installations without pump
foundations as shown earlier in Figures 3-10 and 3-29,
have probably never been able to reach the MTBF of
comparable installations with baseplates placed on solid
foundations.

This overview is intended to provide a written
specification or procedure for the installation of founda-
tion chock plates for critical rotating equipment, includ-
ing, of course, pumps. Unless otherwise noted, the
overview and its guideline data pertain to foundations
upon which either pre-grouted or unfilled baseplates

will be installed. Following these instructions will lead
to a foundation that will support the machinery at
proper elevation, minimize vibration, and maintain
alignment.

Foundation Prerequisites
The following assumptions are made concerning

the principal foundation, Figure 3-32:

1. The foundation has been adequately designed to
support the machinery

Table 3-4: Cost comparison two-pour conventional grouting vs. Stay-Tru® Pre-filled baseplate grout-
ing system (Ref. 3-1)
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Installation Labor Cost for Two Pour Procedure Installation Labor Cost for Stay-Tru System
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Leveling of Baseplate Leveling of Baseplate
Millwright: 2 men × 4 hrs × $65/hr 520 Millwright: 2 men × 1 hr × $65/hr 130
Forming of Baseplate Forming of Baseplate
4 MEN × 4 hrs × $45/hr 720 2 MEN × 2 hours × $45/hr 180
First Pour
Grout Set-Up Time Grout Set-Up Time
8 MEN × 1.0 hrs × $45/hr 360 2 MEN × 1.0 hrs × $45/hr 90
Grout Placement Grout Placement
8 MEN × 2.0 hrs × $45/hr 720 2 MEN × 2.0 hrs × $45/hr 180
Grout Clean-up Grout Clean-up
8 MEN × 1.0 hrs × $45/hr 360 2 MEN × 1.0 hrs × $45/hr 90

Additional Cost: Additional Cost:
Fork Lift & driver; 1.0 hrs × $45= 45 Wood Forming Materials = 50
Supervisor: 4.0 hrs × $45/hr 180
Mortar Mixer = 100
Wood Forming Materials= 100

Second Pour
Grout Set-Up Time
8 MEN × 1.0 hrs × $45/hr 360
Grout Placement
8 MEN × 2.0 hrs × $45/hr 720
Grout Clean-up
8 MEN × 1.0 hrs × $45/hr 360

Additional Cost:
Fork Lift & driver; 1 hr × $45= 45
Supervisor: 4.0 hrs × $45/hr 180
Mortar Mixer = 100

LABOR COST 4570 LABOR COST 670
ADDITIONAL COST 300 ADDITIONAL COST 50
GROUT COST 1389.56 STAY-TRU COST 2969

GROUT COST (7560) 505.3
TOTAL PER BASE $6,259.56 TOTAL PER BASE $4,194.30
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2. The foundation rests on bedrock or solid earth,
completely independent of other foundations,
pads, walls, or operating platforms

3. The foundation has been designed to avoid reso-
nant vibration conditions originating from normal
excitation forces at machinery operating speed or
multiples of the operating speed

4. The driver, gearbox, and driven equipment rest on
a common foundation

5. The foundation is designed for uniform tempera-
tures to reduce distortion and misalignment

A few definitions are in order.

• “The Total Foundation”—The complete unit as-
sembly which supports a machine and is made up
of a machine base, adapter section, chock plate,
principal foundation, and sub-foundation

• “Machine Base”—The metal part to which a ma-
chine is bolted, sometimes called a sole plate, bed
plate, or bed rail
— Baseplates are single-unit structural supports

to which both pump and driver are bolted
— Sole plates are steel plates to which only the

driver (e.g. steam turbine), or only the driven
machine (e.g. large pump, compressor) is
bolted. Separately sole plate-mounted driver
and driven machine bodies comprise a machin-
ery train

— Bed plates or bed rails are generally used with
positive displacement machines (e.g. recipro-
cating compressors, etc.)

• “Adapter Section”—The area filled with grout to
join the machine base to the principal foundation

• “Chock Plate”—A metal plate machined parallel on
two sides used to level and support the machine
base prior to grouting

Figure 3-29: Composite baseplate (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148

Figure 3-30: BASETEK® composite baseplate for close-coupled pumps
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Figure 3-31: BASETEK® composite baseplate with spacer coupling between pump and driver

Figure 3-32: The “Total Founda-
tion”

• “Principal Foundation”—A steel and concrete
structure that supports the machine base and trans-
mits the load to the sub-foundation

• “Sub-foundation”—The bedrock or solid earth and
pilings (If required) on which the entire load bears.

Chock Plate Installation
There are two methods used to support the ma-

chine base (baseplate, sole plate, bed plate): the “grout
only” and the chock “plate/grout” methods. The chock
plate/grout method is preferred for precision leveling of
baseplates and sole plates. Accordingly, it will be the
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only method considered here.

Quantity, Size, and Position of Chocks
1. Consult the machine manufacturer’s drawings for

required number of chocks and their locations.

2. If the vendor does not specify the location and
number of chocks (Figure 3-33), use the following
and/or calculate, as needed:
— Determine the total operating load on the base-

plate.
— Calculate the minimum required area of chock

plates based on a uniform loading of 300 psi
(~2,070 kPa) on the concrete foundation, i.e.
operating load (in pounds) divided by 300 psi
equals chock plate area (square inches).

— Chock plates to have a minimum thickness of
3/4" and be 4" square with the load bearing
surfaces machined parallel and flat to within
.002".

— The minimum number of chocks is determined
by dividing the minimum required total chock
plate area (in square inches) by 16 square
inches (the area of a 4" × 4" chock).

3. Location of Chock
— A chock plate is to be located on both sides of

each anchor bolt to reduce sole plate distortion
due to tightening the anchor bolts.

— Long, unsupported sole plate spans are to be
avoided. Chocks will be provided on 18" cen-
ters regardless of loading calculations.

— Have the survey crew locate the anchor
bolts and elevation of the sole plate.
Chip away defective concrete and
laitance, leaving the entire surface of the
foundation reasonably rough but level.
Allow for a minimum of about 1.5" (37-
40 mm) of grout.

— Locate one chock plate at the correct el-
evation, using epoxy grout, or “dry
pack” grout such as “Five Star” or a
similar non-shrinking, ready-mix formu-
lation. This chock is to be leveled to
.0005" per foot in two directions. Allow
the Portland cement grout to cure for 24
hours before installing any more chocks.
Chock elevation tolerances are on the
plus side and range from zero to 1/32"
(0.8 mm).

— Install the remaining chocks at an eleva-

tion within .002" of the reference chock and
level to .0005" per foot. Either an optical level
(K&E 71-3015) or transit (K&E 71-1010) is pre-
ferred for locating the chocks, however, a mas-
ter level (.0005"/div) and a straight edge can be
used as well.

Elevation Adjusting Devices
1. Shim Pack. Figure 3-34 shows four methods that

are sometimes used to provide vertical adjustment
of the sole plate off the chocks: a single wedge (Fig-
ure 3-34a), parallel wedges (Figure 3-34b), jack
screws (Figure 3-34c) and a shim pack (Figure 3-
34d). The single wedge method does not qualify as a
satisfactory vertical adjustment device. Any of the
three remaining can be employed to level the sole
plate.
— All shims are to be made of 304 or 316 SS. In

chlorine or hydrochloric acid units use non-
metallic Mylar® shim packs because stainless
steel will be chemically attacked.

— Limit a “shim pack” to a reasonable maximum
of four, but never more than six shims. Use the
heaviest gauge shims possible in thick shim
packs because a large number of thin shims
will be “spongy.”

— Individual shims should not be less than .005"
(0.12 mm) thick, with thin shims being sand-
wiched between heavier shims, i.e. shims .040"
to .060", (~1-1.5 mm).

Figure 3-33: Typical supports at anchor bolts
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— Start with a shim pack made up
of one each 0.062", 0.031", 0.025",
0.015", 0.010", and .005" (~1.5,
0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 mm)
shims at each chock.

Universal Adjustable Chocks
Although primarily developed for

larger machinery, Vibracon® SM self-
level, adjustable chocks have been used in
pump installations, although the user
must verify the absence of resonant vibra-
tion. These chocks (Figure 3-35) represent
a mechanically stiff mount that serves in
place of grouts, machined chocks or cut
shims. Self-level adjustable mounting sys-
tems inherently eliminate component
soft-foot while saving installation time
and possibly even the need for coplanar
milling of component supports. Pinning
or dowelling (Figure 3-36) is still possible
after installing these components.

Owners cite reusability as the best
characteristic of the Vibracon® SM
mount. Once the adjustable chock is in-
stalled the realignment of equipment is
often facilitated (Ref. 3-8).

Baseplate or Sole Plate Leveling
(See Table 3-5)
1. Clean the rough concrete surface of the foundation

to remove any oil, grease, dirt, and loose particles.

2. Clean the surfaces of the baseplate that will be in
contact with the finished grout to remove any oil,
grease, dirt, and rust. (Sandblast and prime if nec-
essary). De-grease anchor bolts and clear out bolt
holes. The bottom of the baseplate could be painted

with epoxy grout to provide a secure bond of the
baseplate to the finish grout.

3. Set the baseplate on the chocks and shim packs and
tighten all anchor bolts using a torque wrench. It is
important to tighten all the bolts to the same value

Figure 3-34: Shimming and leveling methods

Figure 3-35: Vibracon® SM self-level, adjustable chocks
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after each shim change. The torque values are
based on standard published torque rating of A7
bolts for a given bolt diameter.

4. Check the baseplate level at the machined equip-
ment mounting surfaces using a “Master Level”
(0.0005"/div). Make the necessary adjustments by
adding or removing shims as required to obtain an
overall level of 0.0005" per foot or less in two direc-
tions. If the overall elevation variation is 0.010"
(0.25 mm) or more, consult the responsible machin-
ery engineer.

5. After final anchor bolt tightening, recheck level.
Maximum overall elevation variation of baseplate
should not exceed 0.005" (0.12 mm).

6. Establish preliminary coupling alignment.

7. Grout the baseplate in accordance with separate
specification “Precision Grouting of Rotating
Equipment.”

8. Mount the rotating equipment to the baseplate in
accordance with vendor certified outline drawings.

9. Align the rotating equipment in accordance with
separate specification “Precision Alignment of Ro-
tating Equipment” (Ref. 3-9).

Portland Cement Grouting
There can be no question that epoxy grouts are

Figure 3-36: Dowel pinning options for equipment supported by adjustable chocks

superior to cement grouts. Cement grouts will degrade
when allowed to come into contact with lubricating oils
and many pumped products. While life cycle cost con-
siderations will certainly favor epoxy grouts, the initial,
as-installed cost of epoxy grouts can exceed that of
cementitious grouts.

There will always be owner/purchasers that con-
sider only initial cost, which is why the traditional
cementitious grouts will probably still be with us for
some time. Therefore, we would rather give an overview
of an acceptable cementitious grout procedure than
leave its placement to chance.

This specification/procedure covers Portland ce-
ment grouting of mechanical equipment on concrete
foundations.

Materials
1. Portland cement shall conform to ASTM C-150.

2. Filler sand aggregate shall conform to ASTM C-33
fine aggregate.

3. Only clean, fresh water shall be used in preparing
the grout.

4. All materials shall be stored indoors and kept dry,
free of moisture, in its own original shipping con-
tainers.

5. Storage temperature shall be maintained between
40°F (5°C) and 90°F (32°C). Grouting shall not be
done at ambient temperatures outside these limits.
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Preparation of Foundation

Note: Preparation of foundation will be identical irre-
spective of grouting material. This procedure is
therefore valid for either epoxy or cementitious
grouts.

1. Foundation bolt threads shall be examined for
stripped or damaged threads. These threads shall
be re-chased to clean up, or the foundation bolts
replaced if necessary. The foundation bolts and
their threads shall be protected during the leveling
and grouting operations.

2. The concrete foundation shall be dry and free of
oil. If oil is present it shall be removed with solvent
prior to chipping.

3. The concrete shall be chipped to expose its aggre-
gate, approximately 1/2 to 1-1/2 inch (13 to 37
mm) deep so as to remove all laitance and provide
a rough surface for bonding. Light hand tools shall
be used for chipping.

4. After chipping, the exposed surface shall be blown
free of dust using oil-free compressed air from an
approved source.

5. After the foundation has been chipped and
cleaned, it shall be covered so as to prevent it from
becoming contaminated with oil or dirt.

6. Foundation bolts shall be waxed or covered with
duct seal over their entire exposed length. If the
bolts are sleeved—and sleeved bolts are highly rec-
ommended over bolts that are mostly encased in
concrete—the sleeves shall be packed with non-
bonding material to prevent the annular space
around the bolt from being filled with grout.

Preparation of Baseplate
The underside and side surfaces of the baseplate

which will come in contact with the grout shall be com-
pletely clean and free of all oil, rust, scale, paint, and
dirt. This cleaning shall be done shortly before the level-
ing of the baseplate and placement of the grout.

Forming
Note: This guideline apples to all grout types

1. All forming material coming into contact with the
grout shall be coated with colored paste wax, the

Table 3-5: Horizontal pump baseplate checklist
(Ref. 3-10)

—————————————————————————
DATE/BY

1. Concrete foundation roughed up to
provide bond for grout. ________

2. Concrete foundation clean and free of oil,
dust and moisture. Blown with oil free
compressed air. ________

3. Foundation bolt threads undamaged. ________

4. Foundation bolt threads waxed or
covered with duct seal. ________

5. Baseplate underside clean and free of oil,
scale, and dirt. ________

6. Eight positioning screws, two per
driver pad. ________

7. Baseplate welds continuous and free
of cracks. ________

8. Mounting pads extend 1 inch beyond
equipment feet each direction. ________

9. Mounting pads machined parallel within
0.002 inch. ________

10. Shim packs or wedges on two sides of each
foundation bolt. shims are stainless steel. ________

11. Baseplate raised to proper height
per drawing. ________

12. Pad heights permit 1/8" minimum shim
under driver feet. ________

13. All leveling devices make solid contact
with concrete and baseplate. ________

14. All machined surfaces on base level with
0.0005 in/foot in two directions 90'
opposed using “master level” (0.0005
in./division) with anchor bolt nuts
snugged down. ________

15. Foundation and baseplate protected
from dirt and moisture contamination,
when all of above accepted, baseplate
leveling is accepted and baseplate can
be grouted. ________

—————————————————————————
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coloring to contrast with the forming material col-
ors.

2. Forms shall be made liquid tight to prevent leaking
of grout material. Cracks and openings shall be
sealed off with rags, cotton batting, foam rubber or
caulking compound.

3. Care shall be taken to prevent any wax from con-
tacting the concrete foundation or the baseplate.

4. Leveling screws, if used, shall be coated with wax.

Wetting the Foundation
Note: Foundation wetting applies to cementitious

grout only!
1. At least eight (8) hours prior to placement of the

grout the concrete shall be wetted with fresh water
and kept wet up to the actual placement of the
grout.

2. Excess water is to be removed from the concrete
just prior to the placement of the grout.

Mixing the Cementitious Grout
1. The mixing equipment shall be clean and free of all

foreign material, scale, moisture, and oil.

2. The cement and sand filler shall be hand blended
dry to form a homogeneous mixture.

3. Fresh water shall be added to the dry materials and
hand blended to wet all the dry material. Water
quantity shall be the lesser of the amount specified
by the cement manufacturer or 50% of the cement
by weight.

4. The rate of blending shall prevent air entrainment
in the grout mixture.

Placement
1. A suitable head box shall be prepared to hydrauli-

cally force the grout into the baseplate cavities.

2. Grouting shall be continuous until the placement
of grout is complete under all sections or compart-
ments of the baseplate. If more grout is needed
than can be prepared in one mixing box, a second
box shall be employed. Subsequent batches of
grout should be prepared so as to be ready when
the preceding batch has been placed.

3. No push rods or mechanical vibrators shall be used
to place the grout under the baseplate.

4. One 4" × 4" × 4" (100 × 100 × 100 mm) test cube
shall be made from each unit of grout placed. The
sample(s) shall be tagged with the equipment num-
ber on which the batch was used and where in the
foundation the batch was placed.

Finishing
1. When the entire form has been filled with grout,

excess material shall be removed and the exposed
surfaces smoothed with a trowel. The trowel shall
be wetted with fresh water. Care shall be taken to
prevent excessive blending of water into the grout
surface.

2. Forms shall be left in place until the grout has set
and then removed.

3. If wedges were used to level the baseplate, they
shall be removed when the grout has set but not
cured. After the grout has cured the wedge voids
shall be filled with Escoweld 7501 putty.

4. The remaining cement grout surfaces shall be made
smooth with a trowel wetted with fresh water.
Sharp grout edges shall be struck to give a 1/4"
(6mm) chamfer.

5. The grout shall be kept wetted with fresh water for
three (3) days.

6. The grout shall cure for seven (7) days with the
ambient temperature not less that 50°F (10°C) prior
to mounting any equipment on the baseplate.

7. The top of the baseplate shall be sounded for voids.
After all the voids have been defined and the grout
has cured, the baseplate shall have two holes
drilled through to each void in opposite corners of
the void. One of the pair of holes shall be tapped
and fitted with a pressure grease fitting. Using a
hand grease gun, the other hole shall be filled with
pure (unfilled) Escoweld 7507 Epoxy with hand
grease gun. Care must be taken to prevent lifting
the baseplate should a blockage occur between the
grease fitting and the vent. When the void has been
filled, the grease fitting shall be removed and both
holes dressed smooth.
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8. All exposed grout and concrete surfaces shall be
sealed with one coat of unfilled Escoweld 7507
Epoxy, said epoxy being hand-applied with a
paintbrush. The epoxy sealer shall be tinted (con-
tain a color) to contrast with the concrete and the
grout.

Clean-up
1. Immediately after grouting is completed all tools

and mixing equipment shall be cleaned using fresh
water.

2. All unused mixed epoxy materials shall be dis-
posed of in accordance with instructions on the
epoxy containers.

Epoxy Grouting
The next specification and procedure covers epoxy

grouting of mechanical equipment on concrete founda-
tions. While our example deals here with a proprietary
epoxy material, other materials may work as well and
the user/purchaser may wish to explore their applicabil-
ity with the supplier.

1. Epoxy shall be Escoweld 7505 two part liquid (ep-
oxy resin and converter).

2. Filler shall be Escoweld 7530 sand aggregate.

3. All materials shall be stored indoors and kept dry.
To prevent moisture intrusion, keep all materials in
their original shipping containers.

4. Storage temperatures shall be maintained between
40°F (5°C) and 90°F (32°C). Grouting material shall
be kept at 65°F (18°C) minimum for 48 hours prior
to mixing and placement.

Preparation of Foundation
1. Foundation bolt threads shall be examined for

stripped or damaged threads. These threads shall
be re-chased to clean-up or the foundation bolt re-
placed if necessary. The foundation bolts and their
threads shall be protected during the leveling and
grouting operations.

2. The concrete foundation shall be dry and free of
oil. If oil is present it shall be removed with solvent
prior to chipping.

3. The concrete shall be chipped to expose its aggre-
gate approximately 1.5" (37 mm) deep so as to re-

move all laitance and provide a rough surface for
bonding. Light hand tools shall be used in chip-
ping.

4. After chipping, the exposed surfaces shall be
blown free of dust using oil free compressed air
from an approved source.

5. After the foundation has been chipped and
cleaned, it shall be covered so as to prevent it from
becoming wet.

6. Foundation bolts shall be waxed or covered with
duct seal over their entire exposed length. If the
bolts are sleeved (much preferred over bolts that
are largely encased in concrete), the sleeves shall be
packed with non-bonding material to prevent the
annular space around the bolt from being filled
with grout.

Preparation of Baseplates Other than
Stay-Tru® Epoxy Pre-filled Types
1. Surfaces of the baseplate which will come in con-

tact with the epoxy grout shall be clean and free of
all oil, rust, scale, paint and dirt. This cleaning shall
be done immediately prior to the leveling of the
baseplate and placement of the epoxy grout.

2. If the grouting is to be delayed by more than eight
(8) hours after the baseplate is cleaned, the cleaned
baseplate shall be painted with one coat of unfilled
Escoweld 7505 to give a dry fill thickness of three
(3) mils (0.07mm). This coat shall be fully dried
prior to placement of grout.

3. If the epoxy coated baseplate is not grouted within
thirty (30) days after being painted, the epoxy sur-
face shall be roughed up with a wire brush to re-
move the bloom or shine. All dust produced by
brushing shall be wiped off using a water damp-
ened rag. These surfaces shall be air dried prior to
placement of grout.

Forming
1. All forming material coming into contact with the

grout shall be given a thick coating of colored paste
wax. The coloring must contrast with the colors of
the forming materials.

2. Forms shall be made liquid tight to prevent leaking
of grout material. Cracks and openings shall be
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sealed off with rags, cotton batting, foam rubber or
caulking compound.

3. Care should be taken to prevent any wax from
contacting the concrete foundation or the base-
plate.

4. Any leveling wedges that are to be removed after
the grout has cured shall be coated with wax.
Wedges and/or shims which are to remain embed-
ded in the grout do not require coating.

5. Leveling screws, if used, shall be coated with wax.

Mixing

1. As epoxy compounds have limited pot life after
mixing, both the elapsed time from beginning of
mixing to the completion of the pour and the am-
bient temperatures at the beginning of mixing and
at the completion of pour shall be recorded. The
responsible machinery engineer shall place the
data in the permanent equipment records.

2. Ambient temperature shall be at least 65°F (18°C)
during mixing, placement and curing of the epoxy
grout.

3. Mixing equipment shall be clean and free of all
foreign material, scale, moisture and oil.

4. All personnel handling or working with the grout-
ing materials shall follow safety instructions
printed on the can labels.

5. Only full units of epoxy resin, converter and aggre-
gate shall be used in preparing the grout.

6. The epoxy resin and the converter/hardener shall
be hand-blended for at least three, but no more
than five minutes. Only then shall the aggregate
filler be added to this mix. (NOTE THAT FAILURE TO

OBSERVE THIS REQUIREMENT WILL PREVENT THE GROUT FROM

CURING.)

7. Immediately after the liquid blending has been
completed, the aggregate shall be slowly added
and gently hand blended so as to fully wet the
aggregate. The rate of blending shall be slow and
must prevent entrainment of air in the grout mix-
ture.

Placement, Finishing and Clean-up
Placement, finishing and clean-up of grout can

now proceed as mentioned earlier in this chapter.

PUMP ALIGNMENT

Pump shafts exist in three-dimensional space and
misalignments can exist in any direction. Therefore, it is
most convenient for the purpose of description to break-
up this three-dimensional space into two planes, the
vertical and the horizontal, and to describe the specific
amount of offset and angularity that exists in each of
these planes simultaneously, at the location of the coupling.
Thus, we end up with four specific conditions of mis-
alignment, traditionally called Vertical Offset (VO), Verti-
cal Angularity (VA), Horizontal Offset (HO), and Horizontal
Angularity (HA).

These conditions are described at the location of
the coupling, because it is here that harmful machinery
vibration is created whenever misalignment exists.
The magnitude of an alignment tolerance (in other
words, the description of desired alignment quality),
must therefore be expressed in terms of these offsets and
angularities, or the sliding velocities resulting from
them. Attempts to describe misalignment in terms of
foot corrections alone do not take into account the size,
geometry, or operating temperature of a given machine.
It can be shown that accepting the simple “foot correc-
tions approach” can seriously compromise equipment
life and has no place in a reliability-focused facility. An
illustration of the fallacy of the “foot correction ap-
proach” will be given later.

How much vibration and efficiency loss will result
from the misalignment of shaft centers depends on shaft
speed and coupling type. Acceptable alignment toler-
ances are thus functions of shaft speed and coupling
geometry. It should be noted that high-quality flexible
couplings are designed to tolerate more misalignment
than is good for the machines involved. Bearing load
increases with misalignment, and bearing life decreases
as the cube of the load increase, i.e. doubling the load
will shorten bearing life by a factor of eight.

Why, then, would high-quality flexible couplings
(Chapter 11) be generally able to accommodate greater
misalignment than is acceptable for the connected
pumps? Well, a large percentage of pumps must be de-
liberately misaligned—sometimes significantly so—in
the “cold” and stopped condition. As the pumps reach
operating speeds and temperatures, thermal growth is
anticipated to bring the two shafts into alignment. The
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following case history illustrates the point.
A refinery has a small steam turbine, foot-

mounted, and enveloped in insulating blankets. The
operating temperature of the steel casing is 455°F, and
the distance from centerline to the bottom of the feet is
18 inches. The turbine drives an ANSI pump with a cas-
ing temperature of 85°F; its centerline-to-bottom-of-feet
distance is also 18 inches. Both initially started up at the
same ambient temperature. The differential in their
growth is (0.0000065 in/inch-°F) × 18 inches × (455°F –
85°F) = 0.043 inches (1.1 mm).

If these two machines had their shafts aligned cen-
ter-to-center, this amount of offset would be certain to
cast the equipment train into the frequent failure (often
called “bad actor”) category. Using the “80/20” rule, it
would be safe to assume that 20% of a facility’s machin-
ery population consumes 80% of the maintenance
money. This pump train would almost certainly be a
“bad actor” in the 20% group.

Pump alignment center-to-center without paying
attention to thermal growth is surely one of the factors
that keeps its practitioners in the repair-focused cat-
egory. Using alignment tools and procedures that take
into account all of the above is a mandatory requirement
for reliability-focused companies (Ref. 3-9).

Misalignment Effects Quantified
The results of controlled tests found in mainte-

nance publications (ICI study by J.C. Lambley) indicate
that misaligned pumps can require up to 15% more en-
ergy input than well-aligned pumps. A statistical analy-
sis involving many pumps at a plant in Rocksavage, UK,
took into account local alignment conditions and deter-
mined an approximate power consumption increase of
8.3% attributable to misalignment. This indicated an
average alignment error (vectorial average of parallel
and angular offsets) of 0.038 inch (~1mm)—a rather
drastic and, for reliability-focused plants, unacceptable
value.

Even small pumps can generate big losses when
shaft misalignment imposes reaction forces on shafts,
even if the “flexible” coupling suffers no immediate
damage. The inevitable result is premature failure of
shaft seals and bearings. Performing precise alignment,
therefore, pays back through preventing the costly con-
sequences of poor alignment. It should also be pointed
out that pump alignment procedures may differ with
pump geometry.

The liquid-filled casing of a foot-mounted pump
(Figure 2-11) may thermally grow at a rate that differs
from that of the typically air-enveloped outboard sup-

port leg. Consequently, cold alignment should be done
with the support leg temporarily disconnected from the
bearing housing. After starting the pump and allowing it
to operate for a while, the support leg should be recon-
nected. This type of care is essential in defining accept-
able alignment procedures.

Indeed, using precise alignment methods is one of
the principal attributes of a reliability-focused organiza-
tion. Good alignment has been demonstrated to lead to:

• lower energy losses due to friction and vibration
• increased productivity through time savings and

repair avoidance
• reduced parts expense and lower inventory re-

quirements

More specifically, since the mid 1950’s, hundreds of
technical articles and presentations have made the point
that serious problems are caused by incorrect alignment
between pump and driver. To cite but a few:

• Coupling overheating and resulting component
degradation

• Extreme wear in gear couplings and component
fatigue in dry element couplings

• Pump and/or driver shaft fatigue failure
• Pump and driver bearing overload, leading to fail-

ure or shorter bearing life
• Destructive vibration events

Misinformed claims to the contrary, alignment ac-
curacy is critical to pump and driver longevity. Figure 3-
37 shows the best one can expect from the three most
prevalent alignment methods practiced in the industrial
world today. Moving from the straight-edge method
shown on the left, to the laser-optic method on the right
shows alignment accuracy improving by a factor of
100:1. It is noteworthy that the dial indicator method
shown in the center of Figure 3-37 often suffers from one
or more of the seven shortcomings shown in Figure 3-38.
Since each sketch is self-explanatory and there’s no sense
belaboring the point, we might just agree that the devil
is in the details. Details tend to be overlooked and are
the most frequent source of pump unreliability!

Laser-optic shaft alignment methods (Figure 3-39)
clearly offer unmatched speed and precision. Reliabil-
ity-focused plants will easily justify and exclusively
use this mature and highly cost-effective approach. It
is not surprising that laser-optic alignment is a key in-
gredient of any successful pump reliability improve-
ment program. Moreover, a good laser-optic alignment
device will be useful to verify the line-bore concentric-
ity, surface out-of parallelism and perpendicularity
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achieved for machinery during the various assembly
and/or repair phases of the equipment (Ref. 3-15). It
can be a tool that will be of lasting value for years
and its true versatility often amazes even the experi-
enced professional.

Thermal Growth Compensation
Thermal growth estimates are known to give in-

consistent results. Over the years, and for foot-mounted
ANSI and ISO pumps, these estimates have often been
expressed as rules of thumb, such as:

• For pumping temperatures below 200°F (93°C)—
set motor shaft at same height as pump shaft.

• Above 200°F (93°C)—set pump shaft lower, 0.001
inch per inch (1 mm per m) of centerline height
above feet, for every 100°F (56°C) above 200°F
(93°C).

• Vertical centerline offset = H × T × C, which is to
say: (height from bottom of feet to pump
centerline) × (coefficient of thermal expansion of
pump casing material) × (difference between pump
operating minus ambient temperature).

For centerline-mounted API pumps, the thermal
rise is generally estimated as (1/3) × (H × T × C). How-
ever, estimates are sometimes not good enough, as can
be gleaned from Figure 3-40. Small errors in either the
calculation or the alignment correction moves can result
in significant shaft misalignment.

For critical pumps the user should consider mea-

suring the alignment changes that occur during opera-
tion. Instrumentation to measure on-stream the “dy-
namic” relative thermal growth has been available for
many years and includes laser based devices such as
“Permalign”—as will be discussed later—and older de-
vices based upon proximity probes (“Dynalign bars,”
also called “Dodd bars”).

Because rule-of-thumb expressions are somewhat
imprecise estimates, plants have occasionally employed
water-cooled pump support pedestals. Unfortunately,
over the years, these water-cooled pedestals have proven
to be more liability than advantage. Corrosion of the
water-side has caused buckling, collapse, and cata-
strophic pump failures. In other instances, differential
movement resulted in twisting of the top mounting
plates leading, in turn, to pump-internal misalignment
and component distress.

Reliability-focused pump users have disallowed
water-cooled pump pedestals in since the mid-1950’s
when these facts first surfaced.

Conventional Wisdom: Water-cooled pedestals keep pumps
aligned

Fact: Water-cooled pedestals represent a serious safety and
reliability risk. Alternative methods of ensuring
pump alignment exist and should be implemented.

Alignment Tolerances
As is often the case, there is little consensus among

machinery manufacturers and users as to acceptable
misalignment for pumps, or any other machinery for
that matter. While it may be possible in some cases to

Figure 3-37: Align-
ment method affects
alignment quality
(Source: Prueftechnik
Alignment Systems,
D-85737 Ismaning,
Germany)
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Figure 3-38: Seven short-
comings of traditional
alignment methods (Source:
Prueftechnik)

Figure 3-39: Laser-optic shaft alignment in progress (Source: Ludeca, Inc.,
Miami, Florida 33172)

Figure 3-40: Small alignment correction error causing significant
shaft misalignment
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have confidence in manufacturers’ recommendations,
we have often found these to reflect only the mechanical
deflection capability of the coupling. Many manufactur-
ers pay little, if any, attention to the resulting decrease in
coupling life, or additional load-related decrease in bear-
ing life, or vibration-related risk of inducing mechanical
seal distress.

Suffice it to state that alignment tolerances are nor-
mally dependent on the three parameters coupling type,
shaft speed, and distance between driver and pump
shaft ends. That said, we believe a few “rules of thumb”
and three alignment graphs will provide sufficient guid-
ance for owner-operators who, for one reason or another,
are unable to use advanced laser-optics. Truly reliability-
focused pump users employ state-of-art laser optic
alignment determination methods; they combine these
with alignment verification devices. As will be described
later, where both determination and verification are
handled by well-designed laser optic devices, there are
no longer any burning alignment issues.

Rule-of-thumb Thermal Offset Calculations
For pump applications, allow operation with

0.0005 inch maximum centerline offset per inch of shaft
separation, or distance between shaft ends (DBSE). For a
shaft separation of 24 inches (610mm), the allowable
offset would thus be 0.012 in., or 0.3 mm.

Sliding Velocity Tolerances
Another approach for specifying tolerances is to

describe the permissible limit of the velocity that the
moving elements in a flexible coupling may attain dur-
ing operation. This can be easily related to the maximum
permissible offset and angularity through the expression
in Eq. 3-1:

Maximum allowable
component sliding velocity = 2 × d × r × a × π (Eq. 3-1)

where
d = coupling diameter
r = revolutions/time, and
a = angle in radians.

When offset and angularity exist, the flexible or
moving coupling element must travel by double the
amount of the offset and angularity, every half-rotation.
Since the speed of rotation is defined, so must be the
velocity that is achieved by the moving element in ac-
commodating this misalignment as the shaft turns. In
essence, when we limit the permissible sliding velocity,
we have—by definition—also limited the offset and an-

gularity (in any combination) that can exist between the
coupled shafts as these turn. For 1,800 RPM, typically
this limit is about 1.13 inches per second for excellent
alignment, and 1.89 inches per second for acceptable
alignment. A good laser alignment system will let reli-
ability-focused users apply this approach as well.

The above guideline value (Eq. 3-1) is quite similar
to that for gear couplings (Eq. 3-2) which is based on
investigations of lubricant retention in the tooth mesh
area (Ref. 3-9 and 3-11). Equation 3-2 recommends limit-
ing the sliding velocity of engaged gear teeth to 120
inches (~3 m) per minute, or 2 inches (50 mm) per sec-
ond. By way of additional explanation, this velocity
could be approximated by the expression

Vmax = 120 in/min, (Eq. 3-2)

where:
V = 2DN “tan alpha”
D = Gear pitch diameter, in.
N = Revolutions per minute

“2 tan alpha” = total indicator reading (TIR) ob-
tained at hub outside diameter, di-
vided by the distance between
indicator planes on driver and
driven equipment couplings.

Thus, for equipment operating at 10,000 RPM with
an 8 in. (~200 mm) pitch diameter coupling, and a 24 in.
(610 mm) separation between indicator planes, the al-
lowable offset would be based on the expression

2 tan alpha = 120/[(8)(10,000)] = TIR/24

Hence, the permissible total indicator reading (TIR) =
0.036 in., and allowable offset would be 0.036/2, or 0.018
in (0.46 mm).

Another generalized guideline is graphically repre-
sented in Figure 3-41. It covers experience-based recom-
mendations for pumps at speeds not exceeding 4,000
RPM. Figure 3-41 suggests, on the upper diagonal,
barely operable allowable centerline offsets. Recom-
mended target offsets are shown on the lower diagonal.
Both diagonals are displayed as a function of the dis-
tance between flexing planes of spacer couplings.

For pumps operating at speeds higher than 4,000
RPM it would be wiser to recognize a speed depen-
dency. This is reflected in Figures 3-42 and 3-43, and also
in Figures 3-44 and 3-45.

Figure 3-42, a guideline used by many petrochemi-
cal companies, suggests that running misalignment be
kept at or below the total reverse indicator readings (TIR)
obtained from the expression shown on the illustration.
After inserting L, P and shaft speed, (L = length between
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tooth centers—we could also say flexing planes—on cou-
pling hub or spacer, and P = coupling tooth pitch diam-
eter or distance between diagonally opposite bolts on dry
couplings), one half of the resulting TIR would represent
the allowable shaft centerline offset.

The values developed by John Piotrowski (Figure
3-43) allow us to see experience-based as-new (“good”),
acceptable (ok to keep in service) and unacceptable (in
need of correction) misalignment values linked to speed
(Ref. 3-11). Similar information, “excellent” vs. “accept-
able” is conveyed in Figures 3-44 and 3-45 for short cou-
plings and spacer couplings, respectively.

Laser-optic Devices
A state-of-the-art laser-optic alignment system

emits a pulsating non-hazardous laser beam that auto-
matically determines relative shaft positions and con-
veys this information to its microprocessor. The graphic
display shows the numerical values for necessary align-
ment corrections (Ref. 3-12).

The advantages of modern laser-optic alignment
devices (Figure 3-46) far outweigh the possible initial
cost advantages of other, more conventional methods.

Well-proven Laser-optic Instruments
• Do away with dial indicator readings independent

of mechanical bridging devices and are thus free of

Figure 3-41: Misalignment tolerances for pumps oper-
ating at speeds below 4,000 rpm (Source: Bloch/
Geitner; “Machinery Component Maintenance and
Repair,” 2nd Edition, Gulf Publishing Company,
Houston, Texas, 1990)

Figure 3-42: Alignment guidelines used by many petro-
chemical companies in the United States (Source: Ref.
3-7)

Figure 3-43: Alignment acceptability guidelines devel-
oped by John Piotrowski (Ref. 3-11)

gravitational hardware sag problems
• Work with coupling in-place or uncoupled
• Use adjustable quick-fit brackets for fast and easy

mounting on most every shaft diameter found on
centrifugal pumps. Magnetic or chain brackets are
available for vertical machinery or large diameters.

• Detect and measures extent of “soft foot” at ma-
chinery foundation, allowing user to correct condi-
tion in a fraction of time normally required.
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• Permit entry of target specifications for thermal
growth

• Feed shaft misalignment data directly into a micro-
processor; display instructions for vertical and hori-
zontal alignment corrections at front and back feet

• Display misalignment condition at rim and face of
coupling or any other desired point along the shaft

• Require no more than 1/4 turn of the shaft to de-
termine extent and location of alignment correc-
tions needed

• Graphically guide user through procedure for cor-
rective alignment moves without need for dial in-
dicators

• Allow alignment if only one or neither shaft can be
rotated, through use of special brackets

• Permit entry of bolt circle diameter and bolt spac-
ing (angle) for alignment of vertical pump-motor
sets and other vertically mounted equipment

• Are portable and independent of electrical power
source; use normal “C” cell batteries.

• Determine dimensional concentricity and perpen-
dicularity of equipment bore and surface dimen-
sions at assembly, and during rebuilding or repair
work.

Where Does This Leave Dial Indicator Methods?
Traditional reverse dial indicator alignment is rec-

ommended for facilities and at plant locations where
laser-optic equipment is simply not available. In that

Figure 3-45: Shaft alignment tolerances for spacer couplings (Source: Prueftechnik, D-85737
Ismaning, Germany)

Figure 3-44: Shaft alignment tolerances for short couplings (Source: Prueftechnik Alignment
Systems, D-85737 Ismaning, Germany)

———————————————————————————————————————————
Shaft alignment tolerances (short couplings)

———————————————————————————————————————————
Excellent Acceptable

———————————————————————————————————————————
RPM Offset Angularity Offset Angularity

mils<>mm (mils/in<>mm/m) mils<>mm mils/in<>mm/m)
———————————————————————————————————————————

600 5.0<>0.12 1.0 9.0<>0.22 1.5
900 3.0<>0.07 0.7 6.0<>0.15 1.0

1200 2.5<>0.06 0.5 4.0<>0.10 0.8
1800 2.0<>0.05 0.3 3.0<>0.07 0.5
3600 1.0<>0.02 0.2 1.5<>0.03 0.3
7200 0.5<>0.01 0.1 1.0<>0.02 0.2

———————————————————————————————————————————

———————————————————————————————————————————
Shaft alignment tolerances (spacer couplings)

———————————————————————————————————————————
Angularity (angles α and β), or projected offset (offset A, offset B)

expressed in mils per inch, also mm/m
———————————————————————————————————————————

RPM Excellent Acceptable
———————————————————————————————————————————

600 1.8 3.0
900 1.2 2.0

1200 0.9 1.5
1800 0.6 1.0
3600 0.3 0.5
7200 0.15 0.25

———————————————————————————————————————————
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instance, it makes eminent sense to purchase well-de-
signed, sturdy, deflection-resistant brackets, as shown in
Figure 3-47. A good carrying case, Figure 3-48, reduces
the risk of damage to light-weight components and dial
indicators. The vendor, A-Line Manufacturing Company,
Liberty Hill, TX 78642, can provide training videos and
associated reading material. Detailed and straightfor-
ward calculation or easy-to-learn graphic procedures can
be used to determine alignment moves. These are also
thoroughly explained in Ref. 3-10.

Not Acceptable:
Tolerances Expressed as
Corrections at the Machine Feet

While applying laser-optics with suitable software
leaves little room for error, some plants cling to claims
that alignment is sufficiently accurate as long as in the
“cold,” stand-still condition, the shaft centerlines are
within 0.002 inches (0.05 mm) of each other. However,
this approach is wrong. It is impossible to define the
quality of the alignment between rotating shaft
centerlines in terms of correction values at the feet alone,
unless one also specifies the exact dimensions related to
these specific correction values, and does so each time

Figure 3-46: Modern laser-optic alignment system for rotating machinery
(Source: Prueftechnik Alignment Sytems, D-85737 Ismaning, Germany)

Figure 3-47: Mechanical dial indicator setup (Source:
A-Line Mfg. Co., Liberty Hill, Texas 78642)
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Figure 3-48: Reverse indicator devices and components
in carrying case (Source: A-Line Mfg. Co., Liberty Hill,
Texas 78642)

(Ref. 3-9). This approach is too cumbersome and error-
prone, since two machines will rarely share the same
dimensions between the coupling and the feet, and be-
tween the feet themselves.

A tolerance that only describes a maximum permis-
sible correction value at the feet without references to
the operative dimensions involved makes no sense. This
is because the same correction values can yield vastly
different alignment conditions between the machine
shafts with different dimensions. Such a tolerance sim-
ply ignores the effects of RISE over RUN, which is essen-
tially what shaft alignment is all about. Furthermore,
such a tolerance does not take into account the type of
coupling or the rotating speed of the machines.

It should be noted that alignment “tolerances”
specified generically in terms of foot corrections can have
two equally bad consequences: the values may be met at
the feet, yet allow poor alignment to exist between the
shafts, or, these values may be greatly exceeded, while
representing excellent alignment between the shafts!
This means that, in the first scenario, the aligner may
stop correcting his alignment before the machines are
properly aligned, and in the second case may be misled
into continuing to move machines long after they have
already arrived in tolerance.

Let’s take a look at an example that illustrates the
fallacy of the generic foot correction approach. We will as-
sume that the specified alignment tolerance for an 1,800
RPM machine is defined as a maximum correction value
for the machine feet, ±2 mils (±0.05 mm). A machine is

found to require a correction of –2 mils (–0.05
mm) at the front feet and +2 mils (+0.05 mm) at
the back feet, therefore it is deemed by this
method to be in tolerance. If the distance be-
tween the feet is 8 inches (200 mm), this would
imply an existing angular misalignment of 0.5
mils per inch (0.5 mm/m).

If, say, the distance from the front bear-
ing to the coupling center is 10 inches (254
mm), the resulting offset between the machine
shafts at the coupling would be +7.0 mils
(~0.18 mm)! This offset is considerably in ex-
cess of the ±3 mils (0.08 mm) offset considered
maximum acceptable for an 1,800 RPM ma-
chine at the coupling. Yet, with the improp-
erly specified foot correction tolerances, this
alignment would—erroneously—be consid-

ered to be in tolerance!
This is a classic example where small correction

values at the feet do not necessarily reflect good align-
ment at the coupling. Our earlier Figure 3-40 explains
this quite well.

Laser-optics for On-stream Alignment Verification
As mentioned more than once in this text, one of

the many significant factors influencing machinery reli-
ability in process plants is alignment accuracy. When
driven process machines operate in misaligned condi-
tion with respect to their drivers, equipment bearings
are exposed to additional loads. Vibration severity may
increase, bearings will be more highly loaded and equip-
ment life expectancy will diminish. This is why there is
hardly a major process plant that does not use some
method to verify the initial, or standstill alignment be-
tween driver and driven shafts on critically important
machinery.

Conventional Wisdom: Flexible couplings compensate for
misalignment

Fact: All flexible couplings allow misalignment forces to be
super- imposed on normally acting bearing loads.
Doubling the force reduces ball bearing life eight-fold;
a three-fold load increase reduces ball bearing life to
1/27th of its normally anticipated operating life!

Reliability-focused plants include pumps in their
alignment program. Where they may have previously
used careful measurements using dial indicators, they
will now employ laser-optic devices for greater speed
and precision of the initial alignment of pump and
driver shafts in non-running condition. However, even
the most knowledgeable pump users have frequently
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experienced machine movement after startup. Such
movements can be caused by thermal, piping or base-
plate related, and other mechanical or non-mechanical,
static or dynamic load factors. Moreover, these move-
ments are often of a transient nature and are thus ex-
tremely difficult and sometimes impossible to predict
with purely analytical methods.

Consequently, alignment accuracy under operating
conditions is often far from acceptable. Faced with inac-
curate movement predictions many plants are simply
not able to achieve the degree of running alignment ac-
curacy and hence, equipment reliability that would oth-
erwise be possible with sophisticated “cold,” or
standstill alignment techniques. These installations will
benefit from continuous on-stream alignment monitor-
ing (Ref. 3-13).

Operating Principles of Continuous
On-stream Monitors

Since the 1990’s monitoring of alignment changes
has become routine for many reliability-focused pump
users (Ref. 3-14). Laser optic on-stream alignment verifi-
cation systems are used for this purpose. They are de-
rived from their predecessor systems that use the laser
optic technique for rapid and accurate shaft alignment in
the standstill position. These on-stream or running align-
ment monitors thus represent an optical measurement
system for the detection and display of relative posi-
tional changes between two points in terms of direction
and magnitude. The operating principles of these novel
measurement systems may be easily visualized using the
following analogy.

When directed perpendicular to an ordinary mir-
ror, a flashlight beam will be reflected straight back to-
ward the flashlight. If the mirror then is tipped, the light
beam is reflected in a different direction. The on-stream
type laser optic device would detect and measure this
change in the position of the mirror and calculate the
exact magnitude and direction of the movement. This
information is useful for monitoring any object to which
the mirror is attached.

One such system, “Permalign,” (Figure 3-49) can
measure the absolute move of a machine or the relative
movement between two coupled machines. It may be
used for permanent monitoring or just the necessary
time to determine positional change from cold to hot
and vice versa. The user may obtain a printout of nu-
merical data, graphics and plot curves of positional
changes (Figure 3-50). In contrast with other monitoring
methods, “Permalign” allows the user to determine
what movements have thermal origin and what move-

ments are caused by dynamic influences, pipe strain or
load variations, etc. It is thus possible to not only mea-
sure but also analyze the causes of measured movement.

Suffice it to say, the as-operating misalignment of
otherwise well designed major process equipment is
sometimes surprisingly severe and can result in consid-
erable reductions of the mean-time-between failures
(MTBF) of these machines. Laser optic running align-
ment monitoring, therefore, must be considered one of
the more important pump reliability improvement tools.

Some Final Comments on Piping and
Flange to Nozzle Connections

As this chapter closes, the piping issue deserves to
be revisited. Pump-to-driver alignment is difficult to
maintain if there is pipe stress. Since piping is much
stiffer than the typical pump casing to which it is being
connected, casing-internal component misalignment is
sure to result wherever pipe stress is excessive. Bearing
inner rings will not remain concentric to bearing outer
rings and money spent for better bearings will be

Figure 3-49: Laser-optic on-stream alignment verifica-
tion system “Permalign” (Source: Prueftechnik Align-
ment Systems, D85737 Ismaning, Germany)
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wasted. The primary rotating components of mechanical
seals will no longer be perpendicular to their respective
mating stationary components. Money spent for supe-
rior mechanical seals would simply be wasted. All the
care taken with pump foundations and baseplates will
have been for naught where pipe stress is excessive.

Detecting Excessive Pipe Stress
Excessive pipe stress can be detected by a series of

dial indicators with support stands temporarily placed
on the baseplate. Each of these dial indicators is to be set
at zero while touching the coupling hub and pump suc-
tion and discharge nozzles in the horizontal and vertical
directions. During final flanging-up with the appropriate
gaskets inserted and again during subsequent loosening
of the flange bolts, none of the dial indicators should
show movement in excess of 0.002 in (0.05 mm). A good
pre-test would be for a maintenance worker to try push-
ing the disconnected pipe flange towards its mating
pump nozzle with both hands while another worker is
able to freely insert the flange bolts. If this pre-test is not
successful, chances are the indicator deflection test will
fail also.

Nozzle Connections
Proper pipe flange to pump nozzle bolt-up is also

important. Unless the pump manufacturer gives precise
procedural guidelines, the more typical installation and
inspection procedure would call for the following:

• Prior to gasket insertion, check condition of flange
faces for scratches, dirt, scale, and protrusions (Ref.
3-10). Wire-brush clean as necessary. Deep
scratches or dents (see Table 3-6 for acceptance cri-
teria) will require re-facing with a flange facing
machine.

• Check that flange facing gasket dimension, gasket
material and type, and bolting are per specification.
Reject non-specification situations. Improper gas-
ket size is a common error.

• Check gasket condition. Only new gaskets should
be used. Damaged gaskets (including loose spiral
windings) should be rejected. The ID windings on
spiral-wound gaskets should have at least three
evenly spaced spot welds or approximately one
spot weld every six inches of circumference (con-
sult API-601 for exact specifications).

• Use a straightedge and check face flatness. Reject
warped pipe flanges and pump nozzles.

• Check alignment of mating flanges. Avoid use of
force to achieve alignment. Verify that the flange
and nozzle faces are parallel to each other within
10 mils (0.25 mm) at the extremity of the raised
face. Ascertain also that flange and nozzle
centerlines coincide within 120 mils (3 mm).

Figure 3-50: Tracking alignment changes of turbine-
driven equipment showing severe operating misalign-
ment (Source: Prueftechnik Alignment Systems,
D-85737 Ismaning, Germany)
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Pipe flange to pump nozzle joints not meeting
these criteria should be rejected.

Controlled Torque Bolt-up of Pipe
Flange to Pump Nozzle Connections.

Experience shows that controlled torque bolt-up is
warranted for certain flanged connections. These would
typically include:

• All flanges (ratings/sizes) with a design tempera-
ture > 900°F (482° C).

• All flanges (all ratings) 12 in. diameter and larger
with a design temperature > 650°F (343°C).

• All 6 in. diameter and larger 1500 pound class
flanges with a design temperature > 650°F (343°C).

• All 8 in. diameter and larger 900 pound class
flanges with a design temperature > 650°F (343°C).

• All flanges not accessible from a maintenance plat-
form and > 50 ft (~15 m) above grade.

In addition, it is reasonable to apply the above cri-
teria to flanged connections on fluid machinery auxiliary

equipment and other components such as:

• Valve bonnets, where the valve is positioned to
include the above referenced design temperature/
size/flange rating category.

• Flanged equipment closures where they qualify for
inclusion in the above categories.

• All flanged connections which will eventually be
covered with low temperature insulation within
the above reference criteria.

Adherence to the following procedure is recom-
mended for controlled torqueing of line flanges, bonnet
joints, etc., when specified.

Preparation
Thoroughly clean the flange faces and check for

scars. Defects exceeding the permissible limits given in
Table 3-6 should be repaired.

• Check studs and nuts for proper size, conformance
with piping and pump casing material specifica-
tions, cleanliness, and absence of burrs.

Table 3-6: Flange face damage acceptance criteria (Source: Ref. 3-10)
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Gasket Type Used Damage Critical Defect Permissible Limits
——————————————————————————————————————————————
1) Ring joint Scratch-like Across seating 1-2 mils deep, one

surface seating surface only
Smooth depression 3 mils deep, one

seating surface only

2) Spiral wound in Scratch-like >1/2 of tongue/ 1 mil maximum
tongue & groove groove width
joint

3) Spiral wound in Scratches, smooth >1/2 of seated width Up to 1/2 of serrated
raised face joint depressions & gene- (min. of 1/4 inch intact finish depth

ral metal loss due to surface left)
rusting

4) Approved asbestos Same as above > 1/2 of seated Same as above
substitute width
——————————————————————————————————————————————
For gasket types (1) and (2), resurfacing shall be required if more than 3-5 permissible defects are found.
Seating surface is taken as center 50% of groove face.
——————————————————————————————————————————————
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• Gaskets should be checked for size and conform-
ance to specifications. Metal gaskets should have
grease, rust, and burrs completely removed.

• Check pipe flange alignment. Out-of-alignment or
lack of parallelism should be limited to the toler-
ance given in Figures 3-51 and 3-52.

• Number the studs and nuts to aid in identification
and to facilitate applying criss-cross bolt-up proce-
dure.

Figure 3-51: Dimensional variations per-
mitted for piping and pipe flanges

Figure 3-52: Typical pipe flange and flange-to-nozzle joint record form

• Coat stud and nut thread, and nut and flange bear-
ing surfaces with a liberal amount of bolt thread
compound.

Finally, on pump nozzles and piping that meet the
elevated temperature criteria listed above, identify criti-
cal junctures and maintain records. One of many suitable
record forms is shown in Figure 3-52. A suggested iden-
tification procedure is to use the line identification num-
ber and proceed in the flow direction with joints #1, #2,
etc.

DATE:_____________________ CREW: _________________
RECORDER: _______________ LINE NO.: _________________
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
Joint No. Flange One Flange Two Joint Alignment (3) Gasket Condition Bolts
(in Flow Face Warpage Face Warpage New Proper Any Lubri- Length
Direction (1) Check (1) Check Gasket? Type? Defects cated? Checked? Remarks
Sequence) Condition (2) Condition (2) a   b   a-d   c   d

———————————————————————————————————————————————————
1

2

3

4

5

6

———————————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes:
1) Note any scratches, dents, weld spatter or scale. Note if facing was wire brushed. Note if facing was refaced or any other repairs made.
2) Use a straight edge and check for any deviation of facing from straight edge.
3) See sketches.
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TOTAL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

Proper pumping system design is the most impor-
tant single element in minimizing Life Cycle Costs
(“LCC”). Guaranteed or rated pump efficiency is only
one component among many, and not necessarily the
most important. However, when it comes to improving
the operating efficiency of a pumping system, users of-
ten look for the pumps with the higher efficiencies, and
favor the one which might exceed others by as little as
1/2 or 1 percent. All things being equal, there is some
logic to this approach. But all things are seldom equal!
To begin with, small differences in guaranteed efficiency
may have been obtained at the expense of reliability,
either by providing smaller running clearances or using
lighter shafts, a point to note when comparing specifica-
tions and proposals. Moreover, the savings in power
consumption obtained from a small difference in effi-
ciency are rarely significant.

There are other, often more meaningful, savings to
be realized by looking at the entire pump system, in-
cluding the piping, fittings and valves before and after a
pump, as well as the motor and motor driver. There can
be multiple pumps, motors and drivers, and they can be
arranged to operate in parallel or in series. Pump sys-
tems can have static head (pressure), or be circulating
(friction only) systems. Parallel pumps can be operated
in a variety of combinations and flow rates. Pump opera-
tion can have a sizable impact on overall energy costs.
Pump operation includes pump selection in parallel
operation(selecting the most energy effective pumps),
and operating the pumps at the most energy effective
flow rates. Energy effectiveness refers to the input power
requirement for a given system flow demand (GPM/kW
or m3/kW). The greater the flow rate for a given input
power the more energy effective the pump(s) are for an
application. This means that, for a specific flow rate, the
lower the pump head, and/or higher the pump and/or
drive efficiencies, the more energy effective the applica-
tion. The maximum energy effectiveness for a constant
speed pump always occurs at the highest flow rate that

it can achieve in a system. This means that a lower effi-
cient pump with a lower head could be more energy
effective in a system than a more efficient pump with a
higher head. The system may force the pump to operate
far off the pump best efficiency, especially when over-
sized pumps are selected. System control may be
achieved through large pressure breakdowns across a
control valve (as opposed to variable speed drives).

Now let us look at the chain of elements that are
involved in the overall energy flow in a pumping sys-
tem. Each element, and/or interface, adds some ineffi-
ciency. The goal should be to maximize the overall
efficiency, which is the product of the efficiency of each
of the system energy transfer or conversion devices.
Note that the pump is only one of these elements.

• Electric utility feeder (higher voltages and power
factors reduce these losses)

• Transformer

• Motor breaker / starter

• Adjustable speed drive (VFD’s can improve motor
power factor)

• Motor (available in various efficiency ratings)

• Coupling

• Pump

• Fluid system (includes control valves and piping
which determine friction loss)

• Ultimate goal (flow rate at a given static head in-
crease)

Computerized tools such as the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Industrial Technologies, “Pumping Sys-
tem Assessment Tool” (PSAT) can be used to estimate
pump system efficiency, based on a limited number of
on-site measurements. PSAT assesses the overall effi-
ciency of a pump system relative to its optimal perfor-
mance and determines if further engineering analysis is
justified to improve the pump and its system compo-
nents and controls.

Chapter 4

Operating Efficiency

Improvement Considerations
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Energy Operating Cost Savings Potential
At this time, most maintenance organizations are

forced to operate with minimal manning levels. An ef-
fective way to maximize energy cost savings with these
limited resources is to use the well-known 80/20 rule.
Applied to pumps, this means that 80% of the savings
can be achieved from 20% of the pump systems. A good
way to identify the top 20% of the pumps and/or sys-
tems that offer the greatest potential is to tabulate all
pumps in a facility, 25 horsepower and above, along
with the percentage of time each pump operates. Then,
using Figure 4-1, determine the approximate annual en-
ergy cost for each of the pumps. As an example, the
annual energy cost of a pump which draws 250 horse-
power and operates 60% of the time, is approximately
$60,000. Experience with one large, older industrial plant
has shown that energy savings can be as high as 70% of
current costs, with average savings of 40% of current
costs feasible. Energy costs should be adjusted to reflect
the actual energy rates, since Fig. 4-1 is based on an
energy rate of $.05/kW-hr. Finally, the pumps should be
sorted in descending order of annual energy cost. The
top 20% of the pumps on this newly reordered list
should represent approximately 80% of the total energy
cost reduction potential for the facility. These, then, are
the pumps that should be further analyzed for possible
energy cost savings.

Normally, field tests are required to determine the
true current pump energy costs and actual savings po-
tential for various options. Before conducting such test-
ing, however, answers to the following questions will
help further refine the pump selection list, and the en-
ergy savings potential as a percentage of current costs:

• Does the pump currently have a variable speed
drive (“VSD”)? Savings potential is generally small
for a pump that already has a VSD.

• Is the system performance curve comprised prima-
rily of static head, with little friction head loss? It is
hard to justify the cost of a variable speed drive on
such a system, since speed reduction is limited.

• Has the system demand been reduced since the
pump was initially installed? If the answer to this
question is yes, it probably means that there is ex-
cess throttling of the control valve and wasted en-
ergy.

• Is the pump control valve normally set at less than
80% open? This means that energy may be saved
by trimming the pump impeller(s).

• Are there multiple pumps operated in parallel?
Parallel pumps are often not operated in the most
optimum manner and combinations, presenting an
opportunity for energy cost savings from new
pump selection.

• Are high specific speed pumps regulated with con-
trol valves? Pump input power demand and pump
head increase quickly as the flow rate is reduced
for high specific speed pumps. (See Figure 4-21.)
This further increases the power loss when these
pumps are throttled to lower pump capacities. By-
pass control is often better for these pumps.

• Has the pump performance fallen off, or has it been
a long time since the last pump overhaul? When
pump degradation is in the form of opening up of
internal hydraulic clearances (which can increase
pump input power for a given net flow rate), en-
ergy savings will result from renewing these clear-
ances. It’s different when pump degradation is
caused by roughening of the internal hydraulic
passages, and pump flow is not controlled by a variable
speed drive. In this instance reconditioning the
pump may have to be coupled with an impeller
trim; otherwise, little energy savings may result.
Pump reconditioning may, however, be required to
meet system goals regardless of energy savings.

• Does the pump currently have an “energy-efficient”
or “premium-efficiency” motor? Normally, it is dif-
ficult to justify the cost of high efficiency motors as
a replacement based solely on the improvement in
motor efficiency. The reason is that high efficiency
motors often operate at higher speeds than stan-
dard efficiency motors. This higher speed increases
the pump head, which means that the control valve
must be throttled back to maintain the same flowFigure 4-1: Annual energy cost/maximum savings
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rate, destroying some of the efficiency savings. En-
ergy-efficient and premium-efficiency motors are
easier to justify when the current motor is being re-
placed for some other reason, such as failure of the
current motor, or replacement due to significant
oversizing or under-loading.

• Are low power factor motors (especially below
60% to 70%), and/or oversized motors in service?
Power factor correction (motor running) capacitors
can increase the motor power factor to 95%, which
can reduce any utility power factor penalty charges
(due to the reduction of reactive current flow from
the electric utility, through cables and motor start-
ers). This reduces heat dissipation from these kW
losses.

• Is the control valve undersized, or does it have a
high pressure drop (low CV-factor) design, such as
a globe or low CV butterfly valve? Properly sized
ball control valves can result in sizable energy sav-
ings. Field testing may be required to determine
the actual valve pressure drop or CV-factor.

System Efficiency
It is essential to understand the task of the fluid sys-

tem before attempting to optimize it. Understand why
the system exists, have clearly defined criteria for what
the system must accomplish, and understand what is ne-
gotiable and what is not. There is a lot to gain by looking
at the pump system efficiency, which looks at system
static head as a system goal and piping friction as an effi-
ciency loss. The equation for system efficiency is:

System Efficiency =
(Static Head)/(Static Head + Friction Head Loss)

 Eq. 4-1

As an example, a system that has a static (elevation or
pressure) head of 200 feet, and piping friction head loss
of 200 feet would have a system efficiency of only 50%
(200/400). Since few piping changes can be financially
justified in an existing system, system efficiency should
be given major attention during the initial system de-
sign. If efficiency enhancements are investigated with
existing piping, it might be appropriate to consider valve
changes or replacement with a variable speed drive.

SYSTEM PIPING

Operational costs are strongly influenced by the
selection of system piping components and their size.

Such selection is important to determine the friction
losses in a piping system, for sizing the pumps, reducing
wasteful energy consumption, and to ensure that suffi-
cient NPSHa is provided to the pump for an adequate
NPSH margin.

Flow Rate
When the flow rate increases, the flow velocity in-

creases and so does the friction or resistance to flow
caused by the liquid viscosity. The head loss is approxi-
mately related to the square of the velocity, so it will
increase very quickly.

Pipe Inside Diameter
When the inside diameter is made larger, the flow

area increases and the liquid velocity for a given capac-
ity is reduced. When the liquid velocity is reduced there
is lower head loss in the pipe. Conversely, if the pipe
diameter is reduced, the flow area decreases, the liquid
velocity increases and the head loss increases. The pip-
ing diameter should be selected based on the following
factors:

• Economy of the whole installation (pumps and
system).

• Required minimum flow velocity for the applica-
tion (to avoid sedimentation).

• Required minimum internal diameter for the appli-
cation (solids).

• Maximum flow velocity that will still provide the
necessary available net positive suction head to the
pump, and/or acceptable erosion in the piping and
fittings.

• Maximum flow velocity limits established by in-
dustry standards and specifications. The Hydraulic
Institute specifies 8 ft/sec for the maximum suction
pipe velocity and 15 ft/sec as the maximum dis-
charge pipe velocity.

• Plant standard pipe diameters.

Increasing the pipeline diameter has the following
effects:

• Piping and component procurement and installa-
tion costs will generally increase, although fewer
pipe supports may be needed for the larger diam-
eter (hence, stiffer) pipe. Note that stiffer piping
increases pump flange loading caused by piping
weight and flange alignment tolerances.
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• Pump installation procurement costs will decrease
as a result of decreased flow losses with conse-
quent requirements for lower head pumps and
smaller motors. Costs for electrical supply systems
will therefore decrease.

• Operating costs will decrease as a result of lower
energy usage due to reduced friction losses.

Some costs increase with increasing pipeline size
and some decrease. Because of this, an optimum pipeline
size may be found, based on minimizing life cycle costs
during the service life of the system.

Length of Pipe
Head loss occurs all along a pipe. It is constant for

each unit length of pipe and must be multiplied by the
total length of pipe used. Figure 4-2 gives an example of
how piping friction loss (pressure drop) changes with
varying flow rate and pipe size, per 100 feet (~30.5 m) of
pipe. At 5,000 gpm, pipe friction loss can be reduced
from 4.8 ft to 1.4 ft/100 feet (a 70% drop) by increasing
the pipe size from 12 inch to 16 inch (Ref. 4-1).

This reduction in pipe friction loss many not seem
significant until we look at the annual cost of this energy
loss, Figure 4-3. This annual cost is per 100 feet of pipe
length and assumes an 80% combined pump and motor
efficiency and $ 0.10 per kWh energy cost. As an aside,
the cost of energy in parts of the West Coast of the
United States has exceeded $ 0.14 per kWh in 2005.

Fittings
Elbows, tees, valves, strainers and other fittings

will impede the liquid flow. Whenever the free flow of
liquid is impeded or disrupted, it will suffer a head loss.
Head loss values for most fittings have been tested and
are published as “K” factors in such publications as the
Hydraulic Institute Standards, based on the velocity
head or equivalent straight pipe lengths.

Considerable system pressure loss is caused by
valves, in particular control valves in throttle-regulated
installations. Figure 4-4 shows the pressure drop for
three different types of 12-inch control valves, at a flow
rate of 2,500 gpm (577 m3/hr) as a function of valve
opening. It should be noted that valve type can have a
significant impact on system head loss (energy cost),
with the linear globe valve having the highest loss, fol-
lowed by the butterfly, and the ball valve giving the low-
est value. Control valves can have a marked negative
impact on total pump system efficiency, which could
justify the initial purchase cost of a variable speed drive.

Figure 4-5 shows the annual cost of a 12-inch check
valve and full open butterfly valve as compared to
Schedule 40 new pipe for flow rates to 2,500 gpm (577
m3/hr), again assuming an 80% combined pump and
motor efficiency and $0.10/kWhr electrical cost.

System Head, Power and Cost Formulas
Since the major friction loss in many pump systems

is caused by the control valve, it is useful to apply the
valve flow coefficient CV (loss constant) to the entire
system. The formula for the valve and/or system CV is:

Figure 4-2: Effect of pipe size on friction loss

Figure 4-3: Annual friction loss cost per 100 feet of pipe

Figure 4-4: Pressure drop for 3 types of control valves
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CV = Q / (dP)0.5 Eq. 4-2

Where:
Q = Flow Rate (GPM)
dP = Valve or System Pressure Drop (psi)

Another way to look at the flow coefficient (CV) is that
it is the flow rate that will cause a one psi pressure drop
across the valve or system. According to equation 4-2,
the lower the pressure drop the higher the CV value.
Therefore, to improve system efficiency, control valves
and piping should be selected with the highest CV val-
ues when 100 percent open. Figure 4-6 shows the shape
of typical “CV vs. % Open” curves for various valve
types. Gate valves (Figure 4-7) are generally used for
quick open applications, although they can and are used
as control valves due to their relatively high 100%-open
CV values. Ball valves have the highest 100% open CV
values (Figure 4-8), but do come with higher price tags.
Butterfly valves tend to have lower values of full open
CV (Figure 4-9), but are often used for control valves due
to their low cost. Globe valves are seldom used as con-
trol valves because of their higher cost and much lower
CV values (Figure 4-10). Control valves are often offered
with different trims that can change the 100%-open CV
values and the shape of the CV characteristic (vs. percent
valve opening). Actual valve CV values can be obtained
from the valve manufacturer, or from field tests.

Taking the CV concept to the next step and apply-
ing it to the entire pumping system, including the pip-
ing, control valve and other system hydraulic frictional
components yields a similar characteristic to the valve
CV curves. Typical “system CV” flow coefficients are
plotted in Figure 4-11. System characteristic curves can
be developed from field testing, or by calculating the
total system pressure drops from the sum of the indi-
vidual component pressure drops, including the control

valve value. The control valve may or may not dominate
the system CV flow characteristic, depending on the
valve type and system design.

The system “dP” is basically the system friction
head, except that the unit of measure is psi instead of
feet. The formula for the total system head curve, in
terms of “CV” can, therefore, be obtained as follows:

HFriction = 2.31 * dP / S.G. Eq. 4-3

dP = (Q/CV)2 Eq. 4-4

Figure 4-5: Annual cost of two 12-inch fittings vs. 100
ft of Schedule 40 pipe
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Figure 4-6: Typical control valve “CV” flow charac-
teristics

Figure 4-7: Gate valve 100%-open flow coefficient
range, by pipe size
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Hfriction = 2.31/S.G. * (Q/CV)2 Eq. 4-5

HSystem = 2.31/S.G. * (Q/CV)2 + HStatic Eq. 4-6

Where:
HSystem = Total system head (feet)
Hfriction = System friction head (feet)

HStatic = System static head (feet)
S.G. = Specific Gravity
CV = System CV constant

Q  = Flow rate (gpm)

If, now, we were to use the above total system head for-

mula (equation 4-6) to the linear system flow character-
istic shown in Figure 4-6, for 50%, 80% and 100% valve
opening, we would obtain the set of head curves shown
in Figure 4-12. This curve shows the effect of valve throt-
tling on the system curve and, when superimposed on
the pump head-capacity curve, will show the effect of
valve throttling on the resulting flow rate, Figure 4-13.

Equation 4-4 can also be used to approximate the

Figure 4-8: Ball valve 100%-open flow coefficient
range, by pipe size

Figure 4-9: Butterfly valve 100%-open flow coefficient
range, by pipe size

Figure 4-10: Globe valve 100%-open flow coefficient
range, by pipe size

Figure 4-11: Typical System “CV” Flow Coefficients
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cost and savings potential from throttling control valves
for various system and/or valve CV ratings. If we com-
bine equation 4-4 with the formula for pump input
horsepower (equation 4-7), the formula for driver input
power (equation 4-8), and energy cost formula (equation
4-9), we obtain the formula for the system energy cost in
terms of system and/or valve CV (equation 4-10).

HPin = Q * Hfriction * S.G. / 3960 / Effp Eq. 4-7

KWin = .7457 * HPin / Effd Eq. 4-8

Costenergy = Rate * kWin * Hrs Eq. 4-9

 Costenergy = .7457*Rate*Hrs*Q3/(1714*Effp*Effd*CV2)
Eq. 4-10

Where:
HPin = Horsepower in (hp)
Effp = Pump Efficiency - %
Effd = Driver Efficiency - %

KWin = Driver input power – kW
Hrs = Operating hours (hr)

Rate = Electrical Energy Cost rate - $/kW-hr

The use of equation 4-10 to determine system po-
tential savings will require certain assumptions as to
pump efficiency, driver efficiency, energy cost, operating
hours, and the degree of control valve throttling. For
estimating purposes we have made the following as-
sumptions, but costs can be prorated if more precise
values are available to the reader:

• Rate = $.05/kW-hr

• Hrs = 8,760 hours (100% operation)

• Pump Efficiency (Effp): Hydraulic Institute opti-
mum obtainable efficiency for 1,500 specific speed
pumps. End suction ANSI B73 pumps were used
for the “Low Flow” efficiency values (Figure 4-14),
and double suction pumps were used for the
“High Flow” efficiency values (Figure 4-15). It
should be noted that field experience has shown
that actual pump efficiencies are almost always less
than these assumed optimum values, sometimes as
low as 50% of these values. This could double the
savings calculated in the following examples.

• Drive Efficiency (Effd): Standard efficiency electric
motors are assumed, with “as-new” efficiencies.

• System CV Constants: The savings shown in the
following figures assume that the average system
flow demand results in a system CV that is 50% of
the full open (100%) CV values, and that the opti-
mum situation would be a 100% open valve. Obvi-
ously, if less valve throttling is required on average,
energy savings will be less. A 50% CV value results
in four times the energy cost of a 100% open con-
trol valve system.

Figure 4-16 shows the potential energy savings for
low-flow applications, using end suction pumps, and
with (100% open) system CV values of 100, 200 and 300.
Figure 4-17 shows the potential energy savings for high
flow applications, using double suction pumps, and
with (100% open) system CV values of 1,000, 2,000 and

Figure 4-13: System impact on pump performance

Figure 4-12: Total linear system head curve example
(CV100% = 135)
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3,000. As will be noted, the savings can be substantial,
especially with the lower CV values at the higher flow
rates. In order to achieve all or part of these savings, the
system CV should be increased by:

• Changing the control valve type or size (if feasible).

• Trimming the pump impeller, if the maximum sys-
tem requirements do not require the current impel-
ler diameter for maximum demand (a trimmed
pump impeller would require less valve throttling).

• Replacing the control valve system with a variable
speed drive system.

Changes in Flow Rate Demand

It is important to determine the flow demand in
order to accurately calculate the potential savings and
pump performance requirements. Flow rate demand
may fluctuate on hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly bases
(see Figures 4-18 and 4-19). To properly evaluate a
pumping system for potential energy savings, the his-
torical or estimated future flow demand range should be
ascertained. The average, minimum and maximum flow
demand rates can then be determined. The average flow
demand can be used to determine current energy costs

Figure 4-15: High-flow pump and driver efficiency es-
timates (Ref. Hydraulic Institute Standards—double
suction pumps)

Figure 4-14: Low-flow pump and driver efficiency esti-
mates (Ref. Hydraulic Institute Standards—ANSI end
suction pumps)

Figure 4-16: Low-flow annual cost savings potential (as-
suming average system CV equals half of the system CV
with control valve 100% open)

Figure 4-17: High-flow annual cost savings potential
(assuming average system CV equals half of the sys-
tem CV with control valve 100% open)
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and potential savings, as was discussed earlier. The
minimum and maximum demand requirements estab-
lish the pump size, impeller trim diameter, and the po-
tential for a variable speed drive.

SYSTEM IMPACT ON PUMP PERFORMANCE

The point at which a pump operates on its perfor-
mance curve is dependent on the intersection between
the pump head-capacity curve and the system curve,
Figure 4-13. Therefore, when planning for energy conser-
vation, the system should be designed—or pumps se-
lected—to force the pumps to operate close to their best
efficiency flow rate. Avoid wasting power by oversizing
pumps. Figure 4-20 shows an over-sized pump applica-
tion that results in an operating efficiency of 58%, com-
pared to the pump BEP (best efficiency point) efficiency
of 77%.

One of the most serious wastes of power involves
the traditional practice of over-sizing a pump by select-
ing design conditions with excessively “conservative”
margins in both capacity and total head. This practice
can lead to the strange situation in which a great deal of
attention is paid to a small 1/2 or 1 percentage point
gain in pump efficiency, while ignoring a potential
power savings of as much as 15 percent, through an
overly conservative attitude in setting the required con-
ditions of service. Figure 4-21 shows the loss of efficiency
for different specific speeds. As can be seen, the lower
the specific speed Ns, the greater the efficiency loss at
part load (capacity) performance.

Figure 4-18: Daily flow fluctuation example

Figure 4-19: Annual flow fluctuation example

Figure 4-19: Annual flow fluctuation example

Figure 4-20: Impact of impeller trim on pump performance
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It is true that some margin should always be in-
cluded, mainly to compensate for the wear of internal
clearances, which will, in time, reduce the effective pump
capacity. The point here is that, traditionally, system de-
signers have piled margin on top of margin, “just to be
safe.” Some of this margin can definitely be eliminated.

A centrifugal pump operating in a given system
will deliver a capacity corresponding to the intersection
of its head-capacity curve with the system-head curve,
providing the available NPSH is equal to or exceeds re-
quired NPSH (Figure 4-20). To change this operating
point requires changing either the head-capacity curve,
the system-head curve, or both. The first can be accom-
plished by varying the speed of the pump (Figure 4-22)
while the second requires altering the friction losses by
throttling a valve in the pump discharge (Figure 4-23).

A pump application might need to cover several
duty points, of which the largest flow and/or head will
determine the rated duty for the pump. The pump user
must carefully consider the duration of operation at the
individual duty points to properly select the number of
pumps in the installation and to select the output control.

SYSTEM CONTROL METHODS

Several methods may be adopted to control a pump
system, and each has its impact on Life Cycle Cost.

• Control valve operation—Simple method for vary-
ing flow or pressure to a system. High losses, when
throttling control valve (see Figure 4-12), and valve
wear from cavitation and erosion.

• Variable speed operation (VFD)—Ideal for continu-
ous flow or head variation in systems with rela-
tively low static head. Good efficiency at part flow,
versatile control. There are losses at full speed and
little benefit in systems with high static head.

• Parallel operation with multiple pumps—Widely
used for systems with varying flow demand. Low
cost, simple technology, can readily provide stand-
by pump facility. Only provides stepwise flow
variation. Pump selection is the key to energy cost
reduction. Typically and for maximum savings, the
minimum number and most energy-effective
pumps should be operated at any given flow de-
mand.

 • Stop-start—Used for sump emptying and small
booster pumps. Low cost and simple technology.
On-off flow and liquid storage usually required.

• Multiple speed motor (usually two-speed)—An ef-
ficient system when there are two very different
pump duty requirements. Uses non-standard mo-

Fig. 4-21:  Performance at part load
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tor. Provides uneven flow if the duty is randomly
varying.

• Bypass valve operation—Used for maintaining a
pressure flow in a system when system load
changes. Energy losses are high and it cannot
handle solids in the liquid. The return of liquid to
the pump suction can create temperature rise prob-
lems. More desirable with high Ns pumps.

In the majority of pump installations, the driver is
a constant speed motor, and throttling is the method
used to change the pump capacity. Thus, if we have
provided too much margin in the selection of the pump
head-capacity curve, the pump will have to operate with
considerable throttling at all times. In effect, we are first
expending power to develop a much higher pressure
than needed, and then wasting a part of it in frictional
losses in order to reduce pump delivery to the desired
value, an obvious waste of power, causing additional
equipment wear and tear as well.

Fig. 4-22:  Effect of varying speed on pump performance

VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES

On the other hand some installations do take ad-
vantage of the possible savings in power consumption
provided by variable speed operation. The typical vari-
able speed drive system today is a squirrel-cage induc-
tion motor fed from a Variable Frequency Drive, or VFD.
The most common VFD’s use “Insulated Gate Bi-polar
Power Transistors” (IGBT) to create the voltage source
“Pulse Width Modulation” (PWM) to generate the vari-
able voltage and frequency for the motor. PWM/IGBT
drives have the best overall performance, with high
power factors throughout the speed range, and are the
most common type used for small and medium horse-
power motors. They generate low speed torque, quiet
motor operation and improved low speed stability.
PWM/IGBT drives do stress the motor and drive cable,
however, due to the very fast output voltage rises, which
may cause voltage doubling in the feeder cable from
voltage reflections. An impedance load reactor should
generally be used on the load side of the VFD when the
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motor lead length exceeds approximately 35 to 100 ft,
with this maximum length being dependent on the VFD
design, size and cable type. Always consult the VFD
manufacturer for more specific guidance on this issue.
VFD’s are by far the most efficient type of variable speed
drive as shown in Figure 4-24. The most recent genera-
tions of VFDs do perform very well and have few com-
plications when properly applied and matched to the
motor and electrical system.

The energy consumed by a pump varies as the
third power of the speed, so a 20% reduction in speed
will reduce the power consumed by 50%. It is then pos-
sible to match pump operating speed to the exact condi-
tions of service without throttling.

For instance, consider a system-head curve for a
new installation that corresponds to curve “D” in Figure
4-25. If we wish the pump to handle exactly 2,700 gpm
and 152 ft. head, we could use a 14.75 in. impeller and
run it at 87.5 percent of design speed. We could also use
a 14-in. impeller at 92.2 percent of design speed. In either
case, the pump would take 118 bhp. Compare this with
the 165 bhp taken by a constant speed pump with a 14
3/4 inch impeller at the same 2,700 gpm.

Not all of this horsepower difference is savings,
however, because a variable-speed device has its own
losses. The efficiency of a variable frequency drive (in-
verter) is affected by operating speed, ranging from
about 97% at 100% of rated speed to around 91% at 50%

Fig. 4-23:  Effect of throttling valve on pump performance

Figure 4-24: Efficiency comparison of various types of
variable speed drives
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of rated speed (input frequency), for the latest genera-
tion of drives. In addition, a VFD causes harmonic losses
in the motor, due to the imperfect sinusoidal waves from
the VFD that supplies the motor. These losses cause the
motor to heat up, which is the reason that the motor may
have to be de-rated when it runs with a VFD. Inverter-
rated motor windings are required for 440 V and above.
For PWM inverter operation, motor designs per NEMA
A are best, but B normally gives satisfactory service. Fur-
ther, there are additional losses in the motor due to the
movement of the motor duty point. The total VFD/mo-
tor efficiency value can range from 65% to 83% at 40% of
rated speed, to 97% at 100% of rated speed, depending

on the type of voltage control.
In addition to the large potential energy

savings from VFD’s, there are many other ben-
efits as well.

• The resulting lower operating speed will
increase the life of the pump, as is shown
later (See Chapter 5, Figure 5-1).

• They eliminate the control valve (and asso-
ciated losses), starter and any by-pass
lines; also, they are easy to retrofit.

• They generate higher supply side power
factors at all loads, unlike a constant speed
motor.

• They eliminate the inrush current on start-
up. Soft starting reduces the stress on the
motor, pump, coupling and the supply net-
work.

• They can provide system control logic,
fault protection and diagnostics.

• They can restart a spinning load.
• They can enhance the quality of the prod-

uct pumped.

The non-sinusoidal VFD output voltage
does lead to a number of undesirable conse-
quences. Increased motor losses, noise and vi-
brations, a detrimental impact on the motor
insulation systems, and bearing failures are ex-
amples of VFD related problems. VFD drives
can generate stray motor currents. This may re-
quire grounding of the motor rotor and/or the
use of a bearing with an insulating coating on
the outer ring. Small electric discharges between
the rolling elements and the bearing raceway
can eventually damage (pit) the bearings, and/
or cause them to run hotter, especially with
larger motors (over 150 hp). The non-sinusoidal

waves generated by a VFD can also pollute the supply
grid with harmonics, although with today’s VFDs most
of the harmful harmonics are eliminated.

• An input filter is sometimes prescribed by the
power company. This filter will decrease the avail-
able voltage by typically 5-10%. The motor will
consequently run at 90-95% of nominal voltage.
The consequence is additional heating. Further
motor de-rating might be necessary. VFD’s should
also be located in safe/clean locations, which may
require long cable runs that increase the peak volt-
age.

Fig. 4-25: Impact of impeller trim on specific pump perfor-
mance
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• Increased motor losses dictate a de-rating of the
motor output power to prevent overheating.
Temperature rises may be 40% higher with a
VFD, compared with a conventional sinusoidal
power grid. Ongoing VFD improvements have
solved many of the problems. However, reducing
the motor and VFD losses tends to increase the
detrimental impact on the motor insulation. A
de-rating of 10-15% is recommended for large
motors. Motor manufacturers are, of course,
aware of these VFD complications. New motor
designs (inverter-resistant motors) are beginning
to appear on the market. Better stator winding
insulation and other structural improvements
promise motors that can be better adapted for
VFD applications. To ensure function and ample
motor life, it is absolutely necessary that a wind-
ing be adapted for use with a VFD. Motors for
voltages above 500 volts must have some form
of reinforced insulation. It may be necessary to
insert a filter between the VFD and the motor.
Such filters are available from most well-known
VFD suppliers. Careful planning must be done
to ensure trouble-free VFD operation.

Sometimes there is temptation to run the pump
at frequencies above the commercial power grid fre-
quency, in order to reach a duty point that would
otherwise be impossible. Doing so calls for extra
awareness. The shaft power for a pump will increase
with the cube of the speed. An over-speed of 10%
will require 33% more output power. Roughly speak-
ing, we can expect that the motor temperature rise
will increase by about 75%.

To decide whether such a VFD is advisable, plot
the actual system-head curve. This will give you the
speed required at various capacities over the operat-
ing range, and the motor horsepower input to the
variable-speed device over this range. The difference
between this horsepower (“BHP”) and the pump BHP
at constant speed represents potential power savings.
Next, assign a predicted number of hours of operation
at various capacities and calculate the potential yearly
savings in hp-hrs or kW-hrs. Finally, compare these
savings to the added cost of a VFD (minus the cost of
a control valve) to determine whether the cost of vari-
able-speed operation is justified. If it is, carefully pro-
ceed with the modification. If not, the options of
smaller impellers or of narrower impellers are still
available.

PUMP SELECTION

Selecting the proper pump for an application is
extremely important for best overall efficiency and re-
liability. For general industrial service, centrifugals
represent the largest category of pumps. Reciprocating
pumps are usually limited to low-capacity, high-pres-
sure applications, and rotary pumps such as gear and
vane types are more or less reserved for higher vis-
cosity fluids. When it comes to clear, low-viscosity liq-
uids such as water, the obvious choice is a centrifugal
pump.

The major influences on centrifugal pump effi-
ciency are specific speed (Ns), pump size, NPSHa or
(NPSHr) and the type of pump selected to meet the
service conditions.

Specific Speed is a dimensionless factor that dic-
tates the impeller geometry and best attainable effi-
ciency for the head, flow rate and speed, as shown by
the chart in Figure 4-26. Not to be confused with suc-
tion specific speed, specific speed is defined as:

Specific Speed (Ns) = rpm ×
(capacity in gpm)1/2/(total head in feet)3/4

The centrifugal pump is a hydrodynamic ma-
chine, with an impeller designed for one set of condi-
tions of flow and total head at any given speed.
Impeller geometry or shape runs the gamut from very
narrow, large-diameter impellers for low flows,
through much wider impellers for higher flow, to the
specialized propeller for highest-flow, low-head condi-
tions (Ref. 4-2). Unfortunately, not all designs can
have equally good efficiency. In general, medium flow
pumps are most efficient; extremes of either low or
high flow will drop off in efficiency. The optimum ef-
ficiency occurs when the specific speed (Ns) is in the
vicinity of 2,500 (English system).

While efficiency tends to drop off at high spe-
cific speed, the greater difficulty is at specific speeds
below 1,000 (English system). In Figure 4-26, the slope
of the efficiency curve below 1,000 becomes quite
steep and efficiency falls off rapidly. And so, other
factors being equal, for good efficiency it is best to
avoid pumps designed for specific speeds below
1,000.

So what can one do to avoid low specific speed
pumps? Well, according to the equation for specific
speed, for a given flow rate, either the speed must be
increased or the total head reduced. However, except for
special pump designs, the maximum speed is limited by
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either the two-pole motor speed of 3,600, or the net posi-
tive suction head required (NPSHr) for the application.
However, using a multistage pump with two or more
impellers can reduce the pump total head.

The efficiency values shown in Figure 4-26 cannot
be achieved for all centrifugal pump types and designs
due to other factors that also influence pump efficiency:

1. Desired curve shape (rise to shutoff, etc.)

2. Surface roughness (affects small, low specific
speed pumps most)

3. Internal clearances (affects low specific speed
pumps most)

4. Design compromise for manufacturability

5. Low NPSHr designs (special large impeller eye
designs can reduce efficiency)

6. Low NPSHr designs also might increase suction
specific speed to undesirable level, leading to in-
let flow recirculation problems

7. Mechanical losses (i.e. double mechanical seals on
small (less than 15 hp, or ~11 kW) pumps)

8. Solids handling capability (large passageways re-
quired in impeller and casing)

9. Impeller diameter trim (high specific speed de-
signs have greater reductions in efficiency due to
trim)

10. Viscous mixtures, entrained air and slurries.

Fig. 4-26: Pump efficiency chart
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PUMP VISCOSITY CORRECTION

The performance of a centrifugal pump on a
viscous fluid will differ from the performance on wa-
ter, which is the basis for most published curves.

Head, flow rate and efficiency will normally de-
crease as viscosity increases. Power will increase, as
will net positive suction head required in most cir-
cumstances. Starting torque may also be affected
(Refs. 4-2 and 4-3).

The Hydraulic Institute has developed a general-
ized method for predicting performance of centrifugal
pumps on viscous Newtonian fluids, by applying cor-
rection factors for head, flow rate and efficiency to the
performance on water. It uses an empirical method
based on test data from sources throughout the world.
Performance estimates using the HI method are only
approximate. There are many factors for a particular
pump geometry and flow conditions that the method
does not take into account. It does not apply to high
specific speed (axial flow pump types) or for pumps
of special hydraulic designs. It applies only to the
pumping element. Pumps which incorporate external
piping, a suction barrel for vertical can type pumps, a
discharge column or other appurtenances for fluid
conveyance to or from the pumping element, require
additional consideration for viscous losses.

Internal pump components, such as the pump
shaft and associated drive mechanisms should be
checked to assure they are adequate for the additional
torque that the pump will experience. Externally, the
pump driver, such as an electric motor, and the coupling
between the pump and driver, need to be sized for the
higher starting and operating torque, and starting cycles
demanded by the service.

Mechanical seals or sealing devices must be ca-
pable of sealing the pump for the range of anticipated
viscous conditions, including transient or upset condi-
tions. Mechanical seal components may not perform as
anticipated and may experience higher loads than with
water. Orifices and filters in seal flush piping may plug
or cease to function correctly when handling viscous liq-
uids. The piping is normally external to the pump case
and may require heat tracing or other considerations to
assure proper seal flushing.

Sealless pumps require additional considerations
when handling viscous liquids. The additional viscous
drag due to the immersion of internal drive and bearing
components will lead to higher losses, resulting in lower
efficiency, increased power consumption and increased

starting torque requirements. Furthermore, cooling/lu-
brication flow to the motor or magnetic coupling and
bearings will be decreased. The temperature rise caused
by the increased losses and decreased cooling flow must
also be considered.

EXISTING INSTALLATIONS—
HOW TO CHANGE PUMP PERFORMANCE

But what of existing installations in which the
pump or pumps are over-sized and have excessive mar-
gins? Is it too late to achieve these savings? Far from it!
As a matter of fact, it is possible to establish the true
system-head curve even more accurately by running a
performance test once the pump has been installed and
operated. Once a reasonable margin has been selected,
four choices become available:

1. The existing impeller can be cut down to meet
the real service conditions required for the installa-
tion

2. A replacement impeller with the necessary reduced
diameter may be ordered from the pump manufac-
turer. The original impeller is then stored for future
use if friction losses are ultimately increased with
time or if greater capacities are ever required.

3. If two separate impeller designs are available for
the same pump, one with a narrower width, as is
sometimes the case, a replacement may be ordered
from the pump manufacturer. Such a narrow im-
peller will have its best efficiency at a lower capac-
ity than the normal width impeller, depending on
the degree to which excessive margin had origi-
nally been provided. Again, the original impeller is
put away for possible future use.

4. Replace the control valve with a VFD.

In addition to over-sized pumps which result from
excessive margin, different industries with many differ-
ent processes will have requirements for the same pump
to operate at different capacities, different heads, and to
have a different shape of the head-capacity curves. To
ideally satisfy these requirements, one should have a
variable speed pump with adjustable vanes in the impel-
lers. But because most of the drivers in the process in-
dustries operate at constant speed, and the adjustable
vanes cannot be produced economically, variable pump
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performance must be achieved by mechanical means
without sacrificing efficiency.

In order to provide this flexibility at minimum cost,
studies were made to change pump performance within
a given pump casing. This can be accomplished by vary-
ing the impeller design, by impeller cuts, by changing
the running speed, by modifying the impeller vane tips,
by filing the volute cutwater lip, or by installing an ori-
fice in the pump discharge.

Pump users would prefer to use the same casing
for a wide variation of pump performance. The pump
casing is usually the most costly part of the pump. To
replace a pump casing means extensive and costly work
on baseplate and piping.

The prediction of pump performance by modifying
parts other than the casing is largely based on experi-
mentation. Many tests have been conducted by the vari-
ous pump companies in such areas as:

1. Trimming the pump impellers
2. Removing metal from the tips of impeller vanes at

the impeller periphery
3. Removing metal from the volute tip in the pump

casing
4. Providing impellers of the same angularity, but

different width
5. Providing impellers with different number of

vanes and different vane discharge angles
6. Installing an orifice in the pump discharge casing

near the nozzle.

Each of these means is discussed next.

IMPELLER CUTS

Assuming that the impeller represents a standard
design, say specific speed below 2,500, and that the im-
peller profile is typically of average layout and not spe-
cifically designed for high NPSH, the pump
performance with trimmed impellers will generally fol-
low the affinity laws as long as some vane overlap is
maintained.

AFFINITY LAWS (REF. 4-3)

The affinity laws express the mathematical rela-
tionship between the several variables involved in pump
performance. They apply to all types of centrifugal and
axial flow pumps. They are as follows:

1. With impeller diameter, D, held constant:
Q2 = (Q1) (N2/N1)
H2 = (H1) (N2/N1)2

BHP2 = (BHP1) (N2/N1)3

where:
Q = Capacity, GPM
H = Total Head, Feet

BHP = Brake Horsepower
N = Pump Speed, rpm

2. With speed, N, held constant:
Q2 = (Q1) (D2/D1)
H2 = (H1) (D2/D1)2

BHP2 = (BHP1) (D2/D1)3

When the performance (Q1, H1 & BHP1) is known
at some particular speed (N1) or diameter (D1), the for-
mulas can be used to estimate the performance (Q2, H2,
& BHP2) at some other speed (N2) or diameter (D2). The
efficiency remains nearly constant for speed changes and
for small changes (up to 5%) in impeller diameter.

To compensate for hydraulic mismatch and me-
chanical imperfections, correction factors are normally
applied to the impeller cuts, see Figure 4-27. The effi-
ciency of the cut impellers (within a 25% cut) will usu-
ally drop about two points at the maximum cut. On high
Ns pumps, the performance of the cut impellers should
be determined by shop tests or vendor curves.

EXAMPLE

To illustrate the use of these laws, assume that you
have performance data for a particular pump at 1,750
rpm with various impeller diameters. The performance
data have been determined by actual tests by the manu-
facturer. Now assume that you have a 13” maximum
diameter impeller, but you want to belt drive the pump
at 2,000 rpm.

The affinity laws listed above will be used to deter-
mine the new performance, with N1 = 1,750 rpm and N2
= 2,000 rpm. The first step is to read the capacity, head,
and horsepower at several points on the 13” diameter
curve. For example, one point may be near the best effi-
ciency point where the capacity is 300 gpm, the head is
160 ft, and the horsepower is approximately 20 hp. Ac-
cording to the affinity laws at N = 2,000 rpm, the new
capacity is 343 gpm, the new head is 209 ft., and the new
horsepower is 30 hp.

Q2 = (300)(2,000/1,750)
Q2 = 343 gpm
H2 = (160)(2,000/1,750)2
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H2 = 209 ft.
BHP2 = (20)(2,000/1,750)3

BHP2 = 30 hp

REMOVING METAL FROM VANE TIPS

The pump performance can be changed by remov-
ing metal from the vane tips at the impeller periphery.
Removing metal from the underside of the vane is
known as underfiling. Removing metal from the working
side of the vane is known as overfiling. The effect of
overfiling on pump performance is very difficult to pre-
dict and very difficult to duplicate. This is because filing
vanes by hand on the working side changes the dis-
charge angle of the impeller, and non-uniformity exists
between each vane. Occasionally pump efficiency can be
increased slightly by overfiling, with little change in to-
tal head.

“Underfiling” however, is more consistent, more
predictable and easier to apply. Underfiling is most ef-
fective at peak efficiency and to the right of peak effi-
ciency. Also, underfiling will be more effective where
vanes are thick and specific speeds are high. Underfiling
increases both angle and area at the impeller discharge,
thereby the capacity at peak is increased. This increase is
directly proportional to the increase in area due to filing,
or can be said to equal dimension “A” over “B” in Figure
4-28. The head rating will move to the right of peak ef-
ficiency in a straight line to the new capacity. With
underfiling, the shutoff head does not change, therefore
the change of performance by impeller underfiling is

less effective to the left of peak efficiency (Ref. 4-3).

REMOVING METAL FROM
THE VOLUTE TONGUE

Capacity increase in a given pump can also be
achieved by trimming of the tip of the volute tongue in
the pump casing. This is illustrated in Figures 4-29 and
4-30. Removing metal at this point increases the total vo-
lute area. The peak efficiency and peak capacity will
move to the right as the square root ratio of the new area
divided by the original area. Pump efficiency at peak
will normally drop one or two points.

LOW AND HIGH CAPACITY IMPELLERS

Many pump casings can accommodate impellers of
different width for low or high capacity performance.
Because of the variations in the design of the impeller
vanes (angularity and number of vanes), it is very diffi-
cult to predict their performance. However, if we take a
given impeller with a given angularity and number of
vanes, we can reasonably predict the performance of the
narrow, medium, and wide impellers. Figure 4-31 shows
actual test data of a two-stage 14" pipeline pump with a
specific speed of 1,600. In this pump, the peripheral
width of the normal impeller was 2", whereas the high
and low capacity impellers were 2.75” and 1", respec-
tively. Capacities ranged from 5,000 gpm to 9,000 gpm,

Fig. 4-27:  Impeller trim correction
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and efficiencies bracketed 82% to 88%. The performance
of the different impellers in the same casing is to some
degree related to specific speed, with the efficiency in-
creasing with higher capacity impellers.

IMPELLERS OF DIFFERENT NUMBER OF VANES

Certain pump applications require the pump per-
formance curves to have differently shaped head-capac-
ity curves. For instance, to overcome friction only, as in
pipeline service, the highest head per stage, or a very flat
curve is desirable. To overcome static head or to have
pumps run in parallel as is customary in process or
boiler feed services, a continuously rising head-capacity

curve is usually needed for highest possible efficiency.
There are different ways to vary the shape of a

head-capacity curve (Ref. 4-3):

1. If the existing impeller has 6 or more vanes, re-
moval of vanes and equally spacing the remaining
vanes will produce a steeper head-capacity curve.
The fewer the number of vanes, the steeper the
curve. When vanes are removed, the effective fluid
discharge angle decreases due to increased slip.
This moves the peak efficiency flow point to the
left, as shown in Figure 4-32. The efficiency will
also drop, lowest being at the least number of

Fig. 4-29:  Volute tongue metal removal
Fig. 4-28a:  Impeller vane underfiling

Fig. 4-28b:  Changing pump performance by underfiling

Fig. 4-30:  Changing pump performance by volute chip-
ping
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vanes. In the case of a 7-vane impeller reduced to
4 vanes, the efficiency will drop about four points.

2. If a different head-capacity curve shape is required
in a given casing and the same peak capacity must
be maintained, a new impeller must be designed
for each head-capacity shape. The steeper the head-
capacity curve, the fewer will be the number of
vanes, with a wider impeller used to maintain the
best efficiency capacity. For example, a 7-vane/27-

degree exit angle will have a flat curve and a nar-
row impeller, whereas a 3-vane/15-degree exit
angle will have a steep curve and the widest impel-
ler (refer to Figure 4-33). In other words, to peak at
the same capacity the impeller discharge area must
be the same, regardless of head-capacity relation-
ships. Also, for a given impeller diameter, the head
coefficient will be the highest for the flattest curve.
The efficiency of the above impellers can be main-
tained within one point.

Fig. 4-31:  Effect of impeller width on pump performance

Fig. 4-32:  Impact of vane number on pump performance
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3. The slope of a head-capacity curve can also be in-
creased by trimming the impeller outer diameter at
an angle, with the front shroud diameter being
larger than the back (hub) shroud, Figure 4-34.

4. Extending the impeller vanes further into the im-
peller eye can increase the slope of the head-ca-
pacity curve. An extreme version of this case is
the addition of an inducer (Figure 4-35  in front
of the impeller. The naturally steep head-capacity
performance of the axial flow inducer is then
added to the flatter performance of the lower
specific speed impeller. Figure 4-36 compares the
NPSHr trend of an inducer-less impeller with an

impeller fitted with a “standard” inducer and an
impeller with specially engineered inducer. It
should be noted that off-the-shelf “standard” in-
ducers may lower the NPSHr only in the vicinity
of BEP operation.

ORIFICING PUMP PERFORMANCE

In low specific speed pumps, where impellers are
already very narrow and low capacity or narrower im-
pellers cannot be cast, capacity reductions can be ob-

tained by using restriction
orifices in the pump discharge
nozzle. Figures 4-37 and 4-38 il-
lustrate these points. Figure 4-37
shows the performance of a 2"
pump where the discharge was
throttled with different size ori-
fices. Figure 4-38 shows the pre-
dicted performance of a
throttled pump, and illustrates
orifice size selections.

Fig. 4-34: Impellers with angle-trim at
the periphery exhibit steeper head-
capacity curves

Fig. 4-33:  Comparison of various impeller designs

Fig. 4-35: Inducers can be used
to lower the required NPSH
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Fig. 4-36: Inducers provide NPSH-lowering primarily
near the best efficiency point (BEP)

Fig. 4-37:  Performance with discharge orificing
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Fig. 4-38:  Change in performance due to change in orifice only
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INFLUENCE OF PUMP HYDRAULIC SELECTION

The major components of the life cycle cost of
ownership are initial cost, installation cost, operating
cost, and maintenance cost. In process plants it has been
found that under many circumstances the cost of un-
scheduled maintenance is the most significant cost of
ownership. Other chapters of this book deal primarily
with mechanical means of improving reliability, while
this chapter addresses pump life improvements that can
be achieved through proper pump hydraulic selection.
Further improvement could be realized if more attention
were paid to key hydraulic factors, such as those associ-
ated with pump hydraulic forces (dynamic and static),
cavitation, and wear within the pump (Ref. 5-1).

Improvements in MTBF will be limited in potential
unless a holistic approach is used. Such an approach
gives more attention to the best hydraulic fit to optimize
reliability. The authors believe that there are four basic
hydraulic selection factors that can have a significant
effect on pump reliability. These are pump speed, per-
cent of best efficiency flow, suction energy and NPSH
margin ratio. These last two factors have further been
combined into an NPSH margin reliability factor (NPSH-
RF), which has been shown to be reasonably effective in
predicting the reliability of high suction energy pumps.

The “Mean Time Between Repair” (MTBR) and Life
Cycle Cost of most centrifugal pumps can be improved
if slower pump speeds are used, and pumps are selected
to operate in their preferred operating range (70% - 120%
of BEP flow rate, Refs. 5-2 and 5-3). Further, the mean
time between repair of high and very high suction en-
ergy pumps can be increased by keeping the NPSH
margin ratio above certain minimum levels and/or by
reducing the suction energy level. The easiest way to
lower the suction energy and increase the NPSH margin
of a pump application is by lowering the speed of the
pump. This chapter deals with these issues.

Laboratory tests on three API end suction pumps,
and maintenance data collected on 119 ANSI and split

case pumps were used to validate the hydraulic selection
reliability indicators.

OPERATING SPEED

Operating speed affects reliability through rubbing
contact, such as seal faces, reduced bearing life through
increased cycling, lubricant degradation and reduced
viscosity due to increased temperature, and wetted com-
ponent wear due to abrasives in the pumpage. Operat-
ing speed also increases the energy level of the pump,
which can lead to cavitation damage.

Figure 5-1 compares the API-610 pump laboratory
reliability predictor test results with the reliability trend
line from actual MTBR data on 119 actual process
pumps, as a function of the ratio of the actual to maxi-
mum rated pump speed (Ref. 5-3). The reliability factor
for the field test data was based on zero pump repairs in
a 48-month period, which was assumed to be equal to an
MTBR of 72 months. Both curves show a marked in-
crease in reliability with reduced speed.

Chapter 5

Improved Pump Hydraulic Selection

Extends Pump Life

Figure 5-1: Pump speed reliability/life impact
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ALLOWABLE OPERATING REGION

Design characteristics for both performance and
service life are optimized around a rate of flow desig-
nated as the best efficiency point (BEP). At BEP, the hy-
draulic efficiency is maximum, and the liquid enters the
impeller vanes, casing diffuser (discharge nozzle) or
vaned diffuser in a shockless manner. Flow through the
impeller and diffuser vanes (if so equipped) is uniform
and free of separation, and is well controlled. The flow
remains well controlled within a range of rates of flow
designed as the preferred operating region (POR).
Within this region, the service life of the pump will not
be significantly affected by the hydraulic loads, vibra-
tion, or flow separation. The POR for most centrifugal
pumps is between 70% and 120% of BEP.

A wider operating range is termed the allowable
operating region (AOR). The AOR is that range of rates
of flow recommended by the pump manufacturer over
which the service life of a pump is not seriously compro-
mised (Ref. 5-4). Service life within the AOR may be
lower than within the POR. To use an analogy: While it
may be possible to drive a standard automobile in first
gear at speeds in excess of 25 mph (40 km/h), doing so
for a long time will come at a price.

The following factors determine the AOR, with the
degree of importance dependent on the pump type and
specific design:

• Temperature rise
• Bearing life
• Shaft seal life
• Vibration
• Noise
• Internal mechanical contact
• Shaft fatigue failure
• Horsepower limit
• Liquid velocity in casing throat
• Thrust reversal in impeller
• NPSH margin
• Slope of the head-rate-of-flow curve
• Suction recirculation (Ref. 5-5)

The flow ratio (actual flow rate divided by BEP
flow rate) affects reliability through the turbulence that
is created in the casing and impeller as the pump is
operated away from the best efficiency flow rate. As a
result, hydraulic loads, which are transmitted to the
shaft and bearings, increase and become unsteady. Also,
the severity of these unsteady and often oscillating loads
can reduce bearing and mechanical seal life.

Operation at reduced flow rates that put the pump
into its recirculation mode can also lead to cavitation
damage in high suction energy pumps.

Field and laboratory reliability data are presented
in Figure 5-2, as a function of the flow ratio. Correlation
between the field and laboratory data is good in the
normal operating range, with the maximum reliability
existing around 90 percent of the best efficiency flow
rate.

SUCTION RECIRCULATION

Suction recirculation is a condition where the flow
in the inlet portion of an impeller is separated from the
vanes and ejected upstream, opposite to the direction of
net flow entering the impeller, often well into the suction
pipe (see Figure 5-3). This forms eddies and vortices
within the impeller inlet, and pre-rotation of the liquid
entering the pump. It occurs in all centrifugal pumps at
reduced pump capacities, normally below the best effi-
ciency rate of flow. In part, it helps a pump adjust to the
lower throughput. Flow recirculation may, or may not,
cause pump noise, vibration, erosion damage, and/or
large forces on the impeller (Refs. 5-1 and 5-6). It can also
cause the pump alignment to change, all of which tend
to affect shaft seal and bearing life. The likelihood of
damage is heavily dependent on the suction energy
(high or very high suction energy), specific speed of the
pump (above 3,500), the NPSH margin to the pump, and
the nature of the flow provided by the suction piping.
Experience has shown that low suction energy pumps
are not susceptible to damage from suction recirculation
(Refs. 5-6 and 5-7). Solids and/or corrosives accelerate
damage during suction recirculation, even with low suc-
tion energy applications.

Figure 5-2: Percent flow factor
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Figure 5.3: Suction recirculation

Generally the higher the suction specific speed
(and specific speed) of a pump, the greater the flow rate
at which suction recirculation begins. This is shown in
Figures 5-4 and 5-5 and could also be described as a
“narrowing” of the allowable operating range as pump
specific speed or suction specific increases.

An experimental investigation made by Val
Lobanoff in the mid 1950’s showed instabilities in the
dotted regions of Figure 5-4. In other words, Lobanoff
simply demonstrated that pumps can experience prob-
lems at low flows when operating at part load during
periods of reduced system demand. These problems can
be especially pronounced on impeller designs of high
suction specific speed (here labeled Nss) having low
NPSH requirements at or near their best efficiency point.
The resulting low flow instability can lead to severe side
effects such as vibration, noise, and bearing and seal
failure.

An interesting fix, a “stabilizer” can alleviate the
problem. A stabilizer is a reduced diameter pipe, four to
12 inches (~100-300 mm) long, supported by equidistant
struts, concentrically welded into the suction line (see
right insert, Figure 5-4) directly upstream of the pump
suction nozzle. Occasionally, stabilizers are allowed to
partially protrude into the pump casing. On certain

pump sizes, these stabilizer pipes deliver stable perfor-
mance over an extended flow range. This is shown on
the left insert in Figure 5-4. Stabilizer performance pre-
diction is largely empirical, which is probably why their
existence is not widely known.

On pumps without these stabilizers, performance
prediction is facilitated by graphics similar to Figure 5-5.
In the absence of actual test results, Figure 5-5 can be
used to approximate the start of suction recirculation for
high suction energy pumps. The three curves show the
effect of specific speed on the start of suction recircula-
tion, which increases with increasing specific speed and
suction specific speed. This reduces the allowable oper-
ating region. As was inferred earlier, high suction energy
pumps should not be operating for extended time peri-
ods in the suction recirculation region.

SUCTION ENERGY

Due to the very high NPSH margins required to
completely suppress cavitation—normally 2 to 5 times
the NPSHr of the pump, in the allowable operating
range (AOR), we know that cavitation is sure to exist in
a high percentage of pump applications. However, we
also know that acceptable life is achieved in most instal-
lations, despite this cavitation. So how can we predict
when cavitation is likely to cause problems? The amount
of energy in a pumped fluid which flashes into vapor
and then collapses back to a liquid in the high pressure
areas of the impeller, determines the extent of noise
and/or damage from cavitation,

Suction energy is another term for the liquid mo-
mentum in the suction eye of a pump impeller, which
means that it is a function of the mass and velocity of the
liquid in the inlet. Suction energy, as originally approxi-
mated in Ref. 5-6, is defined as follows:

Suction energy (S.E.) = De × N × S × S.G.
Equation (5-1)

Where:
De = Impeller eye diameter (inches)
N = Pump speed (rpm)
S = Suction specific speed (rpm × (gpm).5/

(NPSHr).75

S.G. = Specific gravity of liquid pumped

If the impeller eye diameter is not available, suc-
tion energy can still be estimated by using the following
approximations:
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• End suction pump:
De = Suction nozzle diameter × 0.9

• Horizontal split case and/or radial inlet pump:
De = Suction nozzle diameter × 0.75

Since the suction energy numbers are quite large,
the last six digits are normally dropped (S.E. × E6).

Ref. 5-6 also proposed distinct gating values for
high and very high suction energy, for end suction, Fig-
ure 5-6, and radial suction, Figure 5-7 (also known as
split case or double suction) pumps, based on the analy-
sis of hundreds of pumps from several manufacturers.

• Start of high suction energy:
End suction pumps: S.E. = 160 × 106

Split case & radial inlet pumps: S.E. = 120 × 106

• Start of very high suction energy:
End suction pumps: S.E. = 240 × 106

Split case/radial inlet pumps: S.E. = 180 × 106

The above definition of suction energy (Equation 5-
1), and “high” and “very high” gating values are consis-
tent with values presented in Ref. 5-12.

Low Suction Energy
Pumps with values of suction energy below these

values are considered to have low suction energy. Gen-
erally speaking, low suction energy pumps are not prone
to noise, vibration or damage from cavitation or recircu-
lation. However, there could be detrimental effects on
mechanical seals from the air or vapors which may be
liberated from the liquid during the formation of the
cavitation bubbles, under low NPSH margin conditions
(below 1.1—1.3 NPSH margin ratio).

High Suction Energy
Pumps with low NPSH margins, especially when

operated in the suction recirculation flow range, may
experience noise, vibration and/or minor cavitation ero-
sion damage with impeller materials that have low cavi-

Figure 5-4: Cavitation and internal recirculation
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tation resistance. Generally at 3,560 rpm, high suction
energy starts in end suction pumps with 6” and larger
suction nozzle sizes, and split case pumps with 8” and
larger suction nozzle size. At 1,780 rpm, high suction
energy starts with 10” suction nozzle size end suction
pumps, and 12” split case pumps.

Very High Suction Energy
Pumps with low NPSH margins, especially when

operated in the suction recirculation flow range, may
experience erosion damage, even with cavitation resis-
tant materials, such as stainless steel.

It should be noted that the above gating values do
not apply to vertical turbine pumps or pumps with in-
ducers. Generally, because of the more favorable liquid
approach to the impeller/inducer inlets, the above end
suction, suction energy gating values can be increased
by a factor of 1.5 for vertical turbine pumps and 2.0 for
inducers. Also, some split case/radial inlet pumps have
superior impeller inlet designs, so they can use the “end
suction” gating values. This should, however, be verified
by field experience. Further, the gating values for two
vane solid handling, end suction impellers, with less
than 15 degrees of vane overlap (see Figure 5-8), should

be decreased by a factor of 0.6. Table 5-2 summarizes the
suction energy gating values for all of the basic centrifu-
gal pump types.

Figure 5-9 shows the impact of pump suction en-
ergy on pump reliability, and is based on field data from
close to one hundred ANSI and split case pumps. A re-
liability factor of 1.0 equates to no failures in 48 months,
or a MTBR rate of 72 months. The trend is unquestion-
able, with higher suction energy pumps requiring the
most frequent repairs.

Example
To illustrate how to calculate suction energy, let us

assume a split case pump with the following parameters:

Speed = 1,780 rpm
Flow rate (BEP) = 10,400 gpm (5,200 gpm

per impeller eye)
NPSHr = 35 ft.
S = 1780 rpm × (5200 gpm)0.5/

(35 ft)0.75 = 8,920
Suction nozzle size = 16 inch
De = 16" × 0.75 = 12"
Specific Gravity = 1.0 (cold water)

Figure 5-5: Minimum continuous stable flow
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Suction Energy = 12.00" × 1,780 rpm × 8,920 × 1.0
Suction Energy = 190 × 106

This is a “very high suction energy” pump, since
for split case pumps, high suction energy starts at 120 ×
106 and very high suction energy starts at 180 × 106.
Extreme care should be taken to ensure that very high
suction energy pumps have good suction piping and
adequate NPSH margin.

NPSH MARGIN

Having a system suction pressure at the entry to a
pump in excess of the manufacturer’s stated value of net
positive suction head required (NPSHr) is no guarantee
of satisfactory pump performance. You may need addi-
tional margin to suppress the cavitation that exists in a
pump substantially above the published NPSHr value.
Cavitation does exist above the true NPSHr, and may be

Figure 5-6: End suction pump (Source, KSB,
Frankenthal, Germany)

Figure 5-7: Single stage, axially split, double-entry vo-
lute casing pump (Source: Ruhrpumpen, Germany)

Figure 5-8: Impeller vane overlap

Figure 5-9: Suction energy factor
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noticeable at the NPSHr given on the vendor’s proposal
or even test curves. As a general comment, Hydraulic
Institute standards allow vendors to quote as NPSHr a
point, at which the differential pressure across a pump is
reduced  by 3% due to cavitation. On high energy
pumps, cavitation may be both present and audible at
the 3% deviation point.

More specifically, the NPSH margin ratio is defined
as the NPSH available to the pump in a particular appli-
cation, divided by the NPSH required by the pump. By
Hydraulic Institute definition, the NPSHr of a pump is
the NPSH that will cause the total head to be reduced by
3%, due to flow blockage from cavitation vapor in the
impeller vanes. However, and to complicate matters,
NPSHr is by no means the point at which cavitation
starts. That level is referred to as incipient cavitation. It
can take an NPSHa of from two to twenty times NPSHr
to fully suppress cavitation within a pump, depending
on pump design and flow ratio (percent BEP). It can take
from 1.05 to 2.5 times the NPSHr value just to achieve
the 100 percent head point (NPSH “required”—0%). The
higher values are normally associated with high suction
energy, high specific speed, pumps with large impeller
inlet areas, or reduced flow operation in the region of
suction recirculation. Collectively, References 5-6
through 5-8 give further insight into the matter.

Conventional Wisdom: Pumps will not cavitate as long as
NPSHa exceeds NPSHr by one ft (0.3 m) or more

Fact: For cavitation avoidance, NPSHa/NPSHr may have
to be as high as 20!

This means that a high percentage of pumps are
operating with some degree of cavitation. It is the
amount of energy associated with the collapse of the
vapor bubbles that determines the degree of noise, vi-
bration or damage from cavitation, if any.

Table 5-1 summarizes the Hydraulic Institute mini-
mum NPSH margin ratio guidelines (NPSHa/NPSHr),
which are applicable within the allowable operating re-
gion of the pump (Ref. 5-9).

Table 5-1: Minimum NPSH margin ratios recom-
mended by the Hydraulic Institute
—————————————————————————

Suction Energy Level NPSH Margin Ratio
—————————————————————————

Low 1.1 to 1.3
High 1.3 to 2.0

Very High 2.0 to 2.5
—————————————————————————

High and very high suction energy pumps that
operate with the minimum NPSH margin values recom-
mended in the above table will normally have acceptable
seal and bearing life, but not necessarily optimal. They
may still be susceptible to elevated noise levels and ero-
sive damage to the impeller. This can require more fre-
quent impeller replacement than would otherwise be
experienced, had the cavitation been totally eliminated.
It will typically take a NPSHa of 4 to 5 times the 3%
NPSHr of the pump to totally eliminate potentially dam-
aging cavitation in a high suction energy pump.

Additional NPSH margin may be needed to cover
uncertainties in the NPSHa to the pump or operating
flow point (see Figure 5-10). If a pump runs farther out
on the curve than expected (which is very common), the
NPSHa of the system will be lower than expected and
the NPSHr for the pump will be higher, thus giving a
smaller (or possibly negative) actual NPSH margin. All
pumping systems must be designed to have a positive
margin throughout the full range of operation.

NPSHa margins of two to five feet are normally
required (above those shown in Table 5-1) to account for
these uncertainties in the actual NPSHr and NPSHa val-
ues. This added margin requirement could be even
greater depending upon the severity of the conditions,
especially if the pump is operating in suction recircula-
tion. If the application is critical, a factory NPSH test
should be requested (Refs. 5-8 and 5-9).

Figure 5-11 shows the effect of the NPSH margin
ratio on pump reliability, based on close to one hundred
operating pumps. It is evident from these data that the
NPSH margin ratio has a definite influence on pump
reliability, especially for high and very high suction en-
ergy pumps. In fact, some cavitation usually exists be-
low a ratio of 4.0.

NPSH MARGIN RELIABILITY FACTOR

The NPSH margin reliability factor (Figure 5-12)
was developed from field experience and guidelines
from Ref. 5-10 (Table 5-1). It provides a reasonable ap-
proximation of the reliability that can be expected for
aqueous liquids when various NPSH margin ratios are
applied to high suction energy pumps of increasing en-
ergy levels (suction energy ratios)—see Figure 5-12.
NPSH margin reliability factors are based on the fact
that, above the gating suction energy values (start of
high suction energy—see Table 5-2), cavitation becomes
severe (Ref. 5-9 and 5-10). In other words, the greater the
suction energy, the more important it is to suppress the
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residual cavitation that exists above the NPSHr, to pre-
vent damage. This reliability factor is only applicable
within the allowable operating flow region, above the
start of suction recirculation. Much higher NPSH margin
values are required in the region of suction recirculation,
for high and very high suction energy pump applica-
tions.

Table 5-2: Pump types and suction energy categories
—————————————————————————

Start of “high Start of “Very high
Pump type suction energy” suction energy”

—————————————————————————
2-Vane Sewage Pumps 100 × 106 150 × 106

Double Suction Pumps 120 × 106 180 × 106

End Suction Pumps 160 × 106 240 × 106

Vertical Turbine Pumps 200 × 106 300 × 106

Inducers 320 × 106 480 × 106

—————————————————————————

The diagonal ”suction energy ratio” lines (in Figure
5-12) are lines of constant relative suction energy. The
suction energy ratio can be obtained by using the actual
calculated suction energy (Equation 5-1) divided by the
gating “start of high suction energy” value for the pump
type, per Table 5-2. For example a double suction pump
with an actual suction energy value of 180 × 106  would
have a suction energy ratio of 1.5 (180/120). The 1.5-line
represents the start of very high suction energy. Pumps
of this suction energy level require a minimum NPSH
margin ratio of 2.5 for maximum reliability.

Figure 5-12 can also be used in place of Table 5-1 to
determine the necessary NPSH available, for high suc-
tion energy pumps.

There are other factors that, although not generally
affecting the suction energy of the pump, will affect the
degree of cavitation erosion damage (and sometimes
noise) within a pump, when sufficient NPSH margin is
not provided above the NPSHr of the pump. These non-
suction energy factors are:

1. Impeller Material
Table 5-3 provides probable relative life factors for
the most common impeller materials under cavita-
tion-erosion conditions. Steel and brass are the
most frequently used material; hence, upgrading
impeller materials in difficult applications can in-
crease impeller life and pump operating time. Us-
ing a life cycle cost approach, the more expensive
impeller materials may rapidly pay back the incre-

Figure 5-10: NPSH margin vs. flow rate

Figure 5-11: NPSH margin factor

Figure 5-12: NPSH margin reliability factor
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mental cost over the more traditional materials.
Repair costs and production loss expenses are fre-
quently far greater than the cost of impeller mate-
rial upgrades.

Table 5-3: Relative life of different impeller materials
under cavitation-erosion conditions
—————————————————————————

Material Life Factor
—————————————————————————

Aluminum Bronze 8.0
Titanium 6.0
Bronze 4.0
Stainless Steel 4.0
Monel 2.0
Cast Iron 1.5
Brass, gun metal 1.2
Mild Steel 1.0

—————————————————————————

2. The gas content and thermodynamic properties of the liq-
uid: Small amounts of entrained gas (1/2 to one per-
cent) cushion the forces from the collapsing vapor
bubbles, and reduce the resulting noise, vibration
and erosion damage. This is why high-energy
pumps—even at low NPSH margins—handling pa-
per stock that contains a large amount of entrained
air, seldom experience cavitation damage. Indeed,
small amounts of gas or nitrogen, somewhere be-
tween 1/2% and 2% by volume, are sometimes pur-
posely introduced into pumps to suppress
cavitation.

Warmer liquids entering a pump tend to con-
tain less dissolved gas than cooler liquids and thus
have less of the “cushioning” gas to release. There-
fore, one often notices higher noise levels in pumps
operating with higher liquid temperatures. On the
other hand and by contrast, as temperature in-
creases, the volume of vapor created from a given
mass of liquid decreases as it vaporizes, which cre-
ates smaller vapor bubbles and decreased suction
energy. This, in turn, tends to increase pump life.
The net effect of these two opposing factors is that
the maximum erosion damage occurs at around
120°F (49°C) for water, with the damage rate de-
creasing somewhat at lower, and markedly at
higher temperatures, such as found in boiler feed
service. This phenomenon also explains the high
erosion rates found in low NPSH margin cooling
tower services.

Most hydrocarbon liquids have relatively low
vapor volume to liquid volume ratios, and are of-
ten mixtures of different hydrocarbon liquids with
different vapor pressures. This means that, if the
liquid should vaporize at or near the pump suction
(impeller inlet), the volume of the resulting vapor
does not choke the impeller inlet passages as se-
verely as does water vapor during cavitation.
There is thus a smaller drop in developed head for
the same NPSH margin. Also, less energy is re-
leased when hydrocarbon vapor bubbles collapse.
In essence, the velocity of the surrounding liquid
micro-jet resulting from bubble implosion is less,
and this means less damage occurs as a result of
cavitation. It is, therefore, not as critical that cavita-
tion be avoided, as might be the case with aqueous
liquids. Also, lower NPSH margin and minimum
continuous flow values may be used (see Figure 5-
13). The KM factor is a multiplier that can be ap-
plied to reduce the onset of suction recirculation
values obtained from Figure 5-5, for hydrocarbons.

3. The corrosive properties of the liquid: This can acceler-
ate the damage from bubble implosions scouring
away the corrosion deposits and coatings.

4. Solids/abrasives in the liquid: Adding abrasives to the
high implosive velocities from the collapsing vapor
bubbles increases the wear rate.

5. The duty cycle of the pump: Cavitation damage is
time related. The longer a pump runs under cavi-
tation conditions, the greater the extent of damage.
It is for this reason that fire pumps, which run in-
termittently, rarely suffer from cavitation damage.
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TOTAL PUMP HYDRAULIC
RELATIVE RELIABILITY

For comparison purposes, it is useful to combine
several of the above hydraulic reliability factors in order
to obtain the “total pump hydraulic relative reliability”.
This will allow various pump options, for a given appli-
cation, to be evaluated on a common basis.  The reliabil-
ity factors to be combined are:

• Speed Reliability Factor (Rsp) – Figure 5-1
• Percent Flow Reliability Factor (Rflow) – Figure 5-2
• NPSH Margin Reliability Factor (Rnpsh) – Figure 5-

12
• Material Reliability Factor (Rmat) – Table 5-3 (only

applies to high suction energy pumps).

The resulting formula for Total Hydraulic Relative Reli-
ability (Rtotal) is:

Rtotal = Rsp x Rflow x Rnpsh x Rmat

As an example, we can use this formula to compare
several pumps for a given application.  Table 5-4 tabu-
lates the results of this comparison.

• Option 1:  Maximum speed, flow rate 75% of BEP,
NPSH Margin Ratio = 1.3, Suction Energy Ratio =
1.5, and cast iron impeller.

• Option 2:  VFD with speed ratio = 80%, flow rate
95% of BEP, NPSH Margin Ratio = 1.4, Suction

Energy Ratio = 1.3, and stainless steel impeller

• Option 3:  Larger pump with speed ratio = 50%,
flow rate 100% of BEP, NPSH Margin Ratio = 1.5,
Suction Energy Ratio = 1.2, and stainless steel im-
peller

Table 5-4: Total Hydraulic Reliability
—————————————————————————
Pump Speed Flow NPSH/SE Matl. Combined
Opt. 1 0.40 0.95 0.20 1.5 0.11
Opt. 2 0.55 1.00 0.60 4.0 1.32
Opt. 3 0.78 0.98 0.83 4.0 2.54
—————————————————————————

This example shows the large improvement in
pump reliability that can be achieved from hydraulic
upgrades, especially for high suction energy pumps.  In
this particular example, the larger pump (Option 3), with
a stainless steel impeller, would be the best choice. Its
improved reliability may even pay for the added cost of
the larger pump and stainless steel impeller.

PUMP RELIABILITY IMPACT
FROM SYSTEM DESIGN

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, optimum pump
performance also requires that proper suction/inlet pip-
ing practices be followed to ensure a steady uniform
flow to the pump suction at the true required suction
head. Poor suction piping can result in separation, swirl

Figure 5-14: Cavitation vs. inlet configuration
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and turbulence at the pump inlet, which decreases the
NPSHa to the pump and causes added cavitation. High
suction energy pumps are obviously most sensitive to
the effects of poor suction piping (Ref. 5-11).

Figure 5-14 shows test data on the effect of poor
suction piping on a small, high suction energy, end suc-
tion pump, as it is throttled through the region of suction
re-circulation, 115—160 m3/h (500 - 700 gpm). Suction
pressure pulsation levels for normal piping (five diam-
eters of straight pipe) are compared to the levels for
suction piping with a short radius elbow mounted di-
rectly on the pump suction flange, and two short radius
elbows at right angles, also mounted direct on the suc-
tion nozzle. The greater the flow disturbance entering
the pump, the higher the pressure pulsations, noise and
vibration, in the region of suction recirculation.

PUMP SUMP INTAKE DESIGN

Pump performance and life cycle maintenance
costs can be affected by the design of the pump intake
structure and/or sump. A good design ensures that the
following adverse flow phenomena are
within the limits outlined in the Hy-
draulic Institute Standard (ANSI/Hi 9.8,
Ref. 5-11):

• Submerged vortices
• Free-surface vortices
• Excessive pre-swirl of flow enter-

ing the pump
• Non-uniform spatial distribution

of velocity at the impeller eye
• Excessive variations in velocity

and swirl with time
• Entrained air or gas bubbles

The inlet bell diameter is a key el-
ement in the design of a sump. Favor-
able inflow to the pump or suction pipe
bell requires control of various sump
dimensions relative to the size of the
bell. For example, the clearance from the
bell to the sump floor and side walls
and the distance to various upstream in-
take features is controlled in the Hy-
draulic Institute Standard by expressing
such distances in multiples of the pump
or inlet bell diameter. This reduces the
probability that strong submerged vorti-

ces or excessive pre-swirl will occur. The recommended
maximum inlet bell velocity is 5.5 ft/sec (1.7 m/s).

• The required minimum submergence to prevent
detrimental free-surface vortices is also related to
the inlet bell diameter (inlet velocity) and flow rate.
The smaller the bell diameter and higher the flow
rate, the greater the required minimum submer-
gence. Examples of minimum required submer-
gence values are shown in Table 5-5.

• The inlet structure may take several forms, such as
rectangular, trench type, formed suction, suction
tanks, unconfined or circular. The primary require-
ment of any structure is that it prevents cross-flows
in the vicinity of the intake structure and creates
asymmetric flow patterns approaching any of the
pumps.

WATER HAMMER

Transient forces such as water hammer from sud-
den valve closure can produce large pressure spikes in

Table 5-5. Recommended minimum submergence of vertical pump
inlet bells
————————————————————————————————
Flow rate Recommended minimum submergence (inches)
(gpm)

Bell dia. Bell dia. Bell dia. Bell dia. Bell dia.
for 2.0 for 3.0 for 5.5 for 8.0 for 9.0
ft/sec ft/sec ft/sec ft/sec ft/sec

————————————————————————————————
200 15 19 25

————————————————————————————————
1,000 25 31 40

————————————————————————————————
2,000 33 40 49

————————————————————————————————
4,000 43 50 60

————————————————————————————————
6,000 51 57 64

————————————————————————————————
8,000 57 63 71

————————————————————————————————
10,000 62 68 76

————————————————————————————————
12,000 67 72 81

————————————————————————————————
14,000 72 76 85

————————————————————————————————
16,000 75 79 89

————————————————————————————————
18,000 79 82 92

————————————————————————————————
20,000 82 85 95

————————————————————————————————
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the piping system, which can cause severe damage to the
piping system and any attached equipment, such as
pumps and valves.

When the flow of liquid is suddenly stopped, the
liquid tries to continue in the same direction. In the area
where the velocity change occurs, the liquid pressure
increases dramatically, due to the momentum force. As it
rebounds, it increases the pressure in the region near it
and forms an acoustic pressure wave. This pressure
wave travels down the pipe at the speed of sound in the
liquid. If we assume the liquid is water, rigid pipe and
ambient temperature, the wave velocity is 4,720 ft/sec
(1,438.7 m/s). The acoustic wave will be reflected when
it encounters an obstruction, such as a pump, fitting or
valve.

The potential magnitude is dependent on the speed
of valve closure and the liquid velocity in the pipe prior
to the start of valve closure. If the time of the valve clo-
sure, in seconds, is greater than the total length of pipe
(L), in feet, divided by 1,000, then momentum theory
(Newton’s second law of motion) applies.

Fm = (ρ/g)Q(V1—V2)

Where:
Fm = Momentum force—lbsf
ρ = Fluid density - lbs/ft3

g = Acceleration due to gravity - 32.2 ft/sec2

Q = Rate of flow—ft3/sec
V1 = Initial velocity—ft/sec
V2 = Final velocity—ft/sec

On the other hand, if the time to close the valve is
less than L/1000, then the acoustic shock wave/elastic

column theory applies. In that case,

P = ρ × A × V/(g × 144 in2/ft2)

Where:
P = Pressure rise — psi
ρ = Liquid density — lbs/ft3

A = Velocity of sound in water - ft/sec
V = Velocity of the liquid in the pipe — ft/sec
g = Acceleration due to gravity — 32.2 ft/sec2

As an example, if a pump is working at 200 psig
(1.38 MPa), and the liquid is traveling at 15 ft/sec (4.6
m/s), the maximum recommended discharge velocity,
the instantaneous pressure inside the casing would jump
to 1,158 psig (7.98 MPa). This assumes the liquid is
ambient water and the valve closure time is short
enough for the elastic column theory to apply. Pump
casings are not usually designed for this magnitude of
pressure, especially if the casing is made of a brittle
material, such as cast iron. Even if the casing is con-
structed of a more ductile material, the shock wave may
still cause permanent deformation and ultimate failure.

The pump is not the only component that is af-
fected by this phenomenon. Valves, sprinkler heads and
pipe fittings are at risk of catastrophic damage. Pipe
hangers and pump foundations can also be adversely
affected by water hammer. PVC pipe and fittings are
very susceptible to damage from water hammer.

Water hammer can be controlled through proper
valve closure rates (with slow-closing valves), the addi-
tion of diaphragm tanks or similar accumulators to ab-
sorb the pressure surge, and relief valves to release the
pressure.
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Many “standard” ANSI and ISO-compliant pumps
were designed decades ago when frequent repairs were
accepted and plant maintenance departments were
loaded with personnel. Unless selectively upgraded, a
“standard” pump population will not allow 21st Cen-
tury facilities to reach their true reliability and profitabil-
ity potentials.

While primarily aimed at upgrading relatively in-
expensive ANSI and ISO pumps, this chapter introduces
a number of important issues that can’t be overlooked in
attempting to extend pump life. Pump sealing and bear-
ing lubrication topics are primarily touched upon, al-
though their overall importance is such that subsequent
chapters will go into additional detail on these matters.

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE
LIFE CYCLE IMPACT

As mentioned in the introductory chapters, the cost
of unscheduled maintenance is often the most significant
cost of ownership, and failures of mechanical seals and
bearings are among the major causes. In recent years,
improved pump designs and the management of me-
chanical reliability issues have lead to significant in-
creases in the pump mean time between failure (MTBF)
rates for many process plants. Back in the 1970’s and
early 1980’s, it was not unusual to find plant MTBF rates
of 6 months to a year. Today, most reliability-focused
plants have pump MTBF rates as high as 3 to 4 years.
These improvements have been achieved by paying
proper attention to pump components with the highest
failure rates.

Then, in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, there came
to be plants with over 2,000 installed pumps in average
sizes around 30 hp that enjoyed an MTBF of 8.6 years.
These, as one might suspect, are plants that look at
mechanical and process interactions. They fully under-
stand that pumps are part of a system and that the sys-
tem must be correctly designed, installed and operated if
consistently high reliability is to be achieved. In addition
and as further explained in Chapter 16 of this text, these

plants are conducting periodic pump reliability reviews.
As a consequence, the 8.6 year MTBF mentioned in the
first edition has, in at least one documented instance,
risen to a remarkable 11 years.

Then there are even plants with over 2,000 installed
pumps in average sizes around 30 hp that enjoy an
MTBF of 8.6 years. These, as one might suspect, are
plants that look at mechanical and process interactions.
They fully understand that pumps are part of a system
and that the system must be correctly designed, installed
and operated if consistently high reliability is to be
achieved. In addition, these plants are conducting peri-
odic pump reliability reviews.

PUMP RELIABILITY REVIEWS
START BEFORE PURCHASE

The best time for the first reliability review is be-
fore the time of purchase. This subject is given thorough
treatment in Ref. 6-1. It is obvious that persons with a
reliability engineering background and an acute aware-
ness of how and why pumps fail are best equipped to
conduct such reviews. This implies that these contribu-
tors should have an involvement in the initial pump
selection process. Individually or as a team, those in-
volved should consider the possible impact of a number
of issues, including:

• The potential value of selecting pumps that cost
more initially, but last much longer between re-
pairs. The MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) of
a better pump may be one to four years longer than
that of its non-upgraded counterpart.

• The published average values of avoided pump
failures range from $2,600 to $11,000.

• One pump fire occurs per 1,000 failures. Having
fewer pump failures means having fewer destruc-
tive pump fires.

There are several critically important applications
where buying on price alone is almost certain to ulti-

Chapter 6

Improvements Leading to

Pump Mechanical Maintenance Cost Reduction
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mately cause costly failures. Included are the following:

— Applications with insufficient NPSH or low
NPSH margin ratios (Ref. 6-2)

— High or very high suction energy services
— High specific speed pumps (Ref. 6-3)
— Feed and product pumps without which the

plant will not run
— High pressure and high discharge energy

pumps
— Vertical turbine deep-well pumps

At a minimum, then, these are the six services
where spending time and effort for pre-purchase reliabil-
ity reviews makes the most economic sense. These re-
views concentrate on typical problems encountered with
centrifugal pumps and attempt to eliminate these prob-
lems before the pump ever reaches the field. Among the
most important problems the reviews seek to avoid are:

• Pumps not meeting stated efficiency
• Lack of dimensional interchangeability
• Vendor’s sales and/or coordination personnel be-

ing reassigned
• Seal problems (materials, flush plan, flush supplies,

etc.)
• Casting voids (repair procedures, maximum allow-

able pressures, metallurgy, etc.)
• Lube application or bearing problems (Ref. 6-4)
• Alignment, lack of registration fit (rabbetting), base

plate weakness, grout holes too small, base plates
without mounting pads, ignorance of the merits of
pre-grouted base plates

• Documentation: Manuals and drawings shipped
too late

• Pumps that will not perform well when operating
away from best efficiency point, i.e. prone to en-
counter internal recirculation (Refs. 6-3 and 6-5).

MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-FAILURE CALCULATIONS

Although not perfect from a mathematician’s per-
spective, simplified calculations will give an indication
of the extent to which improving one or two key pump
components can improve overall pump MTBF (Ref. 6-6).

Say, for example, that there’s agreement that the
mechanical seal is the pump component with the short-
est life, followed by the bearings, coupling, shaft, and
sometimes impeller, in that order. The anticipated mean
time between failure of a complete pump assembly can

be approximated by summing the individual MTBF
rates of the individual components, using the following
formula:

1/MTBF = [(1/L1)2 + (1/L2)2 +
(1/L3)2 + (1/L4)2]0.5 Eq. (6-1)

In a 1980’s study, the problem of mechanical seal
life was investigated. An assessment was made of prob-
able failure avoidance that would result if shaft deflec-
tions could be reduced. It was decided that limiting shaft
deflection at the seal face to a maximum of 0.001 inch
(0.025 mm) would probably increase seal life by 10%. It
was similarly judged that a sizable increase in seal hous-
ing dimensions to allow the installation of the newest
seal configurations would more than double the mean-
time-between-failures of seals.

By means of such analyses, all of the components
under consideration for upgrading were examined, the
life estimates collected, and the latter used in mean-time-
between-failure calculations.

In Equation (6-1), L1, L2, L3 and L4 represent the
life, in years, of the component subject to failure. Using
applicable data collected by a large petrochemical com-
pany in the 1980’s, mean-times-between-failures, and
estimated values for an upgraded medium-duty pump
were calculated. The results are presented in Table 6-1.
As an example, a standard construction ANSI B73.1
pump with a mechanical seal MTBF of 1.2, bearing
MTBF of 3.0, coupling MTBF of 4.0 and shaft MTBF

Table 6-1: How selective component upgrading influ-
ences MTBF
—————————————————————————
ANSI Seal Bearing Coupling Shaft Composite

Pump MTBF MTBF MTBF MTBF Pump
Upgrade (yrs) (yrs) (yrs) (yrs) MTBF
Measure (yrs)
—————————————————————————
None, i.e.
“Standard” 1.2 3.0 4.0 15.0 1.07
—————————————————————————
Seal and
Bearings 2.4 6.0 4.0 15.0 1.93
—————————————————————————
Seal Hous-
ing Only 2.4 3.0 4.0 15.0 1.69
—————————————————————————
Bearing En-
vironment 1.2 6.0 4.0 15.0 1.13
—————————————————————————
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value of 15.0, resulted in a total pump MTBF of 1.07
years. By upgrading the seal and bearings, the total
pump MTBF can be improved by 80% to 1.93.

Table 6-1 thus shows the influence of selectively
upgrading either bearings or seals or both on the overall
pump MTBF. Quite obviously, choosing a 2.4 year MTBF
seal and a 6 year MTBF bearing (easily achieved by pre-
venting lube oil contamination, as will be seen later),
had a major impact on increasing the pump MTBF and—
assuming the upgrade cost is reasonable—may well be
the best choice.

As has been noted, the failure of a small pump,
based on year 2002 reports, costs $5,000 on average. This
includes costs for material, parts, labor and overhead.
Let us now assume that the MTBF for a particular pump
is 12 months and that it could be extended to 18 months.
This would result in a cost avoidance of $2,500/yr,
which is greater than the premium one would pay for
the upgraded medium-duty pump.

In addition, the probability of reduced power cost
would, in many cases, further improve the payback. Re-
call also that the proper hydraulic selection of a pump can
have a further marked positive impact on the life and op-
erating efficiency of a pump. Audits of two large U.S.
plants identified seemingly small pump and pumping
system efficiency gains which added up to power-cost
savings of hundreds of thousands of dollars per year.

Thus, the primary advantages of the upgraded
medium-duty pump are extended operating life, higher
operating efficiency and lower operating and mainte-
nance costs.

Figure 6-1 provides a quick means to approcimate
the annual pump repair cost based on the total MTBF
and average repair cost. It can also be used to determine
potential savings from upgrades.

Seal Environment
The number one cause of pump downtime is failure

of the shaft seal. These failures are normally the result of
an unfavorable seal environment such as improper heat
dissipation (cooling), poor lubrication of seal faces, or
seals operating in liquids containing solids, air or vapors.
To achieve maximum reliability of a seal application,
proper choices of seal housings (standard bore stuffing
box, large bore, or large tapered bore seal chamber, Ref. 7)
and seal environmental controls (CPI* [Chemical Process
Industry] and API seal flush plans) must be made.

Large Bore Seal Chamber
The original ANSI/AVS B73 specification was writ-

ten around 1960. When originally written, packing was

the predominant means of sealing the stuffing box.
Today the mix has changed and the vast majority

of ANSI B73.1 pumps are provided with mechanical
seals. This quasi “convertible” stuffing box, which can
accommodate either packing or mechanical seals does
not, however, have sufficient space for the diverse
range of designs in mechanical seals, especially opti-
mally dimensioned cartridge seals. This fact brought
about the need for a second stuffing box cover design,
called a seal chamber. It was introduced in the mid-
80’s, and has since been included in recent editions of
the ASME/ANSI B73.1 standard. A seal chamber can
be of a plain cylindrical (Figure 6-2) or one of several
different taper bore (Figure 6-4) designs. There are
variations of each and some of the many possible seal
environments and available configurations are ex-
plained in Chapter 8.

Designed specifically for optimally dimensioned
mechanical seals, large bores provide increased life of
seals through improved lubrication and cooling of
faces. The seal environment should be controlled
through use of CPI or API flush plans. Seal chambers
are often available with internal bypass to provide cir-
culation of liquid to faces without using external flush.
A properly dimensioned internal bypass taken off the
back side of the impeller will reduce the solids concen-
tration in the seal chamber. Large bore seal chambers
are ideal for conventional or cartridge single mechani-
cal seals in conjunction with a flush and throat bush-
ing at the bottom of the chamber. Large bore seal
chambers are also excellent for conventional or car-
tridge double or tandem seals.

Table 6-2 compares the radial clearance (between
the shaft sleeve and seal chamber bore) of the traditional

Figure 6-1: Pump MTBF vs. annual maintenance cost
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old stuffing box (small bore) with the generally optional
new seal chamber (big bore).

Table 6-2 and Figure 6-2 show the dramatic in-
crease in mechanical seal space in the big bore seal
chamber over the standard stuffing box cover. Virtually
all standard O-ring mounted single and double me-
chanical seals will fit in the big bore seal chamber. This
type of seal chamber can also be furnished with the in-
ternal bypass shown in Figure 6-2, but it is not normally
used with outside mechanical seals.

Tapered Bore (Large Bore) Seal Chambers
Large bore seal chambers can be supplied with an

internal taper. Tapered large bore seal chambers, Figure
6-3, have a minimum four-degree taper, open toward the
pump impeller. This configuration favors circulation of
liquid at seal faces without the use of external flush (see

Figure 6-3: Large bore tapered seal chamber with vor-
tex breaker baffles (“AR”) (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca
Falls, NY 13148

Figure 6-2: Large bore seal chamber with internal by-
pass (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148

Figure 6-4: Tapered Bore Plus™ seal chamber with vane particle ejector ring (Source: Goulds/ITT, Seneca Falls,
NY 13148)

Table 6-2: Comparison between conventional and big
bore seal chamber dimensions
—————————————————————————

Radial clearance between
shaft and seal chamber

Frame Size Small Bore Big Bore % Increase
—————————————————————————
AA - AB 5/16" 3/4" 140
A05 - A80 3/8" 7/8" 133

A90 - Al 20 7/16" 1" 128
—————————————————————————
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also Figure 6-2). It has been reasoned that tapered bore
seal chambers offer advantages that include lower main-
tenance costs, elimination of tubing/piping, lower utility
costs (associated with seal flushing) and extended seal
reliability. The tapered bore seal chamber is commonly
available with ANSI chemical pumps. API process
pumps use conventional (cylindrical) large bore seal
chambers. Paper stock pumps use both conventional
large bore and large tapered bore seal chambers.

However, as will be explained next, only tapered
bore seal chambers with special flow modifier struts or
vortex breaker baffles provide the expected reliability on
services that contain solids, air or vapors. Without such
vortex breaker baffles, labeled “AR” in Figure 6-3, there
will be a cyclone separator effect whereby abrasive-con-
taining pumpage tends to swirl around at great velocity
and erode away the surrounding metal.

It should be noted that conventional (small bore) ta-
pered bore seal chambers were often flawed. Developed
in the mid 1980’s, it was anticipated that solids and vapor
would be centrifuged to the bore and then axially moved
towards the impeller, where they would exit the seal
chamber. However, once the solids made it into the box
they could not escape. High pressure at the impeller vane
tips and low pressure at the shaft made it difficult or im-
possible for solids and vapor to exit the confined space.
Accumulation of solids resulted in severe erosion of the
seal and pump parts. In addition, failures due to dry run-
ning of mechanical seals were often caused by vapors
trapped in the seal chamber. This seal chamber type does
provide good cooling of the seal faces with clean liquids.

Large bore tapered seal chambers with axial flow
modifier baffles avoid these problems and provide better
seal life when air or vapors are present in the liquid. The
axial ribs dramatically change the flow profile, are effec-
tive at removing solids from the seal chamber, and pre-
vent entrapment of vapors. Unfortunately, the new flow
profile that allows the solids to escape also deflects sol-
ids towards the seal faces, which can cause failures. It is
a good solution for vapor removal, but has solids han-
dling and paper stock limitations of approximately one
percent (1%) by weight. This seal chamber can be used
with cartridge double seals.

Special Tapered Bore Seal Chamber with
Vane Particle Ejector Ring

To eliminate seal failures on services containing
vapors as well as solids, the flow pattern must direct
solids away from the mechanical seal and purge air and
vapors. Seal chamber designs that meet this objective in-
corporate a “vane particle ejector” (VPE) ring, Figure 6-

4, at the seal chamber entrance. A low pressure zone
created by the VPE creates a unique flow path that di-
rects solids and vapor away from the mechanical seal.
The back pump-out impeller vanes, in conjunction with
the VPE, create a turbulent zone, which helps to mini-
mize the amounts of solids entering the seal chamber
bore. The VPE design extends the solids handling limit
to 10% by weight, and paper stock to 5% by weight, to
ensure that the seal faces are continuously flushed with
clean liquid. No flush is required. The VPE design is not
used with outside mechanical seals.

Tapered Bore Seal Chamber Comparison
The various large bore seal chambers (Figure 6-5)

are fundamentally oversized, tapered bore seal cham-
bers with flow modifiers. These could be baffles or—in
“cyclone” chambers—two helical grooves cast into the
seal chamber bore. The intent is to improve shaft sealing
reliability. The baffles and/or helical grooves are key to
the design; they act to maintain flow patterns within the
seal chamber which both cool and lubricate the mechani-
cal seal while preventing solids and vapor from collect-
ing in the seal environment.

As an added benefit, the “cyclone” seal chamber
flow modifiers can reduce, and sometimes eliminate, the
need for auxiliary seal flush for a number of services
containing up to ten percent (10%) solids by weight. This
results in reduced installation cost and simplifies needed
maintenance activities.

Table 6-3 provides a quick guide for selecting the
right seal chamber/stuffing box for the application.

“ANSI PLUS®” MECHANICAL SEAL GLAND

According to ITT/Goulds, an ideal gland for big
bore seal chambers should have the following features
(see Figure 6-6):

1. Tangential flush connection—optimum versatility
for standard flush, maximum circulation when uti-
lizing a pumping ring.

2. Outside diameter pilot—dry, close tolerance fit to
assure concentricity.

3. Metal to metal face alignment—O-ring should be
utilized to seal the gland to the seal chamber, while
the metal to metal fit assures the stationary seat
will be perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

4. The gland should allow for the addition of a vent
and drain chamber with a bushing if required.
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SEALED POWER ENDS

Now let us turn to improving the MTBF of the
pump bearings. One way is to use a sealed power end
(bearing frame) to prevent loss of oil and to protect the
oil sump against the ingress of ambient environmental
contaminants. Several major ANSI and w pump manu-
facturers are marketing such upgraded bearing frames.
All acknowledge that, short of using canned or magneti-
cally driven pumps, the closest possible sealing against
airborne contaminants requires use of face-type housing
seals. As will be seen later, it can be reasoned that wear-
prone lip seals and even the many different types of
rotating labyrinth seals are not achieving this near-her-
metic containment.

Some of these sealed bearing housings are offered
with a diaphragm-type expansion chamber (Figure 6-7
and Figure 6-8) to compensate for air volume changes
within the frame caused by temperature differences.
This small device, which incorporates an elastomeric
diaphragm, is intended to facilitate making bearing
housings completely enclosed systems. Expansion cham-
bers are screwed into the housing vent opening. They ac-
commodate the expansion and contraction of vapors in

a sealed bearing housing without permitting moisture
and other contaminants to enter. Carefully selected from
a variety of either plain or fabric reinforced elastomers,
the diaphragm will not fail prematurely in harsh chemi-
cal environments (Ref. 6-6).

However, expansion chambers rarely make either
technical or economic sense on centrifugal pump bear-
ing housings. If air can escape along the shaft due to
existing air gaps, the expansion chamber serves no pur-
pose at all. If the bearing housing is truly sealed and the
constant level lubricator vented to the bearing housing,
the anticipated pressure increase would be minor. A
quick and simple calculation using the fundamental
thermodynamic relationship between pressure and tem-
perature rise (e.g. P1T2=P2T1, using absolute pressures
and absolute temperatures) would prove the point. It
would show that for the actual and most probable tem-
perature rise encountered in pump bearing housings, the
accompanying pressure rise would be of no consequence
as long as the lube application method is chosen in ac-
cordance with sound reliability principles. Again, this
implies that the reliability-focused pump user would
select balanced constant level lubricators (explained later
in this text), whereas the risk-taking repair-focused user

Figure 6-5: Tapered bore seal chambers (Source: Goulds/ITT, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
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would continue to employ lubricators that allow oil lev-
els to be contacted by ambient air.

In any event, the shaft is sealed with magnetic shaft
seals (Figures 6-9, 6-10 and 6-11) at each end of the frame
(Ref. 6-8). In each of these seals the rotary portion of the
assembly is fastened to the shaft by an O-ring that per-
forms both clamping and sealing functions. The station-
ary piece is O-ring mounted in an insulator, which is
pressed into the pump housing or frame adapter. Mag-
netic bearing housing seals no longer use the traditional
mechanical seal springs; they employ suitably posi-
tioned magnets instead. Early versions of magnetic seals
are depicted in Figures 6-9 and 6-10 where one face is
either fitted with rare earth rod magnets (Figure 6-9) or
an aluminum-nickel-cobalt (Alnico) magnet (Figure 6-
10) with the other face either being a magnetic material
or encased in a magnetic material.

Figure 6-6: Optimized gland design for ANSI pumps
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Table 6-3: Typical seal chamber selection guide (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Stuffing box cover—seal chamber type
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Standard Cylindrical Standard Axial Rib VPE &
Box Large Tapered Tapered Cyclone
Cover Chamber Bore Bore Chambers

Service Designed Enlarged Enlarged Enlarged Vane
for Chamber. Tapered /Tapered Particle
Packing. Use CPI Bore Bore w/ Ejector &
Fits Mech. Flush Chamber Rib Spiral
Seals Plans Chamber Groove

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Ambient water with flush A A A A A
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Entrained air or vapor C B B A A
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Solids 0-10%, no flush C C C B A
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Solids up to 10%, with B A B A A
flush
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Paper stock 0-5%, no flush C C C B A
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Paper stock 0-5%, with B A A A A
flush
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Slurries 0-5%, no flush C C C B A
——————————————————————————————————————————————
High boiling point liquids, no flush C C C B A

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Self-venting and draining C C B A A
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Seal face heat removal C A A A A
——————————————————————————————————————————————
A - Ideally suited, B - Acceptable, C - Not recommended
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On many sealed bearing housings, a sight glass is
mounted in the side of the frame to ensure proper oil
level (Figure 6-12, also Figure 9-24). Some manufacturers
continue to supply these housings with constant level
lubricators, although others have proven that with true
hermetic sealing there is no longer the need to furnish
make-up oil. Hence, they leave off the constant level
lubricator and recommend level monitoring via sight
glass observation. The user will be instructed to fill the
unit to the proper oil level and this will be the only oil
necessary until the normal oil change interval.

Although changing the oil periodically will still
be required (since all lubricants will degrade over a
period of time), keeping out contaminants will protect

Figure 6-7: Diaphragm-type expansion chamber
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 6-9: Cartridge-type magnetic shaft seal incorporating rare-earth bar magnets (Source: Isomag Corpora-
tion, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70809)

both oil and bearings. The recommended oil replace-
ment intervals are therefore typically 2-4 years for
“quasi-hermetically” sealed, synthetic lube-containing
pump bearing housings, while 6-12 month intervals are

Figure 6-8: Diaphragm-type bearing housing expan-
sion chamber (Source: TRICO Mfg. Co., Pewaukee, WI
53072)
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more typical for conventional, open bearing housings
using mineral oils. The frame is sometimes fitted with
a magnetic oil plug to attract any magnetic wear par-
ticles during operation. Sealed power ends are de-
signed to prevent the primary cause of premature
failure, namely contamination of the oil.

Since the mid-1980’s, “upgraded medium duty”
pumps have often been specified by value-conscious,
reliability-focused ANSI pump users. Typical of these are
the features advertised as “standard” in the “ANSI
Plus®” sealed power ends (Figure 6-13) of ITT/Goulds,
a major pump manufacturer (for a sealed bearing frame
see also Figure 6-18):

“ANSI Plus®” Feature Replaces
——————————— —————

1. Magnetic shaft seals Lip seals
2. Expansion chamber Breather
3. Magnetic oil plug Oil plug
4. Sight window Constant level lubricator

Figure 6-10: Magnetic shaft seal with Alnico face;
shown here in the process of being assembled in three
steps, left-to-right (Source: Magseal, Inc., West
Barrington, Rhode Island)

Figure 6-12: Sight glass assembly on a bearing housing
(Source: Roto-Jet Pump®, Salt Lake City, UT 84110)

It should be noted that whenever the impeller is
adjusted on a sealed power frame, it is possible for the
shaft-contacting O-ring of a magnetic seal to travel with
the shaft, which would risk opening the faces. This po-
tential problem is avoided by selecting a cartridge-type
magnetic seal, Figure 6-9, or the more recently devel-
oped Figure 6-11, instead of certain non-cartridge con-
figurations similar to Figure 6-10.

BEARING HOUSING SEALS
IN THE LUBRICATION ENVIRONMENT

Most pump shaft seals are generally inadequate.
ANSI pumps are usually furnished with elastomeric lip
seals. When these seals are in good condition, they con-
tact the shaft and contribute to friction drag and tem-
perature rise in the bearing area. After 2,000 to 4,000
operating hours, they are generally worn to the point at
which they no longer present an effective barrier against

Figure 6-11: Dual-face magnetic bearing housing seal
(Source: AESSeal, Ltd., Rotherham, UK, and Knoxville,
TN)
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Figure 6-13: Upgraded medium duty
pump frame components with sealed
power end (Source: ITT/Goulds, Sen-
eca Falls, NY 13148)

contaminant intrusion. Percent failure vs. hours to leak-
age for two types of lip seals is shown in Figure 6-14
(Ref. 6-7).

API-type pumps are generally furnished with non-
contacting labyrinth seals or bearing isolators similar to
the one depicted in Figures 6-15 and 6-16. These rotating
labyrinth seals, and especially the cleverly designed iso-
lator of Figure 6-15, represent a commendable advance-
ment over prior art. They have proven to give much
better protection than either lip seals and standard sta-
tionary (API 5th Edition) labyrinth seals.

Yet, it has been stated that non-contacting rotating
labyrinth configurations cannot possibly represent a
fully effective barrier against the intrusion of atmo-

spheric dust or moisture. Examining Figure 6-15, reli-
ability professionals have reasoned that there is an inter-
change of air, as will be described later (Chapter 9,
Figure 9-36).

It should be noted, nevertheless, that all of the
major ANSI pump manufacturers offer these seals, pri-
marily because of user preference. Also, the manufac-
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turer of this bearing housing seal (isolator) has repeat-
edly affirmed the soundness of the design. Possibly, with
centrifugal force tending to “open up” the rotor portion
containing the vapor blocking O-ring, there may indeed
be only a minimum gap between the large O-ring and
the opposite shallow groove. There is always a thin film
of lubricant present, which probably reduces wear be-
tween the O-ring and stator.

Isolators of the type depicted in Figure 6-16 have a

fixed air gap that permits communication between bear-
ing housing space and ambient environment. As the
bearing housing undergoes temperature changes, air
will flow in and out of the housing.

Airborne moisture, in particular, can cause unex-
pectedly high decreases in bearing fatigue life. Ref. 6-9
contains summaries on the deleterious effects of water in
lube oil. It states that, in the 1960’s, researchers had
found the fatigue life at a water content of 0.002 percent
reduced 48 percent and, at 6.0 percent water, found it to
be reduced 83 percent. Others found a fatigue life reduc-
tion of 32-43 percent for squalene containing 0.01 percent
water and a third group of researchers detected about an
80 percent drop with a moist air environment contacting
dried mineral oil, as was shown earlier in Table 2-1.
While the detailed mechanism for the reduction of fa-
tigue life by water in a lubricant is not completely under-
stood, it is thought to relate to aqueous corrosion. There
is also much evidence that the water breaks down and
liberates atomic hydrogen. This causes hydrogen
embrittlement and increases the rate of cracking of the
bearing material by a significant margin.

Expanding on our earlier discussion, a solution to
the problem of sealing pump bearing housings can be
found in aircraft and aerospace hydraulic pumps, which
make extensive use of magnetic face seals. Earlier de-
signs of this simple seal consist of two basic components,
as shown in Figures 6-9 and 6-10:

1. A magnetized ring, having an optically flat sealing
surface that is fixed in a stationary manner to the
housing and sealed to the housing by means of a
secondary O-ring.

Figure 6-14: Percent failure vs. hours to leakage for two
types of lip seals (Source: Bloch/Johnson, “Downtime
prompts upgrading of centrifugal pumps,” Chemical
Engineering, November 25, 1985)

Figure 6-15: Bearing isolators (Source: INPRO/Seal Company, Rock Island, Illinois 61202)
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2. A rotating ring having a sealing surface that is
coupled to the shaft for rotation and sealed to the
shaft with an O-ring.

The rotating ring, which is fabricated from a ferro-
magnetic stainless steel or is fitted with bar magnets, can
be moved along the shaft. When no fluid pressure exists,
the sealing surfaces are held together by the magnetic
force, which is reliable and uniform, creating a positive
seal with minimum friction between the sealing faces
and ensuring the proper alignment of the surfaces
through the equal distribution of pressure. Temperature
rise and anticipated (low) leakage have been docu-
mented in Ref. 6-8.

DUAL-FACE MAGNETIC BEARING HOUSING SEALS

As was brought out before, it has long been recog-
nized that lube oil contamination vastly reduces the life
of pump bearings. This prompted the American Petro-
leum Institute (API) and pump users to seek out and
recommend preventive measures, including devices
such as rotating non-contacting labyrinth bearing hous-
ing seals (“bearing isolators”) and contacting-face rotat-
ing magnetic seals. All of these measures have one

primary objective: the extension of bearing life through
reduction, and possibly even the virtual elimination, of
lubricant degradation.

Various factory tests, the development of cost justi-
fications and a thorough review of field experience have
established the viability and effectiveness of cartridge-
type magnetic dual-face bearing protectors. As of late
2004, these devices must be considered the best available
means of preventing external contaminants from de-
grading the lubricant in bearing housings for industrial
machinery. The bearings of pumps, gears, mixers, small
turbines, fans, blowers, star feeders, conveyor lines, ro-
tary drum filters, and literally hundreds of other shaft-
driven and bearing-supported types of equipment can
be effectively sealed with dual (or “double”) face mag-
netic seals. Figures 6-11 and 6-17 illustrate two different
configurations of the dual-face (or double-face) product.

Features and Properties of Magnetically
Energized Dual-face Cartridge Seals.

In pumps equipped with dual-face magnetic bear-
ing housing seals, the lubricant is totally contained while
the atmosphere is effectively excluded. Shafts are sealed
with magnetic seals at each end of the frame. In general,
the rotary portion of the seal is fastened to the shaft by
an O-ring that performs both clamping and sealing func-
tions. The opposing component is O-ring mounted in a
stationary, which is then fitted into the pump housing or
frame adapter.

Instead of springs to hold the faces together, one of
the components of a modern dual-face magnetic bearing
housing seal is fitted with a series of small rare earth rod
magnets. The two opposing parts are either a high
strength, corrosion-protected magnetic material or are
made of a wear-resistant, low-friction face encased in a
material attracted by the strong stationary rod magnets.

In dual-face magnetic seals two seal faces are mag-
netically held against their respective mating faces.
However, the magnet materials often differ. Modern
seals use stationary nickel-plated samarium-cobalt mag-
nets, a tungsten-carbide rotary, an antimony carbon face
on the side towards the housing-interior, and a bronze-
filled Teflon face on the atmospheric side. While the
single-face aerospace magnetic seal of Figure 6-10 dates
back to the late 1940’s, the new and improved dual-face
magnetic seals have only been fully operational since
about 2002.

Of the two types of dual-face magnetic seals shown
in Figures 6-11 and 6-17, the one illustrated in Figure 6-
17 has been independently third-party tested with re-
gard to its electrostatic and electromagnetic properties to

Figure 6-16: Bearing isolators with air gap separating
rotor and stator rings
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ensure safe operation in hazardous areas and potentially
explosive atmospheres. This testing ensured ATEX com-
pliance. ATEX is the European safety standard for explo-
sive environments and test results, per Figure 6-18, are
contained in an ATEX document which certifies compli-
ance of these dual-face magnetic bearing protector seals
for use in hazardous areas where a large number of
Group II, Category 2 equipment is required. The tem-
perature classification is dependent upon the specific
application. The procedure and methodology contained
in the ATEX document enable the purchaser to deter-
mine the safe use of the dual-face magnetic seals in a
given application.

Limitations
The application options for dual-face magnetic

bearing housing seals are almost limitless. They are pres-
ently used on many pump configurations, including
horizontal and vertical pumps, rotary lobe, progressive
cavity and gear pumps. Gear speed reducers and a wide
variety of different machines found in pulp and paper
mills, corn milling equipment, different pillow blocks
and rotary valves have also been successfully sealed
with these dual-face cartridge magnetic seals, which in-
corporate neither clips nor set screws. Their dimensional
envelope fits many locations where lip seals were origi-
nally installed. Yet, their clamping locations avoid con-
tacting the shaft surfaces worn off by lip seal contact.

The external faces of the modern dual-face mag-
netic seals shown in Figs. 6-11 and 6-17 are designed for
dry running and will to do so without distress as long as
the respective internal faces are not too hot. With mar-
ginal (oil splash) lubrication on the inner face of this seal
and dry running conditions on the outer face, allowable
peripheral shaft velocities were 22 m/s. Assuming a 3-
inch (~76 mm) diameter shaft, it would rotate at
slightly over 5500 rpm. At an 18°C (65° F) ambient,
the resulting face temperature would stay within the
stipulated ATEX limitation of 85°C (185°F), see Fig-
ure 6-18.

The internal face is made of antimony-infused
carbon, selected for its desirable properties, includ-
ing that of optimal heat dissipation. Additionally,
and regardless of actual need, the lubricant applica-
tion conditions in pump bearing housings are typi-
cally known to provide a small, or incidental,
amount of oil to at least a segmented region of the
inboard sealing faces. The inboard faces of the two
dual-face magnetic seal models are designed to oper-
ate quite well with this incidental thin film lubrica-
tion.

Still, to safeguard against blatant misapplication,
the manufacturer warns against dry running. As a mat-
ter of general policy, either continuous monitoring or
other appropriate inspection and examination methods
are advocated to ensure correct equipment oil levels.
Fortunately, the bearing housings of properly designed
pumps will always incorporate lube application meth-
ods that generate an oil fog that results in not only ad-
equate bearing lubrication but also a thin coating of oil
for the seal faces and only the complete loss of oil could
cause an unacceptable temperature increase at the in-
board/outboard faces. Then again, that’s an academic
concern since deprivation of lube oil would invite cata-
strophic bearing failure in any case. For bearing hous-
ings in pure oil mist service, dual-face magnetic seals are

Figure 6-18: MagTecta ll ATEX Temperature Graph
(@18 deg. C/ 65 deg. F ambient for oil splash, i.e. mar-
ginal lubrication)

Figure 6-17: Dual-face magnetic seal and O-rings (2, 4,
6, 10), snap ring (11), rotating face (1), stationary faces
(3, 9b), stationary magnets (8), magnet carrier (7), and
outer body (5). (Source: AESSeal, Inc., Rotherham, UK,
and Knoxville, TN)
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provided with features that promote oil mist to coalesce
on the seal faces. In that case, pre-lubrication of the faces
will be required since, upon starting the equipment, oil
mist will not instantly coalesce in sufficient amounts to
form a separating film between seal faces.

In general, the manufacturers of different bearing
housing seals are reluctant to publish leakage data on
their respective devices and only occasionally will a test
report find its way into the hands of consulting engi-
neers. However, properly applied and installed, modern
dual-face magnetic seals have always won in laboratory
tests against every other bearing housing seal marketed
in 2004. Better yet, many relevant case histories exist.

Case Histories and Cost Justification
There are a number of areas that merit being con-

sidered in justifying the incremental cost of dual-face
magnetic bearing housing seals over the cost of simple
lip seals or certain straight and rotating labyrinth seals.

Progressive, reliability-focused equipment users
that seek to improve the profitability of their operations
employ Life Cycle Costing, or LCC. The conscientious
application of LCC concepts will help reliability-focused
plants minimize waste. In the case of double-face mag-
netic bearing housing seals, LCC will often show dra-
matic savings in operating and maintenance costs.

In this instance, life cycle component cost compari-
sons investigate the total lifetime cost to purchase, in-
stall, operate and maintain equipment with, vs.
equipment without, magnetic bearing housing seals. The
comparison would have to include associated down-
time, plus certain imputed values of having fewer failure
events. Reliability-focused plants include here the
avoided cost of plant fires occasionally brought on by
catastrophic bearing failures and the implicit value of
utilizing work force members that previously spent time
on remedial tasks and are now free to pro-actively work
on preventive tasks. A simplified mathematical expres-
sion for life cycle cost was already introduced on page 1
of this text; it could be used for a screening study of eco-
nomic benefits.

Suppose, then, a facility had identified certain cen-
trifugal pumps that suffered from disappointing bearing
life and suppose further that these pumps were installed
in a contamination-prone environment. It is not difficult
to imagine bearings adjacent to steam quench injection
points near mechanical seals, or bearings in mining
pumps, or in areas experiencing sandstorms to be at
special risk here. Moreover, given source data from Ref.
6-9 and 6-10, it is more than reasonable to anticipate a
two-fold increase in bearing life with hermetically sealed

bearing housings.
One of the simplest and most straightforward ways

to assess the benefits of dual-face magnetic seals over
sealing methods that allow an influx of atmospheric con-
taminants would be to look at a plant’s pump failure
frequencies and costs. The cost of a set of magnetic seals
would be more than offset by the projected reduction in
bearing-related pump failures. In virtually all cases so
examined, upgrading to dual-face magnetic seals will
show payback periods of less than six months.

First, a very simple payback calculation. Suppose a
plant had centrifugal pumps with an average MTBF
(mean-time-between-failures) of 2.5 years and suppose
further that the average repair is costing the plant $6,400,
including burden, overhead, field and shop labor, re-
placement parts, etc. The bearing housings are not her-
metically sealed and there is clear evidence of lubricant
contamination. Sets of magnetic seals cost $640 and hold
the prospect of extending pump MTBF to 5 years. The
plant would avoid a $6,400 repair and, over a five-year
period, would realize a payback of $6,400/$640—a 10:1
ratio.

Along similar lines, more elaborate benefit-to-cost
calculations could take many forms and one of these,
labeled a simplified five-year benefit-to-cost calculation,
is given below. It relates to a centrifugal pump that was
originally equipped with lip seals and is now being
upgraded to dual-face magnetic seals (Ref. 6-8).

Again, this calculation covers a five-year life for
hermetic sealing with dual-face magnetic seals. As
shown, an incremental expenditure of ($640-70) = $570
for dual-face magnetic seals would return ($16,138-
$5,084) = $11,054 over a five year period. The payback
would be approximately 19:1.

Compared against any other means of sealing, i.e.
housing seals that would allow “breathing” (ambient air
interchanges), dual-face magnetic seals win. The poten-
tial benefits might favor dual-face magnetic seals even
more if a plant were to opt not to replace its lip seals
every year. In other words, not replacing lip seals would
likely result in more bearing replacements or even total
pump overhauls and, in certain cases, unit downtime
costs. Likewise, it is noteworthy that studies with lip
seals on centrifugal pumps being replaced twice every
year show cost breakdowns that again favor dual-face
magnetic seals, and do so by greater margins.

Case History 1:
Axially split case centrifugal pumps in boiler feed service.

Although supplied by a well-known major manu-
facturer, five hot condensate pumps at a petrochemical
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plant had been furnished with lip seals at their respec-
tive bearings. These lip seals leaked immediately upon
startup, which risked depleting the oil in the rather
small volume (1 quart, or ~1 liter) oil sump.

Steam quench escaping from mechanical seals adja-
cent to the bearing housing seal area undoubtedly con-
tributed to the disappointing performance of the
factory-supplied elastomeric lip seals. Water intrusion
caused rapid and repeated bearing failure, with esti-
mated repair costs in the vicinity of $10,000 —a very
reasonable per-event cost approxi-
mation for multi-stage pumps in
this size range. Since three sealing
locations are involved per pump
(Figure 13-7, also Figure 13-9), and
with the incremental cost of three
dual-face magnetic seals remaining
well below $1,000, avoiding even a
single repair incident per year
would equate to a benefit-to-cost
ratio in excess of 10:1. Indeed, the
facility advised payback in the vi-
cinity of one month.

Case History 2:
Vertically oriented axially split pumps
at a water works.

From Figures 6-19 through 6-
21 it can be seen that the pillow
block bearings are installed in
close proximity to the product
sealing areas of these medium-
pressure, 8,300 gpm (1,925 cubic
meter/hr) water pumps. Water in-
trusion and oil contamination re-
quired replacing the pillow blocks
every six months. With dual-face
magnetic seals subsequently oper-
ating flawlessly and no water in-
trusion or related distress being
foreseen, the user claims that a
$400 upgrade has avoided in ex-
cess of $10,000 worth of repairs.
Investing in dual-face seals
achieved a payback of two weeks.

There are many more case
histories supporting the need to
protect lube oil and bearings from
external contaminants. Both mois-
ture and particulates can be kept
away by effectively sealing equip-

ment bearing housings. Dual-face magnetic sealing rep-
resents an improvement and life-extension measure
practiced by reliability-focused plants in many countries.
The cost justification for these upgrades is easy to calcu-
late and rapid paybacks are the norm in most instances.

Face-type magnetic seals are considered very reli-
able (Ref. 6-10). Also, according to an airworthiness cer-
tificate issued by the U.S. Federal Aviation Agency
(FAA) and displayed in one vendor’s sales literature,
some early models have operated continuously for

Lip Seal-Equipped vs. Dual-face Magnetic Seals
————————————————————————————————

Cic (5 yrs)(2)($35)= $350 (2pc)($320) = $640

Cin (0.08)($350) = $ 28 (0.08)($640) = $ 51
[Procurement cost is ~8% of component cost. Assume no modifications needed to mount

cartridge-type dual-face magnetic seals in pump bearing housing]

Ce = $ 0 = $ 0
[Assumes no significant change in frictional energy magnetic seals vs. lip seals]

Co = $186 = $ 45
[Cost of mineral-type lube oil, replaced once per year, vs. synthetic lube, replaced once

in 5 years. Includes labor for oil changes]

Cm = $ 10,625 = $2,125
[Pumps being partially dismantled 5 times for lip seal installation, vs. once for magnetic

seal installation. The alternative of NOT replacing lip seals yearly would incur bearing

failures and more costly repair incidents]

Cdt = $ 0 = $ 0
[Assumes a facility with redundant, or “installed spare” pumps]

Cenv = $ 5 = $ 1
[Assumes Kyoto Protocol values in a signatory country]

Cd = $ 0 = $ 0
[Assume waste oil will be mixed with furnace feed; hence, no disposal cost]

Cf = $ 4,444 = $2,222
[Incremental cost due to a $4,000,000 fire occurring once per 1,500 pump failures per year

in refinery pumps. Assume one-third of these are bearing-related. Therefore, $4,000,000/

1500X33.3%X5yrs = $4,444]

Cv = $ 500 = $ 0
[Imputed loss due to not being able to assign technical work force

to perform proactive or preventive tasks elsewhere]

Five-Year [One-Year] Totals: $ 16,138 [$3,228] $ 5,084 [$1,017]
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40,000 hours without repair or adjustment. This life cycle
was reached under conditions considerably more severe
than those to which most petrochemical process pump
bearing housings are typically exposed.

FEATURES OF UPGRADED CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

The upgraded medium-duty bearing housing
shown in Figure 6-22 incorporates the various bearing
life improvement features that have so far been dis-
cussed:

1. A deep-groove Conrad-type bearing with loose in-
ternal clearance (C3)

2. A duplex, 40° angular contact, lightly pre-loaded
back-to-back-mounted thrust bearing

3. A vent port that remains plugged for dry-sump oil-
mist lubricated bearings and that can be fitted with
an expansion chamber if deemed necessary by the
user

4. A cartridge-type magnetic seal

5. A bearing housing end cover (Figure 9-11) made to
serve as a directed oil-mist fitting (Ref. 6-6). A more
detailed coverage of oil mist is given in Chapter 10.

If oil mist is not available at a given location, the
conventional lubrication methods discussed later in
Chapter 9 and involving a flinger disc instead of the
vulnerable oil flinger, or “slinger” ring, would be the
next best choice. As indicated in Figure 6-23, i.e. with
the oil level reaching to the center of the lowermost
ball, this choice is limited to pumps with operating
speeds up to perhaps 1,800 RPM (Ref. 6-11). The two
flinger discs of Figure 6-23 serve only to keep the oil

Figure 6-19: Axially split pump in vertical orientation
at a municipal water facility in the United States

Figure 6-20: Lower bearing region of vertically oriented
pump requires effective protection against water intru-
sion

Figure 6-21: Dual-face magnetic seal installed near
lower bearing in vertically oriented water pump at a
water treatment facility
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well mixed. Intimate mixing prevents having a layer of
hot oil floating at top.

Conventional Wisdom: Oil rings are needed to feed lubri-
cant into pump bearings.

Fact: In slow-speed applications with lube oil levels reach-
ing the center of the lowermost bearing ball, oil rings
(or flinger discs) are needed to maintain uniform oil
sump temperatures.

For pumps operating at speeds in excess of 1,800
RPM, and typically at DN (rpm times shaft diameter,
in.) values exceeding 6,000 (see page 144), the oil level
must very often be prevented from reaching the bear-
ings so as not to cause churning and excessively high

Figure 6-22: “Upgraded medium duty” pump (Source:
Carver Pump Company, Muscatine, Iowa)

oil temperatures. In that instance, oil flinger rings or,
preferably, larger diameter flinger discs (Ref. 6-12)
would be necessary. Oil flinger rings, also shown later
in Figures 7-12, 7-22, 9-16, 9-37, etc., are expected to
either feed oil into the bearings or generate enough
spray to somehow get adequate amounts of lubricant
to the various bearings.

However, just to highlight the issue, proper lubri-
cation of rolling element bearings in centrifugal
pumps depends on such factors as bearing preload,
cage inclination, oil cleanliness, viscosity and point of
introduction of the lube oil. If oil rings are used as an
application method, then shaft horizontality, oil ring
design, depth of ring immersion and oil viscosity take
on added importance. Unless these factors are under-
stood and are taken into full account by pump manu-
facturers and users, bearing life may be erratic, or
consistently (and even unacceptably) low. This is a
very important subject and will be dealt with in Chap-
ter 9 (Ref. 6-9).

ADVANCED LUBRICATION STRATEGIES

An advanced lubricant application strategy is
specifically designed for owner/users that utilize oil
mist lubrication systems in their plants. Here, standard
shaft lip seals are replaced with stationary labyrinth
seals, as required for API-610 compliance. Rotating
labyrinth seals (“bearing isolators”) would represent a
further upgrade, and magnetic shaft seals, as listed in
the 9th and later editions of API-610, would represent
the ultimate in hermetically sealing pump bearing
housings. Used in conjunction with oil mist, well-de-
signed rotating labyrinth seals have proven to be ef-
fective in keeping wash-down and contaminants out
of the power end. With the oil mist creating a clean

Figure 6-23: Oil bath lubrication on an API
pump. Note use of flinger discs to prevent over-
heating top layer (temperature stratification) of
lube oil (Source: CPC Pumps, Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada)
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lubricant for the bearings and the mist venting out
through the labyrinth seals, bearings can be expected
to last, on the average, three to four times longer. This
issue is given detailed attention in Chapters 9 and 10
of our text.

TELESCOPING SHAFT SEAL SLEEVE

One vendor has developed a special shaft sleeve
package (Figure 6-24) to address the exacting require-
ments of mechanical seal setting. The key component
is a telescoping sleeve. A short stub sleeve has the
standard “hook” portion to properly locate the impel-
ler. The mechanical seal mounts on a separate drive
sleeve, which slides on the stub sleeve with an O-ring
for sealing. This allows for adjustment of the mechani-
cal seal after the pump has been assembled. A set-
screw collar locks the sleeve in position and provides
a positive drive. An important benefit of this sleeve
arrangement is that it allows the use of a standard
single inside mechanical seal. A customer’s present
seal inventory can be used without modification. It
can also be used with a standard stuffing box, as well
as with the big bore and taper bore stuffing boxes dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter.

Short of being a cartridge seal, this special seal/
sleeve arrangement is designed for ease of installation
and adjustment. The drive sleeve containing the rotary,
stationary, gland and drive collar is installed on the
shaft as a complete assembly. The rotary is pre-posi-
tioned on the drive sleeve, either against the sleeve

shoulder as on an inexpensive single mechanical seal,
or with a setscrew collar in a pre-determined position
for shorter seals. The stub sleeve is then inserted on
the shaft and under the end of the drive sleeve.

Seal setting is accomplished externally by setting
the gap between the drive collar and the gland. A
separate spacer piece is provided to precisely set this
gap. When adjusting the impeller clearance, the spacer
should be placed between the drive collar and the
gland, and the drive collar setscrews loosened. After
the impeller is adjusted, the setscrews are tightened,
and the spacer removed.

DYNAMIC SHAFT SEAL—AN OCCASIONAL
ALTERNATIVE TO THE MECHANICAL SEAL

On some tough pumping services like paper
stock and slurries (note Figure 6-25, a paper stock
pump with semi-open impeller and replaceable casing
insert), mechanical seals require outside flush and con-
stant, costly attention. Even then, unless superior seals
and seal support systems are employed in conjunction
with steeply tapered seal housings, seal failures are
common, resulting in downtime. Dynamic seals, which
use a repeller between the stuffing box and impeller,
may eliminate the need for a mechanical seal in cer-
tain water-based services (Figure 6-26). There are,
however, no reasonable incentives to ever apply dy-
namic seals in hydrocarbon, toxic, expensive or flam-
mable services.

A repeller (sometimes called “expeller,” Figure 6-
27), works much like a small impeller. At start-up the re-
peller pumps liquid and solids from the stuffing box.
The repeller soon becomes air-bound and an interface
forms within the repeller vanes, sealing the pumped liq-
uid. When the pump is shut down, packing (identified
in Figure 6-25 and shown also in Figures 6-26 and 6-27),
or some more advanced type of secondary seal (me-
chanical shutdown seal) prevents the pumpage from
leaking into the ambient environment.

In pulp and paper plants, the advantages of a
dynamic seal would include:

• External seal water is not required

• Elimination of pumpage contamination and prod-
uct dilution

• No need to treat seal water

• Eliminating problems associated with piping
from a remote source.

Figure 6-24: Telescoping shaft sleeves facilitate impel-
ler adjustments (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)
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Figure 6-25: Paper stock pump with axial shaft adjustment provision, replaceable casing insert and repeller (“dy-
namic seal”) arrangement (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Among the disadvantages of a dynamic seal we
note that:

• The repeller/expeller consumes a fair amount of
power.

• The secondary seal does not seal as well as a me-
chanical seal when the pump is shut down. As

mentioned above, dynamic seals should not be
used for hazardous liquids.

• Dynamic seals are limited to relatively low suction
pressures.
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CONSIDER COMPOSITE MATERIALS IN
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP WEAR COMPONENTS

Recall that reliability improvement implies
that both feasibility and cost-effectiveness of
materials and component upgrading must be
constantly on the mind of the reliability profes-
sional. Reliability-focused pump users view ev-
ery repair incident as an opportunity to upgrade.

HP and other fluid processing industries
have embraced the use of current generation
composite materials in centrifugal pumps to in-
crease efficiency, improve MTBR (mean time be-
tween repair), and reduce repair costs.
Composite wear materials are included in API-
610, 9th Edition, the latest centrifugal pump stan-
dard from the American Petroleum Institute.

One such material that has been used suc-
cessfully by major refineries is Dupont Vespel®
CR-6100, which is a PFA—a carbon fiber compos-
ite (Ref. 6-13). Its properties eliminate pump sei-
zures and allow internal rotating-to-stationary
part clearances to be reduced by 50% or more.
CR-6100 has replaced traditional metal and previ-
ous generation composite materials in pump
wear rings, throat bushings, line shaft
bearings, inter-stage bushings, and
pressure reducing bushings. Figures 6-
28 and 6-29 show applications in hori-
zontal and vertical pumps, respectively.
For installation considerations refer to
Chapter 15.

In the 2003/2004 time frame, a
bright group of reliability improvement
consultants

(gdierssen@industryuptime.com)
was able to help users quantify how
CR-6100 could reduce, and in effect did
greatly reduce, the risk of pump sei-
zures. Proper application of the high-
performance material imparts
dry-running capability and mitigates
damage from wear ring contact. Pumps
equipped with rings and bushings
made from this carbon fiber material rarely—if ever—ex-
perience pump seizures during temporary periods of
suction loss, off-design operation, slow-rolling, or start-
up conditions. When the upset condition has been cor-
rected, the pump can continue operating with no
damage or loss of performance. Conversely, when metal
wear components contact during operation, they gener-

Figure 6-26: Dynamic seal and repeller (Source: ITT/Goulds,
Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
Note that terms “repeller” and “expeller” are used inter-
changeably.

Figure 6-27: Packing components of a dynamic seal (Source: Morris
Pump, Division of ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

ate heat, the materials gall (friction weld), and the pump
seizes. This creates high-energy, dangerous failure
modes, which can result in extensive equipment damage
and potential release of process fluid to atmosphere.

As usual, there are many ways to investigate the
cost justification for upgrading to this proprietary PFA in
pumps. Note how the justification in Table 6-4 incorpo-
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Fig. 6-29: Vespel® CR-6100 applications in vertical
pump (Source: DuPont Engineering Polymers, New-
ark, Delaware. Also marketing publication
VCR6100PUMP, 12/01/02)

rates the value of efficiency gains in a
typical 75 kW centrifugal pump, where
clearance was reduced by one-third
(Table 6-4).

Essentially, then, a one-time incre-
mental outlay of $1,000-$520 = $480 re-
turns $1,890 per year for 7 years. The first
year payback ratio is $ 1890/$480, almost
4:1. The seven-year payback is $ 13,230 /
$ 480 = 27:1. However, several of the pa-
rameters listed in other case histories
throughout this book could reasonably
be used to arrive at even higher payback
ratios. Among these are the imputed cost
of avoided fire incidents and the value of
reassigning freed-up workforce members
to proactive tasks.

CR-6100 wear components do not gall or seize, and
damage to expensive parts is eliminated. This reduces
repair costs and mitigates safety and environmental inci-
dents. Moreover, reducing wear ring clearance by 50%
increases pump performance and reliability through in-
creased efficiency, reduced vibration, and reduced
NPSHr. The efficiency gain for a typical process pump is
4-5% when clearance is reduced by 50 % (Ref. 6-10).
Minimized wear ring clearance also increases the hy-
draulic damping of the rotor, reducing vibration and
shaft deflection during off-design operation. The lower
vibration and reduced shaft deflection increase seal and
bearing life, and help users achieve reliable emissions
compliance. This clearance reduction also reduces the
NPSHr on the order of 2-3 ft (0.6-1.0 m), which can elimi-
nate cavitation in marginal installations (Ref. 6-14).

Users have had great success installing CR-6100 to
achieve all of these benefits. One refinery installed this
composite in wear rings and line shaft bearings to elimi-
nate frequent seizures in 180°F (82°C) condensate return
service. The condensate return pumps have subse-
quently been in service for 6 years without failure. An-
other user improved the efficiency and reliability of two
gasoline shipping pumps by installing CR-6100 wear
rings, inter-stage bushings, and throat bushings. The
shipping pumps have been in service for 4 years without
failure or loss of performance. Hundreds of other appli-
cations have benefited from composite wear compo-
nents; these include light hydrocarbons, boiler feed
water, ammonia, sour water, and sulfuric acid.

Another frequently used high performance com-
posite for these applications is bearing grade Teflon®
with carbon fiber filled PEEK (poly-ether-ether-ketone).
This composite has exceptional chemical resistance, a

Fig. 6-28: Vespel® CR-6100 applications in horizontal pump (Source:
DuPont Engineering Polymers, Newark, Delaware. Also marketing
publication VCR6100PUMP, 12/01/02)
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relatively high temperature rating (480°F, or 249°C), im-
proved dimensional stability and low coefficient of fric-
tion. Still, actual testing on pumps conducted in late
2003 showed that enthusiasm for Vespel CR-6100 is not
unfounded. For follow-up and relevant information, re-

Table 6-4: Cost Justification for High-Performance Wear Parts
——————————————————————————————————————————

Wear Rings, Wear Rings,
Cast Iron Vespel®

——————————————————————————————————————————
Cost, 2 Items $ 520/5yrs $1,000/7yrs

= $ 104/yr = $ 143/yr
Efficiency Gain Base 4% of 75 kW=3kW

Incremental $, (3kWx8,760hrs)
x($0.06/kWh) $ 1,576 Base

Repair Cost, per year Basis $8,000/5yrs Basis $8,000/7yrs
= $ 1,600/yr = $ 1,143/yr

Total, per year $ 3,176 $ 1,286
Savings, per year Base $ 1,890
——————————————————————————————————————————

liability-focused readers may wish to contact
www.industryuptime.com.

In any event, be sure to actively consider composite
materials as your upgrade option wherever reliability
improvements are sought.
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PUMP BEARING LOADS

Pump bearings support the hydraulic loads im-
posed on the impeller, the mass of impeller and shaft,
and the loads due to the shaft coupling or belt drive.
Pump bearings keep the shaft axial end movement and
lateral deflection within acceptable limits for the impel-
ler and shaft seal. The lateral deflection is most influ-
enced by the shaft stiffness and bearing clearance.

The bearing loads consist of hydrostatic and mo-
mentum forces from the fluid, and mechanical unbal-
ance forces from the pump rotor. The forces on the
impeller are simplified into two components: axial load
and radial load.

AXIAL LOAD

The axial hydraulic pressures acting on a single
stage centrifugal pump are illustrated in Figure 7-1. The
axial load is equal to the sum of three forces:

1) the hydrostatic force acting on the impeller front
and back (hub) shrouds, due to the hydraulic pres-
sures acting on the surface areas of the shrouds,

2) the momentum force due to the change in direction
of the fluid flow through the impeller, and

3) the hydrostatic force due to the hydraulic pressure
acting on the impeller (suction) opening and shaft.
The hydrostatic forces dominate the impeller load-
ing.

Both magnitude and direction of the axial force
may change during the pump startup process, due to
varying flow conditions in the side spaces between the
impeller shrouds and casing walls. The changes in flow
conditions and the resulting changes in pressure distri-
butions on the impeller shrouds cause the axial load to
fluctuate.

In single stage end suction pumps, the magnitude
and direction of the net axial load is most influenced by
the design of the impeller. Four typical impeller designs
are illustrated in Figure 7-2. The semi-open impeller
with pump-out vanes and the closed impeller with two
wear rings and balance holes are most common in pet-
rochemical and paper mill process applications.

In pumps with open and semi-open impellers, the
axial load is normally directed towards the suction side
owing to the pressure on the large area of the hub
shroud. Closed pump impellers with wear rings can
have near-balanced (zero) axial load or, more commonly,
low axial load directed towards the suction. With in-
creased suction pressures, the axial load can be directed
to act opposite to the suction.

Impeller pump-out vanes and balance holes are
employed to balance the axial load.

Pump-out vanes (also called back vanes) are small
radial vanes on the hub shroud used to increase the
velocity of the fluid between the hub shroud and the
casing wall. This reduces the pressure of the fluid and

Chapter 7

Bearings in Centrifugal Pumps*

*Courtesy of SKF USA Inc. Publication 100-955, Second Edition, by
permission of SKF USA Inc., with minor updates provided by the
authors. Please note that this material was derived from one of many
manuals designed to provide specific application recommendations for
SKF customers when used with the latest issue of SKF’s General Cata-
log. It is not possible, in the limited space of this Pump Life Extension
Handbook, to present all the information necessary to cover every
application in detail. SKF application engineers should be contacted
for specific bearing recommendations. The higher the technical de-
mands of an application and the more limited the available experience,
the more advisable it is to make use of SKF’s application engineering
service.

Figure 7-1: Axial hydraulic pressures acting on an im-
peller
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results in reduced axial load on the impeller. The ability
of pump-out vanes to reduce axial load is largely influ-
enced by their proximity to, or clearance relative to, the
back casing surface.

Balance holes are holes in the hub shroud used to equal-
ize (balance) the pressure behind the impeller with that
of the pump suction. Balance holes help to balance the
two hydrostatic forces acting in opposite directions on
the impeller shroud surfaces. Typical tests (Figure 7-3)
illustrate the influence of these balance holes on pump
axial load. The impeller without balance holes has
greater axial load than the impeller with balance holes.

The magnitude and direction of the axial load can
change from its design value if pump-out vane clearance
changes due to wear, or is not set within tolerance, or if
balance holes become plugged with debris. Pump-out
vanes and balance holes reduce pump efficiency by sev-
eral percentage points but may be necessary and un-
avoidable in certain pumps.

The axial load in double suction impeller pumps is
balanced except for a possible imbalance in fluid flow
through the two impeller halves. Such an imbalance
might be caused by a piping configuration, proximity to
pipe bends (elbows), or impeller-internal differences be-
tween seemingly mirror-image halves.

In multistage pumps, impellers are often arranged
in tandem and back-to-back to balance the axial load.

Figure 7-2: Typical impeller designs found in centrifu-
gal pumps

Figure 7-3: Influence of balance holes on pump axial
load
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RADIAL LOAD

The hydraulic radial load is due to the unequal
velocity of the fluid flowing through the casing. The
unequal fluid velocity results in a non-uniform distribu-
tion of pressure acting on the circumference of the im-
peller. The radial load is most influenced by the design
of the pump casing.

The casing is designed to direct the fluid flow from
the impeller into the discharge piping. In a theoretical
situation at BEP, the volute casing has a uniform distri-
bution of velocity and pressure around the impeller pe-
riphery, see Figure 7-4.

In a real volute at the BEP, the flow is most like that
in the theoretical volute except at the cutwater, also
called a “tongue.” The tongue is, of course, needed for
the volute construction, as illustrated in the real volute
of Figure 7-4.

The disturbance of flow at the cutwater causes a
non-uniform pressure distribution on the circumference
of the impeller resulting in a net radial load on the im-
peller. The radial load is minimum when the pump is
operating at the BEP and is directed towards the
cutwater. Radial load increases in magnitude and
changes direction at flows greater than and less than
BEP, see Figure 7-5.

Four typical casings are illustrated in Figure 7-6.
The single volute casing is commonly used in small pro-
cess pumps. The diffuser and circular volutes are also
commonly used. Due to their diffuser vanes and geom-
etry, they have a more uniform velocity distribution
around the impeller and therefore have lower radial
impeller loads. The radial load in a circular volute is
minimum at pump shut-off, i.e. zero flow, and is maxi-
mum near the BEP.

Double volute casings are commonly used in larger
pumps when this construction is possible. A double vo-
lute casing has two cutwaters that radially balance the
two resulting and opposing hydraulic forces. This signifi-
cantly reduces the hydraulic radial load on the impeller.

Fluctuating and unbalanced radial loads are super-
imposed on the steady radial load. Fluctuating loads are
sometimes caused by the interaction of the impeller
vanes passing the casing cutwater. The frequency of the
fluctuating force is equal to the number of impeller
vanes times the rotational speed. Unbalanced forces can
either be due to unevenness in the flow through the
passages of the impeller, or mechanical imbalance (mass
unbalance).

The hydraulic loads are dependent on the type and
size of impeller and casing, the pump operating condi-

tions such as pump speed, fluid suction pressure, and
the point of pump operation. The magnitude and direc-
tion of the hydraulic loads can change greatly with
changes in these factors. In most instances, the lowest
hydraulic loads exist only at the BEP.

Pump cavitation influences operation and conse-
quently pump hydraulic loads. Bearing loads should be
evaluated at the BEP condition and at the maximum and
minimum rated conditions of the pump.

Figure 7-4: Fluid flow in pumps

Figure 7-5: Radial load change magnitude and direc-
tion at flows greater than and less than BEP flows
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pump shaft and drive motor shaft alignment. Claims of
misalignment having little or no influence on component
life are simply false.

The magnitude and direction of hydraulic loads
and the load from the belt or coupling drive are best
obtained from the pump manufacturer or user. Figure 7-
7 illustrates a typical bearing arrangement for an end
suction centrifugal pump. From the figure, using the
equations of engineering mechanics or SKF computer
programs, the bearing reactions can be calculated.

BEARING TYPES USED IN CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Figure 7-8 illustrates the different rolling element
bearings found in centrifugal pumps. The three most
frequently used ball bearing types are the single row
deep groove ball bearing, the double row angular con-
tact ball bearing and the universally matchable single
row angular contact ball bearing.

Table 7-1, provided by the MRC Division of SKF
USA, expands on this illustration, giving relative load
capacities in the radial and axial directions. Don’t over-
look the “matching” options implied on this table. For
example, the split inner ring bearing (9000-series) is usu-
ally matched with a single-row angular contact ball bear-
ing with the same angle (29° or 40°).

Ball bearings are most commonly used in small
and medium sized pumps because of their high speed
capability and low friction. Single row deep groove ball
bearings and double row angular contact ball bearings
are produced in Conrad (i.e. without filling slots) and
filling slot type designs. For pump applications, Conrad
bearings are preferred over the filling slot type bearing.
Conrad double row angular contact ball bearings oper-
ate at lower temperatures than filling slot double row
bearings in similar pump conditions and are not influ-
enced by the filling slot.

Double row angular contact ball bearings with fill-
ing slots should be specially oriented so that the axial
load does not pass through the filling slot side of the bear-
ing. Since the late 1980’s or early 1990’s the API-610 Stan-
dard no longer allows filling slot bearings of any type.

Single row angular contact ball bearings of the BE
design (40° contact angle) are used where high axial load
capabilities are needed for greater pump operational re-
liability. Universally matchable single row angular con-
tact ball bearings can be arranged as pairs to support
loading in either axial direction. 

The MRC Bearing Division of SKF has combined a
40° contact angle ball bearing with a 15° contact angle

Figure 7-6: Casing configurations typically found in
centrifugal pumps

Belt drives and flexible couplings also exert forces
on the pump shaft. The force from a belt drive is greater
than that from a flexible coupling. The forces resulting
from flexible couplings are minimized with improved
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ball bearing in a bearing set call PumPac®*. (The
PumPac® bearing set is described on page 145.)

Spherical, cylindrical, matched taper roller bear-
ings and spherical roller thrust bearings are used in
larger, slower speed pumps where the greatest bearing
load carrying capacity is needed.

PUMP BEARING ARRANGEMENTS

The most common pump and pump bearing ar-
rangements are shown in Figures 7-9 to 7-16.

Both the vertical inline pump, Figure 7-9, and the
horizontal process pump, Figure 7-10, are used in light
duty process services, including chemical and paper mill
applications. The pump impellers are typically open or
semi-open designs. The bearings of the vertical inline
pump shown are grease lubricated and “sealed for
life”—i.e. limited by the life of the trapped grease. The
bearings are spring preloaded to control the endplay of
the shaft.

Horizontal process pump bearings are most fre-
quently oil bath lubricated. In some cases (as shown in
Figure 7-10) the bearings supporting the axial load are
mounted in a bearing housing, separate from the pump
frame, to allow adjustment of the impeller in the casing.
In these cases, the adjustable housing is shimmed with
the frame to ensure good bearing alignment and to ob-
tain the desired impeller-to-casing clearance.

Medium-duty, Figure 7-11, and heavy-duty, Figure
7-12, process pumps are used in refinery services where
the highest reliability is required. The impellers are typi-
cally closed designs with one or more wear rings. Here,

axial load is generally supported by universally match-
able single row angular contact ball bearings. The bear-
ings are most frequently oil-bath or oil-ring lubricated.
(Lubricant application strategies are the subject of con-
siderable discussion later in this text).

Two heavy-duty slurry pump arrangements are
shown in Figures 7-13 and 7-14. Roller bearings are used
to support the heavier loading common in these applica-
tions. Matched taper roller bearings with steep contact
angles, arranged face-to-face or back-to-back, are well
suited to support the combined axial and radial loads in
these applications.

Spherical roller bearings are used in slurry
pumps having very heavy loads. The radial loads are
supported by spherical roller bearings. A spherical
roller thrust bearing supports the axial load. It is
spring preloaded to ensure that sufficient load is ap-
plied to the bearing conditions of axial load reversals
during pump startup or shutdown, or under certain
process upset conditions. This arrangement is most
commonly oil-bath lubricated.

For vertical deep well pumps, the spherical roller
thrust bearing, Figure 7-15, is a good choice. It easily
accommodates the misalignment usually found in these
and similar applications having long slender shafts.

Reliability concerns with certain mechanical shaft
seals led to increased application of magnetic drive
pumps, Figure 7-16. Here, impeller and shaft are sup-
ported by plain bearings lubricated by the pumped
fluid. Rolling element bearings are used to support the
drive shaft. Deep groove ball bearings are most com-
monly applied in these types of pumps. The bearings
can be spring preloaded to limit shaft end movement
and to maintain adequate load on the bearings. The
spring preload prevents outer ring rotation in these often
lightly loaded bearings.

Figure 7-7: Load reactions at
pump bearings

*MRC® and PumPac® are registered trademarks of SKF USA Inc. can
be used when the pump axial load predominates in only one direction.
This configuration is shown in Figs. 7-35 through 7-37.
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The equations to use when calculating the bearing rating
life are as follows:

L10h =(C/P)P (1,000,000/60 n) Eq. 7-2

L10ah = a23 L10h Eq. 7-3

L10aah = aSKF L10h Eq. 7-4

where:
L10h = basic rating life in operating hours

n = rotational speed, r/min
C = basic dynamic load rating, N
P = equivalent dynamic bearing load, N
p = exponent for the life equation

(= 3 for ball bearings)
(= 10/3 for roller bearings)

h = hours
L10ah = adjusted rating life in operating hours

a23 = combined factor for material and
lubrication, obtained from a diagram in
the bearing manufacturer’s General
Catalog

L10aah = adjusted rating life according to New Life
Theory, in operating hours

aSKF = life adjustment factor, based on New Life
Theory

The ASME/ANSI B73.1 Standard (Ref. 7-1) for pro-
cess pumps specifies that rolling bearings shall have rat-
ing lives greater than 17,500 hours at maximum load
conditions and rated speed. The API-610 Standard (Ref.
7-2) for refinery service pumps specifies that rolling bear-
ings shall have rating lives greater than 25,000 hours at
rated pump conditions and not less than 16,000 hours at
maximum load conditions at rated speed. Many supple-
mental standards invoked by users simply state that bear-
ing L10 life shall exceed 40,000 hours. However, both
ASME/ANSI B73.1 and API-610 Standards allow a basic
rating life L10h, or adjusted rating life L10ah calculation.

The adjustment factor a23 and the adjusted rating
life L10ah are dependent on the viscosity of the lubricant
at the bearing operating conditions. Figure 7-17 plots the
a23 factor versus Kappa (K). Kappa is the ratio of the
lubricant viscosity (v) at the operating conditions to the
minimum required lubricant viscosity (v1) at the operat-
ing conditions. The Kappa value should ideally be
greater than 1.5.

The New Life Theory indicates that a rolling bear-
ing can have infinite fatigue life provided the applied
loads are below a fatigue limit, the bearing operates in a
sufficiently clean environment, and was manufactured

BEARING LIFE

When calculating the rating life of SKF bearings, it
is recommended that the basic rating life L10h, the ad-
justed rating life L10ah, and the New Life Theory rating
life L10aah each be evaluated, provided sufficient infor-
mation is available to satisfactorily evaluate the adjusted
rating life and the New Life Theory.

Figure 7-8: Approximate relative load, speed and mis-
alignment capabilities of pump bearing types
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Table 7-1: Bearing selec-
tion table giving relative
load capacities in the
radial and axial direc-
tions (Source: TRW/MRC
Engineer’s Handbook,
1982).
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Figure 7-9: Vertical inline pump

consistent evaluation of the contamination level, SKF
has developed a computer program for this purpose.
Continued research on the quantification of contamina-
tion for use with the New Life Theory will undoubt-
edly lead to further refinement of this program. For
evaluation of a bearing arrangement with the New
Life Theory, SKF encourages reliability professionals to
contact an SKF application engineer. However, we be-
lieve the data contained in our text are sufficiently ac-
curate to yield the substantial life extension results
desired by our readers.

In a few of the more unusual applications, pump
bearing life can be extended by installing shielded or
sealed grease-lubricated bearings within the sealed
pump bearing housing. Recall, however, that the life
expectancy of sealed bearings is closely tied to the ser-
viceability of the grease charge. Moreover, using sealed
bearings may make it necessary to limit the speed of the
pump because of the additional seal friction.

The New Life Theory generally considers only
solid particle contamination of the lubricant.
Contamination of the lubricant by water
and other fluids can also reduce the life of
the bearings. The allowable free water con-
tent in mineral oil type lubricating oils gen-
erally ranges from 200 to 500 ppm by
volume depending on the additives sup-
plied in the lubricant. Preferably, the water
content should not exceed 100 ppm, or
about six drops of water per liter of oil!
Some synthesized hydrocarbon oils
(polyalphaolefins, or PAOs) have the same
limits as mineral oils. There is a risk of re-
duced bearing life if the water content ex-
ceeds these values. Lubricant contamination
by water is one of the most common rea-
sons for bearing failures in pumps.

BEARING LUBRICATION

The lubricant separates the rolling ele-
ments and raceway contact surfaces and lubricates the
sliding surfaces within the bearing. The lubricant also
provides corrosion protection and cooling to the bear-
ings. The principal parameter for the selection of a lubri-
cant is viscosity, v.

Lubricating oils are identified by an ISO Viscosity
Grade (VG) number. The VG number is the viscosity of
the oil at 40°C (104°F). Common oil grades are shown in
Figure 7-18. From this chart, the viscosity of an ISO

to accurate tolerances. This is a consideration in some
pump applications where hydrodynamic bearings are
selected for infinite life.

The adjustment factor aSKF for application of the
New Life Theory is dependent on the viscosity of the
lubricant at the operating conditions (v), the fatigue
load limit of the bearing (Pu), and the contamination
level in the application. To enable a systematic and

Figure 7-10: Typical horizontal process pump
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Figure 7-11: Grease-lubricated
medium duty pump

Figure 7-12: Typical heavy
duty process pump

Figure 7-13: Slurry pump
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Figure 7-14: Rubber-lined
heavy duty slurry pump

Figure 7-16: Magnetic
drive pump

Figure 7-15: Bearing assembly for
vertical deep-well pump
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Grade oil can be determined at the bearing operating
temperature. See also Figure 9-4.

Rolling bearing lubricant requirements depend on
bearing size, dm, and operating speed n but little on
bearing load. The minimum required lubricant viscosity
v1 needed at the bearing operating temperature is ob-
tained from Figure 7-19. The actual lubricant selected for
an application should provide greater viscosity v than
the minimum required viscosity v1 (i.e. Kappa, K > 1.0).

Table 7-2 provides general lubricant recommenda-
tions for bearings used in centrifugal pumps. These
recommendations are valid for operating speeds be-
tween 50% and 100% of the bearing catalog speed rat-
ing. At lower speeds, higher viscosity grades should be
considered and at higher speeds, lower viscosity
grades should be considered. The viscosity ratio,
Kappa, should be the guideline for evaluation of vis-
cosity. Kappa > 1.5 is preferred. The lubricant viscosity
should not be too high, since this would cause exces-
sive bearing friction and heat. Note that Table 7-2 does
not list VG 32 as a general recommendation for rolling
element bearings in pumps. VG 32 mineral oils are too
light for most typical applications and should only be
used if a knowledgeable bearing application engineer

makes a written recom-
mendation.

The frequency of
oil change depends on
the operating conditions
and the quality of the lu-
bricant. High quality
mineral oils with a mini-
mum Viscosity Index
(“VI”) of 95 are recom-
mended. However,
multi-grade oils and lu-
bricants with detergents
and viscosity improvers
are not recommended.
The use of additives
other than those that
were originally supplied
by the oil manufacturer
or formulator is strongly
discouraged.

Mineral oils oxi-
dize and should be re-
placed at three-month
intervals if operated
continuously at 100°C
(212°F). Longer intervals

Figure 7-17: Combined adjustment factor a23 plotted
against ratio of lube viscosity at operating condi-
tions divided by minimum required lube viscosity
at operating conditions

Figure 7-18: Viscosity-temperature relationships for different ISO-grade oils having
a viscosity index (VI) of 95
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between replacements are possible at lower operating
temperatures. Synthetic oils are more resistant to dete-
rioration from exposure to high temperature and may
allow less frequent replacement. Lubricants may re-
quire more frequent replacement if contamination is
present.

The most common methods of pump bearing lubri-
cation are oil bath, oil ring, oil mist and grease. Circulat-
ing oil lubrication is also an option and will be
cost-justified on larger pumps.

OIL-BATH LUBRICATION

In horizontally oriented applications and at low to
moderate speeds, the oil bath level is set at the center of
the bearing’s lowest rolling element when the pump is
idle (see Figure 7-20). At moderate to high speeds, allow-
ing the oil to reach the center of the lowest rolling ele-
ment often results in excessive heat generation. In those
cases, the oil level must be lowered and a mechanical
device (oil ring, flinger disc, auxiliary oil pump, etc.)
must be used to apply the oil. Generalized rules of
thumb recommend “oil flooding,” i.e. allowing oil to
reach the center of the lowermost bearing, up to a DN-
value of about 6,000. Above DN=6,000, obtained by
multiplying the shaft diameter (inches) times the shaft
speed (rpm), it would be best to lower the oil level. A
sight glass or window is needed to visually set the oil
level in the bearing. The oil level observed in the sight
glass will vary slightly when the shaft is rotating due to
the splashing and flinging of the oil in the housing.

Bearing housings should allow the oil to freely
flow into each side of the bearing. The housing should
have a bypass opening beneath the bearings to allow the
oil to flow freely. This opening and also an oil ring are
depicted later, in Figure 7-22. The cross-section area of
the opening can be estimated according to the following
equation.

A = 0.2 to 1.0 (ndm)0.5 Eq. 7-5
where:

A = bypass opening cross-section area, mm2

n = rotational speed, r/min
dm = (d + D)/2, mm

The small value from the above equation applies to
ball bearings and the large value to spherical roller
thrust bearings. Intermediate values can be used for
other bearing types. If the bypass opening is not pro-
vided or not sufficiently large, the oil may not pass
through the bearing. This is particularly true for bear-
ings having steep contact angles (angular contact ball,
taper roller and spherical roller thrust bearings) operat-
ing at high speeds. In these cases a pumping action
caused by the bearing internal design may cause starva-
tion of the bearing or flooding of the shaft sealing area.

Figure 7-21 shows an old style “constant level
oiler,” more correctly labeled a constant level lubricator.
These lubricators comprise an oil reservoir mounted to
the bearing housing that serves to replenish oil lost from
the bearing housing. A sight glass is recommended along
with these devices to enable the correct setting and ex-

Figure 7-19: Minimum required lubricant viscosity
needed at bearing operating temperature

Table 7-2: SKF recommendation of viscosity grades for
rolling element bearings in pumps
————————————————————————

Recommended ISO Viscosity Grade
————————————————————————

Bearing Ball and Other roller
operating cylindrical bearings
temperature roller bearings
°C (°F)

————————————————————————
70(158) VG46 VG68
80(176) VG68 VG100
90(194) VG100 VG150

————————————————————————
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amination of the lubricant level in the bearing housing.*
The recommended minimum oil volume V for each

bearing in the housing is estimated from:

V = 0.02 to 0.1 D B Eq. 7-6
where:

V = oil volume per bearing, ml
D = bearing outside diameter, mm
B = bearing width, mm

For applications with a vertical shaft orientation,
the oil level is set at or slightly above the vertical
centerline of the bearing. Spherical roller bearings oper-
ating in a vertical oil bath should be completely sub-
merged. For spherical roller thrust bearings, the oil level
is set at 0.6 to 0.8 times the bearing housing washer
height, C. Shaft sealing in these applications is best pro-

vided by a thin cylindrical sleeve inside the bearing in-
ner ring support. This was shown earlier in Figure 7-15.

Horizontal oil bath lubrication represents the base-
line of moderate bearing friction. The friction with other
lubrication methods can be compared with that of oil
bath lubrication. Vertical oil bath lubrication produces
high friction if one or more bearings are fully sub-
merged, possibly limiting the operating speed.

OIL RING LUBRICATION

The oilring is suspended from the horizontal shaft
into an oilbath below the bearings, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7-22 and earlier in Figure 7-12. The rotation of the
shaft and ring flings oil into the bearings and housing.
The housing channels the oil to the bearings.

Oil rings are made of brass, steel, or high-perfor-
mance elastomeric material and sit on the shaft. The in-
ner diameter of an oil ring is generally 1.6 to 2.0 times
the diameter of the shaft and the ring can be grooved for
best oiling efficiency.

Some sliding may occur between the oil ring and
the shaft causing wear and the shaft surface requires a
fine finish to minimize this wear.

The large size of the bearing housing needed for
the oil ring improves the heat transfer from the bearings
and oil. Higher shaft speeds and lower viscosity lubri-
cants are thus possible with oil ring lubrication because
of the lower friction and better cooling.

However, oil rings suffer from a number of serious
limitations that will be explained later in Chapter 9.

*Note that the constant level lubricator illustrated here is no longer
considered “state-of-art.” More appropriate devices are discussed in
Chapter 9 and shown in Figure 9-19 and associated illustrations.

Figure 7-21: Elementary, unbalanced constant level lu-
bricator

Figure 7-20: Oil bath lubrication

Figure 7-22: Oil ring with concentric grooves
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OIL MIST LUBRICATION OVERVIEW

Oil mist provides fine droplets of clean, fresh, and
cool lubricant to the bearings. Contaminants are ex-
cluded from the bearings by the oil mist pressure inside
the bearing housing. The mist can also be supplied to the
bearings when the pump is idle for maximum bearing
protection from contamination and condensation.

The oil mist may be introduced into the bearing
housing (indirect mist) or directed at the bearing by a
reclassifier fitting. In each case, the housing must be
provided with a small vent, typically 3-mm (0.125 in.)
diameter, so as to promote oil mist through flow. Di-
rected oil mist is highly recommended if the bearing
ndm* value is greater than 300,000 and/or if the bearing
supports a high axial load.

Figure 7-23: Oil mist lubrication using a directed oil-
mist fitting

Synthetic or special de-waxed oils are often used
for oil-mist lubrication. Paraffins in standard oils may
clog the small oil-mist fittings. Ref. 7-3 through 7-5, or a
specialist in oil-mist lubrication should be consulted for
recommendations.

Bearings can be “purge” oil mist lubricated or
“pure” oil-mist lubricated. Purge oil mist adds oil mist
lubrication to bearings already lubricated with an oil
bath. The “purge” oil-mist serves to prevent atmospheric
contaminants from entering the bearing housing and, in
special cases, safeguards against the possible loss of oil
bath lubrication.

“Pure” oil mist lubrication, also called “dry sump,”
refers to oil mist application without an oil bath. The
bearings are lubricated only by the clean mist lubricant
and less likely exposed to contamination. Pure oil-mist
lubrication has been shown to significantly improve
bearing life (Ref. 7-4).

Although modern oil mist systems are highly un-
likely to malfunction and it has been shown that systems
interruptions of up to several hours can be tolerated by
pump bearings, it is customary to safeguard the system
with supervisory instrumentation and suitable alarms.
To ensure satisfactory initial lubrication, it is important
to pre-lubricate the bearings with a similar oil or to con-
nect the bearings to the mist system for an extended time
period before pump startup.

Environmental concerns may limit the use of old-
style “open” oil mist lubrication. However, “closed” oil
mist systems are in service at many locations worldwide.
In closed systems, the bearing housings are fitted with
magnetic or similar face-type shaft seals and oil mist
collectors. These measures have been highly effective in
either precluding or substantially limiting stray emis-
sions to the environment. (See Chapter 10.)

Dry sump oil mist lubrication minimizes bearing
friction. Correctly applied, oil-mist is far superior to oil
bath lubrication of rolling element bearings. Chapter 10
treats this important topic in more detail.

GREASE LUBRICATION OVERVIEW

Lubricating greases are semi-liquid to solid disper-
sions of a soap-thickening agent in mineral or synthetic
oil. The thickening agent is a “sponge” from which small
amounts of the oil separate to lubricate the bearing.

Greases are selected for their consistency, mechani-
cal stability, water resistance, base oil viscosity and tem-
perature capability. Lithium soap thickened greases are
good in all these respects and are recommended for gen-
eral pump applications. However, electric motor drivers
are best lubricated with polyurea-based greases.

Grease consistency is graded by the National Lu-
bricating Grease Institute (NLGI). Consistency selection
is based on the size and type of bearing used. NLGI 3
consistency greases are recommended for small-to-me-
dium ball bearings, pumps operating with vertical shaft
orientation and pumps having considerable vibration.

NLGI 2 consistency greases are recommended for
roller bearings and medium to large ball bearings. NLGI
1 consistency greases are recommended for large bear-
ings operating at low speeds.

*ndm is the bearing speed n in r/min multiplied by the bearing mean
diameter dm, in mm.
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The grease base oil viscosity is selected in a similar
manner to that of lubricating oils. The viscosity v of the
base oil at the bearing operating temperature should be
greater than the minimum required lubricant viscosity
v1.

Greases of different thickener types and consisten-
cies should not be mixed. Some thickeners are incompat-
ible with other type thickeners. Mixing different greases
can result in unacceptable consistency. With few excep-
tions, polyurea-thickened greases are generally incom-
patible with other metallic thickened greases, mineral
oils, and preservatives.

The bearing and the adjacent housing cavity are
generally filled 30% to 50% with grease at assembly.
Excess grease is purged from the bearing into the hous-
ing cavity. The time period during which the grease can
provide satisfactory lubrication (i.e. grease life) is depen-
dent on the quality of the grease, operating conditions,
and the effectiveness of the sealing to exclude contami-
nation.

Bearing and grease manufacturers’ catalogs and
Chapter 9 of this text provide guidelines for the re-greas-
ing interval and the quantity of grease to be added at re-
greasing. The re-greasing interval (t1) from the SKF USA
general catalog is based on the use of lithium grease
with mineral base oil at 70°C (158°F) temperature. Re-
greasing intervals can be increased if the operating tem-
perature is lower or if a premium quality grease is used.
Re-greasing intervals must be shortened if the bearing
temperature is higher than the rating basis.

Re-greasing intervals are to be reduced by half if
the bearing is vertically oriented. It is best to provide a
shelf beneath the bearing to help retain the grease. As
illustrated in Figure 7-24, the shelf should have clearance
with the shaft to allow excess grease to purge.

Excessive bearing temperatures may result if the
bearing and the space around the bearing are completely
packed with grease. The bearing housing should, there-
fore, be designed to purge excess grease from the bear-
ing at start-up and while re-greasing.

BEARING TEMPERATURE

In general, the allowable operating temperature of
a bearing is limited by the ability of the selected lubri-
cant to satisfy the bearing’s viscosity requirements (i.e.
Kappa). Rolling bearings can achieve their rated life at
high temperatures provided the lubrication is satisfac-
tory, and other precautions such as the correct selection
of internal clearance etc. are taken.

In some cases, a bearing operated from startup
cannot achieve satisfactory low steady state temperature
conditions due to incorrect bearing fitting (i.e. high ini-
tial internal preloading), or due to an excessively fast
pump startup rate. These conditions can cause a thermal
imbalance in the bearing, resulting in unintended bear-
ing preload. This latter case is not unusual when the
bearing housing is very cold due to low ambient condi-
tions (cold climate or chemical process). The best solu-
tion in these instances is oil mist lubrication, or to
control the bearing fitting (initial bearing clearance and
shaft and housing fits) and slow the startup rate of the
machinery to allow the establishment of thermal equilib-
rium. Machined brass cages (M or MA suffix) may be
needed in these applications.

In order for bearings with polyamide cages to ob-
tain their longest service life, the outer ring temperature
should not exceed 100°C (212°F) in pump applications.
Because of this limitation, some pump manufacturers
and users do not allow the use of bearings with polya-
mide cages (TN9 or P suffix).

In some instances, the operating temperature is the
limiting factor determining the suitability of a bearing
application. Bearing operating temperature is dependent
on the bearing type, size, operating conditions, and rate
of heat transfer from the shaft, bearing housing, and
foundation. Operating temperature is increased when
heat is transferred to and from the bearings from exter-
nal sources such as high temperature pump fluids and
rubbing contact housing seals.

Bearing internal heat generation is the product of
the rotational speed times the sum of the load-depen-
dent and load-independent friction moments. The bear-
ing load-dependent and load-independent friction
moments can be calculated in accordance with the SKF
USA general catalog. Recommended values of the lubri-

Figure 7-24: Grease lubrication applied to vertically
oriented pump
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cation factor f0 for the pump bearing lubrication meth-
ods are shown in Table 7-3.

Values of f0 for other bearing types can be found in
SKF’s general catalog. Bearing operating temperature
and the viscosity of the lubricant can be estimated using
SKF computer programs available to the user commu-
nity. The values of f0 given in Table 7-3 are recom-
mended for use with this program. Higher bearing
operating temperatures can be expected when rubbing
contact shaft seals are used.

In the case of bearings operating in cold climates or
with lubricants having very high viscosity, the radial
load may need to be greater than the minimum required
radial load estimated by the equations provided in the
general catalog. Bearings having machined brass cages
may also be necessary in these applications. In no case
should a bearing be operated at temperatures lower than
lubricant pour point.

Table 7-3: Lubrication factors for different lube appli-
cation methods
—————————————————————————
Lubrication
factor, f0 oil-mist oil-ring oil-bath(1) grease
—————————————————————————
Single row 1 1.5 2 0.75-2
deep groove
ball bearing

Double row
angular contact
ball bearing

Conrad 2.3 3.3 4.3 2.7
with filling slot 3.4 5 6.5 4

Single row 3.4 5 6.5 4
angular contact
ball bearing pair
—————————————————————————
(1) - double value for vertical shaft orientation

Table 7-4: Bearing mounting tolerances
———————————————————————————
Shaft diameter, mm Tolerance
———————————————————————————
ball bearings cylindrical, spherical roller

metric taper bearings
roller bearings

≤ 18 — — j5
(18) to 100 ≤40 ≤40 k5
(100) to 140 (40) to 100 (40) to 65 m5
(140) to 200 (100) to 140 (65) to 100 m6
———————————————————————————

Table 7-5. Bearing preload classes and respective clear-
ances

BEARING MOUNTING AND RADIAL CLEARANCE

Shaft Fits
The standard recommended shaft tolerances for

ball and roller bearings in centrifugal pump applications
supporting radial load or combined axial and radial
loads are listed in Tables 7-4 through 7-6. These toler-
ances result in an interference fit between the bearing
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Table 7-6. Shaft and housing fits (Source: NTN Corporation, Osaka, Japan)
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inner ring and shaft and are needed if the bearing sup-
ports a radial load.

The tolerances given in these two tables are recom-
mended for bearings mounted on solid steel shafts.
Heavier fits than normal, resulting in greater interference,
may be necessary if the bearing is mounted on a hollow
shaft or sleeve. Lighter fits using ISO j5 or h5 (k5 for large
size bearings) tolerances may be necessary for bearings
mounted on shafts made of stainless steel and having a
large temperature difference between the bearing inner
and outer ring. Stainless steels have lower conductivity
than carbon steels and some stainless steels (AISI 316)
have high coefficients of thermal expansion. High tem-
perature in a bearing mounted with an excessive interfer-
ence on a stainless steel shaft may cause unacceptably
high stress in the bearing inner ring and unaccaptable in-
ternal clearance reductions. ISO j5 and h5 may also be
used for bearings supporting pure axial loads.

The minimum required interference between the
bearing inner ring and a solid shaft can be estimated
from the following equation:

I = 0.08 (d F/B)0.5 Eq. 7-7
where:

I = interference, micro-meters
d = bearing bore, mm
B = bearing width, mm
F = maximum radial load, N

An ISO j6 shaft tolerance, see Table 7-6(1), can be
used for all types of bearings supporting only axial load.
An ISO k5 tolerance is commonly used with paired uni-
versally matchable single row angular contact ball bear-
ings supporting only axial load to control bearing
internal clearance or preload.

However, these tables assume that bearings with
loose shaft fits, as identified by the letter “L” following
the number indicating fit in micro-meters (1/1000mm),
will be securely clamped against a shaft shoulder. Simi-
larly, the tables assume that for shaft interference fits at
or near the upper limit (letter “T” following the number
indicating fit in micro-meters), the manufacturer or re-
sponsible reliability professional has ascertained the
presence of ample and adequate lubrication.

Just so as not to leave any doubt: Simply because
bearing-to-shaft interference fits are in the allowable
range is absolutely no guarantee for long bearing life.
High interferences will work as long as the lube applica-
tion method ensures adequate heat removal. Rarely will
oil rings deposit enough oil in bearings to ensure moder-
ate temperature operation of high-interference bearings!

HOUSING FITS

The standard recommended housing tolerance for
all bearing types is ISO H6. Dimensions can be obtained
from Table 7-6(2). This tolerance results in a slight clear-
ance between the bearing outer ring and housing and it
allows for easy assembly and radial clearance for bear-
ing expansion with increases in temperature. The risk of
ring rotation is minimal with this tolerance. The ISO H7
tolerance is recommended for larger bearings.

A looser ISO G6 housing tolerance is recommended
for larger bearings (d > 250 mm, or >10 in.) if a tempera-
ture difference greater than 10°C (18°F) exists between
the bearing outer ring and the housing.

If the bearing is lightly loaded, it is recommended
to spring preload the bearing outer ring. For radial bear-
ings, the recommended spring preload is estimated from
the following equation:

F = k d Eq. 7-8
where:

F = spring preload force, N
k = factor ranging from 5 to 10
d = bearing bore, mm

Bearing manufacturer’s general catalogs provide
guidelines for shaft and housing form, tolerance and
surface finish. The housing material should have a mini-
mum hardness in the range of 140-230 HB. A lower
material hardness can result in housing wear at the bear-
ing seat location.

The inner rings of double row ball bearings and
paired universally matchable single row angular contact
ball bearings arranged back-to-back should be clamped
on the shaft with a lock nut and lock washer. The outer
rings of these bearings can be loosely clamped or prefer-
ably provided with slight axial clearance (0 to 0.05 mm/
0.002 in.) in the housing. Tight clamping can cause axial
buckling of bearing outer rings and cannot be allowed in
pump bearing housings. However, excessive axial loose-
ness will cause axial shuttling and premature bearing
failure.

Conventional Wisdom: Pump thrust bearing outer rings
can be axially loose as much as 0.2 mm (0.008 in.).

Fact: Reliability-focused users will not permit thrust bear-
ing outer rings to be more than 0.05 mm (0.002 in.)
axially loose.

For all bearing types, the axial clamping force on
the bearing rings should not exceed one quarter of the
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basic static load rating of the individual bearing (C0/4).
In the case of the double row angular contact ball bear-
ings, the clamping force should not exceed one eighth
of the static load rating (C0/8). The clamping forces
must uniformly clamp the bearing rings without distor-
tion.

The above recommendations for shaft and housing
fits are in accordance with the ANSI/AFBMA Standard
7, a requirement for the API-610 Standard pumps.

INTERNAL RADIAL CLEARANCE

Bearing internal radial clearance greater than nor-
mal (C3 suffix) is recommended for bearings mounted
with heavier than normal interference shaft fits and if
high bearing temperatures are expected either from op-
eration at high speed or from heat conducted to the
bearing from an external source. Greater than normal
(C3 suffix) internal radial clearance is recommended for
radial bearings operating at speeds in excess of 70% of
the General Catalog speed rating.

The API-610 Standard specifies that bearings, other
than angular contact ball bearings, shall have a C3 inter-
nal radial clearance. Their internal clearances are thus
somewhat larger than the designation Normal. How-
ever, angular contact ball bearings are sensitive to exces-
sive clearance and special considerations apply to them.

BEARING HOUSING SEALING

Sealing of the shaft at the housing is important to
exclude solid and liquid contaminant and to retain the
lubricant. Radial lip seals and labyrinth seals (Figure 7-
25) are among the many styles of bearing housing seals.
In radial lip or “garter” seals, a synthetic rubber lip is
spring-loaded to keep in contact with the shaft surface.
Effective sealing depends on lubricant coating the seal
and a well-finished shaft surface. Excessive seal friction
can cause high temperatures and seal and shaft wear.
Seal friction increases bearing operating temperature.
The life of lip seals is usually short (2,000 to 4,000 hours).

Labyrinth seals are more effective in excluding con-
taminants and in retaining the lubricant. They cause no
measurable friction and have a long life. Labyrinth seals
provide natural venting for oil-mist lubrication and are
not suitable for “closed” oil mist systems.

Rotating labyrinth seals are an improvement over
the stationary version. However, only face seals—similar
to mechanical seals, but narrower—hold the promise of

hermetically sealing the bearing housing. See “magnetic
seals,” in Chapters 6 and 9 of this text; also note insert on
Figure 7-25.

ANGULAR CONTACT BALL
BEARINGS IN CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Single Row Angular Contact Ball Bearings
Single-row angular contact ball bearings are widely

used in medium and heavy-duty centrifugal pumps, ei-
ther as pure thrust bearings or for combined radial and
axial loads. The most important features are high radial
and axial load capacity combined with a high-speed rat-
ing. Single row angular contact ball bearings operate
with a small clearance or a light preload, providing good
positioning accuracy of the shaft.

Bearing Minimum Axial Load
For satisfactory operation, an angular contact ball

bearing should carry a certain minimum axial load. At
increased speed, centrifugal forces on the balls will cause
a change in the contact angle between the inner and
outer raceways (see Figure 7-26). These contact angle
differences will cause sliding (skidding) which damages
the raceways, balls and cage, and increases friction. This
in turn increases the bearing temperature, reducing the
effectiveness of the lubricant and the bearing life. Ad-
equate axial load minimizes the risk of skidding.

Figure 7-25: Labyrinth seal, radial lip seal and mag-
netic face seal (insert)
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Conventional Wisdom: If two identical angular contact bear-
ings are mounted back-to-back, the unloaded one will
operate at a cooler temperature than the loaded one.

Fact: If the unloaded side is skidding, it will often generate
destructively high temperatures.

As bearing speed increases (ndm* values in excess
of 250,000), it is also necessary to apply greater axial load
to minimize gyratory motion of the balls. Gyratory mo-
tion means ball spinning due to gyroscopic moment.
Gyratory motion will increase ball sliding and bearing
friction. The value of ndm at which greater axial load is
needed is influenced by the magnitude and direction of
the applied loads, lubrication conditions, and construc-
tion of the bearing cage.

Insufficient load can also cause variation in the
orbital speed of the balls. This will result in increased
loads on the cage and possibly cause damage.

The minimum required axial load for angular con-
tact ball bearings can be calculated from the following
equation:

Fa min = A (n/1000)2 Eq. 7-9
where:

F a min = minimum required axial load, N
A = minimum load factor
n = rotational speed, r/min

The equation above is more accurate than the cor-
responding equation given in the SKF General Catalog.

Values of minimum axial load factor “A” for series
72 and 73 BE single row angular contact ball bearings are
listed in Table 7-7.

Bearings having small contact angles are better
suited for high speed, lightly loaded applications be-
cause of their lower axial load requirement.

During operation, the minimum required axial
load in a bearing pair can be internally maintained by
limiting the internal axial clearance. With a small axial
clearance, the balls are loaded by centrifugal force
against the raceways with nearly equal inner and outer
ring contact angles. As the axial clearance increases, so
does the difference in the inner and outer ring contact
angles. It should be noted that this promotes increased
internal sliding and points out the need to carefully se-
lect the correct set of thrust bearings for a process pump.

The minimum axial load can also be maintained by
spring preloading the bearings. However, in the case of
pumps having vertical shaft orientation, the minimum
required axial load may be satisfied by the weight of the
shaft and pump impeller.*ndm is the bearing speed n in r/min multiplied by the bearing mean

diameter dm in mm.

Table 7-7: SKF SRAC bearing minimum axial load fac-
tors
—————————————————————————
SKF single row angular contact ball bearing minimum axial
load factor
—————————————————————————

  Minimum Load Factor A
——————————————

bore size 72 BE 73 BE

01 0.282 0.536
02 0.421 0.906
03 0.686 1.41
04 1.23 2.68
05 1.71 4.29
06 4.07 8.13
07 7.29 11.1
08 10.9 18.9
09 12.3 29.2
10 14.9 45.6
11 23.5 62.5
12 34.4 84.5
13 47.7 111
14 56.3 145
15 63.5 185
16 85.0 234
17 114 292
18 149 360
19 191 440
20 239 630
21 302 723
22 375 905

—————————————————————————

Figure 7-26: Variation in contact angles of inner vs.
outer rings leads to detrimental skidding of rolling
elements
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BEARING PRELOAD

The five purposes of bearing preload are:

• avoidance of light load skidding

• control of contact angles

• improvement to internal load distribution

• increased bearing stiffness

• improved shaft positioning accuracy

Bearing preload can increase the fatigue life of a
bearing by improving internal distribution of the ap-
plied external loads. This is illustrated in Figure 7-27.
However, while excessive preload can reduce bearing
fatigue life, the need for moderate preload often exists.
In centrifugal pump applications, bearing preload is
principally used to avoid light load skidding in angular
contact ball bearings and to provide
the shaft positioning accuracy needed
by mechanical seals.

Preloaded bearings are more sen-
sitive to misalignment and incorrect
mounting than are bearings with clear-
ance.

The load-deflection diagram for a
pair of preloaded bearings rotating at
3600 r/min is shown in Figure 7-29.
Under rotation, the preload force is in-
creased, and the force in the inactive
bearing does not fully reduce to zero
due to centrifugal forces.

Figure 7-29 shows the static load-
deflection diagram for two preloaded
angular contact ball bearings. This dia-
gram is typical of 40° bearings ar-
ranged either back-to-back or
face-to-face. Preload P’ in this example
is achieved by the elastic deflection of
the bearings against one another. The
initial deflection of the bearings due to
the preloading is delta0.

When an axial load is applied to the shaft, only one
bearing supports this load. This bearing is denoted the
“active” bearing. The deflection, delta, of the active bear-
ing reduces the load (i.e. preload) in the adjacent “inac-
tive” bearing.

At increased speeds (ndm values 250,000 and
greater), gyroscopic spinning of the balls will occur if the
residual preload in the inactive bearing is less than the

Figure 7-27: Light preloads increase bearing life; exces-
sive internal clearances lower bearing life

Figure 7-28: Axial force vs. axial deflection for a set of 7310 BEGB
bearings

minimum required axial load, Fa min.
Bearing preload can also be applied by compres-

sion springs. The load from axial springs is constant and
not affected by differences in the bearing mounting or
temperature. Figures 7-30 and 7-31 illustrate two ex-
amples of bearings preloaded by springs.
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UNIVERSALLY MATCHABLE
SINGLE ROW ANGULAR
CONTACT BALL BEARINGS

In the majority of pump applications, angular con-
tact ball bearings of series 72 BE and 73 BE are mounted
as pairs either in back-to-back or infrequently in face-to-
face arrangements.

Bearing pairs can support combined axial and ra-
dial loads, and will assure accurate positioning of the
shaft. A bearing pair will support an axial load equally
in either axial direction. If the axial load of the pump is
very heavy in one direction, the bearing pair can be ar-
ranged with a third bearing mounted in tandem. These
arrangements are shown in Figure 7-32. It should be
noted that lubricant application to back-to-back/tandem
sets of bearings might merit special attention. Be aware
that oil ring lubrication of heavily loaded sets of thrust
bearings has often resulted in disappointing run lengths.

Figure 7-29: Static load deflection for two preloaded
angular contact bearings

Figure 7-30: Angular contact bearing set, spring-loaded
face-to-face arrangement

Figure 7-31: Angular contact bearing set, spring-loaded
back-to-back arrangement

Figure 7-32: Matched sets of bearings for thrust take-up in centrifugal pumps
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Oil ring lube application to back-to-back/tandem sets
will rarely succeed in high-load situations.

To be mounted in paired arrangements, the bear-
ings must be manufactured for universal mounting. Dif-
ferent bearing manufacturers may use different suffixes.
Standard SKF bearings available for universal matching
have the CB or GA suffix, e.g. 7310 BECB or 7310 BEGA.
The CB suffix denotes that the bearing is universally
matchable, and that a pair of these bearings will have a
certain axial clearance when mounted in any of the three
arrangements shown in Figure 7-32. The GA suffix also
denotes that the bearing is universally matchable, but a
pair of these bearings will have a light preload when
mounted in any of the three arrangements shown in
Figure 7-32.

SKF universally matchable bearings are also avail-
able with smaller or greater clearances (suffixes CA and
CC, respectively) and with moderate and heavy
preloads (suffixes GB and GC, respectively).

Greater axial clearance (CC suffix) bearings may be
necessary for operation at high temperatures or with
heavy interference shaft and/or housing fits. Preload
(GA or GB suffix) may be necessary in bearings support-
ing predominantly axial load operating with light shaft
and housing fits and operation at increased speeds (ndm
values approximately 250,000 and higher). More care
must be used with preloaded bearings to ensure correct
fit of the bearing rings on the shaft, in the housing and
in the alignment of the shaft.

See Table 7-5 for the values of un-mounted axial
clearance and preload for pairs of bearings. The initial
bearing clearance or preload is assured when the bearing
rings are axially clamped together. The initial clearance
in a bearing pair is reduced or initial preload is increased
by interference fits and if the shaft and inner ring oper-
ate with a higher temperature than the outer ring and
housing. It should be noted that bearing inner rings
generally operate at higher temperatures than their re-
spective outer rings.

Conventional Wisdom: Shaft interference fits obtained from
standard tables apply equally to radial and angular
contact thrust bearings

Fact: Shaft interference fits allowed for sets of angular con-
tact thrust bearings (ACBBs) are lower than those
recommended for individual ACBBs.

SKF universally matchable bearings are produced
with ISO class 6 (ANSI/AFBMA Class ABEC 3) toler-
ances as standard.

It is of extreme importance to note that single angu-

lar contact thrust bearings are not to be used where only ra-
dial loads are present. For two-direction thrust loads, use
only paired bearings. Premature bearing failure should
be expected if this requirement is not observed.

A back-to-back arrangement is recommended for
most pump applications since clamping the inner rings
controls the clearance of the pair, and no clamping of the
outer rings is necessary.

The API-610 Standard specifies that the pump
thrust loads shall be supported by two 40°, single row
angular contact ball bearings, arranged back-to-back.
The need for bearing axial clearance or preload is to be
based on the requirement of the application.

It should be pointed out, however, that there are
pump and load configurations where thrust loads
should be supported by matched sets of 40°/15°, or 29°/
29°, or even 15°/15° angular contact bearings. This is
reflected in the supplementary example “Corporate En-
gineering” specification in Appendix 3 of this text.

The face-to-face arrangement is used when mis-
alignment is unavoidable, such as in double suction
pumps with slender shafts and housings bolted on the
pump frame. The main advantage with the face-to-face
arrangement is less sensitivity to misalignment, see Fig-
ure 7-33. However, there are disadvantage that arise

Figure 7-33: Bearing life is affected by bearing arrange-
ment and angular misalignment
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from face-to-face orientation of preloaded angular con-
tact bearings.

Recall that adjacent inner rings are configured such
that the high inner ring contours touch each other (Fig-
ure 7-32). With outer rings typically clamped lightly
against a bearing housing shoulder, neither inner nor
outer rings are free to move axially. Visualize also that in
most pumps, and especially in electric motors, bearing
inner rings almost always operate at higher tempera-
tures than bearing outer rings. The overall axial dimen-
sion of the clamped inner rings will therefore experience
greater differential thermal growth than the overall axial
dimension of the bearing outer rings. This will now in-
crease the preload. The resulting values could either go
beyond the safe load capacity of the bearing, or could go
beyond the heat removal capabilities of the often small
amount of lubricant applied to the bearing.

If approved for use, and assuming proper function-
ing is desired (!), the outer rings of bearings arranged
face-to-face must be securely clamped in the housing.
The axial clamp force for bearings arranged face-to-face
must be greater than the axial load supported by the
bearings, but less than the limiting clamp load, Co/4.
The axial clamp force can be applied to the outer rings
either by clamping of the housing cover or by springs.
Spring loaded arrangements (Figures 7-30 and 7-31) bet-
ter control the ring clamp load and are less sensitive to
mounting tolerances, misalignment, and changes in
bearing and pump temperatures.

CAGES

SKF’s BE design bearings are produced with four
optional cages, Figure 7-34: glass fiber reinforced polya-
mide 6.6 cages (P-suffix), pressed metallic cages of either
steel (J-suffix) or brass (Y-suffix), and machined brass
cages (M-suffix). As illustrated in Table 7-8, all cage
types can be used for a large variety of pump applica-
tions. However, reliability-focused pump users will not
allow the procurement and installation of bearings with
polyamide cages. This stance is taken because cage deg-
radation will not show up on the most widely used vi-
bration data collectors and portable vibration analyzers
and also because these cages have certain temperature
limitations.

For bearings with polyamide cages (P-suffix) to
obtain longest service life, the outer ring temperature
should preferably not exceed 100°C (212°F). Operating
continuously at higher temperatures could result in re-
duced service life of bearings with the polyamide cage.

Obviously, special precautions are needed when using
heat to mount these bearings.

RECOMMENDED BEARING
APPLICATIONS SUMMARIZED

Single row angular contact ball bearings with the
BECBM suffix are recommended for centrifugal pump
applications where the operating conditions are only gen-
erally known and other suitable clearance/preload
classes and cage options cannot be satisfactorily evalu-
ated.

• If the operating conditions and shaft and housing
fits are known, Table 7-8 can be used for bearing
selection.

• Bearings with larger clearances and having the
polyamide cage (P-suffix), and to a lesser extent the
stamped metallic cages (J, Y-suffix), are sensitive to
operation at increased speeds (ndm values approxi-
mately 250,000 and greater). With these cages, the
axial clearance should be as small as possible at
increased speeds. As can be seen from Table 7-8,
these cages should not be used at ndm values
higher than 450,000.

• Machined brass cages (M-suffix) are recommended
for centrifugal pump applications operating in

Figure 7-34: Four different cage materials identified by
suffix:

P = fiberglass reinforced nylon
M = machined brass
Y = stamped brass
J = stamped steel
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heavy duty service conditions and requiring the
highest reliability such as the API-610 refinery ser-
vice pump.

• The complete suffix designation for the standard
universally matchable bearings with the machined
brass cage is, for example, BECBM or BEGAM, e.g.
7310 BECBM, 7310 BEGAM.

• The standard recommendation for most pump ap-
plications is the ISO k5 tolerance. This tolerance
results in an interference fit between the bearing
inner ring and the shaft. This fit is necessary if the
bearing supports radial load.

• A lighter fit using ISO j5 or h5 shaft tolerances, may
be necessary if the shaft is made of stainless steel
and a large temperature difference between the
inner and outer bearing rings in expected. These
fits can also be used for steel shafts with pure axial
loads.

• Size-on-size or minimum interference fits (0-0.005
mm, or 0-0.0002 in.) are recommended for back-to-
back and face-to-face angular contact thrust bear-
ing sets.

• The standard housing fit recommendation for bear-
ings arranged back-to-back is the ISO H6 tolerance.
This tolerance results in a slight clearance between
the bearing and the housing. This allows for ther-
mal expansion without risk of bearing outer ring
rotation. For bearings arranged face-to-face, the
standard recommended tolerance is J6.

• Bearings supporting axial loads only can be radi-
ally free in the housing, e.g. with a radial gap be-
tween the outer ring and the housing.

• Specific bearing cage and clearance/preload com-
binations are recommended depending on the shaft
and housing fits and the shaft speed (Table 7-8).

MRC PUMPAC® BEARINGS

Proprietary series 8000 PumPac® bearings are
manufactured by the MRC Division of SKF USA. They
were developed and are used in heavy-duty applications
where the thrust load is in one direction only. PumPac®
bearings are matched sets of two angular contact ball
bearings, one having a 40° contact angle and the other a
15° contact angle, Figure 7-35. The bearings are pro-
duced as standard with machined brass inner ring land-
riding cages, and ISO class 6 (ANSI/AFBMA Class
ABEC 3) tolerances.

PumPac® bearing sets must be mounted in the
pump with the 40° bearing supporting the applied axial
load as the active bearing. The outer rings of the two
bearings are scribed together with a “V-arrow” (see Fig-
ure 7-36), and this “V-arrow” is to point in the direction
of the applied axial load.

The matched, lightly loaded 15° angular contact
bearing provides several advantages:

— low sensitivity to gyratory motion and low re-
quirement for axial load

— lower sensitivity to mounting conditions re-
sulting in lower mounted preload

— greater initial preload deflection resulting in
greater residual preload with applied axial
loads

— higher radial stiffness

The benefit of the greater initial preload deflection
is best illustrated in a load-deflection diagram as shown
in Figure 7-37. Greater axial load can be applied to a
PumPac® bearing set compared with two 40° bearings

Table 7-8. SKF-recommended pump bearing executions

Figure 7-35: MRC’s “PumPac®” thrust bearing set
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It must be noted that PumPac® bearing sets should
not be used in pumps where the direction of axial load
is unknown. Operation with axial load in the direction of
the 15° bearing can result in bearing failure. These bear-
ing sets are to be used in applications where the axial
load is high in one direction and does not change direc-
tion during operation. PumPac® bearing sets can accept
momentary reversals in axial load, such as those that
occur during pump start-up and stoppage etc.

The inner ring land-riding cage of the PumPac® set
requires special attention when grease lubricated. An ini-
tial charge of grease must be specifically injected between
the cage and inner ring at assembly to ensure satisfactory
lubrication. It has been said that PumPac® bearing sets
with matched 40° and 15° bearings do not meet the re-
quirements of the API-610 Standard since this standard
“requires” the use of two 40° single row angular contact
ball bearings for the thrust bearing. However, the API-610
Standard clearly states that its stipulations are

(a) guidelines, not law or mandatory regulatory rul-
ing, and

(b) minimum requirements, leaving it to the user to
ask for better, safer, longer lasting, or more reliable
components

Hence, there are many occasions when experienced
reliability engineers request that the requirements of
API-610 Standard be waived. One such occasion is
where PumPac® bearing sets have been demonstrated to
outperform the matched traditional 40° angular contact
bearing sets mentioned in API-610. Working with knowl-
edgeable pump manufacturers and SKF application en-
gineers will prove refreshing in this regard.

DOUBLE-ROW ANGULAR
CONTACT BALL BEARINGS

Double-row “conventional” angular contact ball
bearings (DRACBBs) are generally understood to have
single inner and outer rings. Until the introduction of
double row bearings with dual inner rings in the 1990’s,
the conventional DRACBBs were used extensively in
medium duty centrifugal pumps. These bearings exhibit
good load and speed capabilities and relative ease of
mounting. Double row bearings have good radial and
axial load capabilities.

Conventional SKF double-row angular contact ball
bearings are produced in two designs: the European-
made 32 and 33 series and the American-made 52, 53 and

Figure 7-37: Load-deflection diagram for MRC
“PumPac®” thrust bearing set

Figure 7-36: Set of pump bearings showing V-arrow to
be oriented in the direction of the applied axial load

before the residual load on the inactive 15° bearing is
reduced to zero. A PumPac® bearing set can support
greater axial load than two 40° bearings before fully
unloading the 15° bearing.

The result of these features is reduced bearing op-
erating temperature, documented in some cases to be as
much as 10°C (18°F).
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54 series. Both are illustrated in Figure 7-38. With few ex-
ceptions, all series are available in Conrad (A-suffix) and
high capacity filling slot (E-suffix) design and with seals,
shields, and snap ring options. (It should be noted that re-
liability-focused pump users frown upon the use of bear-
ings with filling notches and certain snap ring
configurations, as will be discussed further in Chapter 9.)

The 32 and 52 series, and 33 and 53 series are di-
mensionally interchangeable. Their load and speed rat-
ings are similar; however, the 32 and 33 A and E-series
bearings have a 32° contact angle and are supplied with
a polyamide (TN9 suffix) cage. The 32 and 33 series
bearings without A or E-suffix are filling slot design only
and have steel cages.

Series 52 and 53 A and E bearings have a 30° con-
tact angle (except for the 52 A and E-series sizes 04, 05
and 06 which have a 25° contact angle) and are fur-
nished with steel cages. The 54 A-series bearing is avail-
able only in Conrad design and without options of seals
or shields.

The following notes are well worth noting when
applying conventional double-row angular contact ball
bearings. SKF reminds users that failure to follow recom-
mendations may result in premature bearing failures:

Note 1: Differences in designation for seal, shield and
snap ring locations exist for the European and
American bearings. Interchanges should be
made carefully.

Note 2: Double row angular contact bearings should
be subject to sufficient radial load for satisfac-
tory operation. The minimum required radial
load for double-row bearings may be esti-
mated from the following equation:

Frm = kr (vn/1000)2/3 (dm/100)2 Eq. 7-10

where:
Frm = minimum radial load, N

kr = minimum load factor
= 60 for bearings of series 52 A, 32 A
= 90 for bearings of series 52 E, 32 E
= 70 for bearings of series 53 A, 33 A
= 110 for bearings of series 53 E, 33 E
= 70 for bearings of series 54 A

v = oil viscosity at operating temperature,
mm2/s

n = rotational speed, r/min.

dm = mean diameter of bearing,
0.5 (d + D), mm

Note 3: Double row bearings should ideally not be
subjected to axial load without radial load.

Note 4: The recommendations of shaft and housing
fits for conventional double row bearings are
the same as for other ball bearings in pump
applications.

Note 5: Failure to follow the bearing manufacturer’s
engineering recommendations may result in
premature bearing failures.

DOUBLE-ROW ANGULAR CONTACT
BEARINGS WITH TWO INNER RINGS

Until the late 1990’s, upgrading the double-row
angular contact ball bearings (DRACBBs) in older API-
610 Standard, 5th Edition and ANSI-style pumps to meet
“ANSI-Plus” standards meant one of two things:

Figure 7-38: Double-row angular contact ball bearings used in ANSI pumps. Note that certain
filling notch bearings are not recommended for reliability-focused applications
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• The equipment owner could purchase sets of
single-row angular contact ball bearings
(SRACBBs), complete with a specially designed
shaft and housing, at a premium price.

• Parties interested in upgrading could purchase sets
of SRACBBs and then modify the existing shafts
and housings in-house to accommodate them.

When it became evident that conventional double
row angular contact ball bearings often represented the
limiting factor in achieving extended pump life, there
arose the need to devise a retrofit bearing with character-
istics approaching those of the API 610-recommended
40° back-to-back orientation. This prompted SKF to de-
velop DRACBBs  with two inner rings.

Using a specially designed DRACBB with two in-
ner rings (Figure 7-39) requires no labor-intensive retro-
fit work and presents an ideal upgrade for many API
and ANSI/ISO pumps (Figure 7-40). The bearing em-
ploys a closely controlled axial clearance. This optimized
clearance promotes load sharing between the two rows
of balls—a design that reduces the possibility of skid-
ding in the inactive ball set without the use of a preload.

Recall from our previous discussions that
preloading a bearing can help prevent skidding, but may
also have the undesired effects of generating excessive
heat or contributing to poor bearing performance. While
one ball set is supporting the axial load, the back-up set
becomes inactive, supporting only a portion of the radial
load. Without sufficient loading, the motion of the balls
in the inactive set leads to skidding and heat generation.

The new SKF separable inner ring DRACBBs  shaft

and housing fits are identical to those for standard
SRACBB and DRACBB with comparable sizes. ISO k5 is
the recommended shaft tolerance for this bearing in
most pump applications. This tolerance produces an in-
terference fit between the bearing inner ring and the
shaft. Interference fits are necessary for bearings sup-
porting any radial load. A lighter fit using ISO j5 or h5
tolerances (see Table 7-6) may be necessary for bearings
mounted on shafts made of stainless steel, or for bear-
ings that have a large temperature differential between
the inner and outer rings.

ISO H6 is the standard housing tolerance recom-
mendation. H6 produces a slight clearance between the
bearing outer ring and the housing, which facilitates
easy assembly and provides radial clearance for bearings
when increased temperatures cause them to expand. H6
has minimal ring rotation risk.

Table 7-9 lists available dimensions and descriptive
designations for the double-row, double inner ring angu-
lar contact ball bearing.

The mounting recommendations for DRACBBs
with two inner rings differ from those applicable to the
conventional double-row configuration. SKF recom-
mends mounting the new DRACBB—they call it the
“SKF Pump Bearing” with an induction heater. Follow-
ing that, the craftsperson would

• Heat the entire bearing to approximately 110°C
(230°F), but never higher than 125°C (257°F);
higher temperatures might alter the structure of
bearing materials and cause dimensional changes.

• Recall that the SKF Pump Bearing is designed with
a two-piece inner ring—a feature that facilitates the

Figure 7-39: SKF double-row angular contact ball bear-
ing with separate inner rings is more skid-resistant
than DRACBBs  with single-piece inner ring

Figure 7-40: ANSI pump equipped with two-piece in-
ner ring double-row angular contact ball bearing
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use of a machined brass cage. This design requires
the bearing to be mounted and held in place on the
shaft with a locknut—an action that ensures posi-
tive clamping of the inner rings, both together and
also against the shaft abutment.

• When the bearing is fully heated, place it on the
shaft and immediately clamp it into position with a
locknut.

• After the bearing has cooled and secured itself to
the shaft, remove the locknut, add the lock washer,
and then retighten the locknut hand tight plus an
additional 1/8 to 1/4 turn.

As to the cost justification for DRACBBs, assume
an incremental outlay of $40 per bearing plus $120 in
conversion cost were to lead to a $8,000 repair avoidance
on a large ANSI/ISO pump every 4 years (or $2,000 per
year). In that case, $160/4 years = $40/year has returned
$2,000/year. That’s a rather attractive benefit-to-cost ra-

tio of 2,000/40, or 50:1. Or, project an ultra-conservative
scenario of spending $200 on conversion and extending
a previous 1.5-year MTBR to a post-conversion MTBR of
3 years. In that case, avoiding even a $6,000 repair will
still yield a solid 10:1 payback.

ROLLER BEARINGS IN CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Cylindrical Roller Bearings
SKF cylindrical roller bearings of EC design are

used in centrifugal pumps for their high speed and high
radial load capability. This manufacturer’s EC design
cylindrical roller bearings are produced with three op-
tional cages:

• glass fiber reinforced “polyamide, 6.6” cages (P-
suffix),

• stamped steel cages (J-suffix), and

• machined brass cages (M or MA-suffix)

Table 7-9: Dimensions and nomenclature for SKF two-piece inner
ring double-row angular contact ball bearings
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The polyamide cage is standard in most sizes.
Polyamide cages are used very successfully in cylindri-
cal roller bearings operating in centrifugal pumps. In
order for bearings with polyamide cages to obtain long-
est service life, the outer ring temperature should not
exceed 100°C (212°F).

Typically, either the NU or NUP types are utilized,
see Figure 7-41. The NU type bearing is preferred be-
cause it can easily accommodate axial displacement due
to heat expansion of the shaft. This feature makes it
possible to use an interference housing fit. In pumps
where impeller imbalance is unavoidable, an interfer-
ence housing fit should be used to avoid bearing outer
ring rotation.

The NUP type is used where it is desired for the
bearing to function as a single unit much like single row
ball bearings and spherical roller bearings. The NUP
bearing is used in the free position and the loose inner
ring flange is abutted against the shoulder of the shaft
and retained on the bearing by the fitting of the inner
ring. With this arrangement, oil lubrication is preferred.
With grease lubrication, the housing fit should be G6 to
assure axial displacement due to heat expansion.

Cylindrical roller bearings are somewhat sensitive
to misalignment. The maximum allowable misalignment
is three to four minutes, depending on the bearing series.
For bearing housings machined in one setup, this is usu-
ally not a problem.

It should be noted that, for satisfactory operation,
cylindrical roller bearings would have to be subjected to
a given minimum radial load. The required minimum
radial load to be applied to cylindrical roller bearings
can be estimated from an applicable equation provided
in SKF’s General Catalog and is not duplicated in this
text. Needless to say, not following the bearing
manufacturer’s engineering recommendations will often
result in premature bearing failure.

Taper Roller Bearings
Taper roller bearings are used in pump applica-

tions to support high combined radial and axial loads
and keep in check the axial play of the shaft. A limiting
factor is the speed capability of taper roller bearings. The
speed rating is governed by the sliding friction between
the rollers and the inner ring flange. Taper roller bear-
ings can be used singly at a bearing position or in
matched pairs and are suitable for both oil and grease
lubrication.

Matched pairs of single row taper roller bearings
with preset axial clearances are used when the load car-
rying capacity of one bearing is insufficient and accurate
axial guidance of the shaft is necessary.

The steep contact angle of SKF series 313 taper
roller bearing makes them well suited for pump applica-
tions with high axial loads. The bearings are often ar-
ranged face-to-face (DF-suffix) or back-to-back
(DB-suffix). The outer rings of the two bearings arranged
face-to-face must be axially clamped in the housing to
ensure correct operation. The axial clamp force must be
greater than the applied axial load but less than the lim-
iting clamp load, Co/4, where Co is the static load rating
of one bearing.

If the clamp force is by necessity high, an outer ring
spacer with greater stiffness may be needed for bearings
arranged face-to-face to limit the deflection due to this
clamping. Bearings having the stiffer spacer (DF003 suf-
fix) are available.

Because of the steep contact angle in 313 series
bearings, it is important to ensure free lubricant flow to
each face of the bearing. The housing should have a
bypass opening beneath the bearing to allow free lubri-
cant flow into each face of the bearing and between the
bearings through the holes provided in the outer ring
spacer. Higher bearing temperatures will result if this is
not possible.

For satisfactory performance, it is essential that
taper roller bearings be subjected to a given minimum
radial load. The minimum required radial load is esti-
mated from:

Frm = 0.02 C Eq. 7-11

where:

Frm= minimum radial load, N

C = basic dynamic load rating of
the bearing or bearing pair, N

Finally we consider it worthy of note that SKF

Figure 7-41: Cylindrical roller bearings used as radial
bearings in pumps. Note that only the NU-type bear-
ing can accommodate small axial shaft displacements.
NUP-type bearings are sold as a unit.
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markets “Panloc” pre-adjustable non-locating bearing
units that allow the internal clearance or preload to be
adjusted to specific values. Although primarily devel-
oped for precision support of heavy printing machine
rolls, pre-adjustable bearings have the potential of solv-
ing large pump bearing problems as well.

Spherical Roller Bearings
Spherical roller bearings and spherical bearings are

used in centrifugal pump applications having heavy
loads, These bearings are used for their high load capa-
bilities and their ability to operate in misaligned condi-
tions. Spherical roller bearings are produced as standard
with steel cages (J suffix).

Spherical roller bearings are most commonly used
in applications having low operating speeds. These bear-
ings can be used at increased speeds provided the lubri-
cation and cooling are satisfactory. Inductive pumps
(small free-piston pumps operating on the induced cur-
rent principle) can be used to supply the necessary quan-
tity and quality of lubricant. See Chapter 9 for details.

Radial Spherical Roller Bearings
SKF spherical roller bearings of CC and E designs

have very high radial load ratings and can operate with
combined radial and axial load. The axial load capability
of these bearings is sometimes limited by the bearing
friction and resulting operating temperature. However,
SKF bearings of the CC and E design have lower friction
than many other spherical roller bearings. They are
available with cylindrical bore and with tapered bore for
adapter sleeve mounting on the shaft. The bearings can
be oil or grease lubricated.

As before, for satisfactory operation spherical roller
bearings must be subjected to a certain minimum load.
The minimum load is necessary to maintain the motion
of the rollers and can be estimated from the following
equation:

Po min = 10-4 Co(vn/100)0.5 Eq. 7-12
where:

Po min = minimum equivalent static load, N
C0 = bearing static load rating, N
ν = lubricant viscosity, mm2/s at operating

temperature
n = rotational speed, r/min

The equivalent static load, Po must be greater than
the minimum equivalent static load Po min. (The equiva-
lent static load, Po is calculated using the equation in the
manufacturer’s General Catalog.)

In vertical pump applications, the loading on
spherical roller bearings can in some instances be rela-
tively light, and rotating due to imbalances in the ma-
chine. This can cause rotation of the outer ring in the
housing. Rotation of the outer ring can be prevented or
minimized by pinning the outer ring with the housing or
by using an O-ring mounted in a groove in the housing
bore.

Spherical Roller Thrust Bearings
SKF spherical roller thrust bearings of the E design

have very high axial load ratings and can operate with
combined axial and radial loading. SKF spherical roller
thrust bearings are most commonly oil lubricated but, in
certain applications, can be grease lubricated.

Pump reliability professionals are again reminded
that, for satisfactory performance, spherical roller thrust
bearings must be subjected to a given minimum axial
load. The required minimum axial load to be applied can
be estimated by the following equation:

Fam = 1.8Fr+A(n/1000)2 Eq. 7-13
where:

Fam = minimum axial load, N
Fr = applied radial load, N
A = minimum load factor, see bearing table

in SKF’s General Catalog
N = rotational speed, r/min

(If 1.8 Fr < 0.0005 Co, then 0.0005 Co should be used
in the above equation instead of 1.8 Fr)

The axial load on the bearing must always be
greater than that estimated by the above equation. If
necessary, additional axial load must be applied to the
bearing to satisfy the requirement for load. Compression
springs are often used for this purpose.

The spherical roller thrust bearing is used in verti-
cal pumps, as shown in Figure 7-42, to support com-
bined axial and radial load. In some cases, the bearing is
used with a separate ball bearing that supports radial
load, or reversing axial load. In some cases, a thrust
bushing is utilized to support reversing axial load. In
heavy duty centrifugal pumps, deep-well pumps, and
also in hydro-turbines, the spherical roller thrust bearing
is sometimes used in combination with the spherical
roller bearing which supports the radial load, and the
thrust bearing supports the axial load. The thrust bear-
ing is spring preloaded to ensure the minimum load
requirements are satisfied when the pump’s axial load
reverses direction. Short-duration reverse axial loads are
supported temporarily by the radial bearing.
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Radial and thrust bearings are spaced so that their
alignment centers coincide. They are fitted together in
the housing with a small (1.0 mm/0.040 inch) overall
axial clearance to allow for expansion. The thrust bear-
ing is fitted with an ISO j6 tolerance on the shaft and
with radial clearance (2.0 mm/0.080 in. minimum) in the
housing. The radial bearing is fitted with the normal
recommended shaft and housing fits. These arrange-
ments are oil lubricated.

SLIDING BEARINGS*

Sliding bearings are found in large to very large
pumps. Typical configurations are shown in Figure 7-43.
Life extension issues for these bearings are closely tied to
material selection, bearing geometry, applied load and—
above all—lubricant application and related oil charac-
teristics.

Material selection is covered in the section on ver-
tical pumps. Typical bearing diametral clearances are

C = [(0.001 in/inch of shaft journal diameter) + .002 in],
or
C = [(0.001 mm/mm of journal diameter) + .05 mm]

A positive tolerance of perhaps 5% can be added to
these guideline values.

Optimal bearing loads range from 100 to 250 psi
(~690-1,724 kPa) on the projected area, i.e. (bore diam-
eter) × (bearing length). Lubricant application ranges
from the elementary and frequently no longer satisfac-
tory oil ring to sophisticated continuous application of
clean, temperature-controlled oils.

PIVOTED SHOE THRUST BEARINGS

Bearings transmit shaft loads to the foundation or
pump support. Hydrodynamic bearings transmit (float)
the load on a self-renewing film of lubricant. The bear-
ings may be solid for assembly over the end of the shaft,
or split for assembly around the shaft. Figures 7-44 to 7-
47 show some of the many hydrodynamic bearings pro-
duced by Kingsbury and other experienced
manufacturers.

The hydrodynamic principle is based on theoretical
and experimental investigations of cylindrical journal
bearings. It can be shown that oil, because of its adhesion
to the journal and its resistance to flow (viscosity), is
dragged by the rotation of the journal so as to form a
wedge-shaped film between the journal and journal bear-
ing (Figure 7-48). This action sets up the pressure in the
oil film which thereby supports the load (Figure 7-49).

This wedge-shaped film was shown by one of the
earliest and most famous researchers, Osborne
Reynolds, to be the absolutely essential feature of effec-
tive journal lubrication. Reynolds also showed that “if
an extensive flat surface is rubbed over a slightly in-
clined surface, oil being present, there would be a pres-
sure distribution with a maximum somewhere beyond
the center in the direction of motion.” This is represented
in Figure 7-50.

Pivoted Shoe
As with the plain cylindrical bearing, the pivoted

shoe thrust and journal bearings rely on adhesion of the
lubricant to provide the film with a self-renewing supply
of oil.*We are indebted to Kingsbury, Inc., for contributing much of the nar-

rative and Figures 7-44 through 7-58.

Figure 7-43: “Plain” or “sleeve” bearing at right; com-
bined sleeve/thrust land bearings, left and center illus-
trations. (Source: Waukesha Bearings Corporation,
Waukesha, Wisconsin 53187)

Figure 7-42: Spherical roller thrust bearings support
axial and radial loads in large vertical pumps
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Basic Pivoted Shoe Thrust and Journal Bearing Parts
A number of parts are associated with each bearing

type:

• Rotating collar (journal). The collar transmits the
thrust load from the rotating shaft to the thrust
shoes through the lubricant film. It can be a sepa-
rate part and attached to the shaft by a key and
nut or shrink fit, or it may be an integral part of
the shaft. The collar is called a runner in vertical
machines. (In the radial direction, the shaft jour-
nal transmits the radial loads to the journal shoes
through the lubricant film.) In hydrodynamic
bearings, the fluid film is on the order of .025
mm (.001") thick. With this and the previous in-

formation referring to the hydrodynamic prin-
ciple, two points can be realized:

1. The stack-up of tolerances and misalignment in
hydrodynamic bearings has to be conserva-
tively less than .025 mm (.001"), or some means
of adjustment has to be incorporated.

2. The collar surfaces must be flat and smooth
(and journal surface cylindrical and smooth) in
comparison to the film thickness, but not so
smooth as to inhibit the adhesion of the lubri-
cant to the surface.

• Thrust shoe (journal shoe) assembly. The shoe (also
called a pad, segment, or block) is loosely con-
strained so it is free to pivot. The shoe has three
basic features: the babbitt, body and pivot, and so
is usually referred to as an assembly.

• Babbitt. The babbitt is a high-tin material, metallur-
gically bonded to the body. As with the collar, the
babbitt surface must be smooth and flat in com-
parison to the film thickness.

The babbitt is a soft material (compared to the
shaft) which serves two functions: It traps and
imbeds contaminants so that these particles do not
heavily score or damage the shaft. It also protects
the shaft from extensive damage should external
conditions result in interruption of the film and the
parts come in contact.

• Body. The shoe body is the supporting structure
which holds the babbitt and allows freedom to
pivot. The material is typically steel. Bronze is
sometimes used (with or without babbitt), depend-
ing on the application. Chrome-copper is used to
reduce babbitt temperature.

• Pivot. The pivot allows the shoe to rotate and form
a wedge. It may be integral with the shoe body, or
be a separate insert. The pivot surface is spherical
to allow 360 degree swiveling freedom.

• Base ring. The base ring loosely holds and con-
strains the shoes against rotating so as to allow
freedom to pivot. It may have passages for the
supply of lubricant, and contain features to adapt
for misalignment and tolerance in the parts. The
base ring (aligning ring) is keyed or doweled to the
housing to prevent rotation of the bearing assem-
bly.

Figure 7-44: Hydro-
dynamic equalizing
pivoted shoe thrust
bearing (Source:
Kingsbury, Inc.,
Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania 19154)

Figure 7-45: Hydro-
dynamic pivoted
shoe journal bear-
ing (Source:
Kingsbury, Inc.,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19154)

Figure 7-46: Hydro-
dynamic pivoted
shoe combined
thrust and journal
bearing (Source:
Kingsbury, Inc.,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19154)
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Figure 7-47: Combined thrust and journal bearing part schematic (Source:
Kingsbury, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19154)

• Leveling plates. The leveling plates (not applicable
to journal bearings) are a series of levers designed
to compensate for manufacturing tolerances by dis-
tributing the load more evenly between thrust
shoes. The leveling plates also compensate for mi-
nor housing deflections or misalignment between
the collar and the housing supporting wall.

• Lubricant. The lubricant is another important “ele-
ment” of the bearing (Figure 7-51). The loads are
transmitted from the shaft to the bearing through
the lubricant which separates the parts and pre-
vents metal to metal contact. The lubricant also
serves to carry heat caused by friction out of the
bearing.
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PARAMETERS RELATED TO
PIVOTED SHOE BEARINGS

Tolerance, alignment and equalization are key pa-
rameters affecting the operation of pivoted shoe bear-
ings. In a machine, alignment and load distribution are
not perfect because of manufacturing tolerances in the
housing, shaft and bearing elements. There are three
areas of concern:

1. The squareness of the collar (and parallelism of the
journal) to the axis of the shaft which is assembled
to, or machined on the shaft.

2. The alignment of the shaft with the bearing and
housing, which is a manufacturing tolerance stack-
up of the bearing parts and the housing bores and
faces.

3. The alignment of shafts between machines that are
aligned and coupled together on site.

Misalignment of the shaft relative to bearing and
housing, and between equipment shafts is considered
static misalignment and can be adjusted at assembly if
proper design features are incorporated. Other sources

Figure 7-48: Oil wedge formation in journal bearings

Figure 7-50: Maximum pressure exists beyond
geometric center of pivoted shoe

Figure 7-49: Oil film pressure distribution in hydrody-
namic bearings

Figure 7-51: Hydrodynamic film formation in pivoting
shoe bearings
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Figure 7-52: Thrust bearing load equalization and
alignment

of misalignment, termed dynamic misalignment, are due
to operating or changing conditions such as thermal
housing distortion, shaft deflection from imposed loads,
movement caused by thermal expansion, movement
caused by settling of foundations, pipe strain, etc.

In pivoted shoe thrust bearings, static misalign-
ment and manufacturing tolerances in the shoe height
are accommodated by the leveling plates. Referring to
Figure 7-52, the load transmitted by the rotating collar to
any thrust shoe forces the shoe against the upper level-
ing plate behind it. If one shoe were slightly thicker than
the others, the resulting higher film force would push
the shoe down against the upper leveling plate. Each
upper leveling plate is supported on one radial edge of
each of two adjacent lower leveling plates. The lower
leveling plates rock very slightly and raise the shoes on
either side and so on around the ring. This feature also
compensates for minor housing deflections or misalign-
ment between the housing supporting wall and the col-
lar face.

END-PLAY AND RADIAL CLEARANCE

End-play is the axial thrust bearing clearance
which is the distance the shaft can move between oppos-
ing thrust bearings. For journal bearings the radial clear-
ance is half the difference of the journal bearing bore and
journal diameter. End-play and radial clearance are re-
quired to allow for misalignment, shoe movement, and
thermal expansion of the parts. If set too tight, power is
wasted. If too loose, the unloaded side shoes are too far
from the shaft to develop a film pressure and can flutter,
causing damage to the unloaded shoes. Filler plates and
shim packs provide a means for setting end play and
axial positioning of the rotating elements. Adjusting
screws are also used to accomplish this function.

PRELOAD

Preload pertains mostly to journal bearings and is
a measure of the curvature of the shoe to the clearance
in the bearing. The shoe curvature is another parameter
which affects the hydrodynamic film, allowing design
variations in bearing stiffness and damping to control
the dynamics of the machine. The geometry and defini-
tion are given in Figure 7-53.

LUBRICATION

For hydrodynamic bearings to operate safely and
efficiently, a suitable lubricant must always be present at
the collar and journal surfaces. The lubricant needs to be
cooled to remove the heat generated from oil shear, be-
fore re-entering the bearing. It must also be warm
enough to flow freely, and filtered so that the average
particle size is less than the minimum film thickness.

Various methods are applied to provide lubricant
to the bearing surfaces. The bearing cavities can be
flooded with oil such as vertical bearings that sit in an
oil bath. The bearings can also be provided with pressur-
ized oil from an external lubricating system. The flow
path of a horizontal, flooded pivoted shoe thrust bearing
is shown in Figure 7-54.

For high-speed bearings, the frictional losses from
oil shear and other parasitic losses begin to increase ex-
ponentially as the surface speed enters a turbulent re-
gime. The amount of lubricant required increases
proportionately. Industry trends for faster, larger ma-
chines necessitated the design of lower loss bearings.
This has been incorporated by the introduction of other
methods of lubrication.

Directed lubrication directs a spray of oil from a
hole or nozzle directly onto the collar (journal) surface
between the shoes. Rather than flooding the bearings,
sufficient oil is applied to the moving surface allowing
the bearing to run partially evacuated. Such a method of
lubrication reduces parasitic churning losses around the
collar and between the shoes.

In 1984 Kingsbury introduced its Leading Edge
Groove (LEG) Thrust Bearings (Figure 7-55), another
technology developed for high-tech machines, including
feed pumps at power generating plants. In addition to
reducing oil flow and power loss, LEG lubrication
greatly reduces the metal temperature of the shoe sur-
face. This effectively reduces oil flow requirements and
power loss while improving the load capacity, safety and
reliability of the equipment. Rather than flooding the
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Figure 7-53: Component geometry and definition of preload in pivoted shoe bearings

Figure 7-54: Typical oil flow path in a pivoted pad thrust bearing
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Figure 7-55: Kingsbury leading edge groove (LEG)
thrust bearing

Figure 7-56: Oil flow path through a Kingsbury LEG
thrust bearing

Figure 7-57: Oil flow path through a Kingsbury LEG
journal bearing

Figure 7-58: Kingsbury vertical thrust bearing assem-
bly with oil sump and cooling

bearing or wetting the surface, the LEG design intro-
duces cool oil directly into the oil film (Figure 7-56), in-
sulating the shoe surface from hot oil that adheres to the
shaft. The same technology is applied to pivoted shoe
journal bearings (Figure 7-57).

Cooling System
A cooling system is required to remove the heat

generated by friction in the oil. The housing may simply
be air cooled if heat is low. Vertical bearings typically sit
in an oil bath with cooling coils (Figure 7-58), but the oil
can also be cooled by an external cooling system as typi-
cal in horizontal applications. The heat is removed by a
suitable heat exchanger.

OPERATION AND MONITORING

Under operation, the capacity of hydrodynamic
bearings is restricted by minimum oil film thickness and
babbitt temperature. The critical limit for low-speed op-
eration is minimum oil film thickness. In high-speed
operation, babbitt temperature is usually the limiting
criterion. Temperature, load, axial position, and vibra-
tion monitoring equipment are used to evaluate the op-
eration of the machine so that problems may be
identified and corrected before catastrophic failure. Of
these, bearing health is commonly monitored through
the use of temperature detectors. The temperature of the
bearing varies significantly with operating conditions
and also varies across and through the shoe. Therefore,
for the measurement to be meaningful, the location of
the detector must be known.

The recommended location for a detector is termed

the “75/75 location” on a thrust shoe face, i.e. 75% of the
arc length of the shoe in the direction of rotation and
75% of the radial width of the shoe measured from the
ID to the OD. In a journal bearing, sensor location
should be 75% of the arc length on the centerline of the
shoes. This position represents the most critical area
because it is the point where peak film pressures, mini-
mum film thickness, and hot temperatures co-exist.
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DESIGN OF MECHANICAL SEALS

Mechanical seals have rapidly evolved from ma-
chined shaft shoulders contacting a stationary casing
face (Figure 8-1a) through replaceable faces at shaft
shoulders (Figure 8-1b) and gasket-backed inserts (Fig-
ure 8-1c) to the many modern mechanical seals available
in the marketplace today. Considerable amounts of rel-
evant data are contained in References 8-1 through 8-6.
Also, since mechanical seals are vulnerable precision
components, their preservation in “mothballed” pumps
and recommended storage protection are discussed in
Appendix 5.

Spring loading of the rotating seal ring and use of
a dynamic (axially sliding) O-ring (Figure 8-2) consti-
tuted the next progression and, within a short period of
time, pusher seals similar to the one shown in Figure 8-
3 were commonly used in process pump applications. In
pusher seals, one of the faces—usually the rotating one,
but preferably the stationary one—is being pushed into
the opposing face. These seals could now be unitized
and mass-produced.

TYPES OF SEALS

There are two major mechanical seal groupings. In
the first grouping—rotating flexure or “conventional”
seals (Figures 8-2 and 8-3),—the spring-loaded face is
part of the rotating shaft assembly. These seals are suit-
able for moderate speed applications and applications
where shaft deflection is low. In the second grouping—
stationary flexure or just plain “stationary” seals (Fig-
ures 8-4 and 8-5)—the spring-loaded face does not
rotate. Stationary seals will accommodate greater shaft
deflections and can operate at higher speeds than con-
ventional seals.

Both conventional and stationary seals can be
mounted either inside or outside the seal housing (stuff-
ing box). When a seal is mounted inside the stuffing box
of the pump, it is called an inside seal. Although inside

seals are generally more difficult to install, the advan-
tages of an inside seal will generally outweigh the disad-
vantages. Figures 8-2 through 8-4 represent just three of
literally hundreds of types and styles of inside seals.

Among the advantages of inside seals we typically
find that

• Cooling of the seal is facilitated by product flow
through inlet ports in the stuffing box or gland.

• The rotary action of an inside seal helps to keep it
clean. Centrifugal force makes it more difficult for

Chapter 8

Mechanical Seal

Selection and Application

Figure 8-1: Mechanical seal evolution (Source: Ref. 8-1,
Safematic, Muurame, Finland)
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suspended solids to enter in between the seal faces.

• In case of seal leakage, inside seals are usually not
prone to catastrophic leakage, because the strong
seal gland is fitted with a close-clearance throttle
bushing. Moreover, the hydraulic balancing forces
tend to keep the seal faces closed.

• Environmental safety and support systems are eas-
ily fitted and attached to inside seals.

Outside Seals
An outside seal is located outboard of the pump

stuffing box. Figure 8-6 depicts an outside-mounted elas-
tomeric bellows seal.

Outside seal have the following advantages:

• easy installation

• can be inexpensively made from corrosion resistant
materials

• suitable for services where it is necessary to quickly
remove the seal for cleaning

• where stuffing boxes are shallow and inside seals
cannot be used due to lack of axial or radial space

• where wear of the faces must be monitored and,

• where access to tightening the seal is difficult or
practically impossible.

Figure 8-2: Elementary spring-loaded mechanical seal
(Source: Ref. 8-2, Burgmann Seals America, Inc., Hous-
ton, Texas; also Dichtungswerke Feodor Burgmann,
Wolfratshausen, Germany)

Figure 8-5: “Stationary” single seal with multiple
pusher springs (Source: Ref. 8-3, Borg-Warner Corpora-
tion, Temecula, California)

Figure 8-3: Pusher-type mechanical seal with rubber
bellows (Source: Ref. 8-2)

Figure 8-4: “Stationary” single seal (Source: Ref. 8-1)Figure 8-4: “Stationary” single seal (Source: Ref. 8-1)
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Limitations on the design of
outside seals are often significant and
must be taken into account by safety
and reliability-minded users. Specifi-
cally, due to lack of heat dissipation
from below the seal faces, outside seals
must be used in lower temperature,
lower speed and lower pressure appli-
cations. (Pressures must be lower than
on inside seals as the pressures are be-
ing exerted outward on seal parts
rather than inward.)

Single Seals and Seal Torque Trans-
mission

To re-state an earlier point, all
mechanical seals can be either of “con-
ventional” or “stationary” construction.
Similarly, single seals can be mounted
either inside or outside the stuffing
box, although a user would want to be
well aware of the vulnerabilities of out-
side-mounted seals. In general, these
and virtually all other types and styles

of mechanical seals consist of a rotary unit affixed to the
shaft in some manner.

There are several practical ways to effect this
torque transmission. While set screws, as shown in Fig-
ure 8-7/d, are prevalent due to their low cost, clamping
rings (Figures 8-6, 8-7a/b, and 8-13), or drive boots (Fig-
ure 8-3) are preferred. For sets screws to hold, they have
to “bite” into the shaft (Figure 8-7/d), which creates a
rather undesirable burr or, alternatively, a depression
will have to be machined into the shaft (Figure 8-7/c).
Shrink discs and clamping rings are an identifying mark
of many superior mechanical seals, although drive keys
and snap locators (Figure 8-7f/h) also merit being
ranked well ahead of setscrews.

Pressurized Dual Seals
Theseseals are arranged either facing away from

each other or towards each other (back-to-back or face-to-
face configurations). The most common of numerous
available back-to-back geometries are similar to Figure 8-
8. Both configurations are used in conjunction with a
separate pressurized barrier fluid. In the back-to-back
double mechanical seals illustrated in Figure 8-8, this bar-

Figure 8-6: Outside mechanical seal, elastomer bellows, pusher-type
(Source: Ref. 8-2)

Figure 8-7: Torque transmission options for attaching seal rotating as-
semblies to pump shafts (Source: Ref. 8-2)
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rier fluid is injected at a higher pressure between the two
seals than the fluid being pumped. In pressurized dual
(“tandem”) seals, the barrier fluid is generally injected at
a pressure below that of the stuffing box region.

The five principal advantages of all dual
(“double”) seals are:

(1) Increased protection against product leaking into
the environment

(2) Barrier fluid level flow or pressure
can be monitored to determine if
either seal has failed

(3) The dual seal also works well
when there is danger of gas pock-
ets being formed in the seal cham-
ber, as is the case with vertical
pumps

(4) Very advantageous in applications
with products that crystallize,
freeze up or ignite when leaking
to the surrounding atmosphere

(5) Heating or cooling can also be
maintained via the barrier fluid
called “buffer,” if unpressurized).

In the double seal arrangement
with the seals facing each other (Figure
8-9), the outside seal receives its lubri-
cating and cooling liquid through the
hole in the stationary seal ring. In this
“face-to-face” dual seal configuration,
the barrier fluid would be pressurized
above normal product stuffing box
pressure or near atmospheric pressure.

Tandem Seal
(Unpressurized Dual Seal)

The tandem seal arrangement
(Figure 8-10) is the safest of all dual seal
combinations. In effect, it is made up of
two inside seals, both with the advan-
tage of inside seals and double seals. In
this arrangement a separate clean bar-
rier fluid is sealed by the outside seal
and process liquid is sealed by the in-
ner seal. This eliminates one of the
major drawbacks of certain conven-
tional double seal arrangements, that of
having process liquid on the underside
of the primary seal, as is evident from
Figure 8-9. The buffer fluid typically

exists at a lower pressure than the process liquid. Leak-
age of the pumped fluid into the buffer fluid would
manifest itself as either pressure or level increase in the
buffer loop.

Seal Classification
Unbalanced Seals

Virtually all mechanical seals are available in either
unbalanced (Figure 8-11) or balanced (Figure 8-12) ver-

Figure 8-8: Pressurized dual mechanical seals, back-to-back oriented
(Source: Ref. 8-4, Pacific-Wietz, Dortmund, Germany)
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sions. The term “unbalanced” is used when the stuffing
box pressure times the area exposed to the pumped fluid
(closing force), acting to close the seal faces, is greater
than the average pressure between the seal faces (pres-
sure gradient) times the area of contact between the
faces. In other words, unbalanced mechanical seals ex-
hibit net hydraulic closing forces which are generated by
the actual pressures to be sealed.

For example, if there were a stuffing box pressure
of 45 psig (310 kPa), the spring load would have to be
added. Hence, the “face load” or closing force on the
faces would be even higher than 45 psig times the face
area. This, of course, limits the pressure sealing capacity
of an unbalanced seal.

Unbalanced seals are often more stable than bal-
anced seals when subjected to vibration, misalignment
and cavitation. The disadvantage is their relatively low
pressure limit. If the closing force exerted on the seal

faces exceeds the pressure limit, the lubricating film be-
tween the faces is squeezed out and the highly loaded
dry running seal fails (Ref. 8-7).

Balanced Seals
The balanced seal has the same opening (face) area

as the unbalanced seal, but the closing area has been
reduced in relation to the face area. Because force equals
pressure times area, reducing the closing area reduces
the closing force. Consequently, less heat is generated
and the seal generally has a longer life. For example, if
the stuffing box pressure were 200 psig (1,379 kPa), then
the net closing force would be substantially reduced to
perhaps 60 psig (414 kPa). To simplify the explanation,
balancing a mechanical seal involves a small design
change which reduces the hydraulic forces acting to
close the seal faces. Balanced seals have higher pressure
limits, lower seal face loading, and generate less heat.
They are better able to handle liquids with low lubricity
and high vapor pressures. This would include light hy-
drocarbons.

Because seal designs vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer and from application to application, it is
not possible to standardize on either configurations or
materials that cover all conceivable services. Available
basic designs have variations that were often developed
so as to meet specific applications. Each seal design has
its own strengths and weaknesses.

However, as will be seen later, it is indeed possible
to select a certain seal model and use it for a very large
number of applications and services in a given facility.
This approach will inevitably involve the use of car-
tridge and/or cassette-type seal configurations.

Cartridge Seals
The cartridge design changes none of the func-

tional components of the basic seal classifications. In a
cartridge seal, all components are part of an assembled
package. The term “containerized” has been used to
describe the cartridge seal, which, incidentally, requires
only the tightening of gland bolts, flush connections, and
drive screws or clamping rings. There is no longer any
need to scribe lines and to make critical installation mea-
surements.

Cartridge seals are available in each of the basic
types and classifications. Figure 8-9 is somewhat typical
of many cartridge seals. The limiting factor in cartridge
seal designs is the space available in a given pump stuff-
ing box—or so it seems. A reliability-focused user will
make an all-out effort to specify, redesign, modify or
otherwise enlarge the stuffing box volume. Unless the

Figure 8-9: Double mechanical seal (“Chesterton 225
Dual Cartridge”) oriented “face-to-face” (Source: Ref.
8-5, A.W. Chesterton Company, Stoneham, Massachu-
setts 02180)
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user wishes to revert to packing—which reliability-fo-
cused users are not likely to do—there is no longer any
reason to stay with the dimensional envelope that came
into being around the year 1890, when rope packing was
phased out in favor of standard-size braided packing.

Putting it in different words, suppose a rigorous
selection procedure and reference check were to identify
a sophisticated cartridge seal such as Burgmann’s HR
(Figure 8-13) as best suited for a slurry service (it gener-

ally is, by the way). Suppose further,
that this seal does not fit into the con-
fined stuffing box space that has been
with us for well over one hundred
years (a good assumption, because it
won’t). Before giving up on the HR
and picking an inferior second choice,
the reliability-focused user will exam-
ine his stuffing box enlargement op-
tions. Among these options, he would
no doubt study if boring out is fea-
sible. A reliability-focused user would
probably prevail upon the pump
manufacturer to furnish redesigned
pump covers, or users would present
their own redesign to a contract ma-
chine shop.

As mentioned above, the extent
to which standardization will cover a
certain range of services will vary
from plant to plant. If judiciously
tackled, it can indeed be done with
great success. Demonstrated cost
savings have materialized at sites
where, as an example, the use of
pressure-balanced, single and/or
double acting, bi-rotational, conven-
tional (Figure 8-14) or stationary
(Figure 8-15) mechanical seals with
non-product contacting multiple
springs was found feasible for large
numbers of pumps.

It should be noted that on the
majority of cartridge seals, seal re-
placement will involve removal and
shipment of the seal cartridge to the
seal manufacturer for refurbishing, or
replacement of the entire assembly.
Appreciating these facts, the A.W.
Chesterton Company began, in 2002,
to market attractive mid-range re-
placeable seals, the “Streamline Cas-

sette Cartridge,”  Figures 8-16 and 8-17. These
cost-effective seals allow for the more expensive gland
plate to stay with the pump and make it economically
attractive to simply slip into place a replacement seal
cassette. Defective seal internals are discarded rather
than rebuilt, eliminating many of the administrative and
inventory costs associated with seal repair. Of course,
the overall cost-effectiveness of this discarding approach
must be ascertained. Frequently replacing even an inex-

Figure 8-10: Unpressurized mechanical seal arrangements
(Source: Ref. 8-4)
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pensive seal may cost a fortune when compared against
upgrading a pump installation or taking remedial action
by, among other things, opting for superior mechanical
seals.

“U” Cup Seals
On U-cup seals (Figure 8-18) the secondary seal or

“U” cup consists of PTFE, a suitable elastomer, or com-

posite material. The large single spring does not drive
the rotary element. It simply spreads the secondary seal
and maintains face loading during running as well as
standstill conditions. In general, U-cup seals are bal-
anced designs. They are available for heavy-duty appli-
cations but will often require more axial and radial space
than their multi-spring balanced seal counterparts.

“V” Ring Seals
“V” ring seals (Figure 8-19) require constant load-

ing of the elastomeric “V” ring in order to seal. The open
side of the “V” of the seal is on the pressurized fluid
side. It should be noted that the flexing action of dy-
namic PTFE V-rings (“chevrons”) will cause fretting on
stainless steel shafts by removing the oxide layer and in-
fusing it in the PTFE. These configurations rarely repre-
sent state-of-art solutions.

“O”-Ring Seals
O-ring seals incorporate a dynamic O-ring second-

ary seal and a static O-ring shaft seal, as shown earlier in
Figure 8-2. However, the term “O-ring seal” is tradition-
ally applied to seals where the springs are isolated from
the pumped fluid by the O-ring seals and thus cannot
become clogged unless leakage occurs across the seal
face. Shown in the ISO-type pump of Figure 8-20, this
type of seal is normally balanced within its own compo-
nent parts.

Wedge Seals
This seal (Figure 8-21) is shown with a PTFE slid-

ing O-ring—although PTFE wedges could also be used
instead—mating with a wedge-shaped carbon seal face.
The sliding O-ring or PTFE wedge makes contact with

Figure 8-11: Inside unbalanced mechanical seal
(Source: Ref. 8-6, Flowserve Corporation, Kalamazoo,
Michigan)

Figure 8-12: Inside balanced seal (Source: Ref. 8-6)

Figure 8-13: Sophisticated cartridge seals may not fit in confined stuffing box space
(Source: Ref. 8-2)
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both the shaft and carbon ring. It contains no close tol-
erance fits. Originally designed for either inside or low-
pressure outside use, this configuration is infrequently
represented in modern process plants.

Boot (Elastomer Bellows) Type Seals
Depicted earlier in Figure 8-3 and functionally

similar to the elastomeric bellows seal of Figure 8-6,
these seals employ a large single spring that maintains
face contact. The rubber elastomer boot furnishes the
drive—the turning of the unit with the shaft. Pump tech-
nicians must use sound installation practices to ensure
that the elastomer grips the shaft without allowing slip-
page.

Bellows Seals
The welded metal bellows design (Figure 8-22)

consists of thin convoluted discs that are joined by elec-
tron-beam welding on their outer peripheries and inside
diameters. Each welded set of discs allows finite amount
of axial travel. The more welded discs make up the seal,
the greater the ability of the seal to accommodate face
wear. This is an important point since (as of 2005) not all
major mechanical seal manufacturers use 12 sets of discs
or convolutions.

The welded sets of discs are usually made of a
corrosion-resistant material, such as the Hastelloy® or
300 series stainless steels. There are no sliding elas-
tomers in metal bellows seals. They are typically used at

Figure 8-14: Standardized “conventional arrangement” cartridge designs (Source: AESSEAL, plc, Rotherham, UK,
and Knoxville, TN, USA)

CURC™ - Cartridge Single Seal

The CURC™ is part of a modular range of seals designed to optimize
self-aligning technology

This seal also includes the following features:
• Self aligning stationary face ensures perpendicular alignment

of face to shaft axis, maximizing seal life

• Stationary face drive with contracting pins eliminates damage
in stop-start applications and viscous fluids

• Quench, drain and flush ports for cooling/heating
options to maximize seal life

Convertor II™ - Cartridge Seal Designed to Replace Packing

This cartridge seal is designed to replace two part component
seals and conventional packing arrangements.

This seal also includes the following feature:
• Compact gland for use on applications with limited space

SCUSI™ - Short Cartridge Mechanical Seal

A short externally mounted cartridge seal, with flush and self aligning faces.

This seal also includes the following features:
• Available with flush port as standard for cooling/venting

to maximize seal life

• Self aligning stationary face ensures perpendicular
alignment of face to shaft axis, maximizing seal life

• Stationary face drive with contracting pins eliminates
damage in stop-start applications and viscous fluids

• Flush port to increase seal life in arduous situations

• Bi-Metal CURC™ option - maintains the features of the standard CURC™ but includes
exotic alloy wetted components for use with corrosive chemicals.
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Figure 8-15: Burgmann Cartex-D cartridge seal (Source: Ref. 8-2)
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elevated temperatures when fur-
nished with graphite or metal sec-
ondary seals. While bellows seals
are balanced by design, the balance
diameter will nevertheless change if
the disc set axial length is changed
for any reason. A good manufac-
turer will check this out and ascer-
tain suitability for the application.

Certain construction features
of bellows seals resist face opening.
As is shown in Figure 8-23, leakage
of certain fluids past the faces of
pusher seals (upper three sketches)
could impede movement of the
spring-loaded face. This eventuality
is reduced with the metal bellows
seals illustrated in the lower two
sketches. Note also the nomencla-
ture insert that gives typical terms
used for pusher seals and bellows
seals.

A modern bellows seal is
shown in Figure 8-24. The close-up
shows bellows construction with 12
sets of convolutions.

Split Seals
Split seals (Figure 8-25) are used where equipment

layout or pump configuration deprive mechanics of easy
access. In other words, split seals may be considered in
the relatively few instances where rapid installation and
replacement are of paramount importance. They will
make neither economic nor life cycle cost sense else-
where. Although split seals will occasionallly leak more
than comparable non-split seals, all mechanical seals
must have a small amount of leakage to separate the
faces. However, this leakage will usually vaporize and
not be visible to the naked eye. Without a few microns of

Figure 8-17: Cassette-type seals are suitable for many
straight-forward pumping services (Source: Ref. 8-5)

Figure 8-16: Cassette-type
mid-range replaceable
mechanical seals (Chesterton
“Streamline,” Ref. 8-5)

Figure 8-18: “U”-cup mechanical seal (Source: Ref. 8-6)
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Fact: Split seals are “sometimes” a wise choice from a life-
cycle cost point of view.

Gas and “Upstream Pumping” Technology*
Gas seals were first applied on compressors but are

occasionally preferred for very specific liquid pumping
services. Just as is the case with conventional mechanical
seals, there are many different configurations to choose
from. Likewise, gas seals for pumps are available from
several competent seal manufacturers. They are similar
in that well-controlled small amounts of a pressurized
gas are introduced between the seal faces. The faces of
dry gas seals are carefully etched or contoured so as to
allow a minute amount of face separation to take place.

Figure 8-26 shows a rather com-
pact design that uses an in-gland con-
trol system. This design maintains
nitrogen (injection gas) pressure of 20
psig (138 kPa) greater than the oppos-
ing process liquid pressure. Fluid seal-
ing takes place at the outside diameter
of the seal faces. Upon shutdown, or
loss of nitrogen gas, the seal reverts to
a liquid-lubricated seal.

SEAL FACE LUBRICATION
ENHANCEMENTS EMPLOYING
LASER ETCHING TECHNOLOGY.*

Laser-etching of seal faces repre-
sents technology available to many
competent seal manufacturers. One

manufacturer describes its LaserFace™ as “a unique seal

Figure 8-19: Double back-to-back seal with “V”-ring
at inner seal-to-shaft contact (Source: Ref. 8-6)

Figure 8-21: “Wedge”
seal (Ref. 8-6)

Figure 8-22: Metal bellows seal (Source: Ref. 8-6)

Figure 8-20: ISO-type pump with O-ring seal (Source: Ref. 8-4)

face separation, most mechanical seals would have unac-
ceptably short operating lives.

Conventional Wisdom: Split seals are “always” a wise
choice, but expensive.

*Courtesy of Neil Wallace and John Crane, Slough, UK (see also p.
407)
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interface technology that combines full fluid film lubri-
cation with active leakage control.”  In its current stage
of development LaserFace™ supports application where
liquid based process fluids are sealed. Gas applications
and applications with abrasive process fluids (i.e. slur-
ries) are not yet supported.

The laser-etched face groove is applicable within
the customary geometrical interface dimensions of
proven conventional seals. Its face pattern combines a
pair of symmetrical precision-machined microgrooves
(typically a few micrometers deep) each of which per-
forms a different task (Figure 16-27).

The square  “inlet-groove” is connected to the pres-
surized fluid area and through it, the process fluid can
penetrate deeply into the sealing interface. The fluid
within it is dragged in a tangential direction by the slid-
ing counter face. When the fluid reaches the edge of the
inlet groove it generates a strong hydrodynamic pres-
sure that lifts the seal faces, thus stabilizing the sealing
gap.

Full fluid films can be achieved at relatively low
shaft speeds. This full hydrodynamic fluid face film pro-
motes low friction and low wear performance. At this
point, however, the radial leakage flow resistance of the
sealing gap is vastly reduced and leakage levels would
usually increase dramatically, as the Reynolds equation
would suggest. With the laser-etched seal however, the
semi-circular grooves, also known as “return-grooves,”
are designed to re-inject the excessive flow back into the
pressurized fluid area. Additionally, the return grooves
block radial fluid flow from the outer seal interface di-
ameter. The efficiency of the return pumping mechanism
results from the combination of shape, position and
depth of the return groove.

The return groove is located within the sealing in-
terface and is not connected to the pressurized fluid
area, thus the groove collects the excessive fluid film and
guides it along the trailing edges to the discharge end of
the groove. The discharge end is very close to the high
pressure edge of the sealing gap where the fluid pres-
sure inside the groove is at a maximum and much
higher than the sealed pressurized fluid (Figure 8-28).
Following the path of least resistance, a great deal of the
fluid passes from the recess towards the pressurized
fluid outside the sealing gap.

Through the combination of hydrodynamic
grooves and fluid film re-circulation grooves, laser-
etched faces combine the benefits of hydrodynamic lu-
brication and boundary lubrication. In other words, low
friction and wear, but together with low static and dy-
namic leakages. Figure 8-29 supports this statement. In

Figure 8-23:  Pusher seals vs. bellows seals (Source:
Ref. 8-6)

Pusher nomenclature
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Materials of Construction
• Bellows: Alloy 718

• Rotating Face: Silicon Carbide

• Stationary Face: Carbon or Silicon Car-

bide

• Gasketing: Graphite

• Metal Parts: Rotating Assembly: 316 SS
Stationary Assembly: Alloy 718, Low
Expansion Alloy, 316 SS

Operating Parameters
• Maximum Pressure: Up to 300 psi (2070

kPa)

• Seal Chamber Temperature: -100°F to
800°F (-73°C to 427°C)

• Surface Speed: Up to 150 ft./sec. (46 m/
sec.)

• Liquids: Hydrocarbons, Heat Transfer
Fluids, Cryogenics
Shaft Sizes: From 1 inch (25.4mm) to
5-1/8 inches (101.6mm)

Figure 8-24: Modern bellows seal
and close-up (Source: Ref. 8-6)

Figure 8-25: Split mechanical seal (Source: Ref: 8-5) Figure 8-26: “Dry gas” seal (Source: Ref. 8-5)
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Figure 8-29, the two important performance measures
for a mechanical seal, leakage and face friction, are com-
pared for:

• a standard plain face seal.
• the same seal with a conventional hydrodynamic

face groove (inlet groove)
• a seal equipped with the laser-etched return

groove.
The bar chart on the left illustrates the comparison

using good lubricating fluids, the one on the right for a

more difficult duty with flashing, poor lubricating liq-
uids. The performance figures are presented in relative
values where 100% is always the highest recorded value
from the three seal configurations.

The standard seal operates for both process liquids
with very low leakage but generates an appreciable
amount of face heat due to asperity contact. When the
seal is equipped with a simple hydrodynamic feature the
operational gap is increased and asperity contact is pre-
vented. The amount of face friction is a direct result of
viscous shear in the seal fluid. This explains the much

Figure 8-27: Seal Ring with (left) LaserFace™ groove, and mechanical seal with (right) LaserFace™ seal ring
(Source: Ref. 8-16)

Figure 8-28: Typical interface pressure distribution of a LaserFace™ seal (computer model prediction)
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larger reduction in friction for the propane duty. How-
ever, the results also demonstrate that hydrodynamic
face lubrication causes a significant increase in seal leak-
age. The laser-etched face seal on the other hand
achieves full hydrodynamic interface lubrication at leak-
age levels as low as the plain face seal in the case of both
liquids.

Case Study Involving Face Geometry
The benefits of laser-etching technology are best

demonstrated in a comparison test of two identical seals,
except that one is equipped with a LaserFace™ mating
ring and the other with the conventional plain face mat-
ing ring. The test duty is liquid propane at 21 bar at a
pumping temperature of 56 °C and an API flush plan 11
(see Figures 8-34 through 8-46 for an overview of flush
plans) set at 10 l/min flush flow. The flush temperature
margin is only 6 degrees Kelvin to the point where va-

porization occurs. API 682 would recommend a reduc-
tion in flush temperature of 14 degrees Kelvin to 42°C.
This test duty was deliberately  chosen as a more
“praxis-near” example of a refinery duty where tem-
perature margins at suction pressure are minimal and
the option of cooling or increasing the box pressure is
limited. Figure 8-30 shows the recorded pressure but,
more interestingly, the temperatures recorded through-
out the 200-hour test duration. The performance plot
also indicates the vapor temperature of 62°C. The top
graph shows the performance of the seal with laser-
etched face and the bottom graph shows the perfor-
mance without.

Taking leakage recordings throughout the test con-
firmed emission levels below 200 ppm for both seals.

The test readings clearly show the benefit of laser-
etched seal faces. Although both seals show only a very
small temperature rise between flush inlet T1 and outlet

temperature T2, which would suggest good
face lubrication and low friction perfor-
mance, the actual performance of the seals
is indeed significantly different. Measuring
the temperature rise of the mating ring
back-face with temperature probe T3 re-
veals a completely different picture of the
true seal behavior. The conventional seal
shows very high and erratic temperatures.
The mean face temperature was above the
vapor temperature throughout the test du-
ration suggesting that the seal was sub-
jected to dry running (operating in the
boundary lubrication regime).  In addition,
the occasional very high temperature spikes
indicate that the excessive component tem-
peratures caused instant and complete
flashing of the liquid around the seal, cover-
ing the components in produced vapor. At
this point the heat transfer was dramatically
reduced causing overheating of the mating

Figure 8-29: Mechanical seal perfor-
mance comparison with conventional
seal face technology and laser-etched
faces (LaserFace™)

Figure 8-30: Test plot comparing a laser-etched (LaserFace™) vs.
conventional mechanical seal
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ring until such time that the flush liquid could displace
the “vapor blanket” that had been produced.

The laser-etched seal faces, however, show a com-
pletely different picture. The mating ring temperature T3
is constantly very low, almost identical to the flush inlet
temperature. This suggests very low friction perfor-
mance with no or negligible asperity contact. As a matter
of fact, the heat generated by the laser-etched seal was so
small that the cooling effect from the air around the ID
of the mating ring reduced the back-face temperature by
0.5 °C to the flush inlet temperature T1.

Analyzing the two seals with a proprietary com-
puter program confirmed the empirical results. The pro-
gram predicts a face temperature of 80 °C (18 °C above
the vapor temperature) for the conventional seal with a
back-face temperature of 71 °C (mean T3 recorded at 72
°C) assuming that liquid propane is present around the
seal components. The computer analysis of the tempo-
rary ‘flashing-off’ condition also confirmed the recorded
peak face temperatures of 130 °C. The computer analysis
confirmed the test readings and predicted that the seal
would operate with full hydrodynamic interface lubrica-
tion. The average face temperature rise was estimated as
only 0.2 °C as a result of the low liquid shear from the
interface fluid film.

Upstream Pumping (USP)*
In those applications where it is undesirable for the

pumped fluid to act as the lubricating medium between
the seal faces, the traditional approach has been to use a
double seal arrangement supplied with a
pressurized barrier fluid. The barrier fluid
is pressurized from an external source to a
pressure greater than seal chamber pres-
sure; in this way a fluid film of the clean
barrier fluid forms between the seal faces.
This “contacting” seal technology is well
established and its benefits are widely
known. However, it is an expensive solu-
tion, often requiring a complex and costly
support system, which itself requires
maintenance.

A more recent technology to be de-
veloped is “active lift technology” or “up-
stream pumping.” This active lift principle
uses spiral grooving on the seal faces to
produce the same result as the pressurized
double seal, without the need for a com-
plex pressurized seal support system.

Originally used in the development of “non-con-
tacting” dry running gas seals for compressors, the spi-
ral grooves form the inner portion of one of the seal
faces. With rotation, the spiral grooves take the un-pres-
surized barrier fluid, and generate a pressure at the exit
of the spirals. This pressure is greater than the pressure
in the seal chamber. It is this pressure which forms the
“active lift.” The outer portion of the seal face, between
the spiral exit and the process fluid, is a lapped region of
the seal face known as the sealing dam. The pressure
differential across this sealing dam determines the
amount of fluid flow or “upstream pumping” which
takes place from the barrier side to the process side. For
a given design, as the process pressure increases, the rate
of ‘upstream pumping’ reduces, whilst maintaining a
“non-contacting”, sealing gap between the seal faces.

Figure 8-31 shows, in simplified form, how USP
technology varies from conventional dual seal arrange-
ments.

Here the pressure distribution of the USP seal can be
seen. The barrier pressure is a few psi above atmospheric
pressure, but significantly below that of the process. (In a
dual, pressurized “double” seal the barrier pressure is
higher than the process pressure while in a dual non-
pressurized “tandem” seal the barrier is normally at at-
mospheric pressure and depicted as the buffer fluid.)

The pumping action is achieved with the use of
very shallow grooves on the hard face element of the
USP seal. These generate significant pressure within the
grooves, as shown in Figure 8-32.

Figure 8-31: USP seal barrier pressure (Source: Ref. 8-16)
——————
*Courtesy of Neil Wallace and John Crane, Slough, UK
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Fig. 8-32 indicates how the pressure is generated
through the groove profile, from a groove inner radius of
54 mm the pressure increases from zero to approxi-
mately 55 bar at a radius of about 60 mm, which is the
groove root. At this point the pressure decays back
across the un-grooved sealing dam to the process pres-
sure at the outside of the seal, the 63 mm radius, which
is about 40 bar.

This “active lift” technology therefore presents sev-
eral advantages over the traditional double seal ap-
proach:
• The USP concept is “non-contacting” and therefore

the usual PV limitations imposed by contacting
seals and the resultant wear do not apply.

• The power consumed is significantly lower than a
double or tandem seal arrangement.

• The positive flow of clean fluid into the seal cham-
ber provides a cleaner sealing environment within
the seal chamber. 

• Seal leakage to atmosphere is significantly reduced
when compared to a pressurized dual seal—where
the outboard seal can often operate at considerable
pressure.

• The USP concept allows a simple upgrade of single
or multiple seal services, where process changes have
rendered the process fluid a poor seal lubricant.

• In services where the process pressure is variable,
or where pressure spikes are likely, USP technology
constantly regulates against this varying pressure,
maintaining a sealing gap at all times.

SEAL FLUSH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL PLANS

Mating mechanical seal faces must be separated
from each other by a small, fluid-filled gap. Yet, seal
leakage to the atmosphere must be minimized. For seals
to perform as intended, fluid temperature, pressure, and
overall properties must be right.

Fig. 8-33: Pressure distribution in face grooves (Source:
John Crane Company, Ref. 8-16)

Figure 8-32: USP seal face pressure distribution (Source: Ref. 8-16)

Seals will malfunction if:
• Low temperatures cause elastomers to stiffen
• High temperatures cause elastomers to soften and

lose shape
• Temperature gradients cause thermal distortion of

faces
• High temperatures cause pitting or heat checking

of seal faces
• Face temperatures reach the point where fluid va-

porizes
• Fluid pressures cause face distortion
• Fluid pressure forces faces into intimate contact
• Fluid pressure-temperature relationships reach the

vaporization point
• A vacuum environment can cause “gassing out”—

shrinkage, or even explosive disintegration—of
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certain elastomers
• Impurities, solids, abrasives or fibers get lodged in

the seal faces
• Abrasive pumpage causes erosive wear
• Pumpage solidifies or crystallizes after migrating

through seal faces
• Pumpage is of a kind that can plate out on the seal

faces.

Upon leaking product through seal faces, some
services in the pulp & paper and related industries may
well encounter a combination of the above woes. Need-
less to say, toxic, flammable, corrosive and explosive flu-
ids require environmental controls and auxiliary support
systems that eliminate or at least reduce the significance
of leakage events.

A number of flush plans have been catalogued by
API and ISO Standards organizations. Some of these will
utilize a barrier fluid system, in which case the selection
of an appropriate or optimum fluid will be important.
Keep in mind that the primary function of a barrier fluid
is to provide cooling to the seal faces. Keep in mind also
that water is a better coolant than oil, but water may
need freeze protection and rust inhibitors. Certain syn-
thetic lubricants are recommended for low and high
temperature applications and are available from the
Royal Purple Company Product Guide, “High Perfor-
mance Lubricants.” Knowledgeable formulators have
thus produced pure, non-reactive synthetic fluids that
provide superior protection for double and tandem me-
chanical seals.

An overview of the more frequently used flush
plans is given in Figure 8-34 while application guide-
lines of several of these are highlighted and illustrated in
Figures 8-35 to 8-45, courtesy of A.W. Chesterton. Finally,
Figure 8-46 illustrates important parameters governing
the success of steam quench. Steam is often applied to
flush away leakage products and to thus preclude their
accumulation in locations that could impede proper
functioning of the seal.

RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT IN
MECHANICAL SEALS — ANALYSIS
OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Very general application guidelines for inside seals
are documented in Table 8-1. It should be noted that
certain successful applications may well fall outside the
limits given in this table. The manufacturer’s experience
should govern in those instances. However, an overview

will be of benefit. If nothing else, it will illustrate the
virtual impossibility of using a “one-type suits all” phi-
losophy in many plants.

Table 8-1:
Mechanical Seal Application Guide

—————————————————————————
PARAMETER UNBALANCED BALANCED
—————————————————————————
Below 400 deg. F (205°C) Yes Yes

Above 400 deg. F (205°C) Yes

Below 50 psig (345 kPa) Yes Yes

Above 50 psig (345 kPa) Yes

Below 3000 fpm (15.2 m/s) Yes Yes

Above 3000 fpm (15.2 m/s) Yes

—————————————————————————

This overview is thus intended to show the seal
user how mechanical shaft seal devices intended for
high reliability will often differ from seals that were
designed without reliability as the foremost consider-
ation. It highlights such important topics as flow distri-
bution enhancement in the seal face region, the merits of
narrow face configurations, pumping screws and their
influence on the simplification of buffer system, and
other related topics.

Guidelines are included which enable the user to
specify meaningful acceptance tests for mechanical seal
systems. These guidelines will allow users to gauge the
relevance of unusual material selections, seal geometries,
face material impregnations and/or laser-textured sur-
face treatments.

Seal Statistics Recap
While a more detailed treatment of seal statistics

will be found in Chapter 16 of this text, the reader
should keep in mind that more than one manufacturer is
able to design and produce dependable mechanical
seals. Indeed, most mechanical seals installed in modern
rotating equipment are rightly considered to be reliable,
low maintenance components. In all instances, however,
seal life will be curtailed if the rest of the pump instal-
lation suffers from one or more of the pump or systems-
related shortcomings that are the subject of this book.
Two facts are nevertheless casting aspersions on the
reputation of mechanical seals: Studies have shown that
out of 100 pump failures in a typical petrochemical plant
as many as 70 repair events are attributable to seal dis-
tress (Ref. 8-8), and mechanical seal-related failures can
account for 50 cents of every maintenance dollar spent
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Figure 8-34: Overview of different seal flush plans (Source: Ref. 8-2)
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on rotating equipment in a typical refinery. Another
study showed that the average seal-induced pump fail-
ure in the petrochemical industry results in repair costs
ranging from $5,600 in a plant with an average size of 29
hp per pump (400 pumps) to $10,287 in a plant with an
average size of 73 hp per pump (2,754 pumps). Although
these costs include burden and overhead, they represent
staggering figures.

Experience shows that many of these failures could
have been prevented if the selection process for the seal
had been approached with more attention. Optimum
seal selection practices rely to a great extent on the expe-
rience of qualified seal vendors. Since most applications
of mechanical seals require seal systems, not just seals
(Ref. 8-8), it is important that the full scope of operating
data, specific machinery data and related information be

Figure 8-35: Plan 2—Heating or
cooling jackets (Source: Ref. 8-5)

Figure 8-36: Plan 11—Discharge
recirculation (Source: Ref. 8-5)
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made available to the seal manufacturer.
Equally important is the vendor-user interaction,

that is to say the user must show more than superficial in-
terest in product selection. Specifically, the seal user
should be thoroughly familiar with the advantages and
disadvantages of certain design features and should en-
gage in a detailed comparison of physical configuration
and material property of alternatives presented by the

various bidders.
These then, are the key objectives of this overview:

• It should convince the user to take a far more active
part in seal selection for vulnerable sealing services
or applications where high reliability or fewer fail-
ures are to be achieved.

Figure 8-37: Plan 13—Suction recir-
culation. To work satisfactorily, the
stuffing box pressure must be ap-
proximately 25 psi (172 kPa) higher
than the pump suction pressure
(Source: Ref. 8-5)

Figure 8-38: Plan 21—Cooled
discharge recirculation
(Source: Ref. 8-5)
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• The user should become more familiar with the
design features and concepts which distinguish
seals of high potential reliability from seals with
low potential reliability in critically important or
difficult sealing applications.

• It should explain to the user why reliability-ori-
ented seal manufacturers have elected to incorpo-
rate certain features in their design.

Once these objectives have been reached, the user
should feel motivated to solicit detailed proposals for
mechanical seals from several capable manufacturers.
The vendor should be required to submit dimensionally
accurate layout drawings for the proposed product, and
the user should engage in a feature-by-feature compari-
son of the competing offers. Keeping in mind the high
cost of seal-induced pump failures, the user would then
assign a monetary value to the probable failure avoid-

Figure 8-39: Plan 23—Cooled seal
recirculation. Note that the effi-
ciency of a pumping ring is infe-
rior to that of a pumping screw
(Source: Ref. 8-5)

Figure 8-40: Plan 32—External
seal flush (Source: Ref. 8-5)
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ance and ask whether or not the added cost for a supe-
rior seal is justified. Experience shows that in the over-
whelming majority of repeat failure cases, a properly
designed mechanical seal is worth many times its cost
differential over the off-the-shelf “commodity” seal. We
will first examine the various reliability enhancement
features in detail. Thereafter, we plan to take a good look
at some typical application examples, which incorporate
one or more of these features.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR
SEAL USERS AND MANUFACTURERS

Since by now it is assumed that the reader has a
good working knowledge of mechanical seals, we can
concentrate on relevant component considerations with-
out first explaining how seals function. Here are some of
the considerations that will lead to optimized seal selec-
tion (Ref. 8-8):

Figure 8-41: Plan 52—Circula-
tion with external buffer fluid
supply (Source: Ref. 8-5)

Figure 8-42: Plan 53—Circula-
tion with pressurized external
fluid tank (Source: Ref. 8-5)
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Design conditions must be within the range of fea-
sibility. To establish a seal design for optimum operation
at lowest long-term cost, the seal manufacturer must
work within the following boundaries or requirements:

• high operating reliability
• appropriate interchangeability of components—

low leakage
• satisfactory life expectancy—reasonable pricing

With the possible exception of dry gas seals, the
selected mechanical seals must stay within the present
limitations for these components:

Figure 8-43: Plan 54—Circulation
with pressurized external barrier
fluid source (Source: Ref. 8-5)

Figure 8-44: Plan 54—Special instrumentation used on an externally pressurized barrier
fluid system (Source: Ref. 8-5)
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Shaft diameter: 5 to 500 mm (~0.2 to 20 inches)
Pressure: 10-5 to 250 bar (.008 mm Hg to 3,625 psig)
Temperature: -200°C to 450°C (-328°F to 842°F)
Face Speed: 100 m/s (328 fps or 19,620 fpm)

Unless there is written proof and warranty data to
back it up, it would not be reasonable to expect seals to
have high life expectancy outside of this application

range. Also, load conditions should not fall outside the
boundaries of vendors’ experience (Ref. 8-9). A conve-
nient parameter for the load condition on a mechanical
seal is the so-called p-v value, or pressure differential
across one seal face multiplied by the face velocity expe-
rienced by this sealing surface. It is the p-v value that
determines if a mechanical seal design should consist of
balanced or unbalanced seals, whether these seals will
have a narrow or more traditional wide face configura-
tion, or if the arrangement is stationary or rotating—just
to name a few significant features linked to this param-
eter. In addition, the p-v value has a major influence on
the selection of materials of construction, particularly
seal face materials.

Conventional Wisdom: Seals from major manufacturers are
always well-designed.

Fact: Major seal manufacturers have been known to offer
“extrapolations of prior knowledge”—you are their
laboratory! Investigate seal p-v and understand risk
of buying products outside a given manufacturer’s p-
v experience. Always ascertain prior experience.

Materials of construction utilized in a mechanical
seal usually must resist corrosion. Since austenitic and
ferritic materials are characterized by low thermal distor-
tion and high modulus of elasticity, they adapt quite well
to this requirement (Ref. 8-13). However, more sophisti-
cated alloys can be selected for services requiring im-
proved corrosion resistance. The application of such

Figure 8-45: Plan 62a—Exter-
nal quench supply

Figure 8-46: Plan 62b—Steam quench showing pre-
ferred routing of quench steam: over purge bushing
(“steam baffle”), then under purge bushing (Source:
Ref. 6)
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alloys in mechanical seals requires additional design
work, since physical properties can be significantly differ-
ent as opposed to standard materials. Typical physical
properties of construction materials are listed in Table 8-2.

But, as most seal users know, sealing difficulties
more often occur on the secondary, elastomeric sealing
elements generally found on pusher seals. Where O-
rings serve as secondary sealing elements, many failure
incidents can be traced to the application of O-ring ma-
terials that are unsuitable for a given service. With O-
ring manufacturers able to provide countless different
compounds of O-ring materials, one or more will usu-
ally fit the requirements. Compromising by using the
local distributor’s standard selection may indeed be false
economy. Developments such as PTFE (Teflon®)-
wrapped elastomer materials combine necessary resil-
ience and elasticity with good chemical and thermal
resistance.

Teflon-wrapping may be the preferred solution in
services with extensive temperature transients. Here, the
utilization of solid PTFE may introduce vulnerabilities
since the coefficient of thermal expansion of PTFE shows
a rather extreme excursion at approximately 30°C (86°F).
This leads to potential leakage at the surfaces contacted
by the sealing element. Figure 8-47 illustrates PTFE-
wrapped O-ring material and temperature-dependent
expansion rates for Teflon, while temperature limits and
Shore hardness values of frequently applied secondary
seal elements are shown in Table 8-3.

O-rings in dynamic applications are expected to
perform while undergoing movement in the axial
and/or radial direction. They are typically installed
with 10% to 15% radial compression. However, the
compression set experienced by certain O-ring materi-
als can have a significant negative impact on the per-
formance of the O-rings.

Clearly then, O-ring selection influences the perfor-
mance of a mechanical seal. This selection process
should be entrusted to an experienced seal manufac-
turer, since only he will know whether or not certain
materials adapt to existing design features. It can be in-
ferred that on difficult sealing services, proper material
selection must precede finalizing of seal geometries.
That is to say, the seal must be engineered for the appli-
cation. It is not acceptable to force a standardized seal
geometry upon a difficult service or application.

The seal user must ask the vendor for relevant
application charts. Be aware of the widely differing
properties seemingly similar elastomer compounds may
exhibit. Insist on the right one for vulnerable services.

Metal bellows can be used instead of O-rings in
mechanical seals. Metal bellows, in fact, combine the
function of a secondary sealing element with that of the
necessary spring load. Traditionally, metal bellows seals
were mainly used in high and low temperature services,
or where the limitations of O-ring materials would not
allow their application in a mechanical seal. In recent
years metal bellows seals have also been widely used in

Table 8-2: Physical Properties of Seal Materials of Construction (mean values)
——————————————————————————————————————————————————

Coeff of
0.2% yield Modulus of Coefficient Thermal

Material Material AISI Hardness strength Elasticity of Expansion Cond
(N/mm2) (104N/mm2) (10–6/K) (W/mK)

——————————————————————————————————————————————————
2.250-

Chrome Steel 14122 X35CrMo17 440C 2.750 600 21.3 10.5 29.3
——————————————————————————————————————————————————

1.900—
Cr-Ni-Mo-Steel 14460 XSCrNiMo275 329 2.300 500 21.0 11.5 14.6
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Cr-Ni-Mo-Steel 14571 X10CrNiMo 316 1.300— 230 20.3 16.5 14.6

Ti18 1.900
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Hastelloy C 24602 NiMo16Cr — 1.850 320 20 11.3 12.6
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Monel K500 24375 NiCu30Al — 1.300- 280-420 18.25 13.6 17.6

3.150
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Carpenter 20 — X6NiCrMo — 1.600- 300 19.7 15.0 14.7
     Cb-3 CuNO3420 1.750
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Inconel 625 24856 NiCr22 1.300- 410-655 21.0 11.0 10.0

Mo9Nb 2.400
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
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services where O-rings might cause seal hang-up or
shaft fretting. (Fig. 8-23 showed hang-up.)

Aside from these advantageous features, metal bel-
lows seals nevertheless have some significant limita-
tions. Reliable long-term operation of bellows seals may
be difficult to guarantee in high pressure, low specific
gravity services because the hydraulic diameter on a
metal bellows often varies as the pressure differential
changes. Slip-stick motion due to partial dry running of
seal faces in volatile hydrocarbons with low specific
gravity has caused bellows failure due to torsional fa-
tigue, thus posing a potential safety hazard.

Prior to installation, the resonant frequency of a
metal bellows should be compared to the frequencies
induced by the operating and resonance speeds of the
rotating pumping machinery. It is thus rather important
that seal users verify the manufacturer’s experience be-
fore accepting metal bellows seals if offered for high
pressure, low specific gravity services.

Advanced face material combinations, such as car-
bon graphite running against silicon carbide, are manda-
tory for mechanical seals operating at elevated p-v
values. Corrosion and wear resistance, dry-running be-
havior, and temperature resistance determine face mate-
rial selection.

Impregnations of carbon graphite (artificial carbon)
have significant influence on the coefficient of thermal
conductivity. Carbon graphite with antimony impregna-
tion has a coefficient of thermal conductivity that is ap-
proximately 1.5 times that of resin impregnated carbon
graphite. In some services, this could determine whether
or not there will be partial dry running between two
mating seal faces.

Hardness of face material and beneficial laser sur-
face texturing (Ref. 8-10) translate directly into wear re-
sistance. As of this writing, laser surface texturing is the
latest and most promising face conversion treatment. It
is suitable for virtually any seal face material and has

Table 8-3: Temperature limits and hardness of secondary sealing elements
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Temperature limits and hardness of secondary seal components
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Material Temperature Hardness

limit (°C) (Shore)
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Nitrile-Butadiene - rubber -55-+110 70-80 High resistance against swelling with oil,
(Buna N) fuel and process gases. Low permeability to gas,

resistance to aging and fatigue
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Fluorosilicone -70-+230 70 Excellent resistance against: hydrocarbons, oil. Preferred

use if resistance against hydrocarbons and low
temperature is required at the same time.

——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Fluorocarbon rubber -25-+190 75 High resistance against mineral oil, salt water,
(Viton) aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, water <250°F and

atmospheric conditions (e.g. ozone -solar radiation)
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
TTV, TTE, TTS -70-+280 Best chemical and thermal resistance against all
(double - PTFE - coated) aggressive liquids, elasticity ensured by use of Viton,

silicone or ethylene-propylene core
——————————————————————————————————————————————————

Figure 8-47: PTFE-wrapped O-ring and temperature-dependent expansion graph for PTFE (Teflon®)
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proven to substantially reduce mechanical seal face tem-
perature.

Reaction bonded silicon carbide with approxi-
mately 12% free silicon provides high hardness, good
thermal conductivity, resistance to heat checking, and
excellent dry-running behavior. Direct sintered silicon
carbide has improved chemical resistance even if ex-
posed to liquids with a pH value above 11, but also
possesses an increased coefficient of friction. Increased
friction will have a significant influence on the total
power consumption of a seal system (Ref. 8-11).

The next-to-latest face material development is car-
bon graphite impregnated with silicon carbide. Both
hardness and compressive strength of this face material
are approximately three times higher than a comparable
resin impregnated carbon graphite. The thermal conduc-
tivity, usually the weakest link in a face/housing combi-
nation, is five times higher than on an antimony
impregnated carbon graphite. These unique physical
values make the material a prime contender for applica-
tion in high p-v, and high temperature services. An ad-
ditional benefit is derived from the low coefficient of
friction of this material. The resulting power savings will
often compensate for the added cost. This is illustrated
in the power consumption comparison of Figure 8-48,
where the coefficient of friction of three face material
combinations is plotted against a range of differential
pressures (Ref. 8-11). Finally, the characteristic properties
of the various materials are listed in Table 8-4.

It is again appropriate for users to ask if a given
sealing service would benefit from some of these fea-
tures. If yes, it will be important to choose from a source
that can demonstrate proven experience and is willing to
incorporate advantageous materials in mechanical seals.

QUALITY CONTROL AND ACCEPTANCE TESTS

It is beyond the scope of this overview to give
detailed specifications for quality control and testing of
seals. Since it is evident that mechanical seal components
are manufactured to very close tolerances, an extended
quality assurance program that controls in-house manu-
facturing processes at strategically integrated locations
will go far towards ensuring that quality is maintained
at the established standards. Statistical and numerical
quality control results should be compared against speci-
fications given to the sub-supplier.

Generally, any mechanical seal should be tested
prior to release for an industrial application. However,
while leak testing is an API requirement, life cycle test-

ing is not. Ideally, the seal vendor should be able to
provide the seal user with data derived from operation
of the seal on a test ring. This testing should have been
done under conditions similar to those at the final instal-
lation site. Where this is not possible, seal face behavior
under operating conditions should be simulated and
studied by finite element analysis. It can thus be deter-
mined whether thermally and pressure-induced deflec-
tions will remain within acceptable limits to ensure
long-term trouble-free seal operation.

Where acceptance tests are called for it would be
prudent for seal purchaser and seal vendor to predefine
expected or allowable deviations from norms in most or
all of the following areas:

• leakage behavior of the mechanical seal during the
hydraulic test and leakage behavior of the me-
chanical seal during the hydrodynamic test

• surface roughness and flatness of faces before and
after test

• wear measurement of seal face after test; also
power consumption of seal arrangement at various
pressures

• temperatures, inlet versus outlet
• cooling water flow
• cooling water temperature, inlet versus outlet
• buffer fluid flow
• pumping device performance
• start/stop operation to evaluate torque transmis-

sion devices
• plotting radial and axial vibrations.

Figure 8-48: Coefficient of friction of various face ma-
terial combinations at certain pressure differentials
(Source: Ref. 8-2)
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When in doubt, a reliability-focused user will
specify testing, negotiate cost, and monitor seal test re-
sults.

DESIGNING FOR DECREASED FAILURE RISK

We are now ready to look at a few examples of
difficult or failure-prone sealing applications. Our intent
is to see how and where some of the reliability improve-
ment measures described earlier have been applied in
the past. It should be understood that sealing technology
is not static, it advances each year. Therefore, our ex-
amples are not meant to represent absolute require-
ments, but are instead aimed at conveying the
importance of using experience, analytical techniques
and engineering know-how to optimize seal selection
and application.

When necessary for optimized safety and reliabil-
ity, the more expensive engineered product makes emi-
nent economic sense. Recall that in our introduction we

highlighted seal failure frequencies and the cost of seal-
induced pump repairs. Recall again our statistics: In
1983 it cost an average of over $5,000, before burden and
overhead, to repair a centrifugal pump in U.S. Gulf
Coast petrochemical plants (Ref. 8-12). If therefore, a
better mechanical seal costs $1,000 more than the next
choice and avoids even one repair, the additional invest-
ment is definitely recovered in the first few months of
operation.

There are thus compelling reasons to analyze the
design features of the various offers in efforts to identify
the vulnerable executions and to give preference to those
seal designs that avoid potential problems. The user
must perform this analysis by comparing and evaluating
the responses of several competing seal vendors. This
can be done even if a user wishes to enter into a seal
alliance, but the contract must be written with foresight
and input from reliability professionals who know
what’s at stake here. (See page 192.)

Conventional Wisdom: Your single-source seal alliance

Table 8-4: Physical properties of mechanical seal face materials
——————————————————————————————————————————————————

Heat
Coefficient stress

Com- Modulus of Coeffici- of Thermal Hard- crack
pressive Density Elasticity ent of Con- ness resistance Special suitability
strength (g/cm3) (104N/mm2) Expansion ductivity (N/mm2) factor
(N/mm2) (10-6/K) (W/mK) (W/m)

——————————————————————————————————————————————————
I. Artificial Good emergency running
carbons properties, high temperature
hard 310 2.5 1.8 4.5 14 1.280 5.500 resistance and compressive
carbon, strength, therefore especially
antimony suitable for high pressure
impregnated mechanical seals
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
II. Metals Operational p<230 PSI
Chromium 1.200 7.5 20.5 9.5 20 3.200 3.900 (16 bar) vg< 50 feet/sec, e.g.
casting for secondary mechanical

seals in tandem arrangement
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
III. Metal High hardness and wear
Carbides 5.000 15.0 60.0 5.2 79-82 15.000 12.650 resistance
Tungsten
carbide
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Silicon Harder than tungsten
carbide carbide, excellent chemical

3.500 3.1 41.0 4.3 84 25.000 3.000 resistance, good emergency
running properties and
thermal conductivity

——————————————————————————————————————————————————
IV. Silicon Better hardness and wear
impregnated resistance than carbon.
artificial Used in high temperature
carbons 800 2.65 1.4 4.5 70 3.100 12.000 and high pressure
SIC-C mechanical seals
carbon silicon
impregnated
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
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partner must be your only source of seals.
Fact: Best-of-Class users have managed to structure the

alliance such that the partner is both compelled and
given incentives to furnish the best seal—even if it is
being manufactured by his competitor.

The bids must be conditioned with a view towards
life cycle cost. In life cycle costing, the user considers the
probable failure frequency, maintenance cost, or overall
reliability of the machine train in which the competing
seals would serve over an anticipated time period. This
was done in many of the seals that are described next.

Boiler Feedwater Service
Modern boiler feed pump seals are typically single,

stationary type, cartridge mechanical seals. Figure 8-49
shows one such seal from a fossil-fired power plant. A
portion of the feedwater passes from the pump cavity
through an independently cooled throat bushing with a
diametral clearance of 0.5 mm (0.02") and a length ap-
proximately equal to the shaft diameter. This water is
circulated from the seal cavity through magnetic filters
and a heat exchanger utilizing a pumping screw system
(Items 6 and 8 on Figure 8-49) back to the seal cavity.

Relevant data include

P1 = 70 bar (1,050 psig), Face speed = 70 m/s (229 fps),
Shaft size = 200 mm (7.875 in)

1. Carbon ring 8. Stationary pumping screw
2. Face housing 9. Shaft sleeve
3. Compression spring 10. Housing flange
4. O-ring 11. Assembly fixture
5. SiC ring 12. Fluid flow guide
6. Seat housing with 13. Bypass

pumping screw 14. Double temperature probe
7. O-ring

Effective cooling of the entire arrangement and seal
faces ensures that the temperature between the seal face
is kept below the boiling point of feedwater at atmo-
spheric pressure. It has been observed on a mechanical
seal of similar design, operated under comparable condi-
tions, that insufficient face cooling created a vapor ring
around the seal faces. This caused dry-running condi-
tions and severe damage to the seal. This is why a flow
guide (Item 12) that directs cool, clean water toward the
seal faces should be incorporated in feedwater seals.

Conventional Wisdom: Pumping rings will move liquid
around.

Fact: Inexpensive pumping rings tend to heat up the liq-
uid. Pumping screws must be used in some services.

Generously dimensioned seal components, prop-
erly sized heat exchangers and small throat bushing
clearances provide outlet temperatures for these seals
below 60°C (140°F). This is a well proven system that is
in service in numerous installations.

A significant improvement in the reliability of
boiler feed pump seals can be obtained from utilizing
silicon carbide faces. Certain feedwater conditioning ad-
ditives will often initiate a selective corrosion/erosion
process on the binder component of previously used
tungsten carbide faces. This process can lead to excessive
face wear and premature seal failure. Since reaction-
bonded silicon carbide is chemically inert against any
conventionally used feedwater conditioners, it is a more
appropriate face material for these critically important
services.

Antimony impregnated carbon is selected for hot
water applications because of its improved thermal con-
ductivity and acceptable wear behavior. Since partial va-
porization of feedwater in the seal gap cannot be totally

Figure 8-49: Boiler feedwater pump seal (Source: Ref.
8-2)
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eliminated, a face material with acceptable dry-running
properties is mandatory.

Ethylene-propylene O-rings are installed in boiler
feed service because of their advantageous performance
in hot water. Although Viton does have somewhat simi-
lar temperature constraints, it is limited to a temperature
environment of only about 90°C (194°F) in hot water
services. Considerable thought must be given to ad-
equate cooling of the seal system when the feed pump is
in the standby mode. Slow-roll operation substantially
reduces the efficiency of the pumping screw. Therefore,
the system must rely on thermo-siphon circulation for
cooling, which will be activated by opening the bypass
valve (Item 13) prior to standby operation of the pump.
The capacity of the cooling circuit at standby conditions
is designed to limit seal face deflection caused by tem-
perature increases to an acceptable value. Thus, exces-
sive leakage at start-up of the feed pump will be
prevented.

Water Pipeline Service
The mechanical seal shown in Figure 8-50 is oper-

ated with seal flush arrangement per API-610 Plan 31,
i.e. the seal flush line is connected to the pump dis-
charge. A cyclone separator is installed in this line (Item
11). For safety reasons the seal is equipped with an exter-
nal throttle bushing (disaster bushing) to control exces-
sive seal leakage. Leakage is collected in a trap (Item 10)

and from the trap flows past a leakage detector (Item 12)
into a common return line. The leakage detector will
trigger an alarm if the amount of leakage exceeds a pre-
set value.

The seal is a single acting, stationary type, high-
pressure seal (Ref. 8-13). To prevent seal face distortion
due to the high differential pressure, a stainless steel ring
is shrunk onto the stationary carbon to support the face.
Hydrodynamic grooves are cut into the rotating seal face
to introduce hydrodynamic lubrication between the seal
faces. The hydrodynamic forces will essentially counter-
balance the hydraulic face load.

Face materials are antimony impregnated carbon
against reaction bonded silicon carbide. Secondary seal-
ing elements O-rings are Buna N with a rather elevated
Shore hardness value of 80. In addition, a support ring—
Item 4—is installed ahead of the dynamic O-ring to
counteract extrusion.

Since these mechanical seals are operated in a re-
mote desert region, special consideration was given to
reliability and simplicity of the design. Only well proven
components are utilized. Rapid seal replacement is en-
sured by using a cartridge configuration.

Dimensions and operating conditions for this
single-stage, double volute pipeline pump are: A shaft
size of 220 mm (8.661 in), variable speed (1,150-1,740
rpm), face speed of 20 m/s (3,930 fpm), P1=100 bar
(1,450 psig), actual p-v value of 2,000 bar-m/s (9,500 psi-
ft/sec), and an operating temperature range 15°-52°C
(59°-126°F).

Figure 8-51 shows some interesting performance
curves for this seal. While the power consumption in-
creased with the pressure P1, the coefficient of friction
underwent a proportionate decrease. The two diagrams
indicate the influence of hydrodynamic lubrication,
which improves with increasing pressure. As expected,
the maximum rate of seal leakage coincides with the
highest pressure level (Ref. 8-13).

Anhydrous Ammonia Booster Service
The centrifugal pump utilized in this application

embodies unique design features and was manufactured
specifically for a large U.S. Gulf Coast chemical plant.
Since this pump represents the most important machine
in a rather sensitive process, mechanical seal reliability
was given primary attention.

Figure 8-52 depicts the two-stage tandem me-
chanical seal operating in anhydrous ammonia (Sp.G.
= 0.55-0.66) on the primary side, and water on the sec-
ondary or barrier fluid side. This horizontal pump has
12 stages mounted on a nominally 102 mm (4.015 in)

Figure 8-50: Mechanical seal for pipeline pump
(Source: Ref. 8-2)
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Figure 8-51: Performance curves for a pipeline seal (Source: Ref. 8-2)

Figure 8-52: Tandem seal for anhydrous ammonia booster service
(Source: Ref. 8-2)

shaft, operating at 7,200 rpm. Seal
face speed is 42 m/s (8,280 fpm). P1
and P3 are 42 bar (609 psi) and 26
bar (377 psi), respectively. The oper-
ating p-v for this application is 1,764
bar-m/s (83,860 psi-ft/sec). T1 and
T3 temperatures are 63°C (145°F) and
30°C (86°F), respectively.

A tandem arrangement was se-
lected for the various reasons listed
below:

• Leakage into the product is not
acceptable.

• Anhydrous ammonia is ex-
tremely volatile and the vapors
are poisonous. A liquid barrier is
required to prevent access of the
fluid to the atmosphere.

• Pressure P1 can be broken down
in two steps, reducing the p-v
value for the inboard seal to an
acceptable amount. Thus, the hy-
draulic load for the inboard seal
is reduced, which is an advan-
tage when considering the poor
lubricity of anhydrous ammonia.
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• Low specific gravity liquids tend to evaporate in
the seal gap when reduced to atmospheric pres-
sure. By pressurizing and cooling the secondary
side of the seal sufficient margin is provided away
from the critical evaporation point.

Both inboard and outboard (primary and second-
ary) seal wear parts were made dimensionally identical.
This would prevent potential assembly errors. Direct-
sintered silicon carbide faces were utilized because of
their resistance to leaching out in this highly alkaline
environment.

The seal was mounted on a straight shaft. Unbal-
anced hydraulic forces acting on the seal would cause
a significant axial thrust load. These forces had to be
transmitted by the outboard clamping device, which
was originally designed as shown in Figure 8-52, i.e.
using two half shells connected by radial clamping
bolts. This design repeatedly malfunctioned due to in-
sufficient transmission of forces, which caused an axial
offset of the entire seal arrangement towards the out-
board side. Consequently, the seal faces were over-
loaded and the seal was destroyed within a short
period of time.

A new design now utilizes a shrink disc in place of
the clamping rings. Because of their design and construc-
tion, shrink discs—shown earlier in Figure 8-7/a—allow
the transmission of both axial and radial forces. Values for
maximum allowable forces are provided by the shrink
disc manufacturer; this enables the seal designer to select
an adequately sized element for the purpose.

Quick interchangeability of the seal cartridges is an
important criterion in this application since the plant
design tolerates only a few hours of pump downtime.

Tandem Seal for Ethylene Service
Figure 8-53 shows the cross-sectional view of a tan-

dem mechanical seal arrangement operating in ethylene
service, transferring the final product to storage caverns
(Ref. 8-14). Propane and ethylene are categorized as
light-end hydrocarbons with very little temperature
margin to the fluid boiling point. Narrow face configu-
rations as depicted here provide reduced seal face envi-
ronmental temperatures since they generate
considerably less heat than standard wide face seals.
This lower heat generation leaves sufficient temperature
margin to the boiling point of ethylene at atmospheric
pressure. Vaporization of the sealing fluid between the
seal faces, which would lead to dry running conditions
and excessive face wear, must be prevented. Fig 8-54
graphically presents this fact for two demonstration

seals operating at identical conditions and with geom-
etries identical, except for face width.

Dimensions and operating conditions for this seal
were as follows:

Shaft size—110 mm (4.33 in nominal); Shaft speed—
3,600 rpm; Face speed—23 m/s (75.4 fps); Pressure P1—
26 bar (377 psig); p-v value—598 bar-m/s (28,425
psi-ft/sec); Specific Gravity—0.4; Temperature—minus
22°C (-6°F); Barrier fluid—ethylene glycol-water mix-
ture.

At the given nominal diameter of the seal, it be-
comes obvious that excessively narrow faces would
weaken the rotating face considerably from the stand-
point of strength. A finite element analysis, provided for
both thermal and mechanical distortion forces, resulted
in the seal face geometry shown, which will provide
optimum strength at given load conditions. The desired
seal face flatness is obtained in this manner.

Conventional Wisdom: Wider seal faces are preferred over
narrower seal faces.

Fact: For liquids near boiling point, wider faces may gen-
erate enough heat to cause vaporization between seal
faces. Narrow faces will often perform better, but
must of sufficient strength.

Figure 8-53: Tandem seal arrangement for ethylene ser-
vice (Source: Ref. 8-2)
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The outboard seal has seal faces identical to the
inboard seal. It is equipped with a pumping screw that
efficiently circulates the barrier fluid through a pressure
vessel that is vented to the flare. It should be noted that
the less expensive, space-saving pumping rings are occa-
sionally supplied in lieu of pumping screws. While rings
will often work just fine, there have, nevertheless, been
numerous instances where pumping rings proved highly
ineffective. Whenever pumping rings are offered, users
do well to ask for proof that these are performing ad-
equately in the service at issue,

In any event, the efficient pumping screw contrib-
utes to the effectiveness of this improved auxiliary
quench circuit. It rapidly transfers potential ethylene
leakage away from the inboard seal and into the buffer
fluid contained in the vessel (Ref. 8-15). Face materials
selected for this service are again antimony impregnated
carbon versus reaction bonded silicon carbide. This com-
bination runs with a low coefficient of friction, which
aids in keeping heat generation to a minimum.

Conventional Wisdom: All carbons are alike. Get the cheap-
est one.

Fact: The more expensive antimony-infused carbon solves
many problems!

Special consideration was given to the O-rings for
this mechanical seal. Buna N compound, specifically
designed for low temperature applications, proved to be
the best choice.

The entire seal system relies on the fact that only
minor deviations from the calculated seal face load will
be allowed. This prompted the utilization of a cartridge
seal, which allows proper calibration at the point of
manufacture.

Radioactive Sludge Transfer Service
The vertical pump section in Figure 8-55 depicts a

mechanical seal that was to be immersed in a tank con-
taining non-Newtonian, radioactive and abrasive
sludge. Its duty is to seal clean water inside the pump
column on the inside diameter of the seal against the
sludge on the seal outside diameter. A leakage rate of no
more than 20 ml/min (0.67 fluid oz/min.) at a given
water pressure of maximum 2.75 bar (40 psig) on top of
a 13.7m (45 ft) column was specified. Radioactive mate-
rial had to be positively prevented from entering the
column of this long-shafted, single stage centrifugal
pump. Shaft size and speed were 50.8 mm (2.00 in)/
2,300 rpm; face speed was a relatively moderate 8.9 m/
s (29.2 fps); sealing pressures were 0.7 and 4.2 bar (10.15
and 60.9 psig); p-v value 37.78 bar-m/s (17,777 psi-ft/
sec), and a temperature of 100°C (212°F).

Elastomers were not permitted in the design. Mate-
rials of construction specified were either Hastelloy-C or
316 SS. Secondary sealing elements had to be pure
graphite gaskets. All these requirements were based on
the properties of the radioactive sludge, which contains
Strontium-90 and Cesium-137.

A proven wear-resistant face material, tungsten

Figure 8-54: Power consumption vs. face width at different face loads (Source: Ref. 8-2)

Power Consumption Narrow Face (0)
versus Wide Face (Δ) (Simplified)

Narrow Face:
Mean face dia: 76.7 mm
Face width: 3 mm
Rotational speed: 3600 rpm
Face speed: 14.45 m/s
Balance ratio: 1.0
Coeff. of friction: 0.05 (constant)
Spring load: 30 N/cm2

Wide Face:
Mean face dia: 79 mm
Face width: 6 mm
Rotational speed: 3600 rpm
Face speed: 14.88 m/s
Balance ratio: 1.0
Coeff. of friction: 0.05 (constant)
Spring load: 30 N/cm2
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carbide with nickel binder, was selected for the applica-
tion because potential corrosion of pumpage with a pH
value of 13 had to be overcome. A Hastelloy-C bellows
would serve as both secondary sealing element and
spring component. It had to be designed to create a suf-
ficient hydraulic force load when pressurized from ei-
ther the I.D. or O.D., (item 1, Figure 8-55).

The metal bellows is also designed to take a maxi-
mum axial shaft movement of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) com-
pression and 1.02 mm (0.04 in.) extension. This relatively
wide axial float is due to axial movement in both opera-
tion and installation of the approximately 14 m (46 ft.)
long shaft.

An additional pumping screw arrangement (item
2) was incorporated in the mechanical seal to circulate
water from the column through the seal cavity and a
bushing that is installed above the seal to prevent dead-
end operation.

One requirement of the specification was to design
the seal for 2,500 hour life expectancy. Within the limited
scope of feasible materials, and due to the stringent dy-
namic conditions, the design had to be of superior quality
to fulfill this requirement. All materials had to be checked
against explicit specifications, and certificates of compli-
ance were issued for each individual part. In addition,
each complete seal was run for an extended time period
on a test rig at the seal manufacturer’s laboratories. After
successful completion of this test a report was issued cer-
tifying acceptable performance for the seal tested.

Certificates of compliance, a comprehensive test
report and the manufacturer’s willingness to let the user
observe any test assure the user that all manufacturing
steps were executed in accordance with the specification.
An experienced seal vendor will be able to supply such
information without imposing any restrictions.

Produced Water Re-injection
Information of interest for this barrel-type injection

pump and the seal for its 106 mm (4.174 in), 6,000 rpm
shaft includes a face speed of 40 m/s (7,866 fpm); also
pumpage temperatures ranging from 71°-82°C (160°-
180°F); P1 of 6.5 bar (94.3 psig); P3 =10 bar (200 bar)/145
psig (2,900 psig); and a p-v value of 400 bar-m/s (19,015
psi-ft/sec).

A face-to-face arrangement, Figure 8-56, was se-
lected due to the high face speed. Reduced mass of the
dynamically balanced rotating seal face led to controlled
radial runout (Ref. 8-15). The seal face is manufactured
from solid reaction bonded silicon carbide and has an
optimized cross section. The stainless steel radial sup-
port ring that is shrunk to the outside diameter of the

seal face is designed to perform as a pumping screw as
well (item 2). This pumping device is also shown in Fig-
ure 8-57; it creates enough head and flow to circulate
buffer fluid from the seal cavity through a head ex-
changer and back to the seal cavity. A support system

Figure 8-55: Mechanical seal for vertical transfer pump
(Source: Ref. 8-2)

Figure 8-56: Seal for produced water injection service
(Source: Ref. 8-2)
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similar to the one used in this instances is illustrated—
somewhat simplified—in Figure 8-58. These support sys-
tems typically include all necessary controls, cooling
elements, filtration devices, etc.

Both seal and cooling circuit are designed for a
maximum static pressure of 200 bar (2,900 psig), which
might be approached under abnormal pump operating
conditions. Stainless steel support rings as described
earlier prevent the carbon faces from distorting (item 3).
The hydraulic pressure balance is so designed that if
buffer fluid pressure is lost the seal faces will not sepa-
rate. This feature protects not only the pump against

unexpected leakage, but greatly reduces the risk of pre-
mature seal failure. It is not found in all seals being
marketed today.

Conventional Wisdom: All seals applied in conjunction
with buffer fluid loops are designed to prevent leak-
age, regardless of buffer fluid pressure.

Fact: Unless specifically designed for both pressurized and
non-pressurized conditions, seals may leak when
buffer fluid pressures fluctuate.

The materials of construction for the seal are ISO

Figure 8-57: Pumping screws (Source: Ref.98-2)
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1.4460 (AISI 329), which provide satisfactory corrosion
resistance against seawater. Viton O-rings comprise the
secondary sealing elements. Viton performs well in both
seawater and ethylene glycol.

The axial pumping screw substantially simplifies
the buffer fluid system in this application. Recall that
buffer systems must perform four functions: circulation;
pressurization; cooling; and leakage make-up. Referring
back to Figure 8-56, circulation and cooling are accom-
plished by a pumping screw and a heat exchanger in a
separate loop for each seal. An air-driven piston pump
provides pressurization and leakage make-up at a pres-
sure of approximately 150 bar (2,175 psig). An accumula-
tor and duplex filter are installed downstream of the
pump. A pressure control valve reduces the piston pump
discharge pressure to the seal buffer fluid loop pressure
of 10 bar (145 psig). The piston pump is activated only
when compensation for leakage loss is required in one of
the cooling loops.

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES AND CASE HISTORIES*

With mechanical seals the most vulnerable compo-
nent in many thousands of centrifugal pumps, addi-
tional examples and case histories are of interest.

Improved Seal Performance in Multiphase Pumping
Applications

The oil and gas industry continues to increase the
application of multiphase pumping as this technology
itself develops and becomes more widely accepted as a
realistic pumping solution. The aggressive nature of
multiphase pumping can be characterized by:

• Variability of the pumped fluid
• The tendency to have water slugs, high gas volume

fractions
• Significant solids content

This has led to recent advances in sealing technol-
ogy being applied in efforts to offer the most reliable so-
lutions. With multiphase pumping, the mechanical seal
is challenged in several ways:

• The pumped fluid is usually a mixture of hydrocar-
bon liquid, water and gas in any proportion. Addi-
tionally, multiphase applications often include
significantly high quantities of sand.

• The fluid properties can change both over short
and long cycles. In positive displacement screw
pumps seals may be required to operate for periods
at near 100% gas, in effect running dry, unless alter-
native lubrication is provided.

• Fluid viscosity can be high and subject to signifi-
cant variation with temperature. In some instances
they may be reduced by the injection of a diluent.

• The pressure imposed on the seal can be highly
variable and often unpredictable. Sudden pressure
spikes and reversals are commonplace.

• Depending on the pump design, the seal is ex-
pected to accommodate significantly greater axial
and angular misalignments than would normally
be expected in a “standard” pump configuration.
Axial and radial space available for the seal is often
limited.

• Low, variable and high-speed operation, each pre-
senting differing challenges for the seal. Screw
pumps often operate in the range 300 to 3,600 rpm

Figure 8-58: Simplified schematic of a typical pump-
around seal support system (Source: Ref. 8-2)

_________________
*Courtesy of John Crane, Slough, UK. See further acknowledg-
ment in introduction to Chapter 16
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and heli-coaxial pumps in the range 1,800 to 6,000
rpm.

BP Harding as a Case History:
A Foundation Technology for Multiphase Sealing

Although not strictly a multiphase service, the con-
ditions found within the BP Harding Test Separator
pumps are near identical to those of a multiphase ser-
vice. It has a product mix of crude oil and water that
varies consistently and contains large quantities of sand.

Originally commissioned in the early 1990’s, over a
period of time the original un-pressurized tandem seals
in this service grew increasingly more unreliable as the
sand content increased. Relying on the pumped product
to lubricate the seal faces, the seals were suffering from
erosion and “hang-up”— loss of axial movement. This
resulted in short lifetimes in the range of only one to two
months.

A pressurized tandem arrangement would have
been a typical upgrade for such a symptom. However,
recent developments in “high pressure” active lift seals,
allowing them to be applied up to 40 bar, made this tech-
nology more attractive. In particular, it was felt that the
upstream pumping principle would provide a cleaner
operating environment for the seal, in addition to pro-
viding optimum active lift conditions between the seal
faces.

The 75 mm seal design shown in Figure 8-59 was
tested under the following operating conditions:-

Shaft speed: 3600 rev/min
Seal chamber pressure: 5 to 40 bar

Seal chamber temperature: 48°C
Process fluid: water, water/oil/sand slurry

(20% wt.)
Barrier fluid: seawater

Figure 8-60 shows the condition of the seal compo-
nents following the slurry testing phase over a 200 hour
period. The seal faces appear as new.

Following these tests, the first seal was successfully
commissioned offshore in October 2003. The seal car-
tridge was supplied with 7 l/min of seawater from the
seawater ring main via a simple 3 micron duplex filter.
This flush was then sent to drain. through a back pres-
sure control valve.

An eight-fold or greater improvement in operating
time has been experienced and the second pump has
been upgraded in like manner.

Total Dunbar Case History
As of the early 2000’s, Sulzer multiphase pumps on

the Total Dunbar platform represented the world’s larg-
est offshore multiphase installation. Four single seals are
fitted to each of the vertical pumps. A pair of seals at
each end of the pump is used to form a double seal.
Between each seal is located a steady bushing. The ser-
vice conditions are:

Suction Pressure 20 to 160 bar
Discharge Pressure 135 bar
Barrier Supply Pressure 145 bar
Product Crude oil, gas, water and sand
Pumped temperature 80°C

Figure 8-59: Test seal arrangement for a multiphase seal (Ref. 8-16)
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Shaft size 130 mm stepped to 116 mm
Speed 1,800 to 6,000 rpm

One novel feature within the seals was the inclu-
sion of pumping scrolls. The barrier fluid supplied to the
seal was also used as the lubricant for the bushing and
it was a requirement of the sealing arrangement that a
pressure drop of around 70 bar be achieved across the
bushing. This required a flow of 150 liters/minute to
pass over the seals and through the bushing. It was felt
that this flow rate would be excessive if injected directly
over the seal and therefore the scrolls were used to re-
circulate a portion, around 30 liters/minute, of the total
flow, thereby eliminating any erosion problems, Figure
8-61.

The seal and bushing arrangement is shown in Fig-
ure 8-62. The initial supply pressure of the fluid over the
inboard seal is 140 bar, which results in a differential
pressure across this seal of 20 bar (at start-up) and 90 bar
(normal). The 140 bar pressure is then broken down to
70 bar through the bush and therefore the outboard seals
see a differential of 70 bar. The pumps operate at 1,800

Figure 8-60: Seal face condition (multiphase seal of Fig. 8-59) after test (Ref. 8-16)

rpm to 6,000 rpm, and generally towards the higher
speed.

Over a period of time, there were repeated seal
failures and inspection of the seal components began to
show a common defect, with at least one of the inboard
carbon faces being cracked through, which is typical of
a tensile stress. Attention turned to the possibility of an
unknown reverse pressure (where the process pressure
exceeds the barrier pressure) being present, sufficient to
break the seal ring carbon. Tests were carried out on the
seal rings to determine their realistic strength and four
rings failed repeatedly at 50 bar. It was eventually con-
cluded that such a pressure could exist. Increasing the
barrier pressure was not an option at this stage and it
was therefore decided to increase the capability of the
seal components to withstand this pressure.

The seal design was modified to incorporate two
new features. First, laser etching technology was applied
to the inboard rotating silicon carbide (SiC) seal ring.
The intent was to improve the seal’s tolerance to operat-
ing under reverse pressure. It had previously been
shown that the laser-etched inlet components are ca-
pable of inducing a lubricating fluid film between the
seal faces even under the adverse pressure conditions
imposed by “reverse” pressure. Normally, running seals
dynamically under reverse pressures leads to rapid rises
in face temperatures and, in the case of two hard faces,
near-instantaneous failure, even under modest pres-
sures. This previous work had shown significant toler-
ance to dynamic reverse pressure.

The second feature used in this upgrade was a
composite carbon fiber/graphitized SiC seal ring to re-
sist the substantial momentary reverse pressure spikes.
Graphitized SiC is weak in tension and the novel use ofFigure 8-61: Multiphase seal with pumping scroll
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carbon fiber to induce a re-compression in this compo-
nent rendered it capable of withstanding a 250 bar re-
verse pressure spike.

Prior to installation on the pump, tests were carried
out to validate the seal’s ability to withstand severe emer-
gency shutdown conditions. In this case, the seals were
operated under normal conditions at 6000 rpm, and then
exposed to a full reverse pressure of 85 bar during the
rundown of the pump. Normal conditions were re-estab-
lished and the seals operated without problems.

Partnership Case History
In 1998, one of the authors reported on seal perfor-

mance at the Star Refinery in Thailand, the first API 682
refinery in the world. Initial performance was not good,

with an average MTBF of around three years only. De-
spite being specified to API 682, First Edition, a number
of seals failed because the arrangement was unsuitable
for prevailing site conditions. One example of this was
tandem seals with API plan 23 on hot oil services, which
were changed out to simpler single seals. Additionally, a
number of early failures were attributed to operations-
related issues, not unusual for a new refinery starting
up. That situation prompted a concerted effort between
the refinery team and the seal vendor to identify and
correct the “bad actors” and improve reliability. Failure
causes are illustrated in Figure 8-63. It should be noted
that by 1999, average MTBF’s had improved to a “world
class” 11 years plus. Experience as of 2001 is further
highlighted in Chapter 16 (see Fig. 16-10).

Figure 8-62: Seal and bushing arrangement

Figure 8-63: Seal failure causes (Ref. 8-16)
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ENHANCING THE SEAL ENVIRONMENT
WITH “SEAL PROTECTORS”

Spiral Trac® (Fig. 8-64) and Seal Mate (Fig. 8-65)
are among the proprietary “Seal Protectors” devices that
can enhance the seal environment. These inexpensive
add-ons can reduce required flush quantities or prevent
particulate from overwhelming the seal. There are, nev-
ertheless, applications involving fluids at or near the
vapor point where flashing concerns mandate caution.
Also, different applications may require somewhat dif-
ferent versions or contours, and these are stocked by the
manufacturer and its distributors.

These stationary devices are pressed into the pump
backplate, just behind the impeller and essentially re-
place throat bushings. Fluid is drawn from the bore of
the seal cavity by the operation of stationary vents or
baffles. Fluid acceleration and the accompanying centri-
fuge effect separate abrasives for expulsion with the
exiting flow. High operating flow assists in removing
heat from the seal faces.

ENHANCING THE SEAL ENVIRONMENT
BY USING ADVANCED FLOW INDUCERS
AND BI-DIRECTIONAL INTERNAL PUMP-
AROUND DEVICES

Dual seal applications and a number of API
flushing plans (see Figs. 8-39 and 8-41) depend on
thermal convection or thermo-siphon effects to circu-
late the cooling fluid. Simple pumping rings and/or
pumping screws as alluded to earlier are sometimes
used to assist this circulation and thus heat removal
from seal faces.

However, elementary pumping rings are gen-
erally inefficient. Similarly, and because shaft systems
will nor remain concentric relative to the stationary
parts, pumping screws must be manufactured and as-
sembled with as much as 0.060 inch (1.5 mm) clear-
ance. This, of course, affects the efficiency of the
device. It can be said that typical flow rates achieved
with pumping rings are extremely low, with most of
the energy of rotation going into the fluid as heat (Fig.
8-66). Pumping screws are more efficient, but depend
on a rather close gap between screw periphery and its
opposing stationary bore. This close gap can be a seri-
ous liability in situations where shaft deflection de-
prives the stationary and rotating component parts
from remaining perfectly concentric.

Fig. 8-64: Spiral Trac ® seal protector and how it oper-
ates (Source: Enviroseal, Waverley, Nova Scotia,
Canada)
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ENHANCING THE SEAL ENVIRONMENT BY USING
ADVANCED FLOW INDUCERS AND BI-DIREC-
TIONAL INTERNAL PUMP-AROUND DEVICES

Dual seal applications and a number of API flush-
ing plans (see Figs. 8-39 and 8-41) depend on thermal
convection or thermo-siphon effects to circulate the cool-
ing fluid. Simple pumping rings and/or pumping
screws as alluded to earlier are sometimes used to assist
this circulation and thus heat removal from seal faces.

However, elementary pumping rings are gener-
ally inefficient. Similarly, and because shaft systems
will not remain concentric relative to the stationary

parts, pumping screws must be manufactured and as-
sembled with as much as 0.060 inch (1.5 mm) clear-
ance. This, of course, affects the efficiency of the
device. It can be said that typical flow rates achieved
with pumping rings are extremely low, with most of
the energy of rotation going into the fluid as heat (Fig.
8-66). Pumping screws are more efficient, but depend
on a rather close gap between screw periphery and its
opposing stationary bore. This close gap can be a seri-
ous liability in situations where shaft deflection de-
prives the stationary and rotating component parts
from remaining perfectly concentric.

An innovative manufacturer of mechanical seals
has developed a unique bi-directional barrier pumping
design (Fig. 8-67) that imparts relatively high head and,
especially, high flowrates to the barrier fluid. Optimized
configuration of the separating wall between inlet and
outlet flow is achieved through computational flow dy-
namics. The result is deposition of cool barrier fluid at
the hottest and thus most important region of the me-
chanical seal.

It can be shown that seals incorporating these ben-
eficial features are generally offered at prices that are
virtually identical to those of conventional mechanical
seals. In applications involving barrier fluid and where
conventional mechanical seals do not incorporate the
same capacity for heat removal, a bi-directional integral
pumping design (Figure 8-68) represents a feature that
extends seal life, reduces downtime risk, and benefits the
maintenance budget. As in the case of many other zero-
cost reliability enhancements, the payback can be
deemed instantaneous and the benefit-to-cost ratio is
implicitly in a range that far exceeds 10:1.

Fig. 8-65 : “Seal Mate” ® solids exclusion device
mounted in a typical stuffing  box (Source: Enviroseal,
Waverley, Nova Scotia, Canada)

Figure 8-66: Typical comparative barrier fluid flow rates for dual seals (Source: AESSEAL plc)
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NEW API 682 STANDARD

Although constituting a widely accepted and
needed guidance document, API 682 is not a regulatory
or legal edict. However, as the first broad-based stan-
dard covering the design and application of mechanical
seals in centrifugal and rotary pumps, it quite rightfully
enjoys a good reputation. One of the main goals of this
standard was to capture successful field experiences in
refineries and create a methodology that would guide
the reader-user to a seal solution of proven reliability.

The mission statement for API 682 First Edition
(1994) was captured in the words: “This standard is de-
signed to default to the equipment types most com-
monly supplied that have a high probability of meeting
the objective of at least three years of uninterrupted ser-

vice while complying with emissions regulations.”
The standard contained some compromises:

• It only tried to address 90 percent of the seal appli-
cations in a typical refinery, some applications be-
ing defined as outside the scope.

• It addressed a limited range of shaft sizes and op-
erating conditions

• It defaulted to one solution with alternatives, re-
ferred to as “standard options.”

Seal performance testing on process fluids under
representative pressures and temperatures was intro-
duced to demonstrate compliance with the aims of the
standard although pass/fail criteria were not set.

Since release of the first edition of API 682, sealing
technology has continued to evolve and advance. Gas
seals and dry running containment seals, with new pip-
ing plans, are now commonly used in many industries
and these have been incorporated into the second edi-
tion (2002) of the standard. A criticism of the first edition
was that it considered only API 610 pumps in refinery
applications. The second edition has broadened the
scope of pumps and industries covered, now including
ASME, DIN and ISO designs, so embracing the chemical
and petrochemical industries. An additional criticism of
the standard was that it built cost into seal designs, in-
cluding features like multi-port injection and floating
throttle bushings along with stringent documentation
requirements. Since many applications do not require
these features to perform satisfactorily, the ability to pro-
vide seals with varying levels of features and documen-
tation has been introduced. These changes have been
made within the requirement, as in the first edition, that
seals will be capable of running without interruption for
a minimum of three years while meeting emission goals.

The second edition of API 682 has introduced the
concept of seal categories. A seal category describes
pump type along with seal operating parameters, design
features and testing and documentation requirements.
There are three categories:

Category 1 seals will generally be applied into
ASME B73 big bore or ISO 3069 type C seal cham-
bers. This category is applicable for temperatures be-
tween –40°C and 260°C and pressures to 22 bar (abs).
The seal will be provided with minimal documenta-
tion and qualification testing is required.

Category 2 seals are intended for API 610 (ISO
13709) pumps. This category is applicable for tempera-
tures between –40°C and 400°C and pressures to 42 bar
(abs). The seal will be provided with minimal documen-

Figure 8-67: Bi-directional internal pump-around de-
vice in a modern mechanical  shaft seal (Source:
AESSeal, plc, Rotherham, UK, and Knoxville, TN,
USA)

�Figure 8-68: Bi-directional barrier fluid pumping de-
vice (AESSeal, plc, Inc.)
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tation; qualification testing is required.
Category 3 seals are for the most demanding appli-

cations on API-610 (ISO 13709) pumps. This category is
applicable for temperatures between –40°C and 400°C
and pressures to 42 bar (absolute). Design features in-
clude a distributed flush and floating throttle bushing
for single seals. This seal must have been qualified ac-
cording to the qualification test procedures. Additional
documentation must also be provided for Category 3
seals.

Three new seal types have been introduced in the
API 682 Second Edition: dry running containment seals,
non-contacting seals, and dual gas barrier seal.

Dry running containment seals can operate with or
without a buffer gas. Containment seals must be de-
signed for continuous dry running while meeting the
reliability goals of the standard and may be either con-
tacting or non-contacting.

Non-contacting inner seals are also introduced in
this second edition. A non-contacting inner seal is de-
signed to operate on liquid, vapor, or mixed phase flu-
ids. A primary application for non-contacting inner seals
is in flashing hydrocarbon services, especially those
where it is impossible to obtain adequate vapor margins
to prevent flashing of the fluid in the seal chamber.

The final new seal type is the dry-running gas seal
used in dual pressurized arrangements. This seal is de-
signed to run primarily on a gas barrier fluid, such as
nitrogen.

IT’S WORTH IT TO SELECT BETTER SEALS

Selecting and utilizing better mechanical seals is
without doubt the most cost-effective method of extend-
ing the mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) of centrifugal
pumps in virtually all industries where pumps are used.
A properly engineered seal will distinguish itself from
the average product by such elements as material selec-
tion, component configuration, seal auxiliaries, etc.
While it could be claimed that for a given service a cer-
tain enhancement feature results in only marginal im-
provement, the combined influence of these elements
has been demonstrated to increase equipment reliability
and to decrease maintenance expenditures in the long
run by very substantial margins.

All too often, pricing pressures and cost consider-
ations are prompting seal manufacturers to primarily
offer standard, off-the-shelf, or as-per-prior-design me-
chanical seals. However, there are many services and
applications where only an “engineered” seal will satisfy

the safety and reliability requirements of modern pro-
cess plants. It is thus important for the user to not only
insist that engineered products are used where they
make economic sense; the user must also be willing to
pay for these superior products. Engineered seals may
have special balance ratios, unconventional geometries
and expensive materials of construction. Their antici-
pated face deflection is usually modeled on a computer
and finite element analyses are not uncommon.

Very few machinery component upgrade efforts
will show higher, or more consistent returns on invest-
ment than thoroughly engineered mechanical seals.
From the foregoing it should be evident that more reli-
able mechanical seals can add to plant profitability. But,
while we wanted to describe how to spot the features
which can make some seals more dependable than oth-
ers, we must reemphasize a basic fact that was men-
tioned in out first chapter: Even the best product will fail
if there are installation or assembly weaknesses.

Conventional Wisdom: Better seals always make economic
sense.

Fact: Better seals make economic sense if all seal auxiliary,
control, pump base plate, piping, grouting, installa-
tion and assembly criteria have been observed to the
letter!

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN STRATEGIC
MECHANICAL SEAL PARTNERSHIPS

Since the late 1980’s and early 1990’s more and
more mechanical seal users have entered into an alliance
or partnership with a mechanical seal manufacturer.
While it makes sense to involve the services of a knowl-
edgeable company to tend to your needs, there are major
differences in how some of these alliances are structured.

Not all mechanical seal supplier agreements benefit
both parties equally, which is to say that we have often
seen some rather one-sided ones. At an international
pump users’ conference in 2001, the suggestion that the
“partner” should disclose pumping services where an-
other manufacturer ’s seal would outperform the
“partner’s” product was met with derision by one, and
silence by a second among the few world-scale mechani-
cal seal manufacturers.

Nevertheless, there is at least one well-known ma-
jor manufacturer that has experience offering reliability-
focused users what they really need: sealing products
that represent best life-cycle cost value. And, of course,
the application of sealing products that represent best
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long-term value is the only approach that makes sense,
regardless of whether these products are

• Already in your plant and originally supplied by
his competition

• Supplied by your partner company and installed in
your plant at the next downtime event, or

• Supplied by the partner’s competitors(!) and wait-
ing to be installed at the earliest opportunity

• Standard products or—if needed—specially engi-
neered mechanical seals.

Of equal or even greater importance, is the fact that
a knowledgeable partner supplier will undoubtedly
point out substantial and valuable pump improvement
measures. The implementation of these measures will
not only extend seal life, but will drive up equipment
MTBR/MTBF as well. Valuable maintenance cost sav-
ings will result.

Objectives of Mutually Beneficial Agreements
For an agreement to meet the test of mutual ben-

efit, achieving at least 90% of the seal life obtained else-
where for a given service should be one of the stipulated
goals. Remember, though: A good contract translates this
goal into a legally binding clause.

Because energy efficiency, regulatory compliance
and effective supply chain management are part of the
life-cycle cost objectives, the use of (dry) gas seals, and
perhaps even seals manufactured by the competition
cannot be ruled out. Also, since the partners must share
data on best available sealing technology, the supplier
must compile and disclose this technology to the user.
User and supplier will now have joint access to all avail-
able data and can compare their achievements against
best available technology.

The supplier should benefit from the base fee paid
and should, in addition, earn a success fee that gradually
peaks at achieving the 90% mark mentioned above.

Additional bonuses may be negotiated and pre-
defined as the 90% mark is exceeded.

Recall, again, that the contract must clearly deal
with the issue of best life-cycle cost value for the user.
This involves solid input from qualified reliability engi-
neers. Purchasing departments that had no access to tan-
gible life-cycle cost data have never been successful in
defining the requisite contractual language.

Scope of Supply Must be Defined
The supplier should agree to furnish products and

services including:

• Mechanical seal hardware (complete seals and
components) and/or the repair of same for a given
population of rotating equipment as defined in an
appropriate tabulation that will have to be ap-
pended to the narrated agreement.

• Detailed and specific instructions, assessments,
life-cycle cost impact calculations (including en-
ergy efficiency) and other recommendations, as
needed for enhancing the reliability of all sealing
systems predefined and covered by the agreement.

• Training of operators and maintenance workforces
on a predefined time schedule. Unless otherwise
agreed to, quarterly training is to be conducted.

• An on-site technician is to be supplied. This techni-
cian should spend a specified number of man-
hours per year at the user’s facility.

• Management of the supply chain of the inventory
of complete seals, the rebuilding of seals (regard-
less of origin), without jeopardizing the availability
of equipment within the population to meet the
plant production requirements.

Inventory Buy-back
The supplier should purchase the current and

useable mechanical seal inventory from the user subject
to the following conditions:

• The inventory must be utilized on equipment cur-
rently in use and expected to be in use over the
term of the contract.

• The inventory must be of current design and suit-
able for providing reliability commensurate with
the goals set forth in this agreement.

• The inventory meeting the above criteria should be
acquired by the supplier at an agreed discount on
its present book value.

• The inventory should be paid for in the form of a
credit memo to be used to offset the base fees to be
paid to the supplier. The credit memo should not
exceed a defined share of the base fee in any given
month over the life of the contract.

• Any inventory purchased by the supplier that has
not been used in the fulfillment of this contract
should be repurchased by the plant owner at the
termination or completion of this contract. Repur-
chase should be at the same price as paid by the
supplier, plus carrying costs of the unused inven-
tory at as high as 10% per year.

Obligations and Responsibilities of the Owner
The owner must provide the supplier with:
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• Accurate data on the maintenance history and the
parts consumption of the equipment population
covered by this agreement. To the extent it is deter-
mined that insufficient history does not allow sup-
plier to accurately estimate its cost of meeting
obligations under the terms set forth in an agree-
ment, the supplier should be allowed an adjust-
ment of the fees to be paid to them, or delete the
equipment from the population covered by the
agreement.

• Timely implementation of recommended, and mu-
tually agreed-to improvements necessary to
achieve the goals and/or objectives of the agree-
ment. If the improvements are not made in a timely
and as agreed upon manner, the same remedies
should be available to supplier as stated above.

• Suitable access to plant and working space is
needed.

• Access for training, at least annually, during nor-
mal working hours and at no cost to the supplier.
The training should be extended to such operations
and maintenance personnel as have a direct impact
on the reliability and performance of the equip-
ment covered by the agreement.

• Adequately decontaminated equipment, or the
knowledge and facilities allowing supplier to ad-
equately decontaminate any equipment or device
that is to be handled by supplier.

• Material safety data sheets and related documenta-
tion.

• Payment, net 30 days and with surcharges of 1.5%
per month of unpaid balance thereafter.

Obligations and Responsibilities of the Supplier
The supplier should provide the products and ser-

vices covered by this agreement, barring labor strife,
catastrophes, shutdowns, etc., in which case equitable
pro-rata separation of responsibilities would have to be
made.

Success Oversight Committee and Designated Arbiter
• Each party should appoint at least two, but no

more that three individuals, to a committee
charged with overseeing the timely and successful
implementation of the agreement at each plant site.
This committee should convene periodically, but

no less frequent than every 60 days.
• In plants with two or more sites, an executive com-

mittee should monitor the overall progress. The
committee should have at least one member from
each side with sufficient authority to resolve dis-
putes and direct corrective steps to resolve defi-
ciencies in their company’s performance under the
terms of this agreement.

• Disputes that cannot be resolved by the
committee(s) should be submitted to an indepen-
dent third-party arbiter who will be designated by
mutual agreement at the inception of this agree-
ment and whose fees should be paid equally by
both supplier and owner.

Compensation for Products and Services
• The base fee should be set by mutual agreement

based on prior yearly seal consumption (equip-
ment MTBR), as well as historic expenditures for
such related outlays as seal failure induced collat-
eral damage, production losses, etc.

• In addition, the supplier should earn a mutually
agreed-to success fee equivalent to 1/3rd of the
overall savings generated by the enhancements
and to the extent that these exceed the predeter-
mined goals of the program. Savings are defined as
direct and measurable savings in labor, parts, en-
ergy, incremental production, etc.

Terms and Termination
• A typical agreement should cover a five-year pe-

riod.
• Early termination of the contract without cause will

cause monetary damage to both parties. Therefore,
the party terminating without cause should agree
to pay the other party damages equivalent to 12
months base fee and an annualized success (or, as
the case may be, non-realized success fee based on
the results achieved (or, as the case may be, for-
feited) because of early termination.

This is a basic proposal for an equitable agreement
that serves both parties. While it may not be considered
complete, it should form the cornerstone of your part-
nership agreement with a seal supplier. A well thought-
out agreement assists users in achieving pump life
extensions and downtime avoidance.
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EXTENDING PUMP LIFE BY
UNDERSTANDING LUBE APPLICATION

After devoting many pages to bearing selection
and application topics, why is there more information
being presented here? The reasons are largely experi-
ence-based. Having spent literally thousands of hours
analyzing pump failures and component distress, we
know for a fact that lubricant application has not kept
pace with lube formulation technology. It has been esti-
mated that the life of roughly one-half of all pump bear-
ings could be extended by better, or optimized lube
application. More advantageous application methods are
readily available and are, for the most part, rather inex-
pensive. We intend to explain them.

There is confusion as to when, where and why syn-
thetic lubricants are justified in process pumps. We
would like to clarify the issue.

Also, there exist costly misunderstandings regard-
ing the applicability of “life-time” grease-lubricated
bearings that will be dealt with in this chapter. We hope
to provide authoritative answers to two important ques-
tions: what is an “optimized lubricant,” and what consti-
tutes an “optimized application method.”

Generally, pumps with power input requirements
in excess of 500 HP (~375 kW) use sliding bearings, al-
though even a few 3,000 HP (~2,240 kW) pumps are
known to do rather well with rolling element bearings.
So, if your large pumps have rolling element bearings,
don’t automatically assume this to cause problems. Ask
first if your rolling element bearings are being lubricated
in optimum fashion. Table 9-1 may give some initial
guidance.

Table 9-1 shows the possible influence of lubrica-
tion method on the fatigue life of rolling element bear-
ings in pumps. It is extremely noteworthy that filtered
jet-oil, circulating systems and pure oil-mist are ranked
well above the traditional and widely used unbalanced
constant-level lubricators.

It serves little purpose to investigate why pump
manufacturers have been slow to offer improved lubrica-

tion. Reliability-focused readers are encouraged to re-
view and absorb from the present and subsequent chap-
ters relevant information on available lube application
methods. If implemented, these superior methods can
significantly extend bearing life. There can be no doubt
that oil mist and jet-oil lubrication are worthy of consider-
ation in many plant environments. It is fair to say that the
proper application of jet-oil lube or dry sump oil mist will
cure any rolling element bearing problem unless, of
course, the root cause of the problem is not lube related.

It is reasonable to assume that the majority of cen-
trifugal process pumps are small, say, less than 200 HP
(150 kW). Therefore, most pumps encountered by reli-
ability professionals are equipped with rolling element
bearings. Avoiding or reducing rolling element bearing
failures should thus be a prime topic whenever pump
life extensions are being discussed. Close examination of
Tables 9-2 and 9-3 may allow spotting performance lev-

Chapter 9

Improved Lubrication and

Lubricant Application

Table 9-1: Influence of Lubrication on Service Life of
Pump Bearings
—————————————————————————

Influence of Lubrication on Service Life of Pump Bearings
(Condition: Lubricant Service Life Much Below Bearing Fatigue Life)
—————————————————————————
Ranking Order for Oil-Lubricated Ranking Order for Grease-
Rolling Element Bearings Lubricated Rolling Element

Bearings
—————————————————————————
1. Jet-oil with filter

1.5 Automatic feed
2. Circulation with filter
3. Oil-air; oil mist

4. “Balanced” automatic lubricator,
i.e. without ambient air contact

5. Circulation without filter
6. Sump, regular renewal

6.5 Regular regreasing
of cleaned bearing

7. “Unbalanced” automatic lubricator,
i.e. oil in contact with ambient air

8. Sump, occasional renewal
8.5 Occasional renewal
9.0 Occasional replenishment
9.5 Lubrication for life

—————————————————————————
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Table 9-2: Bearing types and characteristics (Source: MRC Division of SKF USA)
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els or characteristics of existing, vendor-supplied pump
bearings that do not meet reasonable expectations. Per-
haps some of these bearing types or configurations were
less expensive when bought initially, but have since
proved very costly after factoring-in long-term mainte-
nance and downtime costs.

Although Chapter 7 dealt extensively with these
issues, there is much more that needs to be stated and
learned about lube types—both liquid and semi-solid—
and their application. This chapter will thus serve as a
catchall repository of items and information dealing

with pump and driver lubrication. It will supplement
and amplify Chapter 7 and must be viewed as just one
more indispensable ingredient to the achievement of
optimum pump life.

Rolling Element Bearing Life Expectancy
A rolling element bearing is a precision device and

a marvel of engineering. It is unlikely that any other
mass-produced item is machined to such close toler-
ances. While boundary dimensions are usually held to
tenths of a thousandth of an inch or a few microns, roll-

Table 9-3: Bearing types and applications in pumps
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ing contact surfaces and geometries are maintained to
even tighter tolerances. It is for this obvious reason that
very little surface degeneration can be tolerated (Ref. 9-
1).

The life of a rolling element bearing running under
good operating conditions is usually limited by fatigue
failure rather than by wear. Under optimum operating
conditions, the fatigue life of a ball bearing is deter-
mined by the number of stress reversals and by the cube
of the load causing these stresses. As examples, if the
load on the ball bearing is doubled, the theoretical fa-
tigue life is reduced to one-eighth. This is graphically
shown in Figure 9-1. Also, if speed is doubled, the theo-
retical fatigue life is reduced to one-half.

For roller bearings, the number of stress reversals
determines the fatigue life and the exponent 3.3 is used
instead of 3 (Ref. 9-2). This means that, for roller bear-
ings, doubling the load would result in the theoretical
fatigue life being reduced to about one-tenth. Needless
to say, solid contaminants and/or water further decrease
the life of any rolling element bearing.

How bearings are rated, and how their respective
lives are a function of bearing geometry, size, load,
speed, lube type and lube contamination can be studied
in the general catalogs of the major bearing manufactur-
ers. It is thus well outside the scope of this text to dupli-
cate these general catalogs. Suffice it to say, the authors
know of process units in petrochemical plants where
hundreds of grease-lubricated electric motor bearings
are still in continuous service after 20 years, and pump-
ing services where bearings have not been replaced in
well over ten years. This chapter explains what reliabil-
ity-focused users have known and practiced for many
decades and what simple steps will positively lead to
these attainable lives.

Friction Torque
The friction torque in a rolling element bearing

consists essentially of two components. One of these is a
function of the bearing design and the load imposed on
the bearing. The other is a function of the lubricant type,
the quantity, and the speed of the bearing.

It has been found that the friction torque in a bear-
ing is lowest with a quantity of the correct viscosity oil
just sufficient to form a film between the contacting sur-
faces. This is just one of the reasons why oil mist (to be
explained later) is a superior lubrication method. The
friction will increase with greater quantity and/or
higher viscosity of the oil. With more oil than just
enough to separate the rolling elements, the friction
torque will also increase with the speed.

Conventional Wisdom: The more lubricant the better the
bearing will perform

Fact: Excessive amounts of oil cause increased friction,
heat buildup and lubricant degradation. Useful bear-
ing life will suffer from too much oil.

Function of the Lubricant
A bearing lubricant is necessary for a number of

reasons. Here are some of them:

• To lubricate sliding contact between the cage and
other parts of the bearing.

• To lubricate any contact between races and rolling
elements in areas of slippage.

• To lubricate the sliding contact between the rollers
and guiding elements in roller bearings.

• In some cases, to carry away the heat developed in
the bearing.

• To protect the highly finished surfaces from corro-
sion.

• To provide a sealing barrier against foreign matter.

Oil vs. Grease
The ideal lubricant for rolling element bearings is

oil. Grease, formed by combining oil with soap or non-
soap thickeners, is simply a means of effecting greater
utilization of the oil. In a grease, the thickener acts fun-
damentally as a carrier and not as a lubricant.

Although relatively few centrifugal pump bearings
are grease lubricated, greases are in fact used for lubri-
cating by far the largest overall number of rolling bear-
ings. The extensive use of grease has been influenced by
the possibilities of simpler housing designs, less mainte-
nance, less difficulty with leakage, and better sealing
against dirt. On the other hand, there are limitations to

Figure 9-1: Effect of load on ball bearing fatigue life
(Source: SKF USA, Inc., Kulpsville, Pennsylvania
19443)
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the use of grease. Where a lubricant must dissipate heat
rapidly, grease should not be used. In many cases, asso-
ciated machine elements that are oil lubricated dictate
the use of oil for rolling element bearings. Listed below
are some of the advantages and disadvantages of grease
lubrication.

Advantages of grease lubrication
With grease lubrication, we find five principal ad-

vantages over lubricating with liquid oil:

1. Simpler housing designs are possible; piping is
greatly reduced or eliminated.

2. Maintenance is greatly reduced since oil levels do
not have to be maintained.

3. Being a solid when not under shear, grease forms
an effective collar at bearing edges to help seal
against dirt and water intrusion.

4. With grease lubrication, leakage is minimized
where contamination of products must be avoided.

5. During start-up periods, the bearing is instantly
lubricated whereas with pressure or splash oil sys-
tems, there can be a time interval during which the
bearing may operate before oil flow reaches the
bearing.

Disadvantages of Grease Lubrication
As with so many things, where there are advan-

tages, there will also be disadvantages. Once both are
understood, the task of selecting one over the other will
become easier. Occasionally, the selection will vary de-
pending on factors that may be unique to each applica-
tion. Here, then, are the three main disadvantages of
grease lubrication:

1. Extreme loads at low speed or moderate loads at
high speed may create sufficient heat in the bearing
to make grease lubrication unsatisfactory.

2. Oil may flush debris out of the bearing whereas
grease will not.

3. The correct amount of lubricant is not as easily
controlled as with oil.

Oil Characteristics are Important
The ability of any oil to meet the requirements of

specific operating conditions depends upon certain
physical and chemical properties. The pump reliability
improvement specialist must be conversant with some of
these. Also, since greases consist of 85% oil, physical and
chemical properties may be equally important for both
liquid oils and greases.

Viscosity
The single most important property of oil is viscos-

ity. It is the relative resistance to flow. A high viscosity oil
will flow less readily than a thinner, low viscosity oil.

Viscosity can be measured by any of a number of
different instruments that are collectively called visco-
simeters. In the United States, the viscosity of oils is of-
ten determined with a Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter. It
simply measures the time in seconds required for 60 cc
of oil to drain through a standard hole at some fixed
temperature. The common temperatures for reporting
viscosity are 100°F and 210°F (38°C and 99°C). Viscosi-
ties are now quoted in terms of centistokes (cSt), al-
though years ago United States users were more
accustomed to Saybolt Universal Seconds (SUS).

The correct operating viscosity for rolling element
bearings is both speed and temperature dependent.
While it would thus be appropriate to select a minimum
viscosity for each application, inventory and mainte-
nance constraints may make this impractical. For ball
bearings and cylindrical roller bearings in centrifugal
pumps, it is an acceptable compromise to select an oil
which will have a viscosity of at least 13 cSt, or 70 SUS
at operating temperature. An oil viscosity selection chart
was given earlier (Figure 7-18) and is also shown in Fig-
ure 9-4, later in this chapter.

Viscosity Index (“VI”)
All oils are more viscous when cold and become

thinner when heated. However, some oils resist this
change of viscosity more than others. Such oils are said
to have a high viscosity index (VI). Viscosity index is
most important in oils that must be used over a wide
range of temperatures. Such oils should resist excessive
changes in viscosity. A high VI is usually associated with
good oxidation stability and VI can thus be used as a
rough indication of such quality.

Pour Point
Any oil, when cooled, eventually reaches a tem-

perature below which it will no longer flow. This tem-
perature is said to be the pour point of the oil. At
temperatures below its pour point an oil will not feed
into the bearing and lubricant starvation may result. In
selecting an oil for rolling element bearings, the pour
point must be considered in relation to the operating
temperature.

Flash and Fire Point
As oil is heated, the lighter fractions tend to be-

come volatile and will flash off. With any oil, there is
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some temperature at which enough vapor is liberated to
flash into momentary flame when ignition is applied.
This temperature is called the flash point of the oil. At a
somewhat higher temperature enough vapors are liber-
ated to support continuous combustion. This is called
the fire point of the oil. The flash and fire points are sig-
nificant indications of the tendency of an oil to volatilize
at high operating temperatures. High viscosity index
(“high VI”) oils generally have higher flash and fire
points than lower VI oils of the same viscosity.

Oxidation Resistance
All petroleum oils are subject to oxidation by

chemical reaction with the oxygen contained in air. This
reaction results in the formation of acids, gum, sludge,
and varnish residues which can reduce bearing clear-
ances, plug oil lines and cause corrosion.

Some lubricating fluids are more resistant to this
action than others. Oxidation resistance depends upon
the fluid type, the methods and degree of refining used,
and whether oxidation inhibitors are used.

There are many factors that contribute to the oxida-
tion of oils and practically all of these are present in
lubricating systems. These include temperature, agita-
tion, and the effects of metals and various contaminants
that increase the rate of oxidation.

Temperature is a primary accelerator of oxidation.
It is a well known, but somewhat conservative assump-
tion, that rates of chemical reaction double for every
18°F (10°C) increase in temperature. Below 140°F (60°C),
the rate of oxidation of oil is rather slow. Above this
temperature, however, the rate of oxidation of mineral
oils increases to such an extent that it becomes an impor-
tant factor in the life of the oil. Consequently, if mineral
oil systems operate (conservatively) at temperatures
above 140°F (60°C), more frequent oil changes would be
appropriate. Figure 9-2 shows recommended
oil replacement frequencies as only a function
of oil sump or reservoir capacity. However,
since it is intuitively evident that oil operating
temperatures merit consideration, we draw
attention to Figure 9-3. Here, the service life of
a typical mineral oil is referred to its operat-
ing temperature.

The oxidation rate of oil is accelerated
by metals, such as copper and copper-con-
taining alloys, and to a much lesser extent by
steel. In addition, contaminants such as water
and dust also act as catalysts to promote oxi-
dation of the oil. Note, however, that these
guidelines are of academic importance on

high-grade synthesized hydrocarbon lubricants, com-
monly called “synthetics.” These lubricants have inher-
ently greater stability and are often, theoretically,
suitable for operating temperatures above those experi-
enced in process pumps.

Emulsification
Generally, water and straight oils do not mix. How-

ever, when oil becomes dirty, the contaminating particles
act as agents to promote emulsification. In rolling ele-
ment bearing lubricating systems, emulsification is un-
desirable. Therefore, the oil should separate readily from
any water present, which is to say it should have good
demulsibility characteristics. Since these desirable char-
acteristics are readily upset by the arbitrary addition of
over-the-counter additives, a reliability-focused user
company would not tamper with the premium lubri-
cants supplied by responsible oil manufactures and for-
mulators.

Conventional Wisdom: A good additive offered by a re-
nowned race car driver or other celebrity must en-

Figure 9-2: Recommended lubrication oil change fre-
quency (Source: FAG, Stamford, Connecticut)

Figure 9-3: Service life of typical mineral oil as a function of oil
operating temperature
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hance equipment life.
Fact: Premium grade lubricants are “in balance.” Adding

anything to a premium grade oil is either unneces-
sary or dangerous.

Rust Prevention
Although straight petroleum oils have some rust

protective properties, they cannot be depended upon to
do an unfailing job of protecting rust-susceptible metal-
lic surfaces. In many instances, water can displace the oil
from the surfaces and cause rusting. Rust is particularly
undesirable in a rolling element bearing because it can
seriously abrade the bearing elements and areas pitted
by rust will cause rough operation or failure of the bear-
ing.

Additives
High-grade lubricating fluids are formulated to

contain small amounts of special chemical materials
called additives. Additives are used to increase the vis-
cosity index, fortify oxidation resistance, improve rust
protection, provide detergent properties, increase film
strength, provide extreme pressure properties, and
sometimes to lower the pour point. However, it is of
great importance to again restate that adding other in-
gredients to a properly balanced oil formulation will
upset the balance. It is thus always wise to leave addi-
tives selection to the knowledgeable oil manufacturer or
lubricant formulator. Significant economic losses and
safety concerns have been documented for locations that
elected to disregard this sobering advice.

General Lubricant Considerations
The proper selection of a grease or oil is extremely

important in high-speed bearing operation. Proper lubri-
cation requires that an elastohydrodynamic oil film be
established and maintained between the bearing rotating
members. To ensure the build-up of an oil film of ad-
equate load-carrying capacity, the lubricating oil must
possess a viscosity adequate to withstand the given
speed, load, and temperature conditions.

Liquid Oil Lubrication Generalized
Considering bearing lubrication with liquid oil, it

may be said that the actual speed, load and temperature
requirements of a particular bearing would probably be
best satisfied by a different lubricant for each specific
application. For the relatively unsophisticated rolling
element bearing service found in the typical centrifugal
pump, it is often possible to standardize and economize
by stocking only a few lubricant grades. Maintaining a

minimum base oil viscosity of 13 cSt (approximately 70
SUS) for pump bearings has long been the accepted
norm for both users and bearing manufacturers. It can
be applied to most types of ball and some roller bearing
in pumps and electric motors. It is assumed, however,
that bearings would operate near their published maxi-
mum rated speed, that naphthenic oils would be used,
and that the viscosity be no lower than this value even
at the maximum anticipated operating temperature of
the bearings (Ref. 9-1).

Figure 9-4 shows how higher viscosity grade lubri-
cants will permit higher bearing operating temperatures.
ISO viscosity Grade 32 (147 SUS @ 100°F or 28.8-35.2 cSt
@ 40°C) and ISO Grade 100 (557 SUS @ 100°F or 90-110
cSt @ 40°C) are among those shown on this chart. Enter-
ing the ordinate (vertical scale) at 13 cSt shows a safe
allowable temperature of 146°F (63°C) for rolling ele-
ment bearings with ISO Grade 32 lubrication. Switching
to Grade 100 lubricant and requiring identical bearing
life, the safe allowable temperature would be extended
to 199°F (93°C). Although a change from Grade 32 to
Grade 100 lube oil should cause the bearing operating
temperature to reach some intermediate level, a higher
oil viscosity would result and the bearing life would
actually be extended. See also Figure 7-18.

Most ball and roller bearings can be operated sat-
isfactorily at temperatures as high as 250°F from the
metallurgy point of view. As mentioned above, the only
concern would be the decreased oxidation resistance of
common mineral oil lubricants, which might require
more frequent oil changes. Whenever oil temperatures
exceed 150°F (66°C), a reliability-focused user would
favor the selection of synthesized hydrocarbon lubes,
commonly and incorrectly called “synthetics.” The vari-
ous polyalphaolefin (PAO) and dibasic ester (diester)
formulations, or also mixtures of the two, are ideally
suited for pump bearing lubrication.

However, the “once-through” application of oil
mist will also solve pump bearing elevated temperature
problems. Specifically, oil mist lubricated anti-friction
bearings are often, traditionally, served by ISO Grade
100 naphthenic oils, although ISO Grade 68 mineral lu-
bricants and synthetic ISO Grade 32 oils would certainly
be a more appropriate choice from energy conservation
points of view.

In any event, where naphthenic oils are unavail-
able, or in locations with relatively low ambient condi-
tions, PAO’s and dibasic ester-based synthetic lubes
have been very successfully applied. These synthetics
will outperform mineral oils by lowering bearing operat-
ing temperatures, resisting oxidation, and eliminating
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Figure 9-4: Temperature vs. viscosity relationships for typical synthetic lubricants used
in different pump bearings (Synesstic 32 through 100) and certain gear speed reducers
(EP-Grades 150 and 220). Note that the slopes of the various lines plotted here closely
track the slopes of many temperature vs. viscosity lines for identical grades of mineral
oils, Figure 7-18. (Source: ExxonMobil Lube Marketing Division, Houston, Texas)
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the risk of wax plugging which has sometimes been
experienced with naphthenic mineral oils at low tem-
peratures. They also have greater film strength and film
thickness than equivalent grade mineral oils—an added
advantage.

SYNTHETIC LUBE OVERVIEW

What is a Synthetic Lubricant
Commonly termed “synthetic lubes” are actually

synthesized hydrocarbons. They combine a synthetic
base stock, or a mixture of base stocks. These carefully
selected additives will influence lubricant viscosity,
compatibility, volatility, low temperature properties such
as seal swelling and many other performance param-
eters.

Synthetic lubricants can be blended with appropri-
ately chosen mineral oils. While the choice of conven-
tional and/or specialty additives is often compatibility
and end-use dependent, the only synthesized hydrocar-
bons of interest to process pumps are either diester or
PAO-based. These fluids are stable over the entire tem-
perature range found in process pump bearings, i.e.
from minus 40°F/40°C in the arctic, to maybe 120°C
(248°F) in a few highly unusual refinery feed or transfer
pump services.

The secret to high performance is in the additives
that a competent formulator puts in the diester, or PAO,
or combined base stock mixture. In many instances,
these additives are necessary to obtain a particular level
of performance. Also, since both of these base stock flu-
ids can be combined with certain mineral oils, blends of
diester and/or PAO’s with mineral oils are feasible as
well. The various proven PAO/diester blends contain
synergistic additive systems identified with proprietary
names (Synerlec, etc.). The synergism obtained in a com-
petent additive blend combines all of the desirable per-
formance properties plus the ability to ionically bond to
bearing metals to reduce the coefficient of friction and
greatly increase the oil film strength. The resulting
tough, tenacious, slippery synthetic film makes equip-
ment last longer, run cooler, quieter, smoother and more
efficiently. After a short time in service, synergistic addi-
tive systems are in effect “micro-polishing” bearing sur-
faces, Figure 9-5. The result is demonstrably reduced
severity of vibration (Figure 9-6), reduced friction, and
minimized energy consumption.

For pumps, the most valuable synthetic lubricant
types excel in high film strength and oxidation stability.
However, while there are many high film strength syn-

thetics on the market, these may not be appropriate for
pumps. High film strength oils based on extreme pres-
sure (EP) technology and intended for gear lubrication
may typically incorporate additives such as sulfur, phos-
phorus and chlorine, which are corrosive at high tem-
peratures and/or in moist environments. Sensitive to this
fact, a reputable lubricant manufacturer would thus not
offer an EP industrial oil with corrosive additives as a
bearing lubricant for pumps, air compressors, steam tur-
bines, high speed gear reducers and similar machinery.

Figure 9-5: How synergistic additive systems “micro-
polish” bearing surfaces (Source: Royal Purple, Ltd.,
Porter, Texas 77365)
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Conventional Wisdom: EP oils are always advantageous.
Fact: EP additives are suitable only for well-defined appli-

cations and, unless used judiciously, may harm
equipment performance.

Synthetic Lubes for Troublesome Pumps
Because considerably more information would be

available from Ref. 9-1, our text is limiting its coverage

to issues dealing with synthetic lubes for pumps. Suffice
it to say that some pump users have decided to use syn-
thetic lubricants for their entire pump population. Oth-
ers have made the decision to use synthetics only for the
more troublesome pumps and consider these lubricants
an indispensable component of conscientiously applied
programs of “bad actor” pump management. “Bad ac-
tors” are pumps that experience a disproportionate
number of failures—typically more than two failures per
year.

A reliability-focused user facility will implement
every reasonable and cost-effective upgrade feature.
Since superior lubricants fit this description, these users
will see to it that at least their “bad actors” receive syn-
thetic lubricants. Needless to say, they will only allow
carefully formulated synthetics from competent suppli-
ers and will justify their use by pointing out the undis-
puted advantages of these fluids. An applicable case
history involves a U.S. refinery (~230,000 bbls/day) with
over 40 “bad actor” pumps initially lubricated by tradi-
tional mineral oils. After two years of upgraded opera-
tion using a suitable synthetic (but no other changes),
only two of these pumps were still on the “bad actor”
list.

There are six primary advantages of synthetics
over comparable viscosity mineral oils:

• Improved thermal and oxidative stability
• More desirable viscosity-temperature characteris-

tics
• Superior volatility characteristics
• Desirable frictional characteristics
• Better heat transfer properties, and
• Higher flash point and auto-ignition temperatures.

Experience clearly shows that these advantages
result in the following economic benefits:

• Increased service life of the lubricant (typically four
to eight times longer than mineral oils)

• Less lubricant consumed due to its low volatility
• Reduced deposit formation as a result of better

high-temperature oxidation stability
• Increased wear protection resulting in less frequent

maintenance
• Reduced energy consumption because of increased

lubrication efficiency (lower friction), see Figure 9-
7.

• Improved cold weather flow properties, especially
in oil mist systems where certain moderate pour
point mineral oils may cause droplets of highly

Figure 9-6: “Micro-polishing” reduces severity of vi-
bration (Source: Royal Purple, Ltd., Porter, Texas 77365)
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viscous or waxy particles to plug small reclassifier
nozzles (Figure 9-8).

• Reduced fire hazard resulting in fewer pump fires
and reduced insurance premiums

• Reduced bearing operating temperatures (Figure 9-
9).

• Higher up-times and longer equipment life.

Case Histories Involving Synthetic Lubricants for
Rolling Element (“Antifriction”) Bearings

Our earlier discussions made the point that equip-
ment reliability is obviously influenced by the quality of
bearing lubrication. For good reasons and as will be
emphasized throughout this text, the pursuit of quality
lubrication must focus on application method, lube
quantity, selecting the appropriate oil type and viscosity,
properly storing and handling the lubricant, attending to
bearing housing contamination issues, and implement-
ing appropriate oil change intervals. A few case histories
will also serve as helpful reminders.

It makes sense to summarize good lubrication
practices as: choosing the right oil, taking proper care of
it, and changing it on time. Yet, while good lubrication
practices lead to improved equipment reliability by
maximizing the performance of the oil selected, there are
limitations. This is because in and of themselves, good
practices cannot impart lubricating properties that the
oil perhaps never possessed in the first place. At issue is
thus the definition of the right oil, or appropriate oil
type. Putting it another way, improvements in lubricant
quality can only be achieved by selecting and utilizing
oils with superior lubricating properties.

High Film Strength Synthetic Lubricants
Synthetic lubricants offer an obvious path for lube-

related improvement. However, even among prominent
synthetic lubricants, oil performance can vary greatly
based on the amounts and types of additives in the oil.
At least one company combines synthetic base oils with
advanced additive chemistry so as to realize greater film
strength. Numerous incidents have been documented
where advanced lubrication technology has significantly
improved pump reliability (Ref. 9-1, 9-11, 9-23). We will
limit our coverage to just four examples in this topic cat-
egory.

Hot Oil Pump Experience No. 1.
One chemical plant began to experience rolling el-

ement bearing failures in their 500°F hot oil pumps
within 90 days of plant startup, despite the fact that the
pumps were already being lubricated by a premium

Figure 9-7: Typical energy savings with diester-based
synthetics (Source: ExxonMobil, Houston, Texas 77001)

Figure 9-8: Improved pour points favor synthetics in
cold ambients (Source: ExxonMobil, Houston, Texas
77001)

brand of synthetic oil. Root cause analysis determined
that failures occurred because high temperatures had
caused the synthetic oil to oxidize. All pumps under-
went immediate oil changes with nine of the 18 hot oil
pumps being converted to a superior film strength syn-
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thetic oil. Again, all of the pumps using the original oil
required an oil change within 90 days. The superior film
strength oil, however, proved to be a lubricant upgrade
that eliminated the bearing failures and enabled annual
oil intervals to be established for all of the hot oil pumps.

A four-fold extension of oil exchange intervals re-
sults in a 75% reduction of oil usage after changing over
to the high-grade synthetic lubricant. The reduction in
consumption makes up for the fact that the synthetic
lube costs perhaps four times as much as the mineral oil
used before. Tangible savings accrue due to 200 man-
hours of maintenance labor being reduced to only 50
man-hours. At $50 per man-hour, yearly savings are
$7,500. Although intuitively evident, no additional credit
was taken for the imputed value of reduced failure risk
with superior film strength synthetic lubricants. Neither
was credit taken for the gain due to pro-active use of the
re-assigned workforce. In other words, the value of pro-
actively employing 150 man-hours of freed-up man-
power must logically be assumed to exceed $7,500 — or
else the plant would not make any profit.

Hot Hydrocarbon Product Pump Experience No. 2
Another refinery was experiencing high vibrations

and an audible noise from the inboard bearing of a criti-
cal, non-spared pump in one of its process units. The
refinery was able to avoid a unit shutdown by draining
the oil with the pump operating and replacing the quart
(~ one liter) of ISO 32 synthetic oil already in the pump
with a superior film strength ISO Grade 32 synthetic.
The high vibrations disappeared (see Ref. 9-1 for a tech-
nical explanation), as did the audible noise and it was
decided repairs to the pump were no longer necessary.
The value of an avoided repair was estimated as $2,600
for a bearing change only, $12,300 for bearings and seals,
and $52,000 for a complete pump overhaul. Additionally,
unit downtime would have amounted to approximately
$130,000 per day.

Whatever the differential cost of a quart (or liter) of
high film strength synthetic, perhaps two or three dol-
lars in 2004, it is simply insignificant compared to the
value of a failure incident on critical, non-spared refinery
pumps. Critically important and hot service pumps
should, therefore, be lubricated with high film strength
synthetic oils.

Hot Water Pumps
For years, a U.S. Gulf Coast chemical company had

averaged two to three bearing failures every six weeks in
their 30 hot water pumps. These pumps were lubricated
by oil mist, using a premium brand synthetic oil. In an
effort to improve pump reliability, the lubricant was
changed to a greater film strength synthetic lube. In the
three years since, only one pump failure has been re-
ported and it was not lubrication related. While this may
sound like a purely anecdotal report, we are including it
here because it is quite representative of well over one
hundred similar case histories that users have informally
shared and reported over the past decade or so.

Disc Filter Shower and Bark Booster Pumps
A North American paper company experienced fre-

quent difficulty with two 3,600 rpm pumps. These diffi-
culties have been eliminated by changing the R&O
mineral oil lubricants to synthetics with greater film
strength. As is so often the case, the latter have the abil-
ity to avoid metal-to-metal contact and the resulting
temperature reductions tell the story:

Temperature Readings on Disc Filter Shower Pump
————————————————————————

Before After

Inboard Bearing 170°F 130°F

Outboard Bearing 185°F 160°F

Figure 9-9: Quality synthetics result in lower bearing
operating temperatures (Source: ExxonMobil, Houston,
Texas 77001)
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Temperature Readings on Bark Booster Pump
————————————————————————

Before After
Inboard Bearing 180°F 130°F
Outboard Bearing 170°F 114°F

With shower pump outages causing plant down-
time, a pump repair incident cost the facility $35,600. A
single instance of repair avoidance may make up for the
incremental cost of supplying high film strength synthet-
ics to an entire paper mill.

Similar temperature reductions were experienced
on bark booster pumps. However, each booster pump
failure was reported to cost only $3,600 because it did
not cause a production stoppage.

These examples are but a few of the hundreds
where lube selection was responsible for significant im-
provements in pump reliability. High bearing tempera-
tures and vibration excursions related to elevated
surface roughness of bearing metals can very often be
cured by selecting and installing superior performing
lubricants. Especially in problem pumps, upgrading to
high-strength lubricants can improve equipment reliabil-
ity in a manner unattainable by any other means.

Indeed, since oil changes are often feasible while
pumps are on-line and running, using superior film
strength synthetic lubricants often results in immediate
payback. Virtually every cost justification calculation
indicates unusually large benefits for employing these
lubes on problem pumps and 10:1 payback in a single

year is rather the norm.

Applications of Liquid Lubricants in Pumps
The amount of oil needed to maintain a satisfactory

lubricant film in a rolling element bearing is extremely
small. The minimum quantity required is a film averag-
ing only a few micro-inches in thickness. Once this small
amount has been supplied, make-up is required only to
replace the losses due to vaporization, atomization, and
seepage from the bearing surfaces (Ref. 9-1 and 9-7).

How small a quantity of oil is required can be re-
alized when we consider that 1/1000 of a drop of oil,
having a viscosity of 300 SUS at 100°F (38°C) can lubri-
cate a 50 mm bore bearing running at 3,600 RPM for one
hour. Although this small amount of oil can adequately
lubricate a bearing, much more oil is needed to dissipate
heat generated in high speed, or heavily loaded bear-
ings.

Oil may be supplied to the rolling element bearings
of various pumps in a number of ways. These include
bath lubrication (Figure 9-10, upper left view shows
sight glass), oil mist from an external supply (Figure 9-
11), and wick feed—on rather small, sometimes high-
speed, lightly-loaded and intermittently operated
pumps (Figure 9-12). After passing through the bearing,
the oil is returned to the sump.

Drip feed can occasionally be found on small, inter-
mittently operated vertical pumps (Figure 9-13). Then
there are circulating systems (Figure 9-14), jet-oil lubrica-

Figure 9-10: Oil bath lubrication
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tion (Figure 9-15), and splash or spray from a loose
slinger ring (Figure 9-16), or a shaft-mounted flinger disc
(9-17). Each of these merits closer examination and will
be discussed here.

By way of overview, we note that one of the oldest
and simplest methods of oil lubrication consists of an oil
bath through which the rolling elements will pass dur-
ing a portion of each revolution. However, this “plowing
through the oil” may cause the lubricant to heat up sig-
nificantly and should be avoided on the great majority of
process pumps. Where cooling is required in high speed
and heavily loaded bearings, oil mist, oil jets and circu-
lating systems should be considered. If necessary and
with circulating systems, the oil can be passed through a

heat exchanger before returning to the bearing.
It should be noted that bearing overheating might

occur on many pumps operating at 3,000 or 3,600 rpm
unless the oil level is lowered so as to preclude this
plowing effect. In those instances, the oil level must be
reduced to below a horizontal line tangent to the lower-
most periphery of a rolling element at the 6-o’clock loca-
tion of the bearing. It may then become necessary to use
either oil rings or shaft-mounted flinger discs.

However, caution is advised with oil rings, since
these have clear shortcomings that disqualify them for

Figure 9-11: Oil mist lubrication entering housing be-
tween magnetic seals and bearings, per API-610
(Source: AESSEAL plc, Rotherham, UK, and Knoxville,
Tennessee)

Figure 9-12: Oil wick lubrication for high speeds and
light loads

Figure 9-13: Drip feed lubricators for small vertical
pumps (Source: Trico Mfg. Co., Pewaukee, Wisconsin
53072)
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Figure 9-14: Crude transfer pump showing piping for circulating lube system (Source:
Ruhrpumpen, Germany)

Figure 9-15: Jet-oil lubrica-
tion—most advantageous
application method for
rolling element bearings
(Source: MRC Engineering
Handbook)

Figure 9-16: Lime suspension pump with typical loose
oil ring (“slinger ring”) lubrication (Source: Sulzer
Company, Winterthur, Switzerland)
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use in high reliability pump applications. Oil rings are
sensitive to dimensional concentricity, shaft orientation,
shaft speed, depth of immersion, and oil viscosity. They
tend to skip or hang up unless these five variables are in
perfect balance. Skipping action inevitably results in
wear. The wear debris contaminates the lubricant and is
largely responsible for driving down bearing reliability
and bearing life. Clearly then, flinger discs, jet-oil spray
application, oil mist and circulating systems are given
preference over oil rings by reliability-focused pump
user companies.

Oil Bath Lubrication
A simple oil bath method, shown earlier in Figure 9-

10, is satisfactory for low speeds and loads. As a very gen-
eral rule, most bearings in pumps operating at less than
1,800 rpm are suitable for oil bath lubrication. At least one
rule-of-thumb states that for DN-values in excess of 6,000
(where D= shaft diameter, inches, and N= shaft rpm), the
oil level should not be allowed to reach the bearing and
that some means of “lifting” or “flinging” the oil should
be employed. On pumps with DN-values of 6,000 and
lower, the static oil level should be at the midpoint of the
lowest ball or roller. A greater amount of oil can cause
churning which results in abnormally high operating
temperatures. In either case, systems with oil bath lubri-
cation generally employ sight gages to facilitate inspec-
tion of the oil level.

It is important to note that although on pumps
with DN-values not exceeding 6,000 the oil bath will
contact the bearings, either an oil ring (Figure 9-16) or a
flinger disc (Figure 9-17) may have to be employed to

prevent oil stratification. Oil stratification means that
after passing through the bearing, a layer of hot oil
would tend to float on the bulk of somewhat cooler and
denser lubricant at the bottom of the sump.

Conventional Wisdom: Oil slingers or flingers are not
needed with oil bath lubrication.

Fact: Quiescent static sumps allow a hot layer of oil to float
near the top. Flingers or similar means of agitation de-
vices are needed to maintain uniform oil temperatures.

Constant Level Lubricators
Constant level lubricators have been around for

many decades. Unfortunately, they have also been mis-
understood and misapplied for a very long time. There
are essentially five points that are often overlooked and
that merit being carefully considered by reliability-fo-
cused users:
1. The caulk or elastomeric sealing material at the
lower portion of the transparent oil-containing bulb will
not last forever. In outdoor installations subject to ambi-
ent temperature swings, the seal may crack and allow
rainwater to contaminate the oil. This is an overlooked
preventive maintenance item!
2. Unbalanced constant level lubricators allow the
ambient environment to contact the lube oil level in the
surge chamber of the device. This is a potentially serious
contamination access route that explains why oil
changes are necessary!
3. All constant level lubricators are direction-sensitive
and will have to be installed on the tp-of-arrow side as
shown in Figures 9-18(a) through 9-18(d). Installation on
the wrong side of the bearing housing allows the oil
level to undergo larger fluctuations between high and
low oil levels before oil feed is being re-initiated.
4. The closed system oiler of Figure 9-18(d) is prima-
rily intended for small ANSI/ISO pumps. Verify its sat-
isfactory operation before you apply it on large pumps.
5. The user must select sturdy piping to connect API-
style and similar heavy-duty pumps to constant level lu-
bricators. While hydraulic tubing, Fig. 9-19 (a), typically
has more than adequate pressure rating, it may not ad-
equately resist vibration-induced forces or inadvertent
position-disturbing contact with workers or objects.

Figure 9-18, parts (a) and (b), shows an unbalanced
or “vented” constant level arrangement for maintaining
the correct oil level, while Figure 9-18, parts (c) and (d),
depict arrangements that include a pressure-balanced
constant level lubricator.

In the unbalanced constant level lubricator of Fig-
ure 9-18 (a) and (b), the oil level in the lubricator body—

Figure 9-17: Flinger discs are used to prevent tempera-
ture-related lube oil stratification (Source: Worthing-
ton-Dresser, Harrison, New Jersey)
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commonly called a surge chamber—is always contacted
by the surrounding ambient air. Visualize a temperature
increase causing a slight pressure increase inside the
bearing housing. Such a pressure increase is a distinct
possibility because of a drop of oil obstructing a small
vent passage, or because lubricant effectively fills the
narrow gap in a bearing housing seal. Bernoulli’s law
states that a housing-internal pressure increase causes a
lowering of the oil level in the housing and will cause
the displaced oil to be pushed into the surge chamber.
The difference between the two oil levels will equal the
pressure difference, in inches or millimeters, between the
ambient atmosphere and the housing interior.

Conventional Wisdom: “Unbalanced” constant level lubri-
cators have served us well for close to a century, so
why switch?

Fact: Since the late 1980’s, environmental concerns have
prompted use of smaller diameter vents and close-
clearance housing seals. A small amount of oil col-
lected at either location may act as a “seal” causing
the bearing housing pressure to exceed atmospheric
pressure.

Realizing this possibility and having first-hand ex-
perience with “unexplained” lowering of oil levels in
bearing housings with unbalanced constant level lubrica-
tors, reliability-focused pump users will only consider
the pressure-balanced option, Figure 9-19. Here, an O-
ring separates the atmosphere from the oil level in the lu-
bricator surge chamber. Also, the space between the
O-ring and the oil level in the surge chamber is vented
back to the bearing housing interior space. Consequently,
both oil levels are always exposed to the same pressure
and thus are always at the same height. Fig. 9-19 (b)
shows one of the available configurations. The balance
line shown in Figure 9-19 (c) can be connected to the top
bearing housing location from which the customary vent
has been removed. A generous range of height adjust-
ments is available, Figure 9-19(d).

BALANCED CONSTANT LEVEL
LUBRICATORS: HOW COST-EFFECTIVE?

Reliability enhancements are sometimes best retro-
fitted on an attrition basis. In this context, retrofitting on
an attrition basis implies that every time a pump goes
into the shop for repairs, the vulnerable old style, unbal-
anced, constant level lubricator (list price: $34) is being
replaced by the fully balanced type. Note that modern,

Figure 9-18: Constant level lubricators (Source: Trico
Mfg. Co., Pewaukee, Wisconsin 53072)
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But, suppose by the time one added incremental
shop labor, each retrofit would costs $150. Suppose a
mid-size refinery had 1,000 centrifugal pumps and,
last year, had experienced 160 pump repairs. This
year, one would retrofit 160 pumps and would spend
(160)x($150) = $24,000. Assume now that in the follow-
ing year, only 140 pumps would require repair and so
the avoided cost would be calculated as (20
pumps)x($6,000 per repair) = $120,000. In that case,
the payback would be 120,000/24,000 = 5:1. Over the
(conservatively) projected 15-year life of the pump, an
incremental investment of ($61-$34 = $27) would yield
a payback well in excess of 10:1.

Another calculation approach accepted by some
companies is even simpler. It assumes that a given
pump will incur a $6,000 repair every five years with
unbalanced, and every seven years with balanced con-
stant level lubricators. The yearly repair cost would
thus be $1,200 with unbalanced and $ 857 with bal-
anced lubricators. The payback would be at least
($1,200-$857)/$27 = 12:1. In fact, assuming a 15-year
life for the balanced constant lubricator and using its
prorated yearly incremental cost of $27/15, the pay-
back would exceed 100:1. Suffice it to say, a reliability-
focused equipment owner would discontinue using
unbalanced constant level lubricators and apply only
pressure-balanced devices. Information on the deleteri-
ous lube oil contamination experienced by centrifugal
pumps with unbalanced lubricators and vented bear-
ing housings is found in Ref. 23. It allows us to see
the rationale for conservatively estimating a 1.4-fold
bearing life increase (i.e. seven-year MTBR vs. five-
year mean-time-between-repairs, or MTBR) for pumps
with balanced (“closed”) lubricators vs. their predeces-
sor unbalanced style lubricators.

Regardless of whether an unbalanced or pres-
sure-balanced constant level lubricator is used, the
preferred installation location for constant level lubri-
cators is indicated by the direction of the arrows in
Figure 9-18. Since the shaft in Figure 9-18a rotates
counter-clockwise, the constant level lubricator should
be on the right, its “up-arrow” side. “Up-arrow” loca-
tion minimizes the oil level fluctuations in the bearing
housing.

Conventional Wisdom: Constant level lubricators will func-
tion the same way, regardless of location relative to
direction of shaft rotation.

Fact: Locating the constant level lubricator on the “up-ar-
row” side minimizes oil level fluctuations.

Figure 9-19: Optomatic “balanced” constant level lubri-
cators (Source: Trico Mfg. Co., Pewaukee, Wisconsin
53072)

balanced constant level lubricators come with built-in
sight glass level indicators (Figure 9-19). In early 2005,
an 8-oz (~230 ml) capacity glass bulb model listed at a
rather affordable $61.

(a)

(b)

(c)

OPTO-MATIC CLOSED SYSTEM OILER

WITH PRESSURE BALANCING LINE

(d)
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SPLASH LUBRICATION,
OIL RINGS AND FLINGER DISCS

The term “splash lubrication” is rather all-encom-
passing and is extensively used on small reciprocating
compressors and gear units. On pumps, splash lubrica-
tion refers to either an oil ring or a flinger disc dipping
in the lubricant. Typical immersion values and diameter
ratios for “slinger rings”—often just called oil rings—are
shown in Figure 9-20. This illustration links depth of
immersion to the 30-degree angular function. However,
API-610 recommends that flingers or oil rings have an
operating submergence of 3-6 mm (0.12-0.25 in) above
the lower edge of a flinger or above the lower edge of
the bore of an oil ring. Which of the two guidelines is
more rigorous should be of academic interest to the re-
liability-focused user who will want to opt for less fail-
ure-prone means of oil application.

Why Oil Rings Are Not
State-of-art Devices

As mentioned earlier in this text, unless the entire
shaft system is truly horizontal, oil rings tend to move
towards the lower end of the shaft. In doing so, an oil
ring will make contact with a restraining surface and, as
can be seen from Figure 9-16, this may be the interior
wall of the bearing housing. The oil ring will slow down
and abrade, or just skip around for a few seconds. To
quote from Ref. 9-3:

“Oil ring stability (in tests) was variable and correlated
strongly with oil viscosity and immersion depth. Gener-

ally, the oil ring operated erratically with pendulum mo-
tion while tracking backwards and forwards across the
oil ring carrier.”

Abrasive wear can be spotted by examining the oil
ring and noting that a previously slightly chamfered
edge is now razor-sharp, or that an originally straw-col-
ored lubricant has recently turned gray. Needless to say,
the wear debris is suspended in the oil and bearing life
is cut short.

In Ref. 9-4 (Wilcock & Booser, “Bearing Design and
Application,” First Edition, 1957), two world-renowned
researchers comment on the need to have oil rings ma-
chined absolutely concentric. Based on their findings, oil
ring concentricity tolerances of 0.001 inch (0.025 mm)
maximum and surface finishes around 32 RMS should
be considered mandatory.

Ref. 9-4 also cites surface velocity limits of from
3,500 to 4,000 fpm (~18-20 m/s) with water cooling,
i.e. closely controlled oil temperature and viscosity. In
the same reference text, Wilcock and Booser advise
limiting velocities of 2,000 to 2,500 fpm (~10-13 m/s)
without water cooling of the lubricant. Note that at
3,600 rpm, a 3-inch (76 mm) diameter shaft operates at
a peripheral velocity of 2,827 fpm (~14.4 m/s). An-
other source, ExxonMobil Corporation’s “Lube Market-
ing Course” text, suggest a DN value (inches of shaft
diameter times rpm) of 6,000 as the threshold of insta-
bility for oil rings. With a DN value of 7,200, even a
2-inch shaft at 3,600 rpm would thus operate in the
risky zone, whereas a 3-inch shaft operating at 1,800
rpm (hence, DN = 5,400) could use oil rings.

In the 1930’s, adverse experiences with oil rings in
large electric motors produced by Westinghouse (Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania) prompted research which culmi-
nated in the recommendation to machine concentric
grooves in the oil rings. Three or four of these grooves
are typically taking up 60-70% of the axial width of the
ring surface and their depth is approximately 0.04 inches
(1 mm).

Grooved oil rings are shown in Figures 9-21 and 9-
22. It should be pointed out that the peaks, slopes and
separations of the plotted lines in Figure 9-22 are accu-
rate only for a particular oil ring geometry and are valid
only for operation at a specific depth of immersion in an
oil of a given, constant, viscosity.

Note also that, regardless of the amount of oil de-
livered as a spray or oil fog, it must overcome the wind-
age effect of the cage. Since, in Figure 9-21, point “a” is
lower than point “b,” the cage acts as a tiny blower, try-
ing to prevent the lubricant from migrating in the re-

Figure 9-20: Typical oil ring (“slinger ring”) dimen-
sions of interest (Source: Hydrocarbon Processing,
August 2002, p. 15)
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quired direction, which is obviously “b”-to-”a.” In other
words, with oil rings installed on pump shafts as illus-
trated earlier in Figure 9-16 and again in Figure 9-21, nei-
ther the configuration nor the location of slinger ring
and back-to-back mounted thrust bearings are favoring
oil flow.

This is one of the reasons why lubricant flow in
many pumps is either marginal or insufficient. Oil ring
applications are anything but an exact science. It is well
known that the speed of equipment has steadily moved
up over the past decades. In addition, with ever- greater

demands being made on equipment reliability, oil rings
often are a very poor choice and are avoided by reliabil-
ity-focused users.

Flinger Discs: A Much Better Choice than Oil Rings
Flinger discs securely mounted on the shaft as

shown in Figure 9-23 are a much better choice than oil
rings. Here, the Ingersoll-Dresser Company describes
technical improvements made on Type JX radially split
single stage process pumps and justifiably lists an “anti-
friction oil thrower” among the demonstrated advan-
tages. Knowing the issues of ring skipping and abrasion
related to shaft horizontality, depth of immersion and
lube viscosity, this reputable manufacturer states that
properly mounted flinger discs eliminate the problems
associated with oil rings.

Interestingly, the cheaper flinger disc substitute
versions shown in Figure 9-24, a slip-on disc (left), or
two roll pins (right), are considered unacceptable by
API- 610. The relevant clause reads: “Oil flingers shall
have mounting hubs to maintain concentricity and shall
be positively secured to the shaft.”

A United States patent (US 6,460,656B1, dated 10/
8/2002) assigned to Flowserve Management Company
of Irving, Texas, describes the “dilating lubricant flinger”
of Figure 9-25. The patent abstract explains that the “di-
lating” feature allows the flinger disc to be inserted,
“while mounted on the horizontal shaft, into the hous-
ing through a bearing bore of radius smaller than that of
the body.” In other words, the flinger disc consists of a
thin metal membrane with radial cuts. These cuts permit
the membrane to flex like an umbrella and then snap
open again.

A somewhat similar clamp-on flinger device is de-
scribed in an Environamics Corporation device, again
covered by a U.S. patent (US 6,551,055 B2, dated 4/22/
2003). First advertised in 1999, but as of today rarely
used by reliability-focused user companies, its inventor
calls the multi-piece metal flinger a “pump,” and also a
“TurboMister™ Oil Mist Lubrication System.”

Figures 9-26 and 9-27 illustrate flinger discs that
consist of a metal hub and a Viton® elastomeric flexible
disc. The elastomer can be “trimmed,” i.e. cut to the
right diameter. Designed and produced by Trico Manu-
facturing Company (Pewaukee, Wisconsin), these
trimmable flinger discs can readily replace vulnerable oil
rings in pumps and other machines. This straightfor-
ward design has been thoroughly tested and test plots
using different types of oil and/or lube temperatures
obtained with different lube application methods are
available from Trico Mfg. Co. Their “trimmable finger

Figure 9-21: Grooved oil rings (Source: SKF USA, Pub-
lication 100-955, Second Edition, 1995)

Figure 9-22: Performance comparison, grooved vs.
ungrooved oil rings
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Figure 9-24: Poor substitutes for properly designed flinger discs: Slip-on (left) and twin roll pin
versions (right)

Figure 9-23: Advantageous
flinger disc ensures
positive lubrication and
eliminates the problems
associated with oil rings
(Source: Ingersoll-Dresser,
Allentown, Pennsylvania)

discs” have been shown to reliably pick up ample quan-
tities of lubricant from the oil sump and “flinging” it
into the bearing housing. The resulting aerosol then
coats the bearing elements.

Economic Value Explored
Upon close examination and with competent fail-

ure analysis, many observers have reached the conclu-
sion that a large percentage of oil rings show signs of

severe abrasion after one or two years of operation. It is
well known that the resulting lube oil contamination is
reflected in premature bearing failures. Based on these
observations, it has been estimated that at least 5% of the
centrifugal pumps installed in the average petrochemical
plant suffer from oil ring deficiencies of sufficient mag-
nitude to reduce bearing life from an assumed achiev-
able 6 years, to typically only 3 years. Other pumps may
experience oil ring degradation that reduces bearing life
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Figure 9-25: “Dilating lubricant flinger” (Source: US
Patent 6,460,656 B1)

Figure 9-26: Two-piece flinger disc assembly (Source:
Trico Mfg. Co., Pewaukee, Wisconsin 53072)

from five years to four years, and so forth. The issue is
so intuitively evident that, to date, no one appears to
have seen fit to spend research funds on scientific stud-
ies. Accordingly, empirical observations will have to suf-
fice.

In any event and expanding on this conservative
estimate, we might be dealing with a plant comprising
600 pumps. Suppose that of these, 18 “suspect” pumps

were being repaired every three years to the tune of
$6,000 per incident. This would require an expenditure
of $36,000 per year. If, using trimmable flinger discs, the
MTBR (mean-time-between-repairs) could be extended
to six years, this expenditure would drop to $18,000 per
year for the affected 3% of the plant’s pump population.
Needless to say, if you paid $50 per flinger disc, the 18
discs would have cost $900 and the investment would
have had a payback of $18,000/$900 = 20:1. It is certainly
no stretch to foresee greater savings and even better
payback than demonstrated in this example.

Drip Feed Lubrication
Although not usually found on centrifugal pumps,

this system is widely used for small and medium ball
and roller bearings operating at moderate to high speeds
where extensive cooling is not required. The oil, intro-
duced through a filler-type sight feed lubricator, has a
controllable flow rate that is determined by the operat-
ing temperature of the bearings. Recall that Figure 9-13
illustrates a typical design.

Forced Feed Circulation, or
Pressure Lubrication

As alluded to earlier in Figure 9-14, this type of
system uses a circulating pump and is particularly suit-
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able for low to moderate speed, heavily loaded applica-
tions where the oil has a major function as a coolant in
addition to lubrication. It should be noted that the bear-
ings are not actually pressurized from an external source
and that pressure is used only to get the lubricant to its
destination. If necessary, the oil can be passed through a
heat exchanger before arriving at the bearing. Entry and
exit of the oil should be on opposite sides of the bearing.
An adequate drainage system must be provided to pre-
vent an excess accumulation of oil. Oil filters and mag-
netic drain plugs should be used to minimize
contamination.

Conventional Wisdom: With pressure-lubed bearings, the
housings are pressurized.

Fact: Not so in most applications! Pressurization is used
only for the purpose of delivering the right amount of
oil to the bearing. In most cases the bearing housing
is not under pressure.

Jet-Oil Lubrication
Jet-oil lubrication, shown earlier in Figure 9-15, is

considered the best possible method of applying lubri-
cant to rolling element bearings. It is unexcelled for high
speeds and heavy loads. The oil jet is directed at the
space between the outside diameter of the bearing inner
ring and the bore of the cage. For extremely high speeds,
means for scavenging the oil should be provided on both
sides of the bearing. The oil system may be used to as-
sure free axial flotation of the bearing cartridge in the
housing on a thin pressurized oil film. If axial flotation
is desired, a clearance of 0.001 in (0.025mm) between the

housing and the cartridge is recommended.
In applications with large, heavily loaded, high-

speed bearings operating at high temperatures, it may be
necessary to use high velocity oil jets. In such cases the
use of several jets on both sides of the bearing provides
more uniform cooling and minimizes the danger of com-
plete lubrication loss from plugging. The jet stream
should be directed at the opening between the cage bore
and inner ring O.D., as was illustrated in Figure 9-15.
Adequate scavenging drains must be provided to pre-
vent churning of excess oil after the oil has passed
through the bearing. In special cases, scavenging may be
required on both sides of the bearing.

At extremely high speeds, the bearing tends to re-
ject the entry of sufficient oil to provide adequate cool-
ing and lubrication with conventional oil jet and flood
systems. Figure 9-28 shows an under-race lubrication
system with a bearing having a split inner ring with oil
slots. This method ensures positive entrance of oil into
the bearing to provide lubrication and cooling of the
inner ring and may well become a standard on the high-
performance pump of the future.

However, a pressurization source is required for
the oil and, while circulating oil systems can economi-
cally provide this pressurization for large pumps, the
economics do not favor full-fledged circulating systems
for smaller pumps. This is where inductive pumps merit
consideration.

Small Stand-alone Pumps used for Jet-oil Delivery
Until recently only large-scale oil mist systems

were economically attractive, although smaller units
are now available for a variety of stand-alone applica-
tions (see HP In Reliability, June, 1999). Where the
overall economics or unavailability of compressed air
preclude oil mist, jet-oil spray systems are the best so-

Figure 9-28: Under-race jet-oil lubrication (Source:
MRC Engineering Handbook)

Figure 9-27: Single-piece flinger disc with metal hub
and elastomeric flex part (Source: Trico Mfg. Co.,
Pewaukee, Wisconsin 53072)
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lution. Including a novel inductive pump (Figure 9-29)
in oil spray units makes the most recent systems inex-
pensive, virtually maintenance-free, and thus highly
attractive.

Inductive pumps use electromagnetic force to
drive a completely encapsulated internal piston, creat-
ing positive piston displacement within a sleeved cyl-
inder. By using one-way check valves, both ends of
the piston can be used for simultaneous suction and
pumping. Since each stroke displaces a fixed volume,
any increment of this volume can be delivered with a
high degree of accuracy.

One of several pump sizes obtainable from In-
ductive Pump Corporation (www.inductivepump.com),
the Model 1.5 can easily pressurize lubricant taken
from the bottom of the sump to appropriate spray
pressures. Lubricant rates are adjustable from 30 ml/
min to 1.5 gpm (~ 6 l/min). Weighing a scant 14 lbs
(~6 kg), the 3.25 × 9.5 × 4 inch (approximately 83 ×
241 × 100 mm) unit can be combined with an automo-
tive spin-on filter and an industrial spray nozzle con-
nected to a length of flexible tubing. Taking suction
from the bottom of the bearing housing oil sump, a
simple inductive pump represents a highly effective
pump-around system, Figure 9-30.

It is only fair to point out that suitably-sized con-
ventional pumps, especially those that are pre-pack-
aged with a small motor direct-coupled to the pump,
merit consideration as well. One such type, made by
the Dodge Manufacturing Company, has recently been
introduced to the equipment retrofit and upgrade mar-
kets. It has the pump-driver assembly mounted on a

small lube oil reservoir and it, too, should be consid-
ered in view of the often attractive anticipated pay-
back.

Payback Anticipated for Stand-alone
Pumps with Jet-oil Delivery.

Suppose a user had to deal with a situation
where large pillow block bearings support the shaft of
an overhung blower impeller. This may well be a situ-
ation where the oil ring option described earlier in
this text might be judged a reliability risk and where
objections might be raised to a conventional continu-
ous lubrication oil system on purely economic
grounds. Using an estimated incremental cost basis,
we see fit to construct the matrix on page 241 to jus-
tify an attractive solution that uses an inductive
pump.

It can thus be shown that a small stand-alone
packaged circulating “mini-oil system” based on con-
ventional or inductive pumps would win out on eco-
nomic grounds and would be technically superior to
an oil application strategy depending on oil rings.

Oil Mist Lubrication
Used extensively for pump lubrication by best-of-

class companies, oil mist lubrication offers all the in-
herent benefits of centralized lubrication systems. Such
benefits include reduced labor costs and reduced con-

Figure 9-29: Inductive pump
(Source: www.inductivepump.com)

Figure 9-30: Schematic illustrating inductive pump
used to provide clean, pressurized lubricant to jet-oil
nozzles in paper stock pump
(Source: www.inductivepump.com)
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tamination of the lubricant — but at a much lower
capital outlay than is required for centralized grease or
circulating oil systems. Moreover, the benefits include
the stand-still protection of installed pumps and elec-
tric motors against corrosion and dirt ingestion—a
highly desirable feature in modern plants. Oil mist is
a suspension of droplets of oil, one to three microns in
size and is used primarily to lubricate rolling element
bearings. It could also be characterized as an “oil fog”
or an aerosol (Ref. 9-5, 9-6, 9-8).

————————————————————————————
Oil Ring Lube Inductive or Small Conventional

Circulating Pump Circulating System
————————————————————————————
Cost of Blower: $80,400 $84,300 $ 124,000

Preventive Maint.
Cost/Year: $4,200 $1,100 $2,000

Anticipated failures
per Year: 0.25 0.1 0.05

Imputed per-year
cost of a $60,000
failure $15,000 $6,000 $3,000

Yearly cost outlay $19,200  7,100 $6,000

Total payback
over a 20-year
equipment life  Base (19,200-7,100)(20) (19,200-6,000)(20)

= $ 240,000  = $264,000
Ratio: Base (240,000/84,300-80,400) (264,000/124,000-80,400)

= 61:1  = 6:1
————————————————————————————

It can thus be shown that a small stand-alone packaged
circulating “mini-oil system” based on conventional or
inductive pumps would win out on economic grounds
and would be technically superior to an oil application
strategy depending on oil rings.

Oil mist was originally developed in the 1930’s in
Europe to lubricate high-speed spindles because grease
and liquid oil could not be effectively used. The oil in
grease would not provide adequate lubrication and liq-
uid oil generated too much heat. Typically, oil mist will
cause bearings to operate up to 20°F (12°C) cooler. How-
ever, numerous examples exist where temperature re-
ductions exceeded these figures (Ref. 9-6).

Oil mist technology, of course, is an extension of
the liquid oil application family. However, it merits con-
siderable discussion that includes economic justification
and checklist-type information. Additional information
can be found in Chapter 10, which deals with both oil
mist and oil mist preservation.

WHY AND HOW TO PROTECT BEARINGS AGAINST
LUBE CONTAMINATION-RELATED FAILURES

The fundamental reasons for favoring hermetic
sealing devices for bearing housings can be derived from
basic physics (Amonton’s Law) and the technical litera-
ture. As regards Amonton’s Law we will recall that,
upon cooling, the density of a gas mixture will increase.
For a closed volume, a pressure reduction would result.
However, if this cooling takes place in a bearing housing
and a path or opening exists to the external environ-
ment, ambient air will be induced to flow into the hous-
ing. Should the air contained in the bearing housing heat
up again later, the reverse would take place and warm
air would be expelled into the surrounding atmosphere
until the pressures are equalized.

It is certainly appropriate to anticipate that bearing
housings that no longer have access to ambient air envi-
ronments will preclude oil contamination from external
sources. But, how clean is the oil? The various bearing
manufacturers use such qualitative terms as ultra-clean,
very clean, clean, normal, contaminated, and heavily
contaminated to describe oil cleanness. However, quanti-
tative data are needed for purposes of cost justification or
life-cycle-cost studies. We find these numbers in techni-
cal papers, articles and books that deal with the quanti-
tative effects of contaminated lube oil. Among the many
references, only five technical data sources will be men-
tioned here: 

In Ref. 9-1, we find plots (provided by Dr. Richard
Brodzinski, BP Oil, Kwinana, Western Australia) that
show bearing lives with oil contamination “normal” to
be less than one-half of the lives of bearings with oil
labeled “clean.”

Tables 9-4 through 9-6, derived from marketing lit-
erature of Royal Purple, Ltd., Porter, Texas, (Ref. 9-1),
assess and quantify the benefit of clean oil by assigning
a life extension factor. Using the example of an ISO
4406:99 cleanliness level of initially 22/19 and bringing it
up to a new level of 14/11, Royal Purple’s experience
shows bearing life extended by a factor of four.

Oil analysis experts at Tulsa, Oklahoma-based
NORIA Corporation (Ref. 9-3) consider an ISO 4406:99
cleanliness level of 23/20/17 typical for pumps. A level
of 16/13/10 would be seen as “world class,” and >28/
25/22 as “evidence of serious neglect.” For a cleanliness
improvement from NORIA’s “typical” to NORIA’s
“world class” and after converting its three-range num-
bers to the equivalent two-range ISO numbers 20/17
and 13/10, Reference 9-2 would again give a bearing life
extension factor of four.
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In Eschmann, Hasbargen and Weigand’s 1985 text
“Ball and Roller Bearings” Ref. 9-15, pg. 183), European
bearing manufacturer FAG emphasizes that the severity
of the undesirable end effects of contamination depends
on the ratio of operating viscosity of a lubricant divided
by its rated viscosity. While there obviously could be an
almost infinite number of combinations in the amount of
contamination and ratios of viscosity, ratios of 0.5 to
perhaps 1.0 are thought rather typical. Using 0.5 for this
ratio, and plotting from the mid-point of a zone labeled
“contaminants in lubricant” to the mid-point of a zone
labeled “high degree of cleanliness in the lubricating
gap,” one would find a four-fold increase in bearing life
for the cleaner oil. At a viscosity ratio of 2, the projected
bearing life increase traversing from “contaminated” to
“clean” would be approximately seven-fold. It should be
noted that we are not here considering “ultra-clean” oil,
since it would be unrealistic to find this degree of clean-
liness in field-installed process pump bearing housings.

The most authoritative data on the effects of lubri-
cant contamination might perhaps be gleaned from the
General Catalog of one of the world’s leading bearing
manufacturers, SKF (Ref. 9-2). For the example shown in
their catalog, SKF applied its New Life Theory to an oil-
lubricated 45 mm radial bearing running at constant
load and speed. Under ultra-clean conditions (nc = 1),
this example bearing was calculated to reach 15,250 op-
erating hours. The SKF catalog text goes on to explain
that, if the example were to be calculated for contami-
nated conditions such that nc =0.02, bearing life would
be only 287 operating hours.

Table 9-4: Effect of oil moisture con-
tent on the life of rolling element
bearings (Source: Royal Purple, Ltd.,
Porter, Texas 77365)

Table 9-5: ISO 4406:99 oil cleanliness levels and reporting routines
(Sources: Diagnostics, Inc., and Royal Purple, Ltd., Porter, Texas
77365)
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cation. Oil rings are sensitive to shaft
horizontality and, when “sliding down-
hill” often contact housing-internal sta-
tionary parts. This has been shown to
cause ring wear and generally serious oil
contamination (Ref. 9-25).

The oil cleanliness condition of any
bearing housing interior that is accessed
by the surrounding ambient air might, at
best, be labeled “normal.” All rotating
labyrinth seals have an open gap that al-
lows communication between the housing
and ambient environment. While no de-
finitive quantifiers are given that describe
a refinery ambient, most users are aware
that considerable amounts of particulates
and moisture exist in the ambient air of in-
dustrial regions. A simple test situation
may help in visualizing the issue.

Say, a new automobile is being
washed and polished, and then left some-
where in the open near an industrial plant.
Three days later, a person takes a clean
paper towel and swipes it over the hood of
the car. Not surprisingly, the paper towel

will no longer be clean. We can certainly envision that a
considerable amount of dust is likely to find its way into
bearing housings that continually “breathe” because of
temperature expansion and contraction of the air that
fills the space above the oil level.

The severity of contamination can also be seen
from the same study, Ref. 9-24, which had paradoxically
concluded that the amount of contamination found in
pump bearing housings is independent of the type of
bearing housing seal employed. It found that bearing
housings (with open vents) have particle contamination
levels at least 10 times greater than recommended levels.
Moreover, a staggering 54 percent of the more than 150
samples taken from industrial pumps contained con-
tamination levels more than 100 times greater than rec-
ommended!

Recall that bearing manufacturers are using the
terms “clean” and “normal” to describe the degree of lu-
bricating oil contamination. It can be reasoned that bear-
ing housings with closed vents and equipped with
face-type seals, or bearing protectors that employ me-
chanical seal principles and technology are able to keep
the lubricant “clean,” whereas rotating labyrinth seals
designed with an air gap will allow the lubricant to
degrade to the point of “normal” contamination. As we
consider all of the above, it is simply reasonable to ac-

Reasonable engineering judgment considers fully
sealed bearing housings fully capable of maintaining
“clean” oil conditions. Opinions to the contrary are with-
out foundation and do not coincide with field experi-
ence. As an example, Ref. 9-24, published in 1996,
reaches the seemingly startling conclusion that “the type
of bearing housing closure device (labyrinth, lip seal, or
magnetic seal) shows no significant correlation with ei-
ther particulate or water contamination levels.”

However, this conclusion is easily explained by the
fact that the bearing housings involved in the survey
were all fitted with vented filler caps and were thus al-
lowed to “breathe.” In this context, and as if to corrobo-
rate Amonton’s Law, “breathing” means that
temperature expansion of the air/oil mixture floating
above the oil levels causes the gas mixture to be expelled
through the vented filler cap into the ambient environ-
ment. Upon cooling of the air/oil mixture, ambient air is
again drawn into the bearing housings. This is very ob-
viously an ongoing in-out process of real consequence
for plants located in unfavorable environments.

As Ref. 24 states, five out of seven sample plants
were located in the Houston, Texas, area which, in the
past, has been known for some of the worst industrial air
pollution in the USA. Moreover, it is known that many,
if not most, of the tested pumps employed oil ring lubri-

Table 9-6: Effect of oil cleanliness level on the life of rolling element
bearings in pumps (Sources: Diagnostics, Inc., and Royal Purple,
Ltd.)
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cept the premise that bearings lubricated with “clean”
oils will live at least twice as long as bearings with oil in
“normal” condition of cleanness. Therefore, this dou-
bling of bearing life is often used in the most conserva-
tive and simplest cost justification calculations, as will be
seen later.

Protecting Bearings against
Lube Contamination-related Failures

According to the Barden Corporation, fewer than
10% of all ball bearings run long enough to succumb to
normal fatigue failure (Ref. 9-7). Most bearings fail at an
early age because of static overload, wear, corrosion, lu-
bricant failure, contamination, or overheating. SKF USA
provided the tabulation in Figure 9-31, emphasizing that
lubrication-related failures account for 54% of all bearing
failures. Experience shows that a very large portion of
this 54% failure slice must be attributed to lubricant con-
tamination. As shown in our introductory chapter and
Figures I-1 and I-2, a major oil refinery reached very
similar conclusions.

Then also, while rolling element bearings have
been around for well over 100 years and are being used
by the millions each year, costly misunderstandings per-
sist. Not everyone knows that lightly loaded bearings
are as likely to fail as are heavily loaded ones. Skidding,
the inability of a rolling element to stay in rolling contact
at all times because of too light a load, can cause bearing
components to experience abrasive wear. Even in small
concentrations, wear particles will cause extremely seri-
ous oil contamination. Referring back to Chapter 7, skid-
ding can be largely eliminated by ensuring the bearing
will always be loaded. With pairs of angular contact

bearings, preloading may be necessary.
Actual operations have shown that better bearing

specification practices will avert the majority of static
overload problems. Here, the reader may wish to refer
back for overview and general guidance to Tables 9-2
and 9-3, or even to Chapter 7. Other problems caused by
wear, corrosion, lubricant failure, oil contamination and
overheating can be prevented by the proper selection,
application and preservation of lubricants. Oil viscosity
is of concern and higher-viscosity lubricants are gener-
ally preferred (Ref. 9-9). Nevertheless, higher-than-
needed oil viscosity may not be of any benefit once an
oil film of sufficient strength and thickness has been
established. An excessive viscosity film could increase
pump bearing friction losses to the extent that total
pump power draw goes up by as much as 4%. Moreover,
such an oil has been known to cause excessive oil ring
drag, depriving certain pumps of adequate lubrication.

Pump Lube Contamination and its Origins
Lubricant contamination by solid particles and

moisture is often overlooked and must be addressed by
reliability-focused users. While this concern points the
way to sealing the bearing housing against the intrusion
of airborne dirt and moisture, let’s first understand
where the contaminants originate and how detrimental
these impurities really are.

Except for the occasional forced spray of water or
sandblasting action directed against pumps, both mois-
ture and airborne dirt enter bearing housings by the
breathing effect of the air space that exists above the
lubricating oil. Atmospheric air contacts not only the oil
level in most bearing housings, but also the oil in the

Figure 9-31: Causes of bearing failures (Source: SKF USA, Kulpsville, Pennsylvania 19443)
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turers Siemens, Westinghouse and General Electric.
The probable bearing life extension resulting from

cleaner lubricants can be obtained from Table 9-6. If, in
the highlighted example, the ISO 4406:99 cleanliness
level would be improved from 20/17 to 13/10, the roll-
ing element bearing life would probably be qua-
drupled—a 300% increase. Again, there are compelling
reasons to apply cost-effective means of excluding con-
taminants from pump bearing housings.

Contamination Control through Bearing Housing Seals
While many pumps are today still equipped with

large open vents and short-lived, wear-prone lip seals
(Figure 9-32), reliability-focused users have long since
favored reducing the vent size. Many have even elimi-
nated vents altogether and opted to install rotating laby-
rinth seals with expulsion ports, Figure 9-33. Rotating
labyrinth seals, sometimes called “bearing isolators,”
seem to work best when the housing vent is plugged. To
quote from one well-known manufacturer’s marketing
literature (Ref. 9-12):

“If the housing vent is left open, the slight vacuum cre-
ated by the contaminant expulsion elements will induce
the flow of airborne dust, dirt, vapors and everything
available in the immediate environment through the
bearing enclosure not unlike an oil-bath vacuum cleaner.
This action is constant and the amount of induced debris
build-up can be significant.”

Other users have begun to protect pump bearing
housing interiors by installing magnetically activated
face seals, Figure 9-34, also 6-11 and 6-17. Both rotating
labyrinth and magnetic face seals take up less axial space
than even the narrowest available mechanical seals, one
of which is shown in Figure 9-35.

One of the most recently developed bearing hous-
ing seals, the repairable “LabTecta®” model (Figure 9-
36), is a vast improvement over ordinary non-rotating
labyrinths and lip seals. Some corporate equipment pur-
chase and repair standards require this type of “bearing
isolator” for new and rebuilt electric motors. However,
even this device cannot be considered a totally effective
housing seal for oil-lubricated pump bearings since it is
unable to prevent the interchange of vapors inside the
bearing housing with the surrounding ambient environ-
ment. Let’s examine why this is so.

The rotor of this bearing housing seal is clamped
to the pump shaft by the friction fit of two O-rings.
Two O-rings are located in the rotor bore groove. Both
are designed to lift off slightly on running pumps, but

surge chamber of unbalanced constant level lubricators.
As the volume of air inside the bearing housing

warms up and expands, some air is expelled along the
shaft protrusion and through the housing vent into the
atmosphere. When at some later time the housing tem-
perature declines, the remaining air contracts. Unclean
atmospheric air now re-enters the housing along the
same two pathways (Refs. 9-9 and 9-10).

The detrimental effects of moisture contamination
can be gleaned from Table 9-4. If, for example, the cur-
rent moisture level is 500 ppm and a suitable bearing
housing seal would protect against moisture intrusion
and thus limit the moisture level to 45 ppm, bearing life
would probably be extended by a factor of 4. Recogniz-
ing the advantage of using lubricants with absolutely
minimum moisture contamination prompted the devel-
opment of OEM-supply (original equipment manufac-
turer) as well as add-on (“aftermarket”) desiccant
cartridges. These cartridges can be threaded into the
vent ports generally located at the top of pump bearing
housings. Once saturated with water vapor, the desic-
cant charge typically changes color, signaling the need
for replacement. Along those lines, electronic moisture
detection and annunciation devices are available and
have found use in the United States (Refs. 9-9 and 9-10.
Also: Trico Manufacturing Company, Pewaukee, Wis-
consin 53072).

Another path to a clean and moisture-free bearing
environment would be to look at the cost justification for
installing bearing housing seals of the type (see Chapter
6) that would essentially preclude the ingress and exit of
air.

Quite obviously, bearing protection must not be
limited to the exclusion of moisture only; beneficial re-
sults are certain to result from reduced particle contami-
nation of bearing lubricants. Clean oil greatly extends
the life of bearings and pumps (Ref. 9-11). Many oils are
full of small particles in the range from 2 to 30 micron.
The eye cannot see these particles; they consist mainly of
fibers, silica (dirt) and metals. The amounts and sizes of
particles can be measured with a laser particle counter
and then quantified using the ISO 4406:99 Cleanliness
Rating, Table 9-5, which reports on the particle content
of one ml of oil—approximately the volume of an eye
dropper (1 milliliter = 1 cc).

It is of interest to note that the cleanliness levels
requested by major entities and corporations vary. ISO
12/9 and 13/10 are listed for bearing manufacturers
FAG and SKF, ISO 14/12/10 is mentioned in STLE pub-
lications and the CRC Lubrication Handbook, and ISO
15/12 and 16/12 are recommended by turbine manufac-
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Figure 9-32: Lip-seals are
wear-prone and can
damage shafts

Figure 9-33: Typical rotating labyrinth-type bearing
housing seal (Source: Garlock Sealing Technologies,
Palmyra, NY 14522)

are also intended to re-seal
the bearing housing after
the pump is stopped. Ap-
plying Amon-ton’s Law,
some have reasoned that if
the O-rings lift off during
operation, some of the air,
which during equipment
operation exists in the
housing at higher-than-am-
bient temperature and
pressure, will escape into
the environment. When the
pump is stopped, the re-
sidual air cools and a
slight vacuum is produced.
If the O-rings lift off after
restarting, ambient air at
higher pressure rushes into
the bearing housing. If the
rings do not lift off, then
there is no gap between
the rotor’s O-rings and an
opposing stator surface. In
that case, the rotating O-
rings would undergo wear
and again not perform as
a “nothing in/nothing out” hermetic seal. However,
the O-rings are field-replaceable—a big advantage!

It can be shown that for true sealing, a face seal
will have to be selected. With even the narrowest con-
ventional mechanical face seals taking up too much
axial space, several manufacturers have opted to use
small bar magnets (Figures 7-25 and 9-34) to provide
the closing force. Although thousands of magnetic
seals have been in widespread use in aerospace appli-
cations since the mid-1940’s, rigorous experimentation
and analysis of their industrial counterparts had to
wait. In 2001/2002 research was performed at Texas
A&M University by Leonardo Urbiola Soto under the
tutelage of Prof. Dr. Fred Kettleborough. The essential
components of Texas A&M’s test setup are shown in
Figure 9-37.

In his master’s thesis (Ref. 9-13), Urbiola reported
that the steady-state torque required to make the mag-
netic seal disc rotate is a function of the oil level, but re-
mains a fraction of the torque needed to make the
(adjacent) ball bearing balls roll. This fraction ranges
from a low of 0.13 to a high of 0.83. He also noted that
the differential temperature between the seal contact sur-
faces and an adjacent ball bearing outer race is indepen-

dent of oil pressure and averaged 12°C (22°F). To quot-
ing from his summary:

“A magnetic seal leaks less than any other type of
seal and operates with a low coefficient of friction,
torque, electric power consumption and heat gen-
eration. Experimental data evidences this device as
an affordable way of sealing ball bearing hous-
ings…”*

Getting Back to Bearing Life Issues
Unlike API-610 pump bearings, which petrochemi-

cal companies often specify for an L10 life of 40,000
hours, ANSI pump bearings are selected on the basis of
an expected 24,000-hour life. Nominally, this means that
90% of ANSI pump bearings should still be serviceable
after approximately three years of continuous operation.

——————————
*Although unplanned, the experiments at Texas A&M corroborated
and validated two of our earlier statements:

—that incorrectly machined oil rings will quickly cause bearing
damage (page 210), and

—that operating a 65 mm bearing at 3,600 rpm with lube oil
reaching the center of the lowest bearing ball will cause oil tempera-
tures to increase significantly.
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Figure 9-34: Narrow-width magnetic face seals
can completely isolate bearing housing interior
from atmosphere and external contamination
(Source: Isomag Corporation, Baton Rouge, Loui-
siana 70809)

However, the failure statistics quoted in Ref. 9-7
and elsewhere indicate that conventionally lubri-
cated ANSI pump bearings do not even approach
this longevity. Lack of lubrication, wrong lubrica-
tions, water and dirt in the oil, and oil-ring debris
in the oil sump all cause bearing life expectancies
to be substantially less. It must be assumed that
similar findings by other major users of ANSI
pumps prompted the search for “life-time lubri-
cated” rolling element bearings which we had al-
luded to earlier, but which nevertheless have their
own particular vulnerabilities and make economic
sense only at low DN values.

Problem incidents caused by dirt and water have
been substantially reduced by oil mist lubrication. How-
ever, serious failure risk can also be introduced by cer-
tain specification practices, including some that are
perhaps implied in the various editions of API-610.
Without going into the many possible factors which
could influence bearing life, a number of items must be
considered in the mechanical design of reliable centrifu-
gal pumps. First among these would be that deep-
groove Conrad-type radial bearings with loose internal
clearance (C3) are more tolerant of off-design pump op-
eration than bearings with standard internal clearance.
Also, it should be recognized that centrifugal pumps
which undergo significant bearing temperature excur-
sions are prone to cage failures. Phenolic cages are typi-
cally suited for operation below 220°F (105°C) only.

Figure 9-35: Nar-
row conventional
mechanical seal for
pump bearing
housing (Source:
Burgmann Seals
America, Houston,
Texas 77041)

Figure 9-36: Advanced “non-contacting” bearing hous-
ing seal (Source: AESSeal, plc, Rotherham, UK, and
Knoxville, Tennessee
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Figure 9-37: Magnetic seal test setup at Texas A&M University, 2001/2002 (Source: Urbiola Soto, Leonardo, Master’s Thesis “Experi-
mental Investigation on Rotating Magnetic Seals.”
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Conventional Wisdom: If it feels too hot, pour water on a
hot bearing housing.

Fact: Doing so is almost certain to accelerate the demise of
the bearing. The outer ring will shrink more than the
inner ring, causing excessive preload and failure.

Lubricant Flow Direction Influenced by
Bearing Orientation

There are compelling reasons to mount pump “du-
plex” angular contact thrust bearings back-to-back, as
was shown earlier in Figure 7-31 and again in Figures 9-
16 and 9-21. In process pumps, it must be assumed that
axial thrust will often act in both directions. This is why,
typically, two opposing thrust bearings are installed. Ex-
perience also shows that the bearing inner rings are
hotter than the outer rings, and Figure 9-38 alluded to
this possibility. Therefore, pump thrust bearings are al-
most always installed back-to-back so as to allow the
load contours of the bearing inner rings to thermally
“grow away” from ball contact.

If thrust bearings were mounted face-to-face (Fig-

Figure 9-38: Mounted preload vs. shaft fit for a 70 mm
angular contact thrust bearing (Source: FAG Bearing
Corporation, Stamford, Connecticut 06904)

New cage materials, such as polyamide 6.6, pro-
vide a higher temperature limit and excellent lubricity
even at slightly higher temperatures. For process pumps,
however, metallic cages are the component of choice.
There are two reasons why reliability-focused users dis-
allow non-metallic cages and insist on machined brass or
other metals. The first reason is because pump repair
shops are often unable to guarantee heating and assem-
bly procedures that will not overheat the bearing as it is
being placed on the pump shaft. The second reason is
linked to the fact that elongation or similar deformation
of the ball separators (cages) will not be detected by con-
ventional and typically practiced vibration detection
methods. Plastic cages thus have been known to fail
without warning.

The pump designer and pump user must also
come to grips with questions relating to preload values
and contact angles. The API-610 requirement to utilize
duplex 40° angular contact angle thrust bearings was
prompted by the desire to obtain maximum load capac-
ity from a given size bearing (Ref. 9-14). Similarly, the
requirement of installing these bearings back-to-back
with a light axial preload was aimed at reducing axial
shuttling of rotors to prevent brinelling of contact sur-
faces (raceways) and to prevent ball skidding.

Research by the FAG Bearing Corporation demon-
strated that under high thrust conditions 40° angular
contact bearings generate more heat than thrust bearings
with less angularity (Ref. 9-15). However, preloading
adds to the heat load, and using an interference fit be-
tween shaft and inner ring compounds the problem.

In this regard, Figure 9-38 will prove very enlight-
ening. It shows that for a given bearing (FAG 7314, 70
mm bore diameter) a shaft interference fit of 0.0003 in.
will produce an almost insignificant preload of approxi-
mately 22 lbs (~10 kgf), whereas an interference fit of
0.0007 in. would result in a mounted preload of 200 lbs
(~91 kgf).

However, a much more significant preload would
result from temperature differences between inner and
outer bearing rings. Such differences often exist in
pumps, since some heat migrates from high-temperature
pumpage along the shaft, and also because many pump
designs incorporate cooling provisions that tend to arti-
ficially cool the outer ring and will thus prevent it from
expanding.

By far the worst scenario would be for a pump
operator to apply a cooling water stream from a fire
hose. It is baffling to still see this practice today, in the
age of high tech, space travel, and information explo-
sion.
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ure 7-30), the load contours of the bearing inner rings
would thermally “grow into” more severe, and poten-
tially excessive, contact between balls and bearing race-
ways.

Although the foregoing serves as a reminder that
duplex angular contact pump thrust bearings should
generally be mounted back-to-back, our earlier discus-
sion showed that this manner of orientation is not opti-
mized for oil flow. As can be gleaned from Figure 9-39,
this fact did not escape the manufacturers of high reli-
ability pumps. Aiming for the least vulnerable thrust
bearing execution prompted one major manufacturer to
utilize a flinger disc that tosses the oil into the bearing
housing wall. From there, the lubricant runs into a
sloped trough or gallery. The left branch of the trough
leads to the radial (roller) bearing while the right branch
guides the lube oil into a spacer ring separating the bear-
ing outer rings.

With oil thus being deposited at the thrust (ball)
bearing cage location closest to the shaft and centrifugal
force obviously acting away from the shaft, lubricant
will flow through both thrust bearings before exiting at
each end. A second spacer ring clamped between the
bearing inner rings facilitates making preload adjust-
ments. The periphery of the flinger disc dips into the
lube oil level; however, the lube oil level is generally
maintained well below the center of the lowermost ball.
This reduces oil churning and friction-induced heat-up
of lube oil and bearings. Needless to say, unless lubri-
cant application methods take into
account all of the above, bearing life
and reliability may be severely im-
paired.

Pump users should also realize
that double row “filler notch” bear-
ings are considerably more vulner-
able in pump thrust applications
than other bearing types and should
not be used. Similarly, ball bearings
are sensitive to misalignment and
must be properly mounted to elimi-
nate this cause of failure. Misalign-
ment must be no greater than 0.001"
per inch (1 mm/m) of shaft length.
Bearings operating in a misaligned
condition are subject to failure re-
gardless of cage type, although riv-
eted cages seem particularly prone to
rivet head fatigue in misaligned con-
dition. This is another reason why
machined brass or bronze cages are

strongly recommended for pump applications.

Grease Lubrication Summary
While grease lubrication of pump bearings is not

very common in the average U.S. process plant environ-
ment, entire pulp and paper plants in Scandinavia and
other overseas locations use grease lubrication on thou-
sands of pumps. However, grease lubed bearings are the
accepted standard for the majority of electric motors
throughout the world. And so, regardless of what equip-
ment type is involved, certain facts are worthy of consid-
eration and a few precautions are in order.

The cost difference between superior greases and
“minimum acceptable” greases is relatively small. Pro-
cess plants and other facilities wishing to be reliability-
focused and to avoid bearing repairs will find it
economically attractive to buy only premium greases.
Also, while there may be an optimum grease selection
for electric motor bearings, this grease would not serve
well in grease lubricated couplings, or open gearing, or
steam turbine linkages and so forth. In other words, a
reliability-focused pump owner will not even consider
using the same “all-purpose” grease product for every
application requiring grease.

It serves no useful purpose to request grease prop-
erties that are not actually needed in a given application.
A good example would be EP (extreme pressure) addi-
tives. While of importance in sliding gear engagements,
these additives would in no way improve the life of elec-

Figure 9-39: Optimized lube application between two back-to-back
mounted angular contact bearings (Source: KSB AG, Germany)
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tric motor bearings. Electric motor bearings are almost
always lightly loaded.

General Properties Reviewed
Soft, long-fibered type greases, or excessively

heavy oils, will result in increased churning friction at
higher speeds, causing bearing overheating due to the
high shear rate of these lubricants. Excessive amounts of
lubricant will also create high temperatures.

Using oils of adequate film strength, but light vis-
cosity, or using channeling or semi-channeling greases
has the benefit of substantially reducing the heat-gener-
ating effects of lubricants. The advantages of these
greases rest in their ability to “channel” or be pushed
aside by the rotating ball or roller elements of a bearing
and to lie essentially dormant in the side cavities of the
bearing or housing reservoir.

Channeling greases normally are “short-fibered”
and have a buttery consistency that imparts a low shear
rate to the lubricant. This low temperature aids an oper-
ating bearing to establish temperature equilibrium, even
if a lubricant is applied having a slightly higher viscosity
than the application demands. Higher fluid friction in-
creases the temperature of the lubricant until the viscos-
ity is reduced to the proper level. It should be noted,
however, that short-fibered greases might lead to “false
brinelling” damage in applications subject to vibration
without equipment rotation.

Greases are generally applied where oils cannot be
used, e.g. in places where sealing does not exist or is
inadequate, or in dirty environments and inaccessible lo-
cations. Greases are also used in places where oil drip-
ping or splashing cannot be tolerated and where
“sealed-for-life” lubrication is desired. It should be rec-
ognized, however, that “sealed for life” and “lubricated
for life” are terms that simply refer to bearings that can-
not be re-lubricated and which will fail once the grease
has been used up, or is no longer serviceable due to oxi-
dation of the oil. This explains why, at the beginning of
this chapter, Table 9-1 ranked “Lubrication for Life” last
in tabulating the influence of lubrication on service life.

Greases are fine dispersions of oil-insoluble thick-
ening agents—usually soap—in a fluid lubricant such as
a mineral oil. When a bearing lubricated with grease
starts to move, the grease structure (created by the thick-
ening agent) is affected by the shearing action, and lubri-
cation is provided by the oil component of the grease. As
the bearing slows to a stop, the grease regains its semi-
solid structure. In non-moving parts of the bearing, this
structure does not change.

The type and amount of the thickener, additives

used, the oil, and the way in which the grease is made,
can all influence grease properties. The chosen base-oil
viscosity generally matches that for a fluid lubricant
used for the same service—low-viscosity oil for light
loads, fast speeds and low temperatures, and high-vis-
cosity oils for differing conditions. The thickener will de-
termine grease properties such as water resistance,
high-temperature limit, resistance to permanent struc-
tural breakdown, “stay-put” properties, and cost.

Greases are classified on the basis of soap (or thick-
ener) type, soap content, dropping point, base oil viscos-
ity and consistency. Consistency is mainly a measure of
the sealing properties, dispensability, and texture of a
grease. Once the grease is in a bearing, consistency has
little effect on performance. But despite this, greases are
widely described primarily on the basis of consistency
(Ref. 9-1). They come in an endless array of formulations
and with many different soaps. Suffice it to say that we
will only describe some of the most common types.

Sodium-soap greases are occasionally used on small
pump bearings because of their low torque resistance,
excellent high-temperature performance and ability to
absorb moisture in damp locations. Since all sodium
soaps are easily washed out by water sprays, they
should not be employed where splashes of water are
expected.

Lithium-soap greases are generally water resistant
and corrosion inhibiting, and have good mechanical and
oxidation stability. Many automobile manufacturers
specify such grease—often with additives to give wide
protection against problems caused by shipment, motor-
ist neglect, and now popular extended lubrication inter-
vals. Widely used in centralized lubrication systems,
these versatile greases are also favored in both sliding
and rolling element bearings.

Simple calcium-soap greases resist water-washout, are
non-corrosive to most metals, work well in both grease
cups and centralized lubrication systems, and are low-
cost lubricants. They are, depending on manufacturer
and ingredients, limited to services cooler than 160°F to
200°F (~71°-93°C).

Complex calcium-soap greases, wisely applied, can
provide multi-purpose lubrication at a fraction of the cost
of a lithium-soap grease; however, misapplication of
these greases will likely cause more difficulty than the
same error committed with lithium greases. Special-pur-
pose greases are available for food processing (both the
thickener and oil are nontoxic), fine textile manufacture
(light colors for non-staining, or adhesive grades to avoid
sling-off), rust prevention and other special services.

Aluminum complex greases have outstanding EP (ex-
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treme pressure) capabilities and excellent water resis-
tance to both emulsion and water washout. They can be
pumped at low temperatures, are stable at high tempera-
tures, and have excellent oxidation stability. They have
solved seemingly insurmountable problems in high-
speed electric train wheel lubrication and other tough
applications (Ref. 9-16). To obtain maximum benefit
from aluminum complex greases, work with a compe-
tent provider and purge existing grease fill, as per
vendor’s instructions.

Premium-grade polyureas (“EM” electric motor
polyureas) are often considered the best choice for
electric motor bearings. They incorporate a synthesized
hydrocarbon base oil with high temperature capability,
excellent rust inhibition properties, low friction, and
other desirable attributes. Recent studies confirmed
that the re-lubrication intervals for polyureas exceed
those of lithium greases by at least a factors of two,
and often by a factor of four.

Application Limits for Greases
Bearings and bearing lubricants are subject to four

prime operating influences: speed, load, temperature,
and environmental factors. The optimal continuous op-
erating speeds for ball and roller type bearings—as re-
lated to lubrication—are functions of what is termed the
DN factor. To establish the DN factor for a particular
bearing, the bore of the bearing (in millimeters) is mul-
tiplied by the revolutions per minute, i.e.:

75mm × 1000 rpm = 75,000 DN value

Rule-of-thumb application limits for premium-
grade mineral oil-type greases in continuously operating
bearings have been established to range from 100,000 to
150,000 DN for most spherical roller type bearings, and
200,000 to 300,000 DN values for most conventional ball
bearings. Higher DN limits can sometimes be achieved
for both ball and roller type bearings, but require close
consultation with the bearing manufacturer. When oper-
ating at DN values higher than those indicated above,
use either special greases incorporating good channeling
characteristics, or use circulating oil.

Grease Re-lubrication Intervals
Typical grease re-lubrication intervals have been

published by motor, bearing, and grease manufacturers.
However, no two recommendations are alike and many
do not take into account ambient or operating tempera-
ture effects. The SKF guidelines given in Figure 9-40 are
based on engineering analyses and tests. They have been

extensively validated by industry experience and have
for many years been used by reliability-focused user
companies all over the world.

In Figure 9-40 then, the re-lubrication intervals for
normal operating conditions can be read off as a func-
tion of bearing speed “n” and bore diameter “d” of a
certain bearing type. The diagram is valid for bearings
on horizontal shafts in stationary machines under nor-
mal loads. It applies to good quality lithium base greases
at a temperature not exceeding 158°F (70°C). SKF recom-
mend that, to take account of the accelerated aging of the
grease with increasing temperature, the intervals ob-
tained from the diagram be halved for every 15°C (27°F)
increase in bearing temperature above 158°F (70°C).
However, the user must keep in mind that the maximum
operating temperature for the grease—as stipulated by
the grease manufacturer—should not be exceeded.

The intervals may be extended at temperatures
lower than 158°F (70°C), but as operating temperatures
decrease the grease will bleed oil less readily; therefore,
at low temperatures, an extension of the intervals by
more than two times is not recommended. It is not ad-
visable to use re-lubrication intervals in excess of 30,000
hours. For bearings on vertical shafts the interval ob-
tained from Figure 9-40 should be halved.

For large roller bearings having a bore diameter of
300 mm and above, the high specific loads in the bearing
mean that adequate lubrication will be obtained only if
the bearing is more frequently re-lubricated than indi-
cated by Figure 9-40, and the lines are therefore broken.
It is recommended in such cases that continuous lubrica-
tion be practiced for technical and economic reasons.
The grease quantity to be supplied for continuous lubri-
cation can be obtained from Equation 9-1 for applica-
tions where conditions are otherwise normal, i.e. where
external heat is not applied.

Gk = (0.3… 0.5) D B × 10–4 (Equation 9-1)
where

Gk = grease quantity to be continuously sup-
plied, grams/hr

D = bearing outside diameter, mm
B = total bearing width (or height, for thrust

bearings), mm

While the above quantities refer to continuous
grease lubrication, it should be noted that the quantities
used for periodic replenishment are substantially differ-
ent. By adding small amounts of fresh grease at regular
intervals, the used grease in the bearing arrangement
will only be partially replaced. Suitable quantities to be
added can be obtained from Equation 9-2:
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Gp = 0.005 DB (Equation 9-2)
where

Gp = grease quantity to be added when
replenishing, grams

D = bearing outside diameter, mm
B = total bearing width (axial length of

bore), mm

Alternatively, the user may use Equation 9-3 as a
periodic grease replenishment guideline

Gv = 0.2 W × d2 (Equation 9-3)

where
Gv = grease quantity to be added when

replenishing, cubic inches
W = width of bearing, inches
d = bearing bore diameter (or shaft size), inches

A rather different, much more general approach to
grease re-lubrication of rolling element bearings is taken

by FAG Bearing Company of Stamford, Connecticut. As
shown in Figure 9-41, the user would divide equipment
operating speed n by the manufacturer’s stipulated lim-
iting speed ng and enter this value on the abscissa. From
the intersect of a vertical line with the appropriate curve,
the recommended re-lubrication interval can be found to
the left, on the ordinate.

Finally, we want to introduce a grease
manufacturer’s guidelines for electric motor re-greasing,
Table 9-7. It represents an effort to make adjustments for
motor size, severity of service, and grease type. Ronex-
MP is typical of good multipurpose greases, whereas
Unirex-N2 is a premium product intended for electric
motors only. More recently, Unirex-N2 has been replaced
by “Polyrex,” a superior electric motor bearing grease.

Grease Better than Oil?
From the above, we note that grease lubrication is

sometimes simpler, or more convenient than liquid oil
applied to rolling element bearings. A rather elementary
definition of grease would call it a composite of around

Figure 9-40: Grease relubrication inter-
vals (Source: SKF USA, Kulpsville,
Pennsylvania 19443)
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85% oil and perhaps 13% soap, with the remainder made
up of additives. However, since it is the oil and not the
soap that does the lubricating, it can be said that the
quality of lubricating with grease cannot possibly exceed
the quality of properly applied liquid oil.

We do not have to be reminded that bearing fail-
ures often occur in the electric motors that drive pumps.

Table 9-7: Maximum grease re-lubrication interval for electric motors recommended by Exxon in 1980

Figure 9-41: Grease re-lubrica-
tion intervals recommended by
FAG Bearing Corporation
(Stamford, Connecticut, 06904).

There are many reasons for these failures and the use of
better bearings is not in and of itself a solution to the
problem. Again, some statistics will be of interest.

In the petrochemical industry, approximately 60
percent of all electric motor difficulties are thought to
originate with bearing troubles. One plant, which had
computerized its failure records, showed bearing prob-
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Figure 9-43: Open bearing with cross-flow grease lubri-
cation

lems in 70 percent of all repair events. This figure climbs
to 80 percent in household appliances with “life-time” lu-
brication. If a bearing defect is allowed to progress to the
point of failure, far more costly motor rewinding and ex-
tensive downtime often results. Improvements in bearing
life should not be difficult to justify under these circum-
stances, especially since it has been established that most
incidents of bearing distress are caused by lubrication de-
ficiencies, including, of course problems brought on by
very pervasive faulty lubrication procedures.

There is some disagreement among electric motor
manufacturers as to the best bearing arrangement for
horizontal-type, grease-lubricated, ball bearing motors.
There is disagreement also on the best technique for re-
plenishing the grease supply in the bearing cartridge. If
the user of these motors wanted to follow the recommen-
dations of all these manufacturers for their specific mo-
tors, he would have to stock, or have available, ball
bearings in a given size with no shields (i.e. open, Figures
9-42 and 9-43, with single-shields, Figure 9-44, and
double-shields, Figure 9-45 (Ref. 9-17). The user would
also be asked to train personnel in the often-different re-
lubrication techniques specified for different makes of
motors. The confusion thus created in the mind of main-
tenance personnel may indeed bring about a less than sat-
isfactory method of maintaining expensive, important
equipment.

Users, too, disagree on such matters as lubrica-
tion method, bearing type, and re-lubrication fre-
quency in seemingly similar plants. A 1980 study of
twelve petrochemical facilities showed that lubrication
practices for electric motors varied from having no
program at all, to the opposite—and certainly laud-
able—continuous application of oil mist. Four plants
stated they had no lubrication program for motors and
ran motors to failure. These plants specified sealed
bearings for motors. Two plants were apparently trying
oil mist on some motors.

Another plant had all (which is to say several thou-
sand) electric motors with anti-friction bearings lubri-
cated by oil mist. The facility using oil mist lubrication
was able to point to nine years of highly satisfactory
experience as of 1983. They reaffirmed their complete
success in 1992 and are as satisfied as ever in 2003. In
1992, six of the twelve plants used a formal program to
lubricate oiled and greased bearings. As of the early to
mid 2000’s, no reliability-focused plant was found with-
out a conscientious and well-managed pump and driver
lubrication program. Many used plant-wide oil mist lu-
brication systems.

However, before we explain what we consider op-

Figure 9-42: High load and/or high speed bearing sup-
plied without shield

timized lubrication for pump drive electric motor bear-
ings, it might be helpful to review the most frequently
used motor bearing housing configurations and lubrica-
tion arrangements. Also, it is of interest to note the many
persistent misunderstandings that deserve to be rectified
and explained (Ref. 9-18).
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How Grease-lubricated Bearings Function
Open Bearings

High-load and/or high peripheral speed bearings
are often supplied without shields to allow cooler oper-
ating temperature and longer life. Two such bearing

were illustrated in Figures 9-42 and 9-43. It is important
to note that these motor bearing housings (and also the
other types of motor bearings dealt with in this text) are
shown with inner caps, item 5. Inexpensive “throw-
away” motors might be found with inner caps lacking.
Our entire premise here is that the user is dealing with
the electric motors that incorporate item 5.

If grease inlet and outlet ports are located on the
same side, bearings are commonly referred to as “con-
ventional-flow grease lubricated.” If grease inlet and
outlet ports are located at opposite sides, we refer to
“cross-flow lubrication.” Both shielded and sealed bear-
ings can be modified to become open bearings by simply
removing shields or seals.

A shielded, grease-lubricated ball bearing (Figure
9-44) can be compared to a centrifugal pump having the
ball-and-cage assembly as its impeller, and having as its
impeller eye the annular space between the stationary
shield and the rotating inner ring. From our earlier chap-
ter on bearings, recall that shields act primarily as meter-
ing orifices and that make-up grease bleeds across the
annular gap and into the bearing from an adjacent
grease cavity which is part of the bearing housing. Using
proper methods and controlled application, shielded
bearings can thus be re-lubricated, whereas sealed bear-
ings cannot.

Single-shielded Bearings
A large petrochemical complex in the U.S. Gulf

Coast area considers the regular single-shield bearing
with the shield facing the grease supply, as shown in
Figure 9-44, to be the best arrangement. Their experience
indicates this straightforward arrangement will extend
bearing life. It will also permit using an extremely
simple lubrication and re-lubrication technique, if so in-
stalled. This technique makes it unnecessary to know the
volume of grease already in the bearing cartridge. The
shield is important in that it acts as a baffle against agi-
tation.

Since the shield-to-inner-ring annulus serves as a
metering device to control grease flow, overheating from
excess grease is much less likely to occur. Also, the risk
of premature ball bearing failures caused by contami-
nated grease is reduced. Further, warehouse inventories
of ball bearings can be reduced to one type of bearing
configuration for the great bulk of existing grease-lubri-
cated ball bearing requirements. For other services
where an open bearing is a “must,” as in some high-
speed applications or flush-through arrangements, the
shield can be removed in the field.

Figure 9-44: Single-shield motor bearing with shield
facing the grease cavity

Figure 9-45: Double-shielded bearing
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Conventional Wisdom: Shielded bearings cannot be re-lu-
bricated.

Fact: Using proper procedures, shielded bearings can be re-
lubricated.

As mentioned above, with the shielded type of
bearing, grease—or the oil constituent in the grease—
may readily enter the bearing, but dirt is restricted by
the close-fitting shields. Bearings of the sealed design
will not permit entry of new grease, whereas with
shielded bearings grease will be drawn in through cap-
illary action as the bearing cage assembly rotates. The
grease will then be discharged by centrifugal force into
the ball track of the outer race. Since there is no shield on
the backside of this bearing, the excess grease can escape
into the inner bearing cap of the motor bearing housing.

Double-shielded Bearings
Some motor manufacturers still subscribe to a dif-

ferent approach, having decided in favor of double-
shielded bearings. These are usually arranged as shown
in Figure 9-45 and function no differently than the
single-shielded version of Figure 9-44. The housings
serve as a lubricant reservoir and are filled with grease.
By regulating the flow of grease into the bearing, the
shields act to prevent excessive amounts from being
forced into the bearing. A grease retainer labyrinth is
designed to prevent grease from reaching the motor
windings on the inner side of the bearing.

On motors furnished with this bearing configura-
tion and mounting arrangement, it is not necessary to
pack the housing next to the bearing full of grease for
proper bearing lubrication. However, packing with
grease helps to prevent dirt and moisture from entering.
Oil from this grease reservoir can and does, over a long
period, enter the bearing to revitalize the grease within
the shields. Grease in the housing outside the stationary
shields is not agitated or churned by the rotation of the
bearing and consequently, is less subject to oxidation.
Furthermore, if foreign matter is present, the fact that the
grease in the chamber is not being churned reduces the
probability of the debris contacting the rolling elements
of the bearing.

Along those lines, occasional claims that shielded
bearings are not regreasable deserve to be labeled funda-
mentally flawed. The annular gap between the shield
and bearing inner ring allows bleeding of grease at just
the right amount to ensure long and satisfactory bearing
operation. So-called “tests” done while regreasing and
showing that the grease cannot be forced into the bear-
ing are highly misleading in that they are overlooking

the design intent. For shielded bearings, the design in-
tent is to allow slow bleeding, not pressure-based instan-
taneous grease replenishment.

Double-shielded Bearings with
Grease Metering Plate

On many motors furnished with grease-lubricated
double-shielded bearings, the bearing housings are not
usually provided with a drain plug. When grease is
added and the housing becomes filled without applying
excessive pressure, some grease will be forced into the
bearing. Some of these bearings come with an additional
shield, typically called a metering plate, and shown in
Figure 9-46. Any surplus grease will be squeezed out
along the close clearance between the shaft and the outer
cap because the resistance of this path is less than the
resistance presented by the bearing shields, metering
plate and—on open, non-shielded bearings—the laby-
rinth seal. However, excessive pressure applied with a
grease gun may again deflect the adjacent shield and
cause it to contact the bearing rotating elements. This
creates frictional heat and, in some instances, abrasive
metal wear that are sure to terminate bearing life. In that
case, the user would have been better off leaving things
alone or following best practices, below.

Best Practices for the Expulsion of Spent Grease
Closest to “Best Practices” are plants that consis-

tently manage to remove their grease drain plug before
attempting to inject the new grease. There are several
facilities in the Middle East that do just that. Their elec-
tric motor bearings fail at a rate of 14 per 1,000 motors
per year. Drain plugs are also being removed prior to
grease replenishment at a petrochemical unit located in
the South Texas area of the United States. Their electric
motor bearings are being replaced at a rate of 18 per

Figure 9-46: Double-shielded bearing with grease me-
tering plate facing grease reservoir
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1,000 motors per year.
The very best statistic from an installation that

did not remove their motor bearing drain plugs was
156 per 1,000 motors per year; the worst report came
from a plant that replaced 900 sets of bearings on
their 900 electric motors each year. Not allowing the
spent grease to be expelled inevitably causes much of
the old product to be forced into the bearing. This,
and the heat build-up from the excess grease, would
explain the poor performance of plants tolerating
grease injection into spaces that are not configured to
first expel the spent grease.

True best practices plants have eliminated human
forgetfulness by discarding the drain plug and leaving
the drain passage open at all times. They have installed
at or near the bottom of the motor bearing housing the
setup illustrated in Figure 9-47. Typically consisting of a
length of 3/8th-inch threaded pipe followed by a pipe
elbow and a short pipe nipple, this “escape route” is al-
ways filled with a “plug” of residual spent grease. Upon
re-greasing through a conventional application fitting
located at the top of the bearing housing, the semi-solid
“drain plug” will be expelled and a new plug will take
its place.

The use of pressure relief fittings instead of the
permanently open drain should be discouraged. Experi-
ence shows that these fittings have often refused to open
at pressures below those that cause unacceptable shield
deflection. Many European manufacturers of electric
motors have therefore designed bearing housing end
caps with a labyrinth configuration that doubles as an
“escape valve,” Figure 9-48.

Procedures for Re-greasing
Electric Motor Bearings

Electric motor bearings should be re-lubricated
with greases that are compatible with the original
charge. It should be noted that some of the polyurea
greases often used by the motor manufacturers may be
incompatible with the rather well represented lithium-
base greases that have traditionally been chosen for their
favorable all-around properties. However, since the mid
1990’s premium-grade “EM”-polyureas have rightly
been considered superior for a very wide range of elec-
tric motor lube applications in reliability-focused plants.
See Table 9-8 for grease compatibility information.

Grease replenishment should be undertaken only
after the drain plug has been removed. The preferred
solution would be to install permanent escape piping
per Figure 9-47, or to utilize the labyrinth escape ap-
proach depicted in Figure 9-48.

Here, then, are experience-based procedures for
grease replenishment of the various pump drive motor
bearings.

Single-shielded Bearings
To take advantage of single-shielded arrangements

in electric motors, a large Phillips Petroleum facility de-
veloped and validated three simple procedural recom-
mendations:

1. Install a single-shield ball bearing with the shield
facing the grease supply in motors having the
grease fill-and-drain ports on that same side of the
bearing. Add a finger full of grease to the ball track

Figure 9-47: Best practices grease expulsion through
open drain pipe
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from the open back side of the bearing during as-
sembly.

2. After assembly, the balance of the initial lubrication
of this single-shielded bearing should be done with
the motor idle. Unless a permanently open pipe is
used as a drain passage, remove the drain plug.
With a grease gun or high volume grease pump, fill
the grease reservoir until fresh grease emerges
from the drain. The fill and drain plugs should
then be reinstalled and the motor is ready for ser-
vice.

It is essential that this initial lubrication would not
be attempted while the motor is running. It was ob-
served that to do so would cause, by pumping action, a
continuing flow of grease through the shield annulus
until the overflow space in the inner cartridge cap is full.

Grease would then flow down the shaft and into the
winding of the motor where it would often cause heat-
related winding damage. This unwanted flow in the di-
rection of the motor interior would take place before the
grease can emerge at the drain.

Although bearing manufacturers have occasionally
expressed other preferences, re-lubrication may be done
while the motor is either running or idle. Plant tests
showed that fresh grease takes a wedge-like path
straight through the old grease, around the shaft, and
into the ball track. Thus, the overflow of grease into the
inner reservoir space is quite small even after several re-
lubrications. Potentially damaging grease is thus kept
from the stator winding.

Further, since the ball and cage assembly of this
arrangement does not have to force its way through a
solid fill of grease, bearing heating is kept to a minimum.
In fact, it was observed that a maximum temperature

Table 9-8: Grease compatibilities published by Royal Purple, Ltd.
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rise of only 20°F (~12°C) occurred 20 minutes after the
grease reservoir was filled. It returned to a 5°F (3°C) rise
two hours later. In contrast, the double-shield arrange-
ment caused a temperature rise of over 100°F (56°C). At
90°F (32°C) ambient temperature the resulting tempera-
ture was 190°F (88°C) and maintained this 100°F (56°C)
rise for over a week.

Double-shielded Bearings
One of several well-proven procedures for re-lubri-

cating ball bearings consists of the following two steps:

• Hand-pack (completely fill) the cavity adjacent to
the bearing. Use the necessary precautions to pre-
vent contaminating this grease before the motor is
assembled.

• After assembly, lubricate stationary motor until a full
ring of grease appears around the shaft at the relief
opening in the bracket.

If under-lubricated after installation, the double-
shielded bearing is thought to last longer than an open

(non-shielded) bearing given the same treatment. This is
because a certain amount of grease is retained within the
shields (plus grease remaining in the housing from its
initial filling).

If over-greased after installation, the double-
shielded bearing can often be expected to operate satis-
factorily without overheating. That said, it must be
ascertained that over-lubrication was not caused by si-
multaneously over-pressurizing the grease reservoir.
Over-pressurizing the to the point of causing contact
between shields and rolling elements would invite fric-
tional heat and abrasive wear damage to both grease and
bearing. Plain over-lubrication would still allow excess
grease to escape through the clearance between the
shield and inner race. Hence, the grease in the housing
adjacent to the bearing is not being churned, agitated
and overheated.

It is not necessary to disassemble motors at the end
of fixed periods to grease bearings. Bearing shields do
not require replacement.

Double-shielded ball bearings should not be
flushed for cleaning. If water and dirt are known to be
present inside the shields of a bearing because of a flood
or other unusual circumstances, the bearing should be
removed from service. All leading ball-bearing manufac-
turers are providing reconditioning service at a nominal
cost when bearings are returned to their factories. As an
aside, reconditioned ball bearings are generally less
prone to fail than are brand new bearings. This is be-
cause grinding marks and other asperities are now bur-
nished to the point where smoother running and less
heat generation are likely.

Re-lubrication of Cylindrical Roller Bearings
• Hand pack bearing before assembly
• Proceed as outlined in (1) and (2) for double

shielded ball bearings.

Open Bearings
Open bearings have neither shield(s) nor seals and

generate less frictional heat than shielded or sealed bear-
ings. Also, they are typically used in higher peripheral
speed applications than their shielded or sealed counter-
parts. Note that motors with open, conventionally
greased bearings are generally lubricated with slightly
different procedures for drive-end and opposite end
bearings.

To Lubricate Drive-end Bearings,
Proceed as Follows:
1. Re-lubrication with the shaft stationary is recom-

Figure 9-48: Labyrinth grease drain passages popular
in European-built electric motors
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mended. If possible, the motor should be warm.
2. Wipe off grease fitting or, if grease entry passage is

provided with a plug, remove plug and replace
with grease fitting.

3. Unless permanently open drain pipe assembly is
provided, remove large drain plug at bottom of
bearing housing.

4. Using a low pressure, hand operated grease gun,
pump in the recommended amount of grease, or
use an amount equal to 1/4 of bearing bore vol-
ume.

5. If purging of system is desired, continue pumping
until new grease appears either around the shaft or
at the drain opening. Stop after new grease ap-
pears.

6. On large motors provisions have usually been
made to remove the outer cap for inspection and
cleaning. Remove both rows of cap bolts. Remove,
inspect and clean cap. Replace cap, being careful to
prevent dirt from getting into bearing cavity.

7. After re-lubrication allow motor to run for fifteen
minutes before replacing drain plugs.

8. If the motor has a special grease relief fitting (cau-
tion: relief fittings have tendency to “freeze up,” as
mentioned earlier!), pump in the recommended
volume of grease or until a one inch long string of
grease appears in any one of the relief passages.
Replace plugs.

9. Wipe away any excess grease that has exited at the
grease relief port.

Lubrication Procedure for
Bearing Opposite Drive End:
• If bearing hub is accessible, as in drip-proof mo-

tors, follow the same procedure as for the drive-
end bearing.

• For fan-cooled motors, note the amount of grease
used to lubricate shaft-end bearing and use the
same amount for opposite-end bearing.

Motor bearings arranged with housing provisions
as shown earlier in Figure 9-43, with grease inlet and
outlet ports on opposite sides, are called cross-flow lu-
bricated. Re-greasing is accomplished with the motor
running. The following procedure should be observed:

1. Start motor and allow to operate until motor tem-
perature is obtained.

2. Inboard bearing (coupling end)
a. Remove grease inlet plug or fitting.

b. Remove outlet plug. Some motor designs are
equipped with excess grease cups located di-
rectly below the bearing. Remove the cups and
clean out the old grease.

c. Remove hardened grease from the inlet and
outlet ports with a clean probe. Nylon or
Delrin® cable wraps make useful probes.

d. Inspect the grease removed from the inlet port.
If rust or other abrasives are observed, do not
grease the bearing. Tag motor for overhaul.

e. Bearing housing with outlet ports:
(1) Insert probe in the outlet port to a depth

equivalent to the bottom balls of the bear-
ing.

(2) Replace grease fitting and add grease
slowly with a hand gun. Count strokes of
gun as grease is added.

(3) Stop pumping when the probe in the out-
let port begins to move. This indicates
that the grease cavity is full.

f. Bearing housings with excess grease cups:
(1) Replace grease fitting and add grease

slowly with a hand gun. Count strokes of
gun as grease is added.

(2) Stop pumping when grease appears in
the excess grease cup. This indicates that
the grease cavity is full.

2. Outboard bearing (fan end):
a. Follow inboard bearing procedure, provided

the outlet grease ports or excess grease cups
are accessible,

a. If grease outlet port or excess grease cup is not
accessible, add 2/3 of the amount of grease
required for the inboard bearing.

c. Leave grease outlet ports open—do not replace
the plugs. Excess grease will be expelled
through the port.

d. If bearings are equipped with excess grease
cups, replace the cups. Excess grease will expel
into the cups.

“Automatic” Grease Lubrication
Table 9-1 had clearly listed automatic grease re-

plenishment as one of the leading contenders for extend-
ing bearing life. Plant-wide automatic grease lubrication
systems are popular in Scandinavian pulp and paper
mills. The experience of some mills dates back to the
1970’s and some plants with many hundreds of installed
pumps have reported zero bearing failures in time peri-
ods often spanning more than a year. This application
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method is thoroughly explained in Refs. 9-19 through 9-
22 and a brief overview will have to suffice here.

The systems are configured as shown in Figure 9-
49. Modular in design and easily expandable, they con-
sist of a single or multi-channel control center (Item 1),
one or more pumping stations (Item 2), appropriate sup-
ply lines (Item 3), tubing (4), which links a remote shut-
off valve (5) and lubrication dosing modules (6) and also
interconnects dosing modules and points to be lubri-
cated. Different size dosing modules are used to opti-
mally serve bearings of varying configurations and
dimensions. The dosing modules are individually ad-
justable to provide an exact amount of lubricant, thus
avoiding over-lubrication. A pressure sensing switch
(Item 7) completes the installation and pressure is ap-
plied only during the feed stroke of the system.

A similar, but vastly scaled down approach is used
in the many different types and models of single point
automatic lubricators, or SPAL’s, available in North
America. The estimated two or three dozen available
configurations can be categorized into refillable and
non-refillable models, or models that keep the grease
under pressure at all times and models that apply pres-
sure only during the feed stroke, i.e. intermittently. To
date, any high performance motor bearing grease sub-
jected to long-term pressurization will undergo separa-

tion into its oil and soap components. Among the very
few greases that will not “come apart” when pressurized
for long times we typically find coupling greases. How-
ever, coupling greases would perform very poorly in
rolling element bearings expected to perform reliably in
process machinery. They should not be used in pumps
and electric motors.

In any event, Figure 9-50 is introduced here to de-
pict some of the more widely available SPAL’s that are
primarily marketed in the Americas. Marketing and
pricing considerations may have prompted some manu-
facturers to produce pressure by either springs or chemi-
cal propellants (Figure 9-51). An awareness of grease
behavior may have prompted some manufacturers to
offer certain SPAL’s with electronic timing, others with
microchips, and even one with a motor-driven agitator
auger (Figure 9-52). Many SPAL models can feed into a
small distribution manifold with outlet tubing connected
to four or more separate, or remotely located, points to
be lubricated. The device would thus become a small
self-contained multi-point automatic lubricator.

Conventional Wisdom: Single Point Automatic Lubricators
are an inexpensive means of ascertaining proper lu-
brication.

Fact: Unless the right grease is applied with the correct

Figure 9-49: Automatic grease lubrication system (Source: Safematic Oy, Muurame, Finland)
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Figure 9-51: Spring and electrically acti-
vated single-point automatic lubricators

Figure 9-50: Single-point automatic lubricators
(“SPAL’s”). Self-contained grease dispensers marketed
by Trico Mfg. Co. (Pewaukee, Wisconsin 53072)

pressure and at the appropriate feed rate, SPAL’s may
not be a good lubrication choice.

While each model or variant thus comes with its
own claims and features, we know of no best practices
plants or profitable high-reliability performers that are

large-scale users of SPAL’s for either pumps or pump
drive motors. Therefore, before deciding to apply SPAL’s
on a plant-wide basis it would be wise to thoroughly
investigate the costs and benefits of each and every one
of the many contenders discussed so far. Until such a
rather detailed study is undertaken, competent engi-
neers would be hard pressed to choose between oil mist
and fully automated grease systems, or conventional oil
lubrication and manual re-greasing, and perhaps even
the plant-wide use of well-engineered SPAL units. But,
regardless of which route is being investigated or con-
sidered, never forget to ask where the spent lubricant
will reappear and how one plans to dispose of it.

Life-time Lubricated, “Sealed” Bearings
Lifetime lubricated bearings are often misapplied

and are rarely suitable for continuous operation in pro-
cess pumps and their motor drivers. As shown in Table
9-1, “lubrication for life” ranks last in order of prefer-
ence. Lubed-for-life bearings incorporate close-fitting
seals in place of, or in addition to shields. They are cus-
tomarily found in low horsepower motors or in appli-
ances that operate intermittently. But, it is well known
that close-fitting seals can cause high frictional heat that
leads to accelerated oxidation of the grease charge. Once
the seals have worn and are loosely fitting they will no
longer be effective in excluding atmospheric air and
moisture. Again, rapid grease deterioration may result.

Nevertheless, at least one large petrochemical com-
pany in the United States deviated from customary prac-
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tice. This facility claimed satisfaction with sealed ball
bearings in small centrifugal pumps as long as bearing
operating temperatures remained below 150°C (302°F)
and speed factors DN (mm bearing bore times revolu-
tions per minute) did not exceed 300,000.

Notwithstanding the above 1980’s claims, reliabil-
ity-focused users in the decade beginning with 2001
have ruled out the use of lubed-for-life bearings. Let
there be no doubt that reliability-focused installations
expect “life” to last more than three years in the typical
plant environment. This is one of the reasons why
knowledgeable bearing manufacturers advise against
the use of sealed bearings larger than size 306 (30 mm
bore) at speeds exceeding 3,600 RPM. Sealed bearings
are thus generally excluded from 3,600 RPM motors of

Figure 9-52: Positive displacement, auger-type automatic
single-point lubricator (Source: A.T.S. Electro-Lube, Inc.,
Delta, B.C., Canada V4G 1H3)

10 or more horsepower (>7.5 kW).
In line with this recommendation, a DN value of

108,000 was quoted by an experienced bearing applica-
tion engineer as the economic, although not technically
required, upper limit for “life-time-lubrication.” This
assumes an average machine operating continuously in
a moderate ambient environment. Obviously, if a device
operates intermittently in a benign environment, grease
lubricated rolling element bearings may be acceptable at
DN-values in excess of 108,000. As an example, this
would be the case in a motor-operated control valve, or
certain pumps used in batch processing facilities. Con-
versely, bearings with DN values ranging from 108,000
to 300,000 are almost universally given periodic re-lubri-
cation.
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Oil mist lubrication, as shown schematically in Fig-
ure 10-1, is a centralized system which utilizes the en-
ergy of compressed air to produce a continuous feed of
atomized lubricating oil (Ref. 10-1). This atomized lube
oil, or “oil mist,” is conveyed by the carrier air—usually
dry air from the plant instrument compressor or dry
plant air—to multiple points through a low pressure
distribution system. The system typically operates at a
header pipe pressure of about 20 inches H2O (~5 kPa).
The oil mist then passes through a reclassifier nozzle
before entering the point to be lubricated. This
reclassifier nozzle establishes the oil mist stream as ei-
ther a mist, spray, or condensate, depending on the ap-
plication of the system (Ref. 10-2). At its destination, the
oil mist provides either only a protective, or both a pro-
tective and lubricating environment (Ref. 10-3).

Reclassifier nozzles can either be located at the mist
manifold (“distribution block”) located at the end of the
branch or at the stainless steel tube-male pipe connector
of Figure 10-1. Mist manifolds are shown in Figures 10-

1 through 10-3. A typical “mist” reclassifier fitting is
shown in Figure 10-4, where it essentially provides a
protective blanket for a gear speed reducing unit (Ref.
10-4). Here, the reclassifier is located at the stainless steel
tube-male pipe connector.

Not shown in Figure 10-1 are a mist density detec-
tor, filters associated with both the instrument-quality
air supply and a bulk oil storage vessel, and snap drains
(or snap valves) at the ends of the various pipe branches.
Properly designed oil mist consoles will include air and
oil heaters. Maintaining constant mixing temperatures
ensures that the proper air-to-oil ratio is maintained.
Once the mist has been produced, it will flow equally
well in Canadian and South American ambient environ-
ments. Neither the galvanized steel header pipes nor the
branch piping (or “drops”) shown in Figures 10-1 and
10-2 require heat-retaining insulation.

Generally speaking, a mist stream is ideal for high-
speed bearing lubrication and for the preservation and
protection of bearings in non-operating pumps. A spray

Chapter 10

Oil Mist Lubrication and

Storage Protection

Figure 10-1: Oil mist lubrication system schematic
(Source: Lubrication Systems Company, Houston, Texas 77024)
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may be needed for low-speed bearings, whereas “con-
densed” or, to be more precise, “coalesced,” droplets of
lubricant are primarily suitable for sliding guideways,
and application of viscous lubes to certain gear configu-
rations and a limited spectrum of other equipment. Few,
if any, condensing fittings are ever
used on pumps.

SYSTEM USAGE

Oil mist lubrication is a mature,
straight-forward, well-understood
technology. Since the mid-1950’s, the
oil mist lubrication concept has been
accepted as a proven and cost-effec-
tive means of providing lubrication
for centrifugal pumps (Ref. 10-5).
Typical large-scale applications in-
clude not only numerous different
types of pumps, but also electric mo-
tors, gears, chains, and horizontal
shaft bearings, such as on steam tur-
bines and steel rolling mill equipment.

Oil mist units come in different
sizes and with capacities that vary by
orders of magnitude. Small units
serve perhaps only one or two criti-
cally important pumps, consuming

Figure 10-3: Oil mist
distribution manifold
(Ref. 10-10)

Figure 10-4: Typical mist reclassifier fitting supplying “protective blan-
keting” to a gear speed reducing unit (Illustration courtesy of Noria
Corporation, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105)

Figure 10-2: Header pipes
and branch lines (“drops”)
typically terminate in a dis-
tribution manifold (Illus-
tration courtesy of Noria
Corporation, Tulsa, Okla-
homa 74105)

no more than 2.1 gallons (~8 liters) of oil per pump per
year. Medium-size units often serve 15 or 20 pump sets.
Large, centrally located oil mist consoles (Figure 10-5)
may serve the combined lubrication requirements of 100
pump sets (Ref. 10-6).
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The size of an oil mist unit can also be expressed as
“bearing-inches,” abbreviated “B.I.” A 10,000 B.I. unit
would have the capacity to generate the oil mist lubrica-
tion requirements of 10,000 bearings located on one-inch,
or 5,000 bearings located on two-inch, or 2,000 bearings

on five-inch shafts, and so forth. Incidentally, this sizing
method explains that oil mist consumption is largely a
function of bearing size, not bearing speed. However,
heavily loaded bearings do require more oil mist than
lightly loaded bearings.

Plant-wide oil mist systems allow the oil mist to
travel as far as 600 ft (~200m) from a centrally located oil
mist console to the most distant pump. Dry air, usually
instrument air, is supplied at 55 psig (379 kPa) pressure
and subsequently reduced to about 20 inches of H2O (~5
kPa). Headers are sized for an oil mist velocity of ap-
proximately 20 fps (~7 m/s). Experience shows that
higher velocities would cause too many of the atomized
lube oil globules to collide with other globules. The re-
sulting droplets would then be too heavy to remain in
suspension; they would tend to drop to the bottom of
the header, leaving only “lean” mist to reach the various
points to be lubricated.

A typical optimum header size would consist of
two-inch nominal galvanized steel pipe. This size is gen-
erally large enough to keep mist velocities low, and rigid
enough to limit deflection between pipe supports. Head-
ers are installed at a slight slope (Ref. 10-7). Any liquid
oil not kept in suspension by the carrier air will thus be
able to flow back into the console and its associated lube
oil reservoir (Ref. 10-8).

“PURGE MIST,” OR “WET SUMP” OIL MIST

The actual method of applying oil mist to a given
piece of equipment is governed to a large extent by the

type of bearing used. For pumps equipped with
sleeve bearings, oil mist alone is not considered
an effective means of lubrication because rela-
tively large quantities of oil and considerable
heat removal would be required. However, in
pumps with sleeve bearings (Figure 10-6), oil
mist is used effectively as a bearing housing
purge and, to a limited extent, as fresh oil make-
up to the reservoir.

An effective purge must exclude atmo-
spheric contaminants from the bearing environ-
ment. The purge mist must, therefore, exist at a
higher-than-ambient pressure. Either a balanced
oil sight assembly (Figure 10-7, left side), or a
balanced constant level oiler (Figure 10-7, right
side) is required for oil mist purged bearing
housings (Ref. 10-8). Balanced constant level lu-
bricators, also shown (see Figure 9-19) and dis-
cussed in the preceding chapter, are required so

Figure 10-5: Oil mist console suitable for lubricating 60
or more pumps—LubriMate suitable for lubricating 1
or 2 pumps (Source: Lubrication Systems Company,
Houston, Texas 77024)

Figure 10-6: Oil mist provides purge to multistage pump and
dry-sump mist to electric drive motor (Source: Lubrication
Systems Company, Houston, Texas 77024)
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as not to force the lubricant from the higher pressure
region (the housing interior) to the region of ambient
pressure. Over the years, numerous costly bearing fail-
ures have occurred because the user neglected to use
balanced constant level lubricators as needed. The lower
side-port of the vent-fill assembly shown in Figure 10-7
connects the vapor space of the bearing housing to the
surge chamber of the constant level lubricator (Ref. 10-9).
The needed pressure balance is thus achieved.

DRY SUMP OIL MIST IS ADVANTAGEOUS

Rolling element bearings, on the other hand, are
ideally suited for dry-sump lubrication. With dry sump
oil mist, the need for a lubricating oil sump is eliminated
and oil rings or flinger discs are removed. If the equip-
ment shaft is arranged horizontally, the lower portion of
the bearing outer race serves as a mini-oil sump. The

bearing is lubricated directly by a continuous supply of
fresh oil collecting on the bearing components. Turbu-
lence generated by bearing rotation causes oil particles
suspended in the air stream to coalesce on the rolling
elements as the mist passes through the bearings and
exits to atmosphere.

The pumps illustrated in Figures 10-8 through 10-
10 are dry-sump lubricated. Since no liquid oil sump
exists in dry-sump lubricated pumps, there are no con-
stant level lubricators. This differentiation is highlighted
in Figure 10-11. In the wet sump case, left illustration, a
closed (non-vented) oil sight bottle is used with the oil
level sight assembly to visually observe oil contamina-
tion. In the dry sump case, right illustration, the oil mist
will coalesce on the bearings and overflow into the
(vented) oil sight, or oil collection bottle. However, a
keen observer might note that, on dry-sump lubricated
bearing housings, the mist should be routed through the
bearings as shown earlier in Figures 9-11 and 10-8.

Figure 10-7: Cross-section views of purge mist applications (Illustration courtesy of Noria
Corporation, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105)
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through the bearing, but are washed off instead
• The need for periodic oil changes is eliminated
• There are no oil rings whose wear debris might

jeopardize bearing life
• Long-term oil breakdown, oil sludge formation,

and oil contamination are no longer factors affect-
ing bearing life

• The ingress of atmospheric moisture into pump or
motor bearings is no longer possible and even the
bearings of standby equipment are properly pre-
served

Recall that without oil mist application, daily solar
heating and nightly cooling cause air in the bearing
housing to expand and contract. This allows humid, of-
ten dusty air, to be drawn into the housing with each
thermal cycle. As was demonstrated earlier in this text,
the effects of moisture condensation on rolling element
bearings are extremely detrimental. Water, or condensed
water vapor, is largely responsible for few bearings ever
achieving their catalog-rated design life in a convention-
ally lubricated plant environment.

MODERN PLANT-WIDE SYSTEMS
ENHANCE SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

It has been established that loss of mist to a pump
or motor is not likely to cause an immediate and cata-
strophic bearing failure. Tests by various oil mist users
have proven that bearings operating within their load
and temperature limits can continue to operate without
problems for periods in excess of eight hours. Further-

Figure 10-9: Single-stage overhung pump in hot service
is dry-sump oil mist lubricated (Source: Lubrication
Systems Company, Houston, Texas 77024)

Figure 10-8: Single-stage overhung pump using two
reclassifier locations for dry- sump oil mist lubrication
as described in API 610 8th Edition (Source: Lubrica-
tion Ssystems Company, Houston, Texas 77024)

Figure 10-10: API-style back pull-out pumps lubricated
with dry sump oil mist (Source: Lubrication Systems
Company, Houston, Texas 77024)

Routed as shown on Figure 10-11, the mist might tend to
flow directly from the top of the oil sight bottle. In that
instance and to make up for the bypassing mist, the
pump owner would have to “overfeed” or over-lubricate
this particular bearing housing or use a directional
reclassifier to force the oil mist into the bearings!

The dry sump oil mist technique offers four princi-
pal advantages:
• Bearing wear particles are not recycled back
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more, experience with properly maintained oil mist sys-
tems has demonstrated outstanding service factors. Be-
cause there are no moving parts in the basic oil mist
console and mist generator components, and because the
system pressure is very low, oil mist ranks near the top
of the most reliable lubrication methods. Proper lubrica-
tion system operation can be interlocked with pump
operation or an alarm system, assuring adequate lubrica-
tion.

It should even be possible to use an oil mist system
as a plant-wide fire monitor. Branch piping from oil mist
headers could be led to locations in the proximity of
vulnerable bearing housings. Each branch pipe could be
capped with a low melting point alloy. Elevated tem-
perature would cause the fusible alloy to melt, causing
the header pressure to drop and the low pressure alarm
to be activated. Manual intervention would isolate mist
flow to the stricken machine. Meanwhile, the oil mist
system could continue to serve non-affected machines
without interruption.

The savings due to lower preventive maintenance
labor requirements, equipment repair cost avoidance,
and reductions in unscheduled production outage
events have been very significant and cannot possibly be
overlooked by a responsible manager or cost-conscious
manufacturing facility. Oil mist systems have become
extremely reliable and can be used not only to lubricate
operating equipment, but to preserve stand-by, or totally
deactivated (“mothballed”) equipment as well, as will be
shown later.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS ADDRESSED

As oil mist lubrication has become more widely
used, some questions have arisen about whether it con-
tributes to pollution, is a health hazard, or is combus-
tible. Studies have been made and have concluded that
oil mist is none of the above. With 200,000 volume parts
of air per volume of oil, the mixture is far too lean to be
explosive.

U.S. regulatory agencies do not consider oil mist
lubrication an air pollutant. They concluded that oil mist
is not a vapor and therefore is not a contributor to air
pollution. Generally, lubricating fluids are not a volatile
organic compound (VOC). California Rule #1173, with
the title “Fugitive Emissions of Volatile Organic Com-
pounds” (VOC), specifically exempts lubricating fluids.

Still, modern plant-wide oil mist systems are
closed-loop. Traveling through the rotating bearing will
have caused the atomized oil to coalesce; the spent mist
will have become “lean.” Now mostly air, the lean mix-
ture is drawn into a lower pressure return header (see
Figure 10-12) and, finally, to an oil knock-out drum, or
reclamation unit, Figure 10-13. The reclassified oil is fil-
tered and reused. For small oil mist systems or installa-
tions with as few as a single pump where the economics
perhaps are not favoring closed systems, specially de-
signed collection containers (Figure 10-14) may be sub-
stituted. Liquid oil collecting in these containers could
simply be pumped back to either the mist supply or mist
return header. Since both headers are installed with a

Figure 10-11: Pump bearings lubricated by
(left) purge mist/wet sump, and (right) dry-
sump/pure mist (Source: Lubrication Sys-
tems Company, Houston, Texas 77024)
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gentle downward slope, the liquid oil would flow back
to the console reservoir.

It should be noted that closed loops can be easily
retrofitted to existing systems. The main additions neces-
sary are return headers and an oil reclamation unit. The
significant benefit of oil reclamation is that the oil may
be recycled. At a cost of $18-$25 per gallon for synthetics,
closed loop systems can have an enhanced pay-out.

ECONOMICS OF DRY SUMP
OIL MIST LUBRICATION

The economics of plant-wide oil mist may differ
from location to location (Ref. 10-10). Plants that have
wisely decided to maximize dry sump applications and
to include electric motor drivers have seen higher re-
turns on their investment than plants that overlooked
this potential. The service and maintenance require-
ments of modern oil mist systems are extremely low and
must be factored in favorably.

Reliable failure statistics of primary importance in
calculating the economic justification of oil mist. Also, a

Figure 10-12: Layout of header system and associated
oil mist tubing (Source: Lubrication Systems Company,
Houston, Texas 77024)

Figure 10-13: Medium-size oil mist console (left) and
collecting tank are part of a mid-size closed-loop oil
mist system (Source: Lubrication Systems Company,
Houston, Texas 77024)

Figure 10-14: Collecting tank (lower right) associated
with wet-sump lubricated equipment (Source: Lubrica-
tion Systems Company, Houston, Texas 77024)
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number of references contain outright failure data:

1. Oil Refinery, Netherlands Antilles—
Electric Motor Bearings
Annual bearing failure rate, grease lube: 15.6%
Annual bearing failure rate after
conversion to dry sump oil mist: 0.9%

2. US Gulf Coast Chemical Plant —Pump Bearings
Prorated failure events for conventionally
lube control sample: 100/year
Prorated failure events for wet-sump
lubricated control sample: 38/year
Prorated failure events for dry-sump
lubricated control sample: 10/year

3. Discounted Cash Flow returns, system
serving 80 pumps and electric motors: 19%

4. US Gulf Coast Chemical Processing Unit —
Pump Bearings
Before conversion to oil mist (prorated
failures): 100/year
After conversion (wet/dry sump): 25/year

5. US Gulf Coast Phenol l vs. Phenol Unit 2—
Electric Motor Bearings
Unit 2, 35 motors, number of failures with
grease lubrication: 10/year
Unit 2, 35 motors, failures after conversion
to dry sump oil mist: 1/year

Pump bearing failure reductions in petrochemical
plants have been demonstrated to range from 75 to 90
percent (Ref. 10-1). A straightforward 1990s vintage
screening approach is represented in Table 10-1, “Justifi-
cation Example and Worksheet.”

SELECTING THE CORRECT OIL

In the United States and South America, thousands
of refinery pumps and their electric motor drivers have
been lubricated with oil mist, many of them since the
mid-1960’s. Moderate bearing temperatures are typically
achieved with this reliable once-through lubrication
method. ISO Grade 68 or Grade 100 mineral oils are
prevalent in moderate climate zones, although Grade
100 is often “overkill” that will create somewhat higher
than expected bearing friction and, hence, power waste.

Note, also, that certain mineral oil base stocks (pri-

marily naphthenic base stocks) promote wax platelet
formation at low temperatures. These platelets might
then plug the small bore passages in some reclassifier
fittings. It is thus recommended to use ISO Grade 32 or
68 synthetic lubes at locations that experience ambients
below 40°F (~5°C).

Oil mist has clear and substantial benefits over
conventional lubrication systems, as many users around
the world can attest. Not only have pumps used this
advantageous lube oil application method, but so have
electric motors.

Figure 10-15 shows a cross-section of the bearing
housing of a Siemens TEFC motor. These electrical ma-
chines have for decades been available with rolling ele-
ment bearings that could be lubricated with either
grease or oil mist.

Indeed, there are few if any technical, environmen-
tal, safety or health reasons that would preclude the use
of oil mist lubrication for rolling element bearings. As
was discussed earlier, modern oil mist systems are avail-
able to suit many different objectives, sizing criteria, etc.,
(Table 10-2). Large systems are sometimes designed with
very economic backup systems.

OIL MIST FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

In the mid-1960’s oil mist—a mixture of 200,000
volume parts of clean and dry plant or instrument air
with one part of lubricating oil—was found to provide
ideal lubrication for thousands of rolling element bear-
ings in electric motors. Since then, this lubrication
method has gained further acceptance at reliability-fo-
cused process plants in the United States and overseas.

However, while striving to be more reliable, the
majority of process plants have been slow to abandon
their traditional, and costly, repair-focus. Questions and
concerns relating to oil mist that were answered decades
ago are again surfacing in the minds of people who seem
to have no access to a body of literature that addressed
and explained matters literally decades ago.

A brief overview of considerations that, to this day,
have allowed oil mist lubrication to maximize the reli-
ability and energy efficiency of electric motors is, there-
fore, of value.

Wide Application Range Documented
Although major grass-roots olefins plants com-

menced using oil mist on motors as small as one HP
(0.75 kW) in 1975, the prevailing practice among reliabil-
ity-focused users is to apply oil mist on horizontal mo-
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Table 10-1: Oil mist justification example and worksheet (1 of 3)

(Continued)
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(Continued)

Table 10-1: Oil mist justification example and worksheet (2 of 3)
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Table 10-1: Oil mist justification example and worksheet (3 of 3)
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tors sized 15 HP and larger, and vertical
motors of 3 HP and larger, fitted with
rolling element bearings.

As called for in the recommenda-
tions of API-610 Standard for pumps in
the petrochemical and refining indus-
tries, the oil mist is routed through the
bearings instead of past the bearings.
This recommendation will work equally
well for electric motor rolling element
bearings. The resulting diagonal
through-flow route (see Figure 9-11)
guarantees adequate lubrication,
whereas oil mist entering and exiting on
the same side might allow some of the
mist to leave without first wetting the
rolling elements. Through-flow is thus
one of the keys to a successful installa-
tion. As was shown earlier in Figure 10-
15, Siemens A.G. is among the
proponents of oil mist lubrication for
rolling element bearings in electric mo-
tors and has published technical bulle-
tins showing oil mist applied in the
through-flow mode as a superior tech-
nique for equipment ranging in size
from 18 to 3,000 kW.

The required volume of oil mist is
often translated into bearing-inches, or
“BI’s.” A bearing-inch is the volume of
oil mist needed to satisfy the demands of
a row of rolling elements in a one-inch
(~25 mm) bore diameter bearing. One BI
assumes a rate of mist containing 0.01 fl. oz., or 0.3 ml,
of oil per hour. Certain other factors may have to be
considered to determine the needed oil mist flow. These
are known to oil mist providers and bearing manufactur-
ers. The various factors are also well-documented in
numerous references and are readily summarized as:

a. Type of bearing. The different internal geometries of
different types of contact (point contact at ball bear-
ings and linear contacts at roller bearings), amount
of sliding contacts (between rolling elements and
raceways, cages, flanges or guide rings), angle of
contact between rolling elements and raceways,
and prevailing load on rolling elements. The most
common bearing types in electrical motors are
deep groove ball bearings, cylindrical roller bear-
ings and angular contact ball bearings.

b. Number of rows of rolling elements. Multiple row
bearing or paired bearing arrangements require a
simple multiplier to quantify the volume of mist
flow.

c. Size of the bearings, related to the shaft diameter—
inherent in the expression “bearing-inches.”

d. The rotating speed. The influence of the rotating
speed should not be considered as a linear func-
tion. It can be linear for a certain intermediate
speed range, but at lower and higher speeds the oil
requirements in the contact regions may behave
differently.

e. Bearing load conditions (preload, minimum or even
less than minimum load, heavy axial loads, etc.)

Figure 10-15: Dry sump oil mist path through large electric motor
bearing (Source: Siemens A.G., Erlangen, Germany)
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Table 10-2: Oil Mist Generator Comparison Table (Source: Lubrication Systems Company, Houston, Texas 77024)
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f. Cage design. Different cage designs might affect
mist flow in different ways. It has been reasoned
that stamped (pressed) metal cages, polyamide
cages, or machined metal cages might produce dif-
ferent degrees of turbulence. Will different rates of
turbulence cause different amounts of oil to “plate
out” on the various bearing components? Is this a
valid concern for electric motor bearings? Let’s
explore and explain.

Through-flow Represents “Best Technology”
It can be stated without reservation that through-

flow oil mist, as explained earlier in Figure 9-11, ad-
dresses the above concerns and will accommodate all of
the arrangements listed above. Major electric motor
manufacturers, such as Reliance Electric (Cleveland,
Ohio), are aware of this fact and continue to supply ex-
cellent products. Representing “Best Technology,” their
bearing housings are arranged for through-flow.

Experience shows that no further investigation is
needed for bearings in the operating speed and size
ranges encountered by motors driving process pumps.
As of 2005, thousands of oil mist lubricated electric
motors continue to operate flawlessly in reliability-fo-
cused facilities. Moreover, a survey of these plants con-
firmed that their procurement specifications for new
installations and replacement motors require oil mist lu-
brication in sizes 15 HP and larger.

For the past 40 years, empirical data have been
employed to screen the applicability of oil mist. The in-
fluences of bearing size, speed, and load have been rec-
ognized in an oil mist applicability formula, limiting the
parameter “DNL” to values below 10E9, or
1,000,000,000. Here, D= bearing bore, mm; N= inner ring
rpm; and L= load, lbs. An 80 mm electric motor bearing
operating at 3,600 rpm and a load of 600 lbs, would thus
have a DNL of 172,000,000—less than 18% of the allow-
able threshold value.

In the 1960’s, it was customary to apply oil mist
near the center of the bearing housing, letting the excess
mist vent to the atmosphere after passing through the
bearings, Fig. 10-16. More recently and in accordance
with the recommendations of API-610 8th and later edi-
tions of this standard governing centrifugal pumps in
the petrochemical and refining industries, the oil mist is
routed through the bearings. Here, the oil mist enters at
a convenient location between the bearing housing pro-
tector (bearing isolator, or end seal) and bearing, as was
shown in Figs. 2-20, 9-11 and 10-17. The metering orifice
(reclassifier) may or may not be located as shown in this
illustration, although locating it close to the bearing is

considered advantageous. This through-flow is recom-
mended wherever feasible, regardless of whether the
machine is an electric motor or a pump.

It is worth mentioning that with the growing use of
bearing housing face seals reliability-focused users and
oil mist providers have become quite conscious of the
need to ensure the flow of oil mist through pump
bearings.�User-operators installing these new face seals
on pumps, motors, and other equipment that have one
mist inlet point in the top of the housing, Fig. 10-16,
need to realize that this mist application worked quite
well when the housing seals “leaked” and allowed mist
to flow through the bearing. However, after installation
of an effective bearing housing seal, not all the mist will
probably reach the outer race of the thrust bearing un-
less cross-flow (Figs. 2-20, 9-11 and 10-17) is established.
Without cross-flow, whereby the oil mist is introduced
on one side and vented on the opposite side of the bear-
ing, inadequate lubrication may exist and bearings may
fail quickly.�The indiscriminate installation of effective
bearing housing seals without thinking through the sur-
rounding issues can thus lead to problems.�The leading
service providers are trying to be proactive with custom-
ers on this, and this text is certainly aimed at imparting
the beneficial knowledge.

It must again be emphasized that, while originally
intended for centrifugal pumps, the recommendations of
API-610 have worked equally well for electric motors
with rolling element bearings. The resulting diagonal
through-flow route shown in Figure 10-17 guarantees
adequate lubrication, whereas oil mist entering and exit-
ing per Figure 10-16 might

(a) cause some of the oil mist to leave at the drain port,
without first wetting the rolling elements (Ref. 10-1)

(b) inadvertently be kept away from the rolling ele-
ments due to windage, or fan effects, generated by
certain inclined bearing cage configurations

It is acknowledged that a few “business-as-usual”
oil mist users continue to be satisfied with the routing of
Figure 10-16. Nevertheless, it can be shown that highly-
loaded bearings and bearings operating at high speeds
must use the API-recommended routing of Figure 10-17
(or 2-20 and 9-11). A risk-averse user thus recognizes
through-flow as one of the key ingredients of successful
oil mist implementations.

It must be re-emphasized and again stated without
reservation that through-flow oil mist addresses the above
concerns and will accommodate all the lubrication re-
quirements of electric motors furnished with rolling ele-
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will last but a few days and become tacky to the point of
unraveling. Instead of inferior products, competent mo-
tor manufacturers use a modified silicone system (“Ra-
dix”) that is highly resistant to oil mist. Radix has
consistently outperformed the many other “almost
equivalent” systems.

Similarly, and while it must always be pointed out
that oil mist is neither a flammable nor explosive mix-
ture, it would be prudent not to allow a visible plume of
mist to escape from the junction box cover. The wire
passage from the motor interior to the junction box
should, therefore, be sealed with 3M Scotch-Cast Two-
Part Epoxy potting compound to exclude oil mist from
the junction box.

Finally, it is always good practice to verify that all
electric motors have a suitably dimensioned escape pas-
sage at the bottom of the motor casing. Intended to drain
accumulated moisture condensation, the weep hole (or a
plug purposely provided with a transversely drilled
weep hole) will allow liquefied or atomized oil mist to
escape. However, competent motor manufacturers have
fitted either an appropriate explosion-proof rated vent or
a suitably routed weep hole passage at the bottom of the
motor casing or lower edge of the end cover. Intended to
drain accumulated moisture condensation, the vent or
weep hole passage will allow liquefied or atomized oil
mist to escape. Although code issues should be ad-
dressed, the suitability of oil mist for Class 1, Group C
and D locations was specifically re-affirmed by a highly
competent U.S. manufacturer of electric motors in July of
2004.

Conventional Wisdom: Oil mist lube for electric motors is
messy, could cause winding failures, and is not eco-
nomically justified.

Fact: Using well-proven application techniques and closed
systems, oil mist lubrication has proven to be both
clean and capable of significantly extending motor
bearing life. Factoring in demonstrable energy sav-
ings and maintenance cost avoidance, it is cost-justi-
fied in many applications.

TEFC vs. WP II Construction
On TEFC (totally enclosed, fan-cooled) motors,

there are documented events of liquid oil filling the
motor housing to the point of contact with the spinning
rotor. Conventional wisdom to the contrary, there were
no detrimental effects, and the motor could have run
indefinitely! TEFC motors are suitable for oil mist lubri-
cation by simply routing the oil mist through the bearing,
as has been explained in Figure 9-11, Refs. 10-2, 10-3 and

Figure 10-17: Through-flow application on electric
motor in compliance with API-610

Figure 10-16: Old-style application of oil mist stresses
environment

ment bearings. Electric motor bearing housings from all
competent vendors are arranged for through-flow.

Sealing and Drainage Issues
Although oil mist will not attack or degrade the

winding insulation found on electric motors made since
the mid-1960’s, mist entry and related sealing issues
must be understood and merit discussion.

Regardless of motor type, i.e. TEFC, X-Proof or WP
II, cable terminations should never be made with con-
ventional electrician’s tape. The adhesive in this tape
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numerous other references, including API-610. No spe-
cial internal sealing provisions are needed.

On weather-protected (WP II) motors, merely add-
ing oil mist has often been done and has generally
worked surprisingly well. In this instance, however, it
was found important to lead the oil mist vent tubing
away from regions influenced by the motor fan. Still,
weather-protected (WP II) electric motors do receive
additional attention from reliability-focused users and
knowledgeable motor manufacturers.

Air is constantly being forced through the wind-
ings and an oil film deposited on the windings could
invite dirt accumulation to become objectionable. To re-
duce the risk of dirt accumulation, suitable means of
sealing should be provided between the motor bearings
and the motor interior. Since V-rings and other elasto-
meric contact seals are subject to wear, low-friction face
seals are considered technically superior. The axial clos-
ing force on these seals could be provided either by
springs or small permanent magnets.

As is so often the case, the user has to make
choices. Low friction axial seals—face seals, as discussed
in Chapter 6 of this text— are offered by Isomag and the
traditional mechanical seal manufacturers AESSeal,
Burgmann, Chesterton, John Crane, Flowserve and oth-
ers. More specifically and as of early 2005, a second-gen-
eration dual-face magnetic seal has been designed and
marketed by AESSeal, plc, for oil mist-lubricated equip-
ment, including electric motors, Fig. 10-18. Rotating
labyrinth seals with radial lift-off dynamic O-rings
and—very recently developed—repairable rotating laby-
rinth seal designs with two axially contacting O-rings
(Figure 9-36) are available as well.

Some of these may require machining of the cap,
but long motor life and the avoidance of maintenance
costs will make up for the added expense. Nevertheless,
double V-rings using Nitrile or Viton elastomeric mate-
rial should not be ruled out since they are considerably
less expensive than face seals. Note that an elastomeric
ring and a felt seal are shown in Figure 10-15, although
we confirm that, based on three decades of field experi-
ence, these provisions are really not needed on TEFC
motors.

Sealing to Avoid Stray
Mist Stressing the Environment

Even when still accepted by prevailing environ-
mental regulations (e.g. OSHA or EPA), the regulatory
and “good neighbor climate” will sooner or later force
industry to curtail stray oil mist emissions. Of equal
importance and to set the record straight, it must be

noted that state-of-art oil mist systems are fully closed,
i.e. are configured so as not to allow any mist to escape.
In the late 1980’s, one of the authors collaborated with a
California-based engineering contractor in the imple-
mentation of two plant-wide systems in Kentucky. As of
2005, these systems continued to operate flawlessly and
had even been expanded. The owner company has
added another fully closed system at its refinery in Min-
nesota and is proceeding to convert existing, open sys-
tems, to closed systems.

It should be noted that combining effective seals
and a closed oil mist lubrication system is a proven so-
lution. It not only eliminates virtually all stray mist and
oil leakage, but makes possible the recovery, subsequent
purification, and re-use of perhaps 97% of the oil. These
recovery rates make the use of more expensive, superior
quality synthetic lubricants economically attractive.

Needless to say, closed systems and oil mist-lubri-
cated electric motors give reliability-focused users sev-
eral important advantages:

• Compliance with actual and future environmental
regulations

• Convincing proof that oil mist lubrication systems
exist that will not contaminate the environment

• The technical and economic justification to apply
high-performance synthetic oils.

Optimized Energy Efficiency
To capture energy efficiency credits, lubricants with

suitably low viscosity must be used in combination with
the correct volume of mist. Moreover, and as mentioned
above, low-friction seals are desired on WP II motors.

Fig. 10-18: Dual-face magnetic bearing housing seal
with component features that allow oil mist to coalesce
(Source: AESSeal, plc, Rotherham, U.K., and Knoxville,
Tennessee)
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2. Measure the actual efficiency of the motor. If the
motor is inefficient, consider replacing it with a
modern high efficiency motor, using oil mist lubri-
cation in line with the above recommendations.
This will allow capture of all benefits and will re-
sult in greatly enhanced return on investment.

3. Last, but not least, evaluate if the capacity of the
motor is the most suitable for the application.
“Most suitable” typically implies driven loads that
represent 75% to 95 % of nominal motor capacity.
The result: Operation at best efficiency. Note that
converting an overloaded, hot-running electric
motor to oil mist lubrication will lead to marginal
improvement at best.

ELECTRIC MOTOR CODES AND PRACTICES

Although explosion-proof motors have been suc-
cessfully lubricated with pure oil mist for at least three
full decades (!), questions are occasionally raised
whether explosion-proof (XP) electric motors are suit-
able for this demonstrated reliable and cost-effective
mode of lubrication.

The selection, operation, and even maintenance of
industrial equipment in the developed countries are of-
ten influenced by industrial standards, regulatory agen-
cies and certain applicable codes. Major companies
superimpose their own design standards, specifications
and best practices. It can be shown beyond any doubt
that many of these “Company Best Practices” reflect
advanced thinking that is often years ahead of current
regulatory edicts. But, for a variety of reasons, even
time-tested and thoroughly well thought-out practices
come under occasional scrutiny. In the case of oil mist
applied to explosion-proof electric motors and because
oil mist is not an explosive mixture, such scrutiny has
never been prompted by any safety incidents.

It thus appears that both scrutiny and acceptability
of dry sump oil mist on explosion-proof motors relate to
third party* approval and the original equipment

PAO and diester (or dibasic ester) lubricants em-
body most of the properties needed for extended bearing
life and greatest operating efficiency. These oils excel in
the areas of bearing temperature and friction energy re-
duction. It is not difficult to show relatively rapid re-
turns on investment for these lubricants, providing, of
course, the system is closed, and the lubricant re-used
after filtration.

Again, very significant increases in bearing life and
overall electric motor reliability have been repeatedly
documented over the past four decades.

Needed: The Right Bearing and a
Correct Installation Procedure

Regardless of equipment type or size, oil mist can-
not eliminate basic bearing problems, it can only provide
one of the best and most reliable means of lubricant
application. Bearings must be:

• Adequate for the application, i.e. deep groove ball
bearings for coupled drives, cylindrical roller bear-
ing to support high radial loads in certain belt
drives, or angular contact ball bearings to support
the axial (constant) loads in vertical motor applica-
tions

• Incorporating correct bearing-internal clearances
• Mounted with correct shaft and housing fits
• Carefully and correctly handled, using tools that

will avoid damage
• Correctly assembled and fitted to the motor caps,

carefully avoiding misalignment or skewing
• Part of a correctly installed motor, avoiding shaft

misalignment and soft foot, or bearing damage in-
curred while mounting either the coupling or drive
pulley

• Subjected to a vibration spectrum analysis. This
will indicate the lubrication condition as regards
lubricating film, bearing condition (possible bear-
ing damage) and general equipment condition, in-
cluding misalignment, lack of support (soft foot),
unbalance, etc.

Additional Considerations for Converting
Electric Motors Already in Use

When converting operating motors from grease
lubrication to oil mist lubrication, consider the following
measures in addition to the above:

1. Perform a complete vibration analysis. This will
confirm pre-existing bearing distress and will indi-
cate if such work as re-alignment, base plate stiff-
ening, is needed to avert incipient bearing failure.

————————
*Footnote: The authors and Fairmont Publishing Company are
expressly disclaiming knowledge or criticism of the particular
listing agencies that either allow or disallow oil mist for explo-
sion-proof electric motors.

Much of the material for this segment of our text was
contributed by, and/or reflects the world-wide application
experience of major oil mist users and Lubrication Systems
Company, Houston, Texas.
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manufacturer’s certification of the motor. As mentioned
earlier, users have for three or more decades provided all
except their explosion-proof electric motors with a small
(3-5 mm diameter) weep hole and have only given XP-
motor drains closer attention. Some of the more recently
produced XP-motors are furnished with either an explo-
sion-proof rated vent or a suitably routed weep hole
passage at the bottom of the motor casing or lower edge
of the end cover. Intended to drain accumulated mois-
ture condensation, the vent or weep hole passage will
allow liquefied or atomized oil mist to escape. Note,
however, that explosion-proof motors are still “explo-
sion-proof” with this weep hole passage. At least one
motor manufacturer tack-welds an explosion-proof “XP-
breather drain” to the motor brackets.

So, what’s the problem? It seems that, not being
familiar with dry sump oil mist lubrication, some motor
manufacturers and third party* validation providers
have taken the position that explosion proof-motors lose
this “XP-Listing” once any modifications whatsoever are
made to the motor. That’s regrettable in instances where
the modification actually makes the motor less likely to
fail.

Dealing with Explosion-proof Motors
As the name implies, explosion- proof motors are

intended for use in hazardous areas. The majority of
hazardous areas in hydrocarbon processing facilities are
designated as Class 1, Division 2, Groups B, C and D.

The Class 1 area designation indicates that either a
flammable liquid or vapor or both are present. (Class 2
designations are reserved for areas where combustible
metal, carbon fines or other combustible dusts such as
grain flour or plastic are present).

The “Division” label is used to better describe the
probability of flammable gases or vapors being present
in a Class 1 or Class 2 location.

• Division 1 is intended for locations where ignitable
concentrations of flammable gases or vapors can
either exist under normal operating conditions, or
might be present while the equipment is undergo-
ing repair or maintenance

• Division 2 defines the area or location where the
flammable liquids or vapors are possibly present
and/or

(1) normally confined within closed containers or
closed systems and are present only in case of
accidental rupture or breakdown of such con-

tainers, or in case of abnormal operation of
equipment, or

(2) where ignitable concentrations are normally
prevented by positive ventilation, or

(3) an area adjacent to a Class 1, Division 1, loca-
tion.

The “Group” designation has four subgroups, or
gas groups—appropriately called Groups A, B, C and D.
Determining the proper group classification for flam-
mable gases and vapors requires monitoring and de-
scribing explosion pressures and maximum safe
clearances between parts of a clamped joint under cer-
tain prescribed conditions whereby a test gas is mixed
with air and ignited. The test values obtained for a ref-
erence gas are compared with the gas or gases of inter-
est; these must now be tested under the same conditions.
Gases having similar explosion pressures are grouped
together. However, Groups C and D contain the majority
of flammable gases and vapors.

Group A only contains acetylene, while Group B
generally contains hydrogen and other hydrogen-rich
gas mixtures, plus a few other flammable gases.

An important concession is made by the National
Electrical Code (NEC) for equipment used in Division 2
areas, where flammable gases are normally not present,
i.e. a refinery or petrochemical plant under normal con-
ditions. If they meet stipulated criteria, the NEC allows
the use of certain types of devices and materials that
may not be listed by third party, or “listing” agencies.
For instance, these exceptions to the NEC’s general code
requirements permit general-purpose enclosures if the
electrical current interrupting contacts are:

1. Immersed in oil, or
2. Enclosed within a chamber that is hermetically

sealed against the entrance of gases or vapors; or
3. Situated in non-incendive circuits; or
4. Part of a “listed” non-incendive component; or
5. Are without make-and-break or sliding contacts

Except for the above exclusions, the National Elec-
trical Code/NFPA 70 (“NEC”) requires that all electrical
apparatus installed in classified (hazardous) areas must
be approved for use in the specified Class and Group
where it is to be used. Once an electrical apparatus is
described as “explosion-proof”, it is implied that the
device has been evaluated and approved for use in a
particular Class and Group. The evaluation or approval
agency was earlier called a “third party.” In the United
States, third parties include Underwriters Laboratories
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(UL), Factory Mutual (FM) and others*. Once an appara-
tus or device has been evaluated and approved for a
particular Class or Group, it is labeled “listed” by the
agency.

In most Class 1 Division 2 hazardous areas, the
electric motors are not, and do not need to be “explo-
sion-proof.” The overwhelming majority are non-arcing
induction motors that meet the requirements of the ap-
plicable and allowed exceptions. These non-explosion
proof motors can be adapted for dry sump oil mist lubri-
cation by simply connecting oil mist supplies and vents
to the existing connections on the motor. Because these
motors are non-arcing and an explosion-proof housing is
not needed for Division 2 service, the case drain fitting
can be removed and a drain can be installed without in
any way affecting the suitability of the motor for Divi-
sion 2 service.

ON THE SAFETY OF EXPLOSION-PROOF
MOTORS FOR CLASS 1 DIVISION 1 SERVICE

Regrettably, some listing agencies* seem to believe
that oil mist applied to the bearings makes the motor
different from what was originally approved. Not under-
standing oil mist, they take the position that by in any
way adapting plugs and drain fittings to oil mist appli-
cation, mist venting and mist draining, the safe clearance
requirements between clamped components used in the
original design requirement may have been changed.
Therefore, they consider the approval listing void and
claim the motor is no longer suitable for use in Class 1
Division 1 service. In view of this stance taken by third
parties, even a major provider of oil mist systems in the
United States does not allow its employees to make on-
site modifications to convert or connect an explosion-
proof motor to oil mist.

However, a number of clarifications are in order
here. First and foremost is the fact that explosion proof
motors were successfully converted to oil mist lubrica-
tion by undisputed best-of-class petrochemical compa-
nies in the late 1960’s and have since given safe and
reliable service. These forward-looking companies, for
whom safety is of utmost importance, correctly reasoned
that all electric motors, regardless of classification, were
assembled and are being operated in an ambient envi-
ronment. They are thus always filled with ambient air;
certainly none of these explosion-proof motors are pro-
vided with mechanical seals that would positively pre-
vent an interchange with, or communication between,
motor-internal air and the surrounding ambient air.

Should an explosive gas mixture prevail in the vicinity
of such motors, there would now exist the possibility of
the motor ingesting this explosive gas mixture. If, on the
other hand, this motor were filled with the demonstra-
bly non-explosive oil mist at slightly higher-than-atmo-
spheric pressure, the probability of the motor becoming
filled with an explosive gas mixture would be greatly
reduced. In other words, knowledgeable user companies
have long recognized that any oil mist lubricated motor
operating in a Class 1 Division 1 environment is safer
than a conventionally lubricated electric motor operating
in the same environment.

It may also be argued that item 2, and possibly one
or two other items cited as exclusionary by NEC, allow
the user to reason that oil mist existing at a pressure
higher than atmospheric complies fully with the spirit of
the listed exclusions.

Feedback from Motor Manufacturers
A major U.S. manufacturer provides oil mist lu-

brication for explosion-proof motors in Class 1, Groups
C and D. In this vendor’s design, the bearing is lo-
cated outside of the Class 1 shaft opening of the motor
and also outside of the Class 1 joint of the inner bear-
ing cap-end shield. The design provides lip seals out-
side the bearing and, optionally, between the inner
bearing cap and bearing. This manufacturer has ob-
tained third party listing for oil mist lubricated motors
in Class 1 Groups C and D and is asking that one of
its sales offices be contacted regarding specific applica-
tions. The tack-welding of its XP breather drain to an
existing Class 1 motor to accept oil mist lubrication
would either be done as part of the initial order for the
motor, or as a modification by one of this
manufacturer’s motor service shops.

A number of motor manufacturers have taken the
time and effort to understand oil mist lubrication and
have worked with knowledgeable users. Then again,
there are perhaps other manufacturers that have not
taken the time to study the matter and, regrettably, will
show a lack of responsiveness. Some simply do not wish
any involvement in the often difficult and expensive
third party approval process.

Summary and Guidance for TEFC Electric Motors

1. On operating or field conversions apply oil mist
per Fig. 9-11 or 10-17. The “inner” bearing housing
seals are not mandatory because the motor case is
furnished with a weep hole to drain off accumu-
lated moisture. However, these inner seals could be
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retrofitted when the motor is in the shop for any
reason.

2. When specifying new motors intended for oil mist
lubrication, exercise whatever internal sealing op-
tion is deemed desirable

3. On in-shop conversions, install internal seals to
reduce dust accumulation

Summary and Guidance for
Explosion-proof Electric Motors

1. Specify oil mist lubrication on data sheets when
purchasing new explosion-proof motors

2. Before applying oil mist to an existing explosion-
proof motor, remove the motor from service and
send it to an authorized motor repair facility to
make the necessary XP-breather drain modifica-
tions. The repair facility should be recognized by
the original motor manufacturer and, if re-listing is
desired, be able to certify the modified motor with
the required third party for the applicable hazard-
ous listing.

LONG TERM STORAGE OF PUMPS AND
MOTORS USING OIL MIST

Operating machinery must be protected from the
elements. Painting, plating, sheltering, use of corrosion-
resistant materials of construction and many other
means are available to achieve the desired protection.

A similar set of protection requirements applies to
both not yet commissioned or temporarily deactivated
equipment. The analysis discussed herein refers to that
“inactive” machinery category. The means or procedures
chosen for the preservation or corrosion inhibiting of
fully assembled, but inactive pumps will logically de-
pend on the type of equipment, expected length of inac-
tivity, geographic and environmental factors, and the
amount of time allocated to restore the equipment to
service.

The basic and primary requirement of storage pres-
ervation is exclusion of water from those metal parts that
would form corrosion products (“rust”) that could find
their way into bearings and seals. A secondary require-
ment might be the exclusion of sand or similar abrasives
from close-tolerance bearing or sealing surfaces. All or
any of the storage preservation strategies must aim at
satisfying these requirements.

Machinery preservation during pre-erection stor-

age or long-term deactivation (mothballing) will have an
effect on machinery infant mortality at the startup of a
plant or process unit. Many times, machinery arrives at
the plant site long before it is ready to be installed at its
permanent location. Unless the equipment is properly
preserved, scheduled commissioning dates may be jeop-
ardized, or the risk of premature failure is increased.

Long-term storage preservation by nitrogen purg-
ing is well known in the industry. Generally, this
method of excluding moisture is used for small com-
ponents, such as hydraulic governors or large compo-
nents, such as turbomachinery rotors kept in metal
containers. Nitrogen consumption is governed by the
rate of outward leakage of this inert gas and may be
kept at a low, highly economical rate if the container
is tightly sealed. Alternatively, the container could be
furnished with an orificed vent to promote through-
flow of nitrogen at very low pressure. This is called
nitrogen sweep (Ref. 10-11).

However, the preservation of field-installed inac-
tive pumps and their drivers should be our primary
concern. Here, purging can be applied as either the
more hazardous (suffocation risk!) and expensive ni-
trogen blanketing or, the subject of this segment of our
text, as a moderate-cost oil mist environment.

General Setup
An oil mist generator, like the one normally used to

lubricate rotating equipment, will be used to generate a
preserving mist. Since none of the equipment is rotating,
a basic unit without all the alarms and back-ups will
often suffice. It is recommended that air and oil heaters
be used to ensure mixing effectiveness and maintaining
the correct air/oil ratio. These heaters are mandatory if
ambient temperatures during the period of storage drop
below 50°F(10°C). A typical turbine oil (ISO Grade 32)
can be used in the mist generator lube reservoir to pro-
vide oil mist at an approximate header pressure of 20” of
water column (~5 kPa).

A temporary outdoor storage yard is shown in
Figure 10-19. The plastic tubing connector in Figure 10-
20 connects the oil mist manifold to the pump and mo-
tor locations to be protected by oil mist. A  temporary
storage yard is depicted in Figure 10-21, where all of
the equipment is left in the shipping crates and con-
nected to the oil mist system using a preservation
packaging kit.

Storage Site Preparation
A few common-sense considerations will assist in

defining long-term storage measures:
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1. Choose a site that has good drainage and is located
out of the main stream of traffic. This will reduce
possible mechanical damage from trucks, fork lifts,
cherry pickers and cars. A covered fenced storage

area is preferred for the convenience of personnel,
but not needed by the stored pumps and motors.

2. Position stored equipment on cribbing (pallets) if
storage site is not paved or concreted. Arrange
equipment in an orderly fashion with access for
lifting equipment.

3. Install temporary overhead supports for the oil
mist headers as per Figure 10-19. Piping for the oil
mist headers should be Schedule 40 screwed galva-
nized steel with minimum size of 1-1/2.” All pip-
ing should be blown clean with steam prior to
assembly to remove dirt and metal chips. All
screwed joints are to be coated with Teflon sealant
(no Teflon tape) prior to assembly to prevent oil
mist leakage.

4. Install laterals (3/4" min.) from top of mist header
at each piece of equipment. Attach a distribution
manifold to each lateral. Each distributor manifold
typically has eight connection points in which to
attach the 1/4" tubing. This should be sufficient to
mist most driver and pump combinations.

Pump and Driver Preparations
A typical connection sequence would include:

1. Connect 1/4" plastic or copper tubing from dis-
tributor manifold (with reclassifier fitting attached)
to pump bearing housings. (See Figure 10-20).

Figure 10-19: Oil mist protected outdoor equipment storage in a hot and hu-
mid U.S. Gulf Coast environment.

Figure 10-20: Preservation distribution manifold with
built-in orifices and quick-connect plastic tube connec-
tors (Source: Lubrication Systems Company, Housing,
Texas 77024)
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2. Connect 1/4" plastic or copper tubing from dis-
tributor manifold (incorporating reclassifier fit-
tings) to pump and turbine suction flanges. If
wooden, plastic or metal flanges are used, drill 1/
4" hole through the suction flange protector to per-
mit the insertion of an adaptor fitting. Once adap-
tor fitting and tubing are inserted in the suction
flange, seal the hole with  duct  tape. This prevents
moisture and dirt from entering the mechanical
seal and wetted area of the pump by maintaining a
positive pressure of oil mist. No vent holes are re-
quired because of normal leakage around flange
protectors.

3. Electric motors modified for oil mist lubrication
should be stored with oil mist flowing through the
smallest size built-in orifices to each bearing cavity.
Electric motor and steam turbine hookups are
shown in Figures 10-22 and 10-23. Oil mist is vent-
ing from the steam turbine governor in the fore-
ground of Figure 10-23.

4. Coat all exposed machine surfaces with an asphalt
base preservative similar to ExxonMobil’s “Rust-
Ban 373.” Re-coat exposed machine surfaces every
6 months if needed. Preservative may be spray or
brush applied.

Rotate pump and driver shafts 1/4 revolution each
month to prevent “brinnelling” (bearing ball inden-
tation damage) of anti-friction bearings and per-
haps even slight bowing (sagging) of heavily
loaded pump shafts.

Oil Mist Generator Maintenance
1. Check weekly that air supply is dry
2. Refill mist generator oil reservoir weekly.
3. Perform weekly checks of air and oil heaters on

mist generator
4. Check oil mist header pressure daily. (Verify ~ 20”

or 5kPa of H2O).

Equipment preserved by oil mist blanketing can be
stored for years with minimum maintenance and cost.
Figures 10-24 and 10-25, dating from the mid-1970s,
shows the thoughtfulness and professionalism that have
brought us to modern oil mist preservation. It is as-
sumed that the internal surfaces of equipment stored in
crates will have been coated with a light film of a preser-
vative oil and that the various equipment-internal vol-
umes are kept at slightly more than atmospheric
(ambient) pressure. Oil mist through-flow is being
achieved by providing a venting of the equipment cas-
ings blanketed with this oil mist environment.

Whenever possible, the equipment purchase docu-

Figure 10-21: Crated oil mist-protected outdoor equipment storage in a hot and humid Gulf Coast environ-
ment. Oil mist header, distribution manifolds and oil mist generator are shown to the right of picture.
(Source: Lubrication Systems Company, Houston, Texas 77024)
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ments should state that oil mist will be used as a long-
term storage means. This might allow pump vendors to
select or pre-define the most convenient oil mist inlet
and vent locations.

Purposefully Designed Lubricant Transfer
Containers Save Money

A final point: Many bearings fail because unclean
containers contaminate the lube oil as it is being trans-

ferred from storage drums to pump bearing housings.
Reliability-focused pump users will only use properly
designed plastic containers, Figures 10-26 through 10-29,
for their lube replenishing and oil transfer tasks. Each of
these containers will cost only a fraction of the cost of a
single bearing failure. This is one product for which the
payback is virtually measured in days.

That said, reliability-focused equipment mainte-
nance and operating technicians will no longer permit
rusty cans, zinc-plated (galvanized) buckets and dis-
carded or unclean plastic bottles to be used in any area
where lube oil contamination risks costly failures. It
should be noted that cost justifications are easy to ob-
tain. Special attention might be directed at Ref. 10-12,
where the Linden, New Jersey plant of the General
Motors Corporation employed the most rigorous ac-
counting steps. General Motors reached the conclusion
that investing in lube program upgrades by using prop-
erly designed, color-coded plastic transfer containers of
suitable size and configuration made economic sense. In
fact, this General Motors facility had achieved a two-
month payback and 738% return on the money and ef-
fort investment.

In a similar case history, a paper mill estimated that
an expenditure of $6,000 for 100 transfer containers had
resulted in $240,000 worth of downtime avoidance
within three years of program initiation. Their three-year
payback had reached 40:1.

Fig. 10-23: Oil mist tubing connections for outdoor storage of large
lube oil skid and  small steam turbine (Source Lubrication Systems
Company, Houston, Texas 77024)

Fig. 10-22: Cutaway of crate showing preservation pack-
aging kit for electric motor-pump package for storage
protection outdoors (Source Lubrication Systems Com-
pany, Houston, Texas 77024)
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Figure 10-26: Features of a high-grade lube oil transfer container (Source:
Oil Safe® Systems Pty. Ltd., also Trico Mfg. Company and PdM USA)

Figure 10-25: Oil mist tubing connections for outdoor
storage of large electric motor and small steam turbine.

Figure 10-24: Temporary storage highlighting oil mist
tubing connections from distribution manifold to
reclassifier fittings (1970s)
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Figure 10-27: Variations of high-grade lube oil transfer
containers suit every reasonable requirement (Source:
Oil Safe® Systems Pty. Ltd., also Trico Mfg. Company
and PdM USA)

Figure 10-28: Using a high-grade lube oil transfer con-
tainer to refill a pump constant level lubricator bottle
(Source: Oil Safe® Systems Pty. Ltd.)

Figure 10-29: Contamination-prone lube oil
transfer containers (left) being replaced by
high-grade special containers on right (Source:
Oil Safe® Systems Pty. Ltd., also Trico Mfg.
Company and PdM USA)
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COUPLING FUNCTION

A coupling is used wherever there is a need to
connect a prime mover to a piece of driven machinery,
such as a pump. The primary function of a coupling is
to transmit rotary motion and torque from one piece
of equipment to another. Couplings may also perform
other (secondary) functions, such as accommodating
misalignment between shafts, transmitting (or not
transmitting) axial thrust loads from one machine to
another, permitting axial adjustment of shafts to com-
pensate for machinery wear, and maintaining precise
alignment between connected shafts.

Couplings can be divided into two primary
groups, rigid and flexible. Rigid couplings are used to
connect machine shafts (and shaft sections), where it is
desired to maintain shafts in precise alignment, trans-
mit torque and (frequently) also transmitting axial
thrust. Rigid sleeve-type couplings (Figure 11-1, circled
area) are mainly used on vertical turbine pumps.
They, and the rigid flange-type couplings of Figure 11-
2, used when a separate pump thrust bearing is not
provided, cannot accommodate misalignment between
shafts; therefore, precise alignment of the driving (nor-
mally an electric motor) and driven (pump) shafts is
essential. This alignment should be checked prior to
startup.

Flexible couplings accomplish the primary func-
tion of any coupling, transmitting the driving torque
between the driver and driven machine. In addition,
they perform a secondary function of accommodating
a set amount of misalignment between the driving
and driven shafts. Most horizontal, base plate
mounted (long-coupled), pumps use flexible couplings.

Chapter 11

Coupling Selection Guidelines

Figure 11-1: Vertical turbine pump (VTP) and principal
components. Note threaded sleeve cou0pling, circled
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
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Conventional Wisdom: Couplings will accommo-
date the misalignment quoted by the manu-
facturer.

Fact: The quoted misalignment often refers to static
capabilities. Once running, vibration and
bearing overload may occur unless the shafts
are aligned more carefully.

Another secondary function provided on
most process pump couplings is a separate
“spacer” section that allows the diver and driven
shaft ends to be positioned a specified distance
apart (see Figure 11-3). The coupling spacer on
horizontal pumps can then be removed to allow
sufficient axial clearance to replace a mechanical
seal without moving the pump or motor, or to
allow room for the pump “back-pull-out” ele-
ment to be replaced without moving the motor
(Ref. 11-1). Also, since allowable shaft misalign-
ment is normally expressed in fractions of de-
grees of arc, a longer spacer at, say 1/3rd of a
degree will accommodate more parallel shaft off-
set than a shorter spacer or couplings without
spacers. Most couplings can be provided in
spacer or non-spacer configurations.

RIGID COUPLINGS

Rigid couplings are found in certain vertical
in-line pumps and at several locations on vertical
turbine pumps where individual shaft sections
must be joined together. These couplings do not
compensate for any misalignment between the
mating shaft ends. Therefore, failure to ensure
precise alignment of the connecting shafts will
result in increased vibration, bearing wear, and
shortened mechanical seal life (if the pump is so
equipped).

Solid shaft drivers require one of the rigid
coupling types shown in Figures 11-2 (left) or 11-
3 to connect driver and driven shafts.

a. For short set pumps, a rigid flanged cou-
pling (Figure 11-3) may be used, if axial ro-
tor adjustment is not required. This
coupling cannot be used with open impel-

Figure 11-3: Adjustable plate (left) and adjust-
able spacer couplings for vertical pumps, right
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 11-2: (Left)—rigid
flanged vertical pump shaft
coupling arrangement
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca
Falls, NY 13148) (Right)—
rigid flanged horizontal
pump coupling (Source: The
Falk Corporation, Milwau-
kee, WI 53208)
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lers that require small front axial impeller clear-
ances for efficient operation, which should be
maintained by axial adjustment.

b. The adjustable coupling (Figure 11-3) allows axial
adjustment of vertical pump shafts by rotating the
nut (between the coupling halves), during final as-
sembly. This axial adjustment can compensate for
the tolerance stack-up of pump and motor compo-
nents, wear of axial bowl assembly parts, and elon-
gation of the pump shaft during operation.

c. When space is required for removal of the pump
mechanical seal, without removal of the driver, an
adjustable spacer coupling (Figure 11-3) should be
used. Due to the extra-long spacer component, the
individual components of this coupling must be
manufactured to very tight tolerances, to ensure
proper shaft alignment.

Hollow shaft motors (Figure 11-4) use either a rigid
or a self-release anti-reverse rotation coupling located at
the top of the motor, or right angle gear (see Figure 11-
5). The pump shaft extends through the center of the
motor (or gear) shaft. A guide bushing is recommended
between the pump and hollow motor shaft, at the lower
end of the motor, to improve shaft support and align-
ment. Pump thrust is transmitted from this internal
pump shaft, through the rigid coupling at the top of the
motor, to the driver (high-thrust motor or right angle
gear) thrust bearing. The nut at the top of the coupling
is used for axial adjustment of the pump shaft, which
can be set in the field at startup.

When the total length of a vertical turbine pump
exceeds approximately 20 feet, rigid couplings are also
required to connect the individual line/bowl shaft sec-
tions. The simplest coupling type used for this applica-
tion is the threaded coupling shown circled in Figure
11-1. Since the thread manufacturing tolerances cannot
always guarantee proper shaft alignment, most vertical
turbine pump (VTP) manufacturers offer optional keyed
couplings. Keyed couplings with split rings for thrust
transmission (or split/clamp types) reduce the risk of
skewed joining of shaft sections, thereby reducing vibra-
tion and bearing wear incidents.

Figure 11-4: Hollow shaft motor (Source: General Elec-
tric Company, Schenectady, NY)

Figure 11-5: Hollow-shaft vertical motor and self-re-
leasing anti-reverse rotation coupling
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FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS

Flexible couplings may be separated into two basic
types, mechanically flexible and “material-flexible.” Me-
chanically flexible couplings compensate for misalign-
ment between two connected shafts by means of
clearances incorporated in the design of the coupling.
Material-flexible couplings rely on flexing of the cou-
pling element to compensate for shaft misalignment. A
second key distinction for flexible couplings in process
plants is whether or not the coupling requires periodic
lubrication during service. Mechanically flexible, gear
type couplings, which have been the industry standard
for many years, require periodic lubrication; a mainte-
nance cost issue which conflicts with the advances in
seal and bearing-technology (regarding re-lubrication

intervals). Most material- flexible couplings are non-lu-
bricated couplings.

Mechanically Flexible Couplings
Mechanically flexible couplings compensate for

misalignment between two connected shafts by means
of clearances incorporated in the design of the coupling.

Gear couplings are probably the most frequently
used mechanically flexible coupling configuration. Fig-
ures 11-6, 11-7 and 11-8, lower left, represent these cou-
plings. They are “power-dense,” meaning they are
capable of transmitting high torque at high speeds,
while remaining inherently well balanced. Axial force
and moment transmission can be quite significant with
gear couplings. This axial force must be absorbed by
thrust bearings in either the driver or driven machine.

Figure 11-6: Gear-type, limited end-
float spacer coupling—upper illustra-
tion—and shear-pin coupling—lower
illustration (Source: The Falk Corpora-
tion, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208)
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Special adaptations of gear couplings are shown in
Figure 11-6. Spacer plates inserted, as shown in the up-
per left illustration, limit coupling travel so as not to
axially load certain sleeve bearings in electric motor
drivers. Insulator parts (upper right) are often used to
prevent electric current travel from driver to driven
equipment. Shear pin provisions (bottom left and right)
are occasionally used as a “last chance” overload protec-
tion (Ref. 11-2).

A spacer-type gear coupling is depicted in the up-
per portion of Figure 11-7. Its axial travel is not limited.
The lower portion of Figure 11-7 shows a spacer plate in
place so as to limit motor rotor end-float.

Gear couplings transmit torque by the mating of
two hubs with external gear teeth that are (most fre-
quently) joined by flanged sleeves with internal gear
teeth. Backlash is intentionally built into the gear teeth,
and it is this backlash which compensates for shaft mis-
alignment. Sliding motion occurs in a coupling of this
type, and so a supply of clean lubricant (grease or vis-
cous oil) is absolutely necessary to prevent wear of the
rubbing surfaces.

A mathematical expression for axial force is given
in Equation 11-1:

F = (2)(coefficient of friction)(T)/(D) (Eq. 11-1)

where
T = (63,025)(shaft HP)/(shaft rpm), lb-in
D = coupling pitch diameter, inches

Since the dry coefficient of friction can reach 0.3,
good and effective lubrication is essential to the preven-
tion of excessive axial forces.

General-purpose greases would have to be re-
placed or thoroughly replenished every three to six
months. It is thus best to use a grease that is designed for
couplings, especially in high-speed applications, where
it might then be possible to extend lubrication intervals
to once a year.

As discussed earlier in this text, grease is a blend of
oil and a soap-thickener. These general-purpose com-
pounds are not very stable at high peripheral speeds,
and will eventually bleed or separate under the high
centrifugal forces generated in many coupling applica-
tions. Once a grease begins to separate, the thickener
accumulates in the areas where lubrication is required,
and rapid wear of the contacting surfaces occurs. The oil
is now free to leak out of the coupling past the seals,

Figure 11-7: Flexible flanged gear couplings without
(top) limited end float and with (bottom) limited end
float (Source: the Falk Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin 53208)

Figure 11-8: Clockwise from upper left: Elastomer-in-
compression, grid-spring, disc pack, and standard gear-
type couplings (Source: The Falk Corporation,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208)
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causing premature failure of the coupling. Most greases
which are used as coupling lubricants were initially de-
veloped as bearing lubricants.

Bearing greases have a low viscosity and high
bleed rate, which is desirable to avoid the heat caused by
rolling friction. However, rolling friction is not present in
couplings where the only movement is a sliding action
caused by misalignment of shafts or thermal growth.
Bearing lubricants are adequate only if conservative, i.e.
frequent service intervals are followed. If operation can-
not be interrupted to lubricate the coupling, continuous
oil-lubricated couplings are available for large pump sets
with pressurized, circulating oil systems.

Spring-grid couplings (Figure 11-8, upper right)
combine the characteristics of mechanically flexible and
material-flexible couplings. This design has two hubs,
one mounted on each machine shaft. Each hub has a
raised portion on which tooth-like slots are cut. A
spring steel grid member is woven between the slots
on the two hubs. The grid element can slide in the
slots to accommodate shaft misalignment and flexes
like a leaf spring to transmit torque from one machine
to another. Spring-grid couplings require periodic lu-
brication (normally once a year) to prevent excessive
wear of the grid member from the sliding action; they
are generally found in low to moderate-speed, moder-
ate power applications.

Roller-chain flexible couplings are rarely used by re-
liability-focused plants in process pumps and are gen-
erally limited to low-speed machinery. They are,
therefore, not given further consideration in this text.
Suffice it to say that a roller chain coupling employs
two sprocket-like members mounted one on each of
the two machine shafts and connected by an annulus
of roller chain. The clearance between sprocket and
roller provides mechanical flexibility for misalignment.

Material-flexible Couplings
These couplings rely on flexing of one or more

coupling element to compensate for shaft misalign-
ment. The flexing element may be of any suitable ma-
terial (metal, elastomer, or plastic), which has sufficient
resistance to fatigue failure to provide acceptable life.
Material-flexible couplings do not require periodic lu-
brication. However, the flexing action can generate ex-
cessive heat (a problem with elastomer or plastic
couplings), and/or cause fatigue (a problem with met-
als, such as steel) if loads or misalignment exceed de-
fined limits. This will shorten the life of these
couplings. Advantages of material-flexible, non-lubri-
cated couplings are:

1. No downtime for lubrication
2. With a few exceptions generally transmit low,

known thrust forces
3. They can be designed for infinite life
4. Except for certain toroidal (rubber tire-type) cou-

plings, maintaining balance is not as difficult as
maintaining balance in gear couplings.

Metal-disc, or disc-pack couplings. Disc-pack cou-
plings are the predominant type used in process plants
throughout the industrialized world. There are numer-
ous configuration variations of this material-flexible,
non-lubricated coupling. It is shown in the lower right
portion of Figure 11-8 and again in the two-part illustra-
tion of Figure 11-9. In installations with close spacing
between shaft ends, this coupling uses a single set of
discs. For applications using a spacer, the coupling em-
ploys two sets of thin sheet-metal discs bolted to the
driving and driven hub members. The coupling illus-
trated here was specifically designed to maximize its
misalignment capability, as well as ensuring that it could
be fitted in the space envelope of an existing gear cou-
pling. It should be noted that the membranes are posi-
tioned behind the hub, thus increasing the distance

Figure 11-9: Modern non-lubricated disc pack (mem-
brane) coupling (Source: John Crane/Slough, UK)
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between membrane banks, as well as maximizing the
possible shaft diameter.

Each set of discs is made up of a number of thin,
contoured high-strength alloy steel laminations, which
are individually flexible and compensate for shaft offset
or angular misalignment by means of this flexibility. A
number of high-strength drive bolts solidly connect the
discs alternating the attachment between the driving
and driven hub flanges. The discs may be stacked to-
gether as required to obtain the desired torque transmis-
sion capability (Ref. 11-3).

Although generally preferred for pumps by reli-
ability-focused users, flexible disc pack couplings are not
immune to mistreatment and misapplication that might
cause metal fatigue. As is the case with all couplings,
useful life is influenced by operation at certain misalign-
ment angles. Manufacturers often list angles that are
dimensionally achievable without interference, but ex-
pect the user to operate the equipment at much lower
misalignment. Operation at maximum listed offset val-
ues may result in premature fatigue failure.

Disc-pack couplings with spacers (also called the
center member) should incorporate a captured center
member feature. These couplings (Figure 11-9) are safer
than competing models lacking this feature since, in the
event of failure of the stack of laminated discs, the center
member cannot be flung out of the assembly.

Another example of an all-metal material-flexible
(non-lubricated) coupling is the contoured diaphragm
coupling (Ref. 11-4). A spacer-type cutaway is shown in
Figure 11-10. This coupling is similar in function to the
metal-disc coupling in that the single or twin disc assem-
blies flex to accommodate misalignment. Diaphragm

couplings have the best-understood dynamic behavior,
but at a premium cost. They are primarily used in turbo-
compressors and turbo-generators but have found appli-
cation in large pumps as well. Contoured diaphragm
couplings are usually designed for full design capacity
at maximum allowable deflection.

The principal performance characteristics of alloy
steel disc, contoured diaphragm and gear couplings are
compared in Table 11-1.

Table 11-1: Performance comparison of disc, diaphragm
and gear couplings
—————————————————————————

Disc Diaphragm Gear

—————————————————————————
Speed capacity High High High

Power-to-weight ratio Moderate Moderate High

Lubrication required No No Yes

Misalignment capacity

at high speed Moderate High Moderate

Inherent balance Good Very Good Good

Overall diameter Low High Low

Normal failure mode Abrupt Abrupt Progressive

Overhung moment Moderate Moderate Very low

Generated moment, mis-

aligned, with torque Moderate Low Moderate

Axial movement capacity Low Moderate High

Resistance to axial movement

—sudden High Moderate High

—gradual High Moderate Low

—————————————————————————

Other comparative parameters are given in Table
11-2. It should be noted, however, that all data are rela-
tive. Chain couplings—typically only used on relatively
small low to medium speed pumps that operate no more
than 2,000 hours per year, may have to be replaced after
3-5 years of installation. Diaphragm couplings in high-
speed, high torque utility feedwater service, may have to
be examined after 5 years or approximately 43,000 hours
of continuous operation. Properly selected disc pack
couplings may require replacement of disc packs after 8
years of installation. As is so often the case, there is no
substitute for experience and all of the possible iterations
and qualifiers could fill a book.

Elastomer-in-compression couplings. Material-flexible
couplings employing elastomeric materials are numer-
ous (Refs. 11-3 and 11-5). Elastomers generally do not
have a well-defined fatigue limit. Also, no one type or
composition of elastomer is immune to chemical attack
from at least some of the thousands of fluids served by

Figure 11-10: Flexible contoured diaphragm coupling
(Source: Lucas Aerospace, Utica, NY 13503)
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process pumps. Most elastomers suffer some form of
degradation from heat and require de-rating at elevated
temperatures. Heat, of course, develops in the material
when the coupling flexes, and claims that couplings will
operate at severe misalignments are often very mislead-
ing. Anything other than moderate misalignment will
severely limit coupling life. Coupling degradation can be
observed from powdered elastomers collecting beneath
the operating coupling.

The elastomeric cog belt coupling shown in the
upper left of Figure 11-8 applies compressive forces to
the cogs. This, and the similar rubber jaw coupling, are
commonly used on low-power drive systems. The heart
of either coupling type is either a cog belt or a central
spider member with several radial segments extending
from a central section. The hubs, which are mounted on
driving and driven shafts, each have a set of jaws, corre-
sponding to the number of cogs or spiders on the flex-
ible element. A cog belt or spider fits between the two
sets of jaws and provides a flexible cushion between
them. This cushion transmits the torque load and accom-
modates a measure of misalignment.

Split-sleeve elastomeric couplings. A second group of
elastomeric couplings employs a split sleeve (boot) ele-
ment bonded to split shoe components that are attached
to the shaft hubs by radial bolting. This allows field
adjustment for different shaft gaps. Each of the two elas-

tomeric omega-shaped coupling halves (Figure 11-12) is
placed in shear. Examination under a stroboscopic light
will show it to twist.

It is thought that this coupling type typically al-
lows greater shaft misalignment and yet, lower reac-
tion forces at the bearings. Also, the coupling is able to
cushion shock loads and dampen torsional vibration.
But these desirable attributes come at a price. Thermo-
graphic examination indicates that severe deflection
generates more heat. Plants with dependable mainte-
nance and component replacement statistics have
noted higher replacement requirements for couplings
with elastomers in shear than for comparably rated
disc pack couplings.

Elastomeric toroid (“Inverted Tire,” Ref. 11-6) cou-
plings are represented by Figure 11-13. The fabric-rein-
forced flexing element is operating in the shear mode.
Centrifugal force tends to impart an axial load on the
connected shafts, pushing them apart. The opposite is
true with elastomeric toroid configurations that repre-
sent a true tire cross-section. Here, centrifugal force
would impart an axial pulling force on the connected
shafts.

In addition to temperature limitations, elastomer
performance is often affected by environmental compat-
ibility, including—sometimes—tolerance of leaking flu-
ids. Table 11-3 compares the environmental

Table 11-2: Flexible coupling comparison chart
————————————————————————————————

AXIAL ESTIMATED
COUPLING FORCES RELATIVE LUBRICATION SERVICE LIFE

TYPE GENERATED COST REQUIRED YEARS
————————————————————————————————
Mechanically
Flexible
————————————————————————————————
Gear Med-High Medium Yes 3-5
Chain Low Low Yes 3-5
Grid Spring Medium Medium Yes 3-5

Metallic Material-
Flexible
————————————————————————————————
Disc Low-Med High No 4-8
Diaphragm Low High No 5

Elastomeric
Material-Flexible
————————————————————————————————
Jaw Medium Low-Med No 3-5
Bonded Tire Low Low-Med No 2-3
(Urethane)
————————————————————————————————
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Figure 11-11: “Flexxor” non-lubri-
cated multiple disc coupling (Source:
Coupling Corporation of America,
York, Pennsylvania)

compatibility of two common coupling elastomers, poly-
urethane and polyisoprene rubber (Ref. 11-7).

SO, WHICH COUPLING FOR CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS?

Properly selected and installed, disc pack cou-
plings with captured center members are almost always
the most cost-effective choice. The center member, also

called a spool piece, is sized for a shaft-end to shaft-
end separation of approximately 7 inches (~178
mm). In case of disc pack failure, which rarely ever
happens on properly aligned pumps, the "capture
feature" prevents the spool piece from being ejected.
Moreover, by using a stroboscopic light, the defor-
mation-related condition of disc pack couplings can
be monitored while the equipment is operating.
Regardless of lubrication method employed, refin-

ery experience indicates that gear couplings tend to
lock up after a period of operation. The resulting
thrust forces are acting on the bearings and over-
load failures are likely to occur. Lock-up often oc-
curs even though the coupling teeth appear
damage-free.

Elastomeric couplings sooner or later suffer
from aging or other environmentally induced deg-
radation. Obviously, elastomers in compression are
a bit less risky than elastomers in tension and tor-
sion. In addition to misalignment and environmen-

tal influences, the useful life of couplings is further
influenced by the number of starts and stops.

Suffice it to say that while no one type of coupling
is without its advantages and disadvantages, reliability-
focused users will overwhelmingly agree that properly
selected and installed disc pack couplings are the top
choice for centrifugal pumps.

Regardless of coupling type ultimately used,
proper assembly tolerances and sound mounting and

Figure 11-12:
“Split-sleeve”
Omega-type
elastomeric cou-
pling (Source:
Rexnord Corpora-
tion, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 52301)

Figure 11-13: “Inverted toroid” elastomeric coupling
(Source: The Falk Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
53208)
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Table 11-3:
Typical relative performance of two elastomers

——————————————————————————
Relative Performance of

Environment Polyurethane Polyisoprene
Rubber

——————————————————————————
Abrasion Excellent Excellent
Acids, dilute Fair Good
Acids, concentrated Poor Good
Alcohols Fair Good
Aliphatic Hydrocarbons Excellent Poor

Gasoline, fuel Excellent Poor
Alkalies, dilute Fair Good
Alkalies, concentrated Poor Good
Animal and vegetable oils Excellent Fair
Aromatic Hydrocarbons Excellent Poor

Benzol, toluene Poor Poor
Degreaser fluids Good Poor
Heat aging Good Good
Hydraulic fluids Poor Poor
Low temperature embrittlement Excellent Good
Oil Excellent Poor
Oxidation Excellent Good
Ozone Excellent Poor
Radiation Good Good
Silicate and phosphate Poor Poor
Steam and hot water Poor Unknown
Sunlight (aging) Excellent Poor
Synthetic lubricants Poor Poor
Water swell Excellent Good
——————————————————————————

Fig. 11-14: Damaged coupling hub

dismounting procedures are essential. Sledge ham-
mers have no place in coupling-related work and the
unacceptability of the hub shown in Figure 11-14 mer-
its no further comment.

Reliability-focused users will insist on coupling
hubs that incorporate puller holes to accommodate
pull-off fixtures or suitable disassembly tools. More-
over, the craftsmen employed at reliability-focused
user facilities will pay close attention to the fits and
tolerances recommended in later chapters of this text
(see page 401).
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Process pump users often seek a method of deter-
mining the optimum time for overhaul of a pump based
on energy savings or other considerations. Once devel-
oped, such a tool should be widely used by maintenance
engineers and managers in their role of managing assets
to provide capacity for production, and energy efficiency
to save operating expense or even to minimize green-
house impact. This optimization approach can also be
applied to any item in a plant where deterioration re-
sults in loss of efficiency and energy consumption can be
measured or estimated.

VIBRATION BASICS

All rotating machines, including pumps, vibrate to
some extent due to response from excitation forces, such
as residual rotor unbalance, turbulent liquid flow, pres-
sure pulsations, cavitation, and/or pump wear. Further,
the magnitude of the vibration will be amplified if the
vibration frequency approaches the resonant frequency
of a major pump, foundation and/or piping component.
The issue of interest is not whether or not the pump
vibrates, but:

• Is the amplitude and/or frequency of the vibration
sufficiently high to cause actual or perceived dam-
age to any of the pump components, or

• Is the vibration a symptom of some other damag-
ing phenomenon happening within the pump.

Various industry organizations, such as the Hy-
draulic Institute (ANSI/HI 9.6.4, Ref. 12-1), and Ameri-
can Petroleum Institute (API-610) have set vibration
limits to help guide users to avoid excessive levels of
vibration in pumps. But long before industry standards
were developed, individual reliability professionals and
multinational pump user companies implemented daily
machinery condition logs which guided operating per-
sonnel by listing acceptable, reportable, and mandatory

shut-down levels of vibration (Figure 12-1). These expe-
rience-based values culminated in the bearing life vs. vi-
bration approximations for general-purpose machinery,
Figure 12-2 (HPB, 1986).

However, machinery vibration and its measure-
ment are complex issues and require some clarification.
Typical considerations might include:

1. Bearing cap vibration be measured and/or ana-
lyzed by using displacement, velocity or accelera-
tion to evaluate the health of the equipment? The
primary measure of bearing cap vibration used in
industry today is velocity.

2. Should the “total all-pass” or the “filtered” fre-
quency be used? Most industry specifications and
standards use “total all-pass” vibration values to
identify problem pumps, with filtered values re-
served for analysis of vibration problems.

3. Should RMS (root mean square) or peak-to-peak
values be measured or specified? The Hydraulic
Institute has chosen RMS acceptance limit values,
since most vibration instruments actually measure
vibration in RMS terms, and calculate peak-to-peak
values if required. API, on the other hand, uses
peak-to-peak. RMS values are roughly 0.707 times
zero-to-peak values.

However, this relationship applies only for
vibration consisting of a single sine wave. For more
complex waveforms, this conversion does not yield
correct results.

4. What is the acceptable vibration amplitude (new,
or repair levels) for a particular application?
Should acceptance limits change along with overall
pump power and flow-rate regions? The Hydraulic
Institute bases acceptable vibration limits on pump
type and power level, while API gives different
limits for the “preferred” and “allowable” operat-

Chapter 12

Pump Condition

Monitoring Guidelines
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Figure 12-1: Manual vibration data log format used in the 1970’s

Note: API uses peak-to-peak
vibration measurement for shaft
vibration (displacement in mils)

For bearing cap measurements,
API uses peak vibration velocity
(inches per second, or ips)
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ing regions. A vibration velocity of 0.15 ips repre-
sents a “rule-of-thumb,” as-new acceptance value.

5. How do factory test stand vibration measurements
compare with field site values? What is the effect of
foundation stiffness/grouting? Generally, the stiff-
ness of a field pump foundation is much higher
than found on a factory test stand, especially if the
pump base plate is grouted (see Chapter 3). That is
why the Hydraulic Institute vibration standard al-
lows higher test stand values (up to twice field
values). For vertical turbine pump installations, it
is especially important to know the actual founda-
tion stiffness to avoid high vibration from opera-
tion at a structural resonant frequency.

6. How much has the vibration amplitude and/or
frequency changed during the life of the machine?
It is helpful to have an as-new vibration signature
taken and kept on file for future use.

7. Location of vibration measurements: Horizontal
and vertical dry pit pump vibration measurements
are normally taken on or near the outer, or upper-
most bearings) in the horizontal, vertical and axial
planes, with the maximum value used for accep-
tance. Vertical turbine pump vibration measure-
ments are taken at the top or bottom of the motor.
Probes should not be located on flexible panels,
walls, or motor end covers.

Not to be overlooked are special vibration monitor-
ing approaches that are particularly well-suited for pro-
cess pumps. One such approach involves the SKF
enveloping process (Figure 12-3). The relevant hand-
held data collection and analysis unit is shown at the top
of Figure 12-4. This data collector, and others like it, rep-
resent versatile bearing distress monitoring tools.

Figure 12-5 shows shock pulse monitoring (SPM)
and manual data collection in progress. In simple terms,
the SPM method detects the development of a mechani-
cal shock wave caused by the impact of two masses. At
the exact instant of impact, molecular contact occurs and
a compression (shock) wave develops in each mass. The
SPM method is based on the events occurring in the
mass during the extremely short time period after the
first particles of the colliding bodies come in contact.
This time period is so short that no detectable deforma-

Figure 12-2: Approximate bearing life-vibration rela-
tionship for general purpose machinery

Figure 12-3: Acceleration enveloping process of vibration moni-
toring (Source: SKF Condition Monitoring, San Diego, California)

1. A typical Velocity Spectrum process does not always reveal
possible bearing defects.

2. The acceleration enveloping process isolates bearing fault
signals by filtering out the machine’s higher amplitude, lower
frequency vibration noise (typically everything under 10-15
times shaft speed), thereby greatly improving the signal-to-
noise ratio of the bearing defect. Then, in the isolated bear-
ing frequency range, the enveloping process looks for higher
harmonics of repetitive, impulse signals created by bearing
defects.

3. These defect signals are detectable in the defect’s early
stages and typically occur in very high frequency ranges,
anywhere from five to 40 times the fundamental defect fre-
quency.

4. Once these harmonics are detected, the enveloper sums the
signals together, then folds the enhanced signal back to the
defect’s fundamental frequency range. The result is a fre-
quency spectrum with a much more obvious, enhanced
event displayed at the defect’s fundamental fault frequency
and at evenly spaced harmonics.
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tion of the material has yet occurred. The molecular con-
tact produces vastly increased particle acceleration at the
impact point. The severity of these impacts can be plot-
ted, trended and displayed (see Figure 12-6).

SKF, a bearing manufacturer with manufacturing
facilities world-wide, is using several of their data acqui-
sition and analysis instruments (see top of Figure 12-4)
as tools in their “@ptitude” (sic) industrial decision sup-
port system. Making extensive use of data banks and
software, vibration data comprise just one of many in-
puts being integrated into one easy to use application. In
essence, the system uses a structured approach to cap-
turing and applying knowledge—both real-time and on-
demand.

Another major contender is the Vibcode and
Vibscanner family of German manufacturer Prueftechnik
and its Miami-based U.S. collaborator Ludeca, Figure 12-
7. These combination data collectors and analyzers come
with ready-made software packages that start with vi-
bration and temperature monitoring, but also incorpo-
rate speed measuring and field balancing capabilities
that are of great value in a conscientiously applied pump
life extension program.

ITT/Goulds has developed a variable frequency
drive with a monitoring system (called “PumpSmart®”)
that is capable of adjusting the pump speed to react to
fault occurrences, such at a closed suction valve, cavita-
tion and pump wear.

ROTOR BALANCING

All impellers, irrespective of their operational
speed, should be dynamically (“spin”) balanced before
installation, either single or two plane. Two-plane bal-
ance is required for wide impeller, when the impeller
width is greater than 1/6th of the impeller diameter. ISO

Figure 12-4: Versatile monitoring devices are part of an
integrated industrial decision support system (Source:
SKF Condition Monitoring, San Diego, California)

Figure 12-5: SPM data collection on a process pump
(Source: SPM Instruments, Inc., Marlborough, Con-
necticut)
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balance criteria are illustrated in Figure 12-8.
There is no doubt that dynamic balancing of the

three major rotating pump components, shaft, impeller
and coupling, will increase mechanical seal and bearing
life. All couplings of any weight or size should be bal-
anced, if they are part of a conscientious and reliability-
focused pump failure reduction program. Couplings
that cannot be balanced have no place in industrial pro-
cess pumps.

The preferred procedure of balancing a rotating
unit is to balance the impeller and coupling indepen-
dently, and then the impeller and coupling on the shaft
as a single unit. Another method is to balance the rotor
one time only as an assembled unit.

Multistage pump rotors, both horizontal and verti-
cal, are best not assembled and balanced and then disas-
sembled for re-assembly. Often, more problems are
caused by the disassembly than are caused by the com-
ponent balance. The static (single plane) force in the
balance is always the more important of the two forces,
static and dynamic (couple force). If balancing of indi-
vidual rotor components is chosen, it is best to use a
tighter tolerance for the static (single plane) force. In
theory, if all the static force is removed from each part,
there should be very little dynamic (couple) force re-
maining in the rotor itself.

For impellers operating at 1,800 rpm or less, the
ISO 1940 G6.3 tolerance is acceptable. For 3,600 to 1,800

rpm, the ISO G2.5 is a better tolerance. Both are dis-
played on the balance tolerance nomograms for small
(Figure 12-9) and large machinery rotors (Figure 12-10).
Generally tighter balance tolerances (G1.0) are not war-
ranted unless the balancing facility has modern, auto-
mated balancing equipment that will achieve these
results without adding much time and effort. Using
older balancing equipment may make the G1.0 quality
difficult and unnecessarily costly to obtain and dupli-
cate. Also, factory vibration tests have, at best, shown in-
significant reductions in pump vibration with this
tighter balance grade.

Balancing machine sensitivity must be adequate for
the part to be balanced. This means that the machine is
to be capable of measuring unbalance levels to one-tenth
of the maximum residual unbalance allowed by the bal-
ance quality grade selected for the component being
balanced.

Rotating assembly balance is recommended when
practical and if the tighter quality grades, G2.5 or G1.0,
are desired. Special care must be taken to ensure that
keys and keyways in balancing arbors are dimensionally
identical to those in the assembled rotor. Impellers must
have an interference fit with the shaft, when G1.0 bal-
ance is desired. Although looseness between impeller
hub and shaft (or balance machine arbor) is allowed for
the lesser balance grades, it should not exceed the values
given in Table 12-1 for grades G2.5 or G6.3:

Figure 12-6: Shock pulse monitoring and trend plots of severity
(Source: SPM Instruments, Inc., Marlborough, Connecticut)
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Figure 12-7: Pruftechnik’s “Vibcode”
and “Vibscanner” devices collect and
analyze a wide range of data and are
supported by superior software
(Source: Ludeca, Miami, Florida 33172)

Table 12-1: Maximum Diametral Hub Looseness
————————————————————————————————

Impeller Hub Maximum Diametral Looseness

Bore < 1,800 rpm 1,800-3,600 rpm
————————————————————————————————

0 — 1.499 in. . 0015 in. . 0015 in.
1.5 — 1.999 in. . 0020 in. . 0015 in.

2.0 in. and larger . 0025 in. . 0015 in.
————————————————————————————————
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Figure 12-8: Impeller dynamic balance criteria (ISO Balance Standard
1940)

VIBRATION ACCEPTANCE LIMITS

Hydraulic Institute Standard
ANSI/HI 9.6.4 presents the generally
accepted allowable pump “field” vibra-
tion values for various pump types (see
Table 12-2). The standard is based on
RMS total, or all-pass vibration values
(Ref. 12-1). The standard states that fac-
tory or laboratory values can be as
much as twice these field limits, de-
pending on the rigidity of the test stand.
The ANSI/ASME B73 standard accepts
two times the HI 9.6.4 values for factory
tests performed on chemical end suction
pumps. HI also includes the API-610
values for end suction refinery pumps
(in RMS terms), although the API docu-
ment requires that these acceptance val-
ues be demonstrated on the factory test
stand.

The HI standard also states that
these values only apply to pumps oper-
ating under good field conditions,
which are defined as:

1. Adequate NPSH margin (see
Chapter 5)

2. Operation within the pump’s pre-
ferred operating region (between
70% and 120% of BEP)—see also
Chapter 5

3. Proper pump/motor coupling
alignment (Chapter 3)

4. Pump intake must conform to
ANSI/HI 9.8 (pump intake de-
sign).

The HI standard further bases the
allowable vibration levels on pump
power. Table 12-2 only lists the constant values required
for low and high pump power ratings. The acceptable
vibration, between the low and high power values, var-
ies linearly with power on a semi-log graph.

It should also be noted that the acceptable vibra-
tion values for slurry and vertical turbine pumps are
about double the values given for horizontal clean liquid
pumps.

Once a pump is accepted and commissioned,
somewhat higher total (all-pass) vibration values are
usually accepted before further follow-up and analysis

are deemed appropriate. As a general rule, follow-up is
recommended if vibration levels increase to twice the
“field” acceptance limits (or initial actual readings).

CAUSES OF EXCESSIVE VIBRATION

Once a pump has been determined to have a high
“total/all-pass” vibration level, the next step is to iden-
tify the cause. Now is the time to obtain a filtered vibra-
tion analysis (see Table 12-3).
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The first step in the analysis should be to capture,
and then evaluate, the multiples of pump running
speed. This is shown on Figure 12-11, also called a “fil-
tered” velocity plot, or frequency spectrum. Actual
analysis can point to several possible causes, as illus-
trated on Table 12-3:

1. Rotor unbalance (new residual impeller/rotor un-
balance or unbalance caused by impeller metal re-
moval—wear).

2. Shaft (coupling) misalignment

3. Liquid turbulence due to operation too far away
from the pump best efficiency flow rate (see Figure
12-12).

4. Cavitation due to insufficient NPSH margin.

5. Pressure pulsations from impeller vane—casing
tongue (cutwater) interaction in high discharge
energy pumps.

Other possible causes of vibration may be more
complex to analyze. Among these are:

1. Operating speed close to the mechanical or hy-
draulic resonant frequency of a major pump, foun-
dation or pipe component. This is of major
importance with large multistage horizontal and
long vertical pumps. A margin of safety should be
provided between rotor or structural natural fre-
quencies and operating speed. Typical margins are
15-25%. Vibration amplification will generally be
greater than 2.5-times at a resonant frequency.

Figure 12-9: Balance tolerance nomo-
gram for G2.5 and G6.3, small rotors
(Source: Bloch, Heinz P., and F.K.
Geitner, “Machinery Component
Maintenance and Repair,” 2nd Edition,
1990, Gulf Publishing Company, Hous-
ton, Texas, ISBN 0-87201-781-8)
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2. Vibration/resonance events to be evaluated in-
clude: Rotor lateral vibration, torsional vibration
(commonly occurring on reciprocating engine
drives), and structural lateral vibration (common
with long-shafted vertical pumps)

3. Poor pump suction or discharge piping can also
cause increased vibration, normally by either in-
creased cavitation or turbulence in the pump, or
pump operating speed or vane pass frequencies
could excite a piping structural or hydraulic reso-
nance (see Chapter 3).

4. Bearing wear. Rolling element bearings have dis-
tinct vibration signatures based on the number of
bearing balls or rollers.

5. Opening up of impeller wearing ring clearances,
which can reduce the NPSH margin, and shift the
pump operating flow point.

6. Broken rotor bar on electric motor will generate
specific frequencies.

USING PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
AS YOUR DECISION MAKING TOOL*

Pump Condition Monitoring Examined
The extent and effects of internal wear in centrifu-

gal pumps vary with the nature of the liquid pumped,

Figure 12-10: Balance tolerance
nomogram for G2.5 and G6.3,
large rotors (Source: Bloch,
Heinz P., and F.K. Geitner, “Ma-
chinery Component Mainte-
nance and Repair,” 2nd Edition,
1990, Gulf Publishing Com-
pany, Houston, Texas, ISBN 0-
87201-781-8)

*This major segment was contributed by Ray Beebe, Senior Lecturer at
Monash University, Gippsland School of Engineering, Churchill,
Victoria 3842, Australia. It is based on testing and analytical work
performed under his guidance.
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the pump type and its operating duty.
Some pumps last for years, others for
only months.

Overhauling of pumps on a fixed
time or schedule basis is rarely the most
cost-effective policy. Use of condition
monitoring ensures that pump over-
hauls or performance restoration efforts
are done when really necessary. How-
ever, despite the many excellent pump
textbooks, there is little information
available on how to apply condition-
based maintenance to pumps.

Monitoring methods should be
chosen that would detect each of the
various failure modes that can be fore-
seen to occur:

• Vibration monitoring and analysis
(probably the most widely ap-
plied method of condition moni-
toring for rotating machines in
general, and suited to detect such
faults as unbalance, misalignment,
looseness)

• On large pumps, sampling and
analysis of lubricants for deterio-
ration and wear debris (relevant
for bearings/lubrication system
faults)

• Electrical plant tests (relevant for
motor condition)

• Visual inspection and Non-De-
structive Testing (particularly rel-
evant for casing wear)

Table 12-2: Allowable pump field-installed vibration values (Ref. 12-1)
————————————————————————————————

LESS THAN VIBRATION GREATER VIBRATION
PUMP TYPE POWER RMS THAN RMS

(HP) IN/SEC POWER (HP) IN/SEC
————————————————————————————————
End Suction ANSI B73 20 .125 100 .18
————————————————————————————————
Vertical Inline, Sep.
Coupled ANSI B73.2 20 .125 100 .18
————————————————————————————————
End Suct. & Vertical
Inline Close- Coupled 20 .14 100 .21
————————————————————————————————
End Suction, Frame-
Mounted 20 .14 100 .21
————————————————————————————————
End Suct., API-610,
Preferred Operation
Region (POR) All .12 All .12
————————————————————————————————
End Suct., API-610,
Allowable Operation
Region (AOR) All .16 All .16
————————————————————————————————
End Suction, Paper
Stock 10 .14 200 .21
————————————————————————————————
End Suct. Solids
Handling —Horizontal 10 .22 400 .31
————————————————————————————————
End Suct. Solids
Handling—Vertical 10 .26 400 .34
————————————————————————————————
End Suct. Hard
Metal/Rubber-Lined,
Horizontal & Vertical 10 .30 100 .40
————————————————————————————————
Between Bearings,
Single & Multistage 20 .12 200 .22
————————————————————————————————
Vertical Turbine
Pump (VTP) 100 .24 1000 .28
————————————————————————————————
VTP, Mixed Flow,
Propeller, Short Set 100 .2 3000 .28
————————————————————————————————

Table 12-3: Sources of Specific Vibration Excitations
———————————————————————————————————

FREQUENCY SOURCE
———————————————————————————————————

0.1 × Running Speed Diffuser Stall
0.8 × Running Speed Impeller Stall (Recirculation)
1 × Running Speed Unbalance or Bent Shaft
1 × or 2 × Running Speed Misalignment
Number of Vanes × Running Speed Vane/Volute Gap & Cavitation

———————————————————————————————————
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• Performance monitoring and analysis (relevant for
pump internal condition).

For critical machines, more than one method of
condition monitoring may be justified. This segment will
demonstrate use of vibration and performance analysis

as inter-related and practical examples of condition
monitoring.

The Head-flow Method of
Pump Condition Monitoring

The most useful condition monitoring method is
by head-flow measurement, because in addition to
pump deterioration, it detects any changes in system
resistance. The head-flow measurement method can be
used for all pumps where flow, or a repeatable indicator
of it, can be quantified.

Throttling the pump to obtain points over the full
flow range is not necessary. Some points near the normal
operating duty point are sufficient to reveal the effects of
wear, usually shown by the head-flow curve moving
towards the zero flow axis by an amount roughly equal
to the internal leakage flow. This is demonstrated by
“test points-worn pump” on Figure 12-13.

A series of test readings at steady conditions at
about 15 second intervals is sufficient; the average val-
ues are being plotted. Speed must be measured for vari-
able speed pumps, and the head-flow data corrected to
a standard speed (Ref. 12-2).

Field tests sometimes give results slightly different
from the manufacturer’s shop tests because actual site
conditions for flow and pressure measurement are rarely
as required by the various standards for pump testing.

Figure 12-11: Frequency spectrum showing (top) time-velocity plot and, (bottom) frequency
vs. vibration amplitude plot

Figure 12-12: Hydraulic Institute vibration values ap-
ply only within preferred operating region of pump,
i.e. vibration due to recirculation may greatly exceed
anticipated vibration amplitudes
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However, for monitoring, we are seeking relative
changes rather than absolute accuracy. Non-intrusive ul-
trasonic flowmeters are applicable in most cases. A
permanent flowmeter installed as part of a pump’s mini-
mum flow protection or process measurement can be
used, provided its long-term condition is considered to
be constant, or it can be inspected regularly.

Such performance information shows the extent to
which a pump has deteriorated, and pumps can be pri-
oritized for overhaul on the basis of their relative wear.

Shut-off Head Method
Measuring head at zero flow is a simple test. It is

only possible where it can be tolerated, which is not so
for high-energy or high-specific-speed pumps, where
power at shut-off is greater than that at duty point.

With the discharge valve closed fully for no longer
than about 30 seconds, suction and discharge pressures
are read when steady. The liquid temperature is also
needed to find the density, which is used to convert the
pressure readings into head values.

Wear of vane outer diameters will show readily, as
the head-flow curve of a worn pump moves towards the
zero flow axis. To show sealing wear ring degradation,
the pump head/flow curve needs to be relatively steep.
(Note that if the pump has a rising curve, internal leak-

age will initially give an increase in shut-off head).
Figure 12-14 shows the trend in degradation of a

230 kW pump over three years. Wear amplitude is ex-
pressed at duty point flow, as the percentage reduction
in total head compared with the new datum condition.
This is usually derived from head-flow tests near duty
point, but can also be obtained using the shut-off head
test where this is allowable.

Please note that such testing requires that two fre-
quently-ignored conditions be met:

1. That pressure gauge connections be provided on
the pump suction and discharge sides

2. That all pressure gauges be tested and calibrated
before data taking. Using a brand new gauge is no
guarantee that readings will be correct.

Thermodynamic Method
Another pump monitoring method is to measure

the temperature rise of the liquid through the pump,
which reflects pump inefficiency. Since the differential
temperature is very small, great care is required to mea-
sure it. Any recirculation effects at pump inlet and outlet
must be eliminated, and tests are not possible at very low
or zero flows. Efficiency can be calculated from the inlet
temperature, differential temperature and head. If effi-
ciency changes with time, comparisons can be made on
efficiency vs. head plots. For high head pumps, an allow-
ance must be made for the isentropic temperature rise

Figure 12-13: Head-flow of new pump and head-flow
points from worn pump

Figure 12-14: Measured degradation of a 230 kW pump
by head-flow testing
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that occurs as a result of pressure increase (Ref. 12-3).
A commercially available device is widely used in

the UK water industry (Ref. 12-4). Pressure taps at suc-
tion and discharge are required to be two diameters
away from pump flanges. These taps allow for the instal-
lation of pressure/temperature probes. Clamp-on type
detectors are placed to measure motor power. Pump ef-
ficiency is then found from precise head and tempera-
ture rise measurements through the pump. From
assessment of motor losses, power absorbed by the
pump is computed. From all these data, the pump flow
can be found.

For condition monitoring, tests at around normal
operating point are usually sufficient. The thermody-
namic method would be more attractive economically if
no special tapping points were required. Research at
Monash University on high head pumps using special
semi-conductor temperature probes on the piping out-
side surface, covered with insulation, gave usable re-
sults, provided the pump is being operated at steady
conditions for 30 minutes to allow the piping tempera-
ture to stabilize (Ref. 12-5).

Percent efficiency for pumps in water service up to
54°C is given by the empirical formula given below,
which includes a correction for the isentropic tempera-
ture rise (total head is in kPa, temperatures in °C). See
Ref. 12-6 for discussion.

sorbed is being wasted. These pumps are variable speed,
and tests show that the measured flows must be cor-
rected in direct proportion to the speed.

On a set of pumps of another design elsewhere,
both head-flow and balance flow were measured for
some years, but no correlation was found.

On yet another 11-stage pump, the head-flow per-
formance was tested as being well below the datum
curve. As the pump was dismantled, measurements
showed that interstage clearances were not worn. A con-
dition monitoring credibility crisis was averted when the
balance seat area was reached and found to be severely
eroded. Balance flow had obviously been very high. For
the best monitoring, both head flow and balance flow
should be measured, particularly if the balance area can
be separately dismantled in the field.

Optimum Time for Overhaul
The most economic time to restore lost perfor-

mance by overhaul will vary with the circumstances. If
the deterioration is constant over time, then a cash flow
analysis can be done to ensure that the investment in
overhaul will give the required rate of return. This is the
same process as used in deciding on any investment in
plant improvement.

If the deterioration rate is increasing with time, then
the optimum time for overhaul will be when the cumu-

Balance Flow Measurement
Multistage pumps with the impellers facing in the

same direction usually have a balance disc or drum ar-
ranged such that final stage discharge pressure counter-
acts the axial thrust on the shaft line. This makes it
possible to monitor pump condition by measuring the
leak-off from the balance device (Ref. 12-7). The basis is
that if increased wear in the annular space to the balance
device is evident from increased leak-off flow, then the
interstage clearances are also worn.

As the leak-off line is quite small compared to the
pump main flow piping, a permanent flowmeter is rela-
tively inexpensive. For some years, overhauls have been
scheduled on this basis on a number of boiler feed
pumps. Flows are read manually, and trends plotted
using a database program (Figure 12-15). Note that here
the balance flow of 15 l/s corresponds to about 10% of
the duty flow, and about 250 kW of extra power. When
added to the likely internal recirculation, this would
mean that an even larger proportion of the power ab-

lative cost of increased electricity consumption equals
the overhaul cost.

The method is now described for some plausible
scenarios and actual situations.

Pump Deterioration Results in
Reduced Plant Production

Where the cost of overhaul is insignificant in pro-
portion to the cost of lost production cost, prompt over-
haul is usually simply justified at a convenient
“window.”

Pump Which Runs Intermittently to
Meet a Demand

In a pumping installation such as topping up a
water supply tank or pumping out, deterioration will
cause the pump to take more time to do its duty. The
extra service time required therefore results in increased
power consumption that can be related to the overhaul
cost.

Pump efficiency = 100
[1−0.003 inlet T−2 +4,160 Temp. Rise ⁄ Total Head]
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Pump Deterioration Does Not Affect
Plant Production, at Least Initially:
Constant Speed, Throttle Valve Controlled Pump

The internal wear does not cause any loss in pro-
duction from the plant, as the control valve opens more
fully to ensure that pump output is maintained. Eventu-
ally, as wear progresses, pump output may be insuffi-
cient to avoid loss of production, or the power taken will
exceed the motor rating.

Earlier, Figure 12-13 showed the head-power-flow
site test characteristics of such a pump. Its output is
controlled using a throttle control valve. The duty flow
is 825 m3/h, and the duty point in the new condition is
“A.” The power absorbed by the pump is read off the
power-flow curve as 2,150 kW, “B.” The power-flow
curve should ideally be found on site, but factory test
data may have to suffice.

After some service, the plotted “test points-worn
pump” indicate internal wear. When worn to this extent,
the operating point moves to “C,” as the system resis-
tance curve lowers when the throttle valve is opened
further.

The increased power required in the worn condi-
tion can be estimated by extending from the head-flow
curve at constant head from the operating point to “D,”
and then intersecting the power-flow curve for new con-
dition at constant flow, “E.” Follow the arrowed line in
Figure 12-13. This assumes that the original curve still
represents the flow through the impellers (of which less
is leaving the pump to the system). The power could of
course be measured on test at extra expense if the pump
was motor-driven.

In our example, power required for this duty in the
worn condition is shown in Figure 12-13 by the projec-
tion from the duty flow of 825 m3/h to the test curve to

find 640 m head, then across to the “site test-new pump”
curve, then down to the power curve, to find 2,300 kW.

The extra electric power consumption is therefore
2,300 – 2,150 = 150 kW which, divided by the motor
efficiency (here it is 90%), will yield 167 kW.

If the wear ring clearances are known by previous
experience of correlation with measured performance, or
if the pump is opened up already, the extra power con-
sumed likely to be saved by overhaul can be estimated
(Ref. 12-8).

Using this method, a number of pumps of varying
wear conditions could be prioritized for maintenance,
based on their increased power consumption and their
relative costs of overhaul, i.e. the cost/benefit ratio.

Finding the Optimum Time for
Overhaul from Head-flow Data

For this example, the test points were obtained fol-
lowing 24 months of service since the pump was known
to be in new condition; an overhaul would cost $50,000;
electricity costs 10¢/kWh, and the pump is in service
approximately 27% of the time.

Tests showed that the cost of deterioration had
reached 167 kW × 0.10 × 720 × 0.27 = $3,240/month (tak-
ing an average month as 720 hours).

Since the time now is 24 months, $3,240 ÷ 24 gives
the average deterioration cost rate as $135 per month.

The optimum time for overhaul can be calculated
(Ref. 12-9), from

T = [(2)(O)/C]1/2

where:
O = cost of overhaul
C = cost rate of deterioration

The result here is T = 27.2 months.

But it is better to calculate and plot the average
total cost/month values for a range of times. Seen
clearly will be the cost impact of doing the repairs at
some other time, such as at a scheduled plant shutdown.

Calculating Average Cost Per Month:
In this example, take the time at 22 months.

Average monthly cost to cover overhaul:
$50,000/22 = $2,273/month

Average extra energy cost:
$135 × 1/2 × 22 = $1,485/month

Total average cost/month is
the sum of these two figures =

$3,758/month

Figure 12-15: Condition monitoring of a high energy
multi-stage pump by measurement of balance device
leak-off flow (flows are corrected to a standard pump
speed)
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Repeat this calculation for several months, perhaps
using a spreadsheet, and look for the minimum total
cost, which is at 27.2 months. If plotted as cost/month
against time, the resulting curves will show the overhaul
cost per month dropping with time, with the lost energy
cost increasing with time. (The time value of money
could also be taken into account, if required). Usually
the total cost curve is fairly flat for +/- 20% or so.

If the overhaul were delayed until, say, 30 months,
then the accumulated cost of lost energy would have
reached $135 × 1/2 × (30)2 = $60,750. At 27.2 months, the
cost is $135 × 1/2 × (27.2)2 = $49,939. The cost of delay-
ing overhaul is thus the difference, $10,811.

Note that this calculation is only correct if the wear
progresses at a uniformly increasing rate with time, but, as
Figure 12-14 shows, this is not always so. Information
may not be available to make any other assumption, but
decision makers have to start somewhere! There are
other formulas for nonlinear rates of change (Ref. 12-9).

Note that some relatively small pumps may never
justify overhaul on savings in energy use alone, but may
be justified on reduced plant production rate.

When Pump Deterioration Does Not Affect Production
For a pump where the speed is varied to meet its

desired duty, the effect of wear on power required is
much more dramatic than for the case of a constant-
speed, throttle-controlled pump. This is because the
power increases in proportion to the speed ratio cubed.

Unless pump output is limited by the pump reach-
ing its maximum speed, or by its driver reaching its
highest allowable power output, no production will be
lost. However, power consumed will increase more dra-
matically for a given wear state than for a constant-
speed pump.

To estimate power required in the worn state, the
head-flow curve must be drawn for the current higher
speed in the new condition. Select a head-flow point on the
original new condition curve, and correct it to the higher
speed. Multiply the flow by the speed ratio and multiply
the head by the square of the speed ratio. Repeat this for
some other points at flows above duty flow to draw the
new condition head-flow curve.

Follow the same method and calculations as be-
fore to find the time for overhaul at minimum total
cost. The operating point is projected from the worn
curve to the new curve at the same speed as the worn
curve. Figure 12-16 shows the performance of a vari-
able speed pump. When new, operation at 1,490 rpm
meets the desired duty flow at operating point “A,”
requiring 325 kW power, point “B.” After some time

in service, internal leakage and “roughness” has in-
creased such that the pump must run at 1,660 rpm to
meet the required duty—still point “A.”

To estimate the power required now, the head-
flow curve must be drawn for the higher speed in the
new condition. Several head-flow points are selected
and corrected for the higher speed: multiply each flow
by the speed ratio, and multiply each matching head
by the speed ratio squared. This will result in the
head-flow curve at 1,660 rpm in the new condition.

The head at the duty flow -point “A”- is pro-
jected across to meet the head-flow curve at 1,660 r/
min (new condition, line “C” in Figure 12-16). Projec-
tion downward at constant flow leads to the increased
power required at 425 kW. The extra power demand is
31%!

The same calculations as before are followed to
find the time for overhaul for minimum total cost.

Optimization Using Shut-off Head Test Results
The shut-off head test information can also be used

to estimate power used in the worn state, and do the
optimization calculations explained previously.

Head-power-flow characteristics in the “new” state
are needed as before, and the operating point must be
known. Note power required at operating point as be-
fore. Make an overlay trace of the head-flow curve in the
new condition. Place it over the “new” curve and move
to the left horizontally until the curve cuts the head axis
at the shut-off head value obtained on the test. The trace

Figure 12-16: Head-flow-power characteristics of new
variable speed pump, and head-flow points from worn
pump
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is now in the position of the “worn” head-flow curve
that is being experienced. Exactly the same process can
be followed as explained previously.

Worn Vertical Multistage Pump
Both vibration and performance analysis were used

to help solve a case where a pump experienced excessive
vibration. This involved a 9-stage mixed flow pump,
rated at 70 l/s with a head at 155m, operating at 1,480
rpm. Only the motor and the pump discharge piping
were visible above the plant floor, with the base flange
bolted to the floor.

For condition monitoring by performance analysis,
a permanently installed orifice plate flowmeter was
used. An ultrasonic flowmeter showed close agreement.
Vibration measurements were taken in the horizontal
and axial directions on the motor flange.

The pump had not yet been added to the routine
vibration program. High vibration was reported and
vibration measurements showed 14 mm/s (0.55 ips)
horizontal vibration, all at 7.5 Hz. This level is not ac-
ceptable for reliable service.

Lower down the casing, the vibration was half this
level, but mostly at 50 Hz, with some at 7.5 Hz. No vi-
bration was evident at the running speed frequency of
25 Hz. More frequent monitoring commenced, and a
week later, the vibration had increased to 22 mm/s (0.87
ips), all at 6.5 Hz. The performance at the usual operat-
ing point had also decreased by 18%.

Since an alternative flow path was available with-
out reducing production, albeit reducing plant efficiency,
the pump was removed for overhaul. All impellers and
wear rings were found damaged beyond repair, and the
shaft was bent.

After repairs, the highest vibration level was below
1 mm/s (0.04 ips) at 25 Hz and 50 Hz frequencies, and
tested performance had also returned to the datum level.
Routine measurements were commenced at three-month
intervals.

It was suspected that the base mounting bolts had
worked loose sufficiently to allow the pump to vibrate at
its natural frequency of about 7.5 Hz. This was thought
to have resulted in internal damage.

Understand Your Measurement Options
The authors believe that Ray Beebe’s work at

Monash University shows what can be accomplished by
careful measurements on a variety of pump types. The
rapid expansion of plant-wide distributive control sys-
tems (DCS) has opened another opportunity.

It is true that few process pumps (if any) are

equipped with calibrated flowmeters, temperature sen-
sors and pressure gauges. However, a process unit can
be modeled to an extent where inlet and discharge pres-
sures as well as power consumption of each pump for a
given set of operating conditions can be predicted. Only
a few selected parameters need to be continuously moni-
tored in order to detect unusual events that might indi-
cate the need for further troubleshooting. Data from
pressure transmitters, thermocouples and electric motor
current transmitters can now be added to plant control
computer networks. Calculation of the cost of through-
put reduction, or power waste, can readily be integrated
in the DCS software. There is no need to wait for the
detection of a fire or excessive vibration levels to initiate
troubleshooting.

New data collectors and vibration analyzers enter
the market every year and the user/owner of process
pumps should keep informed on available models, con-
figurations and options. Figure 12-17 represents just one
of these, a lightweight, two-channel FFT data collector/
vibration analyzer for monitoring and analyzing machine
condition. As a data collector, this instrument records all
forms of machine vibrations, bearing conditions, process
data and visual inspection information. Collected ma-
chinery data are stored on mass storage cards and then
transferred to suitable maintenance software for further
evaluation, report generation and archiving.

Figure. 12-17: Modern light-weight data collector and
vibration analyzer   (Source: Prueftechnik, Germany,
and Ludeca, Inc., www.ludeca.com)
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There are literally thousands of pump models and
configurations in use today and it is certainly beyond the
scope of this text to list them all, or to explain the myriad
of variations available in the marketplace. However, ex-
perience shows that there are functional and application
issues in certain pump categories. To the extent that
these issues have reliability or cost justification impact,
they deserve our examination and consideration.

PETROLEUM REFINERY SERVICE PUMPS (API-610)

Many refinery applications deal with flammable
fluids. Safety and reliability are of foremost importance
in these services, which led to the development of the
API Standard 610. Although not a legally binding docu-
ment, this well-known industry standard covers the ba-
sic, experience-based requirements that impart reliability
to process pumps. It is of greatest importance in severe
pump applications.

One of the most severe pump applications is “hot
oil” (300°F/149°C to 850°F/399°C) service, which creates
the following critical pump conditions:

• High thermal expansion of pump components. The
pump supports must maintain coupling alignment
at these elevated temperatures. Casing centerline
support, without a separate support of bearing
housing, is normally used to address this problem
(see Figure 13-1).

• High heat conductivity to pump bearings. In appli-
cations involving sleeve bearings, the oil may have
to be kept cool through the use of cooling coils
(Figure 13-2). Note, however, that
(a) rolling element bearings do not require cooling

if a lubricant of sufficiently high enough vis-
cosity is chosen (Refs. 13-1 and 13-2).

(b) synthetic lubricants are ideally suited for high-
temperature pump bearings

(c) since the early 1970’s, thousands of high tem-

perature pumps have been in successful high
MTBF services after all cooling water was re-
moved from their oil sumps and/or from their
respective cooling water jackets.

(d) cooling water jackets that surround or are in
close proximity to bearing outer rings cool pri-
marily the bearing outer ring, while the bear-
ing inner ring remains at a higher temperature.
This causes bearing-internal clearances to van-
ish and the bearing will experience excessive
preload. Bearings surrounded by cooling water
jackets are almost certain to fail prematurely
(Ref. 13-2).

• Stuffing boxes may be provided with cooling jack-
ets to maintain reasonable seal environment tem-

Chapter 13

Pump Types and Materials

(Special Reliability Considerations)

Figure 13-1: Multistage pump in pipeline service. Note
API-compliant centerline support (Source: Ruhr-
pumpen, Germany)
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peratures. However, these jackets are often too
small to do much good. External cooling of the seal
flush, or use of high-temperature bellows seals is
inevitably more effective and is often the wisest
choice (Ref. 13-2).

• Hot oil pumps deal with liquids near their boiling
points. This may require pump impellers with low
NPSH requirements, however, pumps with lower
NPSHr accommodate only a narrow allowable op-
erating flow range and are notorious for internal
recirculation.

• Vapor buildup often occurs in the pump suction.
Hot oil pumps must allow self-venting of vapors.

• These pumps typically handle flammable and/or
toxic liquids. Since escaping liquid will often auto-
ignite, mechanical seal selection must be driven by
safety and reliability considerations.

• Many hot oil pumps have relatively high head re-
quirements. Unless multi-staging is employed, hot
oil pumps must operate at two pole speeds (3,600
or 3,000 rpm) to generate the necessary head with
a single stage pump. This further aggravates the
NPSH situation.

• Low lubricity liquids (specific gravities from 0.3 to
1.3). Mechanical seals must be chosen specifically
for the oil, temperature, pressure and speed (see
Chapter 8).

Cooling Water Issues Explained
Decades of solid experience with literally thou-

sands of pumps have shown that cooling water is not
needed for the majority of centrifugal pumps in process
plants worldwide. Regardless of convention and tradi-
tion, there is no net advantage to the use of cooling
water in pump bearing housings equipped with rolling
element bearings.

In any case, for rolling element bearings that are
properly installed and loaded per manu-
facturer’s allowable guidelines, cooling the oil is
neither needed nor advantageous. It may only
be necessary to choose a higher-viscosity oil, if
indeed warranted.

Cooling Water is For Sleeve Bearings. The correct
oil viscosity is needed for reliable oil application
and long bearing life. In other words, an oil ring
will not function the same in lubricants with
substantially different viscosities. Also, the oil

film thickness developed in the bearing will differ for
different oil viscosities.

It is intuitively evident that some heat is being con-
ducted to pump bearings. Moreover, oil shear in bear-
ings produces heat. Therefore, in may applications
involving sleeve bearings, the oil may indeed have to be
kept cool through the use of cooling water jackets that
surround the bearings, or by cooling water coils im-
mersed in the oil. Cooling thus tends to ensure that the
correct lube oil viscosity is being maintained. Neverthe-
less, there are many sleeve bearings that will simply not
require cooling water. As explained in Ref. 13-2, they can
be identified by temporarily shutting off cooling water
in a controlled test during which the steady-state oil
temperature of a premium ISO Grade 32 synthetic is
observed to remain below approximately 170°F (77°C).

To restate, while cooling may still be needed for
sleeve bearings lubricated by oil rings, using cooling wa-
ter jackets on rolling element bearings can prove disastrous
to bearing life. Cooling water jackets that only partially
surround bearing outer rings have often restricted the
uniform thermal expansion of operating bearings and
have been known to force bearings into an oval shape.
There have been many instances where, as a result, bear-
ing operating temperatures were higher with “cooling,”
and lower after the cooling water supply was discon-
nected and the jackets left open to the surrounding at-
mosphere.

Similarly, cooling water flowing through a coil im-
mersed in the lube oil has also been known to cause
problems. Adherence to this “traditional” cooling
method very often invites vapor condensation in bearing
housings. Unless the bearing housings are hermetically
sealed (Ref. 13-2), moist air fills much of the bearing
housing volume. Upon being cooled, the air sheds much
of its water vapor in the form of liquid droplets. Since
this condensate causes the lube oil to degrade, cooling
the bearing environment can be indirectly responsible
for reduced bearing life in pumps.

Figure 13-2: Typical oil
sump cooling provision
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Regrettably, some pump manufacturers and instal-
lation contractors have been painfully slow in endorsing
the deletion of cooling water. Others have been equally
slow advocating superior synthetic lubricants and certain
highly advantageous application methods. Where cost-
justified, advantageous application could refer to pure oil
mist (“dry sump”) for both effective lubrication of operat-
ing pumps and, especially, the protection of non-running
pumps against harmful environments (Ref. 13-3).

In any case, for rolling element bearings that are
properly installed and loaded per manufacturer’s allow-
able guidelines, cooling the oil is neither necessary nor
helpful. Instead of following misguided tradition, and
for bearing housings from which cooling liquid has been
removed, reliability-focused users choose the right syn-
thetic base stock (generally diester or diester/PAO blend
formulations, Refs. 13-2 and 13-3). Also, reliability-fo-
cused users select the correct viscosity and, as was dis-
cussed earlier, avoid the use of oil rings because of their
serious limitations at today’s higher operating speeds.

No longer using cooling water on hundreds of
pumps with rolling element bearings in a petrochemical
plant was estimated to save $120,000 in water consump-
tion, piping maintenance and water treatment cost per
year. In addition, deleting cooling water was thought to
prevent at least three pump failures per year (at $ 6,700
each). The yearly savings were estimated to exceed
$140,000 at this facility. This is again one instance where
the implementation of a cost saving measure has posi-
tive reliability impact and instantaneous payback. All it
takes is for reliability professionals to become familiar
with 30 years of well-documented prior experience and
the underlying scientific principles. Both are very easy to
explain to plant personnel. If necessary, a simple well-
instrumented test will convince even the most tradi-
tional doubters of the laws of physics.

Fortunately, the latest issues of API-610 recognize
the above. This American Petroleum Institute Standard
contains the collective judgment of pump users and
pump manufacturers. While this standard has estab-
lished minimum specifications for the design features re-
quired for centrifugal pumps used for general refinery
service, it rarely discusses trade-offs and upgrade fea-
tures of interest to leading edge pump reliability profes-
sionals. This is why Corporate Standards and
supplemental specifications are often found necessary.

Figure 13-3 depicts an API-610 end suction cen-
trifugal pump with an inducer in front of the impeller. A
typical API-610 vertical in-line version is shown in Fig-
ure 13-4. Both oil mist and oil sump lubrication are illus-
trated. Grease lubrication is discouraged on these

pumps, as is bolting of the pump base to the support
foundation. The entire pump is supposed to “float” with
the piping, and the manufacturer’s installation guide-
lines must be adhered to.

Other types of centrifugal pumps, in addition to
“back pull-out” end suction, are also used for hot oil
service and can be designed or upgraded to comply with
API-610. However, it is important to note that radially
split and barrel-type pumps are generally capable of
handling both higher pressures and temperatures than
their axially split comparison models.

A few of the many refinery pumps are shown in
Figures 13-3 through 13-9. Vertical turbine pumps (Fig-
ure 13-5 Ruhrpumpen & KSB) are primarily used in low
NPSH and multistage services. Between bearing axially
split case double-suction pumps (Figure 13-6, Sulzer/
Winterthur) are used for moderate-head, relatively high-
flow services, whereas the radially split double-suction
configuration of Figure 13-7 (Ruhrpumpen) is able to
contain somewhat higher pressures.

Multi-stage horizontally split models (Figure 13-8,
Sulzer/Winterthur, Switzerland) are used in medium
pressure services. Many different flow schemes are pos-
sible for these and other multi-stage pumps. Note that
the second and third impellers in this three-stage pump
are mounted in mirror-image fashion so as to provide
lower axial thrust.

Radially split multi-stage barrel pumps are needed
for high-head applications, including, of course, many
low specific gravity products. Figure 13-9 depicts a
three-stage pump with each impeller oriented in the
same direction. Here, the manufacturer opted to use a

Figure 13-3: End suction API-610 pump (Source: Pompe
Vergani, S.p.A., Merate/Como, Italy)
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Figure 13-5: Vertical turbine pumps (VTP’s) for
low NPSH and cost-effective multistage appli-
cations (Sources: Ruhrpumpen,  Germany, and
KSB AG, Frankenthal, Germany)

Figure 13-4: API-610 vertical inline pumps with (left) oil mist and (right) oil
sump lubrication (Source: Afton Pumps, Inc., Houston, Texas 77011)
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Figure 13-6: Axially split, double-
flow API-compliant pump (Source:
Sulzer, Winterthur, Switzerland)

Figure 13-7: Radially split, double-flow API-
compliant pump (Source: Ruhrpumpen,
Germany)

balance piston to achieve a measure of thrust reduction.
A balance line connects the space behind the balance pis-
ton to the pump inlet.

Pumps used for petroleum (hydrocarbon) services
can usually survive with relatively small NPSH margin
ratios, even high suction energy pumps (see Chapter 5),
for several reasons:

1. Most hydrocarbon liquids have relatively low va-
por volume to liquid volume ratios. This means
that, if the liquid should vaporize at or near the
pump suction (impeller inlet), the volume of the
resulting vapor does not choke the impeller inlet
passages as severely as does water vapor during
cavitation. This results in a smaller drop in devel-
oped head for the same NPSH margin.

2. Less energy is released when hydrocarbon vapor
bubbles collapse. The velocity generated at the in-

stant of implosion is less, and this means less
damage occurs as a result of cavitation. Avoiding
cavitation is, therefore, not as important in hydro-
carbon services as it is in other liquid services.

3. Hydrocarbon liquids are often a mixture of several
specific hydrocarbon fractions, each with a differ-
ent vapor pressure. This means that only a portion
of the liquid will flash into vapor (or vapor will
implode into the liquid state), at a given local inlet
pressure, thus causing less pump damage.

When NPSH ratio margins are low, it is generally
possible to use high, and even very high suction en-
ergy API-610 pumps in hydrocarbon liquid services.
Satisfactory performance is occasionally feasible even
though some suction recirculation exists. While factory
performance tests of these pumps on water will be
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Figure 13-9: Radially split, multi-stage API-
compliant barrel pump with balance piston
for thrust reduction (Source: Ruhrpumpen,
Germany)

Figure 13-8: Axially split, multi-stage API-compliant pump
with 2nd and 3rd stage impellers opposed for thrust reduc-
tion (Source: Sulzer, Winterthur, Switzerland)

noisy, operation on hydrocarbon liquids may not neces-
sarily be accompanied by unusual noise and vibration
excursions.

API-610 MATERIALS OF
CONSTRUCTION AND GRADE LEVELS

Many materials are utilized to satisfy refinery re-
quirements, with cast steel (ASTM-A193 GR B7, as called
for in API-610) the most common for pressure-contain-
ing components.

However, API-610 end suction refinery pumps are
available in three general grade levels, which can affect
the cost and reliability of the installation. The issues are
how critical is the application and how much attention is
given to initial cost vs. life cycle cost.

• Heavy-duty, full API-610 pumps. These pumps
typically exceed the latest edition of API-610. They
generally incorporate heavier shafts and bearing
frames. While often highest in initial cost, heavy-
duty, full API pumps should provide the longest
mean time between repairs (MTBR).

• Full API-610 pumps. In general, these pumps meet,
but do not exceed, API-610 requirements. They are
lower in cost than heavy-duty versions, but will
have greater shaft deflection when operated away
from BEP.

• “Nominal” API-610 pumps. This is an unfortunate
and perhaps even inappropriate designation for
pumps that meet many, but not all, API-610 re-
quirements. Configurations labeled “nominal API”
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generally have a back-bearing frame support. They
are offered at somewhat lower cost than fully com-
pliant API-610 pumps.

For lower temperature hydrocarbon applications
(below 300°F), heavy duty ANSI B73 pumps might be
acceptable and will, occasionally, be the lowest cost op-
tion (see Chapter 2).

MAGNETIC DRIVE AND
POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT PUMPS

Magnetic drive end suction (Figure 13-10), canned
motor (Figure 13-11), reciprocating (Figure 13-12), and
various types of rotary positive displacement pumps
have also been successfully used to process some of the
many hydrocarbon liquids, both hot and cold. Each have
certain advantages and disadvantages that merit careful
investigation. It is certainly prudent to carefully review
the often overly optimistic advertising claims. Moreover,
just as is true for all other pumps purchased by reliabil-
ity-focused users, these fluid movers should only be
purchased from experienced vendors. The “seal-less”
magnetic drive and canned motor pumps will be revis-
ited a little later in the chapter.

CHEMICAL PUMPS

Chemical pumps, which handle corrosive and/or
toxic liquids and slurries, are available in a variety of
configurations and materials, including the seal-less
pumps depicted in Figures 13-10 and 13-11. Ero-
sion-corrosion, vapors, and solids in suspension
are often encountered in chemical industry pump
services. Pumps used in this industry are differ-
ent from those used in other industries primarily
in the materials of construction. The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers has developed
three ANSI standards, specifically for the chemi-
cal industry (ANSI/ASME B73.1-End Suction,
B73.2 —Vertical-In-Line and B73.5 — Seal-less).

Figure 13-13 shows the most common con-
figuration, a typical B73.1 pump. ANSI vertical
in-line pumps are shown in Figure 13-14. Here, it
should be noted that close-coupled units (L) are
difficult to service and rigid-coupled models (M)
have long, unsupported shafts which are subject
to run-out, deflection and imbalance. In the inter-
est of long bearing and seal life, integral bearing,
flexibly coupled configurations (R) are usually

preferred. The somewhat tall overall design “R” must
ensure that resonant frequencies are avoided.

KEY SELECTION CRITERIA
FOR CHEMICAL APPLICATIONS

There are many areas of concern that should be
addressed at the specification stage and a good data
sheet forces the specifying agency to stay focused in this
regard. However, many users and their reliability staff
are confronted by tasks that range from justifying repair-
in-kind, to component upgrading, and even to full re-
placement of existing pumping equipment. Here, it
might be helpful to include the following criteria in ar-
riving at a decision:

Figure 13-10: “Seal-less” multi-stage magnetic drive
pump (Source: Hermetic-Pumpen, D-7803, Gundel-
fingen, Germany)

Figure 13-11: Canned motor “seal-less” pump with external
cooling loop (Source: Hermetic-Pumpen, D-7803,
Gundelfingen, Germany)
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Figure 13-13: ANSI/ASME B73.1 End Suction Chemical
Pump

• The materials of construction for the parts in con-
tact with the liquid must be selected to offer maxi-
mum resistance to corrosion and possibly abrasion
at the pumping temperature. Although ductile iron
will handle some chemical solutions, most chemi-
cal pumps are made of 300 series stainless steels,
duplex stainless steels, the nickel-base alloys, or the
more exotic metals, such as titanium and zirco-
nium. Pumps are also available in a whole family
of plastics, including the phenolics, epoxies and
fluorocarbons (see Figure 13-15).

• Shaft sealing is often the biggest concern in chemi-
cal applications, and has been given much atten-
tion for many years. Cheap seals fail often.
Engineered seals and appropriate seal support sys-

Figure 13-12: Reciprocating positive displacement pump (Source:  Ruhrpumpen, Ger-
many)
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Figure 13-14: ANSI/ASME B73.2 vertical in-line pumps (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

tems are sometimes needed and may yield rapid
payback.

• Since the seal environment (“stuffing box”) of
many older chemical pumps was originally de-
signed for braided packing, the available space
may be insufficient to accommodate the mechani-
cal seals needed to optimize pump MTBF.

• Older seal chambers may have to be redesigned to
allow better seal cooling, removal of abrasive par-
ticles, removal of vapors, and more room for better
mechanical seals (see Chapters 6 and 8).

• Mechanical seal systems have improved with bet-
ter seal face materials, special multiple seal con-

Figure 13-15: ITT/Goulds pump with polymer compo-
sition casing mounted on a polymer base
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figurations, pumping rings—or the far more effi-
cient pumping screws—for better cooling of barrier
fluids, and gas seals (see Chapter 8).

• Seal-less pumps (magnetic drive and canned mo-
tor) do not require a rotating shaft seal. While this
eliminates one of the weakest links in a low-cost
chemical pump, the internal, pumpage-wetted,
sleeve bearings can be of concern to reliability-fo-
cused users. The newer seal-less pumps have be-
come more reliable at lower cost. Some incorporate
PTFE-lined ductile iron casings and covers. In-
creased dry running capability is claimed, using
special silicon carbide internal bearings and moni-
toring devices.

• Water jackets, steam jackets, smothering-type
glands and a wide variety of other features and
geometries are available to handle liquids which
may solidify at low temperatures, see Figure 13-16.
Multi-staging, motor-over-pump, canned motor
seal-less, submersible and others can be gleaned
from Fig. 13-17. Also, when making a choice be-
tween canned motor and magnetic drive pumps it
is always prudent to consider the advice of a ven-
dor/manufacturer that produces and has experi-
ence with both.

Fig. 13-17, then, gives an overview of some of
the pumps that can be produced in very many dif-
ferent arrangements. Among these virtually limit-
less configurations we find vertical and horizontal
orientations, pumps with integrated cooling and
filtration, positive displacement rotary pumps (Fig.

13-17 [a]), the same type of pump driven magneti-
cally (Fig. 13-17 [b]), a liquid-ring magnetic drive
pump (Fig. 13-17 [c]), a multi-stage magnetic drive
pump (Fig. 13-17 [d]) a canned motor pump with
external cooling loop (Fig. 13-17 [e]) and an ex-
tended shaft vertical magnetic drive pump (Fig. 13-
17 [f]), shown here horizontally.

• As mentioned earlier in this segment, vendor expe-
rience merits the closest possible scrutiny. The
properties of the fluid being processed are of ut-
most importance and may qualify or disqualify
seal-less pumps for a particular service. Of course,
the same is true for positive displacement pumps
where vendor experience is of equally great impor-
tance.

• Magnetic drive pumps have very little tolerance for
pipe strain. If, in a particular installation, conven-
tional mechanical seals gave out after six months
because of pipe strain, the same amount of pipe
strain will probably ruin magnetic drive pumps
after a few days’ operation. Unless the outer rotat-
ing magnet carrier maintains concentricity with the
pump shaft, the outer magnets might scrape the
containment shell. This could easily cause massive,
often disastrous failure.

• Reliability-focused users will purchase and install
every supervisory and shutdown instrumentation
option available for seal-less pumps. These include,
but are not limited to, thermocouples and tempera-
ture switches for over or under-temperatures, dry

Figure 13-16: Sundyne canned motor pump with jacketed construction
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Figure 13-17: Overview of different pump configurations (Source: Lederle-Hermetic Pump A.G., D-
7803 Gundelfingen, Germany)

(a) Positive displacement rotary pump.

(b) Magnetically driven positive displacement
rotary pump.

(c) Liquid-ring magnetic drive pump.

(d) Extended shaft vertical magnetic drive pump.
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operation protection, high vibration or bearing
wear, and axial shaft displacement.

• Chemical pumps must often deal with air and va-
pors due to the presence of air in solution, tank
unloading, and the handling of liquids near their
vapor pressures. This requires special attention to
pump type (self-priming, Figure 13-18, seal-less,
etc.), and mechanical seal face materials, wetted
sleeve bearing materials, and impeller/inducer
type.

• Open (Figure 13-19) or semi-open impellers can
handle higher levels of entrained air or vapors (up
to 10%, depending on front clearance) than closed

impellers, and inducers can handle even higher gas
levels (to 15%).

• There are many high head, low flow rate applica-
tions in the chemical industry, which prompted the
development of special low flow pumps. Some of
these are geared, high-rpm three-dimensional im-
peller designs. Sundyne pumps are among these
mature and well-understood high-speed products.
Many of these are aimed at replacing traditional
pump applications where long-term operation at
less than BEP flow must be avoided.

• More exotic specialty models include the Roto-Jet®
(Figure 13-20). Liquid enters the end-bell of this
pump and passes into the rotating case where cen-
trifugal force causes the liquid to enter the rotor
under pressure. The velocity energy of the liquid in
the rotor is converted into additional pressure as it
jets into the pickup tube. While there are some
perfectly legitimate applications for these pumps,
they will obviously not be too forgiving in
pumpage containing solids, or in similar misappli-
cations.

Here is the “bottom line:” Beware of claims that
“one pump fits all.” Beware also of the proponents of
blanket campaigns to “standardize” on just one vendor,
one material of construction, or one particular pump
model. While these approaches might serve one com-
pany in a thousand, they would almost certainly deprive
the remaining companies of reaching their true profit-
ability potential. Remember that it should not be your
goal to have a plant that just barely runs. Instead, it
should be your goal to achieve best-of-class life cycle
costs.

Lowest pump life-cycle costs typically go to the
folks whose pump MTBF matches that of the most prof-
itable process plants. They never buy on price alone. The
most profitable plants always go through a thorough
evaluation process and buy best value.

PAPER STOCK AND
OTHER LARGE PROCESS PUMPS

Pulp and paper mills use many pumps to transfer
or circulate cellulose fibers suspended in water (“stock”),
chemicals or solids in solution (“liquors”), and a number
of residues. The latter are often waste matter in the form
of slurries, although some benign residue might be clean

Figure 13-18: Self-priming ANSI pump (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 13-19: Open impeller (Source: ITT/Goulds, Sen-
eca Falls, NY 13148)
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enough to serve as water for general services. The two
biggest issues in handling paper stock are abrasion from
the paper stock fibers, and a high level of air entrain-
ment. In general, the amount of air entrainment in paper
stock is roughly equal to the stock consistency. Air han-
dling, especially with medium consistency stock, thus
often represents the biggest challenge.

Traditional paper stock pumps (see Figure 13-21)
will handle stock up to approximately 6%, oven dry
consistency. The absolute maximum limit is a function of
many factors including pump design, stock fiber length,
pulping process, degree of refining, and available suc-

tion head. Recent testing on various types of stock has
indicated that pump performance is the same as on
water for stock consistencies up to 6% oven-dried condi-
tion (Ref. 13-3).

Traditional paper stock pumps are also used for
certain high flow rate chemical (and general industrial)
pump applications. These flow rates would typically be
in excess of those covered by ANSI/ASME B73.1. Also,
the smaller, standard ANSI pumps are often used for
many of the low capacity paper mill applications.

Recall, however, that paper stock is a unique me-
dium. The entrained air and paper fibers provide a cush-
ioning effect not found in other liquids. This cushioning
tends to protect against cavitation damage, even with
low NPSH margin ratios. When high suction energy
stock pump are applied in certain other services, say,
cooling water, NPSH margins may be low and there
could be suction recirculation. Since there is now no
cushioning effect, the pump may experience noise, vi-
bration and/or damage from cavitation.

Medium consistency paper stock is a term gener-
ally used to describe stock between 7% and 15% oven-
dry consistency. Pumping of medium consistency paper
stock with a centrifugal pump is possible, but requires a
special design due to the fiber network strength and the
inherently high air content (see Figure 13-22). Inducers
(augers) which protrude from the suction of the pump
are used to fluidize the pulp and induce flow into the
pump suction.

Excessive gas entrainment is detrimental to good
operation of any centrifugal pump. Accordingly, the

Figure 13-20: Roto-Jet® low-flow, high-head chemical pump

Figure 13-21: Low consistency paper stock/large pro-
cess pump (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)
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high air content characteristic of medium consistency
paper stock must be removed from the impeller inlet.
This is accomplished by first centrifuging the incoming
liquid toward the inlet periphery, hence, moving the air
to the center of the impeller inlet. Next, the air is pulled
through the balance holes in the impeller disc by a
vacuum pump drawing from the backside of the impel-
ler. Back impeller vanes, or a dynamic seal, are used to
maintain a uniform air-liquid interface on the back side
of the impeller. This prevents air from mixing with the
liquid being discharged into the casing volute by the
impeller.

The dynamic seal principle is illustrated in Figure
13-23, showing a “pneumatically activated” stand-still
seal which seals against the outside environment.

These special design features and higher stock con-
sistency do, however, create an efficiency penalty for the
pump, but efficiency has for decades been a secondary
consideration at some facilities. By increasing the stock
consistency, the amount of water that must be trans-
ferred with the stock fibers and removed is reduced.
This increases the overall process efficiency. Alterna-
tively, suitable mechanical seals are available from some
major mechanical seal manufacturers. The mechanical
seal option is often preferred by reliability-focused pulp
and paper mills.

Most of the pump duties in a paper mill can be
accomplished by single-stage pumps operating at four-
pole or lower motor speeds (i.e. 1,800/1,500 and lower
rpm). For liquids other than water, two-pole motor
speeds should be avoided, if possible. Lower speeds are

sometimes justified because of reduced pump mainte-
nance and greater overall reliability.

Due to the abrasive nature of paper stock, most
stock pumps are made of a 300 series stainless steel, or
duplex stainless steel, with ductile iron used for less
severe applications.

DOUBLE SUCTION/AXIALLY SPLIT CASE PUMPS

Double suction, between bearing, split case pumps
(see Figure 13-6) are the second most popular centrifugal
pump configuration, second only to the more common
end suction, radial split design (see Figure 13-13).

The principal reasons for the popularity of this
between-bearing configuration include:

1. The rotor can be removed by just taking off the
upper casing half, without disturbing the suction
or discharge piping, or moving the motor

2. Less shaft deflection due to between-bearing de-
sign

Figure 13-22: Medium consistency paper stock pump
with pulp fluidization auger (Source: ITT/Goulds, Sen-
eca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 13-23: Dynamic seal (repeller seal) with stand-
still provision (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)
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3. Lower NPSH requirement due to the fact that each
impeller eye only handles one half of the total
pump flow rate

4. Virtually no axial hydraulic thrust, due to the back-
to-back/double suction impeller design

5. Higher efficiency because power is not lost to bal-
ance the hydraulic thrust

6. Relatively high allowable nozzle loads due to rigid-
ity of the lower portion of the casing. There have
been anecdotal claims that once nozzle loads be-
come excessive, this would be noticed because the
pump feet would “slide” on the base plate. Note,
however, that such extreme nozzle loads are almost
certain to result in unacceptable mechanical seal
and bearing lives.

Although split case, between-bearing models are
relatively well represented in some industries, these
pumps are not without drawbacks:

1. Due to the large flanges required for the split cas-
ing sealing joint, these pumps are normally heavier
and cost more than comparable end suction
pumps, especially in higher alloy and higher pres-
sure applications.

2. While double-suction impeller pumps have lower
NPSHr values than comparable end
suction pumps, the through-shaft
reduces the impeller eye area. This
requires an increase in the suction
eye diameter (eye tip speed) and re-
sults in tighter turns for the liquid
entering the impeller eye. Suction
energy and required NPSH margin
tend to increase as a consequence.
This could be of critical importance
in high and very high suction en-
ergy pumps, when operated at low
NPSH margins and/or in suction
recirculation (see Chapter 5).

This phenomenon has fre-
quently shown up in high suction
energy, split case pump cooling
tower services. These pumps often
have low NPSH margins, operate at
a most damaging temperature
(100°F-120°F, or 38°C-49°C), and
handle a high suction energy liquid,

water. The result has been accelerated cavitation
damage, even with the more cavitation resistant
materials, such as stainless steel. By contrast, one of
the authors recently became aware of a reliability-
focused user who provided the high suction energy
split case, cooling tower pumps in their facility
with NPSH margin ratios in the range of 4. These
pumps have been operating for 30 and 40 years
without experiencing damage from cavitation

It should be noted that some of the newer split
case pumps do have improved casing inlet designs
(less inlet swirl), which allows them to approach
the high energy suction performance of end suction
pumps. This represents a retrofit or upgrade op-
portunity for plants with older style pumps.

3. Double-suction pumps are more sensitive to the
orientation and geometry (radius) of elbows in
front of the pump inlet (see Chapter 3). Elbows
installed within five pipe diameters of the pump
suction flange should be perpendicular to the plan
view of the shaft. This reduces the tendency of
unequal flow quantities reaching the two impeller
eyes (see Figure 3-5). Such an uneven flow pattern
can upset the axial thrust balance, causing high
bearing loads and shorter life. Uneven flows also
tend to increase the NPSHr and could, simulta-
neously, cause high flow cavitation on one, and
low flow suction recirculation on the other side of
the impeller.

Figure 13-24: Simple double-flow pump shown with cover removed
and in vertical mounting arrangement (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca
Falls, NY 13148)
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Figure 13-26: Sub-
mersible wastewater
pump (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls,
NY 13148)

It should be of interest that uneven flow distri-
bution could also occur when double-suction
pumps are mounted vertically (Figure 13-24) and
an eccentric reducer is installed on the pump suc-
tion with the flat side at the top. In this special case
an eccentric reducer should not be used!

4. Between-bearing pumps need two shaft seals
whereas only one seal assembly is required for an
end suction pump. This could increase both initial
and maintenance costs in services that require ex-
pensive mechanical seals.

5. The axial split complicates radial gasket sealing
(such as used on mechanical seal glands), and often
results in mismatch of the casing halves at the joint.
This mismatch can increase the hydraulic volute
friction losses, thus reducing pump efficiency.

6. Finally, since most split case pumps have stuffing
boxes integral with the casing halves, large bore
boxes are not normally offered, and not all me-
chanical seal configurations will fit into some split
case pumps.

SEWAGE AND WASTE WATER SUBMERSIBLE
PUMPS (SOLIDS AND NON-CLOG)

Sewage is defined as the spent water of a commu-
nity, and although it is more than 99.9% pure water (in
the raw sewage stage), it contains wastes of almost every

form and description. It may contain bits of floating
paper, garbage, rags, sticks, and numerous other items.
The primary requirement of a sewage pump is to assure
maximum freedom from clogging when handling large
solids (frequently soft), and long stringy materials. Nor-
mally, the largest solid size (sphere diameter) that the
pump can handle is specified for non-clog pumps. In-
spection openings are often provided in the casing for
access to the impeller.

Sewage pump applications are associated with
both the collection (lift/pumping stations handling raw
sewage) and treatment of sewage (handling settled sew-
age, service water and activated sludge). Conventional
centrifugal sewage pumps cannot handle sludge with
more than 2% solids. Corrosion-resistant shaft sleeves
and wearing rings are desirable for maximum life. If the
pumpage is corrosive and/or abrasive, the materials of
construction for parts in contact with the liquid should
be selected accordingly.

Conventional sewage pumps are offered in two
basic configurations, dry pit (Figure 13-25) and submers-
ible (Figure 13-26). Submersible pumps are currently
more popular due to the simplified and more compact
installation requirements. No pump room is needed and
concern over possible flooding of a non-submersible
motor is eliminated. The reliability of submersible mo-
tors and mechanical seals supplied by competent manu-
facturers meets all reasonable expectations.

Figure 13-25: Horizontal wastewater pump (Source:
Allis Chalmers Pumps, Milwaukee, Winconsin)
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However, care must be taken when installing a
submersible motor in a dry pit application to ensure that
there is sufficient cooling of the motor. The equipment
manufacturer may have assumed that submersible mo-
tors are being operated in the submerged mode and are
thus being cooled by the surrounding liquid.

In order to pass large solids, non-clog pumps typi-
cally have impellers with as few as one, two, three, or
four vanes, swept-back leading edges to prevent the
buildup of stringy solids, and very little—if any—vane
overlap. This typically results in less than optimum effi-
ciency for the specific speed and flow rate, and lower
thresholds for high and very high suction energy. Typi-
cally, these thresholds are about two-thirds of the thresh-
old values of a normal end suction pump due to
recirculation from the impeller discharge to suction (see
Chapter 5).

For best reliability the maximum speed of sewage
pumps should be limited to the lesser of:

• 1,750 rpm, for small pumps

• The speed that limits the suction energy for one or
two vane impellers to 100 × 106 (the value of De ×
n × S, see Chapter 5)

• The speed that allows for a minimum “Hydraulic
Institute” (Ref. 5-12) NPSH margin ratio (Low S.E.
= 1.1, High S.E. = 1.3, Very High S.E. = 2.0). Note:
for best reliability, these HI NPSH margin ratio
values should be doubled

Many municipal lift station pumps use variable
speed drives (see Chapter 4) to reduce power costs. Such
lower speed operation will also improve the MTBR
(mean time between repairs).

Non-submersible pumps are generally offered in
horizontal and vertical configurations, with vertical de-
signs offered with motor stands mounted on the pump
(Figure 13-27), or the motors mounted many floors
above the pump and connected to the pump by univer-
sal joint drive shafts to prevent possible flooding of the
motor. Note that the vertical pump of Figure 13-27 and
arranged for dry-pit service, employs a bottom-entry
impeller. A  bottom-entry layout is also used in the belt-
driven pump in Figure 13-28. Direct motor drive and
clean water lubricated column bearings are shown on
the top-entry vertical sump pump of Figure 13-29.

Large vertical sewage pumps are prone to vibra-
tion problems, especially with variable speed operation.
Structural analyses should be conducted on the motor,

Figure 13-27: Sulzer “TC” cantilever pump in dry-pit
arrangement; shaft not in contact with the medium

Figure 13-28: Bottom-
suction vertical waste
water pump (Source:
ITT/Goulds, Seneca
Falls, NY 13148)
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motor pedestal, foundation, and universal joint drive
shaft (if used) to avoid operation near a resonant fre-
quency (see Chapter 12). Proper alignment and support
of universal joint drive shafts are critically important.

Non-submersible sewage pumps are often
equipped with dynamic shaft seals (see Chapter 6 —
Dynamic Shaft Sealing) to eliminate costly replacement
of mechanical seals, or packing and shaft sleeves. It also
eliminates the need for a source of clean water (which
must be isolated from any potable water system) to flush
the shaft seal.

A centrifugal submersible pump (Figure 13-26) is
defined as a close-coupled impeller pump/motor unit
designed to operate submerged in liquid. Submersible
pumps may be operated in wet-pit or—exercising
proper caution—dry-pit environments. Because the
pump and motor are integral, submersible pump power
and efficiency are calculated and measured differently
than for conventional (non-submersible) pumps. The
input power to the submersible motor and overall wire
to water efficiency are normally used.

Losses attributable to electrical cabling, variable
speed drives, non-sinusoidal power supplies, and exter-
nally powered motor-cooling devices are excluded when
measuring motor input power (see ANSI/HI 11.6). Al-
though these losses are excluded from the overall effi-
ciency calculation, they may significantly increase the
overall power consumption.

Additional information on other sewage pump
standards can be obtained from the Hydraulic Institute
(HI), American Water Works Association (AWWA), and
Submersible Wastewater Pump Association (SWPA).
References 13-4 through 13-6 are dealing with these is-
sues.

SLURRY PUMPS

Slurry pumps are suitable for pumping mixtures of
solids in a liquid carrier (often used as a means to trans-
port solids), or as an incidental part of the process. The
primary requirement of a slurry pump is to assure accept-
able life by being resistant to abrasive wear. Slurry pumps
are generally more robust than those used in clean liquid
services, and often have replaceable wear parts. They nor-
mally have wetted parts constructed of hard metals (see
Figure 13-30), or are rubber-lined to resist abrasive wear.
Tapered roller bearings are often found on heavy-duty
slurry pumps, here shown with braided packing and
closed impeller with front wear surface, Figure 13-31. The
rotor can be moved forward to reduce internal leakage
due to wear of this sealing surface.

Upgrade opportunities exist in the areas of sealing
and lubrication on some slurry pump models. Certain
services (e.g. limestone slurry in desulphurization units)
have benefited from mechanical slurry seal retrofits and
from conversion to oil lubrication.

Hard/white irons are used for the most erosive
slurries with mildly corrosive carrier liquid. Hard du-
plex stainless steels, such as CdrMCu are used for mod-
erate slurries with chemically aggressive carrier liquids.
Other softer metals can be used for less severe services.

For increased wear life lined slurry pumps usually
have thicker liners than other elastomer-lined pumps.
The most commonly used elastomer is natural rubber,
favored for its very high resilience. High resilience im-
parts good abrasion resistance, if particles are not too
large or sharp. Various other elastomers can be used,
mainly for improved chemical and/or heat resistance.
Some elastomeric rubber wear parts are reinforced with
ceramic beads or rods for increased wear. The liners
must be bonded to a base material to prevent collapsing

Figure 13-29: Top-
suction vertical waste
water pump with
direct motor drive
(Source: ITT/Goulds,
Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
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under low suction pressure conditions. These conditions
could occur during cavitation or flow surges.

Pump wear depends on the pump design, the abra-
sive characteristics of the slurry, the way in which the
pump is applied or selected for the duty, and the actual
conditions of service. The amount of wear inside the
pump varies significantly and is often location-specific.
In addition to pump design and duty, wear rates depend
on the velocity, concentration, size, hardness, sharpness
and impact angle of the particles.

The following observations and recommendations
are of interest:

• Wear is normally most severe in the impeller seal
face, vane outlet and vane inlet, in that order

• The amount and location of casing wear depend on
the casing design

• Wear rate increases the farther the pump is oper-
ated away from BEP

• The life of a pump handling abrasives is inversely
proportional to the pump speed to the 2.5 power. A
20% drop in pump rotational speed will roughly
double the life. Therefore, lower operating speeds
can significantly improve life in all applications

• ANSI/HI 12.1-12.7 recommends a maximum head
of 130 to 400 ft (~40 to 122 m) per stage. Its recom-
mended maximum impeller outer diameters are
based on peripheral speeds ranging from 75 to 142
ft/sec (~23-43 m/s). The standard recognizes that
these guideline values are affected by the severity
of the application and the materials of construction.
Operation outside of these limits probably jeopar-
dizes profitability.

• The materials of construction for the parts in con-
tact with the liquid must be selected to offer maxi-
mum resistance to the abrasiveness of the slurry.
The predominant factor causing wear must be un-
derstood and recognized before the most suitable
construction materials can be selected. The rate of
wear is related to materials of construction and the
mixture being pumped. Abrasive wear in pumps is
generalized by recognizing three types:
a. Gouging abrasion from coarse particles im-

pinging with high impact. Hard metal pumps
are required here

b. Grinding abrasion from particle crushing ac-
tion between two surfaces. Either hard metals
or rubber can be used, depending on the abra-
sive

c. Erosion-abrasion from free moving particles
that impinge on the pump surfaces, frequently
at shallow angles. Rubber-lined pumps are
normally used for fine particles with low im-
pingement angles. Hard materials resist abra-
sion but can be more brittle (and costly) than
ductile materials. The attendant trade-offs
must be weighed by the user-purchaser.

• Shaft sealing is a major concern in slurry applica-
tions; the intent is to avoid rapid wear of the seal
and gland area. Precautions must be taken to pre-
vent, or minimize, the ingress of abrasive particles.
These particles could be carried into the stuffing
box area by the mixture being pumped. Serious
abrasion may occur in stuffing box regions away

Figure 13-30: Hard metal slurry pump (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 13-31: Cross-section view of slurry pump shown
in Figure 13-30 (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)
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from the seal. Back (pump-out) vanes are normally
fitted on the backside of the impeller shroud to
reduce this risk.

• Shaft packing is the most common method of seal-
ing slurry pumps, due to the high shaft deflections
and shock loading that may damage typical hard
face seal materials. Special care must be taken in
the selection of the packing type and seal flush
arrangement. Packing should run against a shaft
sleeve that is either hardened or coated to resist
wear, with a minimum hardness of 50 RC. That
said, it should be noted that forward-looking users
are often able to report excellent success with ap-
propriately designed mechanical seals. However,
the stuffing box region of the typical “old” slurry
pump assembly may habe to be modified and/or
redesigned to accommodate certain high-value
mechanical seals.

• A dynamic seal (expeller/repeller) may be used to
prevent abrasives from reaching the stuffing box
during operation, or an expeller may be used with
other means of providing back-up sealing—when
the pump is shut down—such as lip seals and
other proprietary devices discussed earlier in
Chapters 6 and 8.

• Mechanical shaft seals are utilized, primarily for
non-settling slurries, with the seals designed to
handle the anticipated high shaft defections. Elas-
tomeric or metal bellows, non-pusher type, seals
are typically used for this service. However, there
are notable exceptions to this general rule. A num-
ber of stationary-face mechanical seals available
from AESSEAL, Burgmann (their “HR” model),
certain mechanical seals from John Crane, also
Flowserve Corporation and—undoubtedly—others
incorporate a rotating hard face in very close prox-
imity to the impeller. These successful slurry seals
differ greatly from the many traditional seals that
place the hard face in the seal gland and thus near
the atmosphere.

• In typical non-slurry applications and services
where flushing is not used, mechanical shaft seals
should be installed in large bore or tapered bore
seal chambers. In the case of Burgmann’s HR, a
relatively steep 30°-tapered seal bore is chosen.

• Pump piping deserves special attention in slurry

systems. Well-designed piping layouts avoid excess
energy consumption, settling/blockage, and wear.
Factors to consider include pumpage velocity, pip-
ing arrangement, flexibility and piping materials.
Piping should be arranged to avoid sudden
changes in direction, low spots and areas where
solids can accumulate. Inattention to these details
could, obviously, result in rapid wear and block-
age. Valves should be kept to a minimum. Special
issues that should be evaluated when designing a
slurry system are further described in ANSI/HI
9.6.6 and include:

a. Apparent viscosity
b. Settling vs. non-settling slurry type
c. Carrying velocity
d. Settling velocity
e. Specific gravity of solids and slurry
f. Slurry velocity region (laminar vs. turbulent)
g. Abrasive particle size and carrier liquid corro-

sive characteristics

VERTICAL COLUMN TURBINE (“VTP”) PUMPS

Vertical turbine “can” pump construction was
shown earlier in Figure 13-5. Both suction and discharge
nozzles are located above ground and both are oriented
transverse to the pump shaft. VTP geometry also differs
from other vertical pumps, such as vertical-in-line or
vertical wet pit, by having the fluid that enters the suc-
tion nozzle travel down in the annular space between an
outer and inner containment pipe, or “can.” Pressurized
flow leaving the last stage impeller collects concentri-
cally around the pump shaft and moves upward in the
inner column pipe.

Vertical turbine pumps were originally developed
for deep-water wells, but the design was found to have
certain benefits in industrial applications as well (Ref.
13-3). Among the advantages of VTP’s, we find:

1. The vertical construction takes up little floor space

2. Priming problems can be avoided due to the impel-
lers being submerged in the liquid.

3. The first stage impeller can be lowered (by increas-
ing pit depth, if necessary) to provide the desired
NPSH margin.

4. The multistage construction offers higher efficien-
cies on high head, lower flow applications.
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5. The modular construction allows the pumps to be
customized for many applications, especially when
welded components are used.

However, care must be taken when applying a
deep well vertical turbine pump in industrial applica-
tions. Here’s why:

1. Deep well pumps rely heavily on a high axial
thrust. High axial thrust often compensates for
alignment and resonant frequency issues with stan-
dard well pump column shafting. This means that
reductions in pump thrust, achieved by balancing
the hydraulic axial thrust on the impellers, and/or
lowering the rotor dead weight (short settings), can
lead to vibration and/or bearing overload prob-
lems. The situation can be further complicated
when VTP’s operate at variable speeds.

2. Some or all of the internal sleeve bearings are lubri-
cated / wetted by the liquid pumped, so they must
be able to handle any corrosives and/or abrasives
in the pumpage.

3. Extended-length components, especially the col-
umn shafting and discharge head/motor pedestal,
are subject to resonant frequency/vibration prob-
lems. Since, by virtue of orientation and layout (see
Figure 13-32 and 13-37), discharge heads are gener-
ally stiffer in one of the two horizontal plane direc-
tions, their respective resonant frequencies will
differ.

A vertical pump can experience excessive
structural vibration of the discharge head and asso-
ciated driver in the field, even though the driver
has been shop tested with low vibration, the rotat-
ing components were properly balanced, and a
0.002” (0.05 mm) run-out has been achieved on a
shaft system that included a precision coupling.
This could be the result of a “reed” (natural) fre-
quency of the motor, head and foundation assem-
bly. This is occasionally caused by the stiffness of
the field foundation being different from antici-
pated. A “reed resonance” effect will result if the
natural frequency of the assembly is at or near the
running frequency of the pump.

4. Operation at running frequencies (or their lower
harmonics) within 15% of either of the two natural
frequencies is likely to result in amplified vibration
and must be avoided. When running and resonant

frequencies coincide, vibration amplitudes may be
so severe as to cause very rapid failure of bearings
and other components.

5. Special high-thrust vertical motors, or discharge
head thrust pots, are required to handle the normal
high axial thrust values. European electric motors
are not usually offered with high-thrust bearings
capable of handling the axial thrust from standard
vertical turbine pumps. So-called separate pump
thrust pots may be required.

A VTP can be divided into the three basic subas-
semblies depicted in Figure 13-32:
• The bowl assembly
• The column assembly
• The discharge head

BOWL ASSEMBLY

Standard bowl pumping assemblies are normally
multi-staged. Pump column adapters (discharge cases)
and bowl assemblies in the smaller and/or lower cost
VTP’s are threaded, whereas they are bolted together in
the larger and/or more expensive sizes. There are many
options that are available on vertical turbine bowl as-
semblies, including wear rings, different metallurgical
formulations, and so forth. Areas of concern often in-
volve the sleeves and bearing materials. Here are some
guidelines:

• Suction bell/inlet case — Must have minimum
submergence to avoid ingesting air (see Ref. 13-4
and 13-7).

• Impeller(s) — Standard design is mixed flow (mid-
range specific speed), closed or open impeller, with
no axial hydraulic balance, i.e. no back wear rings
or back vanes. This construction tends to improve
efficiency. Figure 13-33 (closed impeller) and Figure
13-34 (open impeller) show the pressure distribu-
tion around the impellers and how the discharge
pressure acting on the top shroud causes a net
down-thrust.

Figures 13-35 shows a balanced axial thrust
design, which uses a back wear ring and balance
holes in the impeller, to apply near-suction pres-
sure to the top side of the impeller. Balanced impel-
lers should be used with care to avoid column shaft
resonant frequency and alignment problems.
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On many lower cost VTPs often found in agri-
cultural (irrigation) applications, impellers are at-
tached to the shaft by tapered collets (see lower left,
Figure 13-36). However, critical industrial applica-
tions or pumps intended for long maintenance-free
operation should have impellers keyed and secured
to the shaft with sturdy snap rings or split rings
(center left, Figure 13-36) to handle the axial thrust.

• Bowl (s) — Mixed flow/axial diffuser construction
is used, with the outer diameter designed to mini-
mize the required well bore.

• Discharge case — Connects bowl assembly to col-
umn pipe and column shaft (optional for industrial
applications)

• Bowl shaft — Normally constructed from
centerless ground bar stock. Shaft sleeves are not
generally used under the bowl bearings, due to
cost and non-standard bore requirements in the
bowls and cases. From the manufacturer’s point of
view, sleeves also preclude larger shaft options
and, as is claimed, increase maintenance costs.
However, sleeves are frequently specified by reli-

Figure 13-32: Industrial vertical turbine pumps (“canned pumps”)—typical assemblies and configurations
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

ability-focused users who may wish to upgrade to
better sleeve materials in the future.

There are occasions where it might be less ex-
pensive during overhaul for the customer to pur-
chase a new shaft and standard bearings, rather
than purchase a new set of sleeves and larger spe-
cial bearings.

• Bowl bearings — Normally one in each bowl, suc-
tion bell and discharge case, and lubricated by the
liquid pumped. The bearings in the discharge case
and suction bell can easily be lubricated with a
separate clean liquid. External lubrication of the
bowl bearings requires expensive rifle-drilling of
the bowl shaft, and is seldom done (see lower right,
Figure 13-36).

BEARING MATERIALS

Since vertical turbine pump bearings are normally
wetted by the liquid medium, major vertical turbine
pump companies offer a wide variety of bearing materi-
als to handle the various applications (see Table 13-1 for
typical descriptions).
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Figure 13-33: Closed impeller pressure distribution

• Solids in solution: What is the chance of the solids
coming out of solution? Is the pumping liquid
close to its boiling point? The slight amount of heat
added to the pumpage as it passes through the
bearing may cause the fluid to flash, leaving solids

Figure 13-35: Thrust balanced impeller

Figure 13-34: Open impeller pressure distribution

Major factors to consider when selecting bearing
materials are as follows:

• Suspended solids: Determine the size and the hard-
ness of the particles in the liquid. It is good to keep
the particle size below 50 microns (.002”). Larger
sizes (100-200 microns) can get into the bearings
and will not pass through without causing dam-
age. Also, solids such as fly ash or silica are going
to cause more damage than softer substances. Gen-
eral particle concentration guidelines and consider-
ations for selecting bearings materials for handling
suspended solids are:
— 0-10 ppm: Carbon-graphite, Teflon®, Dupont

Vespel®
— 10-50 ppm: Bronze, nickel-impregnated carbon,

PEEK, Dupont Vespel®
— 50-200 ppm: Rubber and hardened metals
— over 200 ppm: Water flush or hard face bear-

ings
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Figure 13-36: Optional construction
features for vertical turbine pumps
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls,
NY 13148)
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residue. Are the solids that may come out of solu-
tion abrasive?

• Corrosion: The bearing material must be compat-
ible with the liquid pumped

• Temperature: The rate of thermal expansion of the
bearing, shaft and housings and the effect on run-
ning clearance and bearing fit must be evaluated,

in addition to the temperature capability of the
bearing material

• Cold flow: Some plastic bearing materials, such as
Teflon®, will not maintain a press fit, and therefore,
must be mechanically held in the housing. Others,
such as Vespel® (Ref. 13-8), can be press-fitted as
long as the manufacturer’s guidelines are observed

Figure 13-37: Discharge head resonance
causing high amplitudes of vibration in
A-A and B-B planes for a particular VTP
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)

Table 13-1: Typical VTP bearing materials and applications
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
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Figure 13-38: Recommended maximum bearing spacing as a function of VTP speed and shaft diameter
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

• Specific gravity: Bearing materials with relatively
high coefficients of friction (say, bronze) should not
be used with liquids of a specific gravity of 0.6 and
lower

• Hydraulic impeller balance: When impellers are
hydraulically balanced (see Figure 13-35), avoid
cutless rubber type bearings in the bowls because
the flutes in the bearing will allow excessive flow
into the area behind the impeller. To compensate
for this flow, the balance holes would have to be
enlarged, further decreasing the efficiency

COLUMN ASSEMBLY

The column assembly performs three functions.
First, it connects the bowl assembly to the discharge
head; second, it conveys the discharge flow from the
bowl assembly to the discharge head, and third, it trans-
mits the driver torque to the impeller shaft. This last
function includes one or more support bearings (column
bearings) for the column shaft. Column assemblies can
be very short (or non-existent) when the discharge case
is connected directly to the discharge head). In some
instances, however, these assemblies can be hundreds of
feet long. The column pipe sections (normally no longer
than 10 feet, or about 3 meters) can be assembled by

means of either threads or flanges.
The column shafting can be open, i.e. bearings lu-

bricated by the fluid pumped, or enclosed, i.e. with a
separate pipe around the shaft for external lubrication.
Bearing brackets are located at the column pipe joints.
Column shaft lengths are normally equal to the column
pipe lengths, with solid shaft couplings at each connec-
tion. (Such a coupling was shown in the circled area of
Figure 11-1.)

As was mentioned earlier in this segment, it is
important to understand that standard threaded shaft
couplings require high axial thrust to properly align the
shaft. Short set applications inherently have little dead
weight. If they incorporate impellers that are hydrauli-
cally balanced in the axial direction, these VTP’s require
upgraded industrial rigid shaft couplings (such as clamp
type) to avoid excessive bearing loads from misaligned
shafting.

CRITICAL SPEED

Operating VTP’s at or near a shaft critical speed
can generate life-shortening vibration. Resonant prob-
lems occur most often with low axial thrust and variable
speed operation. For the particular pump described in
Figure 13-37, operation at 1,500 or 1,600 rpm would
probably prove disastrous.
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Although deep well applications normally use 10 ft
(~3 m) bearing spacing for open line-shaft construction,
bearing spacing for industrial applications should not
exceed the more conservative values shown in Figure 13-
38. Here a maximum spacing of 60 inches (5 ft, or 1.52
m) would be allowed at 1,800 rpm, with shaft diameters
of 1.7 inches (~43 mm) or larger.

Shaft critical speed increases with shaft diameter
and the tension, i.e. axial thrust, on the shaft. Shaft criti-
cal speed decreases with increasing span length between
the column bearings. This is illustrated, in Figure 13-39,
for a 1.93 inch (~50 mm) diameter shaft system. A 15-
25% speed separation margin away from critical shaft
speeds should be observed. (See also Chapter 12—
Causes of Excess Vibration).

It should be noted that there are actually more criti-
cal speeds than shown in Figure 13-39. The natural fre-
quencies shown assume free, or knife-edge supports at
the bearing locations. In reality, either end of each shaft
section may or may not have a supporting moment. This
depends on the direction of the displacement of the next
shaft section. In essence, it is not safe to operate in most
of the region between the first (one loop between sup-
ports) and second (two loops between supports) “free-
free” critical speeds, unless sufficiently removed from
any of the resonant frequencies. Therefore, shaft sizing
and spacing should be selected to operate at least 15%
below the first “free-free” critical speed. The equation
used to calculate the “free-free” critical speeds (NC), as
plotted in Figure 13-38, is given in Equation 13-1:

Figure 13-39: Effect of bearing spacing and axial thrust on critical speed of a 1.93
inch (~50 mm) VTP shaft (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
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Figure 13-40: VTP with sleeve enclosing the shaft
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

NC = (30n/L)(g/w)0.5[(9.87)(E)(I)(n/L + T)]0.5

(Eq. 13-1)

where:
NC = rev/sec, or cps

n = number of deflection loops or bows between
supports, i.e. (n = 1 is first critical, n = 2 is
second critical)

L = length in inches between supports (bearing
span)

g = acceleration due to gravity, 386 inches/sec2

E = modulus of Elasticity of Material (steel =
30,000,000 lbs/in2)

I = moment of inertia of cross-section in inches4

T = total tension (thrust) on the shaft in pounds.
w = specific weight, lbs/in3

DISCHARGE HEAD ASSEMBLY

The discharge head performs such functions as

• supporting the pump driver
• accommodating an appropriate shaft seal
• providing support to the column pipe and column

shaft
• directing and ducting the pumped liquid out of the

pump.

Additional and optional functions include

• directing and ducting the suction liquid into
canned VTP’s (Figure 13-5)

• supporting and providing tension to the shaft en-
closing tube (for VTP’s with enclosed line shafting,
Figure 13-40). Pressurized clean water (or oil in the
case of a well pump) for lubricating the stuffing
box and column bearings, enters through port “A,”
flows down the shaft through slots or clearance in
the bearing, and exits out the bowl discharge case
to the sump. As the pump bearings wear, flow may
increase and the lube pressure may drop. This
should be monitored with a pressure gauge and
flow meter.

• absorbing the axial thrust of the rotor. Separate
pump thrust bearings are required when the pump
driver thrust bearings are not adequate. These
“thrust pots” are designed in various ways and,
depending on speed and load criteria discussed in

earlier chapters, could be either oil (see Figure 7-42)
or grease lubricated (see Figure 13-41). Pump
thrust bearings must be capable of handling high
down-thrusts. Nevertheless, net up-thrust may oc-
cur in short-set pumps designed for high flow rates
or high discharge pressures. Up-thrust, unless ac-
counted for in the design, can cause shaft whip or
related problems.

In summary, pump thrust is often a composite of

• Impeller hydraulic unbalance thrust, a function of
prevailing pressures(down-thrust)

• Dead weight of rotor (down-thrust)
• Pressure differential across stuffing box shaft sleeve

(up-thrust)
• Change in liquid direction (momentum) at impeller

inlet (up-thrust).

The set-up for vibration testing of a vertical turbine
pump is shown in Figure 13-42. Overall vibration ampli-
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Figure 13-41: Grease-lubricated thrust pot for vertical
turbine pump (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)

tudes are typically measured in two perpendicular
planes at nine different operating speeds, and eight flow
points. The vibration probes are attached to the motor
casing next to the upper guide bearings. Allowable ver-
tical turbine pump field vibration values shown earlier
on Table 12-2 are, however, based on vibration measure-
ments taken at the top of the discharge head, i.e. at the
motor pedestal.

SUMP DESIGN

The performance of a vertical turbine can be
greatly affected by the design of the intake structure, or
sump, with the degree of impact depending on the
pump specific speed, size and flow rate. This was briefly
described in Chapter 5.

In general, large pumps and axial flow pumps
(high specific speed) are more sensitive to adverse flow
phenomena than small pumps or low specific speed
pumps (radial flow). Factors that should be considered
in the design of a sump include (Ref. 13-7):

Figure 13-42: Vertical turbine pump vibration test setup
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
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• Submerged vortices
• Free-surface vortices
• Excessive pre-swirl of flow entering the pump
• Non-uniform spatial distribution of velocity at the

impeller eye
• Excessive variations in velocity and swirl with time
• Entrained air or gas bubbles.

Intake structures (sumps) should be designed to al-
low pumps to achieve their optimum hydraulic perfor-
mance at all intended operating conditions. The rather
detailed ANSI/HI 9.8 “Pump Intake Design” standard
(Ref. 13-4) provides design guidance to this end, includ-
ing minimum submergence values and recommended
sump designs and parameters. It should be consulted
during the installation design stage and whenever verti-
cal pump performance problems are experienced.

TYPICAL PUMP MATERIAL SELECTION

Suppose you were dealing with a pump that re-
quired an abnormally high number of repairs and re-
placement of corrosion-affected component parts.

Chances are the pump was either purchased from the
lowest bidder, or the corrosivity of your pumpage differs
from that of the medium originally specified.

In that case the individual responsible for improv-
ing pump reliability, or the failure analyst will need
guidance as to pump material selection. Although per-
haps not responsible for answering questions relating to
corrosion, those unfamiliar with the subject of metal-
lurgy would benefit from the ITT/Goulds general mate-
rial selection guide (Ref. 13-3) for pumps given on the
next few pages. These pages—essentially Table 13-2—
might thus allow pre-screening of applicable alloys and
initiation of corrective pursuits if it appears that the
wrong materials are involved.

Table 13-3 deals with the unique thermal expansion
properties of DuPont’s Vespel® CR6100, a high-perfor-
mance carbon fiber composite material that has been
installed in hundreds of pumps at refineries, steel mills,
paper mills, chemical plants and food processing facili-
ties in the U.S. (Ref. 13-8). It has replaced metal and
other composite materials used for pump wear rings,
throat bushings and line shaft bearings. (See also Chap-
ters 6 and 15).
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Table 13-2: Pump materials of construction (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Table 13-2A: Typical pump material selections (pg. 1 of 4)
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Table 13-2B: Typical pump material selections (pg. 2 of 4)
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Table 13-2C: Typical pump material selections (pg. 3 of 4)
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Table 13-2D: Typical pump material selections (pg. 4 of 4)

—————————————————————————
Process Temperature Axial Growth at Temperature, per Inch
          °F (Based on 68°F Ambient Temperature)
—————————————————————————

-40 -0.019
-20 -0.016

0 -0.012
20 -0.009
40 -0.005
60 -0.001
80 0.002

100 0.006
120 0.009
140 0.013
160 0.017
180 0.020
200 0.024
220 0.027
240 0.031
260 0.035
280 0.038
300 0.042
320 0.047
340 0.052
360 0.057
380 0.062
400 0.067
420 0.077
440 0.087
460 0.097
480 0.108
500 0.118

—————————————————————————

Table 13-3: Z-direction thermal expansion of DuPont Vespel® CR6100
(Source: DuPont Engineering Polymers, Newark, Delaware)
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Chapter 14

Pump Failure Analysis

and Troubleshooting

ORGANIZING SYSTEMATIC
PUMP FAILURE REDUCTION PROGRAMS

Re-examining The Cost of Pump Failures
It has been estimated that centrifugal pump fail-

ures in the petrochemical industry cost $5,000 per aver-
age repair event. However, these are direct costs for
labor and materials only. This cost does not include
employee benefits, plant administration, mechanical de-
partment and reliability technician overhead, and the
cost of materials procurement. Generally accepted ac-
counting rules call for the inclusion of these costs. The

all-inclusive cost of pump failures at a major U.S. refin-
ery is given in Table 14-1. In 1983/1984 it averaged
$10,287 per pump repair event! Twenty years later and
after implementing a systematic program of pump fail-
ure reduction, the same refinery experienced consider-
ably fewer than 100 pump repair events per month; their
pump MTBF has increased three to four-fold. However,
on average, each repair still cost in excess of $10,000.

Available statistics confirm that centrifugal pump
repairs account for the bulk of maintenance expendi-
tures in many petrochemical companies. In 1996, the
average large refineries with 3,000 installed pumps expe-

Table 14-1: Actual repair cost calculation and failure experience at a U.S. refinery, 1983/84
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Total Number Pumps = 2,754; 50% in Service = 1,377 (1984)
[1,427 (1983)]

Avg. Pump Repairs/Month = 100 (1984) inc. 40 Shop & 60 Field Repairs
[90 (1983) incl. 42 Shop & 53 Field Repairs]

Avg. Pump Maint Costs/month = $538k (1984) Based on work order tracking
[$651.7k (1983)]

Avg. Pump Repair Costs = $5,380 (1984)
[$6,860 (1983)

In the past this refinery has included incremental burden savings in total maintenance credits for reduc-
ing pump failures. Credit work-up therefore includes:

$ $ $
Labor Mat’l Total

+ Average Direct Charges Per Repair 2,690 2,690 5,380
(split 50/50 labor/materials)

+ Employee Benefits (50% of labor) 1,345 —— 1,345
+ Refin. Admin. & Services (9.95% of labor) 268 —— 268
+ Mechanical O/H (115% of labor) 3,094 —— 3,094
+ Materials Procurement (7.4% of materials) —— 200 200

Total $7,397 $2,890 $10,287
∴∴∴∴∴ total maintenance credits $10,287 per avoided repair.

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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rienced approximately 800-1,000 failure events per year.
A somewhat conservative estimate assumed average di-
rect repair costs of $5,000 per event (most of these are
API pumps, whereas the $4,000-figure related to a mix
favoring ANSI pumps). Again, as of early 2003, many
petrochemical plants reported a more believable average
cost of $10,000 after burden, shop space, field labor, en-
gineering analysis and miscellaneous charges had been
added.

Using a mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) of 18
operating months (3-year MTBF) for typical pumps, a
major refinery or chemical plant many spend many mil-
lions of dollars each year for pump repairs alone. The
obvious incentive to reducing pump failures is further
amplified when product loss and safety considerations
are given the emphasis they deserve.

Moreover, personnel not tied-up with pump repair
tasks could be reassigned to pump monitoring, failure
analysis, or upgrading tasks that add great value. It
should be obvious that being pro-active, preventing fail-
ures from occurring in the first place, is worth more than
doing repair work. It is, therefore, important to gain an
overview of centrifugal pump failure reduction pro-
grams that can rapidly lead to improved pump service
factors.

Implementing a Pump Failure Reduction Program
Using work force resources generally available at

most plants, program implementation should start with
the determination of problem pumps. Problem pumps
might be those that failed more than three times in a
running 12-month period, or those that brought down
the plant, or those whose yearly repair cost exceeded
“X” amount of money. Our experience shows that
roughly 7% of the pump population fit in this over-
three-per-year failure category. With 7% of a facility’s
pumps typically consuming 60% of the maintenance
money going into all pumps, it makes much economic
sense to apply the described implementation strategies
first to the problem pumps, and then to expand the strat-
egies to a wider percentage of your pumps.

The incentive to reduce pump failures is embedded
in Ref. 14-1. More important, since it is both central
theme and ultimate purpose of this book, it hardly mer-
its further discussion. Although an effective program of
reducing pump failures is always desirable, it should
never lose sight of the ultimate goal of achieving plant
safety and profitability. Here, then, are three of the key
aims of such a program:

• To improve centrifugal pump reliability through

more accurate determination and subsequent
elimination of failure causes.

• To reduce process debits resulting from pump out-
ages.

• To reduce centrifugal pump maintenance costs by
effective analysis of component condition, replac-
ing only those parts that actually require change-
out.

However, the success of a pump failure reduction
program is influenced by a number of factors. These
range from administrative-managerial to technical-cleri-
cal and could include such items as management com-
mitment, willingness of technical staff to follow-up on
tasks previously handled by maintenance work forces,
and clerical support for better administration and record
keeping.

Definition of Approach and Goals
There are two basic implementation methods for a

program of this type:

The “Headquarters” Team Approach
This method requires the formation of a team of

corporate troubleshooting specialists who, over a short
period of time, will make a concentrated effort to define
and eliminate sources of frequent pump failures.

The Local Engineering Support Team
(or Value Based Six Sigma) Approach

Here, the effort is centered around the maintenance
organization, supplemented by support and guidance
from a staff engineer, essentially an individual trained in
pump selection and failure analysis and familiar with
the six sigma process—a “Green Belt” or “Black Belt,” as
will be further explained below.

Although still occasionally pursued by some pro-
cess plants, the corporate team approach was found to
have a number of significant shortcomings:

• It lacks continuity. Team members are often un-
available if follow-up needs should arise.

• The team is sometimes considered an “outsider
effort.” Hence, operating personnel and field main-
tenance forces fail to develop the necessary rapport
with the team.

• Lack of commitment and reluctance to communi-
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cate have sometimes been observed. The field
forces may tend to stand back and let the “brains”
struggle with the problem. Field personnel see the
team as a vote of non-confidence in their own capa-
bilities or past efforts.

• Extra manpower is generally required with this
approach.

In view of these drawbacks, all facilities using pro-
cess pumps would do well to actively consider pursuing
the “Engineering Support/Value Based Six Sigma Team”
approach for a pump failure reduction program. Let’s
examine how this works.

Value-based Six Sigma Improvement Process
This section outlines a centrifugal pump failure

reduction program based on the popular “Value Based
Six Sigma” (VBSS) improvement process. Using work
force resources generally available at most plants, pro-
gram implementation starts with defining the right op-
portunities. Specific pump reliability related actions
steps are described and examples are given of typical
check lists which are required to achieve the failure re-
duction goals.

Although relatively new, this proven improvement
approach can be used as an effective pump failure reduc-
tion program. “Value Based Six Sigma” is not a quality
program, it is a business initiative. It pursues quality
only if it adds customer and company value. Projects are
chosen based on customer feedback and impact to the
bottom line. Teams are empowered and managed by the
local team members. “Black Belt” (full time) or “Green
Belt” (part time) six sigma specialists (trained from the
local work force) are normally assigned to major teams.
The idea is to design quality into the product (the pump)
or process (the failure identification and elimination pro-
cess), not after-the-fact inspection. The obvious goal is
continuous improvement in the intertwined aspects of
quality (failure elimination and up-time), and productiv-
ity (accuracy of failure definition). Six Sigma must be a
top-down organization-wide initiative, which is owned
by the leadership. The focus is on the process, not the
people, with the primary objective being bottom line
improvement. Supplier capability is critical to success.

The Six Sigma problem solving method is abbrevi-
ated as “DMAIC,” indicating a Development/Definition
Phase D, a Measurement Phase (M), an Analysis Phase
(A), an Improvement Phase (I), and a Control Phase (C).
Six Sigma problem solving is used to resolve current
problems and prevent them from recurring in the new or

upgraded products or processes. Aiming at reduced bot-
tom line costs, savings can be in fixed or variable costs,
but should be verifiable. Here’s a closer look at the indi-
vidual phases:

1. Development/Definition Phase (D)
This can be the most difficult and critical phase of

DMAIC. Defining the “right opportunities” means to:

• Identify improvement opportunities (our MTBF vs.
“theirs”)

• Define customers and their requirements (operat-
ing departments want long-running pumps)

• Define project boundaries via scope, goals, or ex-
pectations. (Example: Program initially limited to
pumps that have failed more than three times in a
12-month period)

• Identify support people and resources by name.

Based on analysis of frequency, cost and severity of
pump failures, the plant mechanical-technical support
group would designate a certain number of pumps as
“problem pumps.” These could all be pumps which had
failed more that twice in a 12-month period, or pumps
which have a history of one failure per year but cost
more than $10,000 to repair. Of course, these guidelines
are for illustrative purposes only and could be modified
to suit any given need or situation.

A plant or operating unit should set itself an im-
provement goal. One typical goal would be to strive for
reducing the number of “problem pumps” by 50% in
one year’s time, or to reduce pump maintenance expen-
ditures by a certain amount in a designated time period.
In the spirit of participative management, the initiative
for goal setting and program execution should originate
with field personnel rather than office or headquarters
staff personnel. While being guided by staff personnel,
field forces would make the program work and be cred-
ited with its successful implementation.

“Define-Action” steps are required to get the pump
failure reduction program started. Management must
designate responsibilities for the execution of these
steps. Responsible personnel would have to:

• Designate “problem pumps,” also called “bad ac-
tors,” after reviewing past failure history, cost of re-
pairs, cost of product losses, etc.
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• Identify these pumps for record purposes and by
actually tagging them in the field. Tagging will
alert shop and field foremen to the need to arrange
for a designated technician or engineer to be
present whenever work is performed.

• Observe the Pareto principle. From a resource man-
agement standpoint it is important to follow this
principle, better know as the 80/20 rule, which
states that 80% of the gain comes from 20% of the
opportunities. The team must determine which
problems are the most significant, so as to allow
focusing improvement efforts on the areas where
the largest gains can be achieved. It is important to
distinguish the “vital few” from the “trivial many.”

2. Measurement Phase (M)
Recall that VBSS is a fact-based quantitative pro-

cess; it requires hard data (called metrics) for analysis
and to determine the degree of success. It follows that:

• The current state of the process should be mea-
sured in quantifiable terms, such as MTBF (see
Chapter 16), maintenance cost, etc. It is of indispens-
able importance to identify the metrics to be used for the
failure reduction project.

• A useful way to identify non-value added activities
in a process is to create a process map. This process
map highlights the events that do not add real
value to the end product.

• A data collection plan must be developed.

• Data must be collected and the current state must
be assessed.

Measurement Action Steps — 1:
• Update pump records to include failure history for

the past 18 months.

• Develop and include step-by-step instructions for
assembly, disassembly, tolerance checks, etc., as
necessary. A typical model-specific shop instruction
checklist is shown in Figure 14-1. Figure 14-2 illus-
trates a sample pump repair procedure that com-
bines field and shop instructions.

• Follow the disassembly and reassembly of all prob-
lem pumps, and record measurements.

• Update records to include failure history for past
18 months.

It is hoped that pump maintenance data folders
already exist at the plant which is interested in imple-
menting a pump failure reduction program. If data fold-
ers are not available, this would be a good time to put
them together (Ref. 14-2). They could be in any suitable
format, preferably electronic, and would initially cover
all problem pumps. The folders would later be ex-
panded to cover all pumps.

Even simple forms will be of value in tracking
pump failures (see Chapter 15). Computerized failure
records may require more detailed forms.

Ideally, the data folders or computerized data and
record bases should contain the following documents:

• API data sheets
• Performance curves
• Supplemental specifications invoked at time of

purchase
• Dimensionally accurate cross section drawing
• Assembly instruction and drawings
• Seal drawings with installation dimensions and

specific instructions
• Manufacturing drawings of shaft and seal gland
• Small bore piping isometric sketch
• Spare parts list and storehouse retrieval data
• Maintenance instructions, including critical dimen-

sions and tolerances,
• Running clearances, shop test procedures for seals

and bearings and
• Impeller balancing specifications
• Repair history, including parts replaced, analysis of

parts condition, and
• Cost of repair
• Design change documentation
• Initial startup and check-out data
• Lubrication-related guidelines and data
• Special installation procedures
• Alignment data
• Vibration history.

Needless to say, the files should be as complete as
possible, be kept current and be readily available to ev-
ery person involved in the implementation of the pump
failure reduction program. To reemphasize, all files
should be in an electronic format, if that is at all possible
at your particular site or work environment.

Measurement Action Steps — 2:
Once the records and data have been collected they

should be reviewed for past history and the problem
pumps identified, based on:
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Figure 14-1: Model-specific shop checklist (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY, 13148)

— Cost of repairs & product losses
— Vibration history & alignment data
— Performance history (pressure, flow, cavitation)
— Lubrication data, etc.

Problem pumps should be tagged for follow-up
repairs. On these pumps especially it would be manda-
tory to:
— Record measurements
— Review and observe the disassembly & re-assem-

bly process
— Identify and collect historical data on pumps iden-

tical or similar to the particular problem pump.

3. Analysis Phase (A):
Once the data (metrics) have been collect, they are

reviewed to determine (analyze) the current state using
the following tools and processes:

• Identify root causes of variation/defects. Do not
jump to the solution or solve the symptoms. Cause-
and-effect (fish bone) diagrams are a good tool,
with potential causes being broken down into four
major groups:
— Methods
— Machines
— Material
— Personnel.
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Figure 14-2: Sample pump repair procedure combining field and shop instructions (Source: Bloch, Heinz P. and
Fred Geitner, “Machinery Failure Analysis and Troubleshooting,” 3rd Edition, 1997, Butterworth-Heinemann
Publishing Co., Stoneham, Massachusetts)

A. Field disassembly
1. Remove coupling spacer.
2. Drain pump completely.
3. Disconnect all external piping (flush, steam tracing, etc.) and interfering insulation.
4. Remove casing and foot support bolts.
5. Separate casing from distance piece by means of pusher screws. Leave bearing housing connected to distance piece

unless bearing replacement is contemplated.

B. Shop disassembly
1. Unscrew impeller nut and remove impeller.
2. Remove stuffing box housing by carefully applying pressure from two crowbars contacting seal plate.
3. Remove seal plate from stuffing box housing and also remove stationary and rotating seal elements.
4. Remove shaft sleeve without undue force. Apply heat, if necessary. Observe all safety rules!
5. Examine seal parts for warpage, fractures, and solids build-up on faces.

C. Shop reassembly
1. Verify flatness of seal faces to be within two light bands.
2. Measure inside diameter of throat bushing and outside diameter of shaft sleeve.
3. Machine inside diameter of throat bushing to achieve 0.020-0.030-in. clearance with shaft sleeve O.D.
4. Assemble stationary seal ring and seal plate, taking care to insert required gaskets.
5. Carefully tighten plate hold-down nuts. Use depth micrometer to verity that stationary seal ring is installed parallel

to product side of stuffing box cover within .0005 in.
6. Place stuffing box cover on distance piece.
7. Place rotating seal assembly on shaft sleeve and slide over shaft. Make sure all dimensions are per CHEMEX Dwg.

B-541599.
8. Insert keys.
9. Assemble impeller, taking care to place gaskets between hub and shaft sleeve, and between shaft and impeller nut.

D. Measurements required for record
Before and after replacing worn parts with new parts, please measure and record the following dimensions:

Manufacturer’s recom- With old With now
mended value, mils parts, mils parts, mils

—————————————————————————————————————————————————
Shaft runout (impeller region) 1 mil or less
—————————————————————————————————————————————————
Shaft runout (seal region) Not to exceed 2 mils
—————————————————————————————————————————————————
Seal face compression Per CHEMEX DWG. B-541599
—————————————————————————————————————————————————
Depth micrometer 0.0005 in. or less
Check to ensure stationary seal

is parallel to seal gland.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————
Clearance between impeller disc 0.032-0.047 in.

vanes and stuffing box housing
—————————————————————————————————————————————————
Clearance between shaft sleeve 0.020 in. diametral.

and throat bushing (max 0.032")
—————————————————————————————————————————————————

E. Field reassembly
1. Back out pusher screws and bolt distance piece to casing. Make sure proper gasket is placed in between.
2. Replace foot support bolts.
3. Reconnect all auxiliary piping.
4. Refill bearing housing with Synesstic-32 lubricant.
5. Hot-align coupling to zero-zero setting (max. allowable deviation: place motor 0.002 in. higher than pump shaft)

while observing dial indicators on casing.
6. Replace coupling spacer. Ascertain coupling disc stretch or compression does not exceed 0.004 in.
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• Identify gaps between current performance and
goal performance

• Identify the key process input variables that affect
the key outputs

• Prioritize opportunities for improvement (“bad ac-
tor” pumps, 80/20 rule), and establish a time line

• Use simple tools (avoid paralysis by analysis).

Keep in mind that we are basically trying to estab-
lish the sources of variation.

Analysis action steps include identifying where
within your plant or elsewhere pumps identical or simi-
lar to the “problem pumps” are operating. Compare
their operating histories and examine significant devia-
tions for clues to the source of your problem.

• Identify identical pumps in same or similar service
within affiliated plants. Analyze maintenance his-
tory for these pumps.

• If no identical pumps exist, or if identical pumps
are applied differently, compare construction and
design details. Do not neglect installation details
such as piping, etc.

• Verify that rotating elements are dynamically bal-
anced per applicable checklist or procedure.

• Review applicable field and shop checklists for
accuracy and supervisor’s signatures at conclusion
of work.

The results of the failure analysis should be docu-
mented on a short form similar to the one shown in
Figure 14-3. Far more detailed forms have been
devised and would be appropriate for plants with
computerized failure records. It is important to
note that this format represents the absolute “bare
minimum” requirement for even small user facili-
ties. Don’t hesitate to use  the more detailed forms
typically found in a modern computerized mainte-
nance management system (CMMS).

The analysis should include:

• Review of assembly and repair processes. In turn,
these may be subdivided into
— Field work
— Shop work
— Technical services
— Lubrication instructions

— Special commissioning instructions
— Installation precautions
— Routine surveillance instructions.

• Review of hydraulic parameters. (Note that some
impellers have U-shaped NPSH curves!) The re-
viewer would
— Examine radial & axial hydraulic unbalance

potential

— Verify that low flow rate is not a problem

— Determine pump specific speed

— Determine NPSH margin over full operating
range (see Chapter 5).

— Examine if parallel operation is a problem

— Determine if there are instruments whose oper-
ating characteristics are unsuitable

— Evaluate susceptibility to internal recirculation-
induced damage (see Chapter 5)

— Determine suction energy (see Chapter 5) and
compare suction energy with that of other
pumps. Suction energy values above (approxi-
mately) 160 × 106 for end suction pumps, 120 ×
106 for between bearing/split case pumps, and
200 × 106 for vertical turbine pumps, are me-
chanically vulnerable unless operating with
adequate NPSH margin and within the allow-
able operating region

— Verify that impeller axial thrust is within al-
lowable limits at all pressure conditions. Exam-
ine balance hole size, wear ring diameter,
stuffing box pressure. Reverse flush may not be
possible if balance holes are used. Adequate
delta-P is needed for reverse flush.

—Verify that radial clearances comply with hy-
draulic shock avoidance criteria (see Figure 14-
4), for high (discharge) energy pumps.
According to the Hydraulic Institute, pumps
with specific speed values below 1,300 that
generate more than 900 feet of head per stage
are considered to be high (discharge) energy
pumps. The differential head value for high
energy drops from 900 feet at a specific speed
of 1,300 to 200 feet at a specific speed of 2,700.
Verify that vane tip-cutwater clearance exceeds
6%.

• Conducting repair part and metallurgical reviews
(see also Chapter 13)
— Examine component condition and initiate
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comparison studies, as required.
— Verify that wear ring materials and clearances

reflect best applicable experience. High tem-
perature pump clearances may have to be as
large as [(API clearance) + (0.02 × °F)] mils, di-
ametral.

— Determine source and quality of repair parts
— Verify that part materials and tolerances/clear-

ances are per OEM specification.
— Determine cause of part wear. Is it from:
(a) Cavitation (normally found in impeller inlet,

on the visible side of the vane, a little way back
from the vane leading edge).

(b) Recirculation-caused cavitation damage (found
on the hidden side of the inlet portion of the
impeller vane).

(c) Corrosion (normally relatively uniform)
(d) Abrasion (highest wear is found around wear-

ing rings and in high velocity areas of the
pump.)

(d) Rubbing (look for similar wear on adjacent
part).

(e) High loads (accelerates bearing, wearing ring
wear, and shaft fatigue failures).

(f) High temperature (reduces part strength, can
cause coupling misalignment, and increases
nozzle loads).

• Review of installation
— Evidence of pipe stresses due to routing, non-

sliding supports, incorrect support and hanger
locations, etc. Also see Chapter 3.

———————————————————————————————————————————
Gap “B” Percentage of impeller radius

———————————————————————————————————————————
Type Gap “A” Minimum Preferred Maximum
———————————————————————————————————————————
Diffuser 50 mils 4% 6% 12%
———————————————————————————————————————————
Volute 50 mils 6% 10% 12%
———————————————————————————————————————————
Gap A = Radial distance between impeller shroud O.D. and diffuser/volute wall
Gap B = Radial distance between impeller vane O.D. and diffuser/volute tongue (I.D.)

= 100 (R3 –R2)/R2
R2 = Radius of impeller
R3 = Radius of diffuser volute inlet
D = Impeller shroud diameter
D’ = Impeller vane diameter after trimming
———————————————————————————————————————————
Note: If the number of impeller vanes and the number of diffuser/volute vanes are both even, the
radial gap must be considerably larger (10 percent minimum.)
———————————————————————————————————————————

Figure 14-4: Recommended radial gaps for high energy pumps
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— Coupling misalignment and lockup problems.
(See Chapter 11.)

— Baseplate resonance, out-of-parallelism, grout
defects. (See Chapter 3.)

— Determine if suction and discharge piping de-
sign is adequate (straight lengths, fittings loca-
tions, size) Are suction elbows too close to
double-suction pump? (See Chapter 3)

• Review of bearings and lubrication
— Ascertain that bearing fits comply with appli-

cable checklist
— Verify filling notch bearings have been re-

placed by applicable replacement bearings. If
used, spacers between duplex rows must be
carefully measured

— Duplex bearings must be matched sets (See
Chapter 7)

— Verify that thermal expansion of the bearing
outer race is not restricted by surrounding
coolant

— Calculate bearing L
10

 life under normal operat-
ing conditions

— Verify that oil mist lubrication reaches every
row of bearing balls. Directed mist fittings may
be required instead of plain mist application
fittings Consult Ref. 14-3 or Chapter 10 for
specific guidance

— Verify that motor windage does not impair ef-
fective venting of oil mist

— Ensure that only approved grade oils are used
in oil mist lubrication systems. Recall that par-
affinic mineral oils and oils with high pour
point can cause plugging of applicator fittings.
Consider approved synthetic lube at tempera-
tures below 25°F (–4°C).

— ISO grade 68 or 100 mineral oil acceptable for
most rolling element bearings

— ISO grade 32 or 68 synthetic oil also acceptable
for most rolling element bearings

— ISO grade 32 mineral or synthetic oil accept-
able for most sleeve bearings

— Use dry sump oil mist, if available
— Narrow, face-type bearing housing seals are

useful in severe ambients or whenever lube oil
contamination is to be avoided. Rotating laby-
rinth seals will not prevent contaminated air
from entering the housing!

— Consider directed oil mist if inner race velocity
exceeds 2,000 fpm (~10 m/s)

• Review of seal & quench gland design (Refs. 14-4
and 14-5)
— Verify that API flush plans conform to appli-

cable experience. Reverse flush requires takeoff
to be at top of stuffing box. Reverse flush may
not be possible if balance holes are used (see
earlier comment).

— Ascertain flush fluid has adequate lubricity,
vapor pressure at seal face temperature, supply
quantity and pressure, and is free from solid
particles. How about during abnormal opera-
tion? At startup?

— Tandem seal lubrication and installation details
should conform to latest experience. Refer also
to Chapter 8.

— Seal installation tolerances should be verified.
— Verify that only balanced seals are used at pres-

sures above 75 psi (~515 kPa).
— Ascertain that a quench steam or water is ap-

plied only if required to keep solid particles
from forming external to seal components.
Tackle your mechanical seal troubleshooting
tasks by referring to the more detailed listing
later in this chapter. Be aware that replacing 20
percent of a plant’s seal population with engi-
neered seals would probably lower yearly seal-
related repairs by one-half.

• Review of safety considerations
— If minimum flow bypasses are used, verify

each pump has its own bypass arrangement
— Do not allow excessively oversized pumps.
— Verify isolation valves are accessible in case of

fire. Are weight-closing valves possible?
— Piping must be braced and gusseted. Flexible

instrument connections may be advisable, but
only if thoroughly well-engineered

— Is on-stream condition monitoring instrumen-
tation feasible? Should high or low frequency
vibration monitoring be used? Consult Ref. 14-
6 for details

— Verify that substantial coupling guards are
used.

Armed with this composite checklist and having
read the reference material cited, plant engineers and
mechanical technical service personnel should feel confi-
dent of their ability to diagnose recurring pump prob-
lems.
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Pump Troubleshooting:
Possible Causes of Insufficient Flow

Say the symptom or deviation is “insufficient
flow.” In that case, you might go directly to a single-
symptom listing and note the possible causes:

1. Wear ring or between stage clearance—too large
due to corrosion or repair error

2. Axial clearances too large in open or semi-open
impellers

3. Corroded diffusers or cutwater
4. Impeller too small
5. Spare pump check valve stuck open
6. Malfunctioning minimum flow bypass valve
7. Cavitation—NPSHr exceeds NPSHa
8. Level in suction vessel too low
9. Entrained gas in suction

10. Air pocket in suction
11. Pump not vented properly
12. In vacuum service, air leaking through packing
13. Plugged suction screens
14. Blocked siphon breaker in suction vessel
15. Plugged suction lines
16. Closed gate valve in suction
17. Pump running backwards
18. Specific gravity lower than anticipated
19. Malfunctioning instrumentation—Flow recorder,

etc.
20. Turbine steam condition inadequate—turbine

runs at reduced speed
21. Worn turbine internals—turbine runs at reduced

speed
22. Governor and/or linkage problem—turbine runs

at reduced speed
23. Pinched or dropped wedge in a valve—down-

stream;
24. Process changes requiring high pump discharge

pressure
25. Check valve or control valve downstream—stuck

open
26. Fouled heat exchanger downstream.

Maximize impeller performance as needed:
1. Bring the impeller middle shroud plate out to the

impeller O.D. to reinforce the impeller structure.
2. Stagger the right and left side of the vane to re-

duce hydraulic shocks and alter the vane-passing
frequency.

3. Reduce clearances to optimum between shrouds
and casing. (Gap “A”)

4. Avoid even number of impeller vanes for double

volute; or if the diffuser vanes are even num-
bered, increase the impeller side-wall thickness.

5. Impellers manufactured with blunt vane tips can
also cause trouble in high discharge energy
pumps by generating hydraulic “hammer” even
when the impeller O.D. is the correct distance
from the cutwater. The blunt tips cause distur-
bance in the volute. This effect may be partly or
entirely eliminated by tapering the vanes by
“overfiling,” or “underfiling” the trailing edge, as
shown earlier in Figure 4-13.

• Vertical Pump Considerations (see also Chapter 13)
— Verify that critical speed is not a problem.
— Check for proper lubrication of column bear-

ings.
— Some vertical pumps may need vortex baffles

in suction bell.
— Verify straightness of assembly and internals

4. Improvement Phase (I)
After the analysis phase of the project is completed,

and the root causes and key input variables are identi-
fied, it is time to develop and implement the improve-
ment process. This process consists of:

• Developing solutions
• Executing the solutions
• Make necessary changes
• Redesigning the process, and revising check lists

Improvement action steps continue with the devel-
opment of unit-specific checklists and procedures.
These, or similar guidelines must be used if the pump
failure reduction objectives outlined earlier are to be
reached in an expeditious and well-defined fashion. The
development of pump-related field, shop, and technical
staff review procedures must be entrusted to the reliabil-
ity improvement team. However, the team may need
substantial input from plant operating groups.

These checklists or procedures should cover topics
which fall into roughly three classification categories:

• Field-work related reviews
In the improvement phase, field-work related
checklists must be developed and applied to ac-
complish a number of necessary steps which will
lead to a reduction of problem incidents in the fu-
ture. These checklists must address:

— lubrication instructions
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— routine surveillance instructions
— data taking requirements preparatory to shut-

down for subsequent shop repair
— installation precautions and data requirements

prior to restart after shop repair
— special commissioning instruction such as cool-

down of cold service pumps, air-freeing of seal
cavities, etc. A combined pump commissioning
checklist/procedure example intended for
field-posting is shown in Figure 14-5 (Ref. 14-6).

• Shop-work related reviews
Shop repair checklists could be either generic or
model-specific. A generic checklist for bearing fits
would consist of material discussed and presented
earlier in Chapter 7. For instance, the shaft fit clas-
sification for pumps (k5, j5 or h5, shown in Tables
7-6 and 7-8), would be framed or highlighted in
Table 14-2 (Ref. 14-8). Copies would be laminated
in plastic, discussed with the shop technician
group and these copies then issued for future use.

In essence, shop work instructions and proce-
dures must be developed and conscientiously used
to ascertain both quality workmanship and unifor-
mity of product improvement efforts. Typical in-
structions and checklists should make maximum
use of technical information which is routinely
available from pump, bearing, and mechanical seal
manufactures. Included in this second category are
such guidelines as:

— Wear ring and throat bushing clearances
— Antifriction bearing housing fit tolerance to be

used for pumps, motors and turbines, Table 7-
6 (2)

— Antifriction bearing shaft fit tolerance to be
used for pumps, motors and turbines (Ref. 14-8)

— Dimensional checking of mechanical seal com-
ponents

— Maximum allowable rotor unbalance for
pumps and small steam turbines

— Dimensions for steel bushings converting stan-
dard bearing housings to accept angular con-
tact bearings

— Others, as required for special pumps

• Technical service reviews (failure prevention, pro-
curement guidelines, and pre-purchase reliability
assurance topics).

On the chance that existing pumps were not pur-
chased with a view towards long-term reliability,

the reliability improvement team should carefully
look at our earlier chapters. There may have been
significant omissions from the guidelines and rec-
ommendations made earlier in this text. In any
event, technical service review checklists should
provide critical mechanical and hydraulic param-
eters (e.g. bearing fits, piping strains, excessive
suction energy), operation away from BEP (best ef-
ficiency point), inadequate NPSH margin, clear-
ance between impeller periphery and cutwater, etc.

These checklists should also provide specific
guidance on critical process parameters (solids or
polymers in pumpage, non-optimized seal flush ar-
rangements, equipment start-up and shut-down,
preheating, cool-down, venting, etc.

From all of the above, it can be seen that checklist
development must be a joint effort involving plant oper-
ating, process-technical, mechanical-technical support,
and even pump, bearing, and mechanical seal vendor
personnel. The final checklist product must also give
guidance on the commissioning of vulnerable pumps. A
typical example would be cold-service pumps (Figure
14-5, Ref. 14-7) that must be totally dry before cryogenic
liquids can be admitted. Depending on the properties of
the fluid, cold-service pumps may require a nitrogen
purge to flow through the seal cavity prior to start-up. A
similar approach would be needed for hot service
pumps, except that, here, proper preheating of all casing
internals is to be given very special attention. Unless the
heating medium flows through the mechanical seal re-
gions, seal failures are likely to occur at start-up.

Sample Checklists
Similarly, Figures 14-6 and 14-7 illustrate front and

back of a model-specific document that falls into the
shop checklist category. Attempt to find it in the
manufacturer’s maintenance manual or ask the manu-
facturers if they can provide this information for use by
your shop. Develop your own, if necessary, and incorpo-
rate all pertinent data, as shown earlier in Figure 14-2.

But, since the process technicians will also benefit
from checklists, the pump reliability improvement pro-
gram “owner” should prevail upon other plant groups
to assist in compiling checklists and guidance on pumps
with critical process parameters (solids or polymers in
pumpage, non-optimized seal flush arrangements,
equipment start-up and shut-down, preheating, cool-
down, venting, etc.). Once developed, these should be
laminated in plastic and field-posted at the particular
pump.
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Barrier fluid system dry out procedure (mechanical technicians)*
1. Open flanges on barrier fluid return line.
2. Verify reservoir isolation valves in barrier fluid system piping are open.
3. Pump methanol into barrier fluid reservoir drain until clean methanol flows from open flanges.
4. Block reservoir drain valve and remove barrel pump hose.
5. Follow pump casing/process piping dry out procedure below.
6. Prime barrel pump with fresh barrier fluid until clean fluid flows from open flanges.
7, Reconnect hose to reservoir drain valve and unblock valve.
8. Pump barrier fluid into system until clean fluid flows from open flanges.
9. Tighten open flanges using new gasket.

10. Continue pumping barrier fluid into system until reservoir is filled.
11. Block reservoir drain valve and remove pump hose.
12. Repeat procedure for remaining barrier fluid system.

Pump casing/process piping dry out procedure (process technicians)*
1 . Block all valves into pump casing, suction, and discharge process piping.
2. Open atmospheric vent valves A1 on casing drain, A2 on seal flush piping, A3 on suction piping, and A5 on

discharge check valve bypass. Verify vent valve A4 on check valve bypass closed.
3. Open casing drain valve D1, verity drain valve D2 closed.
4. Open seal flush piping vent valve V1, verify vent valve V2 to reflux drum firmly closed.
5. Open methanol injection valve M1 into pump casing, and begin filling with methanol.

CAUTION: DO NOT PRESSURIZE PUMP CASING WITH METHANOL!
6. Block individual vent valves as methanol appears. Continue filling.
7. Block methanol injection valve M1 when methanol appears at vent valve A5 on discharge check valve bypass.
8. Block vent valve A5 on discharge check valve bypass.
9. Slow roll turbine at 50-60 rpm for about 5 minutes.

10. Open atmospheric vent A2 on seal flush piping briefly to clear collected air.

Pressure out procedure (process technician)
1. Open seal flush piping vent V2 to reflux drum to pressurize pump casing.
2. Open pump casing drain D2 to cold blowdown.
3. Allow pump casing to blowdown until casing drain piping begins to frost.
4. Verify methanol completely purged by cracking vent valve Al on casing drain.
5. Block pump casing drain D1, D2 out of cold blowdown when light frost begins to form on pump casing.

Cold soak procedure (process technician)
1. Crack suction block valve B1 2-3 turns.
2. Open suction block valve B1 completely when casing is well frosted.
3. Open discharge block valve B2 completely.
4. Allow pump to cold soak for 2 hours.
5. Verify pump shaft turns freely by hand.

Startup/shutdown (process technicians-follow normal operating procedures)
——————————————————————————————————————————————
*For vulnerable, cold-service pump. Condition: pump is completely blocked in, cleared, and
depressurized.

Figure 14-5: Example of a combined pump commissioning checklist/procedure intended for field-
posting near the pump (Source: Ref. 14-9)
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Systems and Specification Checklists
(see Chapter 3 and 5)

As was mentioned before, material in the technical
checklist category is intended for failure analysis use by
plant engineering, or technical support groups. It is a
“memory jogger” and should incorporate helpful hints
from the numerous publications dealing with pump re-
liability improvements. Reliability professionals are en-
couraged to review virtually any element that makes
pumps and systems more reliable. Many of these were
mentioned in some of the preceding chapters:

• Disallow elbow too close to suction of high suction
energy and/or double flow pumps with low NPSH
margins.

• Consider flow disturbances introduced by block
valves mounted too close to suction of double flow
pumps

• Insist on vortex breakers in suction vessels

• Verify minimum flow protection required/not re-
quired

Figure 14-6: Model-specific shop checklist—front (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY, 13148)
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• Consider automatic shutdown for loss of suction in
vulnerable or remotely located services. Absolutely
essential with magnetic drive pumps!

• Pressurized flush and initial fill supply needed in
vacuum services: verify adequacy, if installed

• Provisions for warm up or cool-down in hot or
cryogenic services: verify adequacy, if installed

• Hotwell and boiler feedwater pumps: Review
NPSHa, minimum flow protection, vent back to
suction

• Review vapor pressure specified. Example: Sum-
mer vs. Winter operation for propane service. Va-
por pressure at 25°F is 65 psia vs. 200 psia at 100°F.

Pre-assembly Inspection Checklist for
Centrifugal Pumps
• Vane dimensions at impeller outlet to be identical

within 0.08 (2mm). If not identical, expect hydrau-
lic unbalance and vibration.

• Impeller liquid channels evenly distributed around
shaft centerline. If casting core has shifted, could

Figure 14-7: Model-specific shop checklist—reverse side (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY, 13148)
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Table 14-2: Typical shop checklist giving shaft size and corresponding bearing diameters (Source:
SKF Bearing Installation and Maintenance Guide, Publication 140-710)
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expect hydraulic unbalance and vibration.

• If impeller has back wear ring, verify that each liq-
uid channel has a balance hole. Make sure no holes
are clogged.

• Radial gap between impeller vane tip and station-
ary vane (as a percentage of impeller radius) never
less than 4% on diffuser pumps, and never less
than 6% on volute pumps. This is a guide for high
energy pumps, defined as pumps that exceed 900
ft. with specific speed values below 1300. NOTE:
Clearance refers to vane tip clearance, NOT impeller
shroud clearance, per Figure 14-4.

• No loss of efficiency up to a 16% gap

• Cutwaters 180° apart on double volute pumps

• Cutwater tip width to be above 3/8" (11 mm) maxi-
mum

• Casing liquid channels to be at least 15% wider
than impeller liquid channels

• Wear ring clearances per API-610 or vendor’s in-
struction manual

• Use dissimilar non-galling materials, 150 BNH dif-
ference

• Provide grooves in one of the wear rings, prefer-
ably the softer of the two.* Groove cut to be 3/32"
(2.2 mm) wide and 1/32" (0.7 mm) deep. Right-
hand spiral, 3 per inch (8 mm pitch), permissible

• On vertical pumps, verify seal housing incorpo-
rates degassing hole or other means to ensure seal
will always operate in liquid environment.

Issues often overlooked during specification
reviews (See also Chapter 2)
• Applicability range for ANSI pumps excludes cer-

tain services (See Chapter 2)

• Corrosion properties (pump casing, mechanical
seal materials

• Highlights of welding requirements

• Pump priming requirements, if applicable

• Cover specific heat-up or cool-down requirements

• Understand influence of pump-out vanes. Small
clearances could lower stuffing box pressures and
may have to be disallowed with some flush plans

• Totally specify mechanical seal details

• Apply 10% financial penalty if vendor drawing
requirements are not complied with

Armed with these checklists, and perhaps also
some of the many checklists found in Ref. 14-9, plant
engineers and mechanical technical service personnel
should feel confident in their ability to avoid and/or
diagnose recurring pump problems.

In summary the Improvement Phase should:

• Upgrade deficient operating and maintenance pro-
cesses & procedures

• Provide missing checklists & tabulations with criti-
cal mechanical and hydraulic data

• Upgrade deficient pump components

• Upgrade installation deficiencies

• Install continuous monitoring, if dictated

• Install automatic shutdown for loss of flow

• Change to OEM repair parts, if indicated

5. Control Phase (C)
Unlike so many other improvement processes,

VBSS includes a control phase to ascertain that the gains
anticipated from the implemented corrective actions are
not gradually lost over time. Proper implementation of
controls requires:

• Putting into place mechanisms or processes to pre-
vent future defects

• Developing and implementing an ongoing control
plan, with documentation

• Arranging for actionable responses, if the perfor-
mance is unacceptable.

Control action steps require for the team to:

• Issue monthly activity summaries

*Right-hand spiral acceptable regardless of pump rotation, CW or
CCW. Grooving of wear rings is generally recommended for solving
field problems.
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• Tabulate interim results after six months

• Report accomplishments after one year

• Develop plans for next phase of program

• Monitor progress of program and communicate
results to management.

To fulfill this responsibility, the designated team
representative should:

— Issue monthly activity summaries

— Tabulate interim results after six (6) months

— Report accomplishments after one (1) year

— Develop plans for next phase of program.

Program Results
The results of centrifugal pump failure reduction

programs are generally very significant. One large plant
reported a 29 percent reduction in failures after the first
year. Although the failure reduction rates and percent-
ages leveled off at 37 percent after three years, the ensu-
ing savings exceeded this percentage because the
reductions were concentrated on many maintenance-in-
tensive problem pumps.

Failure rate comparisons are given in Figure 14-8
for a medium size chemical plant. They are again quite
representative of typical first-year comparisons.

Failure Reductions Achieved
Experience shows that significant reductions in

centrifugal pump failure events are possible without, in
most cases, adding to the work force of typical petro-
chemical plants. The key to the successful implementa-
tion of a failure analysis and reduction program can be
found in management commitment, thorough involve-
ment of plant technical personnel, and good documenta-
tion.

Management commitment manifests itself in many
ways. Briefing sessions and reporting requirements can
be arranged so as to lend high visibility to the program.
The thoroughness of plant engineering and technical
personnel is exemplified by checklist and procedure
development and by their ability to convince mechanical
or field work forces of the need to conscientiously follow
these guidelines.

Finally, the importance of good documentation
cannot be overemphasized. Computerized failure
records are ideally suited to keep track of a pump failure
reduction program, but the computer output can only be
as good as the input. Manual data keeping is still accept-
able for small plants. Close cooperation between techni-
cal and clerical staff have gone a long way towards
ensuring the overall success which, happily, can be re-
ported for centrifugal pump failure reduction programs
using the approach outlined above.

Using the Kepner-Tregoe Approach to
Analyze Pump Problems

The Kepner-Tregoe problem analysis concept as-
sumes that every problem is a deviation from some stan-
dard of expected performance and that a change of some
kind is always the cause of a problem (Ref. 14-9 and 14-
10). Built around this premise, Kepner and Tregoe, in the
late 1940’s, began to teach a disciplined, well-structured
approach to problem identification.

A total of seven basic concepts are stipulated and
examined:

1. The problem analyst has an expected standard of
performance, a “should” against which to compare
actual performance.

2. A problem is a deviation from a standard of perfor-
mance.

3. A deviation from standard must be precisely iden-
tified, located, and described.

4. There is always something distinguishing that has

Figure 14-8: Pump failure rates experienced by a me-
dium size chemical plant after implementing a system-
atic failure reduction program (Ref. 14-9)
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been affected by the cause compared with that
which has not.

5. The cause of a problem is always a change that has
taken place through some distinctive feature,
mechanism, or condition to produce a new, un-
wanted effect.

6. The possible causes of deviation are deduced from
the relevant changes found in analyzing the prob-
lem.

7. The most likely cause of a deviation is one that
exactly explains all the facts in the specification of
the problem.

Using the Seven-root-cause-failure
Analysis Approach

This approach has been used extensively for find-
ing and eradicating pump failures. It has been thor-
oughly described in Ref. 14-9.

The seven root cause failure analysis approach ac-
cepts as its basic premise that all machinery failures,
without exception, belong to one or more of the seven
failure cause categories

• Faulty design

• Material defects

• Fabrication or processing error

• Assembly or installation defects

• Off-design or unintended service conditions

• Maintenance deficiencies (neglect, procedures)

• Improper operation.

The powerful and proven seven-root-cause-ap-
proach furthermore recognizes that the agents of ma-
chinery component and part failure mechanisms are
always force, time, temperature, or a reactive environ-
ment.

This failure analysis and troubleshooting approach
attempts to first find the root causes of failures in the
categories with the highest probability ranking. Thus, if
there existed many identical pumps of the same model
designation and it was established that they operated
reliably in identical services, the analyst would not pur-
sue the possibility of a design defect.

However, suppose the failed pump had recently
been assembled with a re-machined shaft and the pri-
mary defect found located in the bearing, one would
probably focus on fabrication or dimensional processing

error. Only after ascertaining that the defect was not
induced by fabrication and processing errors would the
analyst proceed to the next category, say, assembly-re-
lated problems.

Experienced practitioners of the seven-root-cause-
analysis approach emphasize the need to:

• Start at the beginning by:
— Reviewing the pump cross-section drawing
— ”Thinking through” how the individual parts

function or malfunction
— Understanding the process loop and process

operations

• Take a systems approach. Never lose sight of the
facts that:
— The pump is only part of the overall loop
— The part that failed is very often not the root

cause of the problem and unless we find the
root cause, repeat failures are likely to occur

• Collect all the pieces. The missing part may be a
physical component of an observation made by
someone, or a piece of information that has not
surfaced earlier. Yet, any one of these missing items
may contain clues that must be examined and
which may have had an influence on failure cause
and failure progression

• Use a calculation approach while not, of course,
neglecting intuition based on your prior experience

• Fix in your mind the acronym “FRETT” and recall
that machine components fail only because of a
load-related event (“F” = force), or because of ex-
posure to a reactive environment (“RE”), or due to
an excessive number of operating cycles (“T” =
time), or due to exposure to temperatures (“T”)
outside the range for which it had been designed.

The Cause-and-Effect Approach
Many pump problems have been solved by apply-

ing “FRETT” in conjunction with the simple, but effec-
tive, cause-and-effect methodology. This focused
approach recognizes that problems have causes, or that
problems are the result (effect) of something that causes
them.

The cause-and-effect-approach works by moving
back from the problem “P” to its preceding cause “O.”
This cause is now considered the effect of another cause
“N” that preceded it, and so forth. An example might
illustrate the approach.
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A thorough and amplified version of this “cause
mapping” approach has been devised by
“ThinkReliability” (mark.galley@ThinkReliability.com).
ThinkReliability specializes in teaching a systems ap-
proach to analyzing failures. Cause mapping logically
leads to conveying how to analyze, document, communi-
cate and solve problems effectively.

However, regardless of which of the various
troubleshooting approaches is being used, it will always
be helpful to refer to troubleshooting listings. These may
be “narrow” in the sense that they only list one particu-
lar symptom or deviation and its possible causes. Other
approaches are very comprehensive and catalog several
different symptoms and their possible causes. Both are
given next.

Mechanical Seal Troubleshooting Checklist
(see also Chapter 8)

This mechanical seal troubleshooting checklist is
typical of the multi-symptom listing approach. Be sure
not to lose sight of the goal of eliminating the root causes
of mechanical seal distress. Consider upgrading when-
ever the economics favor doing so.

As you embark on a rigorous effort to analyze and
troubleshoot mechanical seal distress, remember that
certain mechanical seals may not represent an optimum
selection. Replacing 20% of a plant’s seal population

with engineered seals would lower yearly seal-related
repairs by one-half. Are you, perhaps, using a standard
product where an engineered product would be far more
reliable and long-term cost-effective?

Either way, start by collecting and examining all
the parts of the seal, then:

— Examine the entire seal.
— Examine the wear track. Was there misalign-

ment?
— Examine the faces for evidence of loss of fluid.
— Inspect the seal drive. Did it wear or hang up?
— Check spring condition. Corrosion? Plugging?
— Check the elastomer. Too much heat? Vaporiza-

tion?
— Check for rubbing. Why did it rub?

Look for the Wear Track
• Widened track indicates component misalignment.

Ask why did it happen: Bad bearings, bent shaft,
shaft whip, deflection, cavitation-induced vibra-
tion, bad shaft alignment, stationary seat installa-
tion defect, severe pipe strain.

• Normal size wear track indicates good alignment,
failure could have to do with clogged bellows,
leakage at secondary seal, or product-related pa-
rameters.

The problem (“P”): Man injured → The cause (“O”): Man fell
The effect (“O”): Man fell → The cause (“N”): Man slipped
The effect (“N”): Man slipped → The cause (“M”): Leak at discharge nozzle
The cause (“M”): We are now on the component level. There are only two

components at the point of leakage, a flange and a gasket.
Check for flange surface defect?
Carefully reviewed, none found!

Gasket defect? Must be due to “FRETT.”

Start review!

Not “RE” (reactive environment) since same gasket material
not attacked elsewhere in identical service

Not “T” (temperature) no leakage with since same or higher
temperatures elsewhere

Not “T” (time) since no leakage after much longer runs
elsewhere

Must therefore investigate “F”—force-related deficiencies:
Wrong stud bolt material? Missing stud bolts?
Stretched stud bolts? Insufficient torque?
Incorrect bolting sequence? etc., etc.
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• Narrow wear track could mean thin face was either
not flat to begin with or was distorted in operation.
Distortion comes from over-pressure or a basic
hardware design defect. The remedy is to reduce
pressure or to buy an engineered seal design.

• No wear track: Dimensional interference could
have caused the entire seal to stay open, or the
faces rotated in unison.

• Intermittent spots, but no complete track: Face not
flat. Could be caused by tight fit, or uneven clamp-
ing. A possible solution would be to use flexibly
supported face components. Note that in cryogenic
applications, this symptom is the result of face
freeze-up due to water being present at startup.

Look at the Seal Drive Components
• Torsional vibration and slip-stick-slip cycles can be

caused by coupling misalignment.

• Lack of face lubrication, or poor lubricity.

• Excessive pressure, or incorrect springs.

• Dimensional interference.

Check Springs or Bellows
• Stress corrosion cracking or stainless steel in pres-

ence of halogens or sodium chloride; or caustic
embrittlement. Material changes may be needed.

• Erosive flush may be at fault.

• Observe signs of rubbing, metal-to-metal contact,
gasket-to-metal contact.

• Torsional fatigue of bellows due to slip-stick action.

• Freeze-up at seal faces.

• Clogging action brought on by spring or bellows
environment. An intelligent design will avoid ex-
posing the spring to the clogging fluid.

Look at the Faces
• Chipped edges result from slamming action or

from vapor entrainment in the binder material
matrix. These actions are brought on by cavitation
or material defects, respectively. One possible cure
is to remove heat more rapidly and effectively,

another to provide a higher stuffing box pressure,
or more suitable face materials.

• Heat checking: On overlay materials often the re-
sult of different thermal expansion rates between
overlay and base. Could also be due to inadequate
heat removal, in which case the above fixes should
be considered.

• Broken surfaces are often traceable to heat shock or
cold shock. This can result from hot oil flooding the
seal cavity, of water hitting a hot stuffing box, or
inadequate material selection, mechanical impact
(shock), and failure to allow radial expansion of
stationary faces.

• Erosive wear is often the result of erosive or high-
pressure, locally concentrated flush streams. More
uniform, deep wear is probably due to embedded
abrasives—a prominent occurrence in outside-
mounted seals handling abrasive-containing fluids.
Bellows and stationary seals avoid many of these
problems, as do certain quenching arrangements.

• Coking of bellows will result if hot oil leaks across
the faces and comes into contact with air. This can
be prevented by the use of stationary seals, steam
quench, or cushioned seal faces (Grafoil® Cush-
ion).

Examine the Secondary
(Elastomer) Seal Components
• Swelling, flaking, and gummy feel: all point to

chemical incompatibility.

• Hardening, cracking, and permanent deformation
usually result from excessive heat.

• Verify absence of rubbing contact at shaft, sleeve,
gland, throat bushing, and stuffing box interior
cavity. Look for telltale signs, such as an oxide
layer, grooving, fretting, galling.

Make Dimensional Check of Gland
• Look for lantern ring connection line protrusions
• Check for gasket interference
• Observe registration fits (rabbetting)
• Stuffing box-to-shaft concentricity
• Set screw protrusions

A final comment relating to mechanical seals: Use
the selection strategy outlined earlier in Chapter 8. Insist
on making contact with reputable manufacturers and
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disclosure of where, under virtually identical service
conditions, a certain seal type has performed well. Con-
sider using that seal. Install it properly, implementing
the proper flush plan and flush flow. This text contains
several other references to factors that influence seal life.
Be sure not to overlook them.

Pump Troubleshooting Guides
A comprehensive, “multi-symptom” troubleshoot-

Table 14-3: Comprehensive troubleshooting guide for end suction centrifugal pumps (Source: Igor Karassik,
updated by Steven Hrivnak, Tennessee Eastman Corporation, Kingsport, Tennessee)

ing guide for end suction pumps, Table 14-3, will be of
help in many situations. Originally provided by Igor
Karassik and later (2003) updated by Steven Hrivnak,
the troubleshooting guide lists the various major symp-
toms of pump distress and then describes both probable
causes and recommended remedies. Like the preceding
tabulations and checklists, this guide should speed-up
the troubleshooting process. (For a pump assembly di-
mension checklist, refer to Chapter 15).

Comprehensive Troubleshooting Guide-Horizontal End Suction Centrifugal Process Pumps
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
No Liquid Delivery

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Suction and/or discharge ❒ Open valves
valve(s) closed or partially
closed
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Refill supply tank
Supply tank empty ❒ Install double mechanical seal and

barrier system
❒ Install shutdown instrumentation

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Insufficient immersion of ❒ Lower suction pipe or raise sump level
suction pipe or bell, vortexing ❒ Reduce flow rate
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check rotation with arrow on
Wrong direction of rotation casing—reverse polarity on motor

❒ Note: If impeller unscrews, check for damage
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Correct speed
Speed too low ❒ Check records for proper speed
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Strainer or flame arrestor ❒ Inspect and clean
partially clogged ❒ Check orientation

❒ Properly sized?
❒ Remove if start up strainer is no longer needed

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Check valve plugged or ❒ Unplug or repair check valve
installed backwards ❒ Reinstall in proper orientation
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Inspect and clear
Obstructions in lines or ❒ Improper piping
pump housing ❒ Check for loose valve seat
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
No Liquid Delivery

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Thaw frozen lines

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Pump impeller clogged ❒ Check for damage and clean
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Fill pump & suction piping completely with liquid
Pump not primed ❒ Remove all (air/gas) from pump, piping and

valves
❒ Eliminate high points in suction piping
❒ Check for faulty foot valve or check

valve, air vent
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ If pump is above liquid level, raise liquid level
Pump is cavitating (symptom closer to pump, or lower the pump
for liquid vaporizing in suction ❒ If liquid is above pump, increase liquid level
system), suction recirculation, elevation or increase suction pipe size
discharge recirculation ❒ Change pump size or speed

❒ Check for pipe restrictions
❒ Check air leakage through packing
❒ Install full port valve
❒ Check boiling point margin (flash point)

Reduce piping losses by modifying
improper piping

❒ Compare flow to BEP
❒ Check NPSHa/NPSHr margin

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check for gas/air in suction system/piping

Air/gas entrainment in liquid ❒ Install gas separation chamber in
suction tank/line

❒ Check well pipe: too short, or missing
❒ Check for air leaks through

gaskets, packing or seals
❒ Check for air leaks in suction pipe
❒ Open air vent valve

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Mismatched pumps in parallel ❒ Check design parameters
operation ❒ If pumps are properly matched,

check for matching piping
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Decrease system resistance to
Pump too small (total system obtain design flow
head higher than design head ❒ Check design parameters such as
of pump) impeller size, etc.

❒ Increase pump speed
❒ Install proper size pump

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Low Flow

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Suction &/or discharge valve(s) ❒ Open valves
closed or partially closed
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check rotation with arrow on casing—reverse
Wrong direction of rotation polarity on motor

❒ Note: If impeller unscrews, check for damage
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Speed too low ❒ Correct speed

❒ Check records for proper speed
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Obstructions in lines or pump housing ❒ Inspect and clear

❒ Improper piping
❒ Check for loose valve seat

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Inspect and clean

Strainer or flame arrestor ❒ Check orientation
partially clogged ❒ Properly sized?

❒ Remove if start up strainer is no longer needed
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Pump impeller clogged ❒ Check for damage and clean
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Impeller installed backwards ❒ Inspect
(double suction pumps only)
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Wrong impeller size ❒ Verify proper impeller size
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Check valve plugged or ❒ Unplug or repair check valve
installed backwards ❒ Reinstall in proper orientation
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check impeller clearance
Internal wear (reduces throughout ❒ Check for pipe strain
capability) ❒ Check for cavitation

❒ Check for corrosion wear, casing wear
❒ Pump metallurgy too soft for abrasives

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check for gas/air in suction system/piping

Air/gas entrainment in liquid ❒ Install gas separation chamber in
suction tank/line

❒ Checking for well pipe, too short, or missing
❒ Check for air leaks through gaskets, packing,

or seals
❒ Check for air leaks in suction pipe
❒ Open air vent valve

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Low Flow

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ If pump is above liquid level, raise liquid

Pump is cavitating (symptom level closer to pump or lower the pump
for liquid vaporizing in suction ❒ If liquid is above pump, increase liquid level
discharge recirculation) elevation or increase suction pipe size

❒ Change pump size or speed
❒ Check for pipe restrictions
❒ Check air leakage through packing
❒ Install full port valve
❒ Check boiling point margin (flash point)
❒ Reduce piping losses by modifying

improper piping
❒ Compare flow to BEP
❒ Check NPSHa/NPSHr margin

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Insufficient immersion of ❒ Lower suction pipe or raise sump level
suction pipe or bell, vortexing ❒ Reduce flow rate
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Heat up liquid to reduce viscosity
Viscosity too high, 500 cps most pumps, ❒ Increase size of discharge piping to
1000 cps maximum under special designs reduce pressure loss

❒ Use larger driver or change type of pump
❒ Slow pump down

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Mismatched pumps in parallel ❒ Check design parameters
operation ❒ If pumps are properly matched,

check for matching piping
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Decrease system resistance to
Pump too small (total system obtain design flow
head higher than design head ❒ Check design parameters such impeller size, etc.
of pump) ❒ Increase pump speed

❒ Install proper size pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Comprehensive Troubleshooting Guide-Horizontal End Suction Centrifugal Process Pumps
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Intermittent Flow

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Refill supply tank

Supply tank empty ❒ Install automatic refill system
——————————————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Intermittent Flow

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Install electrical shutdown

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Obstructions in lines or pump housing ❒ Inspect and clear

❒ Improper piping
❒ Check for loose valve seat

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Mismatched pumps in parallel ❒ Check design parameters
operation ❒ If pumps are properly matched,

check for matching piping
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check for gas/air in suction system/piping
Air/gas entrainment in liquid ❒ Install gas separation chamber in

suction tank/line
❒ Checking for well pipe, too short, or missing
❒ Check for air leaks through gaskets, packing,

or seals
❒ Check for air leaks in suction pipe
❒ Open air vent valve

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Insufficient immersion of ❒ Lower suction pipe or raise sump level
suction pipe or bell, vortexing ❒ Reduce flow rate
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ If pump is above liquid level, raise liquid level
Pump is cavitating (symptom closer to pump or lower the pump
for liquid vaporizing in suction ❒ If liquid is above pump, increase liquid level
discharge re-circulation) elevation or increase suction pipe size

❒ Change pump size or speed
❒ Check for pipe restrictions
❒ Check air leakage through packing
❒ Install full port valve
❒ Check boiling point margin (flash point)
❒ Reduce piping losses by modifying

improper piping
❒ Compare flow to BEP
❒ Check NPSHa/NPSHr margin

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Verify if system changes exceed

Process changes pump and piping design—resize
pump and piping

——————————————————————————————————————————————

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Insufficient Discharge Pressure

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Speed too low ❒ Correct speed

❒ Check records for proper speed
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check rotation with arrow on casing. May have
Wrong direction of rotation to reverse wiring on motor

❒ Note: If impeller unscrews, check for damage
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check for gas/air in suction
Air/gas entrainment in liquid system/piping

❒ Install gas separation chamber in
suction tank/line

❒ Check well pipe: too short, or missing
❒ Check for air leaks through

gaskets, packing, or seals
❒ Check for air leaks in suction pipe
❒ Open air vent valve

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Wrong impeller size ❒ Verify proper impeller size
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check impeller clearance
Internal wear (reduces pump ❒ Check for pipe strain
performance capability) ❒ Check for cavitation

❒ Check for corrosion wear and
casing wear

❒ Pump metallurgy too soft for abrasives
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Impeller installed backward ❒ Inspect
(double suction pumps only)
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Obstructions in lines or pump ❒ Inspect and clear
housing ❒ Improper piping

❒ Check for loose valve seat

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Pump impeller clogged ❒ Check for damage and clean
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Decrease system resistance to obtain design flow
Pump too small (total system ❒ Check design parameters such as impeller
head higher than design head size, etc.
of pump) ❒ Increase pump speed

❒ Install proper size pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Short Bearing Life

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Inspect parts for defects-repair or replace

Bearing failures Have bearing manufacturer analyze failed
bearings and make recommendation

❒ Check lubrication procedures
❒ Check for contaminated lubricant (e.g., water)
❒ Check for over-lubrication
❒ Check for under-lubrication
❒ Verify (mineral) oil temperature

less than 180°F (83°C)
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Run driver disconnected from pump unit —
Unbalance-Driver perform vibration analysis
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ If pump is above liquid level, raise liquid
Pump is cavitating (symptom level closer to pump or lower the pump
for liquid vaporizing in suction ❒ If liquid is above pump, increase liquid
system), suction re-circulation, level elevation or increase suction pipe size
discharge re-circulation ❒ Change pump size or speed

❒ Check for pipe restrictions
❒ Check air leakage through packing
❒ Install full port valve
❒ Check boiling point margin (flash point)
❒ Reduce piping losses by modifying

improper piping
❒ Compare flow to BEP
❒ Check NPSHa/NPSHr margin

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Unbalance-Pump ❒ Balance impeller
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check angular and parallel alignment between
Misalignment pump & driver

❒ Check and eliminate any pipe strain
❒ Eliminate stilt-mounted baseplate
❒ Check for loose mounting
❒ Eliminate rigid conduit connection
❒ Check for thermal growth

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check TIR at impeller end (should not exceed

Bent shaft 0.002"). Replace shaft & bearings if necessary
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Orientation of bearing adaptor ok?
Casing distorted from pipe strain ❒ Check for misalignment of pipe
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Short Bearing Life

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check pump for wear between casing and

rotating elements
❒ Analyze piping loads
❒ Check for pipe supports
❒ Check for proper spring hanger setting
❒ Is suction piping supported within 1 to 3 feet of the

pump? Is vertical piping supported from above
using pipe hangers or spring hangers?
Verify proper support with Engineering group

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check grouting. Is it cracked, crumbling, air

Inadequate grouting of base or voids, etc. Was it grouted to current industry
stilt-mounted practices? Consult Process Industry Practice

RF-IE-686
❒ If stilt-mounted, grout baseplate

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Increase system resistance to obtain design flow

Pump too large (total system ❒ Check design parameters such as
head lower than design head of pump) impeller size, etc.

❒ Decrease pump speed
❒ Install proper size pump

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Decrease system resistance to obtain design flow

Pump too small (total system ❒ Check design parameters such as impeller
head higher than design head size, etc.
of pump) ❒ Increase pump speed

❒ Install proper size pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Comprehensive Troubleshooting Guide-Horizontal End Suction Centrifugal Process Pumps
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Short Mechanical Seal Life

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Evaporation or solidification in ❒ Install double seal & barrier system
stuffing box and on seal faces ❒ Keep stuffing box at proper temperature
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Verify that Operations does not
Improper operation procedures start up & shut down pump improperly

❒ Discontinue dead-heading pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Short Mechanical Seal Life

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Avoid running pump dry
❒ Gravity drain through pump
❒ Have purge system valved out
❒ Work with Operations to change bad habits

or work with engineering to design around
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check angular and parallel
Misalignment alignment between pump & driver

❒ Eliminate stilt-mounted baseplate
❒ Check for loose mounting
❒ Eliminate conduit and piping strain
❒ Check for thermal growth

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check grouting. Is it cracked, crumbling, air

Inadequate grouting of base or voids, etc. Was it grouted to current industry
stilt-mounted practices? Consult Process Industry-Practice

RF-IE686
❒ If stilt-mounted, grout baseplate

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check orientation of bearing adaptor

Casing distorted from pipe strain ❒ Check for misalignment of pipe
❒ Check pump for wear between casing and rotating

elements
❒ Analyze piping loads
❒ Check for pipe supports
❒ Check for proper spring hanger setting
❒ Is suction piping supported within 1 to 3 feet of

the pump? Is vertical piping supported from
above using pipe hangers or spring hangers?
Verify proper support with engineering.

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check TIR at impeller end (should not exceed

Bent shaft 0.002"). Replace shaft & bearings if necessary
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Unbalance —Pump ❒ Balance impeller
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Wrong impeller size ❒ Verify proper impeller size
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Decrease system resistance to obtain design flow
Pump too small (total system ❒ Check design parameters such as impeller
head higher than design head size, etc.
of pump) ❒ Increase pump speed

❒ Install proper size pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ If pump is above liquid level, raise liquid level
——————————————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Short Mechanical Seal Life

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Pump is cavitating (symptom closer to pump or lower the pump
for liquid vaporizing in suction ❒ If liquid is above pump, increase liquid level
system), suction recirculation, elevation or increase suction pipe size
discharge recirculation ❒ Change pump size or speed

❒ Check for pipe restrictions
❒ Check air leakage through packing
❒ Install full port valve
❒ Check boiling point margin (flash point)
❒ Reduce piping losses by modifying improper

piping
❒ Compare flow to BEP
❒ Check NPSHa/NPSHr margin

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Viscosity too high, 500 cps most pumps, ❒ Heat up liquid to reduce viscosity
1000 cps maximum under special ❒ Install seal flush
designs (product not lubricating seal faces) ❒ Install double seal & barrier system
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Refill supply tank
Supply tank empty ❒ Install double seal & barrier system

❒ Install electrical shutdown
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Improper mechanical seal ❒ Check mechanical seal selection strategy
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Mismatched pumps in parallel ❒ Check design parameters
operation ❒ If pumps are properly matched,

check for matching piping
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Pump too large (total system ❒ Increase system resistance (add orifice or
head lower than design head of restrict discharge valve
pump; too much or too little ❒ Check design parameters such as impeller
flow causes shaft vibration and size, etc.
short seal life) ❒ Decrease pump speed

❒ Install proper size pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check for gas/air in suction system/piping
Air/gas entrainment in liquid ❒ Install gas separation chamber in

suction tank/line
❒ Check well pipe: too short, or missing
❒ Check for air leaks through gaskets, packing,

or seals
❒ Check for air leaks in sealing system
❒ Open air vent valve

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Run driver disconnected from pump unit—

Unbalance -—Driver perform vibration analysis
——————————————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Vibration and Noise

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ If pump is above liquid level, raise liquid level

Pump is cavitating (symptom closer to pump or lower the pump
for liquid vaporizing in suction ❒ if liquid is above pump, increase liquid level
system), suction re-circulation, elevation or increase suction pipe size
discharge re-circulation ❒ Change pump size or speed

❒ Check for pipe restrictions
❒ Check air leakage through packing
❒ Install full port valve
❒ Check boiling point margin (flash point)

Reduce piping losses by modifying
improper piping

❒ Compare flow to BEP
Check NPSHa/NPSHr margin
Check pump suction energy

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Suction &/or discharge valve(s) ❒ Open valves
closed or partially closed
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check angular and parallel alignment
Misalignment between pump & driver

❒ Check and eliminate any pipe strain
❒ Eliminate stilt-mounted baseplate
❒ Check for loose mounting
❒ Eliminate rigid conduit connection
❒ Check for thermal growth

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check grouting. Is it cracked, crumbling, air

Inadequate grouting of base or voids, etc. Was it grouted to current industry
stilt mounted practices? Consult Process Industry Practice

RE-IE-686
❒ If stilt-mounted, grout baseplate

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Coupling problems ❒ Check for proper grease

❒ Check for proper sizing
❒ Check for contoured key
❒ Use Class 1 alignment

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Inspect parts for defects-repair or replace.

Bearing failures Have bearing mfr. analyze failed bearings and
make recommendation

❒ Check lubrication procedures
❒ Check for contaminated lubricant (e.g., water)
❒ Check for over-lubrication
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——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Vibration and Noise

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check for under-lubrication
❒ Verify (mineral) oil temperature

less than 180°F (83°C)
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Pump impeller clogged ❒ Check for damage and clean
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check TIR at impeller end (should not exceed
Bent shaft 0.002"). Replace shaft & bearings if necessary
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Check valve plugged or ❒ Unplug or repair check valve
installed backwards ❒ Reinstall in proper orientation
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Obstructions in lines or pump ❒ Inspect and clear
housing ❒ Improper piping

❒ Check for loose valve seat
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Strainer or flame arrestor ❒ Inspect and clean
partially clogged ❒ Check orientation

❒ Properly sized?
❒ Remove if startup strainer is no longer needed

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Insufficient immersion of ❒ Lower suction pipe or raise sump level
suction pipe or bell, vortexing ❒ Reduce flow rate
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Check for gas/air in suction system/piping
Air/gas entrainment in liquid ❒ Install gas separation chamber in suction

tank/line
❒ Check well pipe: too short, or missing
❒ Check for air leaks through gaskets, packing,

or seals
❒ Check for air leaks in sealing system
❒ Open air vent valve

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Increase system resistance to obtain design flow

Pump too large (total system head Check design parameters such as impeller
lower than design head of pump) size, etc.

❒ Decrease pump speed
❒ Install proper size pump

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Decrease system resistance to obtain design flow

Pump too small (total system ❒ Check design parameters such as impeller
head higher than design head size, etc.
of pump) ❒ Increase pump speed

❒ Install proper size pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————
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Wrong impeller size ❒ Verify proper impeller size
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Mismatched pumps in parallel ❒ Check design parameters
operation If pumps are properly matched,

check for matching piping
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Unbalance —Driver ❒ Run driver disconnected from

pump —perform vibration analysis
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Unbalance —Pump ❒ Balance impeller
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Comprehensive Troubleshooting Guide-Horizontal End Suction Centrifugal Process Pumps
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Symptom
Power Demand Excessive

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Possible Causes Possible Remedies

——————————————————————————————————————————————
❒ Check starter

Motor tripping off ❒ Check heater elements or relay settings
❒ Decrease impeller size
❒ Increase motor size if too small for impeller
❒ If operations has increased flow or changed the

liquid being pumped, resize pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Speed too high ❒ Correct speed

❒ Check records for proper speed
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Wrong impeller size ❒ Verify proper impeller size
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Pump not designed for liquid ❒ Check design specific gravity
density being pumped ❒ Check motor size

❒ Check coupling size
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Increase system resistance to obtain design flow
Pump too large (total system ❒ Check design parameters such as impeller
head lower than design head of size, etc.
pump) ❒ Decrease pump speed

❒ Install proper size pump
——————————————————————————————————————————————

❒ Inspect parts for defects-repair or replace.
Bearing failures Use Bearing Failure Analysis Guide

❒ Check lubrication procedures
❒ Check for contaminated lubricant (e.g., water)
❒ Check for over-lubrication
❒ Check for under-lubrication
❒ Verify (mineral) oil temp. less than 180°F (83°C)

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Comprehensive Troubleshooting Guide-Horizontal End Suction Centrifugal Process Pumps
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——————————————————————————————————————————————
Symptom

Power Demand Excessive
——————————————————————————————————————————————

Possible Causes Possible Remedies
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Rotor impeller rubbing on ❒ Loose impeller fit
casing or seal cover ❒ Wrong rotation with threaded impeller—

impeller unscrewing
❒ Bent shaft
❒ High nozzle loads
❒ Internal running clearances too small
❒ Low flow operation below the

“minimum allowable operating” region
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Liquid viscosity too high ❒ Heat up liquid to reduce viscosity

❒ Use larger driver or change type of pump
❒ Slow pump down

By way of "pictorial summary," we direct the reader's
attention to Figure 14-9, showing a "Centrifugal Pump
Repair Procedures" billboard. In the 1960's and early
1970's, this classroom-size checklist was located in a
large refinery pump repair shop. While a few of its then-
current guidelines and reminders are a bit outdated by

Figure 14-9: Shop instruction at a U.S. refinery workshop, 1960's vintage

year 2004 standards, it shows the extent to which man-
agement and technical people were committed to excel-
lence. Needless to say, this is one of the pump users that
achieved quantum improvements in pump reliability by
providing the right teaching tools to its work force.
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Shop repair and spare parts issues are intertwined.
There are geographic locations where pump users prefer
to make their own replacement parts. Some do so effec-
tively and save money in the process, other locations do
so ineffectively and fare poorly in terms of pump MTBF
and plant reliability. Since parts need to be in hand be-
fore shop repair can be effected, we will deal first with
spare parts availability and procurement issues.

OEM vs. Non-OEM Spare Parts
Decades ago, it was inconceivable to consider pur-

chasing pump repair and replacement parts from parties
other that original equipment manufacturers, or OEM’s.
How did we get to the point of buying these parts from
non-OEM spare parts producers? To a large extent, origi-
nal equipment manufactures are to blame for the popu-
larity of non-OEM parts (Ref. 15-1). OEM’s have not
always been responsive to critical user needs. Perhaps
the user’s systems were down and mechanical work
forces were waiting for delivery of repair parts. The
OEM was often unable to respond quickly due to inter-
nal production, stocking and scheduling problems. Also,
higher overhead costs and an industry practice of selling
new pumps at near (or below) cost forced OEM’s to rely
on relatively high repair part margins to reach corporate
profitability goals. On occasion, this has led to very high
costs for OEM spares. Then there were instances where
the OEM purchases pump shafts and other key compo-
nents from non-OEM or “aftermarket” suppliers. Once
the more astute pump users realized this, they were, un-
derstandably, reluctant to pay the OEM’s seemingly in-
flated prices.

Be this as it may, the situation has promoted the
growth of small non-OEM parts replicators that have
lower overhead and are often more responsive to user
needs and emergencies, at least for the more popular
parts. For a while, OEM non-responsiveness forced
many users to carry high inventories of repair parts,
and/or to manufacture certain parts in their machine
shops, such as shafts, impeller and casing wear rings,
and certain shaft sleeves.

Users themselves have sometimes undermined the
OEM’s by cutting back on inventories. Moreover, users
have often waited for a failure to occur before contacting
OEM’s and non-OEM’s to check on the availability of the
required parts. In turn, this has frequently prompted
users and non-OEM’s to copy the failed parts. Some
users and parts replicators have even created and shared
data banks and drawing files for future use.

In recent years, some major equipment OEM’s
have been fighting back in a variety of ways. They have
been trying to improve order entry and production effi-
ciencies, placing consigned repair part stocks at key user
locations, offering to manage user pump maintenance,
and becoming more competitive on pricing. Very often,
then, the pump user has a choice of buying from either
party.

Factors to Consider
Buying on the basis of cost and delivery alone is

not the best approach for reliability-focused pump users.
There are critical functional factors to consider, other than
price and delivery, when making the decision on
whether to purchase OEM or non-OEM parts:

• The use of non-OEM parts will affect the
manufacturer’s warranty.

• Non-OEM parts may not meet OEM performance
specifications (see Figures 15-1 through 15- 14).
Proper impeller vane contours are difficult to copy,
and subtle changes can have a large effect on pump
performance.

• Since non-OEM parts are often copied from worn
OEM parts, critical fits and tolerances on copied
parts may not meet OEM specifications, which can
lead to premature failures. For example, if a shaft
fillet radius is too small, it will increase the shaft
stress concentration and could lead to a fatigue
failure. If a shaft fillet radius is too large, it may
interfere with proper assembly stack up. Machin-

Chapter 15

Shop Repair, Spare Parts

Availability & Procurement
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ing marks under a shaft lip seal may cause it to
leak in operation. Oversized ball bearing fits on the
shaft can cause excessive pre-loads which drasti-
cally shorten bearing life.

• Non-OEM’s do not have R&D facilities, so they
cannot keep up with the latest part changes (me-
chanical and metallurgical improvements).

• Most pump OEM’s meet ISO 9001 quality control,
while non-OEM’s cannot meet these requirements
without OEM drawings.

• Metallurgies and material mechanical properties
my not meet OEM specifications, possibly increas-
ing corrosion rates or reducing pressure ratings.

There are also non-functional advantages to using
OEM’s for repair parts:

• Many non-OEM’s only offer the most popular re-
pair parts, so that users will still have to deal with
OEM’s for low volume parts. Sometimes, the user
misses out on OEM quantity discounts.

• OEM’s offer application expertise, upgrade rec-
ommendations and recommended parts lists.

Consult Checklist before Deciding Where to Purchase
The following checklist items should be consulted

before making critical repair part sourcing decisions.

1. Will use of the parts affect the manufacturer’s
pump warranty and increase your product liabil-
ity?

2. Does the supplier accept responsibility for the
exacting tolerances that maintain the precise fits
required to ensure a pump’s original high effi-
ciency and long life?

3. Are the parts made from original engineering
drawings or are they imprecise copies made from
OEM parts?

4. Do the parts incorporate the latest design changes
or refinements made to improve pump operating
efficiency, long life and safe operation?

5. Does the supplier have a stringent quality control
program that assures uniform quality of each and
every part?

6. Is the metallurgy the same as OEM parts?

7. Does the supplier offer a choice of metallurgies
for different applications?

8. Does the supplier have an ongoing research and
development program, which provides continu-
ing improvements in design, materials, and con-
struction?

9. Does the supplier offer total service by providing
low volume as well as high volume replacement
parts?

10. Can the supplier stock parts that can be shipped
the same day your order is received?

11. Does the supplier offer a system of recommended
parts that allow you to reduce inventory and
lower your costs?

12. Is the salesperson interested only in selling parts
or does he/she offer the application expertise that
can help solve pump problems?

How to See the Difference
Figures 15-1 through 15-14 show key dimensions

where non-OEM parts may not comply with the OEM
specification requirements. While the illustrations are
depicting typical ANSI pump impellers (Figures 15-1
through 15-12), hook sleeves (Figure 15-13) and shafts
(Figure 15-14), the underlying principles are valid for
most other pump types as well. It should be noted that
impellers are difficult to copy with reasonable accuracy.
Subtle dimensional differences can result in large
changes in pump performance. The impeller eye area,
inlet throat area (between vanes), vane thickness and in-
let vane angle determine the NPSH requirement of the
pump.

The notes on Figures 15-1 through 15-12 explain
what could happen when these areas deviate from the
design norm. Impeller vane length, discharge throat
area, discharge vane tip thickness and discharge vane
angle will affect both developed head and pump effi-
ciency. Even the way an impeller is de-burred and/or
balanced can affect pump head and efficiency. The
height and angle of the back pump-out vanes can affect
axial thrust, hence, bearing life, and pump efficiency.
Even the stuffing box pressure may be influenced by
incorrect height—hence, clearance—of back pump-out
vanes. Finally, impeller bore tolerance and balance will
affect pump vibration and mechanical seal life.
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Shaft sleeves that are out-of-specification can in-
crease vibration and reduce mechanical seal and packing
life. Improper inside chamfers, undercuts, and I.D. toler-
ances can result in sleeve run-out, vibration and signifi-
cant seal life reduction. Lack of O.D. chamfers, which
remove sharp edges, can damage secondary sealing
members on shaft seals. Undercut areas prevent the
sleeve from seizing on the shaft, but may not be appro-
priate where the resulting stress-riser effect jeopardizes
pump life. Burnishing of the sleeve O.D. smoothes and
hardens the surface for maximum packing and sleeve
life.

Shafts that are not machined to intended dimen-
sions and tolerances can fail prematurely, reduce ball
bearing life, reduce lip seal life, and increase vibration.
Long radius fillets minimize shaft stress, which reduces
the risk of fatigue failures and ensures maximum shaft
life. Radius undercuts at bearing fit shoulders avoid in-
terference with the bearing I.D. but, again, must be
avoided in instances where the resulting stress riser ef-
fect would mandate de-rating the allowable torque in-
put. Machining marks, inadequate surface smoothness
and wear tracks can cause seal leakage. Here, too, expe-
rience-based decisions are needed.

Figure 15-1: OEM vs. non-OEM
pump impeller eye diameter
comparison (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 15-2: Checking the impel-
ler inlet vane angle (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Insufficient or excessive eye
diameter or depth to the nose
from the leading edge of the vane
tips can reduce hydraulic perform-
ance and especially affect NPSH
and efficiency (horsepower)
characteristics.

Improper angle can disturb inlet
area causing a detrimental effect
on hydraulic performance,
including NPSHR.
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SHOP REPAIR PROCEDURES

Pump manufacturers usually supply pump main-
tenance manuals with detailed assembly and disassem-
bly instructions that are either generic, or specific to a
particular pump style and model. Nevertheless, a num-
ber of important checks should be performed by users
whose goal it is to systematically eradicate some of the
often overlooked quality checks.

Checking for Concentricity and Perpendicularity
Experience shows that after years of repairs, many

pumps are due for a series of comprehensive dimen-
sional and assembly-related checks. As a minimum, ev-
ery pump that is labeled a “bad actor” and considered
part of your initial pump failure reduction program
should be given the checks described in Figure 15-15.
The dimensional “before vs. after” findings listed in Fig-
ures 15-16 a/b/c should then be recorded in either the
(preferred) electronic, or, as a minimum, paper format.
Users that do not take time to record these pump repair
data will find it very difficult to reach the desired failure
reduction objectives. (Note that certain seal-related di-
mensions may not apply to cartridge seals)
.

Figure 15-6: Observing total vane
length (Source: ITT/Goulds,
Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 15-3: Checking the impeller
vane depth (Source: ITT/Goulds,
Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

A shallow vane will result in a
smaller liquid passageway result-
ing in an effectivelly smaller pump
(reduced capacity), and a larger
vane depth results in too large a
passageway to match the original
pump design characteristics
(i.e., capacity and horsepower will
be greater).

Too thin a vane will reduce its me-
chanical strength and enlarge the
effective flow passageway causing
increased flow and horsepower con-
sumption and too thick a vane will
result in reduced opening between
vanes creating a smaller liquid pas-
sageway and an effectively smaller
pump. Also check for bumps or ir-
regularities along the vane resulting
from improper segmented pattern
removal. These will cause internal
vortices which will block the flow and
reduce capacity.
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Shaft Straightening Procedures
Due to the long shaft lengths used with vertical

turbine pumps, shafts must often be straightened prior
to the initial assembly, or during repair. Two methods
are commonly used, heat straightening and mechanical
straightening. The shaft is set up across a set of rollers
in both cases (Figure 15-17). With the heat method,
heat is applied to the high points in a circular path
until the area turns red, and then immediately
quenched with water. The process is repeated, until
the shaft run-out is found to be within specification,
after it has cooled.

The mechanical method can achieve a total indi-
cator reading (TIR) straightness of .0005” per foot,
about 0.04mm/m. A press is used to gradually apply
load to the shaft at the high point, until there is plas-
tic deformation (Figure 15-18). Caution should be used
not to bend the shaft too much beyond what is neces-
sary to achieve a run-out of .0005” per foot. This pro-
cess should be repeated until the entire shaft is within
specification. With the mechanical method, the shaft
must be rechecked after a 72 hour aging period, to
ensure that the residual stress does not distort the
shaft.

Figure 15-4: Making vane width
checks (Source: ITT/Goulds,
Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 15-5: Checking distance
between vanes throughout length
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls,
NY 13148)

A narrow opening will result in a
smaller liquid passageway creating
a smaller pump (lower capacity)
and too large an opening will in-
crease capacity and consequently
consumed power.

Incorrect vane length will have an
effect on performance in that the
inlet and discharge angles could
possibly be affected as well as
vane curvature and the flow chan-
nel area progressive throughout the
vane passage. Incorrect “wrap” of
vanes and discharge angles will
affect produced head.
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Assembly Dimension Checklist
Note: All of the following refer to typical refinery-grade

process pumps. For nomenclature, please refer to earlier illus-
trations depicting back pull-out pumps.

Unless a process pump manufacturer gives specific
and different values or measurements for a particular
make, size, or model, experience shows the following
guidelines to be useful and valid. Perhaps your pump
shop would benefit from making it a habit to use and
apply this assembly dimension checklist. Some of the
listed diametral clearance and/or interference tolerances
will be more strict than what certain pump manufactur-

ers allow for internal cost reasons, but then again, we see
the need to improve on some products.

In any event, we encourage you to make copies,
laminate them in plastic, and to either hand them to each
of your shop technicians, or post them near the mechan-
ics’ or repair technicians’ work stations.

01. Radial ball bearing I.D. to shaft fits: 0.0002”-0.0007”
interference

02. Radial ball bearing O.D. to housing fits: 0.0002”-
0.0015” clearance

Figure 15-7: Checking the
O-ring groove (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)

Figure 15-8: Determining
axial impeller width
(Source: ITT/Goulds,
Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Check diameter, width and depth
of groove to assure proper O-ring
sealing, This is critical as a poor
seal will result in possible shaft
corrosive damage, and difficult
and costly disassembly proce-
dures.

This will determine the axial clear-
ances (or lack of) in the casing to
assure proper hydraulic operation.
Excessive front clearance will
cause gross reduction in capacity,
head and efficiency. An excessive
rear clearance may render the
pump-out vanes ineffective in-
creasing axial thrust, stuffing box
pressure and solids in the pack-
ing. Too little clearance may cause
rubbing and serious mechanical
failure.
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03. Back-to-back mounted thrust bearing I.D. to shaft
fits: 0.0001”-0.0003” interference

04. Back-to-back mounted thrust bearing O.D. to hous-
ing fits: 0.0001”-0.0015” clearance

05. Shaft shoulders at bearing locations must be square
with shaft centerlines within 0.0005”

06. Shaft shoulder height must be 65-75% of the height
of the adjacent bearing inner ring

07. Sleeve to shaft fits are to be kept within 0.0010”-
0.0015” clearance

08. Impeller to shaft fits, on single-stage, overhung
pumps, are preferably 0.0000”-0.0005” clearance
fits. However, some pump manufacturers allow
diametral clearances from 0.0015” to 0.0025,” de-
pending on impeller diameter and pump speed
(see Table 12-1).

09. Impeller to shaft fits, on multistage pumps, some-
times require interference fits and must be checked

Figure 15-9: Verifying impeller
bore and threads (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Figure 15-10: Examining pump-out
vane height (Source: ITT/Goulds,
Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

Insufficient depth will cause impel-
ler to bottom-out on the shaft be-
fore O-ring seal face contacts the
shaft sleeve resulting in leakage.
Same damage as in 15-1. Too
deep a bore will result in mechani-
cal weakening of the impeller and
reduce corrosive resistance life at
the impeller eye.

Insufficient vane height will re-
duce effectiveness of the pump-
out vanes, resulting in higher axial
thrust and stuffing box pressure
and ineffective ejection of solids
from the mechanical seal/packing
chamber.
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against the manufacturer’s or reliability group’s
specifications

10. Keys should be hand-fitted(!) in keyways with
0.0000”-0.0002” interference. There are sound, ex-
perience-based reasons why we advocate “tighten-
ing” the manufacturer’s allowable 0.001” clearance

11. In view of (10), above, keys should be hand-fitted to
a “snug fit”

12. (a) Throat bushing to case fit is to be 0.002”-0.003”
interference, depending on diameter

(b) Throat bushing to shaft fit is to be 0.015”-0.020”
clearance

(c) Throat bushing to shaft fits of inline pumps
(depending on shaft size) where the throat
bushings may act as intermediate bearings,
will have clearances ranging from 0.003” to
0.012”

13. Weld overlays can be substituted for metallic im-
peller wear rings. When separate wear rings are
used, the impeller fit should be 0.002”-0.003” inter-
ference (Note: Applies to metallic parts only).

Figure 15-11: Verifying vane pro-
file, or leading edge (Source:
ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)

Figure 15-12: Examining pump-
out vane run-out (Source: ITT/
Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)

The leading edge of the vane
profile or curve must match the
casing or sideplate mating profile
to assure proper running clear-
ance. Without this proper “fit,”
maximum performance can
never be attained either in head,
capacity, and/or efficiency. This is
critical.

Excessive vane T.I.R. will make
proper adjustment of impeller front
clearances impossible, resulting in
poor hydraulic performance.
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14. Impeller wear rings should be secured by either
dowelling, set screws that are threaded in the axial
direction partly into the impeller and partly into
the wear ring, or tack-welded in at least two places

15. Clearance between impeller wear ring and case
wear ring should be 0.010” to 0.012” plus 0.001”
per inch up to a ring diameter of 12 inches. Add
0.0005” per inch of ring diameter over 12 inches.
Use manufacturer ’s guidelines when applying
high-performance polymers such as PEEK or
Dupont Vespel®, good up to 500°F—note that
tighter clearances are allowed!

16. For pumping temperatures of 500°F and over, add
0.010” to the wear ring clearance. Also, whenever
galling-prone wear ring materials such as stainless

steel are used, 0.005” are added to the clearance.

17. Impeller wear rings should be replaced when the
new clearance reaches twice the original value

18. Case wear rings are not to be bored out larger than
3% of the original diameter

19. Metal case ring-to-case interference should be
0.002”-0.003,” depending on diameter

20. Case rings should either be doweled or spot
welded in 2 or 3 places

21. Metal oil deflectors should—if possible—be fitted
with an O-ring, and should be mounted with a
shaft clearance of 0.002”-0.003”

Figure 15-13: Examining shaft sleeve condi-
tion (Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY
13148)

1. Inside chamfer and under-cutting man-
datory to insure proper seating of sleeve
on shaft. Improper seating can result in
sleeve runout and drastic seal life reduc-
tion.

2. OD chamfers remove sharp edges
which can damage secondary sealing
members on mechanical seals.

3. Undercut area prevents seizing on shaft
or pinching of sleeve to shaft by me-
chanical seal set screws.

4. Surface finish is ground and polished to
extend packing and mechanical seal life.
Burnishing both smoothes and hardens
surface of sleeve.

5. ID tolerances at these locations provide
snug sleeve-to-shaft fit, negate vibra-
tion, optimize mechanical seal life.
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More sophisticated measuring tools may be
required to do a complete check on the
shaft. Some critical dimensions and obser-
vations are:

1. Impeller thread depth and diameter to
assure a snug fit of the impeller and
assure sealing against the shaft
sleeve.

2. Proper diameter and depth of sleeve
drive pin ensures positive locking and
drive of sleeve.

3. Long radius fillets minimize stress,
combats fatigue failure and ensures
maximum shaft life.

4. Large chamfers and perpendicular
shoulder insures proper seating of the
sleeve. Reduces runout and optimizes
seal life. Check proper location of all
shaft “steps” by comparing our shaft to
theirs.

5. Ground surfaces at oil seal fits to as-
sure optimum seal life.

6. Exact bearing fit diameter to assure
proper assembly fit to bearing. Again
shoulder must be square for correct
bearing alignment to the shaft.

7. Radius undercuts at bearing fit shoul-
ders to avoid interference with the
bearing ID.

8. Snug keyway fit at coupling to assure
proper coupling engagement.

9. Obviously with micrometers critical
shaft OD’s could be checked. Areas
such as bearing fits, impeller fits, cou-
pling fits, and sleeve fits.

Figure 15-14: Verifying pump shaft dimensional accuracy
(Source: ITT/Goulds, Seneca Falls, NY 13148)
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Figure 15-15: Assembly checks (Source: Pacific-Wietz, Dortmund, Germany)
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Figure 15-16a: Pump repair data form, part 1
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Figure 15-16b: Pump repair data form, part 2
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Figure 15-16c: Pump repair data form, part 3
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22. On packed pumps, the packing gland typically has
a shaft clearance of 1/32” (0.8 mm) and a stuffing
box bore clearance of 1/64” (0.4 mm)

23. On packed pumps, the lantern ring clearance to the
shaft is typically 0.015”-0.020” (~0.4-0.5 mm)

On packed pumps, lantern ring clearance to  stuffing
box bore is typically 0.005”-0.010” (~0.1-0.2 mm)

24. Coupling-to-shaft fits are different for pumps be-
low 400 hp (~300 kW) driver rating and pumps
with drivers of 400 hp and higher: The below 400

Figure 15-17: Checking shaft straightness
(Source: Byron Jackson Division of Flowserve Pumps, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Figure 15-18: Mechanical shaft straightening method
(Source: Byron Jackson Division of Flowserve Pumps, Kalamazoo, Michigan)
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hp pumps are often supplied with clearance fits of
about 0.002.” To upgrade your pumps, employ fits
metal-to-metal to about 0.0005” clearance. For 400
hp and larger models, interference fits ranging
from 0.0005”-0.002” (0.012-0.05 mm) are recom-
mended and routinely implemented by reliability-
focused repair facilities

Taper bore coupling and hydraulic dilation fits
should be as defined by either the manufacturer or
your in-plant reliability group.

25. On pumps equipped with mechanical seals, the
seal gland alignment boss to stuffing box dimen-
sion should have 0.002”-0.004” (0.05-0.1 mm) clear-
ance

26. (a) Seal gland throttle bushing to shaft clearance
should typically be 0.018”-0.020,” unless the pump
is in “hot” service.

(b) For “hot” service applications, a somewhat
larger clearance may be specified by the manufac-
turer or your plant reliability group.

(c) Seal locking collar to shaft dimensions are typi-
cally 0.002”-0.004” clearance

27. On cartridge seals, the manufacturer has set the
correct seal spring compression. On non-cartridge
seals—which are generally avoided by reliability-
focused users—the recommended, and typical,
spring compressions are:

(a) for 7/8" (22 mm) long springs—3/16" (~5 mm);
(b) for 3/4" (19 mm) medium-length springs—5/32" (4

mm); and
(c) for 1/2" (short) springs—1/16" (1.5 mm)

28. On all mechanical seals, face flatness should be 3
light bands minimum

29. Heads, suction covers, adapter pieces (if used), and
bearing housing to case alignments should have
0.001”-0.004” (0.02-0.1 mm) clearance

SHOP TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

The use of proper shop tools and shop equipment
is of critical importance to reliability-focused pump us-
ers. While it is surely beyond the scope of this text to

explain all shop tools and their proper use, two ex-
amples will highlight the issue.

Take, for instance, the collet driver in Figure 15-19.
Unless this special tool is used for vertical turbine
pumps (VTP’s) equipped with tapered collets, the impel-
ler will not be properly secured to the pump shaft.

Likewise, unless a shop uses the proper heating
technique for bearings and coupling hubs, it will be
near-impossible to achieve quality workmanship. A
modern eddy current (induction) heater (Figure 15-20) is
high on the list of necessary shop equipment.

MOVING FROM REPAIR-FOCUS TO
RELIABIITY-FOCUS

This chapter would be incomplete if we neglected
to recognize that in the real world environment the reli-
ability professional is rarely in a position to implement
best practices by himself. There is always a management
component involved and managers often pursue short-
term interests only. Short-term interests are inevitably
repair-focused.

However, consistently good performance and high
profitability require that industrial enterprises totally
abandon their repair focus and unequivocally embrace
the reliability-focused approach. Modern, reliability-fo-
cused plants must adhere to a well-formulated or even
formalized management philosophy. This is an indis-
pensable requirement if tangible and lasting equipment
reliability improvement results are expected.

Adapting the thinking of W. Edwards Deming, the
noted American statistician whose teachings on quality
and profitability were often neglected at home, but ven-
erated in post WW II Japan, we give the following ad-
vice to the interested manager:

• Create constancy of purpose for improvement of
product, equipment and service. Implement what-
ever organizational setup is needed to move from
being a repair-focused facility to a reliability-fo-
cused facility. Do this by teaching your reliability
workforce to view every maintenance event as an
opportunity to upgrade.

• Never allow costly experimentation, “re-inventing
the wheel,” when there is proof that a good techni-
cal text or an experienced mentor could point the
way to a proven solution.

• Unless your problem pump is indeed the only one
in the world delivering a particular liquid from
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“A” to “B,” insist on determining the operating
and failure experience of satisfactory pumps and
mechanical seals elsewhere.

• Upgrading must result in downtime avoidance
and/or maintenance cost reductions. Insist on be-
ing apprised of both feasibility and cost justifica-
tion of suitable pump upgrade measures.

• Adopt a new philosophy that makes mistakes and
negativism unacceptable. Ask some serious ques-
tions when a critical process pump repair isn’t
done right three times in a row.

• Ask the responsible worker to certify that his or her
work meets the quality and accuracy requirements
stipulated in your work procedures and checklists.

• End the practice of awarding business to outside
shops and service providers on price alone. Ask
your reliability staff to use, acquire or develop,
technical specifications for critical or high reliabil-
ity components. These specifications must be used
by your purchasing department. Accept cheaper
substitutes only if it can be proven that their life-
cycle costs are lower than those of the high reliabil-
ity components specified.

Figure 15-19: A collet driver is used to secure tapered collets to a VTP shaft
(Source: Byron Jackson Division of Flowserve Pumps, Kalamazoo, Michigan)
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• Constantly and forever improve the system of
maintenance, quality and responsiveness of
outsourcing service providers. You must groom in-
house reliability specialists competent to gage the
adequacy of maintenance quality and outsourcing
services.

• Insist on daily interaction of process/operating,
mechanical/maintenance, and reliability/technical
workforces. Institutionalize root cause failure
analysis and make joint RCFA sessions mandatory
for these three job functions. Do not accept this
interaction to exist only in the form of e-mail!

• Institute a vigorous program of training and educa-
tion. For decades, the mechanic/machinist has
been allowed to find and replace the defective
pump component. He or she has thus become a
parts-changer. Many machinists, mechanics and
technicians have been allowed to become entirely
repair-focused. Train your engineers, technicians
and maintenance work force members to become
reliability-focused! Repair-focused plants will per-
ish!

• Institute leadership. Give guidance and direction.
Impart resourcefulness to your reliability profes-

Figure 15-20: Eddy current (induction) heater
(Source: Prueftechnik A.G., D-85737 Ismaning, Germany)
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sionals. Become that leader or appoint that leader.
The leader must be in a position to outline and
delineate the approach to be followed by the reli-
ability professional in, say, achieving extended
pump run length—the subject of this book!

• Drive out fear. Initiate guidance and action steps
that show personal ethics and evenhandedness that
will be valued and respected by your workforce.

• Break down barriers between staff areas. Never
tolerate the ill-advised competition among staff
groups that causes them to withhold pertinent in-
formation from each other.

• Eliminate numerical quotas. No reasonable person
will be able to solve 20 elusive pump problems in
a 40-hour week. If a problem is worth solving, it’s
worth spending time to solve the problem. Until
you have groomed a competent and well-trained

failure analysis team, consider engaging an outside
expert on an incentive-pay basis.

• Remove barriers to pride of workmanship. Don’t
convey the message that jobs must be done quickly.
Instead, instill the drive to do it right the first time
and every time. To that end, make available the
physical tools, written procedures, work process
definitions and checklists used by Best-of-Class
companies.

• Institute both fairness and accountability at all lev-
els. As a shop foreman, superintendent or manager,
take the lead. Eliminate roadblocks and impedi-
ments to progress. Realize what you are trying to
do—increasing plant-wide pump MTBF—has long
since been accomplished elsewhere. With good
leadership, your organization can also achieve this
goal.
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The majority of our readers no doubt examined
this text because they realize that pumps are critical and
essential fluid movers. In the process industries, pump
failures can have all kinds of consequences in terms of
cost and safety. While pump uptime is often linked to
systems parameters and hydraulic performance, pump
reliability is also dependent on the performance of such
important secondary components as seals, couplings
and bearings. This is why our final chapter looks at the
influence of secondary components on overall pump
reliability, sets targets for life times, and summarizes
ways of improving the performance of those compo-
nents. Fittingly, the chapter concludes with case histories
that show real improvements in practice. It was contrib-
uted and updated (in 2005) by John Crane, Slough, UK.

PUMP MTBF AS A FUNCTION
OF COMPONENT MTBF

In addressing the issue of mechanical reliability in
mechanical systems, it is important to understand some
of the terminology and recognize some of the pitfalls in
the application of reliability measures.

Mechanical reliability is the probability that a com-
ponent, device or system will perform its prescribed
duty without failure for a given time when operated
correctly in a specified environment.

Component MTBF, or mean time between compo-
nent failures, is defined as:

M = [(Total number of components)/(Total num-
ber of failures)] x elapsed time

For example, if 10 in 1,000 components fail within 5,000
hours:

M = (1,000/10) x 5,000 = 500,000 hours

When applying MTBF to pumps, seals and other
components, much care is required. Classically, MTBF is
applicable to constant failure rate situations, whereas, in
reality, failures occur more in line with a different set of
rules. This is perhaps as illustrated in the so-called
“Bathtub Curve” (Figure 16-1).

The significance of the curve can easily be under-
stood by referring to an automobile tire. If the tire fails
quickly due to a manufacturing defect or damage while
being mounted on a wheel, that is an “infant mortality.”
If it fails due to a chance encounter with a nail in the
road, that is rated a “chance failure.” If the tire survives
long enough to lose all of its useful tread, then that is a
“wear-out” failure and the lifetime of the tire will have
been maximized. It is a clear objective that virtually all
pump failures should be of the “wear-out” type.

In the real world, failures in a given situation tend
to be a mixture of the three types so care is required in

Chapter 16

Failure Statistics and Component

Uptime Improvement Summary*

——————————
*Condensed and adapted, by permission, from Neil M.
Wallace, John G. Evans & Peter E. Bowden’s presentation “Im-
proving Pump Reliability from its Secondary Components.”
Reproduced with permission of the Turbomachinery Labora-
tory (http://turbolab.tamu.edu). From Proceedings of the Seven-
teenth International Pump Users Symposium, Turbomachinery
Laboratory, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, pp.
171-186, Copyright 2000” Figure 16-1: The bathtub curve
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the interpretation of MTBF data. Much can be gained by
analyzing and understanding which types of failure are
actually taking place by reference to the “hazard rate
function.”

The hazard rate function z(t) is a measure of the
probability that a component will fail in the next time
interval given that it has survived to the beginning of
that time interval. In the infant mortality area, z(t) is
decreasing; in the “chance failure” area, it is constant;
and in the “wear out” area, it is increasing.

In looking at measuring MTBF of pumps and seals
at a given plant, there are complications in that some
pumps are spared (typically 60% in a refinery) and also
because some pumps have different numbers of seals. It
is, therefore, error-prone to make too many assumptions.

EXAMINING PUMP REPAIR
RECORDS AND MTBF

In the preface to this text, we had already alluded
to pump failure statistics. These failure statistics are of-
ten translated into MTBF. For what it’s worth and so
as not to get enmeshed in arguments, many of the best
practices plants in the time period of the early 2000’s
simply took all their installed pumps, divided this
number by the number of repair incidents, and multi-
plied it by the time period being observed. For a well-
managed and reasonably reliability-focused U.S.
refinery with 1,200 installed pumps and 156 repair in-
cidents in one year, the MTBF would be (1,200/156)
=7.7 years. The refinery would count as a repair inci-
dent the replacement of any parts—including coupling
parts—regardless of cost. In this case, a drain plug
worth $1.70 or an impeller costing $5,000 would show

up the same way on the MTBF statistics. Only oil re-
placement or oil changes would not be counted as re-
pairs.

The total repair cost for pumps at a best-practices
plant would include all direct labor, materials, indirect
labor and overhead, administration cost, the cost of labor
to procure parts, and even the prorated cost of pump-
related fire incidents. This was discussed in the lead
pages of Chapter 14; it merits being mentioned again in
conjunction with the stated average cost of pump re-
pairs: $10,287 in 1984 and $11,000 in 2005. We believe
this indicates, in relative terms, a repair cost reduction,
because a 2005-dollar bought considerably less than the
1984-dollar. It can be reasoned that predictive mainte-
nance and similar monitoring having led to a trend to-
wards reduced failure severity.

Using the same bare-bones measurement strategy
and from published data (Refs. 16-1 through 16-7), as
well as observations made in the course of performing
maintenance effectiveness studies and reliability audits
in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, the mean-times-be-
tween-failures of Table 16-1 have been estimated.

GORDON BUCK’S STUDY DEALS
WITH PUMP STATISTICS

In early 2005, Gordon Buck, the John Crane
Company’s Chief Engineer for Field Operations in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana examined the repair records for a
number of refinery and chemical plants to obtain mean-
ingful reliability data for centrifugal pumps. A total of 15
operating plants having nearly 15,000 pumps were in-
cluded in the survey. The smallest of these plants had
about 100 pumps; several plants had over 2,000 pumps.

Table 16-1: Pump Mean-Times-Between-Failures
————————————————————————————————————

• ANSI pumps, average, USA: 2.5 years

• ANSI/ISO pumps average, Scandinavian P&P plants: 3.5 years

• API pumps, average, USA: 5.5 years

• API pumps, average, Western Europe: 6.1 years

• API pumps, repair-focused refinery, developing country: 1.6 years

• API pumps, Caribbean region, 3.9 years

• API pumps, best-of-class, U.S. Refinery, California: 9.2 years

• All pumps, best-of-class petrochemical plant, USA (Texas): 10.1 years

• All pumps, major petrochemical company, USA (Texas): 7.5 years
————————————————————————————————————
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All plants were located in the United States.* Also, all
plants had some sort of pump reliability program under-
way. Some of these programs could be considered as
“new”; others as “renewed” and still others as “estab-
lished”. Many of these plants, but not all, have an alli-
ance contract with John Crane. In some cases, the
alliance contract included having a John Crane techni-
cian or engineer on-site to coordinate various aspects of
the program.

The pumps were mostly a mixture of API and
ANSI designs. All editions of API 610 are represented
but most of the pumps are probably 5th or 6th edition
designs. The vast majority of the pumps are single stage,
overhung process pumps but virtually every pump type
is probably represented in the database. The exact distri-
bution of pump types, designs and specifications is not
known.

Single, dual non-pressurized and dual pressurized
seal arrangements are included in the data. The vast
majority are single seals. Although it is safe to assume
that the newer pumps use cartridge seals, many pumps,
old and new, use component seals. Pusher and non-
pusher (bellows) seal types are included in the data.

MTBR was calculated based on the total pump
population as well as on a plant basis. The exact defini-
tion of a “failure” or “repair” varied somewhat; how-
ever, refineries and chemical plants were selected for the
database on the basis of having reasonably well defined
programs. In general, the definition for MTBR is based
on Process Industry Practices, IPI REEE002, March 1998.

Several different databases were used to compile
these statistics. The distribution of pump and seal design
as well as application details can be estimated as fol-
lows: About 60 to 70% of the pumps are based on API
610 specifications. Approximately 60 to 70% of the seals
are single seals; 10 to 20% are dual non-pressurized seals
and 20 to 30% are dual pressurized seals. Whether in an
API or ANSI pump, about 55 to 65% are cartridge ar-
rangements. With respect to operating conditions, 85 to
95% of the sealing pressures are less than 300 psig and
less than 400 F. With respect to shaft speed, 55 to 65% are
at 3600 rpm and 35 to 45% at 1,800 rpm.

Most of the refinery pumps in this survey are at
least 30 years old and many are older. In fact, since many
of these pumps are based on API 610, 5th and 6th edi-
tions, their current owners would not purchase them in
2005.

The ANSI pumps in the survey were somewhat
newer than the API pumps; however, ANSI designs have
also improved in recent years. In particular, many of the
ANSI pumps in the survey are believed to have small
cross-section seal chambers whereas API 682 requires
enlarged seal chambers.

If the aggregate of all pumps and failures is consid-
ered as one large mixed-process plant, the gross average
MTBR is 45.2 months. The aggregate of all refinery
pumps and failures is 49.0 months MTBR. The aggregate
of all chemical plant pumps and failures is 41.3 months
MTBR.

Another way of looking at the data is to take the
average of the MTBRs for each plant; that is, to average
the averages. In that case, the average of the refinery
MTBRs is 51.8 months with a range of 40.2 to 61.1
months; the standard deviation is 8.2 months. The aver-
age of the chemical plant MTBRs is 45.4 months ranging
from 19.4 to 69.0 months; the standard deviation is 14.6
months.

Although many refineries and chemical plants
would be pleased to have these MTBR averages, these
values are actually lower than expected and certainly
lower than is possible. As noted previously, many of
these plants have relatively new alliance contracts with
John Crane with the goal of improving MTBR. A review
of these contracts shows that MTBR is indeed improv-
ing; however, the reported averages are valid for this
point in time.

It can be argued that a reasonable pump MTBR
goal for an existing refinery following established “best
practices” is about five years. A new refinery should be
able to attain six, perhaps even eight, years MTBR. A
chemical plant, especially an older one, will probably
have a lower pump MTBR than a refinery. Even higher
MTBR should certainly be possible by paying close at-
tention to well-known best practices. At the same time,
lower MTBR is likely if sloppy operation and mainte-
nance are accepted. The keys to high pump MTBR in-
clude:

1. purchase, operate and maintain pumps to API 610,
10th Edition

2. purchase, operate and maintain seals to API 682,
3rd Edition

3. establish a plant-wide pump reliability program,
including a rotating equipment engineer

4. establish pump and seal training programs for op-
erators and mechanics.

—————————
*Footnote: Material to next subheading was contributed by
Gordon Buck and is reproduced by permission
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SEAL MTBF EXPLORED

On the seals issue, some pumps have two seals
(between bearings pumps) while others (overhung
pumps) have only one. ‘”Between bearings pumps” con-
stitute around 15% of all pumps in a typical refinery.

Some people measure seal MTBF as:

MTBF(a) = [(Total number of pumps)/(Total number of
failures)] x review period

Others do it more correctly as:

MTBF(b) = [(Total number of seals)/(Total number of
failures)] x review period

Typically, MTBF(b) ~ MTBF(a) x 1.15

To be totally correct, it should be measured as:

MTBF(c) = [(Total number of running seals)/(Total num-
ber of failures)] x review period.

Typically, MTBF(c) ~ MTBF(b) x 1/(1 + 0.6) ~
MTBF(b) x 0.625

In the case of bearings, there are normally two ra-
dial bearings per pump whether it be a between bear-
ings or overhung design. In that case:

MTBF(b) = MTBF(a) x 2, and

MTBF(c) = MTBF(b) x 0.625

Finally, in the case of couplings, there is normally
one coupling per pump. Therefore:

MTBF(b) = MTBF(a), and

MTBF(c) = MTBF(b) x 0.625

This may seem a little “picky” but nevertheless
important if meaningful comparisons are to be made. It
is always important to state the basis on which MTBF is
calculated and there is perhaps a clear need for a stan-
dard definition to avoid misinterpretation. Then again,
why get “hung up” on MTBF statistics after having seen,

from the preceding chapters of this text, that there is still
some” ripe, low-hanging fruit” to be harvested in your
plant? A reliability-focused plant will fix the obvious
before aiming for high-tech solutions. Even the smartest
high-tech solution will be wasted where the basics are
not observed or not understood.

That said, it is also important to understand the
dependence of pump MTBF on the MTBFs of its compo-
nents in what is most commonly a “series system.” (In
some situations e.g. a tandem mechanical seal, failure of
the primary seal might not mean failure of the pump.
This is because the secondary seal may be capable of
allowing the pump to continue operating for a substan-
tial period of time. That is a parallel system and is gen-
erally outside the scope of intent of this discussion.)

Series Systems
In the “pump world,” a series system can be sche-

matically represented as shown in Figure 16-2. Needless
to say, this system can be expanded to include piping,
baseplate, alignment and a veritable host of other issues
that can influence pump reliability. Remember that these
were the subject of hundreds of the preceding pages.

So, if any component fails, then the pump be-
comes unserviceable and must be repaired. The pump,
thus, has one effective MTBF, based on the MTBFs of
the individual components. This can be illustrated us-
ing public domain data on ANSI pump reliability,
Table 16-2. These data should be viewed as “minimum
expectation.”

If X and Y are two independent events, and PX is
the probability that X will occur, and PY is the probabil-
ity that Y will occur, then the probability that both
events will occur is given by:

P XY = PX × PY Eq. 1

The reliability of a series system or probability of
survival of the system is the probability of all the com-
ponents surviving, since a failure of only one component
means overall system failure. For constant values of λ
(chance failures), it can be shown that:

Figure 16-2: Schematic showing a pump as a series system

Shaft
m4

Seal
m1

Bearing
m2

Coupling
m3
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Table 16-2: ANSI pump reliability data
————————————————————————

Component MTBF (years)
Mech seal 1.2 (m1)
Ball bearing 3.0 (m2)
Coupling 4.0 (m3)
Shaft 15.4 (m4)

————————————————————————

However, the data normally produced for a pump
is not at constant failure rate and the following equation
is commonly, alternatively used.

1
ms

2 = 1
m1

2 + 1
m2

2 = 1
m3

2 = 1
m4

2 Eq. 3, RULE 2

1
ms

2 = 1
1.22 + 1

32 + 1
42 + 1

15.42

Therefore, ms = 1.07 yrs. (Note ms = 0.68 yrs, using Rule
1)

Using Eq. 3, the effect of varying seal life can be
seen in Table 16-3. Taking the maximum reasonable val-
ues for bearing and coupling life of 10 and 20 years,
respectively, and proposing seal lives of three and five
years, the effect on pump life, using Rule 2, can be seen
in Table 16-4.

Table 16-3:
Effect of varying seal life (Ref. Eq. 3)

————————————————————————
Mechanical Pump Life Pump Life

Seal Life Rule 1 Rule 2
————————————————————————

0.8 0.527 0.758
1.2 0.675 1.070
1.6 0.785 1.326
2.0 0.871 1.523
2.4 0.939 1.687
2.8 0.995 1.809
3.2 1.040 1.905

————————————————————————

MTBF SIMULATIONS AND SEAL MTBF
LEVELS CURRENTLY BEING ACHIEVED

A very convenient and interesting way to investi-
gate and understand the dependency of system MTBF
on its components is through the use of some ‘in-house’

simulation software. The illustrations show how aver-
age-performing components (Fig. 16-3a) will result in a
pump lifetime of only 15 months, whereas, to achieve a
pump lifetime of 51 months (Fig. 16-3b), top perfor-
mance would be required from all pump components.

In 1976, a survey of seal life was conducted by the
British Hydraulic Research Group (BHRG); it covered
over 5,000 pumps in a range of process industries. Aver-
age seal lives were only around 12 months, and the users
were very dissatisfied and demanded improvements.
The sealing industry responded.

Many companies, particularly in the oil and gas
industries, started working very closely with the seal
vendors in setting up seal MTBF improvement pro-
grams. The authors’ company, the United States branch
of John Crane, took a very proactive part and cooperated
in over 30 major refinery surveys. The year-by-year re-
sults from 21 of these are depicted in Figure 16-4. These
data have been combined with equivalent data from the
user, which made it possible to generate the overall seal
MTBF chart. (Adjustments had to be made to combine
the data since the vendor MTBF was based on the num-
ber of pumps, whereas the user data were based on the
number of seals. The final data are based on the number
of seals and required multiplying the vendor MTBF’s by
1.15.)0

The chart in Figure 16-5 shows combined MTBF
values based on over 12,000 seals in 36 refineries. It in-
cludes upper and lower quartile values that are useful
for suggesting target performance values (Table 16-5).
The average MTBF improvement rate in Figure 16-5 is 30
months in six years, or five months per year. That should
be regarded as the base rate that is the average of a large
number of plants, not all of whom were on improvement
programs. Furthermore, one should expect large per-
centage improvements initially as the worst “bad actors”
are dealt with.

Eq. 2, RULE 1

Table 16-4: Pump life as a function of seal life
————————————————————————

Life (years)
————————————————————————

Seal 3 5
Bearing 10 10
Coupling 20 20
Shaft life 15.4 15.4
Pump 2.797 4.2

————————————————————————

MTBF, ms = 1
λs

= 1
λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + etc

= 1
1

m1
+ 1

m2
+ 1

m3
+ etc
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Figures 16-3a and 16-3b: Pump MTBF Simulation

Figures 16-4: Seal MTBF Results of 21 Major Refinery Surveys

Table 16-5: Suggested refinery seal target MTBFs
———————————————————————

Target for seal MTBF in oil refineries
———————————————————————

Excellent >90 months
Very good 70/90 months
Average 70 months
Fair 62/70 months
Poor <62 months

———————————————————————
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Not all plants are refineries, however, and different
results can be expected elsewhere. In chemical plants,
pumps have traditionally been “throw away” items as
chemical attack limited life. Things have improved in
recent years, but the limited space available in DIN and
ASME stuffing boxes does limit the type of seal that can
be fitted to more compact and simple versions. Lifetimes
in chemical installations are generally believed to be
around 50 to 60 percent of the refinery values.

TARGET PUMP AND
COMPONENT LIFETIMES

Based on the lifetime levels being achieved in prac-
tice in 2000 and combined with the known “best prac-
tice” as outlined elsewhere in this text, the target
component lifetimes of Table 16-6 are recommended and
should be considered readily achievable:

Figure 16-5: Summary seal MTBF data for 36 refineries

Table 16-6: Realistic target pump and component lifetimes
(Note that “target” is less than “best actually achieved”)

Seals
Refineries Chemical and other plants

Excellent 90 months 55 months
Average 70 months 45 months

Couplings
All plants Membrane type 120 months

Gear type > 60 months

Bearings
All plants continuous operation 60 months

spared operation 120 months

Pumps
Based on series system calculation 48 months
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For instance, using the “series system” calculation, the
generalized target lifetime for a pump in the typical re-
finery is 48 months.

It should again be emphasized that many plants
are achieving these levels. Nevertheless, to reach these
pump lives the pump components themselves must be
operating at the highest levels. An unsuitable seal with
a lifetime of one month or less will have a catastrophic
effect on pump MTBF as will a badly performing cou-
pling or bearing.

HOW COMPETENT MANUFACTURERS
IMPROVE COMPONENT RELIABILITY

Analysis Techniques
The importance of having an accurate theoretical

model for the simulation of product behavior cannot be
overstated. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) has played a
major part in this field in recent years and is widely
used, often on a case-by-case basis. Of even more impor-
tance is a model that can look at all aspects of product
behavior under a wide variety of both static and tran-
sient conditions. One such model for mechanical seals
has been created and developed over many years to the
point where it can accurately predict behavior and per-
formance for seals operating in liquids and gases and
with special interface lubrication features.

Typical inputs and outputs for such analyses are:

• New product development (minimizing testing)
• Predicting operation in difficult conditions and

optimizing the design for those conditions.
• Problem solving on existing troublesome applica-

tions

COUPLINGS

It would not be fair to say that gear couplings fail
every time they encounter lubricant deficiencies. Very
often, however, the need to lubricate does require the
pump to be stopped outside a normal shut-down oppor-
tunity.

A refinery in the Middle East underwent a major
conversion from soft packing to mechanical seals and
from gear couplings to non-lubricated disc (membrane)
couplings. It had been the practice to clean, inspect, and
regrease gear couplings every four to six months. After
conversion to the membrane coupling shown earlier in
Fig. 11-9, membrane couplings were replaced very infre-
quently and, using failure rate data from Ref. 16-1, could
be said to have an MTBF in the vicinity of 30 years.

The cost of coupling ownership must be calculated
properly by including both maintenance and replace-
ment costs in any calculation to show real-life cost ben-
efit. As far as this aspect of reliability is concerned,
flexible element couplings have two very significant
benefits:

• They require no lubrication.
• They have a very long

theoretical life.

Additional benefits can include
low imposed loads on the shafts,
which extends bearing life, and no
wearing parts, which means reten-
tion of dynamic balance and low

vibration for extended mechanical seal and bearing life.
Note that the BHRG survey mentioned earlier and con-
ducted in 1976 identified vibration as the number one
cause of reduced seal life and increased leakage levels.

The main enemy of membrane couplings is exces-
sive misalignment, which can result in fatigue failures.
However, some flexing element couplings—couplings
with metal membranes—are able to take typically 0.5
degrees per membrane bank (one millimeter of lateral
misalignment per 100 mm of shaft separation), which is
many times greater than the level couplings can be eas-

Inputs Outputs
————————————————————————————————
Operating conditions Deformations
Sealed fluid characteristics Heat generated/temperature rise
Materials of construction Film stability/pressure distributions
Seal face groove geometry Leakage
————————————————————————————————

Conventional FEA analysis has been widely used
for looking at the influence of mechanical and thermal
distortions in mechanical seals. Moreover, FEA analysis
has been successfully extended to transient dynamic
conditions.

Combining steady state and dynamic analyses has
proved invaluable in understanding seal behavior at
start-up, shut-down and under varying operating condi-
tions. This is where problems often occur and were not
previously predictable. Indeed, these analysis tools are
very important in three areas:
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ily aligned to. The modified Goodman diagram, shown
in Figure 16-6, illustrates the margins normally applied
to metal membrane couplings, which means they can be
expected to run maintenance-free for many years.

This issue was confirmed in Ref. 16-1, which com-
pared gear couplings with non- lubricated couplings. At
that time it was concluded that “the importance of
proper alignment between pump and driver is best dem-
onstrated by the failure statistics of several refinery
units. The replacement rate for metallic disc-pack cou-
plings of the type shown is generally fewer than 3 per
100 pumps per year.” This implies a coupling MTBF of
over 30 years for properly selected and well-aligned
non-lubricated membrane couplings!

In short, metal membrane couplings can reason-
ably be expected to last the life of the plant, unless they
are overloaded or badly aligned on installation or due to
some change such as foundation movement. Clearly,
however, a bearing failure can result in severe coupling
damage.

BEARINGS

We must also return to bearings within the context
of this concluding chapter on failure statistics and com-

ponent uptime improvement. As was alluded to in
Chapter 7, a rolling element bearing has a finite life and
eventually will fail due to fatigue, even if operated un-
der ideal conditions. The operational life of a rolling el-
ement bearing, limited by fatigue, is a statistically
calculable parameter. The required service life of a ma-
chine can therefore be matched to the bearings. Provided
that a large enough bearing can be fitted and that satis-
factory operational conditions are maintained, service
lives of many years are the norm. Satisfactory applica-
tion of the correct lubricant is one of the chief prerequi-
sites here and the flaws highlighted in Chapter 9 merit
close attention by reliability-focused users.

In any event, the fatigue life is governed by oper-
ating speed and radial and axial loads applied to the
bearings. The generally accepted method of defining it is
the L10 life. The “L10 life” is the expected number of
cycles, or hours (“L10h”), without evidence of fatigue
that 90 percent of a group of apparently identical bear-
ings will achieve when operating under the same condi-
tions of load and speed. The basic calculation for this is
described in ISO 281 (1990). Basic rating life in millions
of revolutions:

L 10 = C
P

P
or L 10h = 1000000

60n L 10 hours

Figure 16-6: Modified Goodman Diagram for AISI 301 Half Hard Membranes
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for ideal conditions, where:

C = the basic dynamic load rating depending on the
bearing design

P = the equivalent combined dynamic bearing load
p = the exponent = 3 for ball bearings and = 10/3 for

roller bearings
n = the speed in rpm

Unfortunately, most industrial installations are not
exposed to ideal conditions, and bearings often fail well
before reaching their theoretical design life. To ensure
reasonable practical operating periods, rotating machin-
ery standards based on operating experience require
L10h bearing life to be typically as follows:

• 25,000 hours for spared machines in general opera-
tion

• 40,000 hours for non-spared machines with two
years or more continuous operation

• 100,000 hours for high reliability, remote, and unat-
tended continuous operation

API 610 (1995) specifies a three-year design life for
bearings:

• 25,000 hours continuous operation
• 16,000 hours at maximum axial and radial load

Nevertheless, published statistics indicate that:
• Two-thirds of all rolling element bearings that had

to be replaced in service failed prematurely.
• One-third of bearings fail due to fatigue spalling.

These tend to be the longest- running bearings
where operational conditions have been consis-
tently satisfactory.

• One-sixth of bearings fail due to incorrect fitting,
incorrect selection, damage due to external causes
such as vibration or electric currents, or overload-
ing.

• One-third of bearings fail early due to lubrication
problems, usually because of an insufficient quan-
tity of grease, or loss of oil from the bearing.

• One-sixth fail due to contamination entering the
bearing. Solid contaminants cause surface dam-
age by indenting, wear, and early fatigue by
bridging the oil film. Moisture can cause corro-
sion and can reduce the effective viscosity of the
lubricant, again causing wear and reducing the
fatigue life.

The effect of water contamination on basic bearing
life was dealt with in Table 2-1 and Chapter 6. It can also
be seen in Figure 16-7 which shows that if the water
content of an uninhibited mineral oil increases through
contamination from the nominal 100 ppm to 400 ppm
the bearing life will be cut in half. Similarly, solid con-
taminants will reduce the life by varying amounts de-
pending on the amount, distribution in the oil film, and
particle size relative to the oil film thickness. Again, a
previous segment of this text, Chapter 9, addressed these
issues in Tables 9-4 through 9-6.

Some bearing manufacturers have refined the basic
bearing life calculation to include factors that account in
some measure for the degree of contamination. How-
ever, these factors show what improvement in rating life
can be achieved with known, controlled levels of con-
tamination. They still depend upon the bearing being
protected from the environment by effective sealing.
Chapters 6 and 9 contain updates on the subject of seal-
ing bearing housings.

As was brought out earlier, traditional lip seals will
fail to prevent water ingress into the oil during heavy
rain or pump wash down, due to damage to the sealing
journal. Modern rotating labyrinth seals address the
problem and help extend bearing life dramatically as a
consequence. However, face-type bearing housing seals
(Chapter 9) eliminate the air gap of rotating labyrinth
seals and represent the latest technology. It should be
noted that API 610 9th Edition section 5.10.2.7 stipulates
use of labyrinth or magnetic type seals, but excludes lip
seals.

Figure 16-7: Effect of Water Contamination on Basic
Bearing Life
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Overloading of pump bearings is prevented by se-
lecting a suitable type with sufficient load capability, but
bearing size is often limited by the operating speed and
lube application, as well as by space considerations. It
thus becomes necessary to control and limit the loads
and moments that may be imposed upon pump bear-
ings. In addition to the basic rotating weight distribution
of the machines, significant forces can be applied to
bearings by misalignments between coupled machines.
Careful consideration of the type, weight, and especially
flexibility of the coupling selected can minimize these
imposed loads and moments.

SUPPLIER/CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

At the conclusion of Chapter 8, this text addressed
the importance of partnership to the success of mechani-
cal seal failure reduction and pump operating and main-
tenance cost optimization endeavors. In the quest to
achieve higher reliability of rotating equipment and the
attendant benefits in cost reductions and increased avail-
ability, two things have become abundantly clear to the
authors and these sentiments and experiences can be
summarized as given here:

• First, the equipment operator must be committed
to a reliability improvement program in the long
term. To use the old adage, the output is directly
dependent on the input – too many times operators
have embarked on ambitious and exciting pro-
grams only for their attention to wander after the
first few months, with little achieved. Support from
the top is, of course, a fundamental necessity.

• Second, an effective, open and non-confrontational
partnership (often informal) between the supplier
and operator is just as important. The benefits can
be manifold. Too much rotating equipment in op-
eration today was specified many years ago with
consumable parts having been replaced by more of
the same.

But times change and progress is made. In 2005,
most suppliers can offer more modern and reliable alter-
natives and new preferred materials. They can bring
their wide experience to bear and, given both opportu-
nity and incentive, can offer techniques and technologies
that can provide solutions for those difficult “bad ac-
tors.” It is surprising how much “mutual benefit” can be

derived from these collaborative situations when ap-
proached the right way.

But let’s be realistic. Not every supplier is
equipped or prepared to take part in such a relationship,
which is why it is equally important to make the right
choices in the first instance rather than being “hypno-
tized” by first cost on new plant projects. The old wis-
dom “you get what you pay for—if not immediately,
then certainly eventually,” will always be true. There
will be no exceptions to this statement.

A Simple Methodology for Achieving
Improvements in Pump Components.

A systematic and sustained approach is an essential
prerequisite of achieving performance improvements in
an existing plant. There are many alternative methods,
but they all depend on the basic elements of establishing
current performance, setting goals, establishing and
implementing an improvement plan, monitoring
progress and being prepared to continue and repeat the
process on a continuing basis.

As shown earlier in this chapter, improved reliabil-
ity of seals, couplings, and bearings leads to improved
reliability of pumps, which, in turn, leads to reductions
in pump operating costs, the objective of the exercise.
However, although extremely important, it must be re-
membered that it is not the only way to achieve the goal.
Other measures should be taken to reduce running cost,
reduce inventory, etc., and these issues need to be dealt
with as well. On the question of improving reliability,
however, the authors recommend following a logical
sequence of events:

• Understand what is being (and what can be)
achieved in relevant or equivalent situations

• Set appropriate scope or targets and time-scales for
your own plant

• Determine what is being achieved at your plant
• Enlist the help of your suppliers as appropriate
• Conduct a survey
• Analyze the data
• Set up a performance improvement plan
• Identify the bad actors
• Adjust the plan with revised targets and time-

scales as necessary
• Set up a sensible monitoring and reporting system
• Collect and analyze data regularly
• Compare to target
• Revise the plan and repeat the process
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Data Collection and Analysis
A well-designed and user-friendly data collection

and analysis system is very important in underpinning
any serious reliability improvement program. Again, the
very simplest and basic ones were described in the ear-
lier chapters of this handbook. That is where we made
the point that without data it is not possible to perform
meaningful root cause analyses. Without data, the user is
stuck in the repair-focus mode. He will forever struggle
with repeat failures and will fall further and further
behind the reliability-focused user-competitor.

That is not to imply that all is lost. Many plant
operators have their own systems and many of them
work extremely well to the extent that they are used on
a continuous basis and provide all the information re-
quired. Some, however, are too complicated and are not
used to any serious extent. Some plants, particularly
older ones, don’t have any suitable systems at all and
that is where alternative systems available from some
suppliers and other third parties provide a solution.

One such system can be described briefly as fol-
lows. At the lowest level, it acts as a repository for pump
or rotating equipment data, facilitating population man-
agement and standardization. The kind of data stored
includes equipment details, seal chamber details, duty
conditions, pumped product details, details of the me-
chanical seal, power transmission coupling, bearings
and any other pertinent data (Figs. 16-8 and 16-9).

At the next level, it can log and provide failure
history with every pump failure logged and reported on
and the history maintained of all failure reports. Data
stored includes failure logs, observations, detailed fail-
ure reports and recommendations for rectification.

The real power of such a system is in using it as
part of the reliability management process where it pro-
vides root cause analysis capability, which drives the
needed reliability improvement actions and provides fo-
cus and benchmarking.

The results are reflected in Figs. 16-10 and 16-11,
showing impressive seal MTBF and reliability. While the
operator/seal vendor partnership was informal but ef-
fective, the greatest credit must go to the operators who
were determined to reach their own “pacesetter” targets.
These were, themselves, derived from Figures 16-4 and
16-5 and reflect an earlier presentation at the Texas A&M
Pump Symposium in 1998 (Ref. 16-7).

The cooperation initiative alluded to in these final
illustrations has continued over the years and perfor-
mance can be seen to be still world-class despite a small
reduction in MTBF over time. Here, up-to-date figures
illustrate MTBF levels still running at over 10 years. The
cause of the small MTBF reduction can be attributed to
operations-related issues, “non-failure” replacements
and worn-out seals rather than design issues. The in-
crease in operations-related issues may well have its
origin in decisions that must be addressed by plants that
are maturing with the years.

This remarkable performance at the Star refinery,
now known as the Alliance Refinery Company PU—
North (ARC PUN), is a confirmation of many of the is-
sues raised in this chapter, but also in this text. Clearly
then, these issues deal with having the desire to achieve
high reliability, taking the trouble to set targets, identify-
ing and fixing bad performers, putting a system in place
for data logging and monitoring trends and keeping the
whole process going for such a long period of time. A

Figure 16-8: Typical base data
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Figure 16-9: Failure data

lesson to many of us!
And so, in conclusion, component performance has

improved dramatically in the time period since, say,
1985. Better designs, new technologies, new materials
and a better understanding of what the needs are and
how to satisfy them—all these and a few others have
contributed to where best-of-class companies are today,
in 2005 or 2006.

To take advantage of known performance enhance-
ments in new plant as well as in upgrade situations on
existing facilities, care must be taken to look at real “total
life cycle” costs and not just first costs. Many process

plants are designed to operate for the next twenty years.
Good decisions made at the outset will pay handsome
dividends in the long term.

But most existing plants also profess to desire free-
dom from avoidable maintenance and unscheduled out-
ages. They, too, must avail themselves of what we have
been discussing here. Indeed, there are equally impor-
tant options now available for upgrading old equipment
with benefits that show surprisingly low payback peri-
ods. To understand what those options are and how to
implement them can result from diligent reading and
follow-up. Don’t neglect any aspect of our preceding

Figure 16-10: MTBF vs. time
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discussions and admonitions. Pay attention to the reli-
ability-focused specification and selection criteria men-
tioned in the introductory chapters. Understand the
importance of conscientiously following appropriate in-
stallation procedures, work processes and carefully

Figure 16-11: Seal failure causes

formed and managed supplier/operator partnerships,
both formal and informal. As a result, you can make real
and tangible improvements in plant safety, reliability,
uptime and profitability.
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Appendix 1

Pump Start-up and

Shutdown Procedures

Note: These procedures are of a general nature and may
have to be modified for non-routine services. Review
pertinent process data, as applicable. Re-write in concise
sentences if instructions are to become part of checklists
which operators are asked to have on their person while
on duty.

A. Starting Centrifugal Pumps

1. Arrange for an electrician and a machinist/spe-
cialist to be present when a pump is initially com-
missioned. Ascertain that large motors have been
checked out.

2. For low and medium specific speed pumps (be-
low values of 4,000 to 6,000) close the discharge
valve and open the suction valve. The almost
closed discharge valve creates a minimum load
on the driver when the pump is started. Experi-
ence has shown that the discharge valve is often
very difficult to open against pressure. Assuming
that the motor inrush current allows and that the
motor will not kick off, the discharge valve may
be just “cracked”—about 1/8 open—before the
pump is started. The input power required at
shut-off on higher specific speed pumps (values
above 4,000 to 6,000) may equal or exceed the
power with the discharge valve open. For starting
against a closed discharge valve, a minimum flow
bypass must be open.

3. Be sure the pump is primed. Opening all valves
between the product source and the pump suc-
tion should get product to the suction, but does
not always ensure that the pump is primed.

Only after ascertaining that fluid emissions are not
hazardous or are routed to a safe area, open the bleeder
valve from the pump casing until all vapor is exhausted
and a steady stream of product flows from the bleeder.
It may be necessary to open the bleeder again when the

pump is started, or even to shut down and again bleed
off vapor if pump discharge pressure is erratic.

Note: Priming of a cold service pump may have to be
preceded by “chill- down.” A cold service pump is one
that handles a liquid which vaporizes at ambient tem-
peratures when under operating pressures. Chilling
down of a pump is similar to priming in that a casing
bleeder or vent valve is opened with the suction line
open. There are three additional factors to be considered
for cold service pumps:

• Chilling a pump requires time for the pump case to
reach the temperature of the suction fluid.

• The chill-down vents are always tied into a closed
system.

• On pumps with vents on the pump case and on the
discharge line, open the vent on the discharge line
first for chill-down and then open the pump case
vent to ensure that the pump is primed.

Should it be necessary to have a cold service pump
chilled-down and ready for a quick start, e.g., re-
frigerant transfer pumps during unit start-up, then
the chill-down line can be left cracked open to get
circulation of the suction fluid.

4. If a minimum flow bypass line is provided, open
the bypass. Be sure minimum flow bypass is also
open on spare pump if it starts automatically.

5. Never operate a centrifugal pump without liquid
in it.

6. Check lube oil and seal pot level.

7. Start the pump. Confirm that the pump is operat-
ing by observing the pressure gauge. If the dis-
charge pressure does not build up, stop the pump
immediately and determine the cause.
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8. Open the discharge valve slowly, watching the
pressure gauge. The discharge pressure will prob-
ably drop somewhat, level off and remain steady.
If it does not drop at all, there is probably a valve
closed somewhere in the discharge line. In that
case, close the discharge valve. Do not continue
operation for any length of time with discharge
valve or line blocked.

9. If the discharge pressure drops to zero or fluctu-
ates widely, the pump is not primed. Close the
discharge valve and again open the bleeder from
the casing to exhaust vapor. If the pump does not
pick up at once, as shown by a steady stream of
product from the bleeder and steady discharge
pressure, shut down the pump and driver and
check for closed valves in the suction line. A dry
pump will rapidly destroy itself.

10. Carefully check the pump for abnormal noise,
vibration (using vibration meter) or other unusual
operating conditions. An electrician and machin-
ery engineer should be present when pumps are
initially commissioned.

11. Be careful not to allow the bearings to overheat.
Recheck all lube oil levels.

12. Observe whether or not the pump seal or stuffing
box is leaking.

13. Check the pump nozzle connections and piping
for leaks.

14. When steady pumping has been established, close
the start-up bypass and chill-down line (if pro-
vided) and check that block valves in minimum
flow bypass line are open.

B. Watching Operation of Centrifugal Pumps

1. Especially during commencement of pumping,
but also on periodic checks, note any abnormal
noises and vibration. If excessive, shut down.

2. Note any unusual drop or rise in discharge pres-
sure. Some discharge pressure drops may be con-
sidered normal. When a line contains heavy, cold
product, and the tank being pumped contains a
lighter or warmer stock, the discharge pressure
will drop when the line has been displaced. Also,

discharge pressure will drop slowly and steadily
to a certain point as the tank level is lowered. Any
other changes in discharge pressure while pump-
ing should be investigated. If not explainable
under good operating conditions, shut down and
investigate thoroughly. Do not start up again until
the trouble has been found and remedied.

3. Periodically check oil mist bottom drain sight
glass for water and drain, if necessary.

4. On open oil mist systems, regularly check both oil
level and oil mist vapor flow from vents or laby-
rinths.

5. Seal oil pots need to be checked regularly for cor-
rect level. Refill with fresh sealing liquid (oil, pro-
pylene glycol or methanol, as specifically required
and approved for the particular application).

6. Periodically check for excessive packing leaks,
mechanical seal leaks, or other abnormal losses.
Also, check for overheating of packing or bear-
ings. Do not trust your hand, use a surface py-
rometer instead. Note that excessive heat will
cause rapid failure of equipment and may result
in costly and hazardous fires.

7. Operate all spare pumps at least once a week to
prevent the bearings from seizing and to ensure
that the pump will be operable when needed.
Alternatively, “Best Practices Plants” have deter-
mined monthly switching of “A” and “B” pumps
to be the most appropriate and cost-effective
long-term operating mode.

8. When a pump has been repaired, place it in ser-
vice as soon as possible to check its operation.
Arrange for a machinist to be present when the
pump is started up.

C. Shutting Down Centrifugal Pumps

1. For low or medium specific speed pumps (below
values of 4,000 to 6,000) close the discharge valve.
This takes the load off the motor and, if check
valves leak, may prevent reverse flow through the
pump.

2. Shut down the driver.
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It is our hope that the reader will use this summary
as a reminder of what is contained in this textbook. Also,
this summary must serve as a checklist of options and
considerations that will have to be understood and
implemented if long-term pump reliability is to be
achieved.

A. Cooling Issues

1. Do not allow pedestal cooling of centrifugal
pumps, regardless of process fluid or pumping
temperature. Calculate and accommodate thermal
growth by appropriate cold alignment offset.
Consider using hot alignment verification mea-
surements.

2. Do not allow jacketed cooling water application on
bearing housings equipped with rolling element
bearings. Note that water surrounding only the
bearing outer ring will often cause bearing-inter-
nal clearances to vanish, leading to excessive tem-
peratures, lube distress, and premature bearing
failure.

3. Understand and accept the well-documented fact
that on pump bearing housings equipped with roll-
ing element bearings, it is possible to delete cooling
of any kind. Simply change over to the correct
type (synthesized hydrocarbon lube preferred)
and generally somewhat more viscous, grade of
lubricating oil.

4. Recognize that cooling coils immersed in the oil
sump may cool not only the oil, but also the air
floating above the oil level. The resulting mois-
ture condensation can cause serious oil degrada-
tion. This is one of several reasons to avoid
cooling of pump bearing housings, if at all pos-
sible.

5. Recognize that stuffing box cooling is generally in-
effective. If the seal must be cooled, consider in-
troducing a flush stream that has been cooled in a
pump-external cooler before entering into the seal
cavity.

6. In water-cooled sleeve bearing applications where
cooling water may still be needed, excessively

Appendix 2

A “Hundred-plus Points”

Summary of Pump Reliability

Improvement Options and Considerations

3. If pump is to be removed for mechanical work,
close the suction valve and open vent lines to
flare or drain as provided. Otherwise leave suc-
tion valve open to keep pump at correct operating
temperature.

4. Shut off steam tracing, if any.

5. Shut off cooling water, sealing oil, etc., if pump is
to be removed for mechanical work.

6. At times, an emergency shutdown may be neces-
sary. If you cannot reach the regular starter station
(in case of fire, for example), stop the pump from
the starter box, which is located some distance
away, and is usually accessible. If neither the
starter station nor the starter box can be reached,
call the electricians. Do not, as a part of regular
operations, stop pumps from the starter box. Use
the regular starter station instead.
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cold cooling water will often cause moisture con-
densation. Even trace amounts of water may
greatly lower the capacity of lubricants to ad-
equately protect the bearing. Close temperature
control is therefore important.

B. Bearing Issues

7. Do not use filling-notch bearings in centrifugal
pumps. Replace with dimensionally identical
Conrad or double-row double inner ring angular
contact bearings (Series 5300UPG).

8. All bearings will deform under load. On thrust
bearings that allow load action in both directions,
deformation of the loaded side could result in
excessive looseness—hence, skidding—of the un-
loaded side. This skidding may result in serious
heat generation and thinning-out of the oil film.
Metal-to-metal contact will now destroy the bear-
ing. Always select bearing configurations that
limit or preclude skidding.

9. The API-610 recommended combination of two
back-to-back mounted 40° angular contact bear-
ings is not always the best choice for a particular
pump application. Matched sets of 40° and 15°
angular contact bearings (MRC’s “PumPac”
brand) are designed to avoid, or greatly reduce
skidding. While not a cure-all, they may thus be
more appropriate for a given service application.

10. Keep in mind the possibility of using a 9000-series
thrust bearing together with a 7200 or 7300-series
angular contact bearing in the thrust location of
certain pumps. Seek factory advice before finaliz-
ing selection.

11. Thrust bearing axial float, i.e. the total amount of
movement possible between thrust bearing outer
ring and bearing housing end cap, should not
exceed 0.002 inch (0.05 mm). Some hand fitting or
shimming may be necessary to thus limit the po-
tentially high bearing-internal acceleration forces.

12. Consider replacing old-style double-row angular
contact bearings (bearings with one inner and one
outer ring) with newer, Series 5300UPG, double-
row angular contact bearings. These bearings
have two brass cages, one outer ring and two
inner rings per bearing. Note that axial clamping

of the two inner rings will be necessary, but that
these newer double-row bearings resist skidding.

13. Observe allowable assembly tolerances for rolling
element bearings in pumps:
— Conrad, single angular contact and double-

row bearings: bore-to-shaft: 0.0002-0.0007"
(0.005-0.018 mm) interference fit

— Bearing outside diameter-to-housing fit:
0.0007-0.0015" (0.018-0.037 mm) loose fit

14. Do not allow use of bearings with plastic cages in
pumps intended to operate dependably for years:

— Plastic cages tend to be damaged unless
highly controlled mounting temperatures are
maintained

— Plastic cage degradation will not show up in
conventional vibration data acquisition and
analysis.

15. Be certain to use only precision-ground, matched
sets of thrust bearings in either back-to-back
thrust or tandem thrust applications. Matched
bearings must be furnished by the same bearing
manufacturer. Verify precision grinding by ob-
serving that appropriate alphanumerics have
been etched into the wide shoulder of the outer
ring.

16. Use radial bearings with C3 clearances in electric
motors so as to accommodate thermal growth of
the hotter-running bearing inner ring. Note that
polyurea greases are preferred for electric motors.

17. Investigate column bearing materials upgrade
options on vertical deep well pumps.

C. Lubrication Issues

18. On sump-lubricated pumps, do not permit oil lev-
els higher than through the center of rolling ele-
ments at the 6 o’clock position.

19. On pumps with dn-values in excess of 160,000,
allowing lube oil to reach even the 6 o’clock posi-
tion may result in excessive heat generation. For
these, the oil level may have to be lowered further
and oil rings or flinger discs may have been cho-
sen by the pump manufacturer.

20. Except for moderate load applications in rela-
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tively cool ambient environments, ISO Grade 32
mineral oils and lighter lubricants are not suitable
for rolling element bearings in centrifugal pumps.
A thicker ISO Grade 68 mineral oil lubricant will
perform better in the majority of rolling element
bearings in pumps.

21. Bearing housing cooling may still be needed in
pumps equipped with sleeve bearings. The major-
ity of these pumps require ISO Grade 32 lubri-
cants. Close viscosity control may have to be
maintained for satisfactory long-term lubrication.

22. Observe required ISO viscosity grades in moder-
ate climates (Europe, the Americas, Pacific Rim,
Australia): rolling element bearings—ISO 68, syn-
thesized hydrocarbon optional; sleeve bearings—
ISO 32, synthesized hydrocarbon optional;
combining both bearing types in the same hous-
ing—ISO 32 PAO or dibasic ester synthesized
hydrocarbon mandatory for extended life.

23. In bearing housings with both rolling element
bearings (preferred lube viscosity ISO 68) and
sleeve bearings (which may require ISO Grade 32
lubricants), consider satisfying both needs by us-
ing ISO Grade 32 or 46 PAO or diester-based syn-
thesized hydrocarbon oils.

24. Next to oil-jet lubrication, dry-sump oil mist ap-
plied in through-flow fashion per API-610/8th
Edition represents the most effective and techni-
cally viable lubrication and bearing protection
method used by reliability-focused industry.

25. Be aware of upgrade and conversion options
whereby a simple and economical inductive
pump (a small electric pump with a free piston
the only moving part) can serve as the source of
a continuous stream of pressurized lube oil. Used
in conjunction with a spin-on filter, the resulting
clean stream of lubricant can be directed at the
bearing rolling elements for optimum effect.

26. Certain grease formulations cannot be mixed with
other grease types. Incompatible greases often
enter into a chemical reaction that renders them
unserviceable in less than one year.

27. Over-greasing of electric motor bearings is re-
sponsible for more bearing failures than grease

deprivation. Practicing proper re-greasing proce-
dures is essential for long bearing life.

28. Lifetime lubricated (sealed) bearings will last only
as long as enough grease remains in serviceable
condition within the sealed cavity. Whenever the
product of bearing bore (mm) times shaft rota-
tional speed (rpm) exceeds 80,000, reliability-fo-
cused plants consider it no longer economical to
use lifetime lubricated bearings in continuously
operating industrial machinery.

29. Grease replenishing intervals depend on bearing
inner ring bore dimension and shaft rotational
speed. Reliability-focused user plants consider
dn=300,000 the maximum for grease lubrication
of electric motors and other machines in continu-
ous service. It has been reasoned that beyond this
dn-value (d = bearing bore, mm; n = shaft rota-
tional speed, rpm), grease replenishing intervals
become excessively frequent and oil lubrication
would be more economical.

30. Realize that bicycle chains dipping in oil are totaly
unaccceptable. Also, oil ring lubrication no longer
represents state-of-the-art for reliability-focused
users. Oil rings are alignment-sensitive and tend
not to perform dependably if one or more of the
following requirements are not observed:

—Unless the shaft system is absolutely horizon-
tal, oil rings tend to “run downhill” and make
contact with stationary components. Ring
movement will be erratic and ring edges will
undergo abrasive wear.

—The product of shaft diameter (inches) and
shaft speed (rpm) should be kept below 8,000.
(Conservative users have even set this limit at
6,000). Thus, using a DN limit of 8,000 a 3-
inch shaft operating at 3,600 rpm (dn =
10,800) would not meet the low-risk criteria!

—Operation in lubricants that are either too vis-
cous or not viscous enough will not give op-
timized ring performance and may jeopardize
bearing life.

31. Flinger spools fastened to pump shafts often per-
form much more reliably than oil rings. Consider
retrofits using flingers made with metal hubs/
cores to which elastomeric discs are firmly fused
or otherwise attached.
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32. If use of oil rings is unavoidable, be aware that a
30° angle between the contact point at the top of
a shaft and points of entry into the oil represents
proper depth of immersion. Too much immersion
depth will cause rings to slow down, whereas
insufficient depth tends to deprive bearings of
lubricant.

33. Oil rings with circumferentially machined
grooves will provide increased oil flow.

34. Consider hermetically sealing bearing housings to
preclude ingress of atmospheric contaminants
and egress of lubricating oil. Install bulls-eye
sight glasses on hermetically sealed pump bear-
ing housings.

35. On grease-lubricated couplings, verify that only
approved coupling greases are used. Do not mix
different grease formulations.

36. Do not allow coupling greases to be used in elec-
tric motor bearings. Most of these bearings will
fail prematurely unless a premium grade “EM”
grease is used.

37. “All purpose” greases are not suitable for electric
motor bearings in reliability-focused plants.

38. Fully consider vulnerabilities of unbalanced con-
stant level lubricators. Use pressure-balanced
models (such as TRICO Optomatic Closed System
II) only.

39. Mount constant level lubricators on the correct
side of the bearing housing. Observe “up-arrow”
provided by manufacturer of constant level lubri-
cator. Incorrect mounting will lead to greater dis-
turbances around the air/oil interface in the surge
chamber of constant level lubricators. Correct
mounting reduces the height difference between
uppermost and lowermost oil levels. In other
words, it ensures a more limited level variation.

40. Verify that re-lubrication and grease replenish-
ment procedures take into account that:

— Mixing of incompatible greases will typically
cause bearing failures within one year.

— Attempted re-lubrication without removing
grease drain plugs will cause the grease cav-

ity to be pressurized. Over-greasing will
cause excessive temperatures. On shielded
bearings, cavity pressurization tends to push
the shield into contact with rolling elements
or bearing cage, causing extreme heat and
wear.

D. Mechanical Seal Issues

41. Select mechanical seal types, configurations, ma-
terials, balance ratios and flush plans that have
been certified to represent proven experience and
to give extended seal life.

42. Except for gas seals (“dry seals”), mechanical
seals must be operated so as to preclude liquid
vaporization between faces. However, using cool-
ing water in a jacketed seal chamber cannot effec-
tively cool the seal environment. External flush
cooling is far more effective.

43. Mechanical seals with quench steam provisions
are prone to fail rapidly if quench steam flow rate
or pressure are not kept sufficiently low. The in-
stallation of small diameter fixed orifices is very
often needed to prevent excessively large steam
quench amounts.

44. Select the optimum seal housing geometry and
dimensional envelope to improve seal life. Recog-
nize that slurry pumps generally benefit from
steeply tapered seal housing bores. The tradi-
tional concentrically bored stuffing box environ-
ment does not usually represent the optimum
configuration for slurry pumps.

45. Avoid inefficient pumping rings on tandem seals.
Use the far more efficient pumping screw ar-
rangement instead.

46. On hot service pumps, follow approved warm-up
procedures. Verify that seal regions are being ex-
posed to through-flow of warm-up fluid, i.e. are
not dead-ended.

47. Understand the difference between conventional
mechanical seals (seals where the flexing portion
rotates) and stationary seals (where the flexing
part is stationary). Maximum allowable speeds
and permissible shaft run-outs are lower for con-
ventional seals and higher for stationary seals.
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48. Flush plans routing liquid from stuffing box back
to suction are reliable only if the pressure differ-
ence exceeds 25 psi (172 kPa).

49. Fluid temperatures in seal cavity must be low
enough to prevent fluid vaporization occurring in
seal faces.

E. Hydraulic Issues

50. Determine the suction energy (Chapter 5) and
NPSH margin for the application. If the pump is
a high (or very high) suction energy pump, make
sure that the pump is not operating in the suction
recirculation region, adequate NPSH margin has
been provided, and that good piping practices
have been followed. Remember that all centrifu-
gal pumps cavitate below NPSH margin ratios of
2 to 4 times the NPSHr of the pump.

51. Ascertain that pumps operating in parallel have
closely matched operating points and share the
load equally. Examine slopes of performance
curves for each. Understand that differences in
internal surface roughness may cause seemingly
identical pumps to operate at different flow/pres-
sure points.

52. Ascertain that centrifugal pumps are not operat-
ing in the low-flow range where impeller-internal
flow recirculation is likely to exist. Last resort
help: Concentric “flow tube” inserted into spool
piece adjacent to pump suction nozzle.

53. On high discharge energy pumps with power in-
puts over 230 kW, verify that “gap A,” the radial
distance between impeller disc (shroud) tip and
stationary parts is in the range of only 0.050-0.060
inches (1.2-1.5 mm). Pump-internal (discharge)
recirculation is thus kept to a minimum. On re-
duced diameter impellers, this would imply that
trimming is done only on vane tips!

54. On high discharge energy pumps with power in-
puts over 230 kW, ascertain that “gap B,” the ra-
dial distance between impeller vane tips and
casing volute cutwater, is somewhere in the range
of (or larger than) 6% of the impeller radius. This
will reduce vibratory amplitudes occurring at
blade passing frequency.

55. Ensure hydraulically-induced shaft deflections in
single volute pumps are not excessive. This may
require restricting the allowable flow range to an
area close to BEP (Best Efficiency Point).

56. Operate two-stage overhung pumps only at flows
within 10% of BEP. Recognize severe shaft deflec-
tion and risk of shaft failure due to reverse bend-
ing fatigue when operating far away from BEP.

57. Check impeller specific speed vs. efficiency at
partial flow conditions. Consider installation of
more suitable impellers for energy conservation.

58. Consider installing an impeller with different
width, or with different impeller vane angle, or
different number of vanes, or combinations of
these in the existing pump casing. Observe result-
ing change trends in performance curves.

59. Consider changing slope of performance curve by
inserting restriction bushing in the pump dis-
charge nozzle.

60. Review if NPSH gain by cooling the pumpage is
feasible and economically justified.

61. Consider extending the allowable flow range by
using an impeller with higher NPSHr. Verify that
NPSHa exceeds the NPSHr of the new impeller
by an adequate margin.

62. Use a ratio NPSHa/NPSHr of 3:1 or higher for
carbamate and similar difficult services.

63. Be aware of pre-rotation vortices and their
NPSHr-raising effects, especially on mixed flow
(high specific speed/high suction energy) pumps.

64. Consider use of a vertical column pump or plac-
ing pump below grade if NPSHa-gain is needed.

65. Consider inducers (axial flow-type booster impel-
lers) where lower NPSHr is needed, but be aware
that to the right and left of BEP the new NPSHr
may now actually be higher than before!

F. Mechanical Improvement Options

66. Calculated shaft deflections should not exceed
0.002 inch (0.05 mm) over the entire operating
range of the pump.
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67. Implement suitable vortex breaker baffles on
large vertical sump pumps.

68. Implement wear ring modifications (circumferen-
tial grooving) to reduce severity of rub in the
event of contact due to excessive shaft deflection
or run-out. Recognize importance of this on wear
rings made of stainless steel and other galling
materials.

69. In lieu of (68), above, strongly consider using
PEEK or Vespel® carbon filament high-perfor-
mance polymer for wear rings, throat bushings,
column bushings, etc.

70. Examine need for occasional measures to cure
plate-mode or impeller cover vibration. Consider
“scalloping,” if necessary to avoid impeller vibra-
tion other than unbalance-related vibratory ac-
tion.

71. Consider providing generous fillet radii (0.2" or 5
mm, minimum) at shaft shoulders in contact with
overhung impellers to avert reverse bending fa-
tigue failures.

72. Verify shaft slenderness is not excessive. On API
5th Edition pumps, the stabilizing effect of pack-
ing may have been lost when converting to me-
chanical seals. Therefore, throat bushings may
have to be replaced by minimum clearance (0.003
in/in, or 0.003 mm/mm shaft diameter) shaft
support bushings. These (high performance car-
bon filament) bushings should be wider than the
customary open-clearance throat bushings origi-
nally installed.

73. Verify acceptability of equipment spacing in
pump pits and also ascertain conservatism of
sump design (see HI Intake Standard).

74. Verify absence of shaft critical speeds in vertical
pumps. Insist on conservative bearing spacing.

75. Consider hollow-shaft motor drivers on vertical
pumps and use suitable reverse rotation preven-
tion assemblies. Are lower motor shaft support
bushings needed?

76. Beware of exceeding the rule-of-thumb maximum
impeller diameter for overhung pumps, 15 inches
(381 mm).

77. Consider in-between-bearing pump rotors when-
ever the product of power input and rotational
speed (kW times rpm) exceeds 675,000.

G. Installation Issues

78. Eliminate shaft misalignment by allowing foot-
mounted pumps to reach equilibrium tempera-
ture. Only then secure or mount the bearing
housing support bracket.

79. Do not allow shaft misalignment to exceed the
limits plotted by competent alignment service
providers. Use 0.5 mils per inch (.0005 mm per
mm) of shaft separation (DBSE, or distance be-
tween shaft ends) as the maximum allowable
shaft centerline offset.

80. Use “monolithic” ultra-stiff, epoxy-filled formed
steel baseplates (“StayTru®” or equivalent
method)

— Proceed by first inverting and filling with
epoxy grout to become a monolithic block.

— After curing, turn over and machine all
mounting pads flat and co-planar within
0.0005 inch per foot (0.04 mm/m).

— Next, install complete baseplate on pump
foundation, anchor it and level to within
same accuracy.

— Finally, place epoxy grout between top of
foundation and the space beneath monolithic
baseplate.

81. On welded baseplates, make sure that welds are
continuous and free of cracks.

82. On pump sets with larger than 75 kW drivers,
ascertain that baseplates are furnished with eight
positioning screws per casing, i.e. two screws
(“jacking bolts”) per mounting pad. Pad heights
must be such that at least 1/8 inch (3 mm) stain-
less steel shims can be placed under driver feet.

83. Only now mount pump and driver. Use laser-
optic or similarly accurate alignment device. Do
not allow piping to be pulled into place by any-
thing stronger than a pair of human hands.

84. While connecting piping to pump nozzle, observe
dial indicators placed at nozzles in x-y-z direc-
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tions and at bearing housing(s) in x-y directions.
Dial indicator movements in excess of 0.002
inches (0.05 mm) are not acceptable.

85. Investigate magnitude and direction of thermal
expansion of pipe and verify that pipe growth
does not load up either pump suction or dis-
charge nozzles.

86. Verify that vertical in-line pumps are free to re-
spond to pipe movement. These pumps should
not be bolted to the foundation.

87. Ensure that adequate length of straight pipe is
provided before the pump inlet, especially for
high suction energy pumps.

H. Couplings

88. Examine couplings for adequacy of puller holes
or other means of hub removal. For pumps 400 hp
and higher, and parallel shafts with keyways, use
0.0-0.0005" (0.0-0.012 mm) total interference. Use
one of several available thermal dilation methods
to mount hubs on shafts.

89. On grease-lubricated couplings, use only ap-
proved coupling grease. Non-lubricated captured
center member disc pack or diaphragm couplings
are preferred.

90. Avoid elastomeric couplings for large pumps.
Note that:

— Toroidal (“tire-type”) flexing elements will
exert an axial pulling force on driving and
driven bearings. Also, they are difficult to
balance.

— Polyurethane flexing elements perform
poorly in concentrated acid, benzol, toluene,
steam, and certain other environments.

— Polyisoprene flexing elements fare poorly in
gasoline, hydraulic fluids, sunlight (aging),
silicate, and certain other environments.

91. Disallow loose-fitting keys for coupling hubs.
Hand-fit keys to fit snugly in keyway. On all re-
placement shafts, machine radiused keyways and
modify keys to match radius contour.

92. Use only limited end float couplings if drive
motors are equipped with sleeve bearings.

I. More Hydraulics

93. Consider the effects on performance curve that
could result from:

— vane underfiling
— vane overfiling
— “volute chipping”

94. Calculate axial thrust values and verify adequacy
of thrust disc or balance piston geometry. Modify
disc or piston diameter as required.

95. Consider opening of existing balance holes if axial
thrust must be reduced to extend bearing life.

96. Review and implement straight-run requirements
for suction piping near pump inlet flanges entry.
Aim for a straight pipe run of at least 5 pipe di-
ameters between an elbow and the pump suction
nozzle.

97. Realize that two elbows in suction piping at 90
degrees to each other tend to create swirling and
pre-rotation. In this case, use ten pipe diameters
of straight run piping between the pump suction
nozzle and the next elbow.

98. On top suction pumps, maintain a ten-pipe diam-
eter straight pipe length between suction block
valve and pump suction nozzle.

99. Verify that eccentric reducers in suction lines are
installed with flat side at top so as to avoid air or
vapor pockets. Note exception for horizontal
pumps mounted in a “cage” so as to have shaft
vertically oriented!

100. Use pumping vanes or suitably dimensioned im-
peller balance holes to reduce axial load acting on
thrust bearings.

101. On high discharge energy pumps with oblique
trimming on impeller vane exit tips, retain equal
cover and disc (front and back shroud) diameters.
This will reduce the severity of vibratory ampli-
tudes at blade passing frequencies and their har-
monics.

102. Oblique trimming of impeller vanes at exit tips,
but retaining the full diameter only on the cover
(suction side), will make the head-flow curve
steeper while still developing maximum head.
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The following material was derived from various
non-proprietary user company and contractor sources
and represents an “industry-composite” example of a
supplementary specification for Heavy Duty Pumps.
Similar formats were found of significant value at the
time this text was being published.

Caution: The authors are expressly asking you NOT to dupli-
cate this example specification supplement for your plant
unless you have verified its applicability and understand the
meaning of each and every clause.

INTRODUCTION

Note that Table 1 records the vendor drawing and data re-
quirements. See text for guidance on typical requirements, or
compile your own list. Owner input is required as indicated.

1.0 GENERAL

1.1 Scope

1.1.1 a. (Exception) This supplementary specification
covers the mandatory requirements for heavy
duty centrifugal pumps. Any deviation from this
specification must be approved by the Purchaser
in accordance with the procedures specified in
[indicate Purchaser’s Engineering Practice].

b. All requirements specified in this supplemen-
tary specification are additions to those of API
Standard 610, unless specifically noted as excep-
tions. Paragraph numbers in this supplementary
specification which do not appear in API Stan-
dard 610 are new paragraphs. Paragraph num-
bers may not be consecutive and all API 610
paragraphs not mentioned herein shall be con-
sidered to be verbatim requirements of this
specification.

c. The Purchaser’s requirements for all para-
graphs in API-610 which require a purchaser’s
decision (bulleted paragraphs) are indicated on
the Data Sheets or in this supplementary speci-
fication. An asterisk (*) indicates that a decision
by the Owner’s Engineer is required or that
additional information is furnished by the
Owner’s Engineer.

d. Vendor qualification. Pumps shall be supplied
by Vendors qualified by experience to manufac-
ture the units proposed. To qualify, Vendor must
have at least two pumps of comparable rating
and design performing satisfactorily in a similar
service. Special attention to Vendor qualification
should be given for pumps rated over 500 HP
(~375 kW), pumps handling cold liquids at –
50°F (–46°C) or lower, or pumps with a high
suction energy value.

1.2 Alternative Designs

1.2.1 (*) a. Where the Vendor qualification of Para-
graph 1.1.1d prevents the application of the lat-
est technology, the Vendor shall submit to the
Purchaser an alternative proposal incorporating
such features for review and approval by the
Owner’s Engineer. The proposal shall specifi-
cally identify the undemonstrated features and
state their advantages.

(*) b. Proposals to furnish pumps that do not
meet all requirements of this standard, based on
specific nonflammable, non-toxic service condi-
tions, shall be submitted to the Purchaser for
approval by the Owner’s Engineer.

1.4 Definition of Terms

The following additional terms are used in this
supplementary specification.

Appendix 3

Supplementary Specification for

API-class Pumps
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1.4.58 Bubble point temperature is the temperature at
which the first bubbles appear in a liquid when
heated at constant pressure.

1.4.59 Product temperature margin (PTM) is the differ-
ence between the bubble point temperature and
the actual temperature of the liquid at a given
pressure.

1.4.60 Inspector [indicate Purchaser’s definition]

1.4.61 Owner [indicate Purchaser’s definition]

1.4.62 Owner’s Engineer [indicate engineer appointed
by Purchaser]

1.4.63 Purchaser—The party placing a direct purchase
order. The Purchaser is the Owner’s designated
representative.

1.5 Referenced Publications

STANDARDS AND PUBLICATIONS

1.5.4 The referenced Corporate Engineering Practices,
and any other attached to the requisition shall

apply to the extent referenced herein or on the
Data Sheets. The Data Sheets and Inspection
Checklists from API-610 shall be used in con-
junction with this document.

2.0 BASIC DESIGN

2.1 General

2.1.4 Pumps with constant-speed drivers shall be ca-
pable of at least a 5% head increase or decrease
at rated conditions, either by trimming
impeller(s) or with different impeller(s).

2.1.5 (*) For hydrocarbons, NPSHr shall be less than
NPSHa by at least 3 ft (1 m) unless approved by
the Owner’s Engineer.

2.1.9 (*) Pump suction energy ratio (actual suction
energy divided by high suction energy gating
value for pump type) shall not exceed 1.3 with-
out written approval of the Owner’s Engineer.
See also paragraph 1.1.1d.

2.1.11 (*) a. The head curve for the pump shall be con-
tinuously rising from the specified capacity

Corporate Engineering Practices (EP’s)
———————————————————————————————————————

EP 1-2-3 Documentation Format Requirements
EP 1-2-4 Grouting and Baseplates for Structural Steel and Equipment
EP 1-2-5 Compact and Extended Body Gate and Globe Valves
EP 1-2-6 Piping Fabrication
EP 1-2-7 Piping for Rotating Equipment
EP 1-2-8 General Purpose Steam Turbines
EP 1-2-9 Pressure Vessels for Non-Process Services
EP 1-3-1 TEMA Shell and Tube Heat Exchangers for Non-Process Services
EP 1-3-2 Induction Motors NEMA Frame
EP 1-3-3 Induction Motors above 200 HP
EP 1-3-4 Synchronous Motors

———————————————————————————————————————
ASME Codes

———————————————————————————————————————
Sec VIII Pressure Vessels, Section VIII, Division 1
B31.3 Process Piping

———————————————————————————————————————
API Publications

———————————————————————————————————————
Std. 610 Centrifugal Pumps for Petroleum, Heavy Duty

Chemical, and Gas Industry Services
———————————————————————————————————————
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point to the shut-off point. The pump head at
shut-off shall be between 110 and 120 percent of
the head at the specified capacity point. Pumps
whose shut-off head exceeds 120 percent of the
head at the specified capacity point may be sub-
mitted for approval by the Owner’s Engineer.
Application of a discharge orifice as a means of
providing continuous head rise to shut-off shall
require written approval by the Owner’s Engi-
neer.

b. Pumps for parallel operation shall have equal
head rise to shut-off.

(*) c. Low capacity, high-head pumps may be
exempt from the requirements of 2.1.11.a and
2.1.11.b with the approval of the Owner’s Engi-
neer.

2.1.14 The maximum allowable sound pressure level is
85 dBA measured at 3 feet from any equipment
surface. Test data on similar pumps shall be
made available upon request.

2.1.17 Pumps shall be designed to operate continu-
ously without the use of cooling water.

2.1.29 Unless otherwise specified, the pump and auxil-
iaries shall be suitable for unsheltered outdoor
installation at [indicate Purchaser’s Engineering
Practice that applies to site].

2.1.30 Diffuser or double volute pumps are required
for pumps with discharge nozzle sizes of 4 inch
NPS or larger. Impellers with an even number of
vanes are not acceptable on double volute
pumps.

2.2 Pressure Casings

2.2.4 Areas of vertically suspended, double-case and
horizontal multistage pumps which are nor-
mally subjected to suction pressure shall be de-
signed for the same pressure as discharge areas
of the pump.

2.2.14 (*) Vertical turbine pumps shall have columns
and bowls of the bolted design. Screwed bowl
sections may be supplied only if specifically
approved by the Owner.

2.3 Nozzles and Pressure Casing Connections

2.3.2 Suction and Discharge Nozzles

2.3.2.1 (Exception) All pumps shall have suction and
discharge flanges of equal rating. The ANSI per-
missible hydrostatic test pressure of suction
flanges shall be equal to, or greater than, the
pump casing hydrostatic test pressure.

2.3.3 Pressure Casing Connections

2.3.3.6 (Exception) All pipe nipples shall be Schedule
160.

2.3.3.7 (Exception) Plugged openings that are not re-
quired shall be seal welded except in mechanical
seal gland plates.

2.3.3.10 a. All vents and drains shall be valved, either
flanged or socket welded.

2.3.3.12 a. Valved vent and drain connections shall com-
ply with the requirements of Owner’s applicable
Engineering Practice [Purchaser will state num-
ber].

b. Valves for vents, drains, and clean-out connec-
tions shall be as follows:

1. Either a [indicate preferred make] or [indicate
alternative make or model] Class 800 extended
body valve, compact body valve with a Sched-
ule 160 nipple, or flanged valve per [indicate
applicable Engineering Practice number] shall
be used.

2. For alloy pump cases, the valve and connec-
tion material shall be the same as that of the
pump case.

3. All piping between the valve and the pressure
casing shall be socket welded or butt-welded.
Butt-welds are required for design pressures
above 1,000 psi (6,900 kPa).

4. The socket weld at the connection of extended
body valves to fittings or the pump case shall
have a complete bridge weld from fitting or cas-
ing to the body of the valve.

5. Hydrotesting of the valved connections shall
be made by hydrotesting the pump casing at the
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specified pressure with the valve(s) fully at-
tached and completed. The hydrotest certifica-
tion should note the inclusion of the valve(s) in
the test.

2.5 Rotors

2.5.2 (Exception) Colleted impellers are not permitted

2.5.3 (Exception) Solid hub impellers are required.

2.5.7 (Exception) The shaft stiffness for all pumps
shall limit the total shaft deflection under the
most severe conditions over the complete head-
capacity curve to .002 inch at the face of the
stuffing box or seal chamber and to less than
one-half the minimum diametrical clearance at
all bushings and wear rings. The shaft shall be
designed to transmit momentarily at least four
times the rated torque of the pump driver.

2.6 Wear Rings and Running Clearances

2.6.1 Unless otherwise specified, cast iron shall not be
used as an impeller wear ring material. Vespel®
wear rings are preferred. If metallic wear rings
are supplied, circumferential grooves, 0.03" deep
and 0.06" wide, shall be machined into the rotat-
ing wear ring periphery.

2.8 Dynamics

2.8.1.1 Full rotordynamic (lateral and torsional) analy-
ses are required for pumps exceeding 4,000 RPM
or 1,000 hp.

2.8.2 Torsional Analysis

2.8.2.1 (Exception) A torsional vibration analysis is re-
quired when the train includes a gear.

2.8.2.2 No torsional natural frequency shall be closer
than 5 percent to twice any shaft speed.

2.8.2.6 If a torsional analysis is required per paragraph
2.8.2.1, a detailed report shall be furnished.

2.8.3 Vibration

2.8.3.10 The Vendor shall demonstrate that the pump
can operate at any capacity from 120 percent of

the rated capacity to the quoted minimum con-
tinuous stable flow without exceeding the vibra-
tion limits given in paragraph 2.8.3.7.

2.9 Bearings and Bearing Housings

2.9.1 Bearings

2.9.1.5 Ball-type thrust bearings shall have machined
bronze cages. The adequacy of all thrust bear-
ings shall be verified with skid prevention of the
unloaded bearing of prime importance. In case
of potential problems, the vendor shall provide
suitably preloaded and matched ball-type thrust
bearing sets with dissimilar contact angles (e.g.
40°/15°).

Sets of properly preloaded, back-to-back
mounted 15° or 29° angular contact bearings
may be offered for double-flow impellers lo-
cated between two bearing housings.

2.9.2 Bearing Housings

2.9.2.2 Constant level lubricators shall be TRICO
Optimatic, or owner-approved equivalent fully
balanced type, and installed with balance line
connected to a fitting at the top of the bearing
housing. Lubricators must be installed on the
“up-arrow” side of the housing, as recom-
mended by TRICO Manufacturing Company.

2.9.2.6 As a minimum requirement, provide INPRO
style VBX bearing isolators at all bearing hous-
ings. If specified, bearing housing seals shall be
of the spring or magnet-activated face type so as
to provide the most effective hermetic sealing
possible.

2.10 Lubrication
2.10.3 Unless otherwise specified, pumps with rolling

element bearings shall be designed for future
conversion to pure oil mist lubrication using ISO
Grade 68 synthetic (PAO or diester) lube oils.

2.10.4 Provide API-610 pressurized lube-oil systems on
pump trains over 500 HP. Provide API-614 lube-
oil systems on pump trains over 1000 HP and on
all non-spared critical trains.

2.11 Materials

2.11.1 General
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2.11.1.1 Twelve percent chrome castings shall be per
ASTM A487, Grade CA6NM.

Austenitic stainless steel shall be per ASTM
A351 with liquid penetrant examination to S.6.
Monel castings shall be per ASTM A494 grade
M-30C with weldability test S.2 and liquid pen-
etrant examination S.5.

2.11.2 Castings

2.11.2.2 Chaplets in casings other than cast iron that are
not completely fused into pressure castings or
other defects shall be replaced by weld metal
equivalent to the casing composition. No other
repair method is permitted. Casings shall be
heat treated following any major repairs.

2.11.3 Welding

2.11.3.5.5 PWHT is required for all carbon and ferritic
alloy steel pressure-containing components that
are welded and/or weld repaired, when the
weldment is exposed to a process containing
wet H2S. The PWHT procedure outlined in
ASME Code Section VIII, paragraphs UW40,
UW49, UHA32, and UCS56 shall be followed,
except that the notes in Tables UHA32 and
UCS56 do not apply.

All welds, regardless of type or size, that are
exposed to wet H2S shall be PWHT at a mini-
mum temperature of 1150°F. External attach-
ments or seal welded threaded connections on
P-1 Group 1 and 2 materials do not require
PWHT.

2.11.4 Low Temperature

(Exception) Pressure casing components, either
cast, forged, or welded, shall meet the following
impact requirements:

Note (1): In the notation 15/12, the first number is the
minimum average energy of the three specimens while
the second number is the minimum for any one speci-
men in the impact determination.

a. The minimum CET for any part of a casing
shall apply to the entire casing.

b. No impact tests are required for a particular
pressure containing component if the maximum
casing working pressure generates a stress less
than 25 percent of the minimum specified yield
stress for the material as determined by the
Manufacturer.

(*) c. All impact test details shall be approved by
the Owner’s Engineer.

3.0 ACCESSORIES

3.1 Drivers

3.1.1 Unless otherwise specified, drivers shall be in-
duction motors designed per [insert Purchaser’s
Engineering Practice] if 200 HP or smaller, and
per [insert Purchaser’s Engineering Practice] if
larger than 200 HP. Synchronous Motors shall be
in accordance with [insert Purchaser’s Engineer-
ing Practice]

3.1.4 Motors shall not be overloaded at the end of the
pump curve.

3.1.5 The motor shall be designed in accordance with
the following:

a. Electrical characteristics -3 phase/60 cycle
with 460 volts for motors less than 100 HP and
2400 volts for 100 HP and larger

b. Starting conditions -70% of rated voltage

——————————————————————————————————
CET (°F) Maximum Casing Impact Requirements

Working Pressure [See Note(1)]
——————————————————————————————————

< 20 °F All 15/12 ft-lbf
> 20 °F to < 60 °F > 1000 psi 15/12 ft-lbf
> 20 °F to < 60 °F < 1000 psi None
> 60 °F All None

——————————————————————————————————
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c. Type of enclosure -Totally enclosed fan cooled
(TEFC), unless otherwise specified

d. Sound pressure level- 85 dBA at 3 feet

e. Area classification -Class I, Group D, Division
2 unless specified otherwise

f. Type of insulation -Class F V PI with a Class B
temperature rise

g. Rotor material
400 HP and larger—copper bars
300 HP and 350 HP—copper bars

if intermittent duty
350 HP and smaller—cast aluminum

h. Service factor—1.0 unless specified otherwise

i. Ambient temperature—Design 40°C, actual
20° to 105°F (–7°C to 41°C)

j. Elevation [insert installation site-specific infor-
mation]

k. Temperature detectors -Two 100 ohm plati-
num RTD’s per phase for motors 125 HP and
larger, 1 RTD per bearing when sleeve bearings
are furnished

l. Vibration sensors -2 eddy current proximity
probes per bearing for motors 1,000 HP and
larger equipped with sleeve bearings

3.1.6 Reduced voltage at starting shall be 70% of rated
voltage.

3.1.9 Steam turbines shall conform to [insert
Purchaser’s Engineering Practice], unless other-
wise specified.

3.1.13 For vertical pumps, the Vendor shall assemble,
align and dowel the motor or gear to the pump
in its shop to assure proper unit fit-up and shaft
mating.

3.2 Couplings and Guards

3.2.2 When the coupling type is not specified by the
Owner, a “Metastream Type T” non-lubricated
disc type coupling with stainless steel disc packs
shall be supplied by the pump Vendor.

3.2.4 (Exception) Couplings shall be mounted on the
shaft with a keyed straight cylindrical fit having
a 0.0005 to 0.001 inch interference between the
hub and the shaft.

3.2.5 The coupling to shaft juncture shall be capable
of withstanding a momentary torque four times
the rated torque without yielding.

3.2.8.1 API-671 governs in applications over 750 HP
and for unspared critical machines.

3.2.12 Coupling guards for horizontal pumps shall be
fabricated from aluminum sheet or expanded
steel sheet. Aluminum guards shall be provided
with a hinged door for inspection of coupling
flexible elements.

3.3 Baseplates

3.3.3 (Clarification and addition) Baseplates shall be
inverted, suitably cleaned and primed before
being filled with epoxy. After this, the baseplate
is to be righted again and all the pads machined
flat and parallel. Centers of mounting pads shall
be at the correct relative elevation within 0.0005
inch per foot of separation between pads (i.e.,
two pads three feet apart shall be a maximum of
0.0015 inch from the correct elevation).

Additionally, each pad shall be level in all direc-
tions within 0.002 inch per foot. Space shall be
provided at each pad for a precision level for
two- plane leveling of the baseplate with the
rotating equipment mounted. These require-
ments shall be met in a relaxed (non-clamped)
state.

3.3.4 All shims shall straddle hold down bolts.

3.3.14 Alignment positioning jackscrews shall be pro-
vided for all equipment feet, regardless of equip-
ment weight.

3.3.21 Mounting plates for vertical pumps shall be per
the following:

Double-casing vertical pumps shall have a steel
mounting plate that completely surrounds the
outer casing and is attached to it by a continu-
ous weld. The steel mounting plate shall have a
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3/4 inch (~19 mm) pipe connection to vent the
space between the outer barrel and the founda-
tion. The plate shall be rectangular with
radiused corners. Foundation bolts shall not be
used to secure the flanged pressure-casing joint.

A rabbetted fit, with excess clearance shall be
provided for the mounting flanges between the
pump and direct mounted driver. Driver/pump
alignments shall be achieved via dowels per
paragraph 3.1.13.

3.3.21.4 All vertical pumps shall have sufficient anchor
bolting to withstand nozzle reaction forces due
to start-up conditions.

3.4 Instrumentation

3.4.3 Provide vibration probes per paragraph 3.4.3.1
and bearing RTDs per paragraph 3.4.3.2 on
pump trains exceeding 1,000 HP and/or 4,000
RPM, and on all unspared critical trains.

3.5 Piping and Appurtenances

3.5.1 General

3.5.1.4 Barrier/buffer fluid reservoirs shall be designed
for mounting off the pump baseplate and shall
be supplied by the Purchaser along with con-
necting tubing and instrumentation.

3.5.1.6 h. Piping shall be designed to facilitate disas-
sembly and reassembly of the equipment.

i. Vendor’s piping shall terminate with a flanged
connection of a line rating at least equal to the
design pressure and design temperature rating
of the equipment.

3.5.1.7 Piping design, materials, joint fabrication, and
inspection shall be in accordance with ASME
B31.3 and the additional requirements of [insert
Purchaser’s Engineering Procedure]. Threaded
or slip-on flanges are not acceptable.

3.5.1.15 Threaded connections shall be made up without
the use of PTFE tape.

3.5.2 Auxiliary Process Fluid Piping

All orifice plates shall be installed in flanged
connections and have a tab, marked with the

orifice size, extending from the flange where
they are installed to indicate their location.

3.5.2.10.1 Flanges are required.

3.5.2.11 (*) Mechanical seal flush lines in flammable or
hazardous service shall be piped unless tubing is
approved by the Owner’s Engineer.

3.7 (New Section) Pressure Vessels and Heat Ex-
changers

(*) Unless otherwise approved by the Owner’s
Engineer, pressure vessels and heat exchangers
associated with rotating equipment shall be de-
signed, fabricated, inspected and tested in accor-
dance with [insert Purchaser ’s Engineering
Procedure(s)]

4.0 INSPECTION, TESTING, AND PREPARA-
TION FOR SHIPMENT

4.1 General

4.1.1 The term Inspector, as used in this document,
refers to the designated Owner’s Representative.

4.2 Inspection

4.2.1 General

4.2.1.3 As a minimum, inspection shall include: verifi-
cation of the equipment dimensions, compliance
with baseplate machining tolerances, examina-
tion of test data and checking preparation for
shipment. For services with pumping tempera-
tures 500°F or higher, the Inspector shall verify
that the internal clearances conform to 2.6.4.2.

4-2.2.1 Pressure boundary components of pumps in
flammable or toxic service shall be inspected per
the requirements of paragraph 4.2.2-4 (magnetic
particle inspection) or paragraph 4.2.2.2 (radiog-
raphy).

4.3 Testing

4.3.1 General

4.3.1.1 As a minimum, inspection and testing of all
pumps shall be conducted according to the com-
pleted Inspection Checklist from API-610 and
the following:
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NOTES:
(1) Hydrostatic tests will be witnessed for Monel
casings.
(2) Witnessed performance test shall be specified
if the pump is high-capacity over 1,000 HP, over
4,000 RPM, and/or for critical service.

(*) (3) If the NPSH required for the pump differs
from the specified available NPSH by 6 feet or
less, an NPSH suppression and performance test
is required. For pumps requiring NPSH testing,
the test of one pump in each service shall be
witnessed by the Inspector. For the balance of
identical pumps, witnessing is not required;
however, certification of test results is required.

(4) If specified by the Owner’s Engineer.

(*) (5) Each sleeve bearing-equipped pump re-
ceiving a witnessed performance test shall have
a witnessed bearing inspection by the Inspector
following the final performance test.

4.3.2 Hydrostatic Test

4.3.2.1 a. (Exception) Suction sections of multistage
horizontal and double-case pumps shall have a
hydrostatic test pressure equal to the maximum
casing discharge pressure. Vertical pumps shall
be tested at the full hydrostatic test pressure
from the suction flange to the discharge flange.

c. Mechanical seal flushing liquid coolers shall
be hydrostatically tested to at least the same
pressure as the pump casing.

4.3.3 Performance Test

4.3.3.2.1 All pumps shall be operated for at least one
hour at rated speed and capacity. One of the

data points shall be the rated point.

(*) When specified by the Owner’s Engineer, the
seal chamber pressure shall be measured at each
point during the performance test. The Vendor
shall ensure that the measured seal chamber
pressures, when corrected for rated suction pres-
sure and specific gravity, are consistent with
those assumed in designing the mechanical seal
(see 2.7.1.12). Corrective steps needed to im-
prove the seal design or seal chamber conditions
shall be mutually agreed upon by the Vendor
and Owner’s Engineer.

4.3.3.3.3 (*) (Exception) In no case shall the minus toler-
ance allowance for shut-off head exceed two
percent. The shut-off head with the positive tol-
erance allowance included shall not exceed 120
percent of the head at the rated capacity, unless
previously approved by the Owner’s Engineer.

4.4 Preparation for Shipment

4.4.3.4 (Exception) Unless otherwise specified, the rust
preventive applied to unpainted exterior ma-
chined surfaces shall be of a type:
(1) to provide protection during outdoor storage
for a period of 12 months exposed to a normal
industrial environment, and
(2) to be removable with mineral spirits or any
Stoddard solvent.

5.0 SPECIFIC PUMP TYPES

5.2.6 Lubrication

5.2.6.2 b. If cooling is permitted, (i.e. for pumps
equipped with sleeve bearings only), materials
of construction for coolers in salt water cooling
service shall be as follows:

———————————————————————————————————————————
Inspection or test Required Witnessed Certified Data

———————————————————————————————————————————
Hydrostatic Test Yes No (1) Yes
Performance Test Yes No (2) Yes
NPSH Test (3) (3) Yes
Inspection by Purchaser (4)
Dismantled Inspection (5)

———————————————————————————————————————————
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5.2.6.4 Lube oil pumps shall be IMO-type twin-screw
construction. Pumps enclosed in the lube-oil res-
ervoir shall have steel or ductile iron cases.

5.2.6.7 Non shaft driven horizontal pumps shall have
positive suction heads and suction lines sloped
to vent to the reservoir.

5.2.6.8 (*) Motor drives for lube oil pumps shall be
specified by the Owner’s Engineer.

5.3 Vertically Suspended Pumps

5.3.7.3.5 A separate sole plate is required. The underside
shall be suitably prepared for epoxy grout.

6.0 VENDOR’S DATA

6.2 Proposals

6.2.3 Technical Data

p. Wear ring clearances and diameters for pro-
posed pumps for pumping temperature 500°F
(260°C) or higher.

q. Design details of all coolers.

r. Minimum case thickness and amount of corro-
sion allowance.

s. For pumps rated over 500 HP, pumps han-
dling cold liquids at —50°F or lower, or pumps
with suction energy ratio over 1.3, include proof
of compliance with 1.1.1.d.

t. Vendor’s proposals for spare parts shall in-
clude proposed method of protection from cor-
rosion during shipment and subsequent storage.

u. Vendor’s proposals shall specify the maxi-
mum dynamic and static pressure ratings of the
mechanical seal.

v. Vendor’s proposal shall state the minimum
flow rate recommended for sustained operation
(more than 1,000 hours per year) on the speci-
fied fluid.

w. Alternative Vendor proposal provided per
paragraph 1.2a shall identify undemonstrated
features and their advantages.

6.2.4 Curves

Quoted efficiency and power shall take into ac-
count the increased clearance required for
pumps in hot services.

6.3 Contract Data

——————————————————————————————————————————
Items Material Description

——————————————————————————————————————————
Tubes ASME SB338 Gr. 2 titanium

——————————————————————————————————————————
Tube Sheets Carbon steel with SB265 Gr. 1 titanium cladding on tube side

(1/2 inch minimum thickness after machining)
——————————————————————————————————————————

Baffles, Tie-Rods & Spacers Carbon Steel
——————————————————————————————————————————

Channel AL-6XN with 1/16 inch corrosion allowance for barrel and
partitions with carbon steel slip-on flanges, gasket surfaces
weld overlaid with 1/4 inch Inconel 625

——————————————————————————————————————————
Channel Cover Carbon steel with Gr. 1 titanium cladding (5/16 inch minimum

thickness after machining)
——————————————————————————————————————————

Floating Head Carbon steel with 1/4 inch minimum thickness Inconel 625
weld overlay on wetted surface, pass partitions of Inconel 625

——————————————————————————————————————————
Shell Carbon steel

——————————————————————————————————————————
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6.3.2 Drawings

Cross-sectional dimensioned drawings of the
stuffing box, seal, gland, shaft sleeve, and pro-
posed flushing arrangement for the mechanical
seal shall be provided.

7.0 GUARANTEE AND WARRANTY

7.1 Mechanical
Unless exception is recorded by the Vendor in
his proposal, it shall be understood that the Ven-
dor agrees to the guarantees and warranties
specified in Items 1 and 2 below:

1. All equipment and component parts shall be
warranted by the Vendor against defective mate-
rials, design, and workmanship for one year af-

ter being placed in service (but not more than 18
months after date of shipment).

2. If any performance deficiencies or defects oc-
cur during the guarantee and warranty period,
the Vendor shall make all necessary alterations,
repairs, and replacements free of charge, free on
board factory. Field labor charges, if any, shall be
subject to negotiation between the Vendor and
the Purchaser.

7.2 Performance

The equipment shall be guaranteed for satisfac-
tory performance at all operating conditions
specified on the data sheet. Field checks on per-
formance, when made by the Purchaser, shall be
made within 60 days of initial operation.

8.0 TABLE

DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
———————————————————————————————————————————

Item Description As-Built

1 Certified dimensional outline drawing Yes
2 Cross-sectional drawing and bill of materials Yes
3 Shaft seal drawing and bill of materials Yes
4 Coupling assembly drawing and bill of materials Yes
5 Primary and auxiliary sealing schematic and bill of materials Yes
6 Cooling or heating schematic and bill of materials Yes
7 Lube-oil schematic and bill of materials Yes
8 Lube-oil system arrangement drawing and list of connections Yes
9 Lube-oil component drawings and data Yes
10 Electrical and instrumentation schematics and bill of materials Yes
11 Electrical and instrumentation arrangement

drawing and list of connections Yes
12 Performance curves Yes
13 Vibration analysis data Yes
14 Damped unbalanced response analysis Yes
15 Lateral critical speed analysis Yes
16 Torsional critical speed analysis Yes
17 Certified hydrostatic test data Yes
18 Weld procedures Yes
19 Performance test data Yes
20 Certified rotor balance data for multistage pumps Yes
21 Residual unbalance check Yes
22 Rotor mechanical and electrical runout Yes
23 Data sheets Yes
24 Clearances Yes
25 Installation, operation and maintenance manuals Yes
26 Spare parts recommendations Yes

———————————————————————————————————————————
Note: If the document cannot be provided in the format as indicated, the Manufacturer shall consult with the
Owner’s Engineer for an acceptable alternative.
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This appendix, or standard procedure, outlines the
requirements for specifying and installing pre-grouted
machinery baseplates. A typical application for this stan-
dard procedure would be the installation or retrofit of an
ANSI or API pump. However, this standard does not
cover the installation requirements for machinery
mounted on sole plates.

1.0 Purpose

The purpose of this standard procedure is to provide
specific requirements for pre-filling any machinery base-
plate, or—in particular—a pump baseplate, with epoxy
grout, and machining the mounting surfaces of the base-
plate after the grout has cured. Additionally, this stan-
dard procedure outlines the requirements for installing
the pre-grouted baseplate in the field, utilizing a special
grouting technique for the final grout pour. This special
technique makes use of a low viscosity epoxy grout for
the final pour. The technique greatly reduces the field
costs associated with traditional installation methods.

By utilizing this standard procedure, baseplate mounted
machinery can be installed with zero voids, eliminate the
possibility of expensive field machining, and reduce
field installation costs by 40% to 50%.

2.0 Specification of Pre-Grouted Baseplates

2.1 The underside of the baseplate to be pre-grouted
must be sandblasted to white metal to remove all
existing paint, primer, or scale.

2.2 Any tapped bolt holes that penetrate through the
top of the baseplate, such as the coupling guard
hold down bolts, must be filled with the appropri-
ate sized bolts and coated with never-seize to cre-
ate the necessary space for bolt installation after
grouting of the baseplate.

2.3 Anchor bolt or jack bolt holes, located inside the

grouted space of the baseplate, must have provi-
sions for bolt penetration through the baseplate
after grouting.

2.4 If the baseplate has grout holes and/or vent holes,
these holes must be completely sealed prior to
grouting.

2.5 All pre-grouted baseplates will be filled with cata-
lyzed epoxy grout or a premium non-shrink ce-
ment grout.

2.6 Once the baseplate has been filled with epoxy
grout, the grout must be completely cured before
any machining is performed.

2.7 The machining of the baseplate must be set up to
assure that the baseplate is under no stress or de-
format ion .

2.8 Prior to machining, the baseplate must be adjusted
and leveled to assure that no more than 0.020" of
metal is removed at the lowest point.

2.9 The baseplate will have two (2) mounting surfaces
for the driver, and two (2) to four (4) mounting
surfaces for the driven equipment. The flatness tol-
erance for all these mounting surfaces will be
0.001" per ft. The finished surface roughness must
be no more than an 85P profiled surface.

2.10 The two (2) mounting surfaces for the driver must
be co-planar within 0.002.” The two (2) to four (4)
mounting surfaces for the driven equipment must
also be co-planar within 0.002.” The original di-
mensional relationship (elevation) between the
driver mounting surfaces and the driven mounting
surfaces must be maintained to within 0.020.”

2.11 Once the machining process has been completed,
an “as machined” tolerance record must be taken,

Appendix 4

Specification and Installation of

Pre-grouted Pump Baseplates
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and provided with the pre-grouted baseplate.

3.0 General Field Grouting Requirements

3.1 The epoxy grout utilized for the final field grout
pour is a low viscosity epoxy grout. This grout has
a special aggregate and has the consistency of thin
pancake batter. This allows for a very thin final
grout pour, with the optimum vertical thickness
being 3/4” (~19 mm).

3.2 All grout material components must be stored in a
dry and weatherproof area in original unopened
containers. Under no circumstances should grout-
ing components be stored outside subject to rain or
under a tarpaulin with no air circulation.

3.3 For optimum handling characteristics precondition
the resin and hardener to a temperature between
64°F and 90°F (18°C and 32°C).

3.4 The work area, including foundation and machin-
ery must be protected from direct sunlight and
rain. This covering (shading) should be erected 48
hours prior to alignment and grouting, and shall
remain until 24 hours after placement of the grout,
by which time the grout will have cured and re-
turned to ambient temperature. The shading is also
to prevent the foundation from becoming wet. It is
important that the concrete remain dry prior to
grouting.

3.5 Grouting shall be scheduled to take place during
early morning or afternoon hours depending on
the surface temperatures.

3.6 Just before starting the grouting operation, the tem-
perature of the concrete foundation and machinery
shall be taken using a surface thermometer. Ideal
surface temperatures shall be between 70°F and
90°F (21°C and 32°C).

4.0 Foundation Preparation

4.1 The concrete must be chipped to expose a mini-
mum of 50% aggregate so as to remove all laitance
and provide a rough surface for bonding. Hand
chipping guns only will be used: No jackhammers
will be permitted. If oil or grease are present, af-
fected areas will be chipped out until free of oil or
grease.

4.2 The concrete to be chipped should not extend more
than 2" outside the “foot print” of the pre-grouted
baseplate. Low viscosity epoxy grout can only be
poured up to a 2" depth, and should not extend
more than 2" from the edge of the baseplate. By
limiting the chipped area of the concrete to just
outside the foot print of the baseplate, simple form-
ing techniques can be utilized.

4.3 After chipping, the exposed surface must be blown
free of dust and concrete chips using oil and water
free compressed air from an approved source. Con-
crete surface can also be vacuumed.

4.4 After the foundation has been chipped and
cleaned, adequate precautions must be taken to
ensure there is no contamination of the concrete
surfaces. To prevent debris, loose materials, or
parts, from falling on the top of the concrete, prop-
erly cover the workspace with polyethylene sheet.

4.5 The foundation bolt threads must be protected
during the grouting operations.

4.6 As regards the bolts (“Drawing #1”), which will be
tensioned after grouting, care must be taken to
prevent the bolt surfaces from coming in contact
with the epoxy grout. All anchor bolts should have
grout sleeves, which must be filled with a non-
bonding material to prevent the epoxy grout from
filling the grout sleeve. This can be accomplished
by protecting the anchor bolt beforehand between
the top of the grout sleeve and the underside of the
baseplate by wrapping the bolt with foam insula-
tion, Dux-Seal or other nonbonding material.

5.0 Pre-grouted Baseplate Preparation

5.1 Prior to positioning the baseplate over the founda-
tion, the bottom side of the pre-filled baseplate
must be solvent washed to remove any oil or other
contaminants from the surface. After the surface
has been cleaned, sand the surface to break the
glaze of the epoxy grout.

5.2 Vertical edges of the baseplate that come in contact
with the epoxy grout must be radiussed/cham-
fered to reduced stress concentration in the grout.

5.3 Vertical jackscrews should be provided at each an-
chor bolt. The jackscrews will be used to level the
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pre-grouted baseplate. These jackscrews will be
removed after the low viscosity epoxy cures, gener-
ally 24 hours after placement at 78°F (26°C).

5.4 Leveling pads should be used under each jack-
screw to prevent the baseplate from “walking”
while leveling the baseplate. The pads will remain
in the grout, and must be made from stainless steel.
The pads must have radiused edges and rounded
corners to reduce stress concentrations in the grout.

5.5 With the jackscrews and leveling pads in place,
level the pre-grouted baseplate to 0.002"/foot for
API applications and 0.005"/foot (0.12 mm/m) for
ANSI applications.

5.6 After the baseplate has been leveled, the jackscrews
must be greased or wrapped with Dux-Seal to fa-
cilitate their removal once the grout has cured. Wax
is not a suitable releasing agent.

6.0 Forming

6.1 Low viscosity epoxy grout should only be poured

up to a 2" depth, and should not extend more than
2" from the edge of the baseplate. The optimum
pour depth is 3/4" to 1". The best wood forming
material for this product is a “2 by 4.”

6.2 Any wood surface coming in contact with epoxy
grout, shall be coated three times with paste floor
wax. (Liquid wax or oil is not acceptable as an al-
ternative). All forms must be waxed three times
before the forms are placed on the foundation (note
“Drawing #2”). Do not wax the wood surface that
comes in contact with the foundation. This may
prevent the silicone sealant from sticking to the
form board and forming a proper seal. Care should
be taken to prevent any wax from falling on either
concrete foundation or baseplate.

6.3 In most cases, there is very little room between the
side of the baseplate and the edge of the founda-
tion. To help position the form boards, it is best to
fasten the boards together with wood screws or
nails. One side of the form should leave an opening
between the board and the baseplate that measures
1" to 2" (see “Drawing #3”). The other three sides

Drawing #1. Anchor bolt detail
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should have a separation of 1/2" to 3/4". The
larger side will be used to pour the low viscosity
epoxy grout.

6.4 Forms shall be made liquid tight: Silicone sealant
that does not cure to a hard consistency is best
suited for this application. A sealant that remains
pliable will facilitate easy removal. The best ap-
proach is to apply the sealant directly on the foun-
dation, where the front edge of the form will fall,
and then press the form down to create the seal.
Check for cracks and openings between the form
and the foundation, and apply additional sealant
where needed. Allow at least an hour for the seal-
ant to cure before pouring the grout.

6.5 Because of the small depth of the epoxy grout pour,
it will be very difficult to use a chamfer stripe to
create a bevel around the outside of the form. The
best approach is to use a grinder after the grout has
cure to create a bevel.

6.6 Once the form boards are in place, a small “head
box” can be made using blocks of duct seal. To help
create a slight head for the grout, build a duct seal
dam on the side of the baseplate with the larger
opening. The dam should be about 3" tall, 12" long,
and form a rectangle by connecting the two short
sides direct to the baseplate. The end result will be

a 3" head box that will be used to pour and place
all the epoxy grout. The best location for the head
box is the mid-point of the baseplate.

7.0 Grouting Procedure for Low Viscosity Epoxy
Grout

7.1 The required number of units of epoxy grout, in-
cluding calculated surplus, should be laid out close
to the grouting location. The 1/2”� drill and mixer
blade should be prepared for the grouting opera-
tion.

7.2 Low viscosity epoxy grout is a three-component,
high-strength, 100% solids epoxy grouting com-
pound. The resin, hardener, and aggregate are sup-
plied in a 6 gallon (~23ρ) mixing container. One
unit produces 0.34 cubic feet of grout.

7.3 The hardener will be poured into the can contain-
ing the resin. Using a 1/2”� hand drill, 200-250
RPM, with a “Jiffy-type” mixer blade, gradually
blend the mixture. Care should be taken not to
whip air into the mixture. The resin and hardener
must be mixed for three minutes. Pour the resin-
hardener combination into the mixing container
and gradually mix the aggregate into the resin-
hardener mixture. Use the mixer blade to blend the
material until the aggregate is completely wet.

Drawing #2. Foundation detail
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7.3 The pouring must be carefully managed starting
with the inside forms and working toward the
outside forms. The grout must be poured into the
forms such that air is not trapped under the base-
plate. Start pouring the grout from the initial loca-
tion and do not move along the forms until the
grout has made 100% contact with the underside of
baseplate.

7.4 No mechanical vibrators or strapping should be
used to place the grout under the baseplate. Low
viscosity epoxy grout has exceptional flow charac-
teristics and can be placed with adequate hydraulic
head.

7.5 Cure time for low viscosity epoxy grout is 24 hours
at 76°F (26°C). Protect recently poured grout from
any sudden temperature change and direct sun-
light by providing a shade over the work site.

7.6 Forms must be left in place until the grout has
cured. The surface of the grout should be firm and
not tacky to the touch.

7.7 Immediately after the grouting process is complete,
all tools and mixing equipment must be cleaned
with plant pressure water and nozzle.

7.8 Before the grout starts to harden, the excess grout
should be scraped off with trowels and the base-
plate washed with a wet rag or a solvent, such as
WD-40.

7.9 All unused mixed epoxy material and cleanup resi-
due should be disposed of in accordance with local
laws and ordinances. The mixed epoxy material is
non-hazardous, and should be compatible with
general waste.

Drawing #3. Form detail
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8.0 Inspection

8.1 Inspection of the forming, mixing, and placement
of epoxy grout is critical to a successful grout job.
A checklist has been provided to highlight the im-
portant points of the grouting process.

Inspection Check List

Inspection of Work Site— Check for:
• Proper shading
• Preparation of concrete, baseplate, jackscrews, lev-

eling pads
• Wood forms properly waxed and sealed
• Foundation bolts wrapped & sealed

Before Mixing—Check for:
• Mixing equipment clean
• Surface temperature of epoxy grout components

(<90°F or 32°C)
• Ambient Temperature (<95°F or 35°C)

While Mixing—Check for:
• Slow drill motor rpm’s to avoid entrapping air
• Resin and hardener mixed 3 minutes (use the

timer)

Before Pouring—Check for:
• Temperature of concrete foundation (<95°F or

35°C))
• Temperature of the machinery baseplate (<95°F)

While Pouring—Check for:
• Continuous operation
• Adequate head to fill corners inside baseplate

After Pouring—Check for:
• Ambient temperature for the record
• Maintaining head until the grout starts to set

Curing—Check for:
• Work site kept shaded for 24 hours to avoid sharp

temperature increase
• Formwork left in place until grout is no longer

tacky to the touch

The protection of liquid or dry gas type mechanical
seals in pumps that are stored or “mothballed” for pro-
longed periods of time deserves attention. The precau-
tionary recommendations of A.W. Chesterton Company
are given here as a general guide.

1. Storage

Chesterton recommends, when possible, to remove
the mechanical seal from the pump. The company
correctly points out that mechanical seals are as-
sembled and tested in a clean room environment.

Left unprotected in the field, both internal as
well as external contaminants, such as airborne

Appendix 5

Protection of Mechanical Seals in

Non-operating Pumps

dust, can accumulate in the critical sealing areas
causing leakage or damage to the seal on start-up.
(The authors believe this to be equally true for liq-
uid and dry gas seals).

The seal should be labeled to identify the materials
of construction, then packaged and stored in a con-
trolled dry environment. If the seal has previously
been in operation, or has been in contact with flu-
ids, it should be returned to the manufacturer for
inspection and/or repair.

2. Pumps where fluid has been introduced

• Valve-off the pump and drain fluid from the pump
casing
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• Remove seal environmental controls and drain flu-
ids, including barrier fluid, from the seal

• Clean seal chamber(s) with a solvent compatible
with the seal materials to remove all possible resi-
dues and drain from the pump and seal. Rotate
shaft by hand during this process

• Plug all seal ports
• Mask the opening between the shaft or seal sleeve

and the gland to protect the seal from environmen-
tal contamination

• Tag the equipment with the date of storage.

3. Pumps where no fluid has been introduced

• Remove seal environmental controls
• Plug all seal ports
• Mask the opening between the shaft or seal sleeve

and the gland to protect the seal from environmen-
tal contamination

• Tag the equipment with the date of storage.

4. Restarting equipment

• Check with the seal manufacturer to assure the
date of storage in conjunction with the materials of
construction does not exceed the shelf life of the
mechanical seal

• Remove masking from the opening between the
shaft or seal sleeve and the gland

• Valve out the pump and remove plugs from seal
ports and flush with a solvent compatible with the
seal materials to remove all possible residues. Ro-
tate shaft by hand during this process

• Drain fluid from the pump casing
• Reconnect seal environmental controls and/or

plug seal ports
• Open suction and crack open discharge valves
• Vent the seal chamber to allow the seal to become

surrounded by liquid
• Start the pump, using the checklist/procedure of

Appendix 1 of this text.
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loops 206
buffer loop 174
bulk oil storage vessel 265
butterfly valve 80

losses through 78
bypass opening cross-section 144
bypass valve 85

operation 85

C
cage deformation 20
cage degradation 156
cage materials 20, 156
cage type 22
cages, plastic 21
canned motor seal-less pump 323
canned motor pump 326
cantilever pump 333
capillary action 257
carbon fiber composite 130
carbon graphite 197, 198
carrier air 265, 267
Cartex-D cartridge seal 179
cartridge designs 175, 178
cartridge seals 175, 177, 178

magnetic 126
single 178

case histories 207
involving synthetic lubricants 227
oil transfer containers 287

case wear ring 395
casing 135

configurations 136
design weakness 14
wear 335
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cassette-type seal configurations 175, 180
cast iron bearing housing adapter 14, 15
cast iron distance piece 14
cast steel bearing housing 15
catalysts 222
category 1 seals 213
category 2 seals 213
category 3 seals 214
cause mapping 370
cause-and-effect (fish bone) diagrams 355
cause-and-effect approach 369
causes of bearing failures 244
cavitation 102, 104, 105, 107, 109, 135, 308, 321, 331, 359

damage 107
suppression 107

cement grouting 58
cementitious grout 46, 47, 58, 60
center member 299
centerline offset 64, 66
centistokes (cSt) 221
certificates of compliance 205
chain brackets 67
chain couplings 297
chance failure 407
change of performance 92
channeling characteristics 252
channeling greases 251
checklist development 362
chemical cleaning 40
chemical cross-linking 49
chemical pumps 323, 328
chock elevation tolerances 56
chock plate 54, 56

area 56
installation 55

chrome-copper 165
circular volute 135, 136
circulating lube system 231
circulating systems 217, 239
clamp-on flinger device 236
clamping 150
Class 1, Division 1 location 282

service 283
Class 1 Division 2 hazardous areas 283
Class 1, Groups C and D 283
class and group 282
clean-up of grout 62
cleaning procedure 40
cleanliness level 245
cleanliness rating 245
close-fitting seals 263

closed impeller 134, 337
pressure distribution 339

closed loop systems 271
closed oil mist systems 146
closed pump impellers 133
closed system oiler 233
closed systems 280
closed-loop oil mist systems 270, 271
coating thickness 48
coefficient of friction 225
cog belt 298
cold setting of hangers/supports 39
cold weather flow properties 226
cold-service pumps 362
collapsing vapor bubbles 107
collection containers 270
collet driver 402, 403
column assembly 337, 342
column shafting 342
commissioning costs 2
commodity seal 193
complex calcium-soap greases 251
component lifetimes 413
component misalignment 71
component MTBF 407
composite baseplate 54
composite materials 130
comprehensive bid tabulation 26
comprehensive test report 205
compression springs 153
computer input form for pumps 26
computerized failure records 368
computerized failure report system 26
computerized maintenance management system

(CMMS) 357
computerized pump data input form 27
computerized tools 75
concentric grooves 235
concentricity of suction and discharge piping 39
concrete foundation 61
concrete laitance 51
condition monitoring 309, 310, 313, 314
condition-based maintenance 310
Conrad-type bearing 126, 136

radial 247
consistency 251
constancy of purpose 402
constant level lubricators 118, 144, 232, 234

preferred installation location for 234
unbalanced 232

constant level oiler assembly 268
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contact angle 136, 144, 152, 157, 162
contaminants 222

exclusion of 245
contaminating particles 222
contamination 245

control 245
continuous combustion 222
continuous on-stream alignment monitoring 71
continuous operating speeds 252
contoured diaphragm coupling 297
contoured flow straightening insert 37
control methods 84
control phase 367
control valves 78

operation 84
type 82

controlled torque bolt-up 73
conventional seals 171
conventional-flow grease lubricated 256
converter/hardener 62
converting operating motors 281
convoluted discs 178
cooled discharge recirculation 191
cooled seal recirculation 192
cooling 317

circuit 206
coils 170
of the motor 333
of the seal faces 115
tower pumps 331
water 249

jackets 317, 318
removal of 317

copper-containing alloys 222
core sample 47
corporate engineering practice 8
corrections at the machine feet 69
corrosion 341

inhibiting 284
inhibitive primer 42

corrosive additives 225
cost for a pre-grouted baseplate 52
cost justification
constant level lubricator 234

for bearing housing seals 124
for high-performance wear parts 132

cost justification calculation 229
cost justification for DRACBBs 161
cost justification for flinger discs 235, 238
cost justification for oil transfer containers 287
cost of pump failures 351

counterweights 39
coupling alignment 58
coupling damage 300
coupling degradation 298
coupling MTBF 112, 297
coupling overheating 63
coupling, rubber tire-type 296
coupling spacer 292
coupling travel 295
coupling-to-shaft fits 401
couplings 305, 414
CR-6100 131
CRC Lubrication Handbook 245
critical speeds 342, 343
cross-flow lubrication 256
crude transfer pump 231
curing 44

agents 44
cutwater 135, 308

tip width 367
CV value 81
CV-factor 77
cyclone chambers 115, 117
cyclone seal chamber 115
cyclone separator 201

effect 115
cylindrical roller 162

bearings 161

D
damage of flange faces 73
data acquisition and analysis instruments 304
data collection and analysis 418
data collection efforts 23
data file folders 24, 26
de-rating of motors 88
debits for efficiency deviations 30
decision support system 304
deep well pumps 163, 337
deep well vertical turbine pump 337
deep-groove Conrad-type ball bearings 20
defect signals 303
deflection 153

between pipe supports 267
calculations 19

deformation of the ball separators (cages) 249
Delrin® cable wraps 261
density of grout 50
deposit formation 226
depth of immersion 232, 235
desiccant cartridges 245
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design change form 26, 29
design compromises 13
design weakness 15
detecting excessive pipe stress 72
detergent properties 223
dial indicator readings 67
dial indicator setup 69
dial indicators 68
diametral looseness 306
diaphragm couplings 297
dibasic ester (diester) 223, 225, 281
diester 225, 281
differential temperature 246
differential thermal growth 156
diffuser vanes 135
dilating lubricant flinger 236, 238
dimensional concentricity 232
direct sintered silicon carbide 198
directed lubrication 168
directed oil mist 146

fittings 22
disaster bushing 201
disc pack 295

couplings 297, 299, 415
discharge case 338
discharge head 337, 344

resonance 341
discharge orifice 91
discharge piping configuration 33
discharge recirculation 190
disputes 216
distortion of the mounting surfaces 46
distribution block 265
distribution manifold 266, 285
distributive control systems (DCS) 316
distributor manifold 286
Division 1 282
Division 2 282
Division 2 service 283
DN limits 252
DN value 144, 232, 252

for grease applications 252
Dodd bars 64
dosing modules 262
double back-to-back seal 181
double mechanical seal 175
double row angular contact, 5000 series bearings 139
double row angular contact ball bearings 136, 159
double row bearings 15, 158
double row thrust bearings 15
double seal arrangement 174

double suction, between bearing, split case pumps 330
double volute 136

casings 135
double-entry volute casing pump 104
double-face 122
double-flow pump 331
double-shielded ball bearings 256, 257, 260
double-shields 255
double-suction impeller pumps 331
double-suction pumps 331
double-volute and concentric casings 19
dowel pinning options 58
dowelling 57
down-thrusts 344
drain passage 258
drain pipe 258
drain plug 257, 258
drip feed lubrication 238
drip feed lubricators 230
driver efficiency estimates 82
dropping point 251
dry coefficient of friction 295
dry gas 183

seals 181
dry pack grout 56
dry pit 332
dry running containment seals 214
dry sump applications 271
dry sump oil mist 146, 217, 268, 269

path 276
dry-pit 333

environments 334
dual face magnetic seals 122
dual gas barrier seal 214
dual inner rings 158
dual seal 174

unpressurized 178
dual-face magnetic bearing housing seal 119
dual-face magnetic seals 122, 123, 124, 126, 280
duplex 40° angular contact angle thrust bearings 21, 126
duplex angular contact 22

pump thrust bearings 250
duplex bearing 126
Dupont Vespel® 395
duty points 84
Dynalign bars 64
dynamic balancing 305
dynamic misalignment 168
dynamic relative thermal growth 64
dynamic seals 128, 129, 130, 336
dynamic shaft seals 334
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E
eccentric reducer 35, 36

when not in use 331
economic justification 24, 25

of oil mist 271
economics of plant-wide oil mist 271
eddy current (induction) heater 402, 404
edge loading of bearings 34
effect of water 21

in lube oil 121
efficiency 83, 90, 312, 316, 388

gain 131
penalty 330
values 89

elastomer 298
bellows 173
boot 178
couplings 297
in compression 295
performance 298
seal components (O-rings) 371

elastomer-lined pumps 334
elastomeric

bellows 178
cog belt coupling 298
contact seals 280
couplings 299
flinger disc 238
materials 297
rubber wear parts 334

elastomeric toroid 298
elbows 36
electric discharges 87
electric motor bearing 250, 258, 276

grease 253
life 220
lubrication 257
oil mist for 272

electric motor difficulties 254
electric motor re-greasing 253
electrician’s tape 279
electronic moisture detection 245
elevation adjusting devices 56
elevation variation 58
EM-polyureas 258
employee benefits 351
emulsification 222
end suction 102

API-610 pump 319
chemical pump 324
pump 104

radial split design 330
end-play 168
energy consumption 226
energy costs 2
energy efficiency credits 280
energy savings with diester-based synthetics 227
engineered seal 214, 370
enveloping process 303
environmental control plans 187
EP (extreme pressure) additives 250
EP industrial oil 225
epoxy 61

adhesive 44
compounds 62
grout 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 52, 57, 61, 62
grout system 51
grouting 42
potting compound 279
primers 42
resin 49, 62

erosion 115
erosion-abrasion 335
erosive 371

wear 371
escape valve 258
Escoweld 7501 60
Escoweld 7505 61
Escoweld 7507 60
Escoweld 7507 Epoxy 61
Escoweld 7530 61
Escoweld 7560 51
escrow, percentage of 24
ethylene service 203
ethylene-propylene O-rings 201
excess grease 147, 257, 258

cups 261
excessive amounts of lubricant 251
excessive bearing temperatures 147
excessive eye diameter 389
excessive front clearance 392
excessive nozzle loads 34
excessive preload 153
excessive pressure, effects on bearings 34
excessive vibration 307
excessive viscosity 244
excitation forces 301
expansion chambers 116, 118
expeller 128, 130
explosion-proof (XP) electric motors 281
explosion-proof rated vent 279, 282
external buffer fluid supply 193
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external cooling of the seal flush 318
external lubrication of the bowl bearings 338
external seal flush 192
extreme pressure (EP) technology 225
extreme pressure properties 223

F
fabrication and processing errors viii
face alignment 115
face flatness 72, 402
face material combinations 198
face width 204
face-to-face 155, 156, 162, 175, 249

arrangement 155, 205
face-type bearing housing seals 416
face-type magnetic seals 125
failure cost vii
failure experience 351
failure population viii
failure reduction programs 351, 352
failure reductions achieved 368
failure risk 20

of plastic cages 249
failure statistics 20, 247

for bearings 240, 244
failures 111

cost for pumps 351
false brinelling 251
fatigue failure 244
fatigue life of a ball bearing 220
faulty procedures vii
FEA analysis 414
field installation cost 51
field-work related reviews 361
fill and drain plugs 259
filler notch bearings 250
filler sand aggregate 58
filling notch bearings 22, 159
filling notches 159
filling slots 136

bearings 136
design 159
double row bearings 136

film strength 225
film thickness 225
filter 88
filtered velocity plot 308
filtered frequency 301
filtered vibration analysis 307
fire hazard 227
fires

cost data on 111
flammable and/or toxic liquids 318
flange alignment 74
flange face damage 73
flange parallelism 34
flange-to-nozzle joint record 74
flanged connections 73
flanged gear couplings 295
flash and fire point 221
flash point 222
flat oil rings 236
flatness 48, 49
flexible couplings 70, 291, 294
flexing planes 67
flinger discs 126, 232, 236, 237, 239, 250

economics of 238
elastomeric 238
justification for 235

flingers 235
flow coefficient (CV) 79, 80
flow conditioning unit 35
flow distribution enhancement 188
flow disturbances at pump inlets 35
flow losses 78
flow patterns 35
flow recirculation 100
flow straightening devices 38
flow straightening insert 37
flow velocity limits 77
flow-disturbing fittings 36
flow-straightening devices 35
fluctuating force 135
fluctuating loads 135
flush plans 188
flushing preservation 41
foot corrections 70

approach 62
foot mounting 8
foot-mounted pump 63
forced feed circulation 238
forces on the pump shaft 136
forces resulting from flexible couplings 136
forming 59, 61

material 61
forms 60
foundation 59

bolt threads 59, 61
chipping 51
for pumps 45
preparation 51
stiffness 303
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wetting 60
free water content, permitted in oil 140
free-free critical speed 343
free-surface vortices 109
freeze protection and rust inhibitors 188
frequency spectrum 308
frequency vs. vibration amplitude plot 311
fresh oil make-up 267
FRETT 369
friction 151

loss cost 78
losses 78

in bearings 244
torque 220

frictional characteristics 226
frictional heat 263
front shroud 133
fugitive emissions of volatile organic compounds 270
full API-610 pumps 322
full spares 5
fully closed system 280

G
galvanized steel header pipes 265
gap “A” 359, 361
gap “B” 359
garter seals 151
gas entrainment 329
gas seals 181, 214
gaskets 74

condition 72
dimension 72
size 72

gasket-backed inserts 171
gasketed step fit 13
gate valve 79
gating values 102, 103
gear couplings 66, 294, 295, 297, 414
gear lubrication 225
general-purpose greases 295
gland throttle bushing 402
glass fiber reinforced polyamide 156
globe valve 80
Goodman diagram 415
Gordon Buck 408
gouging abrasion 335
Grafoil® 371
grease 220

applications, DN-values for 252
charge 140
compatibilities 258

deterioration 263
dispensers 263
drain plug 257
expulsion 258
lubricated bearings 140
lubricated couplings 250
lubricated medium duty pump 141
lubricated thrust 345
lubrication 147, 221, 250, 253
lubrication system 263
properties 251
quantity 252
relubrication intervals 252, 253
replenishment 258

guideline 253
reservoir 257
retainer labyrinth 257

Green Belt 352, 353
grinding abrasion 335
grooved oil rings 235, 236
grooved vs. ungrooved oil rings 236
grooves 367
grooving of wear rings 367
group cost 53
grout edges 60
grout

finishing 60
forming technique 51
forms 46, 49, 50, 52
head pressure 50
holes 44, 46
installation 44
placement 60
surfaces 60

grouting 45, 46
material 61
of baseplate 44

gyratory motion 152
gyroscopic spinning 153

H
hand-held data collection 303
hard metal slurry pump 335
hard metals 334
hardened grease 261
hardener 49
harmonics 87, 303, 337

higher 303
losses 87

Hastelloy® 178
head box 51, 60
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head coefficient 94
head loss 77, 78
head-capacity curve 84, 93
head-capacity shape 94
head-flow measurement method 311
head-flow method of pump condition monitoring 311
head-flow performance 313
head-flow testing 312
head-flow-power characteristics 315
header pipe pressure 265
header pipes 266
header pressure 284
header size 267
headquarters team approach 352
heat checking 371
heat dilation 21
heat dissipation 173
heat exchanger 170
heat generation 160

in bearings 147
heat removal 150
heat straightening 391
heat-generating effects of lubricants 251
heat-related winding damage 259
heating or cooling jackets 190
heating technique for bearings 402
heavy-duty 137

full API-610 pumps 322
process pump 141
slurry pumps 334

hermetic seals 22, 151, 241, 246
high axial load 136

ratings 163
high capacity filling slot 159
high efficiency motors 76
high film strength oils 225
high load capacity 22
high nozzle loads 34
high suction energy 102, 106

pumps 101
split case pump 331

high-energy pumps 33
high-performance material 130
high-pressure seal 201
high-speed spindles 241
high-temperature bellows seals 318
high-temperature performance 251
high-thrust vertical motors 337
higher harmonics 303
hollow motor shaft 293
hollow shaft motors 293

hook sleeve 128
horizontal process pump 140
horizontal split case 102
horizontal wastewater pump 332
horizontally split models 319
horsepower savings, value of 30
hot oil pumps 318
hot oil service 317
housing fits 149, 150
housing material 150
housing tolerance 150
housing vent 245
housing wear 150
hub (back) shrouds 133
hub looseness 306
hydraulic axial thrust 337
hydraulic balancing forces 172
hydraulic closing forces 175
hydraulic face load 201
hydraulic head produced by the grout 46
hydraulic impeller balance 342
hydraulic lift 50
hydraulic loads 135, 136
hydraulic pressure 133

balance 206
hydraulic radial load 135
hydraulic radial unbalance 19
hydraulic reliability factors 108
hydraulic selection 99
hydrocarbon vapor bubbles 321
hydrochloric acid 41
hydrodynamic bearings 164, 168
hydrodynamic equalizing pivoted shoe thrust bearing

164
hydrodynamic film 168
hydrodynamic grooves 182, 201
hydrodynamic lubrication 201

interface 185
hydrodynamic pivoted 164
hydrodynamic principle 164, 165
hydrogen embrittlement 121
hydrostatic force 133

I
I-610 159
impeller bore and threads 393
impeller bore tolerance 388
impeller clearance 128
impeller designs 134
impeller diameter trim 89
impeller dynamic balance criteria 307
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impeller eye area 388
impeller eye diameter comparison 389
impeller inlet vane angle 389
impeller material 106
impeller performance 93, 361
impeller to shaft fits 393
impeller trim, impact on performance 87
impeller vane depth 390
impeller vane overlap 104
impeller wear rings 395
impeller without balance holes 134
impellers opposed for thrust reduction 322
imperfect sinusoidal waves 87
implosive velocities 107
improperly operated pumps viii
improvement phase 361
in-shop conversions 284
incompatibility of greases 259
incorrect prime coating 48
incorrect vane length 391
incorrect “wrap” of vanes 391
incorrectly machined oil rings 246
increased service life of the lubricant 226
induced debris build-up 245
inducer 95, 319
inducer type 328
Inductive pumps 163, 240
influence of balance holes 134
initial costs 2
inlet bell 109
inlet configuration 108
inlet structure 109
inlet vane angle 388
inner containment pipe 336
inorganic zinc primer 47, 48
input filter 87
inside balanced seal 177
inside unbalanced mechanical seal 177
instability threshold for oil rings 235
installation costs 2
installation procedure 281
insufficient discharge pressure 377
insufficient flow 361
insufficient load 152
insufficient NPSH 112
insufficient vane height 393
intake design 109
intake features 109
intake structures 345

sumps 346
inter-stage bushings 130

interference fits 157
intermittent flow 375, 376
internal clearances 151

reductions 150
internal gear teeth 295
internal preloading 147
internal radial clearance 151
internal recirculation 102, 313
internal vortices 390
inventory buy-back 215
inverted toroid elastomeric coupling 299
inverter-rated motor windings 87
inverter-resistant motors 88
ionic bonding 225
isentropic temperature rise 312, 313
ISO 4406:99 Cleanliness Level Standards 242
ISO viscosity grade 144
ISO Viscosity Grade (VG) number 140

J
jack bolts 48, 49
jack screw 57
jet-oil delivery 239
jet-oil lubrication 229, 231, 239
jet-oil with filter 217
journal bearings 167
junction box cover 279
justification example 273

K
K factors 78
Kepner-Tregoe approach 368
Kettleborough, Prof. Dr. Fred 246
keyed couplings 293
keyways 394
Kingsbury LEG journal bearing 170
Kingsbury vertical thrust bearing assembly 170
KM factor 107

L
L10 life 138, 415
L3/D4 ratio 19
labor cost for Stay-Tru system 53
labor cost for two pour procedure 53
LabTecta® 245
labyrinth 258

grease drain passages 260
seals 116, 151, 257

laitance 56, 59, 61
land-riding cage 158
large bore seal chambers 113, 114, 115
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large vertical pumps 164
laser etching technology 181
laser optic running alignment monitoring 71
laser particle counter 245
laser surface texturing 197
laser-etched face groove 182
laser-etching technology 185
laser-optics 66

alignment 69
shaft 65

instruments 67
methods 63

LaserFace™ 181, 184
layout design 34
layout drawings 192
leading edge 394

groove (LEG) 168
thrust bearing 170
of the vane profile 394

leakage behavior 198
leakage of lip seals 126
level 48
leveling methods 57
leveling plates 166
leveling screws 60
leveling wedges 62
life cycle cost 1, 2, 45
life expectancy of electric motor bearings 220
life of a pump handling abrasives 335
life of bearings 20
life of lip seals 151
life of rolling element bearings 242
life-time lubrication 255
life-time grease-lubricated bearings 217
life-time lubricated bearings 263

rolling element bearings 20, 247
life-time-lubrication, DN-limit for 264
light-end hydrocarbons 203
limited end float 295

spacer coupling 294
limiting velocities for oil rings 235
line shaft bearings 346
linear globe valve 78
lined slurry pumps 334
liners 334
lip seals 119, 121, 247
liquid blending 62
liquid delivery 372, 373
liquid turbulence 308
liquid velocity, maximum 33
lithium grease 147, 258

lithium soap 146, 251
load capacity 156
load deflection curves 17
load deflection diagram 153, 158
load equalization 168
load reactions 137
load sharing 160
local engineering support team 352
location of chock 56
lock-up 299
locking pins 39
long radius fillets 389
long-fibered type greases 251
long-term storage of pumps 284
loss of efficiency 83
loss of mist 269
loss of production 3
low flow 374, 375
low melting point alloy 270
low suction energy 102
lube analysis 310
lube application 217
lube contamination 244
lube level 236
lube oil level 250
lube oil stratification 232
lube oil transfer containers 288, 289
lubed-for-life bearings 263, 264
lubricant failure 244
lubricant flow direction 249
lubricant pour point 148
lubricant recommendations 143
lubricant reservoir 257
lubricant retention 66
lubricant viscosity 144
lubricated bearings 22
lubricated for life 251, 263
lubricating greases 146
lubrication factors 148
lubrication oil change frequency 222
lubrication practices for electric motors 255
lubrication-related failures 244
LubriMate 267

M
machined brass cages 147, 148, 157, 161, 250
machinery condition log 302
machinery data file folders 24
machinery foundation 45
machinery infant mortality 284
machinery preservation 284
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machinery vibration 301
machining marks 389
magnetic bearing housing seals 22, 122
magnetic drain plugs 239
magnetic drive 323

pumps 137, 142, 326
magnetic face seals 151, 247
magnetic oil plug 119
magnetic seals 119, 246, 416

leaks 246
test setup 248
shaft seal 119

magnetically activated face seals 245
maintenance assessment 19
maintenance cost 113

avoidance 351
reduction 111

management philosophy 402
management sponsor 13
manual re-greasing 263
manuals and drawings 112
margin ratio guidelines 105
matchable bearings 155
matchable single row angular contact ball bearings 150
matched taper roller bearings 137
matching options 136
material reliability factor 108
material selections 347
material-flexible couplings 294, 296

(non-lubricated) 296, 297
materials for mechanical seals 195
materials of construction 347
materials procurement 351
mating flanges 72
maximum bearing spacing 342
maximum liquid velocity 33
mean time between failures (MTBF) 5, 16, 18, 111, 112,

124, 352, 408
calculations 112
of couplings 297
of seals 210
of upgraded pumps 22
vs. time 419

mean time between repair (MTBR) 99, 130, 409
measurement phase 354
mechanical losses 89
mechanical seals 175

evolution 171
for pump bearing housing 247
inventory 215
materials 195

MTBF 112
partnerships 214, 215
pots 40
specification 12
troubleshooting checklist 370
face flatness 402

mechanical shaft seals 336
mechanical straightening 391
mechanical work force, pre-commissioning tasks for 41
mechanically flexible couplings 294, 296
medium consistency paper stock pump 330
medium-duty 137
membrane couplings 296, 414, 415
metal bellows 178, 205, 336

seal 181
metal flinger 236
metal-disc 296
metallic cages 21
metallurgical reviews 357
metering orifices 256

location for oil mist 278
metering plate 257
micro-polishing 225, 226
middle shroud plate 361
minimum axial load 151
minimum continuous stable flow 103
minimum flow correction factor 107
minimum flow protection 364
minimum straight pipe length 35
minimum submergence 337
misalignment 62, 66, 136, 155, 167, 250, 292

capabilities of pump bearing types 138
condition 68
effects 63
of shafts 296
sensitivity 22
study by ICI/UK 63
tolerances 67

mist consoles 265
mist generator components 270
mist header 285
mist manifolds 265
mist reclassifier fitting 265
mist stressing the environment 280
mist supply header 271
mist venting 128
mixed flow 337
mixing ratio for oil mist 272
mixing temperatures 265
model-specific shop checklist 355, 364, 365
modular construction 337
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modulus of elasticity 19
moisture condensation 269
moisture contamination 245
moisture intrusion 245
moisture-free bearing environment 245
molded polymer concrete 42
momentum force 110, 133
momentum theory 110
mothballed equipment 270
motor bearing drain plugs 258
motor bearing housings 256
motor losses 88
motor rotor end-float 295
motor soft-foot 44
motor windage 360
MRC PumPac® 157
MTBF 5, 16, 18, 34, 99, 111, 112, 113, 124, 351, 352, 354,

407, 408, 410, 412, 415
calculations 112
of couplings 297
of seals 210
of upgraded pumps 22
vs. time 419

MTBR (mean time between repair) 99, 130, 409
multi-channel control center 262
multi-grade oils 143
multi-piece metal flinger 236
multiphase pumping 207
multiphase sealing 208, 209
multiple disc coupling 299
multiple speed motor 84
mylar shim packs 56

N
naphthenic base stocks 272
naphthenic mineral oils 225
naphthenic oils 223
narrow face 204

configurations 203
National Lubricating Grease Institute (NLGI) 146
natural frequencies 343
natural rubber 334
neutralization 41
New Life Theory 138, 140
nitrogen blanketing 284
nitrogen purge 362
NLGI 1, 2, and 3 consistency greases 146
nominal API-610 pumps 322
non-clog pumps 332, 333
non-contacting rotating labyrinth 120
non-incendive circuits 282

non-lubricated couplings 294
non-OEM 388

parts 387
non-reactive synthetic fluids 188
non-sinusoidal VFD output voltage 87
non-sinusoidal waves 87
non-submersible sewage pumps 334
normal 151
nozzle loads 34

requirements 47
NPSH margin 100, 103, 104, 107

factor 106
ratio 105, 112

guidelines 36
values 333

reliability 108
factor 105, 106

O
O-ring groove 392
O-ring seals 177
O-ring selection 196
OEM 388

performance specifications 387
repair parts 367
specifications 388
vs. non-OEM spare parts 387

oil application 235
oil bath 146

level 144
lubrication 145, 228, 232

oil change frequency 222
oil characteristics 221
oil churning 250
oil cleanness 241

levels 242, 243
oil contamination 241
oil deflectors 395
oil film pressure distribution 167
oil film strength 225
oil flinger rings 127
oil flooding 144
oil jets 239
oil knock-out drum 270
oil level 145, 232

criticality of 230
fluctuations 234
sight assembly 268

oil mist 229, 232, 241, 255, 272, 320
applicability formula 278
consoles 266, 267, 271
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distribution manifold 266
flow interruptions 146
for electric motors 272
generator comparison 277
inlet and vent locations 287
justification example 273
loss of supply 269
lubricated electric motors 280
lubrication 146, 265, 266, 270

system schematic 265
purged bearing housings 267
systems 239, 267

as fire monitor 270
closed loop version 270
closed type 280

tubing 271
velocity 267

oil oxidation, rate of 222
oil, quantity needed 229
oil replacement intervals 118
oil rings 150, 154, 231, 232, 235, 236, 269

drag 244
in large electric motors 235
grooved type 145
stability 235

Oil Safe® Systems Pty. Ltd. 289
oil shear 168

in bearings 318
oil slinger 233
oil stratification 232
oil sump 121, 320
oil temperatures 246
oil volume 145
oil wick lubrication 230
oil-bath lubrication 144
oil-lubricated couplings 296
oil-ring debris 247
oil/air ratio for oil mist 272
omega-shaped coupling halves 298
on-stream alignment verification 70, 71
open bearings 256, 260
open impeller 328, 337

pressure distribution 338
open, non-shielded bearings 257
open oil mist lubrication 146
operating cost savings 76
operating efficiency 75, 83
operating temperatures 1147, 252, 256

motor bearings 155
optical level 56
optimized energy efficiency 280

optimum efficiency 88
optimum grease selection 250
optimum time for overhaul 313, 314
optomatic 234
orifice 91

size selections 95
orificing pump performance 95
outer ring temperature 147
outlet grease ports 261
outside seal 171, 172
over-lubrication 260, 262
over-pressurizing 260
over-sizing a pump 83
overfiling 91, 92, 361
overhaul, scheduling for 313
overhead supports 285
overheating 260
overheating of bearings 245
overhung impeller distance 19
overload protection 295
ownership cost 2
oxidation 222

of the oil 251
rate of oil 222
resistance 222

oxidative stability 226

P
p-v 198

value 195
paired bearings 155
Panloc pre-adjustable non-locating bearing 163
PAO 281

and diester blends 225
paper stock 328

fibers 329
limitations 115
pump 129

parallel operation 84
parallel wedge 57
parallelism of flanges 34
parallelism of suction and discharge pipe flanges 39
parasitic losses 168
Pareto principle 354
particle contamination 245
partner supplier 215
partnership 214, 417

case history 210
PEEK (poly-ether-ether-ketone) 131, 339, 395
performance analysis 316
performance changes 90, 92
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performance deterioration 13
performance drop 13
periodic oil changes 269
peripheral shaft velocities 123
PermaBase® 52
Permalign 64, 71
permissible offset and angularity 66
Petroleum Refinery Service Pumps (API-610) 317
phenolic cages 20
pinning 57
Piotrowski, John 67
pipe flange to pump nozzle bolt-up 72
pipe spring hangers 37
pipe strain 34
pipe stress 39, 71, 72

calculations 37
pipe supports 37
pipeline seal 202
pipeline service 201
piping and pipe flanges 74
piping away 34, 39
piping friction loss 78
piping structural or hydraulic resonance 309
pivoted pad thrust bearing 169
pivoted shoe 164, 167

bearings 167, 169
journal bearings 170
thrust bearings 168

plain or sleeve bearing 164
plant-wide fire monitor 270
plastic cages 21, 249

material 20
plastic containers 287
polyalphaolefin (PAO) 140, 223
polyamide 159, 161
polyamide 6.6 249
polyamide 66 20
polyamide cages 147, 156
polyisoprene 300

rubber 299
polymer base 325
polymer composite baseplates 52
polymer composition casing 325
Polyrex 253
polyurea greases 146, 258
polyurethane rubber 300
POR 100
Portland cement 58

grout 56
post curing of grout material 44
post-conversion MTBR 161

pour point 221, 223
power consumption 204
power demand excessive 384, 385
pre-assembly inspection checklist 365
pre-grouted baseplates 50, 51
pre-grouted pump baseplates 45
pre-purchase reliability assurance 362
pre-rotation 100
pre-swirl of flow 109
precommissioning task assignments 41
preferred operating region (POR) 100
preloads 155, 156, 168

adjustments 250
class 150
deflection 157
of angular contact ball bearings 148
on springs 39
vs. shaft 249

preloaded bearings 153
preloading 21, 153, 244, 249
premium grade lubricants 223
preservation and protection 265
preset axial clearances 162
pressure balance 268
pressure distribution 135
pressure drop 76, 78

through valves 78
pressure relief fittings 258
pressure-balanced constant level 234

lubricator 234
pressure-induced shaft deflections 19
pressure-lubed bearings 239
pressurization source 239
pressurized external fluid tank 193
pressurized lubricant 240
primers 42, 47
principal foundation 52, 55
problem pumps 352, 355
process industry practices (PIP) 8
program of reducing pump failures 352
program owner 362
program results 368
progressive erosion 13
protecting bearings 244
protective blanketing 266
protective plastic 50
PSAT 75
PTFE (Teflon®)-wrapped elastomer materials 196
PTFE wedges 177
PTFE-lined ductile iron casings 326
pump alignment 62
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procedures 63
pump baseplates 42
pump bearing failure reductions 272
pump column adapters 337
pump commissioning checklist/procedure 363
pump cover, redesign needed 176
pump deterioration 314, 315
pump efficiency 83, 92, 313
pump failure reduction programs 352, 368
pump fires 111

cost of 111
pump foundations 45
pump hydraulic forces 99
pump hydraulic selection 99
pump impellers 137
pump intake design 346
pump maintenance data folders 354
pump MTBF 113
pump pedestals 64
pump performance 81, 90
pump piping 336
pump reliability factors 3
pump reliability reviews 111
pump repair data 390
pump repair procedure 356
pump support pedestal 32
pump troubleshooting guides 372
pump vibration test setup 344
pump wear 335

components 129
rings 130

pump-out vane height 393
pump-out vane run-out 394
PumPac® 137
PumPac® bearings 137, 138, 157
pumping action 144
pumping rings 200, 204
pumping screws 188, 200, 201, 212

arrangement 205
pumping system assessment tool 75
PumpSmart® 304
pure mist drop 270
pure oil mist 146
purge mist 267

applications 268
drop 270

purge oil mist 146
pusher-type mechanical seal 172

Q
quality checks 390

quality control 198
quantity of oil 229

needed 229
quick-fit brackets 67
quiescent static sumps 232

R
radial bearing 164
radial clearance 148
radial gaps for high energy pumps 359
radial lip 151
radial load 135, 157, 162
radial stiffness 157
radial suction 102
radially split, double-flow 321
radially split multi-stage barrel pumps 319
radioactive sludge transfer service 204
rate of blending 62
rate of oxidation of oil 222
RCFA sessions 404
re-greasing electric motor bearings 258
re-greasing interval 147
re-lubrication 259

interval for electric motors 255
intervals for bearings on vertical 252
intervals for grease-lubed bearings 251
of cylindrical roller bearings 260

reaction bonded silicon carbide 198, 200, 205
real volute 135
reciprocating positive displacement pump 324
recirculation 100, 101, 311, 333, 359

effects 312
reclassifier nozzle 265
redesigned pump covers 176
reduction in pipe friction 78
reed resonance 337
reliability-focus vs. repair-focus 402
reliability-focused viii
relubrication internals for greases 251
removing metal from the vane tips 92
repair costs 2, 18

calculation 351
for pumps 351, 408
seal-related 190

repair data 358
form 398, 399, 400

repair statistics viii
repair-focus vs. reliability-focus 402
repair-focused viii
repairable rotating labyrinth seal 280
repeller 128, 130
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seal 330
residual preload 157
resin impregnated carbon graphite 197, 198
resistance to flow 77
resonance 47

events 309
resonant frequencies 308, 343

of a metal bellows 197
resonant vibrations 45
retainer bushing 15
retroactively upgrading 22
return header 271
reverse indicator devices 70
reverse-hub couplings 296
review of bearings and lubrication 360
review of hydraulic parameters 357
review of installation 359
rifle drilling 338, 340
rigid couplings 291, 292

flanged 292
flanged vertical pump shaft 292
rigid shaft 342
rigid sleeve-type 291

ring joint 73
ring skipping 236
rings in dynamic applications 196
rivet head fatigue 250
riveted cages 250
RMS acceptance limit values 301
roll pins 236-237
roller-chain flexible couplings 296
Ronex 255
rope packing 176
rotating assembly balance 305
rotating collar 165
rotating labyrinth seals 119, 127, 151, 245
rotating labyrinth-type bearing housing seal 246
rotating seal ring 171
Roto-Jet® 328, 329
rotor balancing 304
rotor lateral vibration 309
rotor unbalance 308
rubber jaw coupling 298
rubber tire-type coupling 296
rubber-lined 334

heavy duty slurry pump 142
rubber w/phenolic backing 341
rubbing contact shaft seals 148
run-out 391
running alignment monitors 71
running misalignment 66

Rust Ban Penetrating Primer 42
rust prevention 223
rust protective properties 223
Rust-Ban 373 286

S
safety considerations 360
sand filler 60
sandbags 39
Saybolt Universal Seconds (SUS) 221
Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter 221
scavenging drains 239
seal and bushing arrangement 210
seal auxiliaries 13
seal chambers 113, 325

selection 117
seal environment 113
seal face deflection 201
seal face load 204
seal failure causes 210
seal friction 140, 151
seal housing dimensions 112
seal locking collar 402
seal MTBF 210, 413, 418
seal performance testing 213
seal piping 40
seal selection practices 190
seal setting 128
seal spring compression 402
seal statistics 188, 199
seal torque transmission 173
seal-induced pump failures 192
seal-less 328

magnetic drive pump 323
pumps 326

seal-related failures 188
seal-related repair costs 190
sealed ball bearings 264
sealed bearings 140, 255, 264

housings 118
limitations of 264

sealed for life 137
sealed power ends 116, 119
sealed-for-life lubrication 251
sealless pumps 90
secondary seal components 371
secondary sealing elements

temperature limits for 197
selection criteria, API vs. ANSI 8, 10
selection guidelines 5
self-contained grease dispensers 263
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self-draining 30
self-level adjustable mounting systems 57
self-priming 328
self-venting 30
semi-open impellers 328
sensor location 170
separate inner rings 160
series system 410
service and maintenance requirements 271
service life of a machine 415
service life of oils 222
severity of vibration 225, 226
sewage pump 332
shaft alignment tolerances 68
shaft critical speed 343
shaft deflection 18, 19
shaft dimensional accuracy 396
shaft fits 148, 149
shaft flexibility factor 19
shaft misalignment 34, 63, 65
shaft packing 336
shaft run-out 391
shaft sealing 324
shaft shoulder height 393
shaft size and corresponding bearing diameters 366
shaft sleeve 344

condition 395
shaft straightening method 401
shaft straightening procedures 391
shaft straightness 401
shaft surface 151
shaft tolerances 148, 150
shaft wear 151
shaft-mounted flinger discs 230
shallow vane 390
shear pin 295

coupling 294
shield-to-inner-ring annulus 256
shielded bearings 140, 257
shielded, grease-lubricated ball bearing 256
shim packs 56, 57, 168
shock pulse monitoring (SPM) 303, 305
shoe curvature 168
shop equipment 402
shop repair 387

procedures 390
shop tools 402
shop-work related reviews 362
short bearing life 378, 379
short cartridge mechanical seal 178
short mechanical seal life 379, 380, 381

shortcomings of certain ANSI pumps 18
shrink disc 203
shrinkage factor 49
shut-down levels of vibration 301
shut-off head method 312
shut-off head test information 315
shuttling of rotors 21
Siemens TEFC motor 272
sight glass 119, 121, 144

observation 118
silicon carbide 197, 198
simple calcium-soap greases 251
single point automatic lubricators 262
single row angular contact ball bearings 151, 158
single volute 136
single wedge method 56
single-shields 255

bearing 256, 259
motor 256

Six Sigma 353
skewing 281
SKF pump bearing 160
SKF two-piece inner ring 161
skidding 15, 152, 153, 160, 244

of bearing balls 21
sleeve to shaft fits 393
sleeves 338
sliding (skidding) 15, 151, 153, 160, 244

bearings 164
velocities 62
velocity tolerances 66

slinger ring 230, 231, 235
slingers 232
slip-fit engagement 13
slip-on disc 236
slip-stick action 371
slope of oil mist piping 267
slow bleeding 257
slow patterns in pump intakes 110
sludge 332

formation 269
slurry pumps 137, 141, 334
slurry seals 336

retrofits 334
slurry service 176
small piping 46
small stand-alone pumps 239
snap drains 265
snap rings or split rings 338
soap 254
sodium-soap greases 251
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soft foot 44, 67
sole plate leveling 57
sole plate-mounted driver 54
solids in solution 339
Soto, Leonardo Urbiola 246
spacer plate 295
spacer ring 250
spacer-type gear coupling 295
SPAL’s 262
spare internal assemblies 5
spare parts 387
specific speed 86, 88, 92, 95

definition of 84
specification checklists 9, 364
specification for mechanical seal 12
specification reviews 367
speed reliability factor 99, 108
speed variation 87
spent grease 258
spherical roller bearings 163
spiral wound 73
split case, between-bearing models 331
split case pumps 103, 331, 332
split inner ring bearings 136, 139
split seals 180

mechanical 183
split-sleeve elastomeric couplings 298
split-sleeve Omega-type elastomeric coupling 299
SPM data collection 304
spool piece 299
spray nozzle 244
spring hangers/supports 39
spring preload 137, 152

force 150
spring steel grid member 296
spring support-related installation oversights 37
spring-grid couplings 296
spring-loaded back-to-back arrangement 154
spring-loaded mechanical seal 172
stabilizer 101

pipes 101
stamped metallic cages 156
stamped steel cages 161
standard housing 157
standardization 328
standardized seal geometry 196
standstill alignment 70, 71
standstill protection 241
standstill seal 330
Star refinery 418
starting torque 90

static load deflection 154
static load rating 151
stationary 171

face 178
stationary mechanical seals 176
stationary single seal 172
statistics 1, 199, 351

electric motor bearing failures 255, 257
for mechanical seals 190, 199
of failures viii
of pump failure 352
of Scandinavian paper mills 261

Stay-Tru® cost 53
Stay-Tru® 49
Stay-Tru® Pre-filled baseplate 53
Stay-Tru® Pre-Grouted Baseplate Procedure 42
Stay-Tru® procedure 43
Stay-Tru® process 44
steady state temperature 147
steam baffle 195
steam jackets 326
steam quench 125, 188, 195
steam turbine pump drive latching diagram 28
steel baseplate 47
steel cages 159
stilt-mounted baseplates 42, 43, 52
stock consistencies 329
stock pumps 329
storage preservation 284
storage site preparation 284
straight discharge pipe length requirements 36
straight pipe length 36

minimum 35
uninterrupted section 35

straight-edge method 63
stray motor currents 87
stray oil mist emissions 280
Streamline Cassette Cartridge 176
Streamline™ Cassette Double Seal 188
Streamline™ Cassette Single Seal 188
stress corrosion cracking 371
stress-riser effect 389
stroboscopic light 299
stub sleeve 128
stuffing box 175, 325

cover 15, 114
dimension 402
pressure 175
space 177

sub-foundation 55
submerged vortices 109
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submergence 109, 235, 346
submergence of vertical pump inlet bells 108
submersible motors 332, 337
submersible pumps 332, 334
submersible wastewater pump 332
suction energy 100, 102, 103, 331, 333

factor 104
gating values 103
ratio 106

suction piping 33
suction recirculation 100, 101, 102, 321
suction specific speed 88
suitability of oil mist for Class 1, Group C and D 279
sump 345

cooling provision 318
designs 109, 346

superior greases 250
supplementary pump specification 10
surface preparation 42
surplus grease 257
suspended solids 339
swirl 35
synergistic additive systems 225
synthesized hydrocarbon lubricants 222, 223
synthetic lubricants 188, 217, 225, 226, 272, 317, 360

types 225
synthetic oils 280
synthetics 222, 223
system control methods 84
system design 108
system efficiency 75, 79
system head curve 81
system impact 83
system piping 77

size 33
system pressure loss 78
system-head curve 84, 86
systems interruptions 146

for oil mist 146

T
tandem mechanical seal 201
tandem seals 174, 180

arrangement 203
tangential and radial discharge pumps 32
taper roller bearings 162
TaperBore™ plus seal chamber 115
tapered bore 115

seal chamber 115, 336
tapered collets 402, 403
tapered large bore seal chambers 114

tapered seal chamber 114
target offsets 66
targets for life times 407
technical service reviews 362
TEFC electric motors 283
TEFC motors 279
Teflon-wrapping 196
Teflon® 131, 341
telescoping sleeve 128
temperature detectors 170
temperature differences between inner and outer be 249
temperature of grease-lubricated bearings 148
temperature readings on bark booster pump 229
temperature readings on disc filter shower pump 228
temperature reductions with oil mist 241
temperature rise 312
temperature stability of lubricants 225
temperatures in pump bearings 225
testing of seals 198
theoretical fatigue life 220
theoretical volute 135
thermal expansion of DuPont Vespel® CR6100 350
thermal expansion of the bearing inner ring 15
thermal growth 64, 68
thermal offset calculations 66
thermodynamic method 312
thermographic examination 298
thickening agent 146, 220, 251, 295
third-party arbiter 216
threaded shaft couplings 342
threaded sleeve coupling 291
threshold of instability for oil rings 235
throat bushing 200

to shaft fits 394
throttle bushing 172

to shaft clearance 402
throttle-controlled pump 315
through-flow 276, 278

oil mist 278
oil mist passage 276
route 276

throw-away 256
thrust balanced impeller 338
thrust bearings 151, 164, 166, 344
thrust pots 337, 344
thrust shoe 165
time-velocity 311
TIR 66
tolerance stack-up 293
tolerances for alignment and motor soft foot 49
tongue 135
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top shroud 337
torque transmission 173

options 173
torsional vibration 298
Total Dunbar platform 208
total foundation 54, 55
total life cycle cost 1
total reverse indicator readings 66
total vane length 390
tracking alignment changes 72
traditional alignment methods 65
transit 56
travel constraints 39
travel indicator 39
travel stops 38
trimmable flinger discs 236, 238
trimming 91, 95
troubleshooting 351, 361

guide 372
TurboMister™ 236
two-piece flinger disc 238
two-piece inner ring 160
two-plane balance 304
two-pour grouting 46
two-pour method 46
two-stage overhung pump 14

U
U-cup mechanical seal 180
U-cup seals 177
ultrasonic flowmeters 312, 316
UMD pumps 22
unbalanced automatic lubricator 217
unbalanced constant level lubricators 145, 232, 234, 245
unbalanced hydraulic forces 203
unbalanced seal 175
unclean plastic bottles 287
under-race lubrication 239
undercut areas 389
underfiling 91, 92, 361
uneven flow pattern 331
ungrooved oil rings 236
Unirex 255
universally matchable 136, 153, 155
unpressurized dual seals 180
up-arrow 234

location for constant level lubricators 235
up-thrust 344
upgraded medium duty (UMD) pump 16, 22, 113, 120
upgraded medium-duty bearing housing 126
upstream pumping (USP) technology  181, 186-187

Urbiola 246, 248
USP seal barrier pressure 186
USP technology 186

V
V ring seals 177
vacuum environment 187
Val Lobanoff 101
value based six sigma 352, 353
values of avoided pump 111
valve closure 110
valve “CV” 79
valve flow coefficient 78
vanes

depth 390
overlap 91, 103
particle ejector 114
profile 394
pump-out type 134
thickness 388
width checks 391

vapor blocking O-ring 121
vapor buildup 318
vapor pressure 321
variable frequency drive 85
variable speed drives 76, 78, 85
variable speed operation (VFD) 84
variable spring pipe hangers 38
varying seal life 411
velocity

spectrum 303
limits for oil rings 235
maximum of liquid 33
of coupled sliding teeth 66
of oil mist 267
of vibration 302

vent fill assembly 268
vent holes 46
vented constant level oiler 233
vented filler caps 243
vertical adjustment device 56
vertical pumps 337

applications 163
“can” 336, 327
deep-well 142
inline 320, 325
sewage 333
transfer 205
turbine (VTP) 291, 293, 320, 336, 338
waste water 334

vertical turbine bearings 339
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vertical wet pit 336
vertical-in-line 336
vertically oriented canned motor pump 327
very high suction energy pumps 103, 104, 106, 331
Vespel® 341
Vespel® CR-6100 130, 132, 346
Vespel®, thermal expansion of 350
VFD drives 87, 84, 85, 88, 90
Vibcode 306
Vibracon® SM 57
vibration

acceptance limits 307
amplification 308,  311
analyzers 316
and noise 303, 382, 383
and performance analysis 316
basics 301
detection of plastic cage defects 249
data acquisition and detection 20
data collectors and logs 302, 316
excitations 310
levels 307
limits 310
measurements 303, 345
monitoring 303, 310
probes 345
testing of a vertical turbine pump 344
values 310, 311
velocity 302

Vibscanner 304, 306
VibXpert data collector 316
viscosity 221

correction 90
grades 143, 144
improvers 143
index (VI) 143, 221, 222
ratio 143
temperature relationships 143

viscous liquids 90
void areas 47
voids 47
volatile organic compound (VOC) 270
volute 135, 136

casing 135
chipping 94
comparison of 20
construction 135
diffuser 136

vortex breakers 364
baffles 115

vortex formation 109

in impellers 390
vortexing 346
VPE 115
VTP bearing materials 341
vulnerable bearing housing 17

W
waivers, to API-610 157
water contamination 416

effect of 121
water content, permitted in oil 140
water effect on bearing life 21, 121
water hammer 109
water injection service 205
water lubricated column bearings 333
wax platelet formation 272
wax plugging 225
wear in gear couplings 63
wear protection 226
wear resistance 197
wear rings 131, 137, 340

clearance 367, 395
grooves 367

wear track 371
wear-out failure 407
weather-protected (WP II) electric motors 280
wedge 181

support 57
-shaped carbon seal face 177
-shaped film 164

weep hole passage 279, 282
weld overlays 394
welded discs 178
wet pit 334
wet sump 267, 268

lubricated equipment 271
wick feed 229
wide face 204

seals 203
Wilcock and Booser 235
worn head-flow curve 316
worn vertical multistage pump 316

X
XP-breather drain 282

modifications 284
XP-Listing 282

Z
Zanite® 52


